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Foreword

Welcome to the proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Web-Age
Information Management (WAIM 2014). WAIM is a leading international con-
ference for researchers, practitioners, developers, and users to share and ex-
change ideas, results, experience, techniques, and tools in connection with all as-
pects of Web data management. The rapid development and prevalent use of the
Web highlight the need for new technologies for the design, implementation, and
management of Web-based information systems. It is evident that high-volume,
distributed, heterogeneous data increasingly found on the Web introduces new
challenges beyond the capability of traditional database systems. It calls for new
Web-based information systems to provide effective and efficient techniques for
specifying, retrieving, integrating, exchanging, querying, archiving, managing,
and cleaning the data on the Web. The study of Web-based information systems
requires seamless integration of technologies from database systems and Internet
management, and is essential to the development of Web services, e-commerce
and e-science, among other things.

TheWAIM conference provides a forum for Web data management researchers
to exchange new results. The call for papers attracted submissions from many
research institutions in the USA, UK, Australia, Germany, Japan, India, and
China. The Program Committee accepted 48 high-quality full papers and 35
short papers covering theoretical research as well as empirical studies. We hope
that the proceedings serve as a valuable reference for researchers and developers
interested in Web data management techniques.

We would like to thank all authors for their contributions. We would like to
express our gratitude to the Program Committee members who worked hard in
reviewing papers and providing suggestions for improvements. Special thanks to
our keynote speakers, Prof. Jiawei Han, Prof. Amr El Abbadi, Prof. Yufei Tao,
Dr. Wen-syan Li, and Dr. Ricky Sun. We would also like to express our gratitude
to Prof. Weiyi Meng for leading the Steering Committee of the workshop.

We hope that WAIM helps expand the community of Web data management
researchers and practitioners all over the world, and that it provides a ground
for new ideas in this important field.

April 2014 Feifei Li
Guoliang Li

Seung-won Hwang
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Abstract. Large search engines process thousands of queries per second over 
billions of documents, making a huge performance gap between disjunctive and 
conjunctive queries. An important class of optimization techniques called top-k 
processing is therefore used to narrow the gap. In this paper, we propose an ag-
gressive algorithm based on the document-at-a-time (DAAT) MaxScore, aiming 
at further reducing the query latency of disjunctive queries. Essentially, our ap-
proach, named Aggressive MaxScore (AMaxScore), can speed up quickly by 
fine-tuning the initial top-k threshold, which allows a first aggressive process 
and then a supplementary process if not enough results are returned. Experiments 
with TREC GOV2 collection show that our approach reduces disjunctive query 
processing time by almost 15.4% on average over the state-of-the-art MaxScore 
baseline, while still returns the same results as the disjunctive evaluation. 

Keywords: Query processing, Top-k processing, DAAT, Aggressive MaxScore. 

1 Introduction 

Given that search engines need to answer queries within fractions of a second, naively 
traversing the huge amount of basic index structure, which could take hundreds of 
milliseconds, is not acceptable [1]. This efficiency problem has been largely addressed 
by top-k processing methods [2-4, 7, 8], which in a nutshell means returning the best k 
results without an exhaustive traversal of the relevant posting lists. However, most 
top-k processing algorithms start with a threshold of zero, and then update the value 
while results are discovered. Thus, the algorithms can only speed up until there are k 
results obtained, and too small initial threshold can make lots of documents be prom-
ising candidates temporarily. 

The slow startup problem in top-k processing has motivated a lot of work on opti-
mization techniques. Fontoura et al. [5] propose a new technique to speed up MaxScore 
[2-4], the most famous top-k processing method, by splitting the query into a short 
query and a long query. The results (or threshold) obtained by quickly evaluated short 
query is used to speed up the evaluation of the long query. The term bounded MaxScore 
method [3] improves upon the DAAT MaxScore to set a better initial threshold by 
using toplist index structures [6]. Recent work in [7] builds a two-tiered index upon the 
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blockmax index, resulting in considerable performance gains. Different from previous 
work, we propose a novel improvement of MaxScore that requires no modifications to 
the index structure. Our method allows a first aggressive process with one posting list’s 
max score as the top-k threshold and then a supplementary process if not enough results 
are returned, thus the name Aggressive MaxScore (AMaxScore). In the following 
sections, we present and evaluate our AMaxScore on TREC GOV2 collection. 

2 Aggressive MaxScore 

As mentioned, a proper threshold can exactly avoid processing documents that are 
unable to be in the top results. Due to the fact that the final threshold θ can only be 
obtained by a complete query evaluation, one possible approach is to estimate the 
threshold as θ  with a guarantee that θ θ, in order to ignore any documents with 
scores lower than θ . The threshold θ  is commonly automatically set to the kth score 
of the documents in the results heap during the query processing. It is obvious that the 
closer θ  is to θ, the faster the algorithm runs, because more documents can be ig-
nored. 

If a proper threshold that satisfies the condition of θ θ can be estimated at the 
initial stage of the query, the whole query latency will be reduced. The threshold es-
timation methods are very popular for most optimization techniques, but most of these 
methods require modification to the underlying index structures for storing high quality 
documents. Also, it is hard to exactly estimate threshold that satisfies the condition of θ θ, and provide extra memory for processing more indexes. In AMaxScore, we 
estimate an approximate threshold θ  that don’t need to be strictly guaranteed that θ θ, but somehow closer to θ. When complete the query processing, we check the 
number of the results. If the number of the results is not enough, we can conclude that 
the initial threshold θ  is a little bigger, i.e., θ θ, and we should iteratively con-
duct supplementary passes with smaller initial thresholds until the results is enough. 
The threshold θ  can be set to various accumulative score of term upper bounds, i.e., 
the minimum or maximum score of term upper bounds, the sum of all term upper 
bounds etc. Suppose the threshold is set to the sum of some or all of the term upper 
bounds, it means a document that can make it into the top result heap only if it contains 
term not just appear in the terms set above. Also, if the threshold is set to one of  
the term upper bounds, it means a document that only contains that term, but no other 
terms, can never make it into the top results heap. Thus, there is no need to score any 
documents that contain only that term. Performance gains are achieved when the 
processing does not run a supplementary pass. 

This kind of method tends to be less studied for top-k processing methods. Though 
the idea of the Two-pass method by Broder et al. [8] is similar to our approach, it 
focuses on WAND approach and is just used to transfer normal queries into 
AND-queries. Thus, we can consider it as a special case of our method. Note that in 
our method, the partial results by the aggressive pass can be used in the supplementary 
pass to reduce a large amount of heap sort operations. 
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3 Experiments 

We use the TREC GOV2 collection containing about 25.2 million documents and 
about 32.8 million terms with an uncompressed size of 426GB. We build inverted 
index with 128 docIDs per block, using PForDelta compression, removing stopwords, 
and applying Porter’s stemmer. The final compressed index size is 7.57GB. We use 
10000 queries randomly selected from the TREC2005 Efficiency track queries using 
distinct amounts of terms with |q|≥ 2. Our experiments were performed on an Intel(r) 
Xeon(r) E5620 processor running at 2.40 GHz with 8GB of RAM and 12,288KB of 
cache. All methods were implemented in JAVA on Terrier IR platform [9] with Okapi 
BM25 as the ranking function. In every experiment, the index was preloaded into 
memory and the numbers are averaged over 5 independent runs. 

3.1 Results 

In this section, we compare AMaxScore with the state-of-the-art MaxScore [4] by fine 
tuning the threshold θ . The threshold θ  is set to the minimum value, maximum value 
and average value of the query term upper bounds respectively in the aggressive pass. 
In extreme cases, too large threshold will lead to completely ineffectiveness of the 
aggressive pass, resulting in some of the top-k results obtained in the supplementary 
pass. Thus, we run an experiment of AMaxScore with a threshold set to the sum of all 
term upper bounds. In additional, we also test the effect of resetting the heap after an 
aggressive pass for query processing performance. Table 1 shows the query processing 
time using different algorithms with different number of documents returned. 

Table 1. Average processing times in ms of the AMaxScore series of algorithms with different 
number of results based on TREC GOV2 

Algorithm avg k=10 k=50 k=100 k=500 k=1000 

MaxScore_Baseline 55.7 34.8 44.2 50.3 69.4 79.6 

AMaxScore_Min(θ ) 52.3 34.3 42.7 47.8 63.5 73.2 

AMaxScore_Max(θ ) 47.1 32.4 40.1 44.2 55.7 63.0 

AMaxScore_Avg(θ ) 50.5 33.4 42.0 46.6 61.2 69.5 

AMaxScore_Max(θ )_HR 48.6 33.7 41.6 45.6 58.2 63.8 

AMaxScore_TooLarge(θ ) 55.5 34.2 43.4 48.8 68.7 82.7 

From Table 1, we can see that all optimized techniques improve greatly over the 
MaxScore baseline. For different k, AMaxScore_Max(θ ) always performs the best, 
which achieves an average improvement of 15.4% over the MaxScore baseline. We 
also observe a little performance degradation in AMaxScore_TooLarge(θ ) over the 
baseline. This is mainly because too large threshold value will cause ineffectiveness  
of the aggressive pass. Most results are returned in the supplementary pass, and  
the aggressive processing becomes an extra cost for the whole query processing. In 
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addition, the improvement achieved by AMaxScore_Max(θ )_HR is not as much as 
that achieved by AMaxScore_Max(θ ). This suggests that keeping the query results 
stored in the heap is helpful for enhancing the performance. Although the results in the 
first pass can be obtained by a supplementary pass again, a couple of heap sort opera-
tions are reduced when the same results are inserted into the heap. As we increase k, 
though query processing time increases for all methods, our AMaxScore achieves an 
increasingly improvement over the baseline. The explanation is that the estimated 
threshold θ  is closer to the final top-k threshold θ with a larger k. The best case 
occurred in AMaxScore_Max(θ ) with k equals 1000, being about 20% faster. Thus, 
we can conclude that fine-tuning the top-k threshold can result in significant perfor-
mance improvement for different corpus. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we have proposed a new method to speed up MaxScore by fine-tuning the 
top-k threshold, which can trigger an aggressive processing with supplementary orig-
inal MaxScore processing if not enough results returned. Experimental results with 
TREC GOV2 showed that our AMaxScore significantly outperforms the previous 
methods with an average improvement of 15.4%. The best case produced almost 20% 
performance gains without sacrificing result quality. 
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Abstract. Patent retrieval is critical for technological researches, inventions, 
and innovative entrepreneurship. There exist a lot of methods for patent 
retrieval, which usually merely find relevant patents. As a result, outdated 
patents are frequently found and even ranked ahead of more interesting ones in 
the result list. However, in most cases, enterprisers and researchers only 
concern cutting-edge techniques and research results. Novelty-based patent 
retrieval thus becomes extremely important nowadays. In this paper, we 
propose an innovative patent finding method that exploits the broad 
associations between patents. More specifically in this paper, a new concept of 
patent novelty is first introduced and a novel ranking algorithm is then proposed 
for proper ranking of patents. Following that, in order to handle rank variations 
caused by the arrival of new patents, an efficient rank-update algorithm is 
designed. We have done extensive experimental study that well shows the 
effectiveness and the efficiency of our proposed method. 

Keywords: patent novelty, patent association, comparative novelty rate. 

1 Introduction 

Patents nowadays represent one of the largest technical information sources and are 
major carriers of scientific and technological knowledge. According to the statistical data 
from World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), 90% to 95% of the inventions 
and research results in the world could be found in the patents, in which about 70% of the 
inventions have never been published in other literatures [1]. Due to the importance of 
patent, the information retrieval technique for patent documents is in urgent need. 

Generally, researches on patent retrieval include prior-art retrieval [2-4], invalidity 
retrieval [5-7] and cross-language retrieval [8-10]. These methods first find patents 
that match the queries, and then rank them by semantic similarity. Since there is no 
novelty criterion in the process of retrieval, some (even large amounts of) old-
fashioned and invalid patents may be retrieved and ranked ahead in the result list. 
However, these patents may be meaningless to searchers in certain scenario [11], e.g., 
enterprisers seeking novel techniques for product quality enhancement.  

In [11], Mohammad et al. presented a COA method to find novel patents in the 
patent dataset. The method evaluates the novelty of a patent by the novelty of the 
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keywords contained in the patent. The novelty of keywords is measured by a time-
dependent function, which decreases as the time is passing. In other words, the 
novelty of a patent in the COA method relates and only relates to the time factor. 
However, in practice the novelty of a patent is also heavily influenced by the newer, 
related patents. That is, with a specific technical problem, when an improved solution 
is proposed via a new patent, the existing related patents become less novel. Therefore, 
in order to more effectively find genuine novel patents, a better approach shall 
consider not only the time factor but also the influence of other related patents, which 
forms the main theme of this paper. 

In this paper, we provide a new method to find novel patents based on the technical 
associations among the patents, besides the time factor. The main contributions of our 
work can be highlighted as follows:  

 A patent network structured is proposed to model the technical associations 
among patents. Based on the network, a new concept of patent novelty is 
defined to take both the time factor time and the technical associations into 
consideration. 

 An original novelty ranking algorithm, called Novelty-Rank, is proposed 
that can effectively compute patents’ novelty and rank them.  

 In order to efficiently handle the rank variations caused by the arrival of 
new and related patents, a companion algorithm, i.e., Update-Rank, is 
proposed. 

 The effectiveness and efficiency of our method (and algorithms) is verified 
by a set of comprehensive experiments. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. 
Section 3 introduces our definitions w.r.t. patent novelty and presents our Novelty-
Rank algorithm. Section 4 expounds our Update-Rank algorithm. Section 5 discusses 
experimental results. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusions. 

2 Related Work 

As patent contains a large number of latest technical information, patent retrieval is 
paid more attention in recent years. Some famous international conferences or 
organizations, such as SIGIR[12], ACL[13] and NTCIR[14], have held the 
corresponding workshops on patent retrieval, and many fruitful research results are 
discussed. Divided by purpose, patent retrieval includes prior-art retrieval, invalidity 
retrieval, and cross-language retrieval at present. Prior-art retrieval is intended to 
access prior state of a technology or domain, invalidity retrieval aims to verify that 
whether a patent is invalid or not, and cross-language patent retrieval enables us to 
retrieve information from other languages using a query written in the language we 
are familiar with. In prior-art retrieval, as the query is always too long, it generally 
transforms the query into a group of relevant search queries. Because of the presence 
of ambiguous terms, the selection to search queries is a challenge task. Parvaz  
et al. [2] propose a query modeling approach utilizing patent characteristics and 
semantic disambiguation to generate more precise queries. Shariq et al. [3] not only 
transform the query into several search queries, but also expand queries with pseudo 
relevance feedback to increase the retrieval effectiveness. Walid et al. [4] make a 
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comparison between two search approaches in patent prior-art search, and find less 
time and effort can be exerted by applying simple IR approaches when initial citations 
are provided. In invalidity retrieval, Hisao et al. [5] propose a two-stage patent 
retrieval method to find the relevant patents. In the first stage, general text analysis 
and retrieval methods are applied to improve recall. In the second stage, the top N 
documents retrieved in the first stage are rearranged to improve precision using the 
claim structure. As the query usually includes more than one topic, Toru et al. [6] 
provide a method to divide the query as several sub-queries, and the relevance scores 
in each sub-query are integrated to determine the final relevant documents. To further 
improve the retrieval effectiveness, Atsushi et al. [7] propose a method to combine 
text-based and citation-based retrieval methods in the invalidity patent search. In 
cross-language patent retrieval, Chen et al. [8] apply Latent Semantic Indexing to 
extract concepts from each set of patent documents and utilizes the IPC codes to 
construct a cross-language mediator that express patent documents in different 
languages. And Li et al. [9,10] propose a method of cross-language patent retrieval 
using Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis. All of the above methods focus on how 
to find the patents which are semantically relevant with the query. Specially, 
Mohammad et al. [11] propose a COA method to find novel patents, and patent 
novelty is measured by the novelty of keywords a patent contains.  

3 Association-Based Patent Novelty  

We first define patent novelty before we calculate it and rank the patents by it. In this 
section, we first construct a novelty-association network through measuring the 
relations between patent documents, and then define the concept of patent novelty 
based on the network. Finally, we give the novelty-rank algorithm to rank patents. 

3.1 Novelty-Association Network 

Generally, there are two kinds of relations among patents, i.e., citation and semantic 
similarity. Citation implies that there is technical association between two patents, and 
the citing patent generally has certain technique improvement to the cited patent on a 
same topic. Semantic similarity is often used to measure the strength of association 
between pairs of patents. The greater semantic similarity between two patents is, the 
stronger association they have. In this paper, we consider both the relations when 
constructing our novelty-association network, and we take the assumption that the 
semantic similarity between each pair of patents has been calculated using the method 
presented in [17]. Thus, we define Technical Association and Strength of Technical 
Overlap respectively as follows. 

Definition 1. (Technical Association) Given a patent dataset , , … , ,  , there is a time element Ti indicating its publishing time. Then,   , 
Tj>Ti, the technical association (TA) between di and dj  is defined as follows: , 1   cites 0       (1) 

If TA(dj,di)=1, we say di and dj are technique-associated patents.  
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Definition 2. (Strength of Technical Overlap)  , , if , 1, then 
the strength of technical overlap (STO) between di and dj is defined as the semantic 
similarity between them as follows: , ,  , 10     (2) 

where sim(di,dj) is similarity between the two patents and can be calculated by [17]. 
Next, we use the concept of Comparative Novelty Rate to model the influence of a 

newly published patent on a previous, technique-related patent. Intuitively, for di, 
dj D, if TA(dj,di)=1, a low STO(dj,di) value indicates that the newer patent dj does not 
adopt a similar technique as di, but introduces quite new ideas or makes significant 
improvement on the technique of di, which naturally causes the technique di  losing 
its novelty and attractiveness. Namely, di is less novel compared to dj. Thus, 
Comparative Novelty Rate of di to dj is positively related to the strength of technical 
overlap between them, and is defined as follows. 

Definition 3. (Comparative Novelty Rate)  , , if dj cites di, then the 
comparative novelty rate of di to dj is defined as 

, , ,  , 10          (3) 

where CNR (di,dj) denotes the comparative novelty rate of di to dj.  
Using Technical Association and Comparative Novelty Rate, we define novelty-

association network. 

Definition 4. (Novelty-Association Network) Given a patent dataset D={d1,d2,…,dn}, 
the novelty-association network is defined as a directed graph G={V,E,T}, in which 
each node respects each patent in D, and T={T1,T2,…,Tn} denotes the publishing time 
of each patent. For vi,vj V, if dj cites di, then there exist an edge <vj, vi> from vj to vi 
and the weight on <vj,vi> is CNR(di,dj). 

Example 1. In Fig. 1, there exists a novelty-association network G={V,E,T} of a 
patent dataset D. v1,v2,v3,v4,v5 represent the patents documents d1,d2,d3,d4,d5 in D 
respectively. The lateral axis value of each node denotes the publishing time of each 
patent. The edge denotes the citation between patents, and the weight on each edge is 
the comparative novelty rate between two nodes. For example, node v1 and v2 respect 
patent d1 and d2, which are published at 2010 and 2011 respectively. In addition, an 
edge <v2,v1> denotes that d2 cites d1, and comparative novelty rate of d1 to d2 is 0.5.   

 

Fig. 1. An Example of Novelty-Association Network 
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Based on above definitions, we establish novelty-association network via the 
following procedure (Algorithm 1). 
 

Algorithm 1. Establishing Novelty-Association Network  

Input: D={d1,d2,…,dn}, T={T1,T2,…,Tn} 
Output: G=(V,E,T) 
1. foreach di in D 
2.  add node vi in G; 
3. endfor 
4. for i=1 to N 
5.  for j=1 to N 
6.    if dj cites di  then 
7.      add an edge <vj,vi>; 
8.      calculate CNR(vi, vj) by formula (1) (2)(3); 
9.  endfor 
10.endfor 
11.Output G=(V,E,T); 

3.2 Patent Novelty and Novelty-Rank Algorithm 

After the novelty-association network is established, we define patent novelty on it. 
As we know, the novelty of a patent is strongly related with its publishing time and 
the current state of the research problem. If a patent has been published for a long 
time, the novelty of the patent will be low. Moreover, if a patent has many latter-
presented technique-associated patents of the same topic, the patent novelty of the 
patent will be low too. Thus, we define patent novelty based on both time factor and 
current state of the patent. 

Definition 5. (Patent Novelty)  , Vi is the patent dataset which cites vi in D, 
then the patent novelty of vi is defined as  

,  , ∆  ,1  (4) 

where PNovelty(vi) is the patent novelty of vi; Δtji is the interval of the publishing time 
between vj and vi and computed as Tj-Ti, in which Tj and Ti are the publishing time of 
vj and vj respectively; Tcurrent is the current time; β is a damp factor and β [0,+∞). 

As in Definition 5, for vi V, if vi has no newer and technique-associated patents, 
then its patent novelty PNovelty(vi) only depends on its publishing time. The longer 
one patent has been published, the lower its patent novelty will become (we therefore 
assume patent novelty obeys the law of exponential decay for the parameter that is the 
elapsed time since the patent was published). Otherwise, its patent novelty 
PNovelty(vi) is calculated based on the patents which cite vi. The less novel the citing 
patents are, the less novel the cited one is. And ∆  takes the gap of publishing 
time between the two patents considered. The longer this gap is, the lower the novelty 
of patent vi is. 

In Fig. 1, assume the current time is 2013 and β is set to be 0.5. Thus, We can 
compute the patent novelty of v6 as PNovelty(v6)=e-0.5(2013-2012)=e-0.5. The patent 
novelty of v2 is calculated by the patents which cite v2. Namely, PNovelty(v2) 
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=min{ PNovelty(v3)×CNR(v2,v3)×e-β(2012-2011), PNovelty(v4)×CNR(v2,v4)×e-β(2013-2011)} 
=min{0.6e-0.5× PNovelty(v3), 0.5e-1×PNovelty(v4)}. As it can be seen, the computing 
of patent novelty of v2 can be performed only after PNovelty(v3) and PNovelty(v4) are 
obtained. Thus, we must find the processing sequence before computing and ranking 
the patent novelty of each patent.  

Based on Definition 5, we can easily get the following lemma (Lemma 1). 

Lemma 1. The patent novelty of a patent which is published later is independent with 
the patents which are published earlier. 

According to Lemma 1, we never need to compute the novelty of each patent 
iteratively. Instead, we first rank the nodes by the patents’ publishing time, and then 
compute the novelty of each patent in sequence and rank them (as shown in 
Algorithm 2). 
 

Algorithm 2. Novelty-Rank 
Input: G=(V,E,T) 
Output: Patent ranking list 
1. Rank the nodes in V by their publishing time; 
2. for i=1 to N 
3. compute PNovelty(vi) by formula (4); 
4. endfor 
5. Rank the patents by their patent novelty with Merge Sort 
6. Output the patent ranking list; 

 
For example 1, we first rank the nodes in G by their publishing time, and get the 

rank {v4,v3,v6,v2,v5,v1}. Then we compute patent novelty of each node as 
PNovelty(v4)=1, PNovelty(v3)=0.8×e-0.5=0.49, PNovelty(v6)=e-0.5=0.61, PNovelty(v2)= 
0.48e-1= 0.18, PNovelty(v5)=0.4e-1=0.15, PNovelty(v1)=0.24e-1.5=0.05. Therefore, the 
ranking list of patents is {v4,v6,v3,v2,v5,v1}. 

4 Rank-Update Algorithm 

Novelty-Rank algorithm could rank the patents by their patent novelty on a specific 
time t. However, when new patents are published at time t+1, namely the new nodes 
are added into the novelty-association network, the rank will change. ( In Fig.2, when 
v7 is added to the network in time t+1, and patent novelty of each node varies.) 
 

 

Fig. 2. The Novelty-Association Network at
time t+1 

Fig. 3. The Level of Node 
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Although we can compute and re-rank the patent novelty of each patent at time t+1 
with Novelty-Rank algorithm, but it must be time-wasting as the ranking list at time t 
is not used. As it can be known, if most of patents keep the same sequences at time t 
and t+1, then the running time of ranking the patents at t+1 can be cut down.  

Firstly, the level of node is defined to reflect the computing sequence of patent 
novelty for further measuring the relation of the ranks at t and t+1. 

Definition 6. (Level of Node) Given novelty-association network G=(V,E,T), vi V, 
Vi={vj|vj V and <vj,vi> E}. If |Vi|=0, then the vi is on level 1, and denoted as 
level(vi)=1. Otherwise, vi is on level k (k>1) which is denoted as level(vi)=k, if and 
only if 1. Namely, the level of vi is denoted as  

 
1  | | 0 | | 0  1  (5) 

In Fig. 3, level(v6)=level(v7)=level(v5)=1, level(v3)=level(v4)=2, level(v2)=3,  
level(v1)=4. 

Based on the level of node, we prove the following lemmas. 

Lemma 2. Given G=(V,E,T) at t+1, Vadd is the node set in which each node is added 
to G at time t+1. Vunreach is the node set in which there are no paths from any node in 
Vadd to a node in Vunreach. If vi Vunreach, and PNovelty(t)(vi) and PNovelty(t+1)(vi)  are the 
patent novelty of vi at time t and t+1 respectively, then 
PNovelty(t+1)(vi)=PNovelty(t)(vi)× e-β

  . 

Proof. Suppose vi {vj|level(vj)=k}, and Vi and Vi’ are sets of the adjacent nodes of vi in 
which there exists an edge to vi at t and t+1 respectively. As vi  Vunreach, Vi=Vi’. 
If k=1, as vi is not cited by any patent, PNovelty(t+1)(vi)=PNovelty(t)(vi)×e-β.  
k=2,  PNovelty(t+1)(vi)= ′  {PNovelty(t+1)(vj)×CNR(vi,vj)×

∆ } 

=   {e-β×PNovelty(t)(vj)×CNR(vi,vj)×
∆ }= e-β×PNovelty(t)(vi). 

… 
k=n ， PNovelty(t+1)(vi)=    {PNovelty(t+1)(vj)×CNR(vi,vj)× ∆ } =   {e-β×PNovelty(t)(vj)×CNR(vi,vj)×

∆ }=  

e-β×PNovelty(t)(vi). Therefore, the lemma is proved. 
As shown in Lemma 2, if vi  Vunreach , then  

  (6) 

Lemma 3. Given G=(V,E,T) at t+1, Vreach is the node set in which there is at least one 
path from any node in Vadd to a node in Vreach. If vi Vreach, then PNovelty(t+1)(vi)≤e-β 

×PNovelty(t)(vi). 

Proof. Suppose vi {vj|level(vj)=k}, as vi Vreach, then k≥2. Vi and Vi’ are sets of the 
adjacent nodes in which there exists an edge to vi at t and t+1 respectively, then Vi Vi’.  
If k=2, PNovelty(t+1)(vi)= ′  {PNovelty(t+1)(vj)×CNR(vi,vj) 

× ∆ }. For vj  Vadd,  as level(vj)=1, PNovelty(t+1)(vj)= PNovelty(t)(vj)×e-β. As 
Vi  Vi’, PNovelty(t+1)(vi)   {e-β×PNovelty(t)(vj)×CNR(vi,vj) 

× ∆ }. Namely, PNovelty(t+1)(vi)≤e-β×PNovelty(t)(vi). 
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… 
k=n, PNovelty(t+1)(vi)= ′  {PNovelty(t+1)(vj)×CNR(vi,vj) × ∆ } 

≤e-β×   {PNovelty(t)(vj)×CNR(vi,vj) × ∆ }=e-β×PNovelty(t)(vi).  

Therefore, the lemma is proved. 

Theorem 1. Given G=(V,E,T) at time t+1. For vi Vadd, vj Vunreach, if 
PNovelty(t)(vi)<PNovelty(t)(vj), then PNovelty(t+1)(vi)< PNovelty(t+1)(vj).  

Proof. Based on Lemma 2 and 3, if vi Vadd, vj Vunreach, then PNovelty(t+1)(vj) 
=PNovelty(t)(vj)×e-β, PNovelty(t+1)(vi)≤PNovelty(t)(vi)×e-β. As PNovelty(t)(vi) <PNovelty(t)(vj),  
PNovelty(t+1)(vi)< PNovelty(t+1)(vj)。The theorem is proved. 

Theorem 2. Given G=(V,E) at a specific time. For vi,vj V, the patent novelty of vi and 
vj are PNovelty(vi) and PNovelty(vj) respectively. If <vj,vi> E, then PNovelty(vi) 
≤PNovelty(vj). 

Proof. If <vj,vi> E, then PNovelty(vi)= (PNovelty(vk)×CNR(vi,vk)× ∆ ). 

As vj Vi and CNR(vi,vj)×
∆ ≤1, PNovelty(vi) ≤PNovelty(vj). The theorem is 

proved. 
Based on Theorem 1 and 2, quite a few of nodes in the ranking lists at time t+1 

keep the same orders with the time t. Therefore, we consider updating the rank at time 
t+1 with Insertion Sort to improve the efficiency. The update algorithm is as showed 
in Algorithm 3. 

As shown in Algorithm 3, the main running time lies in comparison when each 
node inserts into the list2 (step 20). In Inference 1, we proof the comparison count is 
at a low level with insertion sort when a node inserts into the list. 

Inference 1. Suppose list1 and list2 are the ranking lists at time t and t+1 respectively.  
For vi,vj,vk list1, vj and vk are inserted into list2 before vi. vj is the nearest node before 
vi in list1 which satisfies vj Vunreach, and vk is the nearest node before vi in list1 which 
satisfies vk Vi (Vi={vm|vm V and <vm,vi> E}). Suppose Pos(t+1)(vi), Pos(t+1)(vj), 
Pos(t+1)(vk) are the final position of vi, vj and vk respectively in list2. When vi is inserted 
into list2, the comparison count is Min{Pos(t+1)(vi)-Pos(t+1)(vj), Pos(t+1)(vi)-Pos(t+1)(vk)} 
at most.  

Proof. As vj is inserted into list2 before vi, then PNovelty(t)(vj)≥PNovelty(t)(vi). Based 
on Theorem 1, PNovelty(t+1)(vj)≥PNovelty(t+1)(vi). Based on Theorem 2, 
PNovelty(t+1)(vk)≥PNovelty(t+1)(vi). As a result, the position of vi in list2 must be after vj 
and vk. Therefore, when vi is inserted into list2, vi must compare with the nodes which 
are inserted into list2 before vi. When vi meet vj or vk, the swap operation will not be 
proceeded, and the loop terminates. Thus, the comparing count is Min{Pos(t+1)(vi)-
Pos(t+1)(vj), Pos(t+1)(vi)-Pos(t+1)(vk)} at most. The inference thus holds. 
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Algorithm 3. Update-Rank 

Input: G=(V,E,T) at time t+1, Vadd , Ranking List list1 at time t 

Output: Ranking List list2 at time t+1 

1. foreach node vi in Vadd 
2.   compute PNovelty(vi)=1 by fomula (4); 
3.   add vi to list2; 
4.   foreach node vj cited by vi 
5.     add a link <vj,vi> in G; 
6.     compute CNR(vi,vj) by formula (1)(2)(3); 
7.   endfor 
8. endfor 
9. Find the node set Vreach which is related with the nodes in Vadd; 
10. Vunreach =V-Vadd-Vreach; 
11. foreach vj Vreach 
12.   compute PNovelty(vj) by formula (4);  
13. endfor 
14. foreach vk Vunreach 
15.   compute PNovelty(vk) by formula (6) ; 
16. endfor 
17. for m=1 to list1.length 
18.   put list1[m] to the end of list2; 
19.   n=list2.length; 
20.   while(n>0&&(PNovelty(list2[n])>PNovelty(list2[n-1]))) 
21.     swap(list2[n-1],list2[n]); 
22.     n--; 
23.   endwhile 
24. endfor 
25. Output list2; 

 
Fig. 4 is the process of v3 inserting into list2 on Fig. 2. As v6 Vunreach and 

PNovelty(t)(v6)≥PNovelty(t)(v3), PNovelty(t+1)(v6)≥PNovelty(t+1)(v3). As <v4,v3> E, 
PNovelty(t+1)(v4)≥PNovelty(t+1)(v3). Therefore, the comparison count is 1 at most. 
Actually PNovelty(t+1)(v3)=0.15, PNovelty(t+1)(v4)=0.31, PNovelty(t+1)(v6)=0.37. 
Therefore, the comparison count is 1 too. 

 

Fig. 4. The process of v3 inserting to list2 

Complexity Analysis. As can be seen in Fig.4, when a node is inserted to a new list at 
time t+1, the general cost of comparison is O(1). Therefore the total cost of sort is 
O(N) in which N is the number of nodes in the network at time t+1. However, if we 
use general sort method as Algorithm 2 does, the cost of sort will be O(NlogN). As the 
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time complexity of computing patent novelty of each patent is O(N) after the network 
is established, the cost of finding novel patents mainly lies on sort. Therefore, the cost 
could be cut down by Update-Rank algorithm compared to Novelty-Rank algorithm. 

5 Experiments 

In this section, we use three patent datasets crawled from USPTO [15] to evaluate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed method. Among them, one dataset is 
used as a training set to evaluate the damp factor β and the others are used to show the 
effectiveness and efficiency. The utilized datasets are described in Table 1.  

Table 1. The Description of Used Datasets 

Dataset Number of patents Effect Year 

Semiconductor 21236 Training Set 2001-2008 

Phone 25245 Testing Set 2001-2008 

Image Processing 23628 Testing Set 2001-2008 

5.1 Text processing 

Before using the method in this paper to rank the patents by patent novelty, we firstly 
process the collected patent documents containing stop-words removal, word stemming, 
keywords extraction and similarity computing. Since there is no generally 
acknowledged list of stop-words in use, we use a self-defined list of stop-words. After 
the removal, words can be stemmed based on Porter’s algorithm [16] to better match 
concepts among terms in the patent documents. Then a TF-IDF [17] method is 
employed to compute the weight of a word in a patent, and top m words are identified as 
the keywords of each patent(In this paper, m is set to be 20 empirically). Finally, a 
Jaccard Coefficient [17] method is applied to measure the similarity of two patent 
documents. 

5.2 Experimental Results 

After text processing, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of proposed 
methods. First, we compare with the COA method [11] which is most relevant our 
work presented in this paper to show the effectiveness of our Novelty-Rank 
algorithm. 

Patent is a type of paid property intelligence, and patentees keep their patents in 
effect through paying a few fees on a yearly basis.  Because of the high cost of 
patent renewal fees, when there are new improved and novel patents of current ones, 
then the old ones will become out-fashioned and are considered to be useless. As a 
result, the renewal will be abandoned and the old-fashioned patents will become 
invalid. Therefore, we use VRate, the rate of valid patents within top k ones in the 
ranking list, to evaluate the effectiveness of our method which is denoted as: ,       (7) 
where Nvalid,k is the valid patents within the top k patents of the ranking list. 
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In Fig 5, we show the effectiveness on “Phone” and “Image Processing” datasets 
respectively (The damp factor β is set to be 0.1 based on the training set of 
“Semiconductor”). As it can be seen, in the “Phone” dataset the VRates of Novelty-
Rank are greater than COA method when k=20, 40, 60, 80, 100 and 120. Similarly, 
the VRates of novelty-rank is greater than COA on most selected k in “Image 
Processing” dataset. Namely, Novelty-Rank is more effective than COA on novelty 
evaluation and rank. 

 

 
Fig.5(a)The Effectiveness on Phone Fig.5(b)The Effectiveness on Image 

Processing

Fig. 5. The Effectiveness of Novelty-Rank Algorithm 
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    Fig.6(a)The Efficiency on Phone          Fig.6(b) The Efficiency on Image Processing 

Fig. 6. The Efficiency of Update-Rank Algorithm 

As the COA method does not provide corresponding update algorithm to re-rank 
the patents, we do experiments and comparisons only between our own algorithms, 
Novelty-Rank and Update-Rank. The two test datasets are both first divided into two 
parts: the patents published from 2001 to 2007 and the other ones published in 2008. 
The former patents are preprocessed with novelty-rank algorithm and the latter ones 
are taken as the added ones at the next time slice. The Novelty-Rank and Update-
Rank algorithms are then invoked to re-rank the patents respectively.  

In Fig.6, we compare the running time of novelty computing and ranking between 
Novelty-Rank algorithm and Update-Rank algorithm. From Fig 6(a), we can see that, 
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the running time of both of Novelty-Rank and Update-Rank on the “Phone” dataset 
decrease as the number of new added patents decreases, and Update-Rank is 
obviously more efficient than Novelty-Rank. We draw the same conclusion from the 
test results with the “Image Processing” dataset (as shown in Fig 6(b)). That is, our 
Update-Rank algorithm is significantly more efficient than Novelty-Rank algorithm 
on updating the rank of patents when new patents arrive. 

6 Conclusions 

In this paper, we proposed a new definition of patent novelty based the notion of 
patent association and designed an innovative novelty-based patent ranking algorithm 
(named Novelty-Rank). Further, in order to handle rank variations caused by the 
arrival of new (related) patents, we designed a rank-updating algorithm (called 
Update-Rank). We conducted comprehensive experiments that demonstrate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of both of our algorithms. What is particularly worth 
mentioning is that our Update-Rank algorithm showed superb performance on 
updating patent ranks. 
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Abstract. The key issue in top-k retrieval — finding a set of k docu-
ments (from a large document collection) that can best answer a user’s
query — is to strike the optimal balance between relevance and diversity.

In this paper, we study the top-k retrieval problem in the framework
of facility location analysis and prove the submodularity of that objec-
tive function which provides a theoretical approximation guarantee of
factor 1− 1

e
for the (best-first) greedy search algorithm. Furthermore, we

propose a two-stage hybrid search strategy which first obtains a high-
quality initial set of top-k documents via greedy search, and then refines
that result set iteratively via local search.

Experiments on two large TREC benchmark datasets show that our
two-stage hybrid search strategy approach outperforms the existing ones.

1 Introduction

For top-k document search, users are usually only interested in a few documents
at the top of the returned results list. The traditional approaches to this top-k
retrieval problem focus on the relevance of results only: they make use of a stan-
dard retrieval model [9] that computes the relevance score of each document with
regard to the query individually and then just return the k documents with the
highest relevance scores. However, many recent studies have shown theoretically
and empirically that it is beneficial to take the diversity of results into account as
well [4], particularly when different users are interested in different meanings or
aspects of the query. Retrieving a diverse set of the most representative relevant
documents is more likely to ensure that all possible information needs of a given
query are satisfied. So finding the best set of top-k documents for a given query
is of crucial importance to IR systems.

In order to resolve the query ambiguity and avoid the information redundancy,
a number of diversification techniques [1,14,13,15,2,12,16] have been designed
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to optimize the top-k documents collectively, in terms of both relevance and
diversity. Most these former work, for example MMR, define some objective
functions to trade off between maximizing relevance and maximizing diversity.
[16] is the latest work which addressed this problem within the framework of
facility location analysis [6] – a branch of operations research concerning optimal
placement of facilities. Objective functions based onDesirable Facility Placement
and Obnoxious Facility Placement are designed and optimization of the objective
functions is carried out by using the local search [11] algorithm. However the local
search is expensive, so [16] can’t obtain the top-k documents efficiently and fast
approximations are desired.

In this paper, we revisit this problem through a submodularity analysis of
the desirable-facility-placement objective function, which provides a theoretical
approximation guarantee of factor 1 − 1

e with the (best-first) greedy search al-
gorithm. Furthermore, in order to improve effectiveness, we propose a two-stage
search strategy which first obtains a high-quality initial set of top-k documents
via greedy search, and then refines that result set iteratively via local search.
Compared to the previous approach where the local search algorithm starts from
the set of k documents with highest relevance scores, the proposed approach sig-
nificantly improves not only the effectiveness (i.e., the quality of final result set)
but also the efficiency (i.e, the speed of convergence). The advantages of our new
approach over the existing ones are confirmed by extensive experiments on two
large TREC benchmark datasets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The framework of facility location
analysis is discussed and the submodularity of the objective functions is analyzed
in Section 2. A two-stage hybrid search strategy is employed to optimize the
objective function in Section 3. The experiments and the analysis of the results
is presented in Section 4. We conclude our work in Section 5.

2 Top-k Retrieval and Submodular Functions

2.1 Top-k Retrieval Problem

Suppose that for a given query q, the set of relevant documents found by the
retrieval system is D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn}.

The relevance score of a document with respect to q is calculated by a function
r : D → R. Without loss of generality, we assume that r(d1) ≥ r(d2) ≥ . . . ≥
r(dn). Furthermore, the distance or dissimilarity between any two documents in
D is calculated by a function w : D ×D → R.

The task of top-k retrieval is to pick a subset S ⊆ D of k documents that is
both relevant and diverse simultaneously.

Recently facility location analysis from operations research has been intro-
duced as a unified framework for top-k retrieval [16]. To find the optimal subset,
we formulate it as a facility location problem [6] in operations research — given
a set of customer “locations” D, we would like to find a subset S ⊆ D to open k
“facilities” there so as to optimize a graph-theoretic objective that is dependent
on the cost of opening a facility at each location and also the distance between
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each pair of locations. The facility opening cost at location di is set to −r(di)
which reflects our preference for high relevance. Making use of different opti-
mization objectives, facility location analysis would lead to different retrieval
techniques for search result diversification.

Several state-of-the-art techniques for diversified retrieval, including MMR [1],
QPRP [15], and MPT [13], treat the top-k documents as obnoxious facilities to
be dispersed as far as possible from each other, but a much better performance
could be obtained by considering the top-k documents as desirable facilities to
be placed as close as possible to their ”customers” (other relevant documents).
In the following sub-sections, we firstly give the sub-modularity analysis for opti-
mization function in top-k retrieval problem, and then prove the sub-modularity
of both Obnoxious Facility Dispersion(OBN) function and Desirable Facility
Placement(DES) function, where OBN and DES are two kinds of approaches in
the framework of Facility Location analysis.

2.2 Submodular Function Maximization

A function f : 2X → R is submodular if for any S ⊆ T ⊆ X and i /∈ T ,
f(S∪{i})−f(S) ≥ f(T ∪{i})−f(T ). In other words, submodular functions are
characterized by the diminishing return property: the marginal gain of adding an
element to a smaller subset ofX is higher than that of adding it to a larger subset
of X . We are often interested in finding the subset with cardinality constraint
|S| ≤ k that maximizes a submodular function, i.e., argmaxS f(S) [7]. However
this problem is in general NP-hard, even for some simple submodular functions.
In recent years, submodular functions have been receiving much attention from
the Artificial Intelligence (AI) community because of the following insight about
their approximate optimization. The greedy algorithm was employed to optimize
the normalized, monotone, and submodular function with approximation ratio
1− 1

e [10].

2.3 Obnoxious Facility Dispersion (OBN)

The optimization objective of obnoxious-facility-dispersion is two-fold: (1) to
minimize the total cost of opening k facilities and (2) to maximize the spread of
those facilities. ALL the standard forms of MMR [1], QPRP [15], and MPT [13]
could be expressed as the dispersion of the top-k documents.

The Maximum Marginal Relevance (MMR) [1] is the first diversification
method which balances the relevance and diversity of the result list. The marginal
gain of MMR, i.e., fMMR(S ∪ {d}) − fMMR(S), is defined as λr(d) − (1 −
λ)maxd′∈S s(d, d′), where r(d) is the relevance between the document d and
the query, S is the set of select documents and s(d, d′) is the similarity between
the document d and d′. [8] has proved that fMMR is submodular, but it has also
pointed out that fMMR is not monotone.

The Quantum Probability Ranking Principle (QPRP) [15] states that doc-
uments should be ranked according to di = argmax

(
P (d) +

∑
d′∈S Id,d′

)
.

With the substitution Id,d′ = −
√
P (d)

√
P (d′)s(d, d′), we see that the
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marginal gain fQPRP (S ∪ {d}) − fQPRP (S) can be rewritten as: 1
2P (d) −

1
2

∑
d′∈S

√
P (d)

√
P (d′)s(d, d′), where P (d) is the probability of d being relevant

to the query. The diminishing return property obviously holds due to the fact
that

∑
d′∈S

√
P (d)

√
P (d′)s(d, d′) ≤

∑
d′∈T

√
P (d)

√
P (d′)s(d, d′) for all S ⊆ T

and d /∈ T , and therefore fQPRP is submodular. However, it is easy to show
thatfQPRP is monotone nondecreasing.

In the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) for IR [13], the marginal gain
fMPT (S∪{d})−fMPT (S) is given by wdE[rd]−bw2

dσ
2
d−2b

∑
d′∈S wdwd′σdσd′ρd,d′

where wd is the importance weight of d’s rank position using nDCG, E[rd]
is the expected relevance scores, b is a specified risk preference parameter for
users, and σd is the standard deviation of d. This means that fMPT would not
be submodular since ρd,d′ could be negative. Nevertheless, if we replace the
Pearson’s coefficient with a non-negative similarity function s(d, d′) as employed
in the experiments of [16], then we get a submodular function due to fact that∑

d′∈S wdwd′σdσd′s(d, d′) ≤
∑

d′∈T wdwd′σdσd′s(d, d′)
for all S ⊆ T and d /∈ T , However, once again, it is easy to show that fMPT

is not monotone.

2.4 Desirable Facility Placement (DES)

The optimization objective of desirable-facility-placement is also two-fold: (1) to
minimize the total cost of opening k facilities; and (2) to minimize the distances
from the customer locations to their closest facilities. In the context of top-k
retrieval, by treating the top-k documents like desirable facilities, we are in fact
selecting the best representatives of the relevant documents so that the top-k
result set consists of a concise summary of all the relevant information, and as
such novelty and diversity naturally arise.

In order to facilitate submodularity analysis, we re-write the original mini-
mization problem of desirable-facility-placement into its equivalent maximization
problem as follows. The optimal set of top-k documents, considered as desirable
facilities, is given by S∗ = argmaxS⊆D,|S|=k f(S), where the objective function
f is defined as follows:

f(S) = λ
∑
d∈S

r(d) − (1− λ)
∑

d∈D\S
min
d′∈S

w(d, d′). (1)

where w(d, d′) could be the dissimilarity between the document d and d′. Essen-
tially it can be regarded as a mixture of relevance-based ranking and k-medoids
clustering.

The above mentioned diversified retrieval models — MMR, QPRP, and MPT
— can all be transformed to use the above desirable-facility-placement objective
function instead, as pointed out by [16].

Theorem 1. The desirable-facility-placement objective function f(S) is sub-
modular and also monotone nondecreasing.
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Proof. Let S ⊆ T ⊆ D and i ∈ D \ T . For any d ∈ D \ (S ∪ {i}), the nearest
neighbor is i or in D \ S. Consequently, we have that

f(S ∪ {i})− f(S)

= λ
∑

d∈S∪{i}
r(d) − (1− λ)

∑
d∈D\(S∪{i})

min
d′∈S∪{i}

w(d, d′)

−λ
∑
d∈S

r(d) + (1− λ)
∑

d∈D\S
min
d′∈S

w(d, d′)

= λr(i) + (1− λ) min
d′∈S

w(i, d′)+(1− λ)
∑

d∈D\(S∪{i})
max{0,min

d′∈S
w(d, d′)−w(d, i)}

The marginal gain is nonnegative, i.e. f(S) is nondecreasing set function.
We know that mind′∈S w(i, d′) ≥ mind′∈T w(i, d′) and max{0,mind′∈S w(d, d′)−
w(d, i)} ≥ max{0,mind′∈T w(d, d′) − w(d, i)} thanks to S ⊆ T . Combined with
D\ (T ∪{i}) ⊆ D\ (S∪{i}), we have that f(S∪{i})−f(S) ≥ f(T ∪{i})−f(T ).

It is obvious that f is monotone nondecreasing.

3 Search Strategies

Both the obnoxious-facility-dispersion (OBN) problem and the desirable-facility-
placement (DES) problem are in general NP-hard [16], therefore we are only able
to solve them through an approximation algorithm. The greedy search algorithm
is (1− 1

e )-approximation for DES problem thanks to the monotonicity and sub-
modularity of the objective function. Both greedy search and local search, can be
straightforwardly applied to top-k retrieval. In greedy search, the most relevant
document d1 is initialized to S, and then the document dD/S ∈ D/S with maxi-
mum marginal gain f(S ∪{d})− f(S) is added into S, until the size of result set
S is k. In local search, the set S is initialized with a random documents subset
{d1, d2, ..., dk}. Then if there is a document dD/S ∈ D/S improve the objective,
i.e for some f(S ∪ {dD/S} \ {dS}) > f(S) for some dS ∈ S, then dS is replaced
with dD/S , until the result set does not change.

Generally, greedy search is simpler and thus more efficient, but local search is
often more effective at the expense of running time. In [16], it has been demon-
strated that using the local search (LS) algorithm to optimize the desirable-
facility-placement objective function works much better than using the greedy
search (GS) algorithm to optimize the obnoxious-facility-dispersion objective
function. Particularly, the DES variant of the MPT retrieval model optimized
by local search achieves the highest performance scores. However, on large docu-
ment collections, local search is very slow. Is it possible to accelerate local search
without hurting its excellent performance?

The effectiveness and efficiency of local search actually depend on its starting
point, i.e., the initial result set S in our context. If the starting point is within
the vicinity of the global optimal solution, local search is not only more likely
to end up with the best possible result set, but also more likely to reach that
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Algorithm 1. GSLS algorithm for top-k retrieval

Input: A ranked list of relevant documents D, k, f
Output: S ⊆ D with |S| = k

1: S ← {d1}
2: while |S| < k do
3: d∗ ← argmaxd∈D\S f(S ∪ {d}) − f(S)
4: S ← S ∪ {d∗}
5: end while

6: repeat
7: for d ∈ S do
8: for d′ ∈ D \ S do
9: S′ ← (S \ {d}) ∪ {d′}
10: if f(S′) > f(S) then
11: S ← S′

12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: until S does not change
16: return S

result set quickly. It is non-trivial to find a good starting point for local search:
quite often people just run the local search algorithm for a number of times
with randomly generated “seeds”, and then pick the best one from all those
result sets produced. Fortunately, for top-k retrieval, Theorem 1 tells us that a
near-optimal result set could be obtained quickly through greedy search (which
itself is quite fast). Inspired by this fact, we propose a two-stage hybrid search
strategy named GSLS (outlined in Algorithm 1): it first obtains a high-quality
initial set of top-k documents via greedy search (line 1-5), and then refines that
result set iteratively via local search (line 6-15).

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

The document collection used for our experiments was the ClueWeb09 corpus1

part B (the first 50 million documents). It was indexed by employing the toolkit
Lemur/Indri2, where standard stop-word removal and Porter stemming were
applied. There are two (query) topic sets from the TREC-2009 and TREC-2010
Web Tracks3 that have been widely adopted as the benchmarks for diversified
retrieval: the former contains 50 topics and the latter contains 48 topics. The
title of each topic was used as a query over the document collection.

1 http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/Data/clueweb09/
2 http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
3 http://trec.nist.gov/data/webmain.html

http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/Data/clueweb09/
http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
http://trec.nist.gov/data/webmain.html
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4.2 Settings

We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate and compare the performances
of the following different approaches to top-k retrieval: 1. LM: standard language
modeling. 2. OBN-GS: obnoxious-facility-dispersion, using the greedy search
algorithm. 3. DES-LS: desirable-facility-placement, using the local search al-
gorithm. 4. DES-GS: desirable-facility-placement, using the greedy search al-
gorithm. 5. DES-GSLS: desirable-facility-placement, using the two-stage hybrid
search algorithm.

Among them, LM is the baseline without diversification; OBN-GS and DES-
LS are described in [16]; DES-GS and DES-GSLS are proposed in this paper.

The ranking provided by standard language modeling was used as the basis
by all the diversity based top-k retrieval techniques.

We computed the relevance score of a document d with respect to a query
q as r(d) = logPr(q|M̂(d))/|q| where M̂(di) was the unigram language model
estimated from document di with Dirichlet smoothing (the Dirichlet prior μ =
2000), and |q| was the number of terms in the query. The scaling factor 1/|q|
was introduced to remove the influence of query length and facilitated setting
the parameter λ across queries. We then calculated the distance between d and
d′ using Kullback-Leibler divergence.

s(d, d′) = −DKL(M̄(d)||M̂(d′)) where M̄(d) was the unigram language model
estimated from document d using the maximum likelihood estimation, and M̂(d′)
was the unigram language model estimated from document d′ with Dirichlet
smoothing. To better compare the retrieval techniques independently from the
distance function, we used the KL divergence based similarity s(d, d′) for re-
placing the Pearson’s correlation in MPT and for approximating the quantum
interference term in QPRP.

For each query q in the test set Q, we retrieved n = 100 documents with
the highest relevance scores to form the set D. Then the retrieval techniques
— MMR, MPT, QPRP (as OBN variants), and their DES variants — were
employed to select the top k = 20 documents as the set S to be returned to
users.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics of Effectiveness

The effectiveness of top-k retrieval was measured at rank positions 5, 10 and
20 by three metrics: ERR-IA [3], α-nDCG [5] and subtopic-recall (S-recall) [14],
where both ERR-IA and α-nDCG were following the standard configurations
in the TREC-2011 Web Track (i.e. in ERR-IA all intents were given the same
probability, and in α-nDCG, α was set to 0.5).

Expected Reciprocal Rank [3]. This metric is defined as the expected re-
ciprocal length of time that the user will take to find a relevant document, which
overcomes implicitly discounts documents which are shown below very relevant
documents. The criterion for the PRP model(Probability Ranking Principle) is

defined as ERR :=
∑n

r=1
1
r

∏r−1
i=1 (1 − Ri)Rr, where r is the rank position, n is
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the number of selected documents and Ri is the probability of satisfying the user
which is always set to 0.5. To measure the diversity of document result set, the
ERR can be extended to ERR :=

∑n
r=1

1
r

∑
t P (t|q)

∏r−1
i=1 (1 −Rt

i)R
t
r .

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain [5]. The premise of DCG is
that highly relevant documents appearing lower in a search result list should be
penalized as the graded relevance value is reduced logarithmically proportional to
the position of the result. The discounted CG accumulated is defined asDCG :=∑n

i=1 reli/ (log2(1 + i)) .

TheDCG for the diversity task is designed asDCG :=
∑n

i=1

(∑
t
relit (1−α)ci,t

d log2(1+i)

)
where t is the subtopic of the document i, α reflects the possibility of assessor error
with 0 < α ≤ 1 and c is the count of subtopic t appeared.

Subtopic Recall [14]. This metric is to measure the number of different
subtopics covered as a function of rank. More precisely, consider a topic T
with nA subtopics A1..., AnA , and a ranking d1..., dm of m documents. Let
subtopics(di) be the set of subtopics to which di is relevant. So the objective

function of the first K documents is follows: S − recallK :=
⋃K

i=1 subtopics(di)

nA
.

Obviously, it makes the retrieval to cover as many different subtopics as pos-
sible quickly.

4.4 Results

The experimental results for the MMR and MPT retrieval models (under both
OBN and DES formulations) are reported here, while the experimental results
for the QPRP retrieval model are omitted due to the space limit. As observed
in [16], the performance of QPRP was consistently lower than that of MPT.

Effectiveness. The effectiveness of top-k retrieval was measured at rank posi-
tions 5, 10 and 20 by three metrics described in the part 4.3.

Table 1 show the results on TREC-2009 and TREC-2010. For each measure,
the best result is reported in bold for MMR or MPT. As expected, all approaches
with diversification OBN-GS, DES-GS, DES-GS, and DES-GSLS beat the base-
line without diversification LM easily.

While both using greedy search for optimization, DES-GS achieved much
higher performance than OBN-GS, which confirms the main conclusion of [16]:
the desirable-facility-placement formulation is indeed better than the the
obnoxious-facility-dispersion formulation.

While both optimizing the desirable-facility-placement objective function,
DES-LS achieved much higher performance than DES-GS, indicating that lo-
cal search is in general more effective than greedy search for top-k retrieval.

More importantly, it can be seen that the proposed two-stage hybrid search
strategy DES-GSLS significantly outperformed all other approaches including
DES-LS (which is the best performing one in [16]). This is probably because
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Table 1. The top-k retrieval performances measured by ERR-IA, alpha-nDCG and s-
recall on the TREC 2009 and TREC 2010 topic sets

TREC 2009

ERR-IA alpha-DCG s-rec

top-k @5 @10 @20 @5 @10 @20 @5 @10 @20

LM 0.068 0.086 0.095 0.112 0.145 0.181 0.171 0.246 0.349

MMR

OBN+GS
0.071 0.091 0.098 0.111 0.157 0.182 0.171 0.283 0.343
3.55% 6.04% 2.54% -0.46% 8.13% 0.55% -0.23% 14.88% -1.63%

DES+LS
0.109 0.128 0.135 0.161 0.194 0.222 0.223 0.311 0.390
59.83% 48.18% 41.57% 43.98% 33.72% 22.54% 30.17% 26.26% 11.85%

DES+GS
0.099 0.118 0.125 0.150 0.186 0.210 0.218 0.311 0.378
45.04% 37.34% 30.65% 33.93% 28.31% 16.07% 27.25% 26.26% 8.50%

DES+GSLS
0.131 0.151 0.156 0.187 0.226 0.245 0.233 0.352 0.397
90.86% 75.58% 63.98% 67.31% 55.94% 35.11% 36.41% 43.06% 13.76%

MPT

OBN+GS
0.092 0.115 0.120 0.149 0.197 0.213 0.196 0.329 0.364
34.42% 33.94% 26.18% 33.10% 35.62% 17.83% 14.78% 33.85% 4.30%

DES+LS
0.267 0.277 0.279 0.381 0.354 0.355 0.353 0.411 0.419

290.00% 221.71% 192.49% 240.59% 144.00% 96.30% 106.66% 67.04% 20.26%

DES+GS
0.254 0.265 0.266 0.343 0.344 0.342 0.376 0.403 0.403

271.72% 207.11% 178.49% 207.32% 136.93% 89.03% 120.01% 63.92% 15.67%

DES+GSLS
0.286 0.298 0.301 0.386 0.387 0.395 0.423 0.460 0.481
318.38% 245.50% 215.86% 245.57% 166.96% 118.18% 147.49% 86.95% 37.85%

TREC 2010

ERR-IA alpha-DCG s-rec

top-k @5 @10 @20 @5 @10 @20 @5 @10 @20

LM 0.087 0.103 0.120 0.105 0.137 0.196 0.173 0.281 0.441

MMR

OBN+GS
0.102 0.121 0.131 0.132 0.170 0.204 0.233 0.348 0.458
16.98% 17.63% 9.24% 25.50% 23.43% 4.32% 34.81% 23.86% 3.70%

DES+LS
0.131 0.154 0.165 0.159 0.205 0.238 0.252 0.418 0.494
50.39% 50.09% 36.87% 50.52% 49.44% 21.88% 46.08% 48.70% 11.96%

DES+GS
0.123 0.118 0.157 0.153 0.200 0.234 0.252 0.410 0.494
41.53% 15.01% 30.96% 45.42% 45.51% 19.84% 46.08% 45.86% 11.96%

DES+GSLS
0.160 0.181 0.189 0.185 0.226 0.250 0.289 0.424 0.492
83.70% 76.33% 57.06% 75.08% 64.49% 27.63% 67.40% 50.93% 11.49%

MPT

OBN+GS
0.147 0.172 0.180 0.198 0.245 0.269 0.299 0.430 0.502
68.60% 67.39% 49.91% 87.57% 78.04% 37.56% 73.24% 53.03% 13.85%

DES+LS
0.343 0.361 0.365 0.385 0.408 0.415 0.468 0.538 0.551

294.69% 251.06% 203.46% 265.49% 196.85% 112.08% 171.23% 91.47% 24.94%

DES+GS
0.337 0.356 0.359 0.380 0.405 0.410 0.469 0.543 0.551

287.95% 245.76% 198.47% 261.01% 194.56% 109.57% 171.83% 93.33% 24.94%

DES+GSLS
0.384 0.400 0.404 0.440 0.454 0.466 0.555 0.623 0.634
341.14% 288.26% 236.24% 317.82% 230.92% 138.03% 221.53% 121.63% 43.59%
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(a) TREC-2009 (b) TREC-2010

Fig. 1. Running time of MMR on TREC-2009 and TREC-2010

greedy search in its first stage could find a near-optimal initial result set (which
is close to the global optimum as guaranteed by the submodularity, see Theorem
1) as the starting point for local search in its second stage, and thus combining
them sequentially could greatly improve the overall effectiveness compared to
just starting from the set of k most relevant documents.

Efficiency. Figure 1 and 2 show the average time costs of different search strate-
gies for optimizing the desirable-facility-placement objective function: DES-LS,
DES-GS and DES-GSLS. Not surprisingly, greedy search DES-GS is the fastest
while local search DES-LS is the slowest. More importantly, it can be seen that
the proposed two-stage hybrid search strategy DES-GSLS runs much faster than
pure local search DES-LS (which is the best performing one in [16]). The larger
k, the bigger time gap between DES-GSLS and DES-LS. Furthermore, running
DES-GSLS does not require much extra time compared to DES-GS, which sug-
gests that starting from the high-quality initial result set obtained via greedy
search in the first stage, local-search in the second stage of DES-GSLS can con-
verge to the optimal solution within a small number of iterations. The fast speed
of greedy search and the quick convergence of local search (as a consequence of
good starting point) make DES-GSLS efficient.

Comparison of Different Similarity Measures. In the above experiments,
we used the KL divergence based similarity s(d, d0) for these retrieval models. To
assess the influence of different document similarity measures to our approaches,
we have also done experiments to compare the KL divergence with the cosine
similarity and Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Since the experimental results
with the cosine similarity are very similar to results with Pearson’s correlation
coefficient, we omit the former here. Figure 3 shows the effectiveness scores at
rank position 10 on the TREC-2009 dataset. As expected, these top-k document
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(a) TREC-2009 (b) TREC-2010

Fig. 2. Running time of MPT on TREC-2009 and TREC-2010

(a) ERR-IA (b) α-nDCG (c) S-recall

Fig. 3. Performance with different Distance Measures on TREC-2009

retrieval methods using different document similarity measures exhibit the same
pattern. The four top-k document retrieval methods, in the ascending order of
effectiveness, are OBN-GS, DES-GS, DES-LS, DES-GSLS. More importantly,
we see that the MPT retrieval model with KL divergence generally performs the
best.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we formalized the top-k retrieval problem as a submodular function
maximization problem to search a subset of documents that had nice accuracy-
diversity trade-off.

It would be very promising to apply the same idea of integrating greedy search
and local search to solve other submodular function optimization problems in a
variety of domains.
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Abstract. Collaborative filtering has become the most popular technique in the 
field of recommender system to deal with the information overload problem. 
Most collaborative filtering approaches either based on the intuitive nearest 
neighbor methods or the scalable latent factor models. In order to benefit from 
the advantages of these two paradigms, some hybrid strategies are proposed by 
taking weighted averages on near neighbors’ ratings as effects, or factorizing 
neighborhood to model interactions and relationships directly. However, these 
methods usually assume that the latent factors of users/items are independent of 
each other. Yet in fact, there are relationships among latent factors would affect 
the performance of recommendations. Motivated by this, in this paper, we 
introduce the collaborative factors, which are smoothed by near neighbors’ 
factors, to better capture the intrinsic features for users and items. We further 
propose a novel collaborative matrix factorization (CoMF) model in order to 
elaborately incorporate these collaborative factors into latent factor models. 
Finally, experimental results on two datasets show that our CoMF significantly 
outperforms some state-of-the-art methods in prediction accuracy. 

Keywords: Recommender Systems, Collaborative Filtering, Collaborative 
Factors, Matrix Factorization. 

1 Introduction 

Recommender system is an indispensable tool used to produce item recommendations 
based on users’ preferences. In many applications, degrees of users’ preferences are 
presented by the explicit scores provided by users, or these implicit feedbacks inferred 
from users’ behaviors [3]. We refer to all types of interactions as ratings. The ratings 
expressed by users on items are stored in a rating matrix, which is usually extremely 
sparse [1]. Existing recommendation algorithms are mainly based on two strategies: 
content based filtering versus collaborative filtering (CF). The former methods require 
gathering content information that might not be easy to collect. The latter only rely on 
users’ historical records [10]. The CF methods are further adopted into two directions: 
the nearest neighbor based method and the latent factor model. The latter gains much 
more attention since the success of the Netflix competition, and many variants [2], 
[3], [8], [11] have been proposed to improve the prediction accuracy. 

In order to take full advantages of these two strategies, the task on combining these 
CF approaches has been studied recently. Existing research can be classified into the 
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following categories: (1) incorporating the neighbors’ preferences into latent factor 
approaches[2], [5]; (2) factorizing the neighborhood to directly model neighbors, e.g., 
a factorized neighborhood method [4] is presented; (3) making use of external data to 
model these relationships more realistically and precisely [6], [7]. However, both 
users and items are not independent of each other in the real world. The latent factors 
of similar entities are not directly utilized into latent factor models in previous studies. 
In this paper, we aim at improving the accuracy by injecting the dependent latent 
factors rather than the individual user and item factor.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we  introduce 
the collaborative factors and then elaborate our proposed model. The performances of 
our approach is reported in Section 3. Finally, we draw some conclusions and discuss 
the future work in Section 4. 

2 Collaborative Matrix Factorization 

Given an active user and a target item, we refer to factors of user’ neighbors as the 
collaborative user factors, so as for collaborative item factors. The collaborative user 
factors and collaborative item factors are named together as collaborative factors: 
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where  represents the factor of user  smoothed by the user’ neighbors N , 
 is the factor for item  smoothed by its neighboring items N .  is similarity 

between user  and , and  is the similarity between item  and . Then α and β 
are constants to determine weights between individual factor and collaborative 
factors. 

Model Representation. We denote as the bias term effect, which makes up of 
global effect, user effect and item effect. Then we replace the factor of user and item 
in traditional latent factor model with collaborative factors of user and item, thus 
leading to a novel formulation represented as: 
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This model is referred to as the Collaborative Matrix Factorization (CoMF), and it 
is utilized to better infer the latent features of users and items. 

Learning Algorithm. To find the optimization of the CoMF, we perform the 
minimization problem on the sum of squared error between the actual observed 
ratings and their predicted values. The objective function minimizing the regularized 
squared error on the set (denoted as S) of known ratings is then defined as: 
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where uir̂ obeys the rule formulated in Eq. (3). To learn optimization ( *b , *p  and *q ), 

we apply the stochastic gradient descent algorithm, which loops through all known 
ratings. The derivations are omitted as they are easy for readers to perform.  

3 Experiments 

We evaluate the methods on two data sets: the Movielens dataset1 and the Epinions 
dataset [9]. In addition, we adopt the RMSE [1] on 5-fold cross validation to measure 
the result. We further compare our proposed CoMF with the following methods: 

─ UserMean. It utilizes the mean value of other users to predict the missing values. 
─ ItemMean. It applies the mean value of every item to predict the missing values. 
─ Biased SVD. The regularization term is set to 0.05, and the learning rate is 0.005. 
─ SVD++. It is proposed in [4] and regularization is 0.055, and learning rate 0.07.   
─ RSTE. It is proposed in [6] and α is set to 0.6 with the regularization term 0.04 and 

the learning rate is 0.01.  

On the Movielens dataset, the regularization coefficients are set to 0.005and 0.001 
with learning rate set to 0.005. In the Epinions dataset, all of them are all set to 0.01. 

In the CoMF model, α and β play very important roles. To determine the sensitivity 
of α and β, we carried out an experiment where we varied the value of α and β from 
0.0 to 1.0 in an increment of 0.2. We finally selected 0.6 for both α and β on both 
Movielens dataset and Epinions dataset as an optimum value. 

Table 1. Performance comparisons of the CoMF with other approaches  

Datasets D Metric UserMean ItemMean BSVD SVD++ RSTE CoMF 

Epinions 

5 
RMSE 1.1988 1.0942 1.0380 1.0408 1.0480 

1.0094 
Improve 15.80% 7.75% 2.76% 3.02% 3.68% 

10 
RMSE 1.1988 1.0942 1.0378 1.0411 1.0406 

1.0021 
Improve 16.41% 8.42% 3.44% 3.75% 3.70% 

Movielens 

5 
RMSE 1.036 0.983 0.9001 0.8932 0.8875 

0.8423 
Improve 18.70% 14.31% 6.42% 5.70% 5.09% 

10 
RMSE 1.0360 0.9830 0.8980 0.8831 0.8702 

0.8291 
Improve 19.97% 15.66% 7.67% 6.11% 4.72% 

Table 1 reports the results of our CoMF method compared with several state-of-
the-art methods. “D” means dimensionality of factors. It can be observed that our 
CoMF method significantly outperforms the other methods both on the Movielens and 
the Epinions dataset. 

                                                           
1 http://www.grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/  
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4 Conclusions 

In this paper, we focus on improving recommendation accuracy of the latent factor 
models. Motivated by the fact that both users and items are not independent of each 
other in the real world, we introduce the collaborative factors to capture factors of the 
neighbors of users and items, respectively. We further investigate integrating these 
collaborative factors into the matrix factorization models to improve the prediction 
accuracy, and propose a novel collaborative matrix factorization (CoMF) model. 

With the explosive increase of information in the Web, the modalities and types of 
information evolve at the same time. Such heterogonous information is useful for 
recommender systems. Therefore, it is important to consider the heterogeneous data to 
improve performance of recommendations. Meanwhile, scalable methods to address 
other recommendation tasks, such as the Top-N task, and other performance measures 
should be considered under this circumstance. 
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Abstract. Hashtags, starting with a symbol “#” ahead of terms, are widely used
and inserted anywhere within posts as they present rich sentiment information on
topics that people are really interested in. In this paper, we focus on the prob-
lem of hashtag recommendation considering its personalized and evolutionary
aspects. We introduce three features to model personal user interest and its evo-
lution, including (1) hashtag popularity; (2) hashtag textual information; and (3)
hashtag time factor. We construct a hybrid model combining these features to
learn user preference and recommend personalized hashtags consequently.

Keywords: recommendation, micro-blogging system, hashtag, popularity.

1 Introduction

A hashtag is a set of words prefixed by a # (or #xxx# for Chinese hashtag) symbol in
a post on micro-blogging systems. Hashtag is always generated to present a topic that
aims to make posts easily understandable by other relevant users and facilitate conver-
sations among the users with its rich sentiment information. Hashtag recommendation
in nature is to predict users’ interests and provide possible preferred hashtags to users
that they have not yet considered.

Current work introduces simple yet incomplete one or two features to rank items for
recommendation, while some other important factors are neglected, i.e., item popular-
ity and user interest evolution [2] [3] [5]. Correspondingly, people other get a recom-
mended list only with breaking events, or only with personal user interest when applied
with traditional methods. While our proposed approach would provide fascinating re-
sults. Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows.

(1) We introduce the first work on hashtag recommendation with three features: hash-
tag popularity, hashtag textual information, and hashtag time factor. All the proposed
features are theoretically and experimentally demonstrated important for hashtag rec-
ommendation.

(2) We scheme a novel hashtag recommendation approach considering personalized
and evolutionary aspects. We model user preference for recommendation based on the
three features, and a hybrid recommendation approach is introduced to extract the top
N hashtags.

� This research was supported by NSFC Grant No.61202408, CNIC Grant CNIC-PY-1407, and
CAS 125 Informatization Project XXH12503.
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2 Proposed Method

In our hashtag recommendation method, we balance three features: hashtag popular-
ity, hashtag textual information, hashtag time factor to model user preference and its
evolution, and take several steps to get the final recommendation results.

2.1 Hashtag Popularity

Intuitively, if a hashtag is a hot one on a micro-blogging system, it will attract more
users involved in, which also brings higher popularity of the hashtag. According to this
observation, we use the following equations to measure the hashtag popularity and score
the final recommendation.

First, we define hashtag hotness as follows:

Hothashpop =
Countusers −MINusers

MAXusers −MINusers
(1)

where Countusers is the count of users that use the current hashtag, MAXusers is
the maximum count of users involved in a hashtag, and MINusers is the minimum
count of users involved in a hashtag.

The hashtag hotness works well if all hashtags are generated to reflect user interest.
Whereas, as we observed, there exist parts of unfavorable hashtags from advertisers or
with sale information. These hashtags are with massive referred posts, while with few
people involved in, which are valueless for recommendation and should be ignored. We
borrow the concept “authorship entropy” [1] to measure the hashtag authorship.

Authhashpop = −
l∑

i=1

ci
n
· log(ci

n
) (2)

where l is the count of users that involve in the current hashtag, n is the number of
posts associated with the hashtag, and ci is the count of posts that the ith user creates.

Thus we get the final score of hashtag popularity for recommendation:

Scorehashpop = Hothashpop ×Authhashpop (3)

After hashtag popularity computation, the hashtags would be ranked with their hot-
ness degrees. Correspondingly, hashtags expressing breaking events would come out at
the top of the ranking list.

2.2 Hashtag Content Similarity

To predict personal user preference on hashtags, we model the relationship between
personal user interest and visited hashtags as text similarity. That is, user interest (la-
beled as Duser) can be presented with the textual documents of all posts related with the
current user, and each post associated with the current hashtag (labeled as Dhashtag)
can be viewed as another document. Thus personal user preference on hashtags can
be calculated with a similarity function. We take two steps to calculate text similarity
between Duser and Dhashtag .
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1) Topic probability distribution generation. We adopt Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) to calculate the probability distribution. LDA is one of the increasingly popular
tools for summarization and discovery with the capability of automatically extracting
the topical structure of large document collections. We first calculate keywords w dis-
tribution on topics to, and topics to distribution on posts pd with LDA computation
equations.

We train the LDA parameters to generate a set of probability distributions: P pd
to that

is topics ton probability distribution on post pd, and P to
w is keywords w probability

distribution on topic ton. Then we use P to
w to determine Duser and Dhashtag proba-

bility distributions on each topic labeled as Puser and Phashtag respectively. Puser =
{PU (to1), PU (to2), ..., PU (tok)} and Phashtag = {PH(to1), PH(to2), ..., PH(tok)}.
Where k is the total number of topics, and we set k = 200.

2) Similarity calculation. We use negative symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence
function to measure the similarity between Duser and Dhashtag.

Simc =
−1

2[KL(Puser||Phashtag) +KL(Phashtag||Puser)]
(4)

where KL(Puser ||Phashtag) =
∑

Puser(toi) log(Puser(toi)/Phashtag(toi)). KL is
a non-symmetric measure of the difference between two probability distributions Puser

and Phashtag .
With this step, most of hashtags reflecting personal user interest would be promoted

in the ranking list. Still the ranking list rarely provides time-insensitive hashtags pre-
senting long-term user interest. We then add hashtag time feature to capture user interest
evolution, and promote the importance of time-insensitive hashtags.

2.3 Hashtag Time Factor

As described above, hashtags can be categorized into two classifications: time-sensitive
hashtags and time-insensitive hashtags. User interest would evolve when time changes,
e.g. football fans would like to attend football match events for a long time, whereas
they may watch live webcast on #World Championships in Athletics in Moscow dur-
ing the competitions. We take two steps to calculate the contribution of hashtag time
adapting to short-term and long-term user interest.

1) Hashtag classification. We first address the classification strategy according to
hashtag time. Hashtag, especially time-sensitive hashtag exists the phenomenon of micro-
meme. As we observed, most of time-sensitive hashtags have a hot period within a
week. On the other hand, time-insensitive hashtags represent long-term user interest,
which are almost time independence. We view this problem as a sequence classification
problem and simplify the approach introduced in [4]. For each hashtag H , we rank
all associated posts within a time period Δt (Δt = 1 day in this paper), and then get
a ranked set of posts: S(H) = {N1, N2, ..., Nk}. Where Nk is the count of posts at
kth day after the hashtag is created. We set k = 7 since time-sensitive hashtags have a
hot period within a week. If a hashtag is created less than 7 days, we just set Ni = 0
for the days before its creation. We then transform S(H) to a 7-dimensional vector:
VSH = {1, ||N2 −N1||, ||N3 −N2||, ..., ||N7 − N6||}, and construct a SVM (Support
Vector Machine) using RBF(Radial Basis Function) kernel with feature VSH based on
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the libsvm toolkit. We label 428 hashtags manually for the training set (253 for posi-
tive classification, and 175 negative one), and verify with 5-cross-validation approach,
which gets 82.3% accuracy.

2) The contribution of hashtag time. We introduce a decay factor TFhashtag to cal-
culate the contribution of hashtag time, which aims to reduce the importance of time-
sensitive hashtags.

TFhashtag =

{
e−μ(t−tmax), H is time− sensitive
1, otherwise

(5)

where μ is a constant attenuation coeffcient. We set parameter μ = 0.3 through
heuristic learning approach. t is current day, tmax is the day with the maximum count
of posts, and the unit of t is one day. When we calculate TFhashtag at the day of hashtag
creation, we just set TFhashtag = 1 for simplicity. Also we make TFhashtag = 1 if the
hashtags are time-insensitive.

2.4 Hashtag Recommendation

Hashtag recommendation gives top N candidates for users with a combination function
utilizing three features, including hashtag content, hashtag popularity and hashtag time
factor:

RecH(U,H) = (γ × Simc + (1 − γ)× Scorehashpop)× TFhashtag (6)

where Simc and Scorehashpop would be normalized into [0, 1]. For each user, top
N candidate hashtags would be ranked with RecH(U,H) as final recommendation
results.

After this step, the recommendation list would include those hot hashtags, personal
short-term interest and long-term interest hashtags. That means the recommendation
results appeal to a broader constituency.
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Abstract. Similarity queries in graph databases have been studied over the past
few decades. Typically, the similarity queries are used in homogeneous networks,
where random walk based approaches (e.g., Personalized PageRank and Sim-
Rank) are the representative methods. However, these approaches do not well
suit for heterogeneous networks that consist of multi-typed and interconnected
objects, such as bibliographic information, social media networks, crowdsourc-
ing data, etc. Intuitively, two objects are similar in heterogeneous networks if
they have strong connections among the heterogeneous relationships. PathSim is
the first work to address this problem which captures the similarity of two ob-
jects based on their connectivity along a semantic path. However, PathSim only
considers the information in the semantic path but simply omit other support-
ive information (e.g., number of citations in bibliographic data) . Thus we revisit
the definition of PathSim by introducing external support to enrich the result of
PathSim.

1 Introduction

A heterogeneous network is a logical network that usually consists of a large amount
of multi-typed and interconnected components. The inter-connections in the hetero-
geneous networks often indicate different kind of relations, such as bibliographic net-
works, epidemic network, and social media network [1]. As an example in bibliographic
networks, users may be interested in querying similar authors to the author of a paper
that they just read. There are variant ways to measure the similarity of two authors in a
bibliographic network. For instance, two authors is similar if their papers co-appear in
the same venue frequently or they are the co-authors in many publications.

Similarity queries in homogenous networks have been extensively studied over the
past few decades, where random walk based approaches (e.g., P-PageRank [2] and Sim-
Rank [3]) are the representative methods in this category. However, the random walk
solutions cannot be used in heterogenous networks since the walks over different rela-
tionships have different meanings behind. To address the similarity queries in heteroge-
nous networks, Yizhou Sun et al. [4] proposed PathSim that computes the similarity of
two objects based on the affiliation of a semantic path. For instance, the affiliations in
bibliographic networks may include authors-venues (AV), authors-papers (AP), and

� This work was partially supported by MYRG109(Y1-L3)-FST12-ULH from UMAC Research
Committee.
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papers-terms (PT) relationships. A possible semantic path is authors-venues-authors
(AVA) which indicates the similarity of the authors based on their co-appearance in the
same venue. Given a semantic path (e.g., AVA) and a query object (e.g., an author),
PathSim returns the most similar objects based on the affiliations in the semantic path.

Table 1. Similarity search result under meta-path ‘VAV’ of a query ’PKDD’ on DBLP dataset

Rank P-PageRank SimRank PathSim PathSimExt

q PKDD PKDD PKDD PKDD
1 KDD Local Pattern Detection ICDM PAKDD

In this work we enrich PathSim by introducing external support into the similar-
ity computation. We observe that some factor can be used as an external support for
improving the similarity search. More specifically, the similarity of venues is not only
reflected by the semantic path venues-authors-venues (VAV) but also the reputation
similarity of the venues (e.g., average citations per paper). Table 1 compares this idea
with other similarity methods using a DBLP example that lists the most similar venues
to ‘PKDD’ based on a semantic path venues-authors-venues (VAV). ‘PKDD’ is a Euro-
pean conference on machine learning and knowledge discovery in databases. As shown
in the table, P-PageRank [2] and PathSim [4] return ‘KDD’ and ‘ICDM’, respectively;
however, these results may be not the best answer for the query since the reputation
of ‘KDD’ and ‘ICDM’ is quite different from ‘PKDD’. SimRank returns a less related
conference ‘Local Pattern Detection’ as the top-1 result which manifests the problem of
random walk based solutions in heterogenous networks. Thus, we revise the definition
of PathSim, named as PathSimExt, that additionally introduces external support into
the similarity measures.

2 PathsimExt

A heterogenous information network is a special type of information networks that ei-
ther contains multiple types of objects or multiple types of relationships. More specif-
ically, a heterogenous information network is a directed graph G, where each vertex
belongs to one particular object type T and each edge belongs to one particular seman-
tic relationship R.

Papers

Authors Venues

Terms

(a) Semantic relation-
ships

Authors

Authors

Papers

(b) AVA

Venues

Papers

Terms

Venues

(c) VPTV

Fig. 1. Bibliographic semantic relationships and 2 semantic paths
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Semantic paths, Δ. Based on the semantic relationships, we can construct a semantic
paths Δ that typically represents some semantic meaning behind. For instance, a seman-
tic path authors-papers-authors (APA) (shown in Figure 1(b)), that uses two semantic
relationships AP and PA, indicates the co-authorship. Note that the semantic path is
not necessary symmetric, where a asymmetric semantic path VPTV can be found in
Figure 1(c). To facilitate reasonable search queries, we assume that the begin and the
end object type in a semantic path are always identical in this work.

PathSim. As studied in [4], PathSim is shown to capture better semantics of peer
similarity in heterogenous network than other methods proposed for homogenous in-
formation networks, such as P-PageRank and SimRank. Formally, PathSim is defined
as follows.

SΔ(x, y) =
2× w(x, y)

w(x, x) + w(y, y)
(1)

where w(x, y) represents the number of path instances between x and y under the se-
mantic path Δ. The denominators, w(x, x) and w(y, y), can be viewed as the normal-
ization factor in the definition.

Table 2. Search result under APA on a query ‘Mike’

(a) Co-authorship and author information (b) Similarity value between Mike and others
#collaborations #publications #cititations

w(x, y) w(x, x) ext(A, x)

Mike - 100 300
Jim 20 20 50
Tom 19 100 300

Jim Tom
PathSim 0.33 0.19

PathSimExt 0.028 0.095
PathSimExt (norm.) 0.057 0.19

Table 2 shows an example of PathSim that finds the most similar authors of ‘Mike’
under the semantic path APA. According to the definition of PathSim (Equation 1),
‘Mike’ is similar to ‘Jim’ than ‘Tom’ since the number of path instances (i.e., the num-
ber of collaborations) between ‘Mike’ and ‘Jim’ is higher than ‘Mike’ and ‘Tom’. How-
ever, if we take the fame of the authors (i.e., number of citations) into consideration,
‘Tom’ should be a more similar result to ‘Mike’ since both of them have similar num-
ber of citations and publish certain amount of papers together. This example shows that
external support (i.e., number of citations) can enrich the result of PathSim but is not
considered in [4].

External Supports. An external support can be any factor that reflects the importance
of the objects from global views. Typically, for each type of object α ∈ T , we can
facilitate some support (e.g., well accepted knowledge and common sense) to rank the
objects oi ∈ O in a reasonable way, which is defined as ext(α, oi) in this work. For
instance, in the bibliographic network, we can use the citation numbers as the external
support for every author ai in the author type A, which is denoted as ext(A, ai). Given
the external support, we revise PathSim to PathSimExt as follows.

SE
Δ(x, y) =

|w(x, y)| × simT (x, y)

ext(T, x) + ext(T, y)
(2)
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where simT (x, y) =
min(ext(T,x),ext(T,y))
max(ext(T,x),ext(T,y)) can be viewed as the similarity of two ob-

jects in the object type T . The denominators in Equation 2, ext(T, x) and ext(T, y),
can be viewed as the normalization factor.

3 Experiments

In this paper, we used a DBLP citation network dataset downloaded from arnetminer.org
that contains 7.7K venues, 1M authors, 1.6M papers, 34K terms, and 2.3M citations.

Matrix Data size Density
AV 2,988,422 0.0374%
AP 4,227,433 0.00025%
VP 1,632,442 0.013%
VT 3,741,075 1.42%
VAV 7,422,651 12.5%

Rank AVA APA VAVTV VAV

q Jiawei Han Jiawei Han ACM Trans. Graph. ACM Trans. Graph.
1 Philip S. Yu Philip S. Yu SIGGRAPH SIGGRAPH
2 Christos Faloutsos Jian Pei IEEE Visualization Trans. Vis. Comput. Graph.
3 Divesh Srivastava Charu C. Aggarwal Trans.Vis.Comput.Graph. Journal of Computer Vision
4 H. V. Jagadish ChengXiang Zhai ICCV Symp. on Comput. Geometry
5 Surajit Chaudhuri Laks V. S. Lakshmanan CVPR Computer Aided Geometric Design

We show the result of different semantic paths in Table 3, including author-to-author
relationships (AVAandAPA) and venue-to-venue relationships (VAVTVandVAV).
The result of AVA shows that ‘Philip S. Yu’ and ‘Christos Faloutsos’ are the two most
similar authors to ‘Jiawei Han’. The result is meaningful as both ‘Philip S. Yu’ and ‘Chris-
tos Faloutsos’ publish lot of papers in the common venues of ‘Jiawei Han’ and their cita-
tion records (i.e., external support) are strong. In another set of experiments, we evaluate
the path VAVTV and VAV for a journal ‘ACM Transaction on Graphics’. The results
using the semantic pathVAVTV are more relevant to the area of computer graphics and
computer vision research since the returned venues should have similar topics according
to VTV (i.e., the terms). In addition, ‘ICCV’ and ‘CVPR’ are ranked in the top-5 result
since these venues have similar reputation (i.e., by external support) to ‘ACM Transac-
tion on Graphics’. For clarity, the results using the semantic path VAV are more diverse
since the path only take author-venue relationship into consideration.

4 Conclusions

In this work, we revise the definition of PathSim that enriches the result of PathSim by
introducing the external support into the similarity measure. Our result demonstrates
that the external support is effective in bibliography data. In the future, we attempt to
further improve the query performance in terms of both efficiency and effectiveness.
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Abstract. Matrix Factorization (MF) is one of the most popular ap-
proaches for recommender systems. Existing MF-based recommendation
approaches mainly focus on the prediction of the users’ ratings on un-
known items. The performance is usually evaluated by the metric Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE). However, achieving good performances in
terms of RMSE does not guarantee a good performance in the top-N
recommendation. Therefore, we advocate that treating the recommen-
dation as a ranking problem. In this study, we present a ranking-oriented
recommender algorithm AdaMF, which combines the MF model
with AdaRank. Specifically, we propose an algorithm by adaptively
combining component MF recommenders with boosting methods. The
combination shows superiority in both ranking accuracy and model gen-
eralization. Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) is chosen
as the parameter of the coefficient function for each MF recommenders.
In addition, we compare the proposed approach with the traditional MF
approach and the state-of-the-art recommendation algorithms. The ex-
perimental results confirm that our proposed approach outperforms the
state-of-the-art approaches.

Keywords: Recommender System, Matrix Factorization, Learning to
Rank.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems are widely adopted by online websites to discover the im-
plicit needs of consumers. In recent years, existing approaches have focused on
the rating prediction for users on unobserved items, in which Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) is usually chosen as the performance evaluation metric. We refer
these approaches as rating-oriented recommender systems. One of the popular
approaches for solving this problem is Matrix Factorization (MF) [1] which can
also be called Latent Factor Model. However in real recommender systems, in-
stead of rating prediction performance, top-N recommendation precision may
attract more attention as it generates a ranked list which is directly presented to
users. The uncertainty of the prediction in rating-oriented recommender system
brings instability in the ranking performance. Moreover, other factors such as

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 43–54, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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the position information that measure the ranking performance are not taken in
to consideration in rating-oriented recommender systems. Paolo et.al show that
lower RMSE does not always translate into a better ranking result in [2]. Thus,
instead of achieving better rating prediction, directly optimizing the relevance
of the ranking list can offer user better experience. In recent years, Learning to
Rank (LTR) [3] has becoming a powerful technique to solve ranking problem by
using machine learning. For existing LTR-based recommender systems [4,5], in
practice, the single model cannot be adjusted adaptively to the shifty real world
data and the ranking performance evaluation metrics, such as NDCG, are not
usually taken into the account when building the objective function.

In this paper, we propose AdaMF, an adaptive boosting approach for ranking-
oriented recommender systems, by combining a state-of-the-art ranking model
AdaRank [6] with MF. AdaRank creates a strong ranker by composing weak
rankers linearly and the coefficient of each weak ranker is calculated from the
weight function of a certain performance metric. Different with the traditional
LTR problem, recommendation problem usually does not have explicit features
in dataset to build model-based weak rankers. However Matrix Factorization can
allocate latent factors for each user and item only based on user history data.
Therefore, we choose Matrix Factorization to build the component recommender
and component recommenders are combined to the ensemble recommender lin-
early according to the recommendation performance. In our approach we choose
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) as the parameter for the co-
efficient calculation, which can measure the effect of the overall relevance of the
recommendation lists.

In summary, the contributions of this work are three folded:

– We introduce a ranking-oriented approach for recommender system AdaMF,
which is an adaptive boosting algorithm that combines component recom-
menders built by simple Matrix Factorization Models. The combination in-
sures the ranking performance and decreases the generalization error.

– We propose a gradient descend algorithm for training component recom-
menders. The algorithm is ease in implementation and efficient in choosing
parameters.

– We conduct a validation towards the efficiency and performance of AdaMF.
The experimental results confirm the effectiveness and show an outstanding
increase from the state-of-the-art approaches.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce some related
works for our work. In Section 3 we present our AdaMF algorithm. Some ex-
periment and comparison are described in Section 4. We conclude our study of
AdaMF at Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Matrix Factorization

Matrix Factorization model uses low dimensional vectors to represent the feature
for users and items. The MF model has high scalability and accuracy, and gets
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high success in Netflix challenge [1]. During the competition, more elements
are considered to enhance the factor vector. For example, traditional neighbor
based collaborative filtering is combined with MF model [7]. Temporal dynamic
of users’ taste and items’ timeliness is also important in modeling. In temporal
approaches of MF model, function based temporal dynamic factors have proven
its effectiveness by presenting the latent factor vector as linear function of the
time stamp [8]. MF can be viewed as graphical models in some probabilistic
approaches of recommender system [9]. Latent Dirichlet Allocation [10] has been
used to build hidden topic feature variables of users and items, thus Probabilistic
Matrix Factorization model can be combined to improve performance and solve
cold start problem [11].

2.2 Learning to Rank

Traditional ranking algorithm generates a list by sorting the relevance function
of query and document. With the development of linguistics model and more ac-
cumulation of labeled data from search engine, researchers try to make machines
’learn’ the ranking model.

LTR is a series of supervised learning algorithm to learn better ranking model
from the labeled documents and feedbacks of users. LTR methods are categorized
as Point-wise, Pair-wise and List-wise [3] models. Point-wise approaches predict
the score of a document to the query by regression methods in machine learning.
Pair-wise ranking models use classification to learn the relative preference of each
item pair, classification methods like SVM [12] can be adapted into solving the
problem. In recent years List-wise algorithms have drawing much attentions.
The key point of List-wise LTR is to define loss function based on the whole
result list for each query. The simple intuition is to use performance metrics in
information retrieval such as MAP, NDCG, and so on, but these metrics are
associated with the rank of documents thus they are discontinuous with model’s
parameters, therefore different smoothing technology for metrics lead to various
approaches [13].

Based on the direct optimization of the performance metric, AdaRank [6] uses
boosting technique to solve the problem. The basic idea of AdaRank is to employ
an exponential loss function of performance metrics. It generates a strong ranker
which linearly combines weak rankers, where the coefficients are computed by
the performance of each ranker. So that different weak rankers are correlated
according to each one’s performance. To create different weak rankers, AdaRank
maintains a distribution of weights over the queries in the training data. The
distribution is determined according to the performance of strong ranker on each
query. AdaRank increases the weights on the queries that are not ranked well by
the strong ranker. For each round in the training, AdaRank trains a new weak
ranker according to the weight distribution, and the newly trained weak ranker
is appended to the strong ranker.
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2.3 Ranking-Oriented Recommender System

Learning to Rank has made contribution to a wide variety of applications. One
of the mainly used areas is in recommender system [4,5]. In Ranking-Oriented
recommender systems, several ranking-based model have been built. In [4], Bal-
akrishnan et.al. propose to take the trained latent factor of each user and item
as feature vector. The extra model parameters are added for building point-wise
and pair-wise model. They denote as Collaborative Ranking. List-wise LTR al-
gorithm was also used to build MF model. Shi et.al. propose ListRank-MF [5],
which optimize the loss function which is conducted based on the top one prob-
ability of item when given a predicted score. However, Collaborative Ranking
proposes an EM-like training process, which cost more time on model training.
Ranking based loss function in ListRank-MF also increases the complexity in
gradient descent algorithm.

3 Adaptive Boosting Matrix Factorization

In this section we present our model AdaMF which combines Matrix Factor-
ization with AdaRank, that provides a boosting technique for conducting the
ranking-oriented recommender system. Firstly, we present our problem defini-
tion. Secondly, we introduce Matrix Factorization for recommender system and
the framework of our AdaMF model. Finally, we discuss the advantages of com-
bining Matrix Factorization with AdaRank.

3.1 Problem Definition

The objective of the recommender system is to learn the preference model from
users’ rating history to generate a top-N recommendation list. Suppose that
there are N ratings given by U users to I items. For each user u, Ru is the set of
rated items {Rui}Nu

i=1 where Nu is the size of Ru. The average of Nu is simplified
to n. The rating given by user u to item i is denoted as Rui. The goal of our
algorithm is to create a recommender f(u, i) to rank the unrated items for users.

3.2 Matrix Factorization

In the MF model [1], the prediction of the unobserved rating of item i given by
user u is formulated as:

r̂ui =

K∑
k=0

PukQik (1)

where Pu is the latent factor vector of user u to reflect the interests of user u
to each latent factor, similarly Qi shows the relevance of item i with the latent
factors, and K is the dimension of the latent factor.

The traditional approach of MF model is built for the prediction of missing
ratings. To measure the performance of the accuracy of prediction, RMSE is one
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of the most commonly used evaluation metric. The RMSE-based loss function is
defined as:

L =

U∑
u=1

Nu∑
i∈Ru

(Rui − r̂ui)
2 +

λ

2
(||P ||F + ||Q||F ) (2)

where r̂ui denotes the predicted rating given by (1). In the loss function, || · ||F is
Frobenius norm, which is used as the normalized term to generalize the model.
Once the latent vectors have been learned, the unobserved ratings of each user
can be estimated by (1). Intuitively, the recommendation list is generated by
sorting r̂ui for unrated items of each user.

3.3 AdaMF

Similar to AdaBoost, the AdaMF maintains a weight distribution on each user
in the training set. The training process contains T rounds in all. In the tth

round of training, the algorithm builds a component recommender P t
u, Q

t
u by

MF according to the weight distribution on users. The distribution reflects the
focal point of the component recommender. During the learning, weights on
the users with low training performance are increased so that the component
recommender of next round would be forced to focus on users with bad fitting.
A coefficient αt of the component recommender is calculated according to the
performance metric. Then the newly trained recommender is integrated to the
ensemble recommender f(u, i). New distribution for each user is updated after
testing the performance of the ensemble recommender f(u, i) on the training set.

In recommender system, the user’s rating on items can be labeled by different
level, such as one to five star scale. A metric that measures both multi-level
relevance and position information is required to measure the ranking perfor-
mance. For the reason of better representing the ranking performance, we use
NDCG [14] measurement to measure the performance of the recommenders.
Specifically, NDCG is defined as:

NDCG(u)@m = Zu

m∑
j=1

2ru,j − 1

log(1 + j)
(3)

where ru,j is the real rating data given by user u to the item at the jth position
of recommendation list. Zu is the normalized parameter for the user u, so that
the perfect ranker will get NDCG of 1. In the information retrieval domain, ru,j
stands for the relevance of document on jth position to a certain query. For our
recommender problem, the rating of user given to the item can be viewed as the
relevance. From the definition of NDCG, we can summarize that both various
relevance level and position information is taken into consideration. Thus, we
use NDCG for the calculation of the coefficient αt. The AdaMF algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1.

AdaMF builds a strong recommender f(u, i) =
∑T

t=1 αtP
tT
u Qt

i. The recom-
mender list can be created by sorting f(u, i) of the unrated items for each
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Algorithm 1. AdaMF

Input: Rating history {rui}
Output: MF ranker f(u, i)
1. Initialize D1(u) = 1/U, f0(u, i) = 0
2. for t = 1,t <= T ,t++ do
3. P t

u, Q
t
u = ComponentRecommender(Dt(u), {rui});

4. Sort the observed items for each user by the component recommender r̂ui =∑K
k=0 P

t
ukQ

t
ik;

5. Calculate the current component recommender performance NDCG(u)@mt
c

6. Choose αt:

αt =
1

2
∗ ln

∑U
u=1 Dt(u)(1 +NDCG(u)@mt

c)∑U
u=1 Dt(u)(1−NDCG(u)@mt

c)
(4)

7. Create ensemble recommender f t(u, i):

f t(u, i) = f t−1(u, i) + αtP
tT
u Qt

i (5)

8. Sort the observed items for each user by the ensemble recommender f(u, i)
9. Calculate the ensemble recommender performance NDCG(u)@mt

e

10. Update Dt+1 with NDCG(u)@mt
e of the ensemble recommender:

Dt+1(u) =
exp{−NDCG(u)@mt

e}∑U
j=1 exp{−NDCG(u)@mt

e}
(6)

11. end for
12. f(u, i) = fT (u, i)
13. return f(u, i);

user. Theoretical analysis shows that the adaptive boosting approaches can con-
tinuously improve the performance on the training set until reach the upper
bound [6].

3.4 Component Recommender

In the original AdaRank, similar to AdaBoost, the weak ranker is conducted
with a simple approach, only one feature is chosen to build the weak ranker. This
approach can build the weak models which generate relatively low performances.
However as mentioned by Li et.al. in [15], AdaBoost can get better generalization
result with correlated strong classifiers. They present AdaBoostSVM by taken
Support Vector Machine as the component classifier.We note that SVM is viewed
as a strong classifier. In collaborative filtering, we utilize Matrix Factorization as
the component recommender model. Matrix Factorization can easily achieve a
good performance in rating prediction and recommender ranking. We can view
MF as a relatively strong recommender.

One of the problem when building recommender model is the generalization
problem. For matrix factorization, the single model would meet overfitting easily
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when the training gets deeper, as in usual, the latent factor vector’s dimension
would be close to the real user’s rating number. The number of model parame-
ter is larger than traditional model-based approaches. The common solution for
solving generalization problem is to add the normalized term on the loss func-
tion, as illustrated in (2). This would solve the generalization problem to some
extent. However, user’s multi-faceted interest cannot be easily modeled by single
model with normalization. AdaMF provides an adaptive voting mechanism for
different component recommenders to determine the final result together. Dif-
ferent faceted models are correlated. The generalization is maintained by the
combination of different component recommenders.

Similar with AdaBoost’s robustness toward overfitting, AdaMF can rarely
meet dilemma in generalization when more component recommenders are com-
bined. Moreover, if the component recommender is generalized by the additional
normalized term, the component recommender cannot reflect the preference over
the adjusted user weight distribution. Therefore the component recommenders
need to prune the normalized term.

AdaMF gives weight distribution on users which depends on the performance
of current component recommender, the next component recommender model
must fit the distribution. The current model should fit users with higher weights,
i.e. minimize the errors on higher weighted users.

In summary we define the loss function of component recommender as:

L(P,Q) = U

U∑
u=1

D(u)

Nu∑
i∈Ru

(Rui − PT
u Qi)

2 (7)

From this loss function, we can generate derivatives of each Pu and Qi, then
the parameters can be learned by Stochastic Gradient Descend (SGD). The
training algorithm of component recommender is shown in Algorithm 2. η stands
for the learning rate during the training, we set η = 0.01 in our study. Notice
that if D(u) equals to 1

U for every user u, the component recommender equals
to the basic MF model.

Algorithm 2. ComponentRecommender

Input: Distribution Dt, Rating history {rui}
Output: Latent Factor Vector Pu, Qi

1. Initialize P 0
u , Q

0
i randomly, initialize learning rate η, iteration rounds I

2. for n = 1,n <= I ,n++ do
3. for each rui do
4. err = rui − Pn−1T

u Qn−1
i ;

5. Pn
u := Pn−1

u + η(UD(u)err ∗Qn−1
i );

6. Qn
i := Qn−1

i + η(UD(u)err ∗ Pn−1
u );

7. end for
8. end for
9. return P I

u , Q
I
i ;
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3.5 Discussion

AdaMF is easy to be implemented and can be trained fast with high accuracy.
Since the complexity of training component recommender is O(K · T · (I ·N +
U · m · nlogn)). The algorithm’s cost linearly increases with the scale of case.
One of the advantage of AdaMF is that it combines component recommenders
with various focal point to prevent the overfitting problem. We think that in
real world data with more rating history, different aspects of users’ preference
are covered, in this occasion our model may show its effectiveness.

4 Experiment

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our
method and make comparison with two baseline methods.

4.1 Experimental Setup and Datasets

We use MovieLens-100K1 dataset to conduct our experiment. MovieLens-100K
dataset contains 100K ratings(scale 1-5) given by 943 users to 1682 movies. In
our conduction, 10, 20, 50 ratings are randomly chosen from each user to build
a training set, and the remaining ratings are gathered for the testing set. For
each condition, the chosen user must have 20, 30, 60 ratings so that we can test
NDCG@10 on the testing set. In addition, we build a mixed length dataset. In
reality, users’ rating number varies in a large range, and only a few active users
would contribute most of the rating feedbacks. Therefore, to involve the different
activeness from different user, we select 50, 20, 10 ratings for users with more
than 60, 30, 20 ratings then put the remain ratings into testing sets. In this
way we can evaluate the adaptiveness of our method to various users’ activeness
and stickiness. In the following sections, we use 10-set, 20-set, 50-set, mix-set to
denote these datasets representatively.

Table 1. Data sets statistic

10-set 20-set 50-set mix-set

Training Rating number 9430 14480 24850 31780
Test Rating number 90570 85520 75150 68220
User number 943 724 493 943

1 http://www.grouplens.org/node/73

http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
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Table 2. Statistic on test set

10-set 20-set 50-set mix-set

Users’ rating number in [0,20] 213 106 51 356
Users’ rating number in [20,50] 236 192 85 226
Users’ rating number in [50,100] 172 144 135 135
Users’ rating number more than 100 322 302 226 226

4.2 Improvement by Iteration

Since AdaMF combines different weak recommenders, the overall performance
would get improved with the increasing rounds of combination. In this exper-
iment we test our AdaMF on four training sets to validate the improvement
of NDCG@10 when increasing the iteration rounds number T . In specially, we
choose T in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20. For each weak recommender we set the
latent factor dimension K to be 10, learning rate as 0.01 and iteration upper
bound Tw to be 5 rounds. For each condition, we run the algorithm for 10 times
and compare the mean and variance of NDCG@10.
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Fig. 1. The performance curve of AdaMF

Fig.1 shows the performance of AdaMF. It can be observed that after the com-
bination of weak recommenders, the original MF model is enhanced in terms of
accuracy. It is obvious from the curve that AdaMF reaches its best performance
after about 10 rounds of iteration.
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In traditional MF model, the regularization coefficient λ controls the degree of
overfitting on the training set. For the single MF model, good performance could
be achieved by selecting parameters from Cross-Validation, and this may take
a great quantity of works. However as expressed in Fig.1, when setting different
parameters in a certain range,, AdaMF would converge to the best performance,
thus we do not need to pay too much attentions to the parameter selection.

Not only does AdaMF improve the accuracy of recommendation, it also de-
creases the uncertainty caused by randomly initialized factor value. We use the
variance of the results in 10 time running to express the uncertainty. From Fig.2,
it is evident to observe that the variance of NDCGs decreases with the increasing
of iteration number T. The result confirms the expectation that AdaMF reduces
the uncertainty from the initial value of the model when increasing the round of
iterations.
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Fig. 2. The variance curve of AdaMF

4.3 Ranking Result Comparison

In this subsection we evaluate the ranking performance by making a comparison
for AdaMF with two baseline methods. We choose ListRank-MF [5] and the basic
MF model to be the baseline. ListRank-MF is a state-of-the-art ranking-oriented
recommendation model based on List-wise learning to rank approach, which uses
top one probability for the items to build the loss function. We choose the param-
eters of baselines by reach their best performance. For each algorithm, we run for
10 times on different dataset to compare the average NDCG@10 metric.
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From the results presented in Table 3, we observe that AdaMF performs better
on all of four datasets. Especially for the mix-set, AdaMF shows a gratifying
improvement in comparison to the ListRank-MF model and the basic MF model.

Table 3. The NDCG@10 comparison between ListRank-MF, Basic MF and AdaMF

10-set 20-set 50-set mix-set

ListRank-MF 0.6968 0.6861 0.6875 0.7309
Basic MF 0.6784 0.6745 0.6899 0.7365
AdaMF 0.7065 0.6961 0.7043 0.7464

It can be manifested from Table 3 that ListRank-MF model performs better
on 10-set and 20-set. MF shows its disadvantage when meeting a sparse rating
matrix, thus the model would easily get overfitted. However AdaMF delivers a
1.43% increase to ListRank-MF. Such result reflects the superiority of AdaMF
when facing the sparsity. The composition of weak MF models can prevent over-
fitting on the training set.

With the grow of matrix density, higher RMSE can somehow transform into
better ranking result, therefore basic MF presents a similar result with ListRank-
MF on the 50-set and mix-set. AdaMF can take the advantage of different MF
models which fit different users better, so that AdaMF can enhance the perfor-
mance of single MF model. For the 50-set and the mix-set, AdaMF improves the
basic MF model by 1.73%.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have introduced the AdaMF, a boosting algorithm for ranking-
oriented recommender system. Optimization for NDCG is done by the boosting
of the component recommenders which trained by different weight distribution
for each user. The model offers several advantages: ease in implementation, low
complexity in training and high performance in ranking. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of our model. In comparison with
ListRank-MF and basic MF model, we show the superiority of AdaMF. In the
future, we are going to focus on the the distributed training algorithm by adap-
tively composing component recommenders that are trained on different pro-
cessers in parallel, so that the training process can be easily extended to the
multi-processer environment.
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Abstract. A wide range of applications require efficient management of
sorted data on external storage. Recently, trie-based data structures have
attracted much attention from the academia as a competitive alterna-
tive for the ubiquitous B-tree. In this paper, we present a novel approach
for bulk loading disk-based trie structures (a.k.a. B-trie). Our algorithm
sorts raw data at first and then builds the B-trie directly from the sorted
data. Data in the output data structure are compacted and physically
ordered, and thus efficient sequential access can be obtained. We test the
proposed algorithm with both real-world and synthetic datasets. Exper-
imental results show that our algorithm outperforms the baseline inser-
tion method dramatically when the dataset is large enough and is almost
always superior to the basic sort-and-insert algorithm.

1 Introduction

Recently, trie-based data structures [1–3] have attracted much attention from the
academia as a competitive alternative for hash table [4–7] and B-tree [8, 9]. A trie
is a multi-way tree. Unlike B-tree, a trie does not store any string explicitly in
its nodes, but represents a string by the path from the root to a node associated
with the string. To search a string, we start at the root, examine each character
of the string, and follow the corresponding edges. When the string is completely
consumed, we reach the node that represents the string and get the information
associated with it. If no matching path is found during the retrieval, we are sure
that the string does not exist.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for bulk loading trie-based data
structures especially on external storage such as magnetic disks and flash mem-
ories. In particular, we implement a B-trie [3] and apply the proposed bulk
loading algorithm. Like most B-tree bulk loading algorithms, our algorithm con-
sists of two steps. First, the data are sorted. Then a B-trie is built directly from
the sorted data. Data in the bulk loaded B-trie are compacted and physically
sorted, so that range queries (e.g., prefix matching) can be performed very effi-
ciently. To help understand the performance of the proposed algorithm, we test
our implementation with six real-world datasets and two synthetic datasets. Ex-
perimental results show that our algorithm outperforms the baseline insertion
method dramatically if the dataset is large enough and is almost always superior
to the basic sort-and-insert algorithm.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 55–66, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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2 Background

The trie access method is first proposed in [10, 11]. In standard trie structure,
a node maintains a pointer for each character in the alphabet and is therefore
memory-hungry. One possible optimization is to compact the nodes by removing
null pointers. Another is to reduce the total number of trie nodes, such as
compressing chain paths [12, 13], adjacent levels [14], or both [15]. [16] proposes
compressed trie, or C-trie, which is only feasible to store static data. And [17]
studies the complexity of trie construction.

Burst trie [2] employs a different method to reduce the space requirement of a
trie. Taking advantage of the fact that nodes close to the root tend to be dense
and vice versa, burst trie stores the upper-level nodes as a conventional trie called
access trie, and compacts others in small data structures, called containers. To
search a string, we first follow the path corresponding to a prefix of the string
in the access trie, reach a container, and then search in the container using the
remaining suffix of the string. When a container contains too many strings to
search, it is burst -ed according to the first characters of the stored suffixes.

B-trie [3] is a variant of burst trie which is designed for external storage.
In order to reduce the overhead of split operations, [3] suggests that only one
bucket1 should be created if a bucket overflows. Obviously, this goal requires
that a bucket should be able to accommodate suffixes with different leading
characters, and therefore the concepts of pure and hybrid buckets are introduced.

One potential drawback of B-trie and other trie structures is that the position
of a string is uniquely determined by its prefix. (This is also the reason why trie
can be more efficient than binary search tree and B-tree.) To build a B-tree, we
can split the sorted data into leaves at arbitrary position as long as the leaves
do not exceed the size limit. But in a trie, we always need to search from the
root to find the right place of a string, and therefore efficient bulk loading is not
applicable for trie structures, as asserted in [3]. We are going to show, in this
paper, that this assertion is not accurate. By carefully choosing potential bucket
boundaries, we can build a B-trie directly from the sorted data.

3 Basic Idea

Like other bulk loading algorithms, the proposed algorithm first sorts the data
in desired order and then builds the B-trie directly from the sorted data. The
fundamental question during this process is how to split the data into buckets.

Before going into details, we first introduce the basic idea of the proposed
bulk loading algorithm by a top-down approach. In Fig. 1, we build a B-trie step
by step. Initially, all strings are put in a single bucket (Fig. 1(a)). It is obvious
that the total size exceeds the space limit of a bucket (10 bytes in our example).
Therefore, the bucket is split according to the first characters (Fig. 1(b)). This
procedure continues until all buckets meet the size limitation.

1 Buckets in a B-trie are similar to containers in a burst trie. Unlike containers, a
bucket is split when its size (in bytes) exceeds a predefined threshold.
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Fig. 1. Building a B-trie in a top-down approach. The B-trie contains some of the
reserved keywords defined in the C programming language. Each bucket can store 10
characters at most, including the terminal null.

It should be noted that in Fig. 1(c), the second characters of case and char
are not consumed by the path after the split, because they are in a hybrid
bucket, while const and continue have the same third character and the bucket
in Fig. 1(d) is pure, and therefore the character is discarded in the bucket.

From this example, we can see that strings in a bucket share the same prefix
(not necessarily the longest one) as indicated by the path2. And for a group of
strings to be packed in the same bucket, the path that leads to the bucket should
be able to uniquely distinguish those strings, or in other words, no string in other
buckets may share the same prefix3. Accordingly, the proposed algorithm works
by examining the length of the common prefix between adjacent strings and
choosing potential bucket boundaries.

First of all, we need to know how to calculate the common prefix length
between any arbitrary pair of strings in a sorted list. We start with two theorems.

Theorem 1. Suppose s1, s2 and s3 are three strings, and we have prefix(s1, s2)
= τ and prefix(s2, s3) = π, where prefix() returns the common prefix length of
the two input strings, then prefix(s1, s3) ≥ min(τ , π).

Proof. Since prefix(s1, s2) = τ , we can represent s1 and s2 as a1a2 . . . aτx1x2 . . .
and a1a2 . . . aτy1y2 . . . , respectively. Similarly, s2 and s3 can also be represented
as b1b2 . . . bπp1p2 . . . and b1b2 . . . bπq1q2 . . . , respectively. The two representations
of s2 must be equivalent, which means that ai = bi for all i ∈ [1, min(τ , π)].

2 In hybrid buckets, the last character may vary and can be represented as a range.
3 For hybrid buckets that share the same immediate parent, the last character ranges
should not intersect.
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Therefore the first min(τ , π) characters of s1 and s3 are identical, or in other
words, prefix(s1, s3) ≥ min(τ , π).

Theorem 2. In Theorem 1, if s1 < s2 < s3, then prefix(s1, s3) = min(τ , π).

Proof. According to Theorem 1, we know that prefix(s1, s3) ≥ min(τ , π). We
will prove that, in three different conditions, the {min(τ , π) + 1}-th characters
of s1 and s3 cannot be equivalent. (1) If τ = π, then x1 < y1 = p1 < q1. (2) If
τ < π, then x1 < y1 = bτ+1. (3) If τ > π, then aπ+1 = p1 < q1.

Corollary 1. Suppose a sorted list of strings, s1, s2, . . ., sn (n ≥ 3 and s1 <
s2 < . . . < sn). If prefix(si, si+1) = pi (1 ≤ i < n), then prefix(s1, sn) = min(p1,
p2, . . ., pn−1).

Proof. When n = 3, prefix(s1, s3) = min(p1, p2) holds (Theorem 2). Assume for
some unspecified value of k ∈ [3, n), prefix(s1, sk) = min(p1, p2, . . . , pk−1). Then

prefix(s1, sk+1) = min(prefix(s1, sk), prefix(sk, sk+1))

= min(min(p1, p2, . . . , pk−1), pk)

= min(p1, p2, . . . , pk)

thereby showing that the above equation holds for k+1. It has now been proved
by mathematical induction that prefix(s1, sn) = min(p1, p2, . . ., pn−1).

Since all data are sorted in the first step, we could calculate the common
prefix length of any two strings in the dataset according to Corollary 1.

In the rest of this section, we assume a sorted list of strings, s1, s2, . . ., sn
(s1 < s2 < . . . < sn) and prefix(si, si+1) = pi (1 ≤ i < n). A bucket candidate
that consists of strings si, si+1, . . ., sj (1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n) is represented by Bij .

To determine the maximal length of the common prefix shared by a continuous
segment of the string list, we define bucket depth as follows.

Definition 1. The depth of bucket candidate Bij (abbreviated as Dij) is defined
as the length of the longest common prefix shared by all strings in Bij. Dij is the

maximal possible depth in the B-trie if Bij is a pure bucket. Therefore let D̃ij be
the actual depth of Bij in the B-trie, and we have

D̃ij ≤
{
Dij (i = j),
Dij + 1 (i < j).

(1)

A bucket can be hybrid only when it contains at least two strings. It should
also be noted that in order to discuss feasibility and correctness, we use the
maximal value of D̃ij most of the time in this paper.

Theorem 3. Let Dij be the depth of bucket candidate Bij, then

Dij =

{
si.length (i = j),
min(pi, pi+1, . . . , pj−1) (i < j).

(2)
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Proof. If i = j, the only string, si, is of course the longest common prefix. If
i < j, for any k ∈ [i + 1, j], the first min(pi, pi+1, . . . , pk−1) characters in si
and sk are identical according to Corollary 1. Since min(pi, pi+1, . . . , pk−1) ≥
min(pi, pi+1, . . . , pk−1, . . . , pj−1), all strings in the bucket should share the first
min(pi, pi+1, . . . , pj−1) characters as si. Therefore (2) has been proved according
to Corollary 1, because the {min(pi, pi+1, . . . , pj−1) + 1}-th characters of si and
sj cannot match.

In order to make sure that two buckets do not conflict with each other, we
define the repellency of two buckets.

Definition 2. The repellency of two buckets, Bij and Bkl, is defined as

repel(Bij ,Bkl) = max
∀s1∈Bij,s2∈Bkl

{prefix(s1, s2)}. (3)

We further define the repellency between bucket Bij and its left (right) neighbor

as Bij’s left (right) repellency and abbreviate it as
←−Rij (

−→Rij). Especially,
←−Rij

(
−→Rij) is 0 if Bij has no left (right) neighbor.

Repellency measures the minimal length (exclusive) of path that is needed to
separate two buckets. Given two strings, s1 and s2, they cannot be distinguished
by the first prefix(s1, s2) characters. Therefore, if two strings, s1 and s2, come
from two different buckets, the paths that lead to the two buckets in the access
trie should be longer than prefix(s1, s2).

Theorem 4. Assume a bucket generation plan splits the sorted string list, s1,
s2, . . ., sn, into k buckets, B1, B2, . . ., Bk. The plan is legal iff

∀i, j ∈ [1, k], i 
= j : D̃i > repel(Bi,Bj). (4)

Proof. Necessity: A split plan is legal only when the path to any bucket can
distinguish the strings in that bucket with those in others. Suppose the paths
to Bi and Bj are a1, a2, . . . , am and b1, b2, . . . , bn, respectively (am and bn can
be ranges). There must be some difference between the two paths in the first

min(m,n) characters. Therefore, repel(Bi,Bj) < min(m,n) ≤ m = D̃i holds.
Sufficiency: If (4) holds, the path to a bucket will never be a prefix of another
path. As a result, inserting a bucket in the B-trie will always create a new path
in the access trie and no conflict will occur. So the plan is legal.

Theorem 4 provides a method to check the validity of a bucket generation
plan. However, it is still impossible to design a practical algorithm accordingly,
since Theorem 4 requires the existence of all buckets. To solve this problem, we
introduce another theorem.

Theorem 5. Assume Bi, Bj and Bk are three different buckets from a sorted
bucket list and i < j < k. Then we have

repel(Bi,Bj) ≥ repel(Bi,Bk) and repel(Bj ,Bk) ≥ repel(Bi,Bk). (5)
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Proof. For any sx ∈ Bi, sy ∈ Bj , and sz ∈ Bk, we have

prefix(sx, sy) = min(px, px+1, . . . , py−1),

prefix(sy, sz) = min(py , py+1, . . . , pz−1),

prefix(sx, sz) = min(px, px+1, . . . , py−1, py, py+1, . . . , pz−1),

according to Theorem 1. Therefore prefix(sx, sy) ≥ prefix(sx, sz) and prefix(sy, sz)
≥ prefix(sx, sz). Based on Definition 2, it can be easily seen that (5) holds.

Therefore it is unnecessary to check the repellency with all other buckets
when building a bucket. Instead, we only have to pay attention to its adjacent
neighbors.

Corollary 2. Bucket Bij is legal when

Dij ≥
←−Rij and Dij

{
>
−→Rij (i = j),

≥ −→Rij (i < j).
(6)

Proof. According to Theorem 5, Bi−1 has the largest repellency with Bi among
all buckets on Bi’s left, while Bi+1 has the largest repellency with Bi among all

buckets on Bi’s right. Therefore, bucket Bi is legal when D̃ij >
←−Rij and D̃ij >

−→Rij

according to Theorem 4. The maximal possible value of the actual depth can be
easily figured out by the depth of a bucket (Definition 1). Therefore, we have
proved (6). Note that we do not distinguish the left part according to whether
i < j, because duplication is not allowed in a B-trie and for a single string as a
bucket, it is impossible for its left neighbor string to share a prefix as long as its
length. (See Theorem 6 for more information.)

Now, the last question lies in how to calculate the repellency of two adjacent
buckets, especially when the right one has not been generated. We introduce a
much easier method in Theorem 6, leveraging the fact that all strings are sorted.

Theorem 6. Repellency of two adjacent buckets equals to the common prefix
length of the two nearest strings from the two buckets, or in other words,

repel(Bij ,Bj+1,k) = prefix(sj , sj+1) = pj . (7)

Proof. First, we choose two strings, sj ∈ Bij and sj+1 ∈ Bj+1,k. According to
Definition 2, repel(Bij ,Bj+1,k) ≥ prefix(sj , sj+1) = pj holds. Meanwhile, since
for any ss ∈ Bij and st ∈ Bj+1,k, prefix(ss, st) = min(ps, . . . , pj , . . . , pt−1) ≤ pj
according to Corollary 1, we get repel(Bij ,Bj+1,k) ≤ pj . Therefore, (7) holds.

Finally, we provide a general description of the proposed algorithm and leave
the details to the next section. First, all strings are sorted in the desired order
and the common prefix length between adjacent strings are calculated. Then, we
split the sorted data into buckets and build the access trie directly. The buckets
are generated by scanning the sorted data and looking for the largest continuous
segment of the string list that fits for a bucket and meets Corollary 2. After
deciding a bucket, we obtain the prefix shared by its content according to the
bucket depth (Definition 1) and then build the path in the access trie.
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Table 1. Global Variables

Name Description

input A queue that contains all input strings.
internal List of internal strings that will end up in the access trie.

cnt Number of strings that have been scanned.
prefix Common prefix length of the scanned strings, or depth of the bucket.
left Common prefix length with former bucket, or left repellency.
right Common prefix length with latter bucket, or right repellency.
sum Total length of the scanned strings.

Algorithm 1. bucket size() - Calculate the candidate bucket size

1. sum ′ ← sum
2. cnt ′ ← cnt

3. if prefix = input [0].length then
4. if cnt = 1 then
5. return 0
6. sum ′ ← sum ′ − input [0].length
7. cnt ′ ← cnt ′ − 1
8. a ← input [1][prefix ]
9. else

10. a ← input [0][prefix ]
11. b ← input [cnt − 1][prefix ]

12. if a = b then
13. data ← sum ′ − (prefix + 1) ∗ cnt ′
14. else
15. data ← sum ′ − prefix ∗ cnt ′

16. return 6 + 5 ∗ cnt ′ + data

4 A Bulk Loading Algorithm

In this section, we explain the details of the proposed algorithm. For the sake of
simplicity, we maintain a few global variables that indicate the current state of
the algorithm. They are summarized in Table 1.

Algorithm 1 calculates the amount of bytes that the current strings will take
if they are going to be packed together. First, we calculate the space that the
suffixes will take (Line 3-15). This can be done by removing the shared prefix
from the total length. In case the first string is of the same length as the common
prefix, we may either return 0 directly4 if there is only one string in the current
set or treat it as an internal string otherwise (Line 4-8). It should be noted that
if all the suffixes have the same leading character, which indicates a pure bucket,
we may remove it from the suffixes (Line 13). Otherwise, the characters have to
be stored in the bucket (Line 15). Finally, we obtain the total amount of bytes by
the expression in Line 16. (Layout of a bucket will be explained in Section 5.1.)

4 A single string can always fit in a bucket as long as the bucket is deep enough.
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Algorithm 2. build bucket() - Build the current bucket

1. if prefix = input [0].length then
2. internal .add(input [0])
3. remove the first string from input
4. cnt ← cnt − 1

5. a ← input [0][prefix ]
6. b ← input [cnt − 1][prefix ]
7. bucket ← new bucket(a, b)

8. for i ← 0 to cnt − 1 do
9. len ← input [i ].length

10. if a = b then
11. insert input [i ][(prefix + 1)..len ] into bucket
12. else
13. insert input [i ][prefix ..len ] into bucket

14. leaf ← build path(input [0][0..(prefix − 1)])
15. for i ← a to b do
16. leaf .pointer [i]← bucket

17. for each string ∈ internal do
18. insert string into the access trie
19. internal ← φ

If the current group of strings can fit in a bucket, we may build the bucket
and insert it in the B-trie (Algorithm 2). First, we create a bucket with proper
pointer range (Line 5-7), and then insert all the suffixes in the bucket (Line 8-
13). Line 14 builds the path that leads to the bucket. It should be noted that all
pointers in the range should point to the bucket (Line 15-16), including those
that do not appear in the bucket. Finally, we insert the internal strings in the
access trie (Line 17-19).

With Algorithm 1 and 2 as building blocks, we can now introduce the pro-
posed bulk loading algorithm. The pseudo code is provided in Algorithm 3. As
described in the previous section, the proposed algorithm works on sorted data
(Line 1). It scans the sorted data and builds the buckets one by one. Therefore,
the body of Algorithm 3 is mainly a single while-loop (Line 3-29). In each loop,
we build a single bucket. The algorithm runs until all strings are consumed. To
build a bucket, we scan the remaining strings, find the largest set of strings that
fit in a bucket (Line 6-26), build the bucket (Line 27), and remove them from
the dateset (Line 28). Line 2, 4-5, 7-13, and 29 are used to maintain the global
variables, and we will focus on the other three if-conditions in the for-loop.

Since we are trying to find the largest set that can fit in a bucket, we will
continue scanning until the size limitation is exceeded. And then we will use
the largest possible group that is ever found (Line 21-22). Otherwise, the first
remaining string should be put in the internal set (Line 16-19). The reason lies
in that the first string should always be able to make a potential bucket, unless
it is a prefix of the second one.
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Algorithm 3. bulk load() - Bulk load a B-trie

1. sort input

2. left ← 0
3. while input .size > 0 do
4. cnt ← 0
5. sum ← 0

6. for each str ∈ input do
7. cnt ← cnt + 1
8. if cnt = 1 then
9. prefix ← str .length

10. else
11. prefix ← min(prefix , right)
12. sum ← sum + str .length
13. right ← common prefix with the next string or 0 if str is the last one

14. if bucket size() > BUCKET SIZE then
15. if there is no saved bucket then
16. internal .add(input [0])
17. cnt ← 1
18. right ← common prefix of the first two strings
19. goto line 28
20. else
21. restore < cnt , prefix , right , sum > from < cnt ′, prefix ′, right ′, sum ′ >
22. goto line 27

23. if right < left then
24. goto line 27

25. if prefix > right or (prefix = right and cnt > 1) then
26. save < cnt , prefix , right , sum > in < cnt ′, prefix ′, right ′, sum ′ >

27. build bucket()

28. remove the first cnt elements of input
29. left ← right

During the search procedure, if we should ever find a position where the right
repellency is smaller than the left one, we can stop here and build the bucket
(Line 23-24), because beyond this position, the bucket depth will always be
under the left repellency and there can be no valid bucket candidate any more
according to Corollary 2.

The last issue that is worth mentioning is that we should remember the last
valid bucket candidate during the search process (Line 25-26). Acute readers
may have noticed that we only check right part of the condition (Corollary 2).
Actually, the left part (prefix ≥ left) always holds during the search process.
Initially, prefix is set to the length of the first string (Line 9), which is, of course,
at least as long as the common prefix with another string. After that, prefix can
only be lowered by the right repellency right (Line 11), and when right is getting
too low, we build the bucket immediately (Line 23-24).
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break\0 auto\0 a b 2 

(a) A hybrid bucket

xtern\0 num\0 lse\0 e e 3 

(b) A pure bucket

Fig. 2. Bucket Layout

Table 2. Dataset Summary

Dataset # Keys Size Avg Len Max Len Description

aol5 1,607,028 42 MB 28 151 URLs from web queries
dblp6 2,169,411 148 MB 72 1016 Titles from DBLP
enron7 517,424 36 MB 73 141 Email subjects
enwiki8 12,791,923 290 MB 24 260 Titles of Wikipedia articles
trec9 291,655 23 MB 84 402 Titles of medical documents

uniref10 1,000,000 285 MB 299 999 Protein sequences
random 50,000,000 954 MB 20 20 Synthetic, random distrib.
zipf 50,000,000 954 MB 20 20 Synthetic, zipf distrib.

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Implementation Details

We implement a B-trie as well as the proposed algorithm. The standard ASCII
code is employed as the alphabet. We assume that the access trie is small enough
to reside in main memory entirely.

The buckets are limited to 4 KB. Figure 2 shows the layout of our bucket
implementation. The first two bytes contain the character (pointer) range of the
bucket. The next four bytes contain the number of strings stored in the bucket.
Then follows an array of exactly the same number of pointers, each of which
points to a suffix. Buckets are stored in external files.

The experiments are done on a Lenovo T430s laptop running Ubuntu 12.04.2
LTS. We allocate 64 MB as the memory pool to generate initial runs or as the
bucket cache. If the data are sorted before loading, we will flush the cache each
time it is filled up.

Six publicly available real-world datasets and two synthetic datasets are used.
We believe that these datasets are representative and can cover a wide range of
applications. Table 2 summarizes the major characteristics of the datasets. Be-
sides, duplicate strings and non-ASCII characters are removed from the datasets.
Before execution, we always drop the system cache to minimize its effects. All
results reported in this paper are the average of at least five independent runs.

5 http://www.gregsadetsky.com/aol-data/
6 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
7 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/
8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
9 http://trec.nist.gov/data/t9_filtering.html

10 http://www.uniprot.org/

http://www.gregsadetsky.com/aol-data/
http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://trec.nist.gov/data/t9_filtering.html
http://www.uniprot.org/
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(a) aol (b) dblp (c) enron

(d) enwiki (e) trec (f) uniref

(g) random (h) zipf

Fig. 3. Performance Comparison

5.2 Results and Analysis

We implement four different algorithms, the näıve insert method, two sort-and-
insert methods, and the proposed bulk loading algorithm. The first sort-and-
insert method always tries to split full buckets evenly, and therefore may result
in many half-filled buckets, while the second always chooses the last possible
split point, which is a common practice for bulk loading tree-structured indexes.

Results of the experiments are shown in Fig. 3. As the figures indicate, per-
formance of the näıve insert method11 is very well when the dataset can be kept
in memory (aol and trec). Sometimes, it even outperforms the proposed bulk
loading algorithm, thanks to its linear complexity. All the other three methods
have to sort the data first and may not be very competitive. However, when the
dataset exceeds the memory capacity, performance of the näıve insert method
drops rapidly due to its random access pattern. On the contrary, the other three
sort-based algorithms can always respond in reasonable time, and for all datasets
except uniref, the proposed bulk loading algorithm outperforms the other sort-
based algorithms, which insert the sorted data in the normal way.

The synthetic datasets (random and zipf ) aim to simulate large-scale applica-
tions. As can be seen from Fig. 3(g)(h), the external sort procedure causes long
response time. Fortunately, this step can be easily parallelized and there exist
many implementations and tools (e.g., Hadoop). Besides, if the dataset is the

11 We did not test the näıve insert method against the synthetic datasets due to the
unacceptable response time.
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output of another application, it might be sorted already. For these datasets, the
proposed method is always superior to the others.

6 Conclusion

This paper introduces a novel approach for bulk loading a trie-based index struc-
ture. We also provide detailed proof on the correctness of the algorithm. Ex-
perimental results show that our algorithm outperforms the baseline insertion
method dramatically when the dataset is large enough and is almost always
superior to the basic sort-and-insert algorithm.

Acknowledgements. This work was partly supported by NSF of China
(61272090), Tsinghua-Samsung Joint Laboratory, “NExT Research Center”
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Abstract. Outlier detection is one of the key problems in the data min-
ing area which can reveal rare phenomena and behaviors. In this paper,
we will examine the problem of density-based local outlier detection on
uncertain data sets described by some discrete instances. We propose a
new density-based local outlier concept based on uncertain data. In order
to quickly detect outliers, an algorithm is proposed that does not require
the unfolding of all possible worlds. The performance of our method is
verified through a number of simulation experiments. The experimental
results show that our method is an effective way to solve the problem of
density-based local outlier detection on uncertain data.

1 Introduction

Uncertainty is inherent to many important applications, such as location-based
services (LBS), sensor monitoring and radio-frequency identification (RFID)
[1,9]. In these applications, outlier detection often is essential when analyzing
uncertain data. In many real-world applications, determining whether the ob-
ject is an outlier, not only its distance to neighbors is considered, but also the
density of surrounding neighbors should be considered. As such density-based
outlier detection can consider local information [4].

Uncertain objects as referred to in this paper, by default, is in a d-dimensional
numerical tuple. Given two uncertain instances ũi and ũj, the distance between
these is denoted by d(ũi, ũj). In this paper, we employ the Euclidian distance
metric, but the developed techniques can be easily extended to other distance
metrics.

Uncertain Objects. The uncertain object set U consists of {u1, u2,· · · ,ui, · · · ,
uμ}. Each uncertain object ui has d dimensions. In this paper, we focus on
the discrete case, an uncertain object ui consists of a set of m instances {u1

i ,

u2
i , · · · , u

j
i , · · · , um

i } where 1 ≤ j ≤ m, p(uj
i ) (0 ≤ p(uj

i ) ≤ 1) denotes the

probability of instance uj
i occurring.
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61100024, 61332006, 61073063 ), National High Technology Research and Develop-
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Definition 1. Distance sum of k-neighbors: We assume that instance ũj is
k-neighbor of instance ũi in a possible world W , and nk(ũi) is a k-neighbor set
of ũi in W . Let disk(ũi) denote the distance sum of k-neighbors of instance ũi

in possible world W , then

disk(ũi) =
∑

ũj∈nk(ũi)

dis(ũj, ũi)

Definition 2. Density of an instance: Let instances ũj and ũi be entities
from different uncertain objects, i.e. j 
= i. If ũj is a k-neighbor of ũi in possible
world W , the density of instance ũi is defined as

den(ũi) =
k∑

W∈W disk(ũi)P (W )

Definition 3. k-neighbor set of an instance: Let ũi denote an instance of
uncertain object ui, (ui ∈ U). nk(ũi) denotes the k-neighbor set of instance ũi

in possible world W . Let Nk(ũi) denote the k-neighbor set of instance ũi in all
possible worlds, then

Nk(ũi) =
⋃

W∈W

nk(ũi)

Definition 4. Local Outlier Factor of an instance: Given that instance
ũj is a k-neighbor of instance ũi, den(ũj) denotes the density of ũj, LOF (ũi)
denotes the LOF of instance ũi.

LOF (ũi) =

∑
ũj∈nk(ũi)

den(ũj)P (W )

k × den(ũi)

Definition 5. Local Outlier Factor of an uncertain object: Let ũi denote
any one instance of object ui, P (ũi) denotes the probability of ũi, and LOF (ũi)
denotes the LOF of ũi. LOF (ui) is then defined as

LOF (ui) =
∑
ũi∈ui

LOF (ũi)P (ũi)

Definition 6. Density-based local outlier: When the uncertain objects are
sorted in descending order based on their Local Outlier Factor, then the top-n
uncertain objects are the density-based local outliers of the uncertain data set.
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2 Algorithms

In this section, we present an algorithm for Density-based Local Outlier detec-
tion on Uncertain data (UDLO), which transforms the outlier definition into
a probability problem. Density based outliers can be calculated based on the
definition in a naive way by finding all k-neighbors in all possible worlds. This
solution however is impractical as the number of possible worlds grows expo-
nentially with the number of instances. To overcome this, we propose an exact
algorithm to compute the density of an instance.

Theorem 1. Let Nk(ũi) denote the k-neighbor set of instance ũi. If all instances
of an uncertain object are all in the k-neighbor set of instance ũi, then object is
a complete k-neighbor object of instance ũi. The number of complete k-neighbor
objects of instance ũi equals k. The maximal distance from instance to its com-
plete k-neighbor object is denoted by disc(ũi). The k-neighbor set of instance ũi

consists of the instances whose distance to instance ũi is not larger than disc(ũi).

Theorem 2. In the basic case, for 1 ≤ i ,j ≤ |Nk(ũj)|, the order of instance ũj

is ti in list L. P (Sti , κ) denotes the probability that there are κ instances existing

in Sti . P (Sti , 0) = P (Sti−1 , 0)(1 − P (ti)) =
∏i

j=1(1 − P (ti)), and P (Sti , κ) =
P (Sti−1 , κ− 1)P (ti) + P (Sti−1 , κ)(1− P (ti))

Theorem 3. We assume that the instances ũj and ũi are from different uncer-
tain objects, ũj is a k-neighbor of ũi, and Pk(ũj) denotes the probability, then
the density of instance ũi is calculated as follows:

den(ũi) =
k∑

ũj∈Nk(ũi)
dis(ũj, ũi)Pk(ũj)

Theorem 4. If we assume that instance ũj is a k-neighbor of ũi, then Pk(ũj)
is its k-neighbor probability. den(ũi) and den(ũj) are the densities of ũi and ũj,
then the LOF is given by:

LOF (ũi) =

∑
ũj∈Nk(ũi)

den(ũj)Pk(ũj)

k × den(ũi)

3 Experiments

We conducted several experiments on two real data sets and a synthetic data
set to examine the efficiency and accuracy. In the remainder of this paper, these
algorithms will be referred to as follows: outlier detection algorithm (denoted
by UDLO). For comparison, we implemented the outlier detection algorithms
(denoted by BULOF and ULOF ) which are proposed in [7].
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3.1 Efficiency

Efficiency is an important term frequently used in outlier detection studies. Fig-
ure 1 shows the results on the two different datasets. As expected UDLO per-
forms better than ULOF . Parameter n varies from 20 to 100, the running time
increases as n increases. The running time of ULOF is much higher than UDLO
algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Running time vs. n

3.2 Accuracy

In this section, we give the experimental results on accuracy, as shown in Figure
3. Since of the outliers lie in the center of a cluster, it is hard for the ULOF
algorithm to pick out this kind of objects from the entire dataset. The UDLO
algorithm adheres more strictly to the outlier definition, and therefore the ac-
curacy of UDLO algorithm is higher than that of ULOF . As expected, UDLO
can deliver the best results on all datasets.

4 Related Work

Aggarwal, C.C. et al. [2] were the first to investigate the problem of outlier
detection on uncertain data. Wang et al.[8] focused on distance-based outlier
detection on uncertain data, in which each data is affiliated with a confidence
value. Jiang et al. [6] started with a comprehensive model considering both
uncertain objects and their instances. In Ref.[3] they attempted to find outliers
by building a global classifier. However, it is difficult to build a clear boundary
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Fig. 3. Accuracy vs. k

between normal data and abnormal data. Fan [5] proposed density-based top-
k outlier detection algorithm on uncertain objects. In their work, due to the
distance between two objects is approximation, the density of object can not
be accurate, so that affect the detection results. In Liu et al. [7], the authors
proposed a signed outlier detection algorithm based on local information (local
density and local uncertainty level) on uncertain data.

5 Conclusions

There are many important applications that require outlier detection on uncer-
tain data. These applications always require that outlier are identified based on
local information. We first derived an algorithm, which can effectively detect
outliers without unfolding all possible worlds.
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Abstract. Probabilistic range query is a typical and a fundamental problem in
probabilistic DBMS. Although the existing solutions provide a good performance,
there are some shortages that are needed to be overcomed. In this paper, we firstly
propose a novel structure called MRST to approximately capture the probabil-
ity density function of uncertain object. Through considering the gradient of the
probability density function, MRST could provide uncertain object with strong
pruning power and consume fewer space cost. Based on characters of MRST,
we also design an efficient algorithm to access MRST. We propose a novel index
named R-MRST to efficiently support range query on multidimensional uncertain
data. Its has a strong pruning power. At the same time, it has a lower cost both
in space and dynamic update. Theoretical analysis and extensive experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.

1 Introduction

Recently, many emerging applications over uncertain data are attracting a wide atten-
tion of researchers [3]. The causes of the uncertainty are greatly different in various
applications. For example, in a habitat monitoring system, due to the impreciseness of
sensing devices [5], the data obtained are often noisy. As another example, in moving
objects tracking [6], the location information of objects collected by a GPS system may
not be exact due to the delay on data updating. Among a large number of queries, range
query is the most fundamental and important operation in managing uncertain data [1].

A probabilistic range query is to find out the objects that appear in the query region
with the probability at least θ( the probabilistic threshold of the query). Since such a
computation involves the expensive and complex integral [4] [2], the filter-refinement
is preferable. In the filtering phase, the probabilistic objects, which must(or not) be
the query results, are quickly filtered without proceeding the complex integral. For the
objects that cannot be filtered, in the refinement phase, the integral has to be done to
verify the answers. Thus, the key of optimizing a prob-range query is to provide, as
tight as possible, a bound for flittering with a small cost.

Several indexes have been proposed to answer the queries on uncertain data. The
key idea is pre-computing the summary [8] of each object’s PDF (short for probabil-
ity density function), augmenting existing index techniques to organize summary, and
� The work is partially supported by the National Basic Research Program of China (973 Pro-

gram) (No. 2012CB316201,2011CB302200-G), the National Natural Science Foundation of
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then using the summary for filtering.[8]. One of the most popular index named U-tree
employs the PCR(short for probabilistically constrained region) technique to summary
the PDF of the uncertain object. However, PCR could not provide the uncertain object
with a strong pruning/validating power, and the dynamic update cost of U-Tree is high
(detailed in Section2).

Another two popular indexes UI-tree [7] and UD-tree [8] employ the partition tech-
nique to summary the PDF of uncertain object. Using the partition technique, the sum-
mary of an object could provide it with a stronger pruning/validating ability than the
PCR-based [4] summary. However, it still has room for improving. The partition does
not fully consider the gradient of PDF. And they both consume too much space cost
(e.g., given a 62K data, the index size is 20M).

Contributions: In this paper we study the problem of answering prob-range queries
on uncertain data. The contributions are as follows:

Firstly, we propose a novel summary called MRST(multi-resolution summary tree)
to approximately capture the PDF of uncertain object. The MRST fully considers the
gradient of PDF and more effectively captures an object’s PDF. It has a more powerful
filtering ability and consumes lower space cost. We propose a novel algorithm to access
the MRST. Through using the key idea of greedy algorithm, this algorithm could reduce
the computational cost as much as possible.

Secondly, we propose a new index called R-MRST to organize the summary of ob-
jects. R-MRST augments the R-tree technique. The filtering ability of R-MRST’s node
is as strong as that of U-Tree, but it has the lower cost both in space and dynamic update.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives related work and the
problem definition. Section 3 proposes the MRST. Section 4 proposes R-MRST that is
used to effectively indexing uncertain data. Section 5 evaluates the proposed methods
with extensive experiments. Section 6 is the conclusion and the future work.

2 Related Work and Problem Definition

In Section 2.1, we review the existing indexing approaches. In Section 2.2 we formally
define the problem of probabilistic range query on uncertain data. Table 1 summaries
the mathematical notations used in the paper.

2.1 Related Work

In recent years, many effective indexes have been proposed to answer prob-range query
on the uncertain data. The PCR-based index named U-Tree (and U-catalog-Tree) is
proposed by Tao et al [4]. The problem of U-Tree is that the filter ability of PCR is not
strong, and the dynamic update cost is high. Given a set of objects O, U-Tree constructs
a group of PCRs for every object, and employs the R-tree technique for organizing
them. For simplicity, we introduce U-Tree in the 2-dimension space. As is depicted in
Fig 1(a), given an object o and a probability threshold θ(0 < θ < 0.5)(eg.0.2), o.PCR(θ)
is constructed as follows: 2 lines in each dimension are computed. In the horizontal di-
mension, o has the probability θ to occur on the left(right) side of line l1(l2). In the
vertical dimension, l3(l4) is computed in the similar way with l1(l2). o.PCR(0.2) is the
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Table 1. The Summary of Notations

Notation definition
o probabilistic object

o.pdf(x) probability density function of o
or probability region of o
qr the search region of the query
qp the probability threshold of the query
θ probability threshold

o(i) the subregion i of o
PBD(o, i) probability bound difference of o(i)
app(o, i) the likelihood of o falling in o(i)

app(o, q) the likelihood of o falling in qr
app(q, i) the likelihood of o falling in qr ∩ o(i)

lb(o, i)(ub(o, i)) the maximal(minimal) probability density in o(i)

S(o, i) the area of o(i)
ZS(o, i) the blank(and zero-pdf) area of o(i).MBR

o(i).MBR the MBR bounding o(i)

S(q, i) the area of qr ∩ o(i).MBR

rectangle bound by these four lines. Given a prob-query q with qp ≤ θ(qp denotes the
threshold of q), o.PCR(0.2) is used for pruning/validating if qp ≥ θ. As is depicted
in Fig 1(a), q1, q2, q3 and q4, we assume that their query threshold are all 0.2. Given
q1, o could be pruned because o.PCR(0.2) does not intersect with qr(short for the
query region). On the other hand, given q2, o could be validated because qr completely
contains the part of the left, upper, down border of o.MBR and l3. However, the prun-
ing/validating ability of PCR is not powerful if qr overlaps with an objects but can not
contain d-1 dimension planes of an object in a d-dimension space. For example, o obeys
uniform distribution. Obviously, o is the query result of q3. o is not the query result of
q4. However, they can not prune(or validate) o because no filter pruning can be used to
prune/validate them. As another problem, the dynamic update cost of U-tree is high. In
Fig 1(b), because every object uses a group of PCR to summary its PDF, the node of
U-tree also has to use a group of MBRs for bounding these PCRs. Obviously, the cost
of maintaining these boundaries is much higher than that of R-Tree once the dynamic
update happens.

Zhang et al proposed UI-Tree(and UD-tree) for indexing uncertain objects [7]. The
filtering ability of them are stronger than that of U-Tree. However, the space cost of
them are all high. To construct the summary of each object’s PDF, the key idea of UI-
Tree is partitioning the uncertain region of every object, pre-computing the appearance
probability of the partitioned sub-region, and using R-tree technique to organize these
sub-regions. Given a prob-range query, UI-tree retrieves the sub-regions that overlap
with the query region, finds the corresponding objects, and then computes the lower and
upper bounds of app(o, q)(short for the appearance probability that o lies in the query
region). Specifically, given an object, if a subregion o(i) is contained in qr, app(o, i)
(short for the appearance probability that o lies in o(i)) contributes to both lower and
upper bound of app(o, q). Similarly, if a subregion o(j) overlaps with qr, app(o, j)
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Fig. 1. Answering Prob-range Queries Using U-tree

contributes to the upper bound of app(o, q). Then o may be validated (pruned) based
on the lower (upper) bound of app(o, q). Although UI-Tree has the stronger pruning
ability than U-Tree, its space cost is too high. In the other hand, the partition do not
reflect the PDF’s gradient, and the filtering algorithm does not consider the intersection
area between the query region and the subregions.

2.2 Problem Definition

Given a multidimensional probabilistic object o in the d-dimension space, it is described
either continuously or discretely. In the continuous case, an object has two attributes:
or and o.pdf(x). The or is a d-dimension uncertainty region, where o may appear at
any locations with certain probabilities. The o.pdf(x) is the probability of o appearing
at location x. In the discrete case, o is represented by a set of sampled points x1, x2,. .
.,xm, and o occurs at location xi with probability xi.p. Given a query region qr, we use
app(o,q) to represent the likelihood of o falling in the query region qr. app(o,q) is also
calculated by two cases. In the continuous case:

app(o, q) =

∫
or∩qro.pdf(x)dx (1)

where or ∩ qr denotes the intersection of or and qr, and o is a result if papp(o,q)≥θ
( query probability threshold). In the discrete case:

app(o, q) =

n2∑
i=1

o.pdf(xi)/

n1∑
i=1

o.pdf(xi) (2)

where n1 is amount of the sampled points in or, and n2 is the amount of the sampled
points falling into or ∩ qr.

Definition 1. (Probabilistic Range Query). Given a set of probabilistic objects O and
a range query q, the probabilistic range query retrieves all probabilistic objects o ∈ O
with app(o, q) ≥ θ, where θ is the probabilistic threshold and 0≤ θ ≤1.
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3 Effectively Summarizing Uncertain Data

In this section, we propose a novel summary called MRST(multi-resolution summary
tree) to capture the PDF of uncertain data. It provides uncertain data with strong prun-
ing/valiating ability through considering the gradient of PDF. At the same time, MRST
consumes less space cost than the state of art approaches. In the following part, we dis-
cuss how to construct and access MRST respectively. In the last part of this section, we
employ the bit-vector technique to both reduce the space cost and computational cost.

3.1 A Tight Probabilistic Bound For Filtering

In this section, we introduce how to provide the object with a tight bound. It is the guide
of the summary construction.

We firstly discuss how to provide each sub-region o(i) with a tight bound. Given
an object o, a sub-region o(i) and a query q, if qr overlaps with o(i).MBR, Equa-
tion 3 and Equation 4 show the probabilistic lower-bound and upper-bound of o lying
in or ∩ qr respectively. Obviously, by fully considering the intersection area between
o(i).MBR and qr, even if our partition is as the same as that of UD-Tree and UI-Tree,
the probabilistic bound proposed in this paper is tighter.

lbapp(q, i) = lb(o, i)× (max(0, S(q, i)− ZS(o, i))) (3)

ubapp(q, i) = min(ub(o, i)× S(q, i), app(o, i)) (4)

where app(o, i) represents the likelihood of o falling in o(i). The lb(o, i)(ub(o, i))
denotes the maximal(minimal) probability density in o(i). ZS(o, i) represents the blank
(and zero-pdf) area of o(i). lbapp(o, i) (ubapp(o, i)) denotes the lower-bound (or upper-
bound) of the probability o lying in qr ∩ o(i).

Property 1. Given an object o and a query q, when qr overlaps with o’s subregion⋃i=n1

i=1 o(i), the lbapp(o, q) =
∑i=n1

i=1 lbapp(q, i) and ubapp(o, q) is
∑i=n1

i=1 ubapp(q, i).

lbapp(o, q)(ubapp(o, q)) denotes the lower-bound(upper-bound) of the probability o
lying in qr. For each object o, ubapp(o, q)-lbapp(o, q) is to evaluate whether the bound
is tight enough. According to Equation 3, Equation 4 and Property 1, the following
conditions should be satisfied for the tighter bound: (i) ub(q, i) − lb(q, i) should be
relatively small; (ii) the amount of subregions should be relatively small.

3.2 Effective Summary Construction Using Multi-Resolution Technique

In this section, we employ the multi-resolution technique to construct the summary
(called MRST). The MRST could provide the uncertain object with a more effective
partition and a tighter probabilistic bound. Now, we formally define the PBD(short for
probability bound difference ) which is used as the criterion of construction.

Definition 2. (PBD). Given a sub-region o(i) of an object o, PBD(o, i) = (ub(o, i) −
lb(o, i))×S(o, i).
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Given an object o, its corresponding MRST is constructed in the following two steps:
they are spilt and shrink. The split is to partition the subregions where the probability
density changes dramatically. The procedure is that we recursively partition the object
region or until the PBD of each sub-region is less than λ. And then, we use a quad-tree
to temporarily organize this split result. After spilt, the probability density in each sub-
region o(i) changes smoothly, and ub(o, i)− lb(o, i) may be small enough. Obviously,
the bound provided by MRST is tighter. For example, in Fig 2(a), the shadow region is
the object region or bounded by a MBR, and the blank region may be seem as the sub-
region of or with a zero-pdf. Fig 2(g) is designed to show the PBD of each subregion.
According to Fig 2(g), because the PBD(o,A) and PBD(o, C) are less than λ(=0.1
in this section), we stop splitting them. Because PBD(o,B) and PBD(o,D) are more
than λ, we subdivide them into four parts respectively. The Fig 2(b) is the result of spilt,
and Fig 2(c) shows the corresponding quad-tree.

After the spilt, the shrink is done to merge the subregions where the probability den-
sity of them are roughly the same. Given two subregions o(i), o(j) of o, they are merged
if PBD(o,i+ j)≤ λ. We access the quad-tree in the post-order. We firstly merge the leaf
nodes within the same subtree. Then, we merge the leaf nodes among different subtrees.
Specifically, in each subtree, the leaf node with the minimal app(i,o) is selected as the
candidate node(eg,. d1, b1, A and C). Given two candidate node u and v from differ-
ent nodes, if PBD(o,u + v)≤ λ, they are merged. According to Fig 2(g), b1, because
PBD(o,b1+b2+b4) ≤ λ,b1, b2 and b4 can be merged. The Fig 2(d) shows the result of
merging the nodes from the same subtree, where b1 and C are merged. The Fig 2(f) is
the finally MRST .

After constructing the MRST of an object, an interesting result is that if the proba-
bility density of a sub-region is dramatically changing, it has a fine partition; otherwise,
it has a coarse partition. By this property, it guarantees that the MRST could more
effectively reflect the gradients of the PDF, and the amount of subregions is relatively
small(shown in experiment). In addition, because the PBD(o, i) of each subregion o(i)
is also relatively small, MRST could provide the object with a tight bound. We could
build a cost model to find the optimal λ that need to consider both the filtering ability
and I/O cost. A similar method was proposed in [8]. Due to the limitation of space, we
do not discuss it.

3.3 Accessing the Summary of Uncertain Data

In this section, we propose Algorithm 1 to efficiently access the summary of uncertain
data. Algorithm 1 employs the key idea of greedy algorithm. The Algorithm 1 uses a
field called d(q, i) to determine the accessing order of the nodes in MRST so as to early
terminating the accessing of MRST as much as possible.

d(i, q) = min(u(i, o)× S(q, i), app(o, i))− lb(i, o)× (max(0, S(q, i)− ZS(o, i)))
(5)

Given a query q, an object o and a subregion o(i), if q.r overlaps with o.MBR,
we access the MRST of o to check whether o is a result of q. The d(q, i) is com-
puted through Equation 5. Obviously, the larger the d(q, i) is, the greater it contributes
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Fig. 2. Constructing MRST

to ubapp(o)-lbapp(o), and the corresponding o(i) should be prior accessed. Compared
with the traditional accessing method such as preorder traversal and inorder traversal,
introducing this field to control the nodes accessing order is more efficiently to compute
the bound.

As shown in Algorithm 1, we firstly access the root of MRST, compute lbapp(o)
and ubapp(o) according to Equation 3 and Equation 4. If o can not be pruned(or vali-
dated), we initialize the array L(line 2-6). After initializing L, the following things are
repeatedly done to compute the probabilistic bound. Firstly, we find the node e whose
corresponding d(i, q) is maximal in L. Secondly, based on e, we tighten the bound: (i)
eliminate the contribution of ei to ubapp(o) and lbapp(o) (line 8 to 10); (ii) access every
children of ei to compute the new bound according to by Equation 3 and Equation 4,and
property 1. Thirdly, if o is not still filtered, we update L: we insert the children eij of
ei into L, when eij satisfies the conditions that (i) eij also has children; (ii) the corre-
sponding subregion of eij overlaps with qr.

After accessing the MRST of an object, o is validated if the lower-bound of app(o, q)
is more than qp. Also, o is pruned if the upper-bound of app(o, q) is less than qp. If o
can not be pruned/validated, we have to use the integral to check whether o is the result.

3.4 Efficient Summary Storage

Now, we discuss how to efficiently store the MRST. The MRST stores three types of
information to capture the PDF of a given object. Given an object o and a subregion
o(i), they are the probabilistic information (eg,.app(o, i), lb(o, i) and ub(o, i)), location
information, blank area information, and the hierarchical relationship between parent
and its children. Because too many information has to be stored, we employ the bit
vector to compress MRST as much as possible.

Firstly, we use a m-bits vector to represent the probabilistic information, and its
domain is 2m. As the tradeoff between the degree of accuracy and the space, given an
object o and a sub-region o(i), we use 6 bits to express app(o, i), where the domain is
0 to 63. app(o, i) = 0.2, it is expressed by �0.2 × 63 =12(001100). We use 4bit to
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express lb(o, i)(also ub(o, i)), where the domain is 0 to 15. Secondly, we use a n-bits
bit vector to express o(i)’s location information.

Specifically, given an object o, we use a MBR to bound it. Next, we could use a “vir-
tual grid” with a 2n×2n resolution to partition the MBR. Lastly, the “virtual coordinate”
expressed by bit vector is used to express o(i) ’s location information. For example, us-
ing a 7-bits vector, the resolution of the grid is 128× 128. The left-bottom(right-upper)
coordinates are described by the cell Id. As shown in Fig 2, the “virtual coordinate” of
node d1 is expressed by (64,111) and (80,127). The area information depends on the
resolution of the “virtual grid”.

Algorithm 1. Accessing MRST

Input: MRST, o, probabilistic range query, q, Node e
1 ; Output: lower-bound, lb; upper-bound, ub
2 ; ubapp(o)← min(1, ub(o)× S(o));
3 lbapp(o)← max(0, S(o)− ZS(o))× lb(o);
4 if ubapp(o) < pq ∨ lbapp(o) ≥ pq then
5 return;

6 Insert(L,o, d(q,o),ubapp(o), lbapp(o));
7 while Empty(L)
= true do
8 Node e=PopFront(L);
9 ubapp(o)← ubapp(o)−e.ubapp(o,i);

10 lbapp(o)← lbapp(o)−e.lbapp(o,i);
11 for i from 0 to e.Len do
12 ubapp(o)← ubapp(o) +min(1, ub(o, i)× S(o, q));
13 lbapp(o)← lbapp(o) +max(0, S(o, 1)− ZS(o, i))× lb(o, i);

14 if ubapp(o) < pq ∨ lbapp(o) ≥ pq then
15 return;

16 else
17 for i from 0 to R.Len do
18 if qr ∩ o(i).r 
= ∅ ∧ qr ∩ o(i) 
= o(i).r then
19 Insert(L,R(i,o), d(q,i),ubapp(o,i), lbapp(o,i));

20 return ;

For example, as shown in Fig 2, base on the “virtual grid”, because the area of d1 is
32 × 32=1024 and half on d1 is blank, the blank area of d1 is 512(10000000). Finally,
we use a static array to organize the nodes in MRST. We use k-bits vector to express
“offset+len” so as to describe the hierarchical relationship between the parent and its
children. As shown in Fig 2, D is a interval node that has two children d1 and d3, where
the offset is 3(11),and len=2(10).

Another advantage of data compression is that we could use the bit-operations to do
the above operations shown in algorithm 1. Due to the limitation of space, we do not
discuss how to store the node in MRST, and how to access MRST using bit-operations.
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4 Indexing uncertain data

In this section, we propose an index called R-MRST to organize the MRST of uncertain
data. Its pruning ability is roughly the same with the other indexes such as U-Tree, but
cost of dynamic update and space are much lower than them.

As is discussed in Section 2.1, it is unworthy to store too much probabilistic infor-
mation in each node(leaf or interval). For example, given a leaf node based on U-Tree,
although using a group of MBRs to bound its children’s PCR could obtain a tighter
boundary, as shown in Fig 1(b), the shrunken degree of the boundary is relatively small,
and it causes both a high space cost and high dynamic update cost. The other indexes
such as UI-Tree and UD-Tree also have the similar problem.

Fig. 3. The Framework of R-MRST

Based on the above analysis, we propose the R-MRST. As shown in Fig 3, it is the
framework of R-MRST. It is similar with R-Tree. Due to the limitation space, we mainly
discuss how to maintain the probabilistic information in each node of R-MRST, and
how to use it for pruning according to Property 2.

Property 2. Given a prob-range query q and a node e of R-MRST, the intersection area
between e.MBR and qr is S. If S × ub(e) < qp, e can be pruned.

For each node e in R-MRST, we maintain the maximal probability density called
ub(e) among all the objects in the subtree of e. Given a query q, if qr overlaps with
the MBR of e, we employ Property 2 for pruning. Although the pruning method seems
simple, as shown in Fig 1, it also could prune the node whose MBR’s margin overlaps
with the query region. Thus, it is suitable for processing range query over uncertain
data, and both the space cost and update cost are low.

Query on R-MRST: Given a prob-range query q, the search starts from the root of
R-MRST, and eliminates its entries according to Property 2. For each remaining entry,
we retrieve its child node, and perform the above process recursively until a leaf node
is reached. For an object o encountered, we attempt to filter it through accessing its
MRST. For the object o which can not be filtered, in the refinement phase, we use the
integral to check whether o is the result of q.

Dynamic Update Algorithm: Compared with R-tree, the update method of our in-
dex is roughly the same. The difference is the maintenance of ub(e). Specifically, given
a leaf node e, when a newly arrived object o inserts into e, the following cases cause
the updating of ub(e). (i) ub(o) ≥ ub(e); (ii) the number of objects in e exceeds to the
bucket size, and causes e spilt. In the first case, we set ub(e)=ub(o). In the second case,
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if e is split into e1 and e2, we compute ub(e1) and ub(e2). When a object o leaves e,
the following cases cause the ub(e) updating. (i) ub(o) is maximal probability density
among all the object in e, in this case, we select the new ub(e) from e. (ii) if two node
e1 and e2 are merged into e, the ub(e) is max(ub(e1), ub(e2)). After updating ub(e),
we access the parent e

′
of e to check whether the ub(e

′
) need to be updated. If so, we

update ub(e
′
) and continuous access the upper-level node until no interval node should

be updated.

5 Experimental Evaluation

This section experimentally evaluates the efficiency of the proposed techniques. The R-
MRST will be compared with U-Tree (a classic technique) and UD-Tree, where U-Tree
is a classic index and UD-Tree is the most advanced index technology presently.

Two real spatial data sets LB and CA are employed to represent the center of prob-
abilistic regions, which has been used as the test data set such as [8] [4]. They con-
tain 53k and 62k two-dimension points representing locations in Long Beach and Los
Angeles respectively. In addition, three synthetic data sets containing 128k/256k/512k
two-dimension points are employed. In our experiments, the region of probabilistic data
is a rectangular with side-length varying from 100 to 500 and the default value of the
side-length is 200. In this paper, we call the half of side-length as radius. Because it is
unfair to select uniform distribution as the o.pdf(x), we use two other common distribu-
tions: poisson distribution and normal distribution. In the default case, all dimensions
are normalized to domain [0,10000] and LB with constrained normal distribution is
employed as the default data set. A workload contains 100 queries in our experiment.
The region of the queries are a rectangular with rq varying from 500 to 1500. In our
experiments, we randomly choose the probabilistic threshold θ∈(0,1] for each query.
R-MRST was implemented in C++. Experiments are run on a PC with i3-core and 4
GB memory.

5.1 Index Construction

Firstly, we compare the index size among R-MRST, U-Tree and UD-Tree. Secondly,
we compare the constructing time among these three indexes. Thirdly, we compare the
space cost of summary based on these three indexes. The experiment is employed in
different data sets. One of them is based on the CA. Another one is a synthetic data
set with 200k 2-dimension data. Since UD-Tree can not work when the PDF is in the
continual case, we use the sampled points to simulate the PDF of an object.

The Fig. 4(a) to Fig. 4(b) uses the synthetic data set. In the Fig. 4(a), the storage cost
of R-MRST is less than that of both U-Tree and UD-Tree. Fig. 4(b) shows the space
cost of MRST. As we see, ours performs best of all.

5.2 Query Performance

In this section, we evaluate the query performance. In the first group of experiments, we
evaluate the performance of the R-MRST, UD-Tree [8] and U-Tree against different rq .
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The parameters of the experiments are same as the previous one. Firstly, we evaluate
the ability of pruning/validating. In the Fig. 5(a), the candidate size of UD-Tree and
R-MRST are roughly the same which both perform better than U-Tree. Secondly, we
evaluate the response time. In the Fig. 5(b), R-MRST performs best of all.

In the second group of experiments, we evaluate the performance of the R-MRST,
UD-Tree and U-Tree against different threshold θ. The θ varies from 0.1 to 0.9, and the
other parameters are default. The experiment content are the same as the first group.
The Fig. 6(a)-Fig. 6(a) are the results of the experiments. In the Fig. 6(a), R-MRST
performs best of all.

The third group of experiments evaluate the filtering ability and the computational
cost of the node in R-MRST. All of parameters are default. Firstly, we count the number
of the entry nodes needed to be accessed. In Fig. 7(a), the filtered ability of R-MRST
and U-Tree are are roughly the same. Secondly, we record the response time. In the
Fig. 7(a), the computational cost of them are roughly the same.

In the forth group of experiments, we study the probability filtering ability of MRST.
We count the amount of probabilistic data that should be checked and then calculate
the recall ratio(rr) and the response time. The result are reported in the Fig. 8(a)-
Fig. 8(a). As expected, MRST has a stronger filtering ability. In the Fig. 8(a), although
the computational cost based on MRST is higher than of PCR, the difference of their
response time can be accepted.

In the last experiments, we compare the performance of R-MRST, UD-Tree, and U-
Tree by different data sets. Five data sets (LB,CA and three synthesize) are employed.
The number of data points of each data set is 53k, 62k, 128k, 256k and 512k. We use
default parameters in these experiments. As expected, R-MRST performs best of all.
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6 Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the problem of range query on probabilistic data. Through
deep analysis, we proposed an effective indexing technique named R-MRST to man-
age uncertain data. R-MRST could provided a very tight bound for pruning/validating
the objects that overlap(or non-overlap) with the query region in a lower cost. Our ex-
periments convincingly demonstrated the efficiency of our indexing techniques. In the
future, we will further study other indexes which are suitable for high-dimensional un-
certain data and support probabilistic data update frequently.
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Abstract. Modern storage systems employing quorum replication are often 
configured to use partial, non-strict quorums to prioritize performance over 
consistency. These systems return the most recently changed data item only from 
a set of replicas to respond more quickly to a read request without guaranteeing 
that the data item is the most recently changed for all of the data. Because these 
partial quorum mechanisms provide only basic eventual consistency guarantees, 
with no limit on the freshness of the data returned, sometimes these 
configurations are not acceptable for certain applications. In this work, we have 
devised a new key-value store with partial quorums while ensuring bounded 
staleness. Our store reports the expected bounds on staleness with respect to wall 
clock. We evaluated our new key-value store with Yahoo! Cloud Service 
Benchmarks and show its performance. 

Keywords: Key-Value Store, Quorum System, Bounded Staleness. 

1 Introduction 

Good scalability, high availability and low latency are required by modern distributed 
storage systems [11] [15] [16]. These systems typically replicate data across different 
machines to improve availability and performance by duplicating and parallelizing 
services among multiple replicas. To provide predictably low latency and throughput 
for reads and writes, systems often sacrifice consistency guarantees for data items  [1]. 
However, weak-consistency systems make no general guarantees on the staleness of 
data items returned except that the system will eventually return the most recent version 
in the absence of new writes  [2].  

Distributed quorum systems  [3] [4] can be used to ensure strict consistency across 
multiple replicas of a data item by overlapping the read and write replica sets: given N 
replicas and read and write quorum sizes R and W, R+W>N is guaranteed. However, if 
R replicas have the same data items, the quorum system has duplicated overheads when 
responding to requests for the same data item. By employing partial quorums where 
R+W≤N, the duplicated overheads are reduced in quorum replication. However, the 
staleness of the data item is potentially unbounded and sometimes enterprise customers 
cannot accept such unbounded staleness, even though these quorum systems have a 
high probability of returning the freshest value  [1]. 
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We have devised a key-value store with a new algorithm for partial quorum 
replication that guarantees bounded staleness. In our partial quorum replication, we use 
t-visibility [1], which means a data item must be available for reads within t seconds 
after it is written. With this constraint, read data items retuned to clients are the most 
recently changed t seconds before or written within t seconds. 

To guarantee t-visibility, we propose a new protocol to share the replication statuses 
among replicas. With this mechanism, each replica is aware of the existence of a data 
item written t seconds before in the other replicas. We evaluated overhead of this 
mechanism in our key-value store. 

We make the two major contributions in this paper: 

• Protocol to guarantee t-visibility: We developed a new protocol to share replication 
statuses using wall clock information among the replicas of quorum systems. The 
shared replication status is used to guarantee the t-visibility of the returned values. 

• Cadidas: We implemented a new key-value store, Cadidas, which guarantees 
t-visibility by using our new protocol. Cadidas clients can use partial quorums to 
improve their performance by specifying t- visibility in their SLAs. 

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes quorum systems in theory 
and in practice. Section 3 describes the Cadidas implementation. Section 4 reports 
empirical performance results for Cadidas. Section 5 surveys the related work.  

2 Background 

In this section, we provide background regarding quorum systems both in the 
theoretical academic literature and in practice. We begin by introducing prior work on 
traditional quorum systems. We next discuss practical quorum systems, focusing on the 
most widely deployed protocol for storage systems employing quorum replication. 
Finally, we survey consistency to ensure bounded staleness in quorum systems. 

2.1   Quorum Systems in Theory 

A quorum system is one of the popular strategies to replicate data in distributed 
systems  [3] [4]. With quorum replication, a data item is shared among multiple replicas. 
When a new version of the data item is written, copies of the data item are sent to a set 
of replicas, its write quorum. To read the data item, the copies are fetched from a 
possibly different set of replicas, its read quorum, and the most recent data item is 
selected by comparing the versions of the fetched copies. For each operation, the read 
and write quorums are chosen from all of the replicas in the quorum system. Usually, 
the sizes of the read and write quorums are fixed, R and W respectively, that are less 
than the total number of the replicas N.  

If the total size of R and W is larger than N (R+W>N), which means at least one 
overlapping replica in the read and write quorums always exists, consistency is ensured 
by the quorum system (strict quorum system). After a data item is written in a write 
quorum, this data item is available by reading the copies in its read quorum, because 
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some of the copies are in the overlapping replicas and at least one of them will be 
included in the read quorum. When multiple overlapping replicas exist in the two 
quorums, there are redundant operations for reads and writes. 

If the total size of R and W is equal or smaller than N (R+W≤N), which means 
overlapping replicas in the read and write quorums may not exist, there are fewer 
redundant operations because the number of overlapped replicas in the two quorums is 
decreased. Though the performance of these partial quorum systems is better than for 
strict quorum systems, they cannot ensure consistency because there may be no 
overlapping replica that knows the latest value of a written data item. Usually, the 
replicas in quorums are randomly selected and the gaps between the versions of data 
items in the replicas probabilistically small after the data item is written multiple times. 
However, the staleness of data items in replicas is potentially unbounded and the clients 
may read too obsolete data items. 

2.2   Quorum Systems in Practice 

In practice, many of the key-value store systems use quorums as a replication 
mechanism for eventual consistency, including Dynamo [11], Cassandra  [16], and 
Voldemort  [15]. These systems use one quorum system for each key-value pair and the 
replicas for that pair are deterministically configured with their mapping algorithms. 
Their clients select a subset of the replicas to access the value of the key. 

Though practical quorum systems are based on the well-studied theoretical quorum 
systems, there are some differences. First, in practical quorum systems, clients write 
copies to all of the replicas for each write and W configures the quorum systems 
differently: the number of replica responses required for a successful write 
(configurations of R+W>N ensures consistency). 

Second, theoretical quorum systems assume that all of the writes for a data item can 
be ordered only by the replicas holding that data, unlike some of the implemented 
quorum systems  [12] [15]. In practical system, the clients must assist in setting the order 
of the writes. In Dynamo  [12] and Voldemort [14], replicas generate vector clocks to 
order the writes for a value of a key and the clients send a value with a new vector clock 
generated on a replica for each write. The vector clocks are partially ordered and some 
of them may be in conflict. All of the values of the conflicting versions are kept in the 
replicas and the clients select or generate a value from them when they read a value of 
the key. 

In spite of these differences, the way partial quorums are used is the same: The sizes 
for R and W are set low so there may be no overlapping nodes exist in the read and write 
quorums (R+W≤N). In practical quorum systems, the sizes of R and W are configurable 
in the clients or replicas. With a small size for R, the throughput of the system is 
improved while reducing the redundant processing in the replicas. However, the 
staleness of the values returned in partial quorums is potentially unbounded, which 
means their clients may read obsolete values. These inconsistencies are not acceptable 
for many applications, such as banking applications. 
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2.3   Bounded Staleness 

Staleness is measured by two axes in the literature: versions  [1] [11] [8] and wall clock 
time  [1][6] [8] [9] [10] [11]. Using versions k, reading one of the last k versions of a data 
item is guaranteed. Using a wall clock, reading a version t seconds after it is written is 
guaranteed. These metrics are called k-staleness and t-visibility respectively in  [1]. In 
the work described here, we focus only on t-visibility because financial systems have 
many time-based constraints (For example, Japanese FX systems must guarantee 
slippage within 10 seconds).  

The t-visibility idea is defined in  [1]1.In this definition, a committed version means a 
value written in W replicas. 
 
Definition. A quorum system guarantees t-visibility consistency if any read quorum 
started at least t units of time after the latest version committed returns at least one value 
that is at least as recent as the last committed version. 
 

Fig. 1 shows two writes and two reads in a partial quorum system that consists of 
three replicas, r0, r1 and r2, configured with R=1, W=2, and N=3. vc1 and vc2 are vector 
clocks and vc2 follows vc1. The k1’s value of version vc1 is written as wvc1(k1) and read as 
r(k1):vc1. The two values of vc1 and vc2 are committed at clocks c2 and c5 respectively 
because two replicas (W=2) must write them.  

Time

r0

r1

r2

2s 2s

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9

wvc1(k1)wvc1(k1)

wvc1(k1)wvc1(k1)

wvc1(k1)wvc1(k1) wvc2(k1)wvc2(k1)

wvc2(k1)wvc2(k1)

r(k1):vc1r(k1):vc1 r(k1):vc1r(k1):vc1

c10global clock

wvc2(k1)wvc2(k1)

 

Fig. 1. An example of t-visibility consistency in a partial quorum system (R=1, W=2, N=3) 

In Fig. 1, 2s-visibility is guaranteed in the read at c6. This is because c4 is the clock 2s 
before c6, and at c4, vc1 is the latest vector clock of the committed value. On the other 
hand, 2s-visibility is not guaranteed in the read at c9. This is because a value of vc2 has 
been already committed at c5 that is more than 2s before c9. 

Though constraints for staleness have been studied in database replication  [13] [14], 
they assumes writes are totally ordered. There are few studies for practical quorum 
systems  [1] and no implementation to support t-visibility in our survey. 

3 Guaranteeing Bounded Staleness in Quorum Systems 

We have designed Cadidas (Continuously Available DIstributed DAta Store), a new 
key-value store that ensures t-visibility with replicated values. In Cadidas, replicas 
exchange key and versions of stored values and recognize each others replication 
                                                           
1  Our definition is slightly modified from [1] omitting the probability extension. 
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statuses. With these shared statuses, the replicas can check the freshness of their stored 
values and respond to their read requests from clients while ensuring t-visibility. If the 
replica can ensures t-visibility, then a client only needs to access a few replicas in the 
partial read quorum.  

3.1   Architecture 

Cadidas consists of a number of machines that can store large number of key-value 
pairs. The key-value pairs are partitioned among the shards by using hashcodes for the 
keys, where N servers (replicas) are assigned to each shard. A quorum system is 
constructed for the reading and writing of a key-value pair with R and W replicas, and 
vector clocks are used to order all of the writes for each key-value pair. The value of N, 
R, and W are set when the replica machines are configured. For each read or write 
operation, a client identifies the N replicas for a key from its hashcode and selects the R 
or W replicas from the N replicas to construct the read or write quorums. 

All of the clients and the replicas are implemented in Java. Key-value pairs are 
stored in memory, and they are recovered when a replica restarts due to a failure. 

3.2   Synchronizing the Replication Statuses 

To bound the staleness of a replica, each replica maintains a real time vector  [9] [10]  
for each key-value pair. The vector has an entry for each replica in the quorum system. 
If r0’s real time vector entry corresponding to r1 is t, then r0 has seen the latest value in 
r1 at real time t. For example, if a replica has a real time vector [10:00:02, 10:00:00, 
10:00:01] for three replicas, r0, r1, and r2, then this replica has the latest values of r0 at 
10:00:02, of r1 at 10:00:00, and of r2 at 10:00:01. 

Replicas periodically exchange their latest vector clocks to confirm the latest values 
in the others. In addition, the replicas record the times when these vector clocks are 
exchanged. With these exchanged vector clocks and their times, each replica can 
maintain a real time vector for each key-value pair. 

In a distributed environment, there may be no global clock. Therefore, each replica 
uses its local clock to record when the vector clocks are exchanged. All of the 
communication is pull-based and the time is recorded when the communication starts. 
Fig. 2 shows an example of the message exchanges between two replicas, r0 and r1 to 
share the r1 vector clocks. In this example, ci is the local clock for r0 and the two 
conflicting vector clocks are vc2 and vc2’ following vc1. At c1, r0 requests the latest 
vector clock from r1, and at c3, r0 receives vc1 from r1. Since vc1 was received in 
response to the communication started at c1, r0 determines vc1 was the latest r1 at c1. 
Similarly, from the second and third communication exchanges started at c4 and c7, r0 
can determine that both vc2 and vc2’ were the latest values for r1 at c4 and c7. In the third 
communication exchange, to reduce the communication overheads, r1 sends an empty 
message because r1 knows2 vc2 and vc2’ were received by r1. 

                                                           
2 The message r0 reports the success of the previous communication in its new request and then 

r1 can determine which versions were successfully exchanged. 
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c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9
r0

r1

Time

wvc1(k1)wvc1(k1) wvc2(k1)wvc2(k1)wvc2’(k1)wvc2’(k1)

vc1

local clock @r0

vc2 ,vc2’ null

 

Fig. 2. An example of t-visibility consistency in a partial quorum system (R=1, W=2, N=3) 

While sharing the latest vector clocks among the replicas, each replica maintains a 
real time vector for each key-value pair. Fig. 3 shows an example of the change history 
of the real time vectors for the same read and write requests shown in Fig. 1. The local 
clock for r0 is ci. r0 receives the latest vector clocks from r1 at c3, c5 and c8. A real time 
vector for a key-value pair is expressed in the form [ci, cj, -], that means this pair was 
the latest at ci and cj in r0 and r1, respectively, but was not stored at r2.  

Time

r0

r1

r2

2s 2s

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9

wvc1(k1)wvc1(k1)

wvc1(k1)wvc1(k1)

wvc1(k1)wvc1(k1) wvc2(k1)wvc2(k1)

wvc2(k1)wvc2(k1)

r(k1):vc1r(k1):vc1vc1null

[c1, -, -] [c3, -, -][c2, -, -] [c4, -, -] [c5, c4,-] [c6, c4, -] [c7, c4, -] [c8, c4, -] [c9, c4, -]

vc2

[c10, c7, -]
c10local clock @r0

real time vector@r0

wvc2(k1)wvc2(k1)r(k1):vc1r(k1):vc1

 

Fig. 3. An example of t-visibility consistency with real time vectors (R=2, W=2, N=3) 

In the beginning of the exchanges, the entries of r1 and r2 of the real time vectors at r0 
were null (-) because r0 did not know any of the vector clocks for the other replicas. 
After receiving vc1 from r1 at c5, r0 knew that vc1 was fresh at c4, and the r1 entry 
becomes c4 while vc1 was still fresh at r0. When r0 writes the value of vc2 at c10, the r1 
entry becomes c7 since r0 knew vc2 was fresh at r1 based on the exchange from c7. 

Since each real time vector indicates when the value of each replica was fresh in 
each of the other replicas, t-visibility can be guaranteed by using the real time vectors. 
For the example of Fig. 3, [c6, c4, -] at c6 shows that the value was fresh at R replicas at 
time c4. Because there are two seconds between c4 and c6 and two replicas (R=2) have 
the value, r0 can guarantee the 2s-visibility for the returned value at c6. 

Though there is overhead in sharing the vector clocks to maintain the real time 
vectors for all of the key-value pairs, the overhead can be reduced by using certain 
implementation techniques. First, the requests and responses of versions for multiple 
key-value pairs are combined when a replica is requesting one replica’s versions. 
Second, if there are no updates for some key-value pairs since the last exchange, the 
responses don’t need to include those vector clocks. Third, each replica only needs to 
receive the vector clocks from (R - 1) replicas. Some other optimizations are also 
possible, such as sending only the differences in vector clocks, avoiding sending vector 
clocks for write-only values. Because the numbers of replicas in practice are limited to 
three or four, the communication overheads is small after these optimization are 
applied. 
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write (k, v) 
    identify N replicas for a quorum of k 
    vc=generate a new vector clock on a replica in the N replicas 
    send v and vc to the N replicas to write a value of k  
    wait for W acknowledgements from replicas 
 
read (k, t) 
    identify N replicas for a quorum of k 
    //start read with t-visibility 
    send k and t to read a value of k to a replica r in the N replicas 
    receive three results from r 
        vlist: a list of values of k, 
        vclist: a list of vector clocks for vlist, and 
        error: a Boolean describes the existence of an error in this read 
    if there is no error 
        generate a value v with all of the values in vlist  //read-repair 
        return v 
    //start read with a strict read quorum 
    for each ri in R replicas 
        send k to read a value of k to ri 
        receive two results from ri 
            vlisti: a list of values of k, and 
            vclisti: a list of vector clocks of vlisti 
    if all of vlisti have no entry 
        return null 
    generate a value v with all of the values in all of vlisti  //read-repair 
    if there are differences in all of vlisti  
        generate a vector clock vc 
            with maximum numbers of each entry in vector clocks of vclisti 
        send v and vc to R replicas 
        wait for R acknowledgements from replicas 
    return v 

Fig. 4. Read and write implementation of clients 

3.3   Implementation 

Replica. The replicas store lists of values and their vector clocks for each key-value 
pair. When the pair of a new value and a new vector clock is received to write the value 
of a key, each replica adds them into the lists of values and vector clocks, and then 
returns an acknowledgement to the sender. These lists store only the latest values. If a 
written vector clock is later than the others in the list of vector clocks, then the older 
vector clocks and its corresponding values are removed from the lists. 

When a key arrives for reading a key-value pair, the replica returns to the sender the 
key’s lists of values and vector clocks. When time t is received with the key to specify 
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t-visibility, each replica checks the real time vector of the key-value pair, and returns an 
error if t-visibility is not guaranteed.  

Client. Fig. 4 shows the client algorithm to read and write key-value pairs. Mostly, it 
behaves the same as the clients of Voldemort except for reading the staleness values. 

Each client identifies all of the replicas of a quorum for a key-value pair and sends 
requests to a subset of the replicas to read and write the values of the keys. To write a 
value, a client selects a replica in the identified replicas and generates a new vector 
clock on the replica. With this new vector clock, the client sends the new value to all of 
the replicas and waits for W acknowledgements.  

To read a value, a client selects a replica from the identified replicas and tries to read 
a value that guarantees t-visibility from that replica (partial quorum). If the selected 
replica cannot guarantee t- visibility, the client reads values of R replicas among the N 
replicas (strict quorum). If they return multiple values, then the client repairs them and 
reads the repaired value (read-repair). The logic to repair values is configured by 
application of Cadidas when the application initializes the client. 

The repaired value is sent only to a strict quorum and is not sent to a partial quorum. 
This is because the returned values from a partial quorum must be shared among at least 
R replicas (an error is returned if the values are not shared in R replicas). On the other 
hand, the returned values from a strict quorum may not be shared among R replicas, and 
the client needs to ensure the repaired value is available for reads in the future. 

4 Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate how much t-visibility improves the performance. First, we 
compare the throughputs of the original Cadidas and an incomplete Cadidas that 
disables the version exchange function and evaluate the overhead to support bounded 
staleness. Second, we assess the performance by changing the t of t-visibility. For both 
of the evaluations, we used the YCSB (Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark). 

4.1   Configurations 

We configured one shard in the system to focus on the maximum throughput the system 
can provide. We set N to three because some practical systems use three replicas for 
each quorum. The values of R and W were set to two. 

To evaluate the overhead, we implemented a generic quorum system by disabling 
the function for version exchanges in Cadidas. By setting R to one and then two, we 
created partial and strict quorums. 

We then used YCSB to evaluate the performance and memory usage of the 
key-value stores. YCSB is intended to benchmark data storage systems for cloud 
systems by providing configurable workloads that simulate Web applications. There 
are six predefined core workloads with YCSB: update-heavy, read-mostly, read-only, 
read-latest, short-ranges and read-modify-write. We used update-heavy, read-mostly 
and read-only with the respective read-write ratios of 50:50, 95:5, and 100:0. In these 
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workloads, the clients ask to access the values of the keys with a zipfian distribution. 
The number of the records was configured as 100,000. All of the servers in the 
key-value store share all of the data to evaluate the replication performance. That is, 
there is no partitioning of the key-value stores.  

The machine configuration for this evaluation consists of four machines (each a 
64-bit 2-core POWER6 4.0-GHz x2 with 12 GB of RAM, Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
Server release 6.4) for the four replicas and one machine (a 64-bit 8-core Xeon E5-2680 
2.7-GHz x2 with 32 GB of RAM, Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.3) for the 
client. All of the machines are connected via 1-Gbps Ethernet cables. 

4.2   Results 

First, we evaluated the overhead to guarantee bounded staleness. We configured 
Cadidas to allow any staleness of the values, so the staleness of the returned values was 
ignored. Because the Cadidas always uses partial quorums to read values, the overhead 
of the version-exchange mechanism described in  3.2 can be evaluated by comparing 
that mechanism with the partial quorum. We used several intervals between the 
versions exchanged in the replicas and measured throughputs with YCSB. We used 
sixty threads of the test driver and measured five times the average of five throughputs 
of 60-seconds runs.  

Fig. 5 shows the throughputs of the strict quorum, partial quorums, and Cadidas with 
different frequencies for the version exchanges. To evaluate only overheads of the version 
exchange, we configured t-visibility with infinite value. Though some throughputs of 
Cadidas with zero intervals showed worse performance than the strict quorum, the 
throughputs of Cadidas with the non-zero intervals were better than the strict quorum and 
mostly similar to the partial quorum. In addition, the frequency of version exchanges did 
not affect the throughputs when the interval was set to at least 50 milliseconds. These 
results showed the overhead for version exchange in Cadidas was small. 
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Fig. 5. Overhead of the version exchanges in Cadidas 

Second, we evaluated the performance improvement by allowing reads of stale data. 
The frequency of version exchanges was set to 50 ms. Fig. 6 shows the throughput of 
the strict quorum, the partial quorum and Cadidas configured with different 
t-visibilities. When the read ratio in workloads increased, Cadidas performed better for 
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all t-visibility settings. Also, with 50-ms-visibility and larger visibility, there was little 
performance improvement. 
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Fig. 6. Performance with various t-visibilities and a 50-ms frequency for version exchanges 

Fig. 7 shows the throughputs of Cadidas with 1-s-visibility, a strict quorum, and a 
partial quorum with different numbers of clients. The performance of Cadidas was 
degraded when more than fifty clients were running. This is because the Cadidas 
replicas became overloaded and the Cadidas clients used their strict quorums to read 
the values. When 128 clients were running, 84.7% values in update-heavy, 12.8% 
values in read-mostly, and 0.2% values in read-only were read from strict quorums. 
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Fig. 7. Scalability of the number of clients with 1-s-visibility 

Fig. 8 shows the guaranteed staleness with the replicas of Cadidas in the evaluation 
of Fig. 7. When the ratio of writes increased, the guaranteed staleness became worse as 
the replicas were overloaded. This is because all of the replicas handled each write 
request and the version exchanges were stalled among the replicas. 
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Fig. 8. Guaranteed staleness by replicas of Cadidas 
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5 Related Work 

Recall that the CAP Theorem states that it is not possible to have all three of 
consistency, availability, and partition tolerance, so eventual consistency to provide 
availability in the face of partitions is a popular consistency model in practical 
systems  [1]. In this paper, we discussed an eventually consistent key-value store that 
uses quorum replication and their optimized the performance with reducing the 
consistency of the replications with deterministic bounds on the staleness.  

There are studies of distributed systems that support consistency with bounded 
staleness for reads. Beehive  [6] provides shared memory systems to a parallel 
programming model with a guarantee of delta consistency to ensure the written data 
becomes visible to all readers within delta time. Using a similar concept, timed serial 
consistency and timed causal consistency were proposed based on sequential and 
causal consistency  [7]. FRACS  [8] provides optimized read performance with replicas 
that buffer the updates to be replicated within a configured time window and responds 
to read requests with stale data that has been already replicated. In addition to staleness, 
TACT  [9] [10] uses the numbers of numerical errors and order errors as criteria for the 
data to be returned by exchanging replication statuses and maintaining real time vectors 
within the replicas. AQuA  [11] provides optimization for each client to select a replica 
that responds to a read request with specified bound on the staleness while predicting 
response time. These systems do not manage the numbers of replicas to write and read 
each value. In contract, quorum systems, including Cadidas, can improve write 
latencies by avoiding delays for the slow replicas. Quorum systems can also respond 
with the latest values by using strict quorums. Cadidas uses a strict quorum when a 
partial quorum does not satisfy the required freshness. 

In several databases  [13] [14], the staleness is bounded in a the primary-backup 
architecture with lazy replication. However, when the primary of the servers crashes, 
the clients must wait several seconds until a replica becomes the new primary. 

As discussed in Section  2.2, Dynamo  [12] and Voldemort  [15] use quorum systems 
to read and write data. Cassandra  [16], behaves in the same way except for the 
customized read-repair function. Though they support strict and partial quorums, 
bounded staleness is not guaranteed. Cadidas provides a mechanism to support 
bounded staleness for read values. 

6 Conclusion 

This paper described a highly available and high-performance key-value store, 
Cadidas, which supports a new kind of quorum replication. With our replication, 
replicas maintain fresh values by periodically exchanging their latest versions with 
other replicas and by responding to read requests from clients only when they can 
ensure the freshness requested by the clients. We evaluated the overhead of the version 
exchanges and the performance of Cadidas with the YCSB benchmarks. We confirmed 
our replication outperforms the existing replication approach that supports strict 
consistency, while Cadidas has only small overhead for the version exchanges. 
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Abstract. Every day, millions of texts, images, audios, videos, and other 
information with different modalities are posted on social media. These 
multimodal data provide abundant resources for information recommendation. 
In this paper, a new method based on multimodal data fusion is proposed for 
more effective recommendation on social media. Firstly, a heterogeneous graph 
on texts and images is created effectively to represent the relationship of 
multimodal data. Then the relationship of multimodal data is fused based on 
graph clustering to improve the quality of social media recommendation. 
Finally, the multimodal social media information recommendation is performed 
as a process of walk on the proposed heterogeneous graph. The experiment on 
texts and images of microblogs shows social media recommendation using 
multimodal data fusion is better than that on single modality. 

Keywords: multimodal data, data fusion, heterogeneous graph, graph 
clustering, recommendation. 

1 Introduction 

The explosion of the web data has witnessed multi-modality. Every day, millions of 
people over the world discuss hot topics on Twitter, share travel photos on Flickr or 
life videos on YouTube, add new friends on Facebook, etc. These multimodal data are 
potential good resources for valuable information and provide new applications for 
us, one of which is the recommendation. For multimodal recommendation, if a user 
browsed a flower image, the recommended results to him (her) should contain both 
similar flower images and texts about the flower, such as species, habitat, habit of the 
flower. However, in traditional single modal recommendation, such task implements 
hardly when there is not explicit links between above images and texts. 

It is useful to fuse multimodal data. By fusing multimodal data, we can obtain a 
global and vivid view of events or a better recommended result. Besides, the fusion 
makes the similar query of the recommendation more effectively and efficiently. 
                                                           
* Project supported by the State Key Development Program for Basic Research of China (Grant 

No. 2011CB302200-G), the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No. 
61370074, 61100026. 
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However, it is difficult to fuse multimodal data. Firstly, computing the similarity of 
objects from different modalities is very hard. Different modalities have different 
features, and most feature spaces are not compatible. Secondly, multimodal data is 
often in big size, and finding an efficient fusion method is also tough. 

In this paper, we propose an approach of multimodal data fusion, which (1) creates 
a text-image heterogeneous graph to represent the semantic relationship of texts and 
images, (2) fuses the graph based on graph clustering, and (3) applies the fusing 
results to a new social media recommendation strategy. Fig.1 shows our framework. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the heterogeneous 
graph for multimodal data. The method of multimodal data fusion is proposed in 
Section 3. Section 4 shows the experiments. We conclude our work in Section 5. 
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Fig. 1. Social media recommendation based on multimodal data fusion in text-image 

2 Heterogeneous Graph Construction 

A heterogeneous graph G=(V, E, W) is an undirected weighted graph. Each vertex 
v∈V is an entity of multimodal data. Each link e∈E is a relationship between entities, 
denoted by its weight w∈W. Our heterogeneous graph consists of two modalities: text 
(white) and image (black), is shown in Fig.1. Although the heterogeneous graph can 
effectively model the relationship of texts and images, it is very difficult. First, it is a 
tough job to calculate the similarity of entities in a large data set. Second, due to the 
incompatible feature spaces of texts and images, it is hard to calculate their semantic 
relevance. The following details the creating of each part of our heterogeneous graph. 

Text Modal-Graph. Text modal-graph keeps the semantic relationship of texts. For 
the text of a microblog tells stories by words, each text is represented as a bag of 
words detected from it. Different datasets have different characteristics and require 
different similarity measurements. As previous work [1] confirmed the effectiveness 
of Boolean model for microblog texts, words in the bag only have boolean value. 
Thus, the text similarity is the Jaccard coefficient of word bags. To speed up, an in-
verted index of words is created to point out which texts share same words. 

Image Modal-Graph. Image modal-graph keeps the content-based relationship of 
images. First of all, we extract the SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) features 
[2] as image features. To compute image similarity, many works use bag of visual 
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words, but obtaining discriminative visual words in a large data set is very hard [3]. 
Here, the image similarity is the Jaccard coefficient of SIFT features. To speed up, 
images with similar color histograms are grouped together, using p-stable LSH [4]. 

Text-Image Similarity Graph. Text-Image similarity graph keeps the semantic rela-
tionship between text and image entities. Generally, if entities belong to the same 
document, they must be semantically relevant. Due to the incompatible feature spaces 
of different modalities, the cross-modality similarity is based on the Boolean model of 
co-occurrence. Thus, if two entities from different modalities are semantically rele-
vant, their weight w is 1; otherwise w is 0. 

3 Multimodal Data Fusion and Social Media Recommendation 

Multimodal data fusion can provide a wider and more accurate description of the 
object. During the fusion, each modality exchanges information with others. The ex-
change is based on the semantic relationship among entities of multimodal data. 

Graph Clustering. Although entities are connected in the modal-graph, they may not 
be semantically relevant, due to the imperfect similarity model. Intuitively, if entities 
are in the same cluster, they are semantically relevant. Hence, we cluster entities in 
each modal-graph, based on a modified SCAN [5]. 

Data Fusion. After clustering, the fusion exchanges information among modal-
graphs, according to the semantic relevance. If two texts (images) as well as their 
corresponding images (texts) are semantically relevant, their relationship will be  
enhanced. If two texts (images) as well as their corresponding images (texts) are  
semantically irrelevant, their relationship will be weakened. 

Social Media Recommendation. Based on the clustering and fusing result, the  
recommendation is treated as a process of walking on the heterogeneous graph. Gen-
erally, if there are many paths between a target and the query, the target is likely  
semantically relevant to the query. To obtain candidate targets, the method starts with 
the query entities, and walks along the link in the graph. The candidate targets with 
large weights are returned as the recommended results for the query. 

4 Experiment 

We download microblogs from Tencent website (t.qq.com). The microblogs con-
tains 1.2 million texts and 0.4 million images, over April 7∼13, 2012. As people pre-
fer up-to-date news, we create the heterogeneous graph on a per day basis. 

First, we evaluate the efficiency of heterogeneous graph construction and multi-
modal data fusion. The heterogeneous graph consists of text modal-graph, image 
modal-graph and text-image similarity graph. To create modal-graphs, it takes 6h on 
170k texts and 8h on 57k images. Creating text-image similarity graph takes only 40s. 
Though it is time-consuming to create the graph, it is an offline job. Multimodal data 
fusion includes graph clustering and data fusion. It costs 1.5s to clustering images and 
200s to clustering texts. The time cost of data fusion is 150s. 
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Second, we evaluate the effectiveness of the recommendation for texts and images, 
based on AP (average precision). The recommendation based on text modal-graph, 
image modal-graph, and heterogeneous graph are denoted as T-Re, I-Re and Fu-Re 
respectively. The baseline for text recommendation is the Lucene and for image rec-
ommendation is the SMH (Sim-Min-Hash) [6]. Fig.2 shows that the Fu-Re is suited 
for the big size of text recommendations, and the T-Re is suited for the middle size. 
Fig.3 shows that the Fu-Re is good at image recommendation. We also compare the 
Fu-Re with the QRCs (Query-Relative Classifiers) on five groups in [7], based on 
MAP. The advantage on ALL groups in Fig.4 shows the effectiveness of the Fu-Re. 

 

Fig. 2. Text recommendation Fig. 3. Image recommendation Fig. 4. QRCs vs Fu-Re 

5 Conclusion and Future Works 

To provide more effective social media recommendation results, in this paper we 
represent the semantic relationship among entities of multimodal data by a heteroge-
neous graph, and propose a multimodal data fusion algorithm to refine the recom-
mendation result based on graph clustering. As the heterogeneous graph is based on 
entities of different modalities, our algorithm is insensitive to the modality. The pro-
posed multimodal data fusion based on graph clustering in the heterogeneous graph 
can improve the recommendation efficiently and effectively. The experimental results 
validate the advantages of the proposed approach over the baseline. 
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Abstract. Link-based similarity measures play significant role in many
graph based applications. Consequently, measuring nodes similarity in
a graph is a fundamental problem of graph data mining. Personalized
PageRank (PPR) and SimRank (SR) have emerged as the most popular
and influential link-based similarity measures. In practice, PPR and SR
scores are achieved by iterative computing. With increasing of iterations,
the computations incur heavy overhead. The ideal solution is that com-
puting similarity within the minimum number of iterations is sufficient
to guarantee a desired accuracy. However, the existing upper bounds are
too coarse to be useful in general. Therefore, we focus on designing ac-
curate and tight upper bounds of PPR and SR in the paper. Our upper
bounds are designed based on following human intuition: “the smaller
the difference between the two consecutive iteration step results is, the
smaller the difference between iterative similarity scores and theoretical
ones is”. Furthermore, we demonstrate effectiveness of our novel upper
bounds in the scenario of top-k similar nodes query, where our upper
bounds accelerate speed of the query. At last, we run a comprehensive
set of experiments on real data sets to verify effectiveness and efficiency
of our upper bounds

Keywords: Personalized PageRank, SimRank, Upper bound, Differ-
ence.

1 Introduction

In Web Age, graphs are ubiquitous, such as the web, social networks, biblio-
graphic graphs and entity-relationship graphs, calling for solutions to measure
similarity between nodes on graphs. Measures of similarity between objects play
significant role in many graph based applications: recommendation systems [3],
link prediction [9], fraud detection [7], and collaborative filtering [1].
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Many link-based similarity measures have been proposed, such as Personalized
PageRank (PPR) [5], SimRank (SR) [4], Hitting time [13] and Commute time
[12]. Among them, both PPR and SR have emerged as the most popular and
influential link-based similarity measures due to their effectiveness and solid
theoretical foundation.

Although iterative similarity scores of SR and PPR are convergent [4][5], in
practice the corresponding computations naturally involve performing a finite
number of iterations. SR and PPR computations are time-consuming. With in-
creasing of iterations, the computations incur significant overhead, especially on
a large graph. In [10], given a graph which consists of 10,000 nodes, Lizorkin et
al run the original iterative SR on a 2.1GHz Intel Pentium processor with 1Gb
RAM. After 5 iterations, it took 46 hours and 5 minutes for the algorithm to
obtain all node pairs similarities.

However, the existing upper bounds are too coarse to be useful in general. It
is advised that choosing the decay factor value c = 0.8 and the total number of
iterations K = 5 to compute iterative SR similarity in research [4], and, according
to proposition 1 in [10], the corresponding difference between theoretical and
computed similarity scores is 0.26 . Based on the lemma 2 in [14], the difference
between theoretical and iterative PPR scores is also 0.26 when c = 0.8 and the
total number of iterations K = 5. Obviously, the existing upper bounds of PPR
and SR are relatively large because the interval of the theoretical scores is [0, 1].

Accordingly, an accurate difference between iterative similarity scores and
theoretical ones remains an open question. The ideal solution is that computing
similarity within the minimum number of iterations is sufficient to guarantee a
desired accuracy.

At ith iteration, if the iterative score is Pi and the difference between theoret-
ical and computed similarity score is P −Pi ≤ δi, then the corresponding upper
bound is Pi + δi, and vice versa. Based on this relationship, for convenience we
abuse terminology: the difference and upper bound are considered to be same in
the paper. The intended meaning should be clear from the context.

In summary, it is significance that designing accurate and tight upper bounds
in theory and practice. Given a desired accuracy, we terminate the iteration as
soon as possible to save overhead by leveraging tight upper bound. Furthermore
we can accelerate graph-based query such as link-based similarity join [14] and
top-k similarity search by utilizing tight upper bound.

We say that difference between iterative similarity scores and theoretical ones
is good if the following properties hold: 1. Accurate: the difference is very close
to the true difference and is not coarse. 2. Fast: we can efficiently obtain the
difference. Our differences are accurate and can be efficiently obtained.

In the paper we focus on designing accurate and tight upper bounds of PPR
and SR (sect. 3). Our upper bounds are designed based on following human
intuition: “the smaller the difference between the two consecutive iteration step
results is, the smaller the difference between iterative similarity scores and the-
oretical ones is”. We can efficiently obtain the bounds without spending extra
overhead. Furthermore, we tailor our upper bounds to accelerate the top-k sim-
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ilar nodes query (sect. 4). At the experiments, we show that our upper bounds
significantly outperform the state-of-the-art upper bounds (sect. 5).

2 Preliminary

Given a directed graph G = (V,E) where nodes in V represent objects and edges
in E represent relationships between objects. For any v ∈ V , Set I(v) and O(v)
denote in-neighbors and out-neighbors of v, respectively. Ii(v) or Oj(v) is an
individual member of I(v), for 1 ≤ i ≤ |I(v)|, or of O(v), for 1 ≤ j ≤ |O(v)|.

Like PageRank, PPR is the steady-state probabilities of random walks; at
each step, a surfer random walk along out link with probability c, and with
probability 1-c jump back to the random node of the set of preferred nodes. If
the preferred set contains only one node, PPR actually is RWR. RWR is a special
case of PPR. In the paper we only consider the situation that the preferred set
contains one node (query node).

According to [5][14], the equation of PPR is

r(q, v) = (1− c)
∑

τ :q→v

P (τ )cl(τ) (1)

where τ is the unidirectional path from q to v : (q, w1, . . . , wn, v), l(τ) is the
length of the path τ , P (τ) = 1

|O(q)|
∏n

i=1
1

|O(wi)| is the probability of traversing

the τ . r(q, v) is the similarity between q and v from the q’s personalized view.
In practice

rk(q, v) = (1− c)
∑
τ :q∼v
l(τ)≤k

P (τ )cl(τ) (2)

is used to estimate r(q, v).
SR measures similarity of nodes is based on following human intuition: “two

objects are similar if they are related to similar objects” [4]. So SR score (a,b)
actually is the average SR score between in-neighbors of a and in-neighbors of
b:

s(a, b) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1, if a = b
c
∑|I(a)|

i

∑|I(b)|
i s(Ii(a),Ij(b))

|I(a)||I(b)| , I(a) and I(b) 
= ∅
0 otherwise

. (3)

Correspondingly, as showed in [4] the iterative formula is:

sk+1(a, b) =
c

|I(a)||I(b)|

|I(a)∑
i

|I(b)|∑
j

sk(Ii(a), Ij(b)) (4)

(k = 0, 1, 2, ...).
From the view of random surfer model, the SR score measures how soon two

random surfers are expected to meet at the same node if they started at nodes
a and b and randomly walked the graph backwards [4]. According to [4], the
formula of SR can be written as follows:

s(a, b) =
∑

τ :(a,b)→(x,x)

P (τ )cl(τ) (5)
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where τ is a tour (paths may have cycles) along which two random suffers walk
backwards starting at nodes a and b respectively until they first and only first
meet at any node x , l(τ) is the length of tour τ .

Based on [16], the corresponding iterative formula is:

sk(a, b) =
∑

τ :(a,b)→(x,x)
l(τ)≤k

P (τ )cl(τ) . (6)

3 Bounds of PPR and SR

The existing upper bounds of PPR and SR are too coarse to be useful in general.
In this section we introduce novel upper bounds of PPR and SR.

3.1 Bounding of PPR

By walking one step beforehand from node q, the formula (1) can be transformed
as:

r(q, v) = (1− c)
∑

τ :q→v

P (τ )cl(τ) =
(1− c)c

|O(q)|

|O(q)|∑
i=1

∑
τ ′:Oi(q)→v

P (τ ′)cl(τ
′)

=
c

|O(q)|

|O(q)|∑
i=1

r(Oi(q), v).

Similar, we have:

rk+1(q, v) =
c

|O(q)|

|O(q)|∑
i=1

rk(Oi(q), v) . (7)

At mth iteration, let δm = MAX∀a∈V,b∈V {(rm(a, b)− rm−1(a, b))}, we have fol-
lowing theorem:

Theorem 1. the difference between theoretical and iterative PPR scores is

r(q, v)− rm(q, v) ≤ δm
c

1− c
. (8)

Proof. According to (2), rm+1(q, v) − rm(q, v) = (1 − c)
∑

t:q∼v
l(t)=m+1

P (τ)cl(τ).

Thus

r(q, v)− rm(q, v) = (1− c)
∞∑

t:q∼v
l(t)=m+1

P (τ )cl(τ) =
∞∑
i=1

(rm+i(q, v)− rm+i−1(q, v)) .

Based on (7) and δm = MAXa∈V,b∈V {(rm(a, b)− rm−1(a, b))}, ∀a, b ∈ V

rm+1(a, b)− rm(a, b) =
c

|O(a)|

|O(a)|∑
i=1

(rm(Oi(a), v)− rm−1(Oi(a), v)) ≤
c

|O(a)|

|O(a)|∑
i=1

δm

= cδm .
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Likewise, rm+k(a, b)− rm+k−1(a, b) ≤ ckδm. Therefore

r(q, v)− rm(q, v) =

∞∑
i=1

(rm+i(q, v)− rm+i−1(q, v)) ≤
∞∑
i=1

ciδm = δm
c− c∞

1− c
= δm

c

1− c
.

��

Theorem 1 gives the lower and upper bounds of PPR at mth iteration:
rm(q, v) ≤ r(q, v) ≤ rm(q, v) + δm

c
1−c . At (m+k)th iteration, we update δm+k

as follows δm+k = MIN(MAXa∈V,b∈V {(rm+k(a, b)− rm+k−1(a, b))}, δm+k−1).
The lemma 2 in [14] gives an upper bound of PPR, cm+1, at mth iteration.

The following proposition states our upper bound is better than that in [14].

Proposition 1. At mth iteration, δm
c

1−c ≤ cm+1.

Proof.

δm ≤MAXa∈V,b∈V {(rm(a, b)− rm−1(a, b))} = MAXa∈V,b∈V {(1− c)
∑
t:a∼b
l(t)=m

P (τ )cl(t)}

≤ (1− c)cm

because
∑

t:a∼b
l(t)=m

P (τ ) ≤ 1. ��

Proposition 1 guarantees that our upper bound is superior to that in [14] in
theory. Obviously, our upper bound decreases drastically with increasing of it-
erations due to δm

c
1−c ≤ cm+1.

3.2 Bounding of SR

At mth iteration, let δm = MAX∀a∈V,b∈V {sm(a, b) − sm−1(a, b)}, we have fol-
lowing theorem:

Theorem 2. the difference between theoretical and iterative SR scores is

s(a, b)− sm(a, b) ≤ δm
c

1− c
. (9)

Proof. Based on e.q.(4),

Sm+1(a, b)− Sm(a, b) =
c

|I(a)||I(b)|

|I(a)|∑
i=1

|I(b)|∑
j=1

(Sm(Ii(a), Ij(b))− Sm−1(Ii(a), Ij(b)))

≤ c

|I(a)||I(b)|

|I(a)|∑
i=1

|I(b)|∑
j=1

δm = cδm

as δm = max{sm(a, b)− sm−1(a, b)} (∀a, b ∈ V ). Accordingly,

Sm+2(a, b)− Sm+1(a, b) =
c

|I(a)||I(b)|

|I(a)|∑
i=1

|I(b)|∑
j=1

(Sm+1(Ii(a), Ij(b))− Sm(Ii(a), Ij(b)))

≤ c

|I(a)||I(b)|

|I(a)|∑
i=1

|I(b)|∑
j=1

cδm = c2δm
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likewise: sm+k(a, b)− sm+k−1(a, b) ≤ ckδm
On the other hand, according to e.q.(6)(5), sm+1(a, b) − sm(a, b)

=
∑

τ :(a,b)→(x,x)
l(τ)=m+1

P (τ)cl(τ), and,

s(a, b)− sm(a, b) =
∞∑

τ :(a,b)→(x,x)
l(τ)=m+1

P (τ )cl(τ) =
∞∑

k=1

sm+k(a, b)− sm+k−1(a, b)

=
∞∑

k=1

ckδm = δm

∞∑
k=1

c− c∞

1− c
= δm

c

1− c

��

Theorem 2 gives the lower and upper bounds of SR at mth iteration. As soon
as the difference δm

c
1−c satisfies the given precision, we can terminate iteration.

When m ≥ 3, the difference is largely less than the difference, cm+1, in [10]
although we can not prove it in theory. In practice, MIN{δm c

1−c , c
m+1} is SR

difference in order to obtain better result.

3.3 Obtain Upper Bounds

We do not need to spend extra overhead to obtain our upper bounds by incre-
mental updating similarity scores.

E.q. (2) can be written as

rk+1(q, v) = (1− c)
∑

τ :q∼v
l(τ)≤k+1

P (τ )cl(τ) = rk(q, v) + (1− c)
∑
τ :q∼v

l(τ)=k+1

P (τ )cl(τ) . (10)

Likewise, e.q. (6) can be transformed as

sk+1(a, b) = sk(a, b) +
∑

τ :(a,b)→(x,x)
l(τ)=k+1

P (τ )cl(τ) . (11)

The above two equations say that the current similarity score is the sum of
previous score and the increment. At each iteration we actually compute the
increment to obtain similarity score. And the δm in e.q.(8) (or e.q.(9)) is the
maximal increment. Optimization computation of PPR in [18] and SR in [16]
are based on e.q. (10) and e.q. (11) respectively. Consequently, we do not need
to spend extra overhead to obtain upper bounds.

4 Top-k Similar Nodes Query

By leveraging tight upper bound, we terminate the iteration as soon as possible
to reduce overhead. Furthermore, we also can accelerate graph-based query by
utilizing more tight upper bound. In this section, we demonstrate effectiveness
of our novel upper bounds in the scenario of top-k similar nodes query.
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In the paper, P denote as PPR or SR similarity score. Observe from e.q.(2)
and (5) that P(a,b) involves an infinite number of random walks. Consequently,
it is infeasible to achieve accurate P(a,b). It is effective to compute Pw(a, b)
instead:

|P (a, b)− Pw(a, b)| ≤ ε (12)

where ε controls the accuracy of Pw(a, b) in estimating P (a, b), and w is the
minimum value that satisfies the inequation.

Algorithm 1. Top-k similar nodes query

input : Graph g,c,q, k, ε
output: top-k lists of q

1 Set pathProb ← 1.0;
2 push pair (v, pathProb) into queue que;
3 while !obtained do
4 (currentNode, pathProb)←que.front();
5 que.pop();
6 if currentNode ! = −1 then
7 foreach a neighbors j of currentNode do

8 queTemp[j]←queTemp[j] + pathProb
OutDegree

; // walk one step

9 else
10 i← i+ 1;
11 foreach element j of queTemp do

// e.q.(10):

12 rwrScore[j]← rwrScore[j] + queTemp[j]× (1− c)× ci;

13 δ ← δ + queTemp[j]× (1− c)× ci;
14 push (j, queTemp[j]) into que;

15 ε′ ← δ/queTemp.size(); // average local difference

16 ε′ ← ε′ × c/(1− c); // Upper bound e.q.(8)
17 sort rwrScore to obtain top k nodes;

// P̂ (q, v)(∀v ∈ V (G(V ))/Tk(q)):

18 if Tk > P̂ (q, v) or ε′ < ε then
19 obtained←True;

20 push (−1, pathProb) into que;
21 clear queTemp;
22 δ ← 0;
23 continue;

24 return result;

Problem statement (Top-k similar nodes query) Given a query node q, a
number k and ε, the result of query, the top-k similarity nodes of q , is Tk(q) =
{t1, . . . , tk} iif similarity score Pw(q, ti) ≥ Pw(q, t) (∀t ∈ V (G(V ))/Tk(q)) on the
graph G(V ) .
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The general framework of top-k similar nodes query. Starting at a
query node q, we do a breadth-first traverse to visit remaining nodes. At mth
iteration, when a node v is visited, we compute Pm(q, v). After mth iteration,

we obtain its upper bound value ̂Pm(q, v) and εm (εm is the difference between
theoretical and iterative similarity scores at current iteration), then find a set of
k nodes with the highest scores of lower bounds. Let Tk be the kth largest score.
We terminate the query and obtain the final result of the top-k query if one of
following conditions is true:

– εm ≤ ε

– Tk ≥ ̂Pm(q, t) (∀t ∈ V (G(V ))/Tk(q)).

With help of upper bound, we can obtain top-k nodes via local expansion
around the query node. The local top-k similarity search method avoids accessing
the whole graph.

The local top-k similar nodes search method effectively handle similarity
search because it does not need to access the whole graph, especially, when
the graph is very large. While, the upper bounds, discussed in section 3, are
obtained based on the whole global information on graphs. Therefore, the up-
per bounds can not directly be applied to the top-k query when the only local
information of the query node is available. Furthermore, we tailor upper bounds
based on theory mentioned in section 3.

We customize upper bounds based on the local information. At each iteration,
we obtain the similarity scores between the query node and accessed nodes,
which belong to the neighborhood of the query node. The average difference
between the two consecutive iteration step results can be used to estimate δm in
e.q.(8)(9). As the result, we obtain variants of the upper bounds based on the
local information. Although the variants of the upper bounds can not be proved
to be accurate in theory, they are reasonable: the average difference is very close
to the true difference due to principle of locality.

Algorithm 1 is top-k similar nodes query method based on PPR. Top-k method
based on SR is similar to algorithm 1 and is not listed in the paper.

It is worth to mention that top-k query is exploited to demonstrate effective-
ness of the upper bounds. Top-k query algorithm is not our target in the paper,
although our algorithm is concise and efficient. From above analysis, the upper
bounds play a key role in the algorithm. The upper bounds accelerate the query
speed and avoid accessing the whole graph.

5 Experiments

We implemented all experiments on a PC with i3− 550 CPU, 4G main memory,
running windows 7 operating system. All codes are written in C++.

The data sets used in the experiments are showed in table 1. Cora1 is a citation
graph. Graphs FaceBook, Hamster (social graph) and Subelj (E-road network)

1 http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/linqs/projects/lbc/index.html
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Table 1. Data Sets

Cora FaceBook Hamster Subelj P2P-Gnutella06 ego-Twitter web-Stanford

Nodes 2,485 2,887 1,999 1,039 8,717 81,306 281,903

Edges 5,209 5,388 31,676 2,484 31,525 1,768,149 2,312,497
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Fig. 1. Our SR difference vs. Baseline difference

can be visited at KONECT2. The remaining data can be visited at SNAP3. For
the first 5 data sets in table 1, we use their maximum graph components instead
of the original graphs (The corresponding informations in table 1 are that of
their maximum components).

The state-of-the-art upper bounds, PPR upper bound in [14] and SR upper
bound in [10], are used to be baselines to compare with our upper bounds in
experiments.

When δm is estimated by the average of top 100 largest difference between
the two consecutive iteration step results, the corresponding upper bounds are
denoted as approximate and achieve a very high precision (≥ 99%).

Figures 1-7 show the results of our accurate and approximate upper bounds
compared with the baselines on 5 real data sets. When m ≥ 3, our SR difference
is largely less than the baseline although the rate of SR convergence is different
on these different real data sets. Our approximate PPR upper bound is superior
to the baseline. And our accurate PPR difference is less than the baseline in
some data sets. In worst case, our accurate PPR difference equals the baseline.

Then we test efficiency of our bounds in the scenario of top-k node query on
two large real data (figures 8-9). All the top-k queries are repeated 200 times
and the reported values are the average values. Our SR bound is 1.5-2.3 times
faster than the baseline while it achieves a high precision (≥ 96%). Our PPR
bound is 200-400 times faster than the baseline while it achieves a very high
precision (≥ 97%).

In a nut shell, our bounds significantly outperform the state-of-the-art upper
bounds.

6 Related Works

Recently, the link-based similarity measures attract the attention of many re-
searchers. The related works are outlined as follows:

2 http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/networks/
3 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/index.html
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Optimization computation. The PPR and SR involve an infinite number
of random walks. The nature incurs heavy overhead of computation.
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1. SR. Lizorkin et al. [11] proposed three excellent optimization methods which
improve the time cost from O(kn4) to O(knl) where k is the number of itera-
tion, n is the number of nodes, l is the number of edges. They also gave a
precise accuracy estimate, which has been discussed at section 1, for SR itera-
tive computation. Observe that computations among different partial sums [11]
may have duplicate redundancy. Therefore, Yu et al. [15] eliminate partial sums
redundancy by using an adaptive clustering strategy. Yu et al. also proposed a
variant of SR and give a corresponding difference between theoretical and itera-
tive scores [15]. In contrast, we focus on the upper bound of original SR. Based
on e.q. (6) (11), Zhang et al presented an optimization algorithm [16] which also
improve the time cost from O(kn4) to O(knl). According to results of experiment
in [16], the optimization algorithm outperforms partial sums method.

2. PPR. For PPR, computing and storing all possible personalized views in
advance is impractical [5]. Jeh et al. suggested a scalable solution for PPR based
on the observation that PPR vectors actually is a linear combination of basis
vectors and considering hub-pivoted paths that pass through some important
“hub” nodes [5]. Based on e.q. (10), Zhu et al proposed FastPPV, an approximate
PPV computation algorithm that is incremental [18]. They proposed L1 error
to control accuracy of PPR at query time. The L1 error is defined as follows
φk = 1−

∑
p∈V rk(q, p). Obviously, L1 error measures overall error, while we give

PPR upper bound of any specific node pairs. They both are totally different.

Application of link-based Measure. By utilizing upper/lower relevance es-
timations, the speed of the query, computing top-k relevant nodes w.r.t a query
node, can be accelerated [2,8].

Considering a general situation where the average in/out-degree is D (D ≥
1), Li defined a new average SR upper bound as a function of D [8]. However,
networks, such as the Internet, the world wide web, and some social networks,
are found to have degree distributions that approximately follow a power law.
In other words, these networks are highly right-skewed, meaning that a large
majority of nodes have low degree but a small number have high degree. On the
other hand, the top-k similarity search method only access the local neighbor-
hood of the query node. Therefore, the average SR upper bound does not reflect
the true local information.

Fujiwara et al suggested an approach to find the top-k nodes so as to support
interactive similarity search based on PPR [2]. To compute the upper similarity
bound, They utilized Ri, the set of nodes that is reachable to any nodes in Si for
which they would update lower and upper similarity bounds. However, due to
research [6], the method that tells whether a vertex u can reach another vertex
v is time-consuming. In contrast, our upper bound can be easily obtained.

Sun et al proposed link-based similarity join (LS-join), which extends the
similarity join operator to link-based measures [14]. They accelerated the speed
of the join query by utilizing upper bounds of PPR and SR. The upper bounds
in [14] are used to be baseline to compare with our upper bounds .

Zheng et al proposed an estimated shortest-path distance based upper bound
for SR [17]. However, it is also expensive to compute the shortest path between two
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vertices on the fly. Furthermore, as with the upper bound in [10], the shortest-path
distance based upper bound is also coarse.

7 Conclusion

We proposed upper bounds of PPR and SR, which are based on following hu-
man intuition: “the smaller the difference between the two consecutive iteration
step results is, the smaller the difference between iterative similarity scores and
theoretical ones is”. Our upper bounds are accurate and can easily be achieved.
Furthermore, we customized our bounds to accelerate top-k similar nodes query.
At last, we showed that our upper bounds significantly outperform the state-of-
the-art upper bounds.
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Abstract. Micro-blog, as an emerging social network platform, provides good 
opportunities for viral marketing. For advertisers, an important issue is how to 
find a small subset of influential users which is called seed set (SS) in social 
network that can maximize the spread of influence. This problem is considered 
as “influence maximization”. For advertisers with a limited budget, finding SS 
quickly and making the spread maximization are both important. To achieve 
these two goals, we propose the Candidates-Based Greedy (CBG) algorithm. 
Our approach is composed of two parts: a) for a given size of SS k, all the users 
are ranked by heuristic methods and the top-N (N >= k) of them who have good 
spread ability are selected as candidates; b) select SS from the candidates with a 
greedy algorithm to maximize the influence. In this way the nodes participating 
in the seed selection of the greedy algorithm are reduced obviously and only the 
important nodes are reserved, so that the running time is greatly reduced  
without affecting the accuracy. Our experimental results demonstrate that, com-
paring with StaticGreedyCELF which is a very efficient greedy algorithm, our 
algorithm achieves much better running time in micro-blog, almost 70% less, 
and does not lose any accuracy. 

Keywords: influence maximization, viral marketing, micro-blog, independent 
cascade model. 

1 Introduction 

Viral marketing or word-of-mouth has been acknowledged as an effective marketing 
strategy. The development of online social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, mi-
cro-blog, provide new opportunities for companies who want to popularize their 
products or brands through the powerful word-of-mouth effect online. However, the 
key issue behind the applications is that how to find the seed set that can make the 
influence maximization in the social network eventually?  

There are a lot of works in influence maximization on social networks [1-8]. One 
direction is proposing greedy algorithms which have guaranteed accuracy but can’t 
handle the large-scale networks. The other direction is finding heuristic methods. 
Heuristic methods are efficient enough to handle the large-scale networks but they 
can’t guarantee the accuracy. 
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Incorporating the advantages of the greedy algorithms and the heuristic methods, 
we propose an algorithm for influence maximization in micro-blog network named 
Candidates-Based Greedy algorithm. Micro-blog is a scale-free network and only a 
few users have many followers [9]. We can infer only a small part of the users in the 
network have good spread ability, and most of them will not help much in influence 
maximization. So there is no need to get all the nodes involved in the seed selection of 
the greedy algorithm. We choose the seeds from some important nodes which are 
selected firstly. In this way, a lot of time will be saved. These important nodes, called 
candidates here, are firstly selected with low complexity and effective heuristic me-
thods, such as degree, closeness, betweenness, k-shell. Considering some important 
nodes may have intimate relationships with each other, and selecting some separate 
nodes as candidates may have better influence spread result, we also try community-
based candidate selection method. In the process of seed selection from candidates, 
we choose StaticGreedy as the greedy algorithm. The contributions of this paper are 
summarized as follows: 

• We integrate the characteristics of micro-blog into the diffusion model to make the 
diffusion model more practical. 

• We propose a two-stage algorithm called Candidates-Based Greedy algorithm 
which select top-N influential nodes as candidates with heuristic methods firstly 
and then choose the seeds from the candidates with a greedy algorithm. In this way 
we improve the efficiency of the greedy algorithm by reducing the number of 
nodes in each iteration. 

• We compare degree centrality, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, k-shell 
centrality and community-based method in candidate selection stage to find out 
which one has the best effect for the micro-blog network. 

• We optimize CBG with CELF strategy to form CBGCELF. Our experiments show 
that the CBGCELF can reduce the running time observably without affecting the 
accuracy comparing with StaticGreedyCELF which is a very efficient greedy algo-
rithm. For a micro-blog network with tens of thousands of nodes and millions of 
edges, CBGCELF only needs less than 1/3 of the StaticGreedyCELF’s time to find 
the same number of seeds and they almost have the same spread effect. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related 
work. Section 3 presents preliminaries. Section 4 details the Candidates-Based Gree-
dy algorithm. Section 5 shows our experimental results. We conclude the paper in 
Section 6. 

2 Related Work 

Influence maximization is first studied as an algorithmic problem by Domingos and 
Richardson [1]. Kempe et al. [2] formulate the problem as discrete optimization prob-
lem and prove the optimal solution is NP-hard for most models. They present a gree-
dy algorithm and prove that the optimal solution for influence maximization can be 
approximated within a factor of ( 1 1 / e ε− − ). However, their algorithm has a  
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serious drawback: its efficiency. After that, CELF [3], NewGreedy [4], StaticGreedy 
[5] have been proposed to improve the greedy algorithm’s efficiency so that it can 
deal with large-scale network. Leskovec et al. [3] improve the greedy algorithm using 
the submodularity property of influence maximization to form a new algorithm called 
CELF which achieves as much as 700 times speedup in seed selection. Chen et al. [4] 
propose NewGreedy which removes the edges that will not contribute to the propaga-
tion from the original graph firstly to form a small graph. Recently Cheng et al. [5] 
propose the StaticGreedy algorithm which can reduce the number of Monte Carlo 
simulations by two orders of magnitude compared with the previous greedy algo-
rithms without affecting the guaranteed accuracy. But there is still room for improve-
ments for large-scale networks. There are also some works in reducing the nodes in 
the seed selection of the greedy algorithm. Luo et al. [6] propose to conduct the gree-
dy algorithm on the top nodes ranked by PageRank on social networks. Chen et al. [7] 
and Wang et al. [8] propose community-based algorithms to reduce the nodes in seed 
selection and get better running time. Comparing with them, our method is simpler 
and more effective for large-scale networks. 

Otherwise, Micro-blog is also a hot topic in recent years. Fan et al. [9] show the 
network has apparent small-world effect and scale-free characteristic. By analyzing 
the node centrality of micro-blog networks, the importance of networks’ nodes and 
the impact on the propagation of information are discussed in [10]. 

3 Preliminaries 

3.1 Micro-blog Network Modeling 

Micro-blog network is directed and more complicated compared with other social 
networks. We extract the following relation from Tencent Weibo dataset and get a 
directed graph: a node corresponds to a user, a directed edge exits from node u to 
node v if v follows u, and v is called a follower, u is called a followee. We denote the 
graph as G=(V, E, W) which represent nodes, edges and weights respectively. The 
“following” relation in micro-blog can be considered as showing interest in someone, 
and the weight represents the intensity of the interest. In this paper the weight is con-
sist of three parts: content similarity, act intensity and mutual followees. 

• Content Similarity: The study in [11] indicates that the “following” relations 
among users are related to their topical similarity. In this paper we regard the si-
milarity on all the topics as the content similarity among users. If the tweets, ret-
weets, comments or tags published by two users contain a lot of same keywords, 
we think they are like-minded. The like-mined users are more likely to influence 
each other. The content similarity (cs) is calculated as showed in (1). k(v) denotes 
the keywords appeared in v’s tweets, retweets, comments and tags.     
 

             

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

k u k v
cs u,v

k u k v
=




                            

(1)
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• Act Intensity: Akshay et al. [12] find that people use micro-blog to seek or share 
information. If a user finds something interesting, he will share with his friends 
or make some responses through the actions provided by the micro-blog plat-
form. If user v makes more actions on u which is followed by v than on other us-
ers v follows, we can assume that v is more interested in u and is more likely to 
accept the advices from u. The act intensity (ai) of u and v is defined as (2).  
is the users that v follows. a(v,u) denotes the actions (retweet, mention, @) that v 
performs on u.         

           ( ) ( )
( )

vw N

a v,u
ai u,v

a v,w
∈

=


                                (2) 

• Mutual Followees: As mentioned before, the “following” relation in micro-blog 
can be considered as showing interest in someone. Let f (v) denotes the followees 
of v (the users that v follows in micro-blog). The more common followees v and u 
have, the more likely they have common interest and they are more likely to influ-
ence each other. The mutual followees (mf) is defined in (3): 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

f u f v
mf u,v

f u f v
=




                                (3) 

So the weight of edge (u, v) is defined as (4): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )w u,v cs u,v ai u,v mf u,v= + +                         (4) 

3.2 The Diffusion Model 

We adopt the Independent Cascade (IC) model. Given the network G=(V, E, W), an 
initial set of active nodes  and the propagation probability p associated with each 
edge in G, the independent cascade model can be described as follows: When an inac-
tive node u becomes active in step t, it has one and only one chance to independently 
activate each of its inactive neighbors v with success probability , . If it succeeds, 
then v will be active in step t+1. The diffusion process continues until no further acti-
vation happens. 

The model has an important parameter, propagation probability , , which de-
notes the probability that u influences v successfully. Most works adopt the two 
commonly used IC model: the UIC model with a uniform propagation probability 
such as , = 0.01 and the WIC model with , 1/  ,  is the indegree of v [2]. 
In this paper we extend the independent cascade model to accommodate the edge 
weight as the model adopted in [8], the propagation probability is set as: 

                               u ,v u ,vp w ρ= ⋅                                      (5) 
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ρ is the diffusion spread of the whole network. If v has a closer relation with u, it is 
reasonable that v is more likely to be influenced by u. 

4 Candidates-Based Algorithm  

4.1 Selecting the Candidates 

To select the candidates who are more likely to be the seeds, firstly we can rank the 
nodes with the measures such as centralities [13], PageRank [14], Hits [15], Leader-
Rank [16] etc. As what we want is to reduce the number of nodes participating in the 
greedy algorithm, the method’s efficiency is more important than its accuracy in this 
stage, so the network-based centralities including degree, betweenness, closeness and 
k-shell which are simple and efficient are adopted here. Then the top-N (N  k) in-
fluential nodes according to the ranking measure are selected as candidates. The 
community structure is also considered to reduce the spreading overlap when multiple 
seeds are selected.  

• Degree Centrality:  

( )D vC v d=
                                       (6) 

 is the number of  the users who follow v. 
 

• Betweenness Centrality: v’s betweenness counts the number of shortest paths in a 
network that will pass v. Those nodes with high betweenness play key roles in the 
communication within the network [17]. 

( ) ( )st
B

s v t V st

v
C v  =

σ
σ≠ ≠ ∈

                                  (7) 

( )st vσ  is the number of the shortest paths that pass v between s and t. stσ is all the   

number of shortest paths between s and t. 

• Closeness Centrality: closeness centrality measures how close a node is to all the 
other nodes [17]. Those nodes with high closeness will spread information more 
quickly. We adopt the general form of closeness called residual closeness in [18]. 

2 Gd ( v ,t )
c

t V / v

C ( v ) −

∈

=                                   (8) 

 ( , )Gd v t  is the geodesic distance between v and t. 

• K-shell Centrality: the k-shell centrality indentifies a node’s location in the net-
work by k-shell decomposition. The most influential spreaders are located in the 
core of the network [19]. In k-shell decomposition, nodes are assigned to k shells 
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according to their remaining degree, which is obtained by successively pruning of 
nodes with degree smaller than the k. 

• Community-Based Heuristic: When multiple seeds are selected, considering the 
community structure will help reduce the overlap in the spread. For example, there 
are two communities in Fig.1, and node 1 is selected as a seed firstly. When we  
select the second seed, node 5, node 10 are all good candidates according to their 
degree. However, node 1 and node 5 belong to the same community, most of their 
influence is limited in community 1. In this case, node 10 will be a better choice so 
that more nodes (especially nodes in community 2) will have chance to be acti-
vated. 

A fast, efficient and natural-partition community detection algorithm is needed 
here as the micro-blog network is large and the seeds number k is not fixed. The 
agglomerative community detection method based on node similarity in [20] is 
adopted. If the community number in the network is larger than k, we reserve the 
largest k communities and merge the rest of them to the k large ones. Then sorting 
the nodes by their degree in each community and selecting the candidates with 
large degree from each community proportionally. 

 

Fig. 1. A network with two communities 

The number of the candidates is also important. It will affect the efficiency if it is 
too large and the algorithm will lose accuracy if it is too small. Here the number of 
the candidates N is defined as: 

N k λ=                                       (9)  

λ  is a parameter to adjust the efficiency and accuracy. 

4.2 Candidates-Based Greedy Algorithm 

Algorithm 1. CBG Algorithm 
Input: Graph G=(V,E,W),number of total seeds k, parameter 
λ , global influence probability ρ ,iterations number r. 
Output: Seed set S 
01:  N k λ=   //N is the number of the candidates 
02:  Ranking the nodes according the measures in 4.1 
03:  Selecting the top-N nodes as the candidate set C 

                                                                    community2community1
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04:  Initialize S = ∅ , R( S )=∅  // ( )R S  is the spread re-    

     sult of S 
05:  for i =1 to r do 
06:    produce G' (V ',E')=  by removing each edge from G 

       with probability 1 w− ρ  // w is the weight of the   

       edge 
07:  end for 
08:  for i =1 to k do 
09:    set 0 for all v C \ S∈ //  is the number of   
       nodes activated by v   
10:    for j =1 to r do 

           for all v C \ S∈  do 

11:           { }( )'
v js R G ,S v+ =    

           end for 
12:    end for 

13:    { }{ }v
v C\S

S S arg max s / r
∈

=     

14:  end for 
15:  return S 
 

The Candidates-Based Greedy algorithm can be further optimized by CELF strategy 
to improve its efficiency, we call it CBGCELF. 

4.3 Complexity  

We analyze the time complexity of CBG algorithm here. The CBG algorithm consists 
of two parts, lines 01-03 are the candidate selection part and lines 04-15 are the seed 
selection part. As the methods in candidate selection part are all efficient and just 
need to be computed once, it will not take much time for us to compute them in ad-
vance. So we pay more attention to the seed selection part.  

Like the complexity of StaticGreedy in [5], the time complexity of our seed selec-
tion part also includes two parts. The first part which includes lines 05-07 in the algo-
rithm is generating r subgraphs. The algorithm needs to traverse all the edges in G to 
produce a subgraph G’, so the time complexity of this part is O(rm), m is the number 
of edges in G. The second part includes lines 08-14. k is the number of the seeds. For 
each seed, the algorithm needs to visit all the subgraphs. In each subgraph G’, for 
each node v in C, it takes O(m’)  time to compute v’ s influence  by a linear scan of 
G’. So the time complexity of the second part is O(kNrm’), m’ is the average number 
of edges in G’, N is the number of nodes in C. The time complexity of CBG is 
O(rm+kNrm’). [5] shows the time complexity of StaticGreedy is O(rm+knrm’), n is 
the number of nodes in G. As N is far more less than n (for example, n  is tens of 
thousands while N is several hundred in our experiment), the time complexity of CBG 
is much less than StaticGreedy. 
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5 Experiments 

5.1 Dataset 
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5.3 Varying λ  

We first compare the spread results of different methods in the candidate selection 
part of CBGCELF. We set the spread result of StaticGreedyCELF as baseline. 
 

  

Fig. 4. Influence spreads of different methods with different λ when k=10(a), k=20(b) and 
k=30(c) 

Fig.4 shows the influence spread results of different methods with different λ when 
k=10, k=20, k=30. We can get: (1) the CBGCELF-degree and CBGCELF-community 
perform much better than other centralities. They spread as much as the seeds selected 
by StaicGreedyCELF with a small λ  (λ  = 5, or 6) which indicates less seed selec-
tion time. This indicates that the number of followers is an important symbol of influ-
ence in micro-blog network. (2) Actually CBGCELF-community has a bit advantage 
in spreading number over CBGCELF-degree, but it's not so obvious and stable, be-
cause we are not selecting the seeds from all the nodes. Moreover, considering the 
community detection is more time-consuming than the degree method, CBGCELF-
degree is the best choice. (3) K-shell centrality is the worst candidate selection  
method. It works well in single-seed selection but is not suitable for multi-seeds selec-
tion. (4) The spread results of CBGCELF-betweenness, CBGCELF-closeness and 
CBGCELF-kshell become closer to the baseline as λ  increases. If λ  continues to 
increase, their spreading results will become as good as the greedy algorithm，but 
this will cost time. (5) The convergence in Fig.4. becomes better as k increases. As we 
set the candidate number N k λ=  , there are more nodes participating in the seed se-
lection as k increases, so the spreading results will become closer to the baseline for 
all the centralities(especially CBG-betweenness, CBG-closeness, CBG-kshell) in the 
same range of λ . 

(d) 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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Fig. 5. Running times of CBGCELF with different λ  

Fig.5 shows the spreading time of CBGCELF with varying λ . As the candidates 
become more, the seed selection will cost more time, almost in a linear way.  

5.4 Varying k 

The influence spread results and running times of different algorithms with varying k 
when 0.1ρ =  are showed in Fig.6 and Fig.7. In order to eliminate the interference of λ  
we set 15λ =  here. In Fig.6 we can see CGBCELF-degree, CGBCELF-community and 
StaticGreedyCELF coincide with each other. CBGCELF-degree and CBGCELF-
community have as good spreading results as the greedy algorithm with much less time, 
almost 1/3 of the StaticGreedyCELF’s time as showed in Fig.7. As the λ  is much larger 
than we actually need ( 6λ =  is enough as showed in Fig.4), the time of CBGCELF 
should be less. The degree heuristic needs very little time, but its accuracy is poor. 

 

  Fig. 6. Influence spread of different k  Fig. 7. Running times of different k 

5.5 Varying ρ  

Fig.8 shows the influence spread results of different methods with different ρ  when 
k =10 and λ =15. CBGCELF has good influence spread as StaticGreedyCELF. De-
gree heuristic is worse than them. Comparing the running times in Fig.9, degree heu-
ristic is the best unsurprisingly. CBGCELF is much better than StaticGreedy-CELF, 
especially when ρ  becomes large. StaticGreedyCELF will cost days while 
CBGCELF only needs several hours without losing accuracy when 0.2ρ = . CBG-
CELF-degree costs less time than CBGCELF-community while they almost have the 
same spread result. 
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Fig. 8. Influence spreads of different ρ Fig. 9. Running times of different ρ 

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we integrate the characteristics of micro-blog into the process of network 
modeling to make the spread model more practical. Then we empirically propose 
Candidates-Based Greedy (CBG) algorithm, which firstly select the candidates with 
heuristic methods then choose the seeds from the candidates with a greedy algorithm, 
as an efficient influence maximization algorithm in micro-blog network. Through 
comparing several centralities in the candidate selection part, we find that degree-
based CBG algorithm is the best choice in terms of less time (less than 1/3 of the 
greedy algorithm), low complexity and good spread result as the greedy algorithm for 
the micro-blog network. Furthermore this algorithm is scalable to large-scale social 
networks. 

Theoretically CBG algorithm can apply to most social networks because most so-
cial networks are scale-free, however it still requires further verification. We will 
validate it on more datasets in the future. We will also try to find whether the best 
candidate selection method will change with different networks. 
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Abstract. To detect errors in numeric data, this paper proposes nu-
meric functional dependencies (NFDs), a class of dependencies that al-
low us to specify arithmetic relationships among numeric attributes. We
show that NFDs subsume conditional functional dependencies (CFDs);
hence, we can catch data inconsistencies, numeric or not, in a uniform
logic framework by using NFDs as data quality rules. Better still, NFDs
do not increase the complexity of reasoning about data quality rules. We
show that the satisfiability and implication problems for NFDs remain
NP-complete and coNP-complete, respectively, the same as their coun-
terparts for CFDs. Moreover, NFDs can be implemented in SQL and
hence, error detection can be readily supported by DBMS. In addition,
we show that NFDs and CFDs can be extended across multiple tables,
without increasing the complexity of static analyses and error detection.

1 Introduction

One of the central problems with real-life data is data consistency. Indeed, data in
the real world is often dirty, with errors, conflicts and discrepancies. Inconsistent
data inflicts a daunting cost. For example, it costs US businesses 600 billion
dollars annually [5], and errors in medical data may have disastrous consequences
such as death [18]. The scale of the problem is even worse in big data, and it
poses one of the most pressing challenges to big data management.

To detect data inconsistencies, a number of dependency formalisms have
been studied, such as denial constraints [3], conditional functional dependencies
(CFDs) [7] and conditional inclusion dependencies (CINDs) [14]. Using these
dependencies as data quality rules, several systems have been developed for
detecting errors and repairing real-life data (see [6] for a recent survey).

These dependencies, however, fall short of effectively catching errors in nu-
meric data, e.g., integer and real numbers. Numeric values are widely found in,
e.g.,medical, scientific and financial data, and should by no means be overlooked.

Example 1. (1) A relation r1 is shown in Fig. 1(a), in which each tuple specifies
a composer with his name, year of birth (YoB), year of death (YoD) and origin
(country, town). The data in r1 is, however, inconsistent: (a) Bonn is a city in
Germany, not in Belgium (tuple t2), and (b) it is normally expected that no one
lives more than 120 years, i.e., YoD− YoB ≤ 120, in contrast to tuple t1.

The error in tuple t2 can be detected by a CFD ψ1: town = “Bonn”→ country
= “Germany”, which asserts that if the town is Bonn then the country is Ger-
many. When ψ1 is used as a data quality rule, the inconsistency in t2 emerges
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name YoB YoD town country
t1: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 1756 1891 Salzburg Austria
t2: Ludwig van Beethoven 1770 1827 Bonn Belgium

(a) A composer relation r1

SS# name cno hw tests lab proj
t3: 14311 Joe Lee C1 5% 35% 40% 35%
t4: 14311 Joe Lee C2 15% 55% 0% 30%

(b) A report relation r2

cno start end day
s1: C1 9am 11am Tue
s2: C2 10am 11am Tue

(c) Course relation r′2

CC# name street city zip when where amnt
t5: 610000253253775 Mark Smith Main St. Edi EH8 9LE 21:00/7/7/2013 EDI £350
t6: 610000253253775 Mark Smith Main St. Edi EH8 9LE 22:00/7/7/2013 NYC £500

(d) A transaction relation r3

Hid Pid relationship sex age status
t7: 237654 1 reference M 35 married
t8: 237654 2 child F 24 single

(e) A census relation r4

Fig. 1. Example relations

as a violation of ψ1. However, to detect the inconsistency in t1, it requires an
arithmetic operation YoD−YoB on the numeric attributes YoB and YoD, which
is, unfortunately, not supported by denial constraints, CFDs or CINDs.

(2) Relation r2 of Fig. 1(b) shows the academic report of a high-school student,
one tuple for each course taken, with the distribution of the score into homework
(hw), tests, lab and projects (proj) (ignore Fig. 1(c) for now). Obviously the sum
of these elements should be 100%. However, for tuple t3, its total percentage is
115%. To detect this error, arithmetic operations are again needed.

(3) Relation r3 of Fig. 1(d) is a sample of data from a bank. A tuple in r3 specifies
a transaction record of a credit card: the card number (CC#), card holder in
the UK (name, street, city, zip), when and where the card was physically used,
and the amount charged to the card (amnt). Note that tuples t5 and t6 indicate
a possible fraud. Indeed, Edinburgh (Edi) is 5 hours ahead of New York city
(NYC), and flights from Edi to NYC take 7 hours. Hence, we have the constraint
t6[when]−t5[when] ≥ 2, where t5[when] and t6[when] are the local time in Edi and
NYC, respectively. That is, there is no way for one to use a card in Edinburgh
at 21:00, and use the same card again in New York at 22:00 on the same day.
The fraud, however, cannot be detected by the dependencies mentioned earlier.

(4) Relation r4 of Fig. 1(e) is a piece of census data from [10]. Each household is
identified by an Hid, and within each household, Pid is a key for persons. There
is a reference person for each Hid, and every other person in the household
specifies a relationship with the reference, e.g., child, spouse, along with age, sex
and marital status. One rule for census data is that a parent must be at least 12
years older than a child [10]. However, t7[age]−t8[age] = 11, where t8 is a child of
t7. Unfortunately, the dependencies mentioned earlier are unable to detect this.�
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This example tells us that to clean real-life data, we need new dependencies
to detect errors in numeric attributes. Moreover, as the dependencies will be
incorporated into existing data cleaning systems that support, e.g., CFDs, the
extension with the new dependencies should not incur substantial extra costs.

Contributions. This paper studies new dependencies in response to the need.

(1) We propose numeric functional dependencies (NFDs, Section 2). NFDs are
defined in a QBE-like syntax [16], and support arithmetic operations. We show
that CFDs are a special form of NFDs. Hence, NFDs can serve as data quality
rules for detecting inconsistencies commonly found in practice, numeric or not.

(2) We show that NFDs do not increase the complexity of the static analyses of
data quality rules (Section 3). Indeed, the classical problems – the satisfiability
and implication problems – are NP-complete and coNP-complete for NFDs,
respectively, the same as their counterparts for CFDs [7].

(3) We show that error detection with NFDs can be built on top of relational
DBMS without requiring any additional functionality (Section 4). Indeed, for
each NFD ϕ, an SQL query Qϕ can be automatically generated such that when
Qϕ is evaluated on a dataset D, Qϕ(D) returns all and only those tuples in D
that violate ϕ, i.e., data inconsistencies, in low polynomial time (ptime).

(4) Finally, we present an extension of NFDs and CFDs (Section 5). While NFDs

and CFDs are defined on a single table, we show that they can be naturally
extended to span across multiple tables, in a QBE-like syntax. Better still, the
extended NFDs do not make our lives harder: they retain the same complexity
bounds of the static analyses and error detection as their NFD counterparts.

We contend that NFDs are a natural extension of CFDs. They can be readily
employed by data cleaning systems that already support CFDs [6], and extend
the capabilities of those system to detect numeric errors in real-life data.

Related work. A variety of dependencies have been studied as data quality
rules for detecting data inconsistencies, from traditional functional and inclu-
sion dependencies [2] to CFDs, CINDs and denial constraints [6]. Several data
quality systems based on CFDs are already in place, and have proven effective
in various applications. However, such dependencies cannot express arithmetic
relationships and hence, do not effectively catch inconsistencies in numeric data.

The need for detecting numeric errors has long been recognized [4, 9–
11, 13, 17]. Metric functional dependencies [13] and sequential dependencies [11]
extend functional dependencies by supporting (numeric) metrics and intervals on
ordered data, respectively. However, they do not support arithmetic operations
and cannot capture the inconsistencies of Example 1. A class of powerful aggre-
gation constraints was proposed in [17], defined in terms of aggregate functions
(e.g., max, min, sum, avg, count). Using these constraints as data quality rules,
data repairing and consistent query answering were studied in [4]. It is, however,
too expensive to use aggregation constraints: it is undecidable even to decide
whether a given set of aggregation constraints is satisfiable. There has also been
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work on repairing numeric data using constraints defined in terms of aggregate
functions [9] and disjunctive logic programming [10]. These constraints are far
more complicated than data quality rules that are already employed by data
cleaning systems such as CFDs. The complexity of their static analyses (satisfi-
ability and implication) is not yet known and is suspected high. In contrast to
the previous work, NFDs aim to strike a balance between the complexity of their
reasoning and the expressive power needed for detecting numeric inconsistencies
commonly found in practice. We want NFDs to be seamlessly incorporated into
data quality systems that already use CFDs, without incurring much extra cost.

It is known that the satisfiability and implication analyses of CFDs are NP-
complete and coNP-complete, respectively [7]. Moreover, for each CFD ψ, two
SQL queries can be automatically generated to detect all violations of ψ in a
dataset [7]. We will show that NFDs retain the same complexity and property.

2 Numeric Functional Dependencies

Below we first define NFDs. We then show that CFDs are a special case of NFDs.

Numeric Functional Dependencies. NFDs are defined on instances of a single
relation schema R(A1, . . . , An). Each Ai is an attribute, with domain dom(Ai).

A numeric functional dependency ϕ (NFD) defined on R is a pair of tables:

(1) a pattern table Tp of schema R has two tuples p1 and p2; for j ∈ [1, 2] and
i ∈ [1, n], pj [Ai] is a constant in dom(Ai), a variable x(i,j) or wildcard ‘ ’; and

(2) a condition table Tc with a single condition tuple of the form e op z, where

• e is either a variable or a linear arithmetic expression;
• op is one of the built-in predicates =, 
=, <,≤, >,≥; and
• z is either a constant c or a variable y in Tp.

Here an arithmetic expression is built up from terms of numeric constants c
or variables x in Tp with a numeric domain, by closing them under arithmetic
operators +,−,×,÷ and | · | (for absolute value). Note that variables x(i,j) and
x(l,s) that appear in pattern tuples p1 and p2 of Tp may be identical, asserting
condition pj [Ai] = ps[Al]. When pj[Ai] is a constant c, it denotes condition
pj [Ai] = c. If p1 and p2 are identical, Tp consists of a single tuple p1 only.

Example 2. (1) An NFD ϕ1 = (TP1, TC1) is defined on the composer relation of
Fig. 1(a). As shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), TP1 consists of a single pattern
tuple tp1 with tp1[YoB] = x and tp1[YoD] = y, and TP1 consists of a single
condition. It is to ensure that for any composer tuple t, t[YoD]− t[YoB] ≤ 120.

(2) Figures 2(c) and 2(d) define an NFD ϕ2 = (TP2, TC2) on the academic report
relation of Fig. 1(b). It states that for any report tuple t, the sum t[hw]+t[tests]+
t[lab] + t[proj] of the distribution of the marks should be equal to 100%.

(3) Another NFD ϕ3 = (TP3, TC3) is given in Figures 2(e) and 2(f), defined on the
transaction data of Fig. 1(d). Note that pattern table TP3 consists of two tuples.
The NFD states that for any two transaction records of the same credit card
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name YoB YoD town country
x y

(a) Pattern table TP1

condition
y − x ≤ 120

(b) Condition table TC1

SS# name cno hw tests lab proj
x1 x2 x3 x4

(c) Pattern table TP2

condition
x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 = 100

(d) Condition table TC2

CC# name street city zip when where amnt
p1: xc xt Edi
p2: xc yt NYC

(e) Pattern table TP3

condition

|xt − yt| ≥ 2

(f) Condition table TC3

Hid Pid relationship sex age status
p3: x reference y1
p4: x child y2

(g) Pattern table TP4

condition

y1 − y2 ≥ 12

(h) Condition table TC4

Fig. 2. Example NFDs

(specified by p1[CC#] = xc and p2[CC#] = xc), if it was used in Edi and NYC,
then the two transactions had to be at least two-hour apart. Note that constants
“Edi” and “NYC” are used to specify a pattern, along the same lines as CFDs [7].
In addition, variable xc is used to enforce condition p1[CC#] = p2[CC#].

(4) Finally, an NFDs ϕ4 = (TP4, TC4) is given in Figures 2(g) and 2(h), defined
on the census relation of Fig. 1(e). It assures that for any two persons in the
same household (p3[hid]) = x and p4[hid] = x), if one is the “reference” and the
other is his/her “child”, then the parent must be at least 12-years older than
the child. Again, constants “reference” and “child” specify patterns. �

Semantics. To give a formal semantics of NFDs, we use an operator � defined
on constants, variables and ‘ ’: η1 � η2 is interpreted as the truth value true
if η2 is ‘ ’, and it is an equality predicate η1 = η2 otherwise. The operator �
naturally extends to tuples and produces true or a conjunction of equality atoms,
e.g., (Main St, EDI, NYC) � ( , x, y) yields ‘Edi’ = x ∧ ‘NYC’ = y.

Given �, an NFD ϕ = (TP , TC) in the QBE-like syntax [16] given above can
be rewritten into an equivalent first-order logic (FO) sentence as follows. Assume
that Tp has two pattern tuples p1 and p2, Tc is e op z, and that all the variables
appearing in TP are x1, . . . , xm. Then ϕ can be written as the FO sentence:

ϕ = ∀t1, t2, x1, . . . , xm

(
(t1 � p1 ∧ t2 � p2)→ e op z

)
.

As remarked earlier, t1�p1 and t2�p2 yield two conjunctions ω1 and ω2, possibly
equal to true. The variables xi are specified in tj � pj and used in e and z.

An instance D of relation schema R satisfies the NFD ϕ, denoted by D |= ϕ,
if for all tuples t1 and t2, if t1 and t2 satisfy ω1 ∧ ω2 following the standard
semantics of first-order logic, then the condition e op z is also satisfied. We say
that D satisfies a set Σ of NFDs, denoted by D |= Σ, if for all ϕ ∈ Σ, D |= ϕ.

Intuitively, if tuples t1 and t2 match pattern tuples p1 and p2, respectively,
then the predicate e op z defined with arithmetic operations in e and the compar-
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ison operation op has to be satisfied. Observe that pattern tableau TP supports
patterns of semantically related values such as “t[where] = “Edi” like CFDs [7].
Moreover, they also enforce equality by using variables, e.g., t1[CC#] = xc and
t2[CC#] = xc entail that t1[CC#] = t2[CC#]. In contrast to traditional FDs that
are defined on all tuples in D (see, e.g., [2]), the NFD ϕ is applicable only to the
subset of tuples in D that match patterns p1 and p2. Note that when TP consists
of a single tuple p only, it is equivalent to two identical patterns p1 = p2 = p,
and hence the semantics given above is also well-defined in this case.

Example 3. Consider NFD ϕ1 = (TP1, TC1) given in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). It is
interpreted as ∀ t, x, y

(
t[YoB] = x ∧ t[YoD] = y)→ (y − x ≤ 120)

)
.

The NFD ϕ3 = (TP3, TC3) given in Figures 2(e) and 2(f) is interpreted as

∀ t1, t2, xc, xt, yt
(
t1[CC#] = xc ∧ t2[CC#] = xc ∧ t1[where] = “Edi”

∧ t2[where] = “NYC” ∧ t1[when] = xt ∧ t2[when] = yt)→ (|yt − xt| ≥ 2)
)
.

which is in turn equivalent to ∀ t1, t2
(
t1[CC#] = t2[CC#] ∧ t1[where] = “Edi” ∧

t2[where] = “NYC”→ (|t2[when]− t1[when]| ≥ 2)
)
. The semantics of ϕ2 and ϕ3

given in Example 2 can be similarly interpreted in first-order logic. �

Taking NFDs and CFDs Together. Recall that CFDs on schema R can be
written in a normal form ψ = (X → A, tp) [6], where (a) X is a set of attributes
of R, A is a single attribute of R, and (b) tp is a pattern tuple with attributes in
X and A such that for each B ∈ X ∪ {A}, tp[B] is either a constant in dom(B)
or a wildcard ‘ ’. An instance D of R satisfies the CFD ψ, denoted by D |= ψ,
if for any two tuples t1, t2 ∈ D, when t1[X ] � tp[X ] and t2[X ] � tp[X ], then
t1[A] = t2[A]� tp[A] (here CFDs restrict “�” to constants and ‘ ’ only).

One can readily verify that ψ is equivalent to an NFD ϕ of the following form.

(1) If tp[A] is a constant c, then the NFD ϕ = (Tp, Tc), where Tp consists of a
single pattern tuple p such that (a) p[A] is a distinct variable, and (b) for all the
other attributes B of R, p[B] = tp[B] if B ∈ X , and p[B] = ‘ ’ otherwise; and
(c) Tc is xA = c. Such a CFD is referred to as a constant CFD in [6].

(2) If tp[A] is wildcard ‘ ’, then ϕ = (Tp, Tc), where Tp consists of two pattern
tuples p1 and p2, such that (a) p1[A] and p2[A] are distinct variables x1 and x2,
respectively; (b) for all the other attributes B of R, p1[B] and p2[B] are defined
in the same way as for constant CFDs; and (c) Tc is x1 = x2. Such CFDs are
called variable CFDs [6], which subsume traditional functional dependencies [2].

Example 4. The constraint ψ1 given in Example 1 is a constant CFD, and can
be expressed as an equivalent NFD ϕ0 = (TP0, TC0), where

TP0 =
name YoB YoD town country

Bonn x
TC0 =

condition

x = Germany �
Based on the discussions above, one can readily verify the following.

Proposition 1: CFDs of [7] are a special cases of NFDs. �
This tells us that NFDs provide us with a uniform logic formalism to ex-

press data quality rules for detecting data inconsistencies, numeric or not. In
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other words, NFDs are capable of capturing all errors that CFDs can catch, and
moreover, errors in numeric attributes that CFDs are not able to detect.

3 Reasoning about NFDs

NFDs are strictly more expressive than CFDs. Indeed, Proposition 1 tells us
that NFDs subsume CFDs; moreover, NFDs can specify arithmetic relationships
among numeric attributes such as those in ϕ1–ϕ4, which CFDs cannot express.
Despite the increase in expressive power, we next show that NFDs do not increase
the complexity of reasoning about data quality rules. More specifically, we study
two classical problems that are associated with any dependency class C.

Consider a set Σ of dependencies in C defined on a relation schema R. To use
Σ as data quality rules, we have to answer the following questions.

– The satisfiability problem for C is to decide, given a set Σ of dependencies
in C, whether there exists a nonempty instance D of R such that D |= Σ.

– The implication problem for C is to determine, given Σ and another depen-
dency ϕ in C that is also defined on R, whether Σ implies ϕ, denoted by
Σ |= ϕ, i.e., for each instance D of R, if D |= Σ, then D |= ϕ.

The satisfiability analysis checks whether Σ has conflicts, i.e., whether the
data quality rules in Σ are “dirty” themselves. It help us find out what goes
wrong in the rules. The implication analysis allows us to optimize our rules by
eliminating redundant ones: if Σ |= ϕ, then it suffices to use Σ instead of Σ∪{ϕ}.

When C is the class of traditional functional dependencies, any finite subset
Σ of C is satisfiable, and its implication problem is in linear-time [2]. When it
comes to NFDs, however, these problems are no longer simple.

To understand where the complication arises, we consider a special form of
NFDs, denoted by AFDs, in which conditions have the form of e op c, where
e is a linear arithmetic expressions defined on numeric attributes, and c is a
constant. One can show that AFDs cannot express CFDs (not even constant
CFDs (X → A, tp) when A is a non-numeric attribute), and that CFDs cannot
express AFDs. We show below that there exists a set of AFDs that is not
satisfiable, even when all the attributes in R have an infinite domain. In
contrast, for a set of CFDs to be unsatisfiable, the CFDs must be defined on
some attributes with a finite domain (see [7] for more details).

Example 5. Consider a relation schema R(A,B), where A and B have an infinite
integer domain. Let Σ be a set consisting of two AFDs φ1 = (TP , T

′
C1) and

φ2 = (TP , T
′
C2), where TP consists of a single tuple (x, y), the condition of T ′

C1

is x − y = 0, and T ′
C2 is y − x > 0. Then there exists no nonempty instance D

of R such that D |= Σ. Indeed, for any instance D of R, if there exists a tuple
t ∈ D, then φ1 requires t[A] = t[B] whereas φ2 asks for t[A] 
= t[B]. �

The good news is that the extra expressive power introduced by NFDs over
CFDs does not make our lives harder: their static analyses have the same com-
plexity as their counterparts for CFDs [7], and as well as for AFDs.
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Theorem 2. For NFDs, (1) the satisfiability problem is NP-complete, and (2)
the implication problem is coNP-complete. For AFDs, (3) the satisfiability and
implication problems remain NP-complete and coNP-complete, respectively. �

Proof Sketch. (1) NFDs. The lower bounds follow from their counterparts for
CFDs [7], since CFDs are a special case of NFDs. The upper-bound proofs are
far more involved. To see the complications, observe that if arbitrary arithmetic
expressions were allowed in NFDs, the satisfiability problem would be undecid-
able, which could be verified by reduction from undecidable Diophantine equa-
tions [12]. That is why we restrict arithmetic expressions in NFDs to be linear.

For the satisfiability problem, we first show that NFDs have a small model
property: given a setΣ of NFDs defined on a schemaR, if there exists a nonempty
instance of R that satisfies Σ, then there exists an instance D0 of R such that
D0 |= Σ, D0 consists of a single tuple t0, and moreover, it suffices to consider the
values of the attributes of t0 from a finite domain determined by the domains of
the attributes and those constants in Σ. The proof of the small model property is
nontrivial and needs to distinguish integers and non-integers. Based on the small
model property, one can develop an NP algorithm for satisfiability checking as
follows: (a) guess a tuple t0 with values drawn from the finite domain, and (b)
check whether {t0} |= Σ. The algorithm is in NP since step (b) is in ptime.

Similarly, the implication problem for NFDs is shown in coNP by establishing
a small model property, where D0 consists of two tuples.

(b) AFDs. The upper bounds follow from their counterparts for NFDs, since AFDs

are a special case of NFDs. The lower bound for the satisfiability problem is
verified by reduction from the linear integer programming problem (LIP), which
is NP-complete (cf. [15]). The latter problem is to determine whether a set of
linear inequalities has an integer solution. Similarly, the implication problem for
AFDs is verified coNP-complete by reduction from the complement of LIP. �

4 Validating NFDs in SQL

Recall that we introduce NFDs to detect data inconsistencies. We next present an
SQL technique for relational DBMS to detect inconsistencies as violation of NFDs.

Consider a set Σ of NFDs defined on a relation schema R, an instance D of
R, and an NFD ϕ = (Tp, Tc) in Σ, where Tp consists of two pattern tuples p1
and p2, and Tc is a condition e op z (see Section 2 for the definition of NFDs).
We say that a tuple t ∈ D is a violation of ϕ if there exists a tuple t′ ∈ D such
that {t, t′} 
|= ϕ, i.e., either t�p1 and t′�p2 or t′�p1 and t�p2, but ¬(e op z).
Here we use ¬(e op z) to denote that the condition e op z is not satisfied. For
instance, if op is ‘=’, then ¬(e op z) is e 
= z, and if op is ‘≤’, then ¬(e op z)
is e > z. Note that violations of ϕ are defined on single tuples.

The error detection problem can then be stated as follows. Given Σ and D,
it is to find the set of all tuples in D that are violations of some NFD in Σ,
denoted by vio(Σ,D); i.e., vio(Σ,D) = {t ∈ D | ∃ϕ ∈ Σ, t is a violation of ϕ}.
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The main result of this section is as follows.

Proposition 3: (1) For any NFD ϕ defined on a schema R, there exists an SQL

query Qϕ such that for any instance D of R, Qϕ(D) returns all violations of ϕ in
D. (2) For any set Σ of NFDs defined on R and any instance D of R, vio(Σ,D)
is computable in at most O(||Σ|||D|2) time, where ||Σ|| is the cardinality of Σ
(i.e., the number of NFDs in Σ), and |D| is the size of D. �

To prove Proposition 3, we show how Qϕ is (automatically) generated from ϕ.
Assume that ϕ = (Tp, Tc), Tp = {p1, p2}, and Tc is condition e op z. Then Qϕ is:

select t
from R t, R t′

where (Ω1(t, t
′, p1, p2)andC1(t, t

′, e, z)) or (Ω2(t, t
′, p1, p2) and C2(t, t

′, e, z))

Here Ω1(t, t
′, p1, p2) encodes t� p1 and t′ � p2 in SQL, as a conjunction of terms

such that for each attribute A of R, (1) t[A] = c is a term if p1[A] is a constant
c; similarly for t′[A] = c; and (2) t[A] = t′[A] is a term if p1[A] and p2[A] are
the same variable xA. The conjunct C1(t, t

′, e, z) encodes ¬(e op z) as described
above, by substituting attributes of t and t′ for variables in e or z; more
specifically, each variable x occurring in e or z is replaced with t[A] if p1[A] = x
(resp. with t′[A] if p2[A] = x). This is possible since SQL supports arithmetic
operations (see, e.g., [1]). Along the same lines, Ω2(t, t

′, p1, p2) encodes t � p2
and t′ � p1 in SQL, and C2(t, t

′, e, z) encodes ¬(e op z) accordingly.

Example 6. The NFD ϕ1 given in Example 2 can be implemented in SQL as Q1:

select t
from composer t
where t[YoD]− t[YoB] > 120

Here we need a single variable t to range over composer tuples in this simple SQL

query, since TP1 has a single pattern tuple. Similarly, ϕ4 can be validated by Q4:

select t
from census t, census t′,
where t[Hid]=t′[Hid] and
(t[relationship]=“reference” and t′[relationship] =“child” and t[age]− t′[age] < 12) or
(t[relationship] = “child” and t′[relationship] = “reference” and t′[age]− t[age] < 12)

In contrast to Q1, the SQL query Q4 uses two variables t and t′ to range over
census tuples, since TP4 consists of two pattern tuples. Similarly, one can get
SQL queries to validate the NFDs ϕ2 and ϕ3 given in Example 2.

As another example, recall the NFD ϕ0 of Example 4 for expressing the CFD

ψ1; this NFD can be validated by using the following SQL query Q0:

select t
from composer t
where t[town] = “Bonn” and t[country] 
= “Germany” �
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One can readily verify that given any instance D of R, it takes O(|D|2) time
to evaluate Qϕ(D) in the worst case, to compute all violations of the NFD ϕ in
D (note that |ϕ| is determined by the arity of R). From this it follows that to
validate a set Σ of NFDs, it takes at most O(||Σ|||D|2) time. The cost can be sub-
stantially reduced via, e.g., indexing. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.

Remark. Proposition 3 tells us that one can support inconsistency detection
based on NFDs directly on top of commercial DBMS, without requiring any
additional functionality. We conclude this section with the following remarks.

(1) To detect violations of a CFD ψ in a database, an SQL method has been
presented in [7], which requires two SQL queries in general. In contrast, we show
that a single SQL query Qϕ suffices to validate an NFD ϕ, although NFDs are
more expressive than CFDs. Nonetheless, the SQL queries in [7] are in O(|ψ||D|)
time, where |ψ| denotes the size of ψ, whereas the SQL query Qϕ takes O(|D|2)
time (although the cost can be reduced as mentioned above).

(2) After we have seen the static analyses and validation of NFDs, we now justify
the definition of NFDs (Section 2). One might be tempted to extend NFDs by al-
lowing (a) non-linear arithmetic expressions in Tc, or (b) an unbounded number
of pattern tuples in Tp instead of at most two. However, either extension would
lead to substantial increase in the complexity. Indeed, (a) non-linear arithmetic
expressions in conditions would make the satisfiability and implication analyses
of NFDs undecidable, as shown in the proof of Theorem 2; and (b) an unbounded
number of pattern tuples would require exponential time to validate an NFD

ϕ; more specifically, it would take O(|D|n) time to validate ϕ in the worst
case, where n is the number of pattern tuples of ϕ. As remarked earlier, we
want to strike a balance between the expressive power and the complexity of
NFDs. The current definition of NFDs, on one hand, suffices to catch (numeric)
errors commonly found in the real world, and on the other hand, extends CFDs

without increasing the complexity of the static analyses of data quality rules.

5 Extending NFDs and CFDs across Multiple Tables

Both NFDs and CFDs are defined on a single relation schema R. We next show
that they can be readily extended to detect data inconsistencies across multiple
tables, without increasing the complexity of their validation and reasoning.

To illustrate the need for such an extension, consider the following example.

Example 7. Consider the report relation r2 of Fig. 1(b) and course relation r′2 of
Fig. 1(c). Suppose that the inconsistency in tuple t1 of r2 is fixed by the NFD ϕ2

of Example 2. Then each of the relations r2 and r′2, when taken separately, seems
consistent. However, when r2 and r′2 are put together, inconsistencies emerge:
course C1 specified by tuple s1 of r′2 and course C2 given by tuple s2 overlap
with each other for an hour; this accounts for a conflict when some student
takes both courses, which is witnessed by tuples t3 and t4 in relation r2. �
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Such a conflict cannot be directly captured by NFDs or CFDs that are defined
on a single table. Moreover, it cannot be detected by CINDs [14] although CINDs

are defined on two tables. To catch this, one may want to compute the natural
join r′′2 of r2 and r′2 on attribute cno and then define an NFD on r′′2 . This is doable,
but costly: to detect such inconsistencies one has to compute a number of joins.

Extended NFDs. This motivates us to extend NFDs across multiple tables,
so that we can directly catch data inconsistencies between these tables.

Consider a relational schema R, which is a collection (R1, . . . , Rm) of relation
schemas. Let k ≥ 2 be a predefined natural number (a constant). We define an
extended NFD ϕ on relational schema R to be a pair of (Tp, Tc), where

(1) Tp is a set of k pattern tables defined on k relation schemas of R; each Tp

of Tp is a pattern table of a schema R of R, consisting of two pattern tuples
p1 and p2 defined with constants, variables and wildcard ‘ ’ as before; and

(2) Tc is the condition table of ϕ with a tuple that is either (a) e op z as before,
or (b) a Boolean expression e defined with terms of comparison predicates
(=, 
=,≤, <,≥, >) on constants and variables, by closing them under ∧,∨
and ¬. Here e and z may include variables from any pattern table Tp of Tp.

The semantics of extended NFDs is defined along the same lines as NFDs.

Example 8. We define an extended NFDs ϕe across report and course relations:
SS# name cno hw tests lab proj
x y1
x y2

TPr

cno start end day
y1 z1 w1 d
y2 z2 w2 d

TPc

condition

(z1 > w2) ∨ (z2 > w1)

TC

It asserts that for any two courses y1 and y2, (a) if there exists a student x
taking both (pattern table TPr), and (b) if the two courses are on the same day
d (table TPc), then they do not overlap (condition TC). To ensure this, we also
use an NFD to assert that for any course tuple s, s[start] < s[end] (omitted). �

Validating and reasoning about extended NFDs. Extended NFDs do not
increase the complexity of validation and static analyses of data quality rules.
Along the same lines as the argument of Section 4, one can verify the following.

Corollary 4: (1) For any extended NFD ϕ defined on a relational schema R,
there exists an SQL query Qϕ such that for any instance D of R, Qϕ(D) finds all
violations of ϕ in D. (2) For any set Σ of extended NFDs on R and instance D of
R, vio(Σ,D) can be computed in O(|Σ||D|2) time, where |Σ| is the size of Σ. �

We should remark that Corollary 4 would no longer hold if one would allow
either arbitrary number of pattern tables (i.e., without the constant bound k)
or unbounded number of tuples in a pattern table in extended NFDs.

Extending the proof of Theorem 2, one can verify the following corollary,
in which extended AFDs refer to the subclass of extended NFDs in which the
conditions are linear arithmetic expressions e op c for some constant c.

Corollary 5: For extended NFDs and for extended AFDs, (1) the satisfiability
problem is NP-complete, and (2) the implication problem is coNP-complete. �
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6 Conclusion

We have proposed NFDs and shown the following. (1) NFDs extend CFDs [7]
and are capable of detecting inconsistencies in numeric attributes. (2) Despite
the increased expressive power, NFDs do not increase the complexity of the
satisfiability and implication analyses of data quality rules. (3) Better still,
NFDs allow us to detect errors in low ptime by using existing relational DBMS,
by means of automatically generated SQL queries. (4) In addition, NFDs (and
hence CFDs) can be extended to catch inconsistencies across different tables,
without incurring substantial extra overhead. In light of these, we suggest to
use NFDs to detect errors, numeric or not, in a uniform logic framework.

Several topics are targeted for future work. (1) It is known that CFDs are
finitely axiomatizable [7]: there exists a finite set of axioms for the implication
analysis of CFDs. The finite axiomatizability of NFDs remains to be investi-
gated. (2) To make practical use of NFDs, algorithms need to be developed for
automatically discovering NFDs from (possibly dirty) data, along the same lines
as discovery algorithms for CFDs (e.g., [8]). (3) To simplify the discussion, we
prove Proposition 3 by using a separate SQL query for each NFD in a given
set Σ of NFDs (Section 4). It is possible to find a fixed number of SQL queries
for error detection, regardless of the cardinality of Σ, along the same lines as
CFDs [7]. (4) Finally, data repairing algorithms based on NFDs should be in
place to fix errors detected by NFDs (see [6] for data repairing based on CFDs).
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Abstract. Entity resolution has been widely used in data mining applications to 
find similar records. However, the increasing scale and complexity of data has 
restricted the performance of entity resolution. In this paper, we propose a novel 
entity resolution framework that clusters large-scale data with distributed entity 
resolution method. We model the clustering problem as finding similarity sub 
connected graphs from records. Firstly, our approach finds pairs of records 
whose similarities are above a given threshold based on appjoin algorithm 
which extends the ppjoin algorithm and are executed on MapReduce frame-
work. Then, we propose a cache-based algorithm which cluster entities with 
similar pairs based on the Disjoin Set algorithm and are also designed for  
MapReduce framework. Experimental results on real dataset show that our al-
gorithms can achieve more efficiency than previous algorithms on the entity 
resolution and clustering. 

Keywords: Entity Resolution, similarity join, MapReduce, clustering, disjoin set. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, Entity Resolution (ER)1 [1] has become a crucial technique for several 
application domains, such as data mining, data integration, and data cleansing. The 
task of Entity Resolution is to find similar record pairs based on a specified similarity 
function, where two records are considered as similar, if the value returned by the 
similarity function for these two records is above a given threshold. Similarity join [2, 
3, 4] is one of effective approaches to implement ER over one or two datasets of in-
terest. Generally, similarity joins take as input two datasets, and identifies all pairs of 
records they are considered as similar from the two datasets. If we apply ER on one 
dataset, i.e., employ (self) similarity join on the same dataset, we can perform a clus-
tering on the dataset. Figure 1 shows the process of clustering using ER based on 
similarity join. Many mining applications can benefit from ER based on similarity 
join. Web document clustering [5] and replicated web collections [6] can be achieved 

                                                           
1 Also known as record linkage, object identification, duplicate detection, or field matching. 
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by clustering web documents based on their similarity, community discovery in a 
social network site can be achieved by mining graph data based on the similarity be-
tween nodes[7], and large dense graphs can be obtained by similarities[8]. 

With the rapid development of data mining applications and ever-growing scale of 
data used, a great research challenge faced in ER is the performance issue. Take the 
social networking services as an example. The data increment of Facebook has 
reached up to 500TB per day, producing 27 million times Like Button clicks. Moreo-
ver DNA matching in biology also incurs significant computational cost over a huge 
amount of data. Therefore, the similarity joins for Entity Resolution need to be per-
formed in an efficient and scalable fashion. If we compute every pair of records, the 
computation bears a prohibitive O(n2) time complexity. With a high computational 
cost, traditional centralize approaches have the obvious limitation on the performance 
and thus resort to an approximate solution, i.e., not finding all similar pairs. In this 
paper, we aim to address the performance issue by exploiting the power of distributed 
computing. 

 

 

Fig. 1. The process of clustering using ER based on similarity join 

In recent years, the works of similarity join for ER have received growing research 
momentum. These works typically adopt a two-phase approach: (i) generate candidate 
pairs and (ii) verify candidate pairs [4]. In the candidate generation phase, the goal is 
to filter record pairs that can't be matched, in order to minimize the amount of candi-
date record pairs in calculating the similarities. Therefore, current works rely on ef-
fectively filtering the candidate pairs to improve the performance of similarity join. 
On the other hand, the verification phase calculates the similarity of candidate pair to 
decide whether the pair shall be maintained based on a given threshold. With large-
scale datasets, as mentioned earlier, efficiency remains a major problem in these  
conventional approaches. Recently, several techniques have been proposed for the 
similarity join based on the MapReduce framework which provides the ability of 
processing massive data in a distributed and parallel fashion. They mostly focus on 
the phase of filtering record pairs by separating candidate pairs into different blocks 
for distributed processing. However, the performance surfers from the data skew 
which caused deteriorated performance in distributed processing.  

In this paper, we propose novel similarity join techniques to build a distributed 
processing framework for ER, which provides high performance on computing  
similarity of objects pairs and clustering objects. Many similarity functions have been 
proposed to quantify similarity between objects, such as Jaccard similarity, cosine 

Similarity Join 

Similar Object Pairs Objects Clusters 

Clustering 
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similarity, and edit distance similarity. Note that each of these similarity functions has 
been specially designed with some specific kinds of data in mind. This paper aims to 
work on the similarity function that matches records with the textual similarity of 
token-based algorithms, e.g., Jaccard algorithm. To facilitate parallel similarity joins, 
we use MapReduce as the framework of distributed processing. In our ER framework, 
we propose similarity join algorithms based on multiple filtering techniques to reduce 
the candidate size of compare pairs. Regarding the resulted objects as a graph in 
which edges connect similar objects, we cluster objects based on the connection be-
tween them. The contributions of this paper are as follows: 

• We propose an appjoin algorithm for similarity join which can efficiently filter 
candidate pairs for efficient Entity Resolution in distributed processing.  

• For all similar object pairs, we use the algorithm of Disjoint Set to cluster them 
based on the connection in their similarity graph. 

• We propose an ER framework based on MapReduce, which integrates the algo-
rithm of similarity join and Disjoint Set to support efficiently clustering objects in a 
distributed environment. 

• Our extensive experiments on real datasets to validate the ideas proposed in this 
paper and to evaluate the efficiency of proposed techniques. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related 
works. The ER framework based on MapReduce is presented in Section 3.Section 4 
presents the algorithms on similarity join and clustering. The similarity join algo-
rithms integrate multiple filter principles to execute in MapReduce, and the clustering 
algorithm is based on the Disjoin Set. We present our experimental results in Section 
5. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Related Works 

Entity Resolution has been widely studied for data mining applications [6, 9, 10]. Ex-
isting research works on ER mainly focus on algorithms for similarity join. Similarity 
Join is defined as follows: Given two datasets R and S, for a entity-pair (r, s) where r 
in R and s in S, if similarity measure Sim(r, s) is higher than the given threshold, then 
the pair (r, s) is returned as the results. Several similarity join techniques [3, 11] have 
been proposed for processing in-memory and external memory data. There are also 
techniques [4] which make use of database operators to address similarity join.  

The similarity measure is defined by similarity functions. For textual data, token-
based functions are widely used for measuring the similarity by considering a docu-
ment of a string as a bag of words (tokens). Thus, some existing works on the similari-
ty join over text data use the overlap of two token sets, i.s., Jaccard similarity, as the 
similarity function. There are two popular methods in solving the problem of filtering 
candidate pairs: Local Sensitive Hash and Prefix Filtering. LSH is appropriate for the 
joins with lower threshold [12], while the prefix filtering is superior in a higher thre-
shold for the exact case. The technique has been proposed in [14] to reduce the amount 
of the candidate pairs and thus improve the overall computational cost. The length 
filter and prefix hash algorithm have also been proposed in [15] for the same purpose. 
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In addition, the position information of prefix introduced in [13] filters the unqualified 
candidate pairs that have passed the length-filter. The algorithm proposed in [16] gene-
rates characters for different types of strings based on the adaptive selection of prefix 
length. However, it took much time in selecting the length of prefix.  

To achieve fast Entity Resolution, several research works have started to study dis-
tributed processing. MapReduce framework [17] has been applied to improve the effi-
ciency of finding all similar pairs from terabytes of data. The basic idea is to partition 
data into subsets match records in the same subset. The work in [18] has studied the 
problem of set-similarity join that runs multiple MapReduce steps to find similar pairs 
on set-based data. MRSimJoin [19], implemented on Hadoop, focuses on distributing 
the data based on window-pair partition in which the subsets are small enough to be 
processed in a single node. However, MRSimJoin requires its dataset to lie in a metric 
space. The work in [20] focuses on analyzing cost to pick the optimal algorithm when 
using MapReduce. A MapReduce implementation of set similarity proposed in [21] 
includes three stages, computing data statistics, outputting RID pairs of similar records, 
and generating actual pairs of joined records. Dealing with large documents, [22] in-
vestigated the virtual node method.  

3 The Entity Resolution Framework for Clustering  

In this section, we first describe the proposed Entity Resolution framework for cluster-
ing, based on the MapReduce model, to improve the efficiency by exploiting distri-
buted processing. In our framework, the process of ER and clustering consists of two 
steps: 1) matching similar objects based on similarity join, 2) clustering objects based 
on the graph of similarities, i.e., each connected sub-graph is regarded as a cluster. In 
each step, we propose a set of MapReduce based algorithms to partition large datasets 
and distribute them into multiple nodes. The architecture of our framework for ER is 
shown in Figure 2. 
 

 

Fig. 2. The architecture of Entity Resolution framework 
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In the architecture, we use the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) to store data 
that includes original datasets, similar object pairs generated with similarity joins, and 
even clustering results. To achieve high performance on massive data, we make use of 
the MapReduce model as the execution engine to process diverse ER jobs. Each ER 
job is divided into multiple Map tasks and Reduce tasks to execute on multiple nodes. 
We carefully design map tasks so that data can be accurately distributed into appro-
priate nodes. In this architecture, we design two functional components to handle the 
jobs of (i) Similarity Join and (ii) Object Graph Cluster. The similarity join compo-
nent executes a self similarity join on the given dataset, and returns all matched pairs 
of objects whose similarities are above the given threshold. Then the Object Graph 
Cluster component cluster objects into clusters based on similar pairs such that mem-
bers of a cluster are in similar to each other. In summary, we regard a connected sub 
graph as a basic cluster of objects. 

In both phases of similarity join and clustering, algorithms require multiple 
MapReduce job loops to run the task. For our similarity join algorithm, to reduce 
candidate pairs, it first uses one MapReduce loop to sort elements of objects based on 
their frequency for selecting objects’ features. Then, in an additional MapReduce loop, 
we map each object into multiple nodes based on elements in its feature, and verify 
similarities between objects in each node. The clustering algorithm used in Object 
Graph Cluster is based on the Disjoin Set algorithm which requires merge groups with 
iterative function. Thus, we design an algorithm with multiple MapReduce loop for 
clustering in next section. 

4 Algorithms for Similarity Join and Clustering 

In this section, we first introduce the preliminaries for filter-based similarity join in 
Section 4.1. Then in Section 4.2, we propose the improved prefix filter algorithms for 
similarity join on MapReduce Model. Finally Section 4.3 presents the algorithm for 
clustering objects with similarities. 

4.1 Preliminaries 

Given two objects r and s, we use a similarity function, denoted by sim(r, s), to meas-
ure their similarity. In this paper, we focus on the Jaccard similarity on sets or strings 
which are widely used in data mining and textual applications. Let r and s be two token 
sets, the Jaccard similarity of r and s is given by Eq. (1):  

 | |
( , )

| |

r s
SimJ r s

r s
= 


 (1) 

The basic method to implement self similarity join for clustering is to compute the 
similarity of each pair with Cartesian with time complexity of Ο(C⋅N2), in which C is 
the cost for computing similarity of an object pair, and N is the number of objects in 
dataset. When the scale of dataset is increasing, the cost of join becomes quite expen-
sive. Thus, we propose a prefix filtering technique to address the performance issue in 
similarity join. The basic idea of prefix filtering is to prune object pairs that cannot be 
similar and verify the remained pair by computing their similarities. When the thre-
shold is high, the cost of similarity join with prefix filtering will reduce significantly. 
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Let Lr, and Ls be the size of object r and s, respectively, θ be the threshold of the si-
milarity, and prefix(r) denotes the elements prefix of object r. According to prefix filter 
principle, it first sorts the elements of all objects based on frequency to get a global 
ordering. Then it sorts the elements of each object with the global ordering, and gets 
top t elements as the prefix of object. The t of object r is obtained by (1-θ)Lr+1. With 
this value of t, if an object s is similar with r, the prefix of s and r must have at least 
one common element in their prefix sets, prefix(r)∩ prefix(s)≠∅. In the MapReduce 
model, we map objects into distributed nodes based on their prefix elements. This can 
ensure s and r are mapped into at least one common bucket.  

For example, given three objects r1, r2 and r3, where r1 =(EACBD), r2=(ACBD) and, 
r2=(CBDF), where their elements are ordered based on global frequency in the dataset, 
and the threshold is specified as θ = 0.7. The prefix size of each object is computed by 
t(r)= (1-θ)Lr+1. Thus, we get prefix(r1)=(E, A), prefix(r2)=(A) and prefix(r3)=(C). 
Accordingly r1 is mapped into two buckets (E, A), r2 is mapped into bucket A, and r3 is 
mapped into bucket C. Next, we verify the similarity of object r1 and r2 in the bucket A 
and get the similar pair (r1, r2). Note that we don’t need to verify the similarity of  
(r1, r3) and (r2, r3) since they had no common prefix elements. 

 

Fig. 3. An example of PPjoin and PPjoin+ filter  

When an object r is mapped into a bucket based on its element e, we use the tuple 
(e, r(e), Lr) to denote the position information of e in r, where r(e) is the position of e 
in the prefix(r). Thus, the position information is further used to improve filtering per-
formance in PPjoin algorithm. An example is shown in Figure 3. Objects r and s are 
mapped into the bucket A with their position information. Suppose it has r(A)=j and 
s(A) =i, then the suffix length of r and s in A is q= Lr-j and p= Ls-i. For the suffix of r 
and s, the maximum number of their common elements is min(p, q). Thus, the size of 
element intersection is at most |i-j|+min(p, q), and the size of elements union is at least 
max(Ls, Lr). We use SimP(r, s) to denote the maximum value of estimate similarity for 
PPjoin. If SimP(r, s) is not higher than θ, the pair of (r,s) should be filtered in the veri-
fication. So the value of SimP(r, s) must satisfy Eq. (2).  

 min( ,
( , )

m

)

ax( , )s r

i j p q
SimP r s

L L
θ

− +
= ≥  (2) 

Let us consider the above facts that transforming the inequality SimJ(r, s)≥θ is ef-
fective to prune the number of the candidate pairs. Therefore we can propose a proper 
way to find an estimated expression that is closer to the real value, and get a better 
filter performance. 
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4.2 The All Prefix Filter for Similarity Join 

Considering the cases where two objects may have more than one common prefix, an 
efficient way is to compute them in one bucket based on one common element and 
filter other candidate pairs. As shown in Figure 4, Prefix(r) and Prefix(s) has two 
common elements A and B, the positions of B are ahead of the positions of A in r and s. 
As the prefix B must have been dealt in the B bucket, so the computation in the bucket 
A is redundant and thus can be avoid. 

To filter the candidate pairs, existing works have proposed the position filter prin-
ciple that using the positions information being indexed can prune the candidate 
pairs to be verified. However, it doesn’t know whether it is the first common prefix 
and whether the estimated size of the intersections (r, s) is close to the real length. As 
a result, a larger number of candidate pairs may still need to be verified. 

 

Fig. 4. Multiple common elements in prefixes  

 

Fig. 5. An example of appjoin filter  

In this paper, we use the information of all prefix elements to filter candidate pairs. 
We name this filtering principle as appjoin. Figure 5 shows an example of appjoin 
filter, where r and s has a common element A in prefixes with position i in s and posi-
tion j in r. If the positions (i, j) are not the first common key in prefix, we will filter it 
out. It’s obvious that the more accurate we estimate the ratio of the intersections and 
the union of elements of two objects, the better the filter’s performance is. Different 
from the position prefix filter, we make a full scan in the prefixes of each candidate 
pair to compute the number c of the common elements in the two prefixes, prefix(r) 
and prefix(s). Suppose p' is the suffix of r and q' is the suffix of s. The maximum size 
of intersection is c+min(p',q') and the minimum size of union is Ls+Lr-min(p', q')-c. 
Therefore, we propose the Estimated Similarity of appjion denoted as SimE(r, s). The 
SimE(r, s) is defined by Eq. (3) below: 

 ( ', ')
( , )

( ', ')s r

c Min p q
SimE r s

L L Min p q c

+=
+ − −

 (3) 

Consider the value of SimE(s,r), we can get SimE(r, s)≥SimJ(r, s) since it has 
c+min(p',q')>|r∩s|. Therefore, given a pair of objects (r, s), if there exists SimE(r, 
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s)<θ, SimJ(r, s) must be lower than θ and the pair (r, s) is filter out. Then we compare 
the value of SimE(r, s) with SimP(r, s). For the value of c+min(p',q'), it has filtered 
elements in prefixes that do not exist in both objects, so we can get c+min(p',q')<|i-
j|+min(p,q). Therefore, we have SimE(r,s)≤SimP(r,s), and thus 
SimJ(r,s)≤SimE(r,s)≤SimP(r,s). As the value of SimE(s,r) is more close to the value of 
SimJ(s,r), the appjoin filter can more efficient filter candidate pairs for verification. 

4.3 Clustering Objects with Similarities 

After verifying all candidate pairs of objects, we get all similar pairs with their simi-
larities. We regard the similar relationship between objects as a graph data, and each 
connected sub graph is a cluster. Therefore, the problem of finding clusters of objects 
can be mapped to construct connected sub graphs with similarities of pairs. It can be 
defined as SubG(R)={sg|∀ x, y∈sg →(x,y∈ R)∧path(x, y), ∀ x∈sg,z∉sg→ path(x, 
z)=false}, where R is the set of objects, and path(x, y) denotes there is a similarity 
path between x and y.  

 
Algorithm 1. The MapReduce-based Disjoint Sets algorithm 

Input：Similar pairs of objects 

Output：Clusters of objects 

1. MAP (key=unused,value=text) 
2.    key=r; value=(min(HashNO,r,s),<r,s,sim>); output(key,value); 
3. REDUCE(key=item,values=iterator) 
4.    while iterator.hasnext() 
5.      HashNo=listMerger(results, it.next()); count++; 
6.    if count==1 
7.      counter.increment(1) 
8.    while resultList  
9.      output(record, HashNO); 
10. MAP (key=unused, value=text) 
11.    output(value+key, value); 
12. REDUCE (key=item, values=iterator) 

13.   while 
14.     minHashNo=min(minHashNo,values.next); 
15.   output(key,HashNo); 

 
Since we use MapReduce model to execute the similarity join with our appjoin 

algorithm, all similar pairs are stored in distributed nodes. We need combine 
objects of sub graphs as a cluster. To achieve this problem, we use the algorithm 
based on Disjoint Sets. We first annotate each object in dataset with a unique ID. 
Then in each MapReduce node, all similar pairs are sorted based on the smaller 
object IDs in them. Therefore, the similarity graph is transformed into a directed 
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graph in which each edge always directs from an object node with larger ID to an 
object node with smaller ID. Finally, we execute multiple MapReduce tasks to 
merge connected graphs with algorithm based on Disjoint Sets. The algorithm of 
clustering for MapRecude model is shown in Algorithm 1. The final result of this 
algorithm is all connected sub graphs that are mapping to clustering groups. 

However, the Disjoint Set algorithm may include too many MapReduce loops 
if the graph contains long paths between nodes. To reduce the number of Ma-
pReduce loops, we further propose a cache-based algorithm. The algorithm 
caches the records of Map tasks into two hash tables, rtable and ntable. Where 
rtable holds similar pairs and their cluster ID, and ntable holds the smaller ob-
ject ID of each similar pair. Then a merge operation is executed on two hash 
tables. When the cache is full or there is no new similar pair, it output similar 
pairs with their cluster ID. The detail of algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. 

 
Algorithm 2. The Cache Merge Algorithm 

1. Intiliztion (rtable, ntable) 
2. Map(key=unused, value=text) 
3.    record=parser(text); 

4.    if rtable.size≥c 
5.      output(rtable); 
6.      rtable.clean(); ntable.clean(); 
7.    rtable.add(value); 
8.    ntable.update(record.s); ntable.update(record.r); 
9. Close() 
10.    output(table); 

5 Experimental Results  

5.1 Experimental Setup 

In this paper, we implement the Entity Resolution framework based on the proposed 
techniques, and conduct an experimental evaluation. The framework is deployed on a 
Hadoop cluster consists of a master node and 20 slaver nodes. Each node has 8GB 
memory and 3.1GHz four Core i3-2100 Processor with Gigabit Ethernet. The operat-
ing system of each node is Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.1(Santiago). 

In our experiments, we use the real world datasets collected from DBLP and Cite-
seerX. The DBLP dataset consists of almost 1.2 million records which include informa-
tion about conference papers, conferences, journals, authors and so on. Our experiments 
mainly use conference papers. The CiteseerX data includes more than 1.5 million 
records of papers with citation information. To evaluate the performance of our algo-
rithms over large-scale data, we also generate records based on existing real data. This 
allows us to increase the scale of datasets to evaluate the similarity join. In our experi-
ments, we execute similarity join algorithms to achieve entity evaluation task. 
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5.2 Experimental Results 

1) The performance on different data size 
In this experiment, we focus on evaluating the time cost of our similarity join algo-
rithms with different scale of data. We use various sizes of experimental data to com-
pare the performances of our appjoin method with ppjoin method (which serves as the 
baseline). We set the value of similarity threshold as 0.8, and the size of data has a 
range from 5 to 25 million objects.  

Figure 6 shows the results of time cost on different filter methods. It compares the 
ppjoin algorithm and the appjoin algorithm. Note that we do not compare with the 
Cartesian method in the evaluation due to its unacceptable cost in processing large 
scale data. From the results, we find that our appjoin method has better performance on 
a large data set. With the scale of data increasing, appjoin method can achieve a better 
performance than the ppjoin method. In our experiments, we also measure the number 
of filtered record pairs before the verification stage of entity resolution. As shown the 
large data set generates much more pairs and our filter method is more efficient to filter 
unqualified candidate pairs as data size increases. 

 

 

Fig. 6. The result of time cost on ppjoin and appjoin algorithms 

   

Fig. 7. Size of filtered record pairs on ppjoin and appjoin algorithms 

2) The performance on different threshold 
We also evaluate the performances of different methods under different values of simi-
larity thresholds, varied from 0.65 to 0.95. The evaluation is performed using a dataset 
of 7 million records. Figure 8 shows the cost time of the appjoin and ppjoin methods 
under different thresholds. These experimental results prove that our appjoin method 
outperforms the ppjoin method, especially when the threshold has a lower value.  

As shown in Figure 8, the differences between the compared two methods are sig-
nificant as the threshold decrease because the size of candidate record pairs becomes 
larger. Our appjoin method performs well in low threshold, because our appjoin me-
thod can filter more candidate pairs than ppjoin. 
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Fig. 8. The cost time on different thresholds  

3) The performance on cache-based algorithm 
We further evaluate the performances of our cache-based algorithm for clustering under 
different values of similarity thresholds, varied from 0.65 to 0.95. The evaluation use a 
setting with 100 million cached similar pairs. Figure 9 shows the number of MapReduce 
loops of no-cache and cache-based method for the Disjoint Set under different thresholds. 
This experimental result proves that the cache-based algorithm achieves a higher perfor-
mance on reduce MapReduce loops, especially when the threshold has a lower value. 
This is because connected sub graphs hold a larger scale when the threshold is low. 

 

Fig. 9. Iterate times with different thresholds 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have studied the problem of using Entity Resolution to support effi-
cient clustering on large-scale dataset. The Entity Resolution framework based on 
MapReduce model was proposed for achieving clustering tasks with the similarity 
join. We argue that more prefix information can be used to filter candidate pairs be-
fore verify stage and propose a new appjoin algorithm for similarity join to improve 
filtering. We also discuss the algorithm for clustering objects with similar pairs. We 
have implemented our method and compared with a state-of-the-art method, i.e., 
ppjoin. Experimental results on real-world datasets show that our method achieves 
high performance for similarity join, especially when a lower value of similarity thre-
shold is setup for large-scale data clustering.  
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with the Networked Poisson Process
in a Real Heterogeneous Social Network�
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Abstract. We model the microblog as a heterogeneous network with
individuals in different roles, and introduce “intervention” to describe
the phenomenon that some tiny variations about a small subset of the
individuals change the whole network’s status. Our main contributions
are: (1) proposing the Networked Poisson Process (NPP) to model the
dynamic tweeting patterns for the microblog; (2) formalizing a NP-hard
problem: the intervention impacts maximization (IIM); (3) proposing
heuristic algorithms to solve the IIM; (4) providing sufficient experiments
to test our methods. The experimental results show that NPP captured
the real interaction patterns for the users in the microblog.

Keywords: intervention, heterogeneous network, networked system
modeling, data mining, graph mining.

1 Introduction

Intervention is pervasive in many fields: some insignificant events may cause a
great disturbance on the internet by a small group of intended online promoters;
some tiny mutations of an single gene may cause the critical illnesses for human;
several news events may result the financial crisis for the whole world.

To study the rules of the intervention phenomenon in the microblog from a
heterogeneous network view, our main contributions of this paper are: (1) propos-
ing the networked Poisson process (NPP) to model the patterns for the dynamic
tweeting process in the social network by considering the interaction between
the latent features of people, and proposing a parameters learning algorithm,
NPP-learning, to generate the NPP model; (2) formalizing the concepts about
the intervention and defining the problem of the intervening impact maximiza-
tion(IIM); proving that the problems IIM is NP-hard;(3) proposing algorithms
greedy-IIM to find the solutions for the problems IIM; (4) providing the experi-
ments on the real microblog data to verify the effectiveness of our methods.
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2 Problem Definition

We extend the methods in [1] to define the heterogeneous social network.

Definition 1. Heterogeneous Social Network. Let V be a set of users from
R types X = {Xr}Rr=1, then a heterogeneous social network is a weighted graph
G =〈V,E,W 〉, where R ≥ 2; edge set E is the relations between the users in V ,
and W is the set of the trust degrees among the users v1, v2(∀〈v1, v2〉 ∈ E).

Definition 2. Networked Poisson Process (NPP) model. Let G be a het-
erogeneous social network with 2 types of users (Xr1 = intended, Xr2 = or-
dinary), then {N(t)v}∀v∈V is a networked poisson process, where N(t)v is a
Poisson-distributed random variable with λv,t representing the tweeting rate of
v at time t; for ∀v in type Xr1 , λv,t ≡ λv(t = 0, 1, 2, 3...); for ∀v ∈ V and v in
type Xr2 , the initial λv,0 is the initial tweeting rate of v, and λv,t for t > 0 can

be calculated by equation λv,t = αλv,t−1 + (1 − α)
∑

∀u∈NBS(v) [Wu,v ·N(t)u]

T .

In definition 2, NBS(v) is the neighbors’ set of v in G, Wu,v is u’s trust degree
toward v, α(α ∈ [0, 1]) is a priori parameter to adjust the weight of the social
relationships; T is the average time period for the observation; λv is a constant,
and it measures the “tweeting times per hour” of v.

Definition 3. Intervening Action and Impact. Given a heterogeneous so-
cial network G = 〈V,E,W 〉 with 2 types of users (Xr1 = intended, Xr2 =
ordinary), an intervening action of v (v ∈ V ), A(v)r2,r1 , happens when v
turns his role from Xr2 to Xr1 ; If A(v)r2,r1 takes place by setting v’s tweeting
rate to λv, then the intensity of the A(v)r2,r1 is λv; denote this intensity as
I(A(v)r2,r1)=λv; The intervening impact of S (S ⊆ V ) on G, Y (S|G)T,T ′ ,
can be calculated by the equation: Y (S|G)T,T ′ = E(

∑
∀v∈V |N(v)T −N(v)T ′ |).

Where T and T ′ are two non-intersected time periods; N(v)T and N(v)T ′

are the simulated tweeting numbers for v by the NPP model within T and T ′.
In the rest sections, when the context is fixed, we use A(v) to instead A(v)r2,r1
and simplify Y (S|G)T,T ′ to Y (S|G) or Y (S).

Problem 1. Intervening Impact Maximization, IIM.Given a heterogeneous
social network G =〈V,E,W 〉 and its corresponding NPP in the time period T0,
suppose ∀v ∈ V are in type Xr1 initially; the problem IIM is to find out the
best set S (S ⊆ V ) with k users to make the maximum Y (S|G)T0,T by taking
the intervening action A(v) for ∀v in S with the fixed λ∗ in a time period T .

Theorem 1. The problem IIM is NP-hard.

Proof. By the definition 2 and 3, for a set S1 of intended users, we have:

λv,t = αλv,t−1 + (1 − α)
∑

∀u∈(NBS(v)−S1) Wu,vN(t)u

T + C; Where C = (1 −
α)

∑
∀u∈NBS(v)

⋂
S1

Wu,vλv is a positive value. As not every new intended user

(in type Xr2) will be in the set of NBS(v), the increasing speed of NBS(v)
⋂

S1

is slower than S1. Then with the two sets: S1, S2 (S1 ⊆ S2) and v′(v′ /∈ S1), the
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equation Y (S1

⋃
{v′}|G) − Y (S1|G) ≥ Y (S2

⋃
{v′}|G) − Y (S2|G) holds. There-

fore, Y (S|G) is a non-negative monotone submodular function, by [2], to search
a set S of k users to maximize Y (S|G) is NP-hard, and the greedy algorithms
can be applied on it to make a (1- 1e )-approximation [3].

3 Algorithms for NPP and Intervention Problem

Algorithm for the NPP Learning. We list the detail steps of the algorithm
NPP-learning in the algorithm 1. Where “Poisson-random(u, λu)T ” is a Poisson
random number in time period T (Dtest); Dtrain and Dtest are the training and
testing set, and the Λ is a vector of the λv for ∀v in V .

Algorithm for IIM. The pesudocode of the algorithm for IIM is listed in the
algorithm 2. In algorithm 2, the function “argmaxv∗∈V (*)” contains the detail
steps to search the best node to make the maximum intervening impact.

Data: G=〈V,E,W〉, D ⊇ Dtrain
⋃

Dtest,α, e;
Result: GNPP =〈V,E, W,Λ〉
begin

foreach v ∈ V do λv ← 0 /* initialize the NPP

model */

foreach v ∈ Dtrain do
N(v)train←calculate tweets num. from
Dtrain

λv ← N(v)train
T (Dtrain)

; set v as “intended user”

end
N(u)test ←calculate tweets num. for
∀u ∈ Dtest
while ε > e do

foreach v ∈ V and v is not “intended” do
foreach u ∈ NBS(vi) do

N(u) ←Poisson-
random(u, λu)T (Dtrain)

end
λv ← αλv + (1 −

α)

∑
u∈NBS(v) [Wu,v ·N(u)]

T(Dtrain)

N(u)∗ ←
Poisson-random(u, λu)T (Dtest)

end

ε ←

√ ∑
v∈V (N(u)∗−N(u)test)

2

|V |·n
end
Output GNPP ← 〈V, E,W,Λ〉,practical
learning error ε

end

Fig. 1. Algorithm 1. NPP-Learning

Data: GNPP =〈V,E,W,Λ〉,k, I(A(v)) = λ∗
Result: S, Y (S|GNPP )
begin

S ← ∅
while |S| < k do

v∗ ←
arg max
v∗∈V

(Y (S|GNPP ), ∀u ∈ S, λu ← λ∗)

S ← S
⋃
{v∗}

end
compute Y (S|GNPP )
Output S, Y (S|GNPP )

end

Function arg max
v∗∈V

(Y (S|GNPP ), ∀u ∈ S, λu ← λ∗)

begin

vmax ← v′, v′ ∈ (V − S), Ymax ← Y (v′)
foreach v∗ ∈ V do

Gc ← cache GNPP
Nv∗←T rounds of NPP process simu. on
Gc
Gc ← cache GNPP
foreach ∀u ∈ S do set λu ← λ∗ /* simulate

the NPP progress */

N′
v∗←T rounds of NPP simulation on Gc

with fixed λu ← λ∗, for ∀u ∈ S
Y (S

⋃
{v}) ← |N′

v∗ − Nv∗ |
if Y (S

⋃
{v∗}) > Ymax then

vmax ← v∗, Ymax ← Y (S
⋃
{v∗})

end

return v∗
end

Fig. 2. Algorithm 2. greedy-IIM

4 Experiments and Discusses

Data Set and Configs. We extracted the tweets and user relations related to
3 hot topics on Twitter. The details of this data are listed in the table 1. We set
the trust degrees to 1 for all the pairs of users to simplify the computation.

Parameters Learning for the NPP. Figure 3 records the results of the ex-
periments about the parameters learning for NPP. One can see from figure 3
that the learning error (RMSE) for NPP is converging with the progress. We did
another 2 experiments on the topics “#GalaxyS4” and “#NBAplayoffs”, and
both results show the similar converging rules. The more, with the decreasing of
α, the learning error is getting smaller. This proves that the tweeting behaviors
of the users in Twitter are really affected by their social relations.
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Table 1. A Summary of Data Sets

#GalaxyS4 #BostonBomb #NBAplayoffs

|tweets| 34,310 204,130 39,026
|seeds| 24,963 121,886 30,863
|nodes| 2,138,594 465,863 1,853,264
|edges| 3,746,768 930,587 2,927,329
start 2013-5-3 2013-4-20 2013-5-4
end 2013-5-7 2013-4-24 2013-5-7
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Fig.3. Parameters learning for NPP

Comparison for NPP, IC, LT. We implemented the algorithms greedy-IC
and greedy-LT by following [4][5]. We compare the intervening impacts and the
information spreading range for the top users discovered by the algorithms in
the table 2. As it is shown in the table 2, the greedy-IIM found out the set S
with the biggest intervening impacts and the information spreading range.

Table 2. Comparison of the greedy-IIM, greedy-LT and greedy-IC

Results of greedy-IIM Results of greedy-LT Results of greedy-IC

rank of v |tweets| |followers| Y ({v}|G∗) |tweets| |followers| Y ({v}|G∗) |tweets| |followers| Y ({v}|G∗)

1 84 5,001 0.44 173 445 0.17 83 2,185 0.55
2 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A 128 441 0.12
3 51 2,904 0.1 83 5,001 0.69 0 0 N/A
4 10 192 0.99 0 0 N/A 259 5,226 0.71
5 80 2,185 0.8 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A
6 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A
7 0 0 N/A 216 5,226 0.01 0 0 N/A
8 369 5,226 0.64 0 0 N/A 75 5,001 0.83
9 0 0 N/A 108 727 0.53 0 0 N/A
10 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A 0 0 N/A

sum 594 15,138 2.97 580 11,114 1.4 545 12,482 2.21

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we model the microblog as a heterogeneous network, propose the
NPP model to capture the tweeting behaviors for the users in the microblog,
and address a NP-hard problem: the intervening impact maximization (IIM).
Then, we propose the algorithm NPP-learning to learn the NPP model, and
propose the algorithm greedy-IIM to solve the IIM. Our experiments show that
NPP captured the real interaction patterns for the users in the microblog, and
greedy-IIM can discover the users to make more intervening impact than the
results of greedy-IC and greedy-LT. Our future work will focus on the knowledge
discovering in a heterogeneous network with more than two types of individuals.
The more, how to predict the best time or the users to take actions and how to
apply our methods to solve the intervention problems in other fields are also the
interesting and challenging topics for our future research.
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Abstract. We propose an Infinite Latent Generalized Linear Model (ILGLM), a
Dirichlet process mixture of generalized linear model in latent space for classifi-
cation problem. In ILGLM, we assume latent variable zn is generated from a low-
dimensional DPM model in latent space, and the corresponding observed feature
xn and class label yn are generated from some latent probability model and local
linear classification model independently conditioned on zn. Then in ILGLM, we
will jointly learn the latent variable model and multiple local generalized linear
model under the framework of Dirichlet process mixture. On one hand, ILGLM
can model the multiple local linearity of data distribution adaptively according to
data complexity; on the other hand, it avoid the curse of dimensionality problem.
ILGLM can be extended to semi-supervised setting, training the model using both
labeled and unlabeled data. Because ILGLM is a general model framework, it can
incorporate any kind of latent variable models and linear classification models.
Then we implement ILGLM based on Factor Analysis and MultiNomial Logit
model, which results in the Infinite Latent MultiNomial Logit (ILMNL) model
as an example of ILGLM. We also develop an approximate posterior inference
algorithm for ILMNL using Gibbs sampling. Experiments on several real-world
datasets demonstrate the advantages of ILMNL in dealing with high-dimensional
data classification problems compared with competitive models.

Keywords: nonparametric Bayesian, Dirichlet process, generalized linear model.

1 Introduction

Dirichlet process mixture (DPM) models introduced by [2] is a promising tool to in-
telligently determine the optimal number of components according to the data distribu-
tion, which is a hard problem for finite mixture model like finite mixture-of-Gaussian
or finite mixture-of-experts. Although applications of Dirichlet process mixture are
mainly focused on clustering models, quite a few excellent classification models build
on Dirichlet process prior have been proposed recently. They include infinite mixtures
of Gaussian process models [4], Dirichlet process mixtures of MultiNomial Logit mod-
els (DPMNL) [5], Dirichlet process mixtures of generalized linear models (DPGLM)
[6] and Dirichlet process mixture of large-margin kernel machines (iSVM) [7], etc.
These models can be considered as special cases of mixture-of-experts models, since
they all split the input space into many components, learn a linear classifier within each
component, then form globally nonlinear classifiers. But instead of being specified by
users, the number of components can be learned automatically from data. However,

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 155–166, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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since these models train classifiers in the input space, if the data dimension is very
high, they will suffer from the curse of dimensionality problem.

Fortunately, many high-dimensional data, such as images, biological data, and social-
network data often reside in a low-dimensional subspace or latent space. This fact draws
great interest on the research of latent variable models, which focus on generating high-
dimensional observed data from low-dimensional latent spaces. Most latent variable
models [8], such as Probabilistic Principal Component Analysis (PPCA), Factor Anal-
ysis (FA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) are unsupervised, they don’t
incorporate class label information in the learning process. In order to solve this prob-
lem, [3] proposes Supervised Probabilistic PCA (SPPCA) model, and demonstrates that
the latent variables learned from SPPCA are more discriminative than PPCA. [9] ex-
tends SPPCA by using a weighted objective likelihood function to adjust the relative
importance weight on predicting covariates and associated response variables.

Inspired by unsupervised and supervised latent variable models, we try to extend
DPGLM model [6] with them, which can train DPGLM model in low-dimensional
latent space. In this paper, we propose an Infinite Latent Generalized Linear Model (IL-
GLM). In ILGLM, we assume latent variable zn is generated from a low-dimensional
DPM model in latent space, and the corresponding observed feature xn and class la-
bel yn are generated from some latent probability model and local linear classification
model independently conditioned on zn, which are P (xn|zn) and P (yn|zn). Then in
ILGLM, we will jointly learn the latent variable model and multiple local generalized
linear model under the framework of Dirichlet process mixture. On one hand, ILGLM
can model the multiple local linearity of data distribution adaptively according to data
complexity; on the other hand, it avoid the curse of dimensionality problem.

More interestingly, ILGLM can be extended to semi-supervised setting, training the
model using both labeled and unlabeled data. However, ILGLM is a general model
framework, it can incorporate any kind of latent variable models and linear classifi-
cation models. We realize it based on Factor Analysis and MultiNomial Logit model,
which results in the Infinite Latent MultiNomial Logit (ILMNL) model as an exam-
ple of ILGLM. An approximate inference algorithm based on Gibbs sampling is also
proposed. We compare the performance of ILMNL with SVM, MNL and DPMNL. Ex-
perimental results on several real-world datasets demonstrate the good performance of
our proposed model in dealing with high-dimensional data classification problems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After reviewing DPM and
DPGLM in Section 2, we introduce ILGLM model in Section 3, then realize it with
ILMNL model in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates experimental results on real-world
datasets. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Dirichlet Process Mixtures and DPGLM

2.1 Dirichlet Process Mixtures

Dirichlet process mixture can be understood as a special mixture model with the num-
ber of components being infinite large[10]. Suppose exchangeable random samples
{xn} are drawn independently from a mixture model with p(xn) =

∑K
k=1 πkf(x|θk)

wheref(x|θk) denotes the density function for component k with parameter θk.
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If we further assume that all parameters θ1:K be drawn from base distribution G0.
With a symmetric Dirichlet prior for πk and cn = k indicating xn generated by compo-
nent k, the mixture model can be expressed hierarchically as follows:

xn|cn, Θ ∼ f(x|θcn)
cn|π1:K ∼ Discrete(π1, ..., πK)

θk ∼ G0

π1, ..., πK ∼ Dir( α
K , ..., α

K )

(1)

2.2 DPGLM

DPGLM builds on Dirichlet process mixtures and generalized linear models(GLM). It
assumes covariate xn is generated from a mixture of exponential-family distributions,
and the response variable yn is modeled by GLM conditioned on xn. With Dirichlet pro-
cess mixtures, DPGLM can automatically learn the number of components according
to data distribution, and achieve a global nonlinear classification or regression model
if it learns more than one component. However, DPGLM may suffer from curse of di-
mension since it is trained in original input space. Its generative process is summarized
as follows:

yn|xn, cn, θy ∼ GLMy(y|xn, θcn,y)
xn|cn, θx ∼ px(x|θcn,x)
cn|π1:K ∼ Discrete(π1, ..., πK)

θk ∼ G0(φ)
π1, ..., πK ∼ Dir( α

K , ..., α
K )

(2)

where cn indicates which component (xn, yn) belongs to, and θk = (θk,x, θk,y) is the
parameter of component k; px describe the covariate distribution with parameter θk,x
for component k, and the form of GLMy depends on problems. For example, Gaussian
for regression or logistic for classification.

3 ILGLM and Its Semi-supervised Extension

Now we turn to our Infinite Latent Generalized Linear Model (ILGLM), an extension
of DPGLM in latent space that tries to avoid the curse of dimensionality problem.

3.1 Notation

The covariates matrix after normalized is X = [x1, ..., xN ] ∈ RD×N and response
variables vector Y = [y1, . . . , yN ]. Latent variables matrix is Z = [z1, ..., zN ] ∈
Rd×N , and model parameters θ = [θ1, ..., θK ]. C = [c1, ..., cN ] is the indicator vec-
tor, and Xk,Yk,Zk are data generated from component k parameterized by θk =
(θk,x, θk,y , θk,z). N,D, d and K represent data number, data dimension number, latent
dimension number and component number respectively.
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3.2 Graphical Model

In ILGLM, we assume covariate xn and response variable yn are independent
conditioned on low-dimensional latent variable zn. (This is different from DPGLM,
because yn is directly dependent on xn as indicated in (2)) We also assume latent
variable zn is generated from a Dirichlet process mixture of exponential-family dis-
tributions pz(z|θcn,z), covariate xn is generated by zn through latent variable model
px(x|zn, θcn,x), and response variate yn conditioned on zn is modeled with any suit-
able generalized linear model py(y|zn, θcn,y). Here cn indicates the index of component
that sample (zn, xn, yn) belongs to.

With above assumptions, our DP mixtures model is trained in low-dimensional latent
space other than original high-dimensional input space. This strategy not only speeds
up the training but also makes the model more robust. The latent variable model used
in ILMNL is supervised because the posterior distribution of parameters θz is affected
by X and Y jointly; besides, it will enjoy the advantages of local dimension reduction
shared by all mixture latent variable models if ILMNL has more than one component.

The generative process of ILGLM can be summarized as follows, with the number
of components K →∞:

yn|zn, cn, θy ∼ py(y|zn, θcn,y)
xn|zn, cn, θx ∼ px(x|zn, θcn,x)

zn|cn, θz ∼ pz(z|θcn,z)
cn|π1:K ∼ Discrete(π1, ..., πK)

θk ∼ G0(φ)
π1, ..., πK ∼ Dir( α

K , ..., α
K )

(3)

The graphical model of ILGLM is demonstrated in Figure 1, and its joint probability
distribution is:

Fig. 1. Graphical model of ILGLM
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p(X,Y,Z,C, θ)

=

N∏
n=1

pz(zn|cn, θz)px(xn|cn, zn, θx)py(yn|cn, zn, θy)

K∏
k=1

pθ(θk,x, θk,y, θk,z)

(4)

3.3 Semi-supervised Extension

Many datasets may be short of labeled data, and unlabeled data can be used to enhance
the training of model parameter θx and θz , so we extend ILGLM to its semi-supervised
form. Unlabeled covariates matrix after normalized is denoted as U = [u1, ..., uN1 ] ∈
RD×N1 , latent matrix as H = [h1, ..., hN1 ] ∈ Rd×N1 , and indicator vector as V =
[v1, ..., vN1 ].

Both H and U are assumed to be generated exactly the same as Z and X in ILGLM.
After incorporating unlabeled data, joint probability distribution becomes:

p(X,Y,Z,C,H,V, θ)

=

N∏
n=1

pz(zn|cn, θz)px(xn|cn, zn, θx)py(yn|cn, zn, θy)

N1∏
n=1

pz(hn|vn, θz)px(un|vn, hn, θx)

K∏
k=1

pθ(θk,x, θk,y, θk,z)

(5)

3.4 Predictive Distribution

According to Bayes’ theorem, predictive distribution for new data x is:

p(y|x,X,Y,U) =

∫
p(y, z|x, θ)p(θ|X,Y,U)dzdθ (6)

Unfortunately, it is infeasible to precisely evaluate p(y|x,X,Y,U) since
p(θ|X,Y,U) =

∫ p(X,Y,Z,U,H,θ)
p(X,Y,U) dZdH includes an intractable marginal likelihood

p(X,Y,U), and convolution of p(y, z|x, θ) and p(θ|X,Y,U) could be intractable too.
Nevertheless, approximation inference based on variational method or MCMC [1] is
possible, and we will demonstrate it via Gibbs sampling in next section.

4 An Example of ILGLM - ILMNL

As stated in last section, ILGLM can be applied to both regression and classification
with suitable GLM. Besides, the mapping from latent variables to covariates could be
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but not limit to any unsupervised latent variable models we have mentioned. The ex-
ample discussed here focuses on classification in semi-supervised setting, and we call
it ILMNL short for Infinite Latent MultiNomial Logit.

4.1 ILMNL Formulation

For simplicity, within each component, latent variable zn is assumed to be generated by
a multivariate Gaussian with parameter θcn,z = (μcn , λcn) :

pz(zn|cn, θz) = N(zn|μcn , λ
−1
cn ) (7)

The distribution of xn conditioned on zn and cn parameterized by θx = (A,Λ):

px(xn|zn, cn, θx) = N(xn|Azn, Λ−1) (8)

Note that θx is shared by all components with A as a D × d loading matrix, and Λ as
diagonal noise precision matrix. It may seem a bit different from ILGLM, but we could
actually consider it a special case with θk,x being the same for all k.

Finally, the distribution of yn conditioned on zn and cn with θy = (Wk, bk) is mod-
eled by multinomial logit:

py(yn|zn, cn, θy) =
exp(bcn,yn + wT

cn,yn
zn)∑M

m=1 exp(bcn,m + wT
cn,mzn)

(9)

where bcn = [bcn,1, ..., bcn,M ] ∈ R1×M and Wcn = [wcn,1, ..., wcn,M ] ∈ Rd×M .
The simplified(omitting some hyper-parameters) graphical model in semi-supervised

setting is shown in Figure 2. We summarize the generative process as follows:
1. Generate d random samples {τA1 , ..., τAd

} from Gamma (α1, β1) independently;
2. Generate loading matrix A column-wise with each column A:,col ∼ N(0,

τAcol
−1ID);

3. Generate diagonal noise precision matrix Λ with each diagonal element Λi,i from
Gamma (α2, β2);

4. Generate K mixing proportion {π1, .., πK} with πk ∼ Dir( α
K , ..., α

K );
5. Generate d random samples {τW1 , ..., τWd

}, with τWi ∼ Gamma (α3, β3);
6. Generate d random samples {τb1 , ..., τbd} with τbi ∼ Gamma (α4, β4);
7. Generate parameters of multinomial logit {(W1, b1) , ..., (WK , bK)}for all

components row-wise, with each row W:,row ∼ N
(
0, τWrow

−1IM
)

and b:,row ∼
N

(
0, τbrow

−1IM
)
;

8. Generate parameters of multivariate Gaussian {(μ1, λ1) , ..., (μK , λK)} for all
components from their conjugate prior Gaussian-Wishart distribution as (μk, λk) ∼
N

(
μk|μ0, (κ0λk)

−1
)
W (λk|T0, ν0);

9. Generate indicator vector C for labeled data with cn ∼ Discrete (π1, ..., πK),
and indicator vector V for unlabeled data in the same way;

10. Generate latent covariates matrix Z for labeled data with zn ∼ N
(
μcn , λ

−1
cn

)
,

and latent covariates matrix H for unlabeled data in the same way;
11. Generate covariates matrix X for labeled data with xn ∼ N

(
Azn, Λ

−1
)
, and

covariates matrix U for unlabeled data in the same way;
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12. Generate response variables vector Y for labeled data with yn ∼
arg maxm

(
bcn,m + wT

cn,mzn
)
.

Fig. 2. Graphical model of ILMNL

4.2 Inference

Since the evaluations of both posterior distribution p (θ|X,Y,U) and predictive distri-
bution p (y|x,X, Y, U)) are analytically infeasible, we use Gibbs sampling to sample
from p (θ|X,Y,U), and approximate p (y|x,X, Y, U) by a finite sum evaluated on
these samples. For simplicity, We use notation · to denote all conditional variables. The
algorithm of ILMNL is described in Algorithm 1.

Sample Indicators. Let X
′
= [X;U], C

′
= [C;V], and N

′
= N + N1, and φk =

{μk, Λk,Wk, bk}. The conditional prior for c
′

n = k is:

p(c
′

n = k|c′−n, α) =

{
mn,k

N ′−1+α
∃j 
= n, c

′

j = k
α

N ′−1+α
∀j 
= n, c

′

j 
= k
(10)

The likelihood function F (φc′n
) is different for labeled and unlabeled data. For labeled

data,

F (φc′n
) = N(x

′

n|μc′n
, λc′n

)
exp(bc′n,yn

+ wT
c′n,yn

zn)∑M
i=1 exp(bc′n,i + wT

c′n,i
zn)

(11)

For unlabeled data,
F (φc′n

) = N(x
′

n|μc′n
, λc′n

) (12)

Using Gibbs sampling with auxiliary parameters(refer to Neal’s algorithm 8), each
iteration is as follows: • For n = 1, ..., N

′
: Let k− be the number of distinct c

′

j for

j 
= n, and let h = k− + m. Label these c
′

j with values in {1, ..., k−}. If there exists

some j 
= n such that c
′

n = c
′

j , for k− < i ≤ h, sample component parameters φi =
{μi, λi,Wi, bi} from their corresponding prior distribution as described in section 4.1;
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Otherwise, label c
′

n with k−+1, and for k−+1 < i ≤ h, sample φi = {μi, λi,Wi, bi}
from their corresponding prior distribution as described in section 4.1. Draw a new
value for c

′

i from {1, ..., h} using the following probabilities:

p(c
′

n = i|·) =
{
b0

m−n,i

N ′−1+α
F (φi) 1 ≤ i ≤ k−

b0
α

N ′−1+α
F (φi) k

− < i ≤ h
(13)

where m−n,i is the number of c
′

j for j 
= n that are equal to i, and b0 is the normal-
izing constant.
• Remove those φi that are associated with no data points.

Sample Latent Variables. For unlabeled data, we sample latent variables one by one
from its posterior probability distribution

p (hn|·) = N
(
hn|Σ{ATΛuvn + λvnμvn}, Σ

)
(14)

where Σ =
(
Λ+ATΛA

)−1
. For labeled data, due to lack of suitable conjugate prior,

we use SIR with proposal

q(zn) = N(zn|Σ{ATΛμcn + λcnμcn}, Σ}) (15)

and importance weight

IW(zn) =
exp(bcn,yn + wT

cn,yn
zn)∑M

m=1 exp(bcn,m + wT
cn,mzn)

(16)

to sample their latent variables.

Sample Component Parameters. We update parameters θk,x = {μk, λk} and θk,y =
{Wk, bk} component-wise. θk,x is sampled from Gaussian-Wishart

p(μk, λk|·) = N(μk|μk0 , (κkλk)
−1)W(λk|Tk, νk) (17)

where z
′
k is the mean of data set Z

′

k, μk0 =
κ0μ0+N

′
z
′
kκ0+N

′
k

, κk = κ0 + N
′

k, νk =

ν0 +N
′

k, Tk = T0 + Sk +
κ0N

′
k

κ0+N
′
k

, and Sk =
∑N

′
k

n=1(z
′

n − z
′
k)(z

′

n − z
′
k)

T .

The posterior of θk,y also has no suitable conjugate prior, and we sample it using
Hybrid Monte Carlo(HMC) as [5]

Sample Loading Matrix. We sample loading matrix element-wise from its posterior:

p(Ai,j |·) = N(Ai,j |μAi,j , λ
−1
Aj

) (18)

where λAj = Λi,iZ
′

j:

T
Zj: + τAj , μAi,j =

Λi,i

λAj
Z

′

j:

T
Ei,: and E = X

′ −AZ
′

Sample Diagonal Precision Matrix. We assume the diagonal precision matrix Λ is
shared by all components, and each diagonal element Λi,i is sampled from p(Λi,i|·) =
Gamma(α2 +

N
′

2 , β2 +
∑N

′

n=1 E
2
i,n)

Sample Hyperparameters. Hyperparameters Hθ , such as α for Dir, τAi for loading
matrix A are sampled with their corresponding conjugate priors.
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Predication. We treat test data as unlabeled data and incorporate them to train the
model. After a number of iterations or convergence conditions meet, we begin to es-
timate the predictive probabilities with samples drawn above. For test covariate x, its
predictive probability given current samples ϑs is:

p(y = m|ϑs) =
exp(bcs,m + wT

cs,mzs)∑M
m=1 exp(bcs,m + wT

cs,mzs)
(19)

And the final predictive probability approximated by a finite sum is as follows:

p(y = m|x) = b0
1

S

S∑
s=1

p(y = m|ϑs) (20)

where b0 is the normalizing constant and S is the number of samples used to estimate
p(y = m|x)

Algorithm 1. ILMNL
Input:

max number of iterations iterMax
number of accepted samples S;
step size esp and frog Leap L for HMC;
hyper-parameters Hθ.

Output:
predicative distribution for each test data point

1: initialize model parameters θ, latent variables matrix Z and H randomly;
2: while (iter ≤ iterMax) do
3: for n = 1 to N

′

4: sample indicator c
′
n;

5: end for
6: for k = 1 to K
7: sample component parameters θk,x and θk,y;
8: end for
9: sample loading matrix A;

10: sample diagonal precision matrix Λ;
11: sample hyperparameters Hθ;
12: if (iter > iterMax− S)
13: make predictions based on current samples;
14: end if
15: end while
16: estimate final predictive distribution for each test data point.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset Description

The real world datasets we used come from various fields, and their dimensions range
from tens to hundreds of thousands. Sonar, GasSensor and PEMS-SF are available from
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the UCI Machine Learning Repository[11]. ORLRAWS, CLL-SUB and GLA-BRA
which are used as benchmark for feature selection are from Arizona State University1.
The extracted object bank features of UIUC-Event is available from Computer Vision
Lab, Stanford University2. And gene expression dataset Lung-Cancer for gene classifi-
cation is from GEMS3. Each dataset is randomly divided into training set and test set
according to the proportion of 1:2.

5.2 Experiment Setup

As discussed in section 3, the proposed ILGLM model can be used in both super-
vised and semi-supervised scenarios, we implement two versions of ILMNL, they are
sILMNL (Supervised ILMNL) and ssILMNL (Semi-Supervised ILMNL) . As multi-
nomial logit(MNL) is the linear model used in ILMNL, we will compare ILMNL with
MNL and its Dirichlet process mixture extending - DPMNL. To make the comparison
more comprehensive, we consider projecting data into a low-dimension latent space us-
ing either factor analysis(FA) or its supervised form(sFA) for both MNL and DPMNL.
We use MNL-f-d and MNL-sf-d to denote MNL with data projected into d-dimension
latent space using FA and sFA respectively. For example, MNL-f-5 stands for MNL
tested on data projected into 5-dimension latent space using FA. And MNL-full stands
for MNL tested on original input space, namely without dimension reduction. Notations
for DPMNL are just alike. We also compare with SVM using both linear(L-SVM) and
RBF kernel(R-SVM). When the number of classes is larger than 2, L-SVM and R-SVM
use the one-vs-rest scheme. Source codes of MNL and DPMNL are available from au-
thor’s homepage4 [5] and for SVM we use LIBSVM5. FA can be found in Statistics
toolbox, and we implement sFA according to [3].

Parameters affect the performance of ILMNL mainly include latent space dimension
d, and parameters for HMC, i.e. esp and L. We fix L = 200 and tune esp to achieve an
acceptance rate of between 60% and 95% for each dataset. For d, we try 5, 10, 20 and
30 for each dataset. The maximum iterations iterMax is set to 1000, and the number of
accepted samples S is set to 800. In other words, we discard the first 200, and only use
the next 800 samples to estimate predictive distribution. The settings for L, iterMax
and S are also used for MNL and DPMNL, and we tune esp in the same way as ILMNL.
Parameters for both FA and sFA are tuned according to [3]. Parameters for L-SVM and
R-SVM are tuned under the guidance of LIBSVM. We repeat each experiment 30 times
independently, and the results are illustrated in Table 1.

5.3 Accuracy Analysis

From Table 1, we can find out that, in most cases, ILMNL outperforms the competitive
models with higher accuracy and smaller variance, and the advantage is more obvious

1 http://featureselection.asu.edu/datasets.php
2 http://vision.stanford.edu/projects/objectbank/
3 http://www.gems-system.org/
4 http://www.ics.uci.edu/ babaks/Site/Codes.html
5 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/
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Table 1. Classification accuracy of models (Standard deviations are provided in parentheses)

Sonar GasSensor ORLRAWS CLL-SUB Lung-Cancer UIUC-Event GLA-BRA PEMS-FS

L-SVM 0.717(0.000) 0.832(0.000) 0.847(0.000) 0.588(0.001) 0.956(0.001) 0.698(0.001) 0.578(0.001) 0.734(0.001)
R-SVM 0.710(0.000) 0.121(0.000) 0.132(0.000) 0.456(0.001) 0.691(0.001) 0.121(0.001) 0.289(0.002) 0.587(0.002)
MNL-Full 0.739(0.059) 0.968(0.042) 0.765(0.035) 0.474(0.027) 0.691(0.041) 0.552(0.043) 0.444(0.015) 0.653(0.041)
DPMNL-Full 0.716(0.026) 0.196(0.013) 0.082(0.022) 0.055(0.019) 0.730(0.052) 0.324(0.067) 0.133(0.023) 0.217(0.039)
MNL-FA-5 0.704(0.028) 0.877(0.026) 0.711(0.039) 0.534(0.032) 0.843(0.018) 0.507(0.016) 0.633(0.036) 0.474(0.026)
MNL-sFA-5 0.724(0.019) 0.805(0.003) 0.717(0.026) 0.470(0.030) 0.912(0.012) 0.525(0.019) 0.633(0.024) 0.497(0.031)
DPMNL-FA-5 0.702(0.014) 0.919(0.005) 0.682(0.038) 0.582(0.023) 0.916(0.020) 0.507(0.014) 0.644(0.030) 0.486(0.029)
DPMNL-sFA-5 0.717(0.026) 0.856(0.020) 0.178(0.050) 0.480(0.023) 0.888(0.014) 0.518(0.017) 0.433(0.015) 0.509(0.033)
sILMNL-5 0.733(0.011) 0.864(0.025) 0.805(0.026) 0.555(0.016) 0.901(0.019) 0.540(0.027) 0.664(0.029) 0.749(0.024)
ssILMNL-5 0.743(0.012) 0.929(0.004) 0.863(0.022) 0.570(0.016) 0.920(0.014) 0.540(0.007) 0.672(0.011) 0.775(0.015)
MNL-FA-10 0.740(0.009) 0.959(0.049) 0.764(0.049) 0.588(0.024) 0.922(0.020) 0.672(0.016) 0.644(0.034) 0.809(0.038)
MNL-sFA-10 0.755(0.033) 0.946(0.002) 0.757(0.060) 0.539(0.025) 0.956(0.012) 0.677(0.019) 0.622(0.026) 0.792(0.035)
DPMNL-FA-10 0.765(0.044) 0.958(0.015) 0.680(0.076) 0.593(0.036) 0.943(0.037) 0.673(0.029) 0.611(0.027) 0.809(0.043)
DPMNL-sFA-10 0.725(0.024) 0.955(0.005) 0.071(0.037) 0.495(0.055) 0.811(0.080) 0.662(0.019) 0.433(0.022) 0.769(0.057)
sILMNL-10 0.768(0.017) 0.967(0.002) 0.844(0.031) 0.636(0.041) 0.937(0.006) 0.685(0.026) 0.667(0.028) 0.808(0.022)
ssILMNL-10 0.771(0.017) 0.957(0.007) 0.858(0.018) 0.676(0.027) 0.961(0.008) 0.688(0.009) 0.667(0.013) 0.815(0.019)
MNL-FA-20 0.728(0.025) 0.955(0.012) 0.753(0.025) 0.630(0.032) 0.915(0.033) 0.741(0.025) 0.633(0.023) 0.827(0.036)
MNL-sFA-20 0.739(0.024) 0.957(0.033) 0.763(0.053) 0.631(0.022) 0.955(0.018) 0.750(0.029) 0.622(0.027) 0.815(0.037)
DPMNL-FA-20 0.746(0.033) 0.969(0.039) 0.678(0.061) 0.630(0.046) 0.923(0.017) 0.727(0.028) 0.633(0.018) 0.850(0.039)
DPMNL-sFA-20 0.760(0.028) 0.973(0.003) 0.136(0.036) 0.473(0.029) 0.711(0.019) 0.721(0.014) 0.433(0.017) 0.798(0.039)
sILMNL-20 0.717(0.026) ∗0.982(0.002) ∗0.864(0.022) 0.677(0.047) 0.938(0.007) 0.715(0.024) 0.699(0.028) 0.855(0.029)
ssILMNL-20 ∗0.779(0.015) ∗0.982(0.001) 0.844(0.013) 0.666(0.031) 0.978(0.019) 0.748(0.007) ∗0.711(0.014) 0.861(0.017)
MNL-FA-30 0.724(0.039) 0.953(0.029) 0.671(0.033) 0.600(0.032) 0.912(0.017) 0.777(0.014) 0.633(0.029) 0.786(0.037)
MNL-sFA-30 0.703(0.026) 0.975(0.013) 0.802(0.033) 0.643(0.013) 0.953(0.015) 0.762(0.020) 0.633(0.023) 0.849(0.035)
DPMNL-FA-30 0.685(0.029) 0.977(0.007) 0.484(0.115) 0.599(0.078) 0.871(0.014) 0.741(0.016) 0.611(0.027) 0.815(0.033)
DPMNL-sFA-30 0.705(0.022) 0.974(0.004) 0.131(0.055) 0.518(0.055) 0.954(0.009) 0.780(0.021) 0.650(0.024) 0.877(0.033)
sILMNL-30 0.753(0.023) ∗0.982(0.002) 0.845(0.030) 0.659(0.037) 0.954(0.009) 0.780(0.021) 0.650(0.024) 0.877(0.033)
ssILMNL-30 0.758(0.019) ∗0.982(0.001) 0.828(0.025) ∗0.702(0.033) ∗0.994(0.013) ∗0.785(0.005) 0.657(0.008) ∗0.882(0.020)

in case of high-dimensional datasets, such as ORLRAWS, GLA-BRA and PEMS-FS.
For example, according to dataset PEMS-FS with 138672 features, ssILMNL performs
the highest average accuracy of 0.882 when the latent dimension is set to 30, and the
average accuracy of L-SVM, R-SVM, MNL-full and DPMNL-full are 0.734, 0.587,
0.653 and 0.217 respectively. As the most popular high-dimensional data classification
algorithm, SVM performs well with high accuracy and small variance, but its perfor-
mance is still lower than ILMNL most of time, because ILMNL perform classification
in the low-dimensional latent space. When dealing with low-dimensional data such as
Sonar, MNL-full and DPMNL-full perform well. However, when the dimension is very
high, their performance get worse.

We also observe that, sILMNL and ssILMNL perform better than MNL/DPMNL-
FA/sFA with the same latent dimension. As we know, MNL/DPMNL-FA/sFA performs
dimension reduction and classification separately. The superior performance of ILMNL
verify that it really makes sense to jointly learn latent variable model and infinite mix-
ture of generalized linear model, which performs dimension reduction and classification
simultaneously. Another interesting discovery is that, low-dimensional latent variables
obtained through the projection of supervised factor analysis is a bit more discrimina-
tive than common factor analysis. However, DPMNL could not work well with sFA
in most cases, especially when DPMNL learns more than one component. The reason
is that the mapping function from latent variable to class label is global linear in sFA,
while DPMNL expects a mixture of linear functions.

Most of time, the Semi-Supervised version of ILMNL (ssILMNL) performs better
than Supervised ILMNL (sILMNL) with higher accuracy. For example, according to
dataset Lung-Cancer, ssILMNL get the highest accuracy of 0.994, and sILMNL get the
accuracy of 0.954 when the latent dimension number is 30. With other latent dimension
number such as 5, 10 and 20, ssILMNL also performs obvious accuracy improvement
compared to sILMNL according to dataset Lung-Cancer. This means unlabeled data
information can be used effectively in ssILMNL to improve the accuracy of the ILMNL.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an Infinite Latent Generalized Linear Model (ILGLM), a flex-
ible nonparametric Bayesian framework jointly learning latent variable and Dirichlet
mixture of generalized linear model. This model can handle the high-dimension prob-
lem and multiple local linear classification problem jointly in latent space well. And be-
cause ILGLM is a general model framework, then we realize it based on Factor Analysis
and MultiNomial Logit model, which results in the Infinite Latent MultiNomial Logit
(ILMNL) model as an example of ILGLM. An approximate posterior inference algo-
rithm for ILMNL based on Gibbs sampling is also developed. Experiment results on
several real-world datasets show that the proposed model is promising to solve high-
dimensional data classification problems in latent space.
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the Central Universities under Project No. 12lgpy40 and Guangdong Natural Science
Foundation under Project No. S2012010010390.
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Abstract. In the field of data mining, classification is an important
aspect which has been studied widely. However, most of the existing
studies assumed the data for classification is complete, while in practice,
a lot of data with missing values exists. When dealing with these data,
deleting the incomplete instances will result in a reduction of available
information and filling in missing values may introduce skew and errors.
To avoid the above problems, it is of great importance to study how to
classify directly with incomplete data. In the paper, an information the-
ory based classification algorithm, ITCI, is proposed. ITCI calculates the
initial uncertainty of each class and attributes’ contribution to decrease
class uncertainty in the training stage and then, in the testing stage,
an instance is assigned to the class whose uncertainty is minimum after
all of the attributes are taken into consideration. Extended experiments
proved the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method.

Keywords: information theory, incomplete data, classification.

1 Introduction

Classification algorithms, as an important aspect of data mining, has been widely
studied and applied to many fields. However, previous studies often assumed the
available data is complete, thus did not take the missing values into account,
but in real life, however, incomplete data is ubiquitous[1], for example, in an
industrial test, part of the data may be lost because of mechanical or electronic
failure; in medical field, doctors may not get all the required data due to lack of
equipment or patients’ physical condition; in a social survey, some respondents
may refuse to provide part of information; for the lack of permission, database
query can not get all the data needed etc. Thus, it is of great theoretical and
practical importance to study how to classify directly with incomplete data.

The missing(incomplete) data mechanism can be divided into the follow-
ing three groups[2]: missing completely at random(MCAR), missing at ran-
dom(MAR), not missing at random(NMAR). MCAR occurs when the missing
of a variable is independent of itself and any other external influences; the miss-
ingness of MAR is independent of the missing variables but traceable from other
variables; NMAR happens when patterns of missingness is non-random and de-
pends on the missing variables, which is the most common situation in real life.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 167–179, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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Currently, the methods to deal with incomplete data in classification falls
mainly into three aspects. (1) Deleting the incomplete instances[3], this method
is simple, but it will lose the useful information contained in incomplete data.
(2) Using statistical and machine learning methods to fill in values most likely
to be[4][5][6], such as filling manually, filling with mean or median, regression
filling, KNN filling, filling based on neural networks etc. In general, filling man-
ually will brings small bias, but it is not feasible given a large dataset with
many missing values; filling by mean or median does not fully reflect the data
variability and ignores the association between attributes; regression filling as-
sumes a regression relationship exists among complete items and missing items,
which is often incorrect in practice; KNN filling needs to define a reasonable
similarity measure and has a relatively high computational complexity; filling
based on neural networks requires designing appropriate network architecture
for specific missing modes and it is too complex and cumbersome to apply. (3)
Training and classifying with incomplete data directly, such as those methods
based on EM[7], decision tree[8], fuzzy C-means[9], support vector machines[10],
Bayesian networks[11] and the nearest neighbor[12]. Those EM-based methods
require that the probability density function and missing attributes must be
given, besides, they are often complex to train and converge slowly; the ID3-
based approach treats the missing values as a special one different from known
ones, which does not fit the real world well and it is difficult to get optimum
due to the lack of a global search; fuzzy C-means and support vector machine
based methods need assumptions of missing data’s distribution, which is often
not available in practice, thus the application is limited; Bayesian networks based
methods require domain knowledge and dependencies among variables must be
known, otherwise, complex network structure will be produced, what’s more, the
network nodes will increase exponentially with the growth of variables, which
will result in high maintenance cost; as for nearest neighbor based method, when
data’s dimension is high, the sample space will still appears to be sparse even the
dataset is large and applying the method directly will result in poor performance.

Among the methods to classify directly with incomplete data, [13] found that
Naive Bayes methods are most insensitive to missingness, but they rely on apri-
ori probability density to make classification inferences, which results in a low
accurate. [14] proposed a method named RBC, which estimates incomplete data
by intervals. In this method, missingness mechanism is not required to meet
MAR assumption because all possibilities of the incomplete values are consid-
ered. Though it has better classification accuracy, the calculation is relatively
complicated. [15] proposed the NCC2 method, which has higher classification
accuracy, but it requires the missingness mechanism is declared and assumes
each attribute contributes to classification independently, however, when the as-
sumption is not met, classification accuracy decreases sharply. Other studies for
classification with incomplete data include rough set based methods[16][17], such
methods don’t require any assumptions of missingness mechanism, but they are
inefficient and have poor scalability.
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In this paper, an information theory based classification algorithm, ITCI,
is proposed for incomplete nominal data. The basic idea of the algorithm is
as follows. At first, an initial uncertainty is calculated for each class, then an
instance’s attributes are inspected one by one to reduce class uncertainty. When
all attributes are used, the instance is assigned to the class whose uncertainty
is minimum. During the training stage, ITCI estimates the initial uncertainty
with the help of the incomplete records, meanwhile, it calculates attributes’
attribution to decrease uncertainty and for missing attributes it gets expected
contribution. In the classification stage, expected contribution is used to estimate
the decrease of uncertainty for missing attributes. With these measures, ITCI
need not to estimate missing values explicitly, at the same time, it makes full
use of the information contained in incomplete instances. Extended experiments
show that the accuracy and stability of the proposed method are significantly
higher than RBC and NCC2, and the time complexity is comparable low.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the related
concepts of information theory, their properties and application in classification.
Section 3 gives an information theory based classification algorithm, ITC, for
complete data. Section 4 extends the methods presented in section 3 to get an
algorithm, ITCI, for incomplete data. Section 5 presents the results and analysis
of experiments; Section 6 is the conclusion.

2 Basic Concepts and Problem Definition

2.1 Basic Concepts of Information Theory

Definition 1. (self-information) The self-information of a random event is de-
fined as the negative logarithm of the event’s probability, namely, if the probability
of event xi is p (xi), then its self-information is defined as:

I (xi) = −logp (xi) (1)

Definition 2. (conditional self-information) For any events xi and yj in a join
set XY , the conditional self-information of xi given yj is defined as:

I (xi|yj) = −logp (xi|yj) (2)

Definition 3. (mutual information) For setsX and Y of discrete random events,
the information xi acquired given yj is called mutual information, which is defined
as:

I (xi; yj) = log
p (xi|yj)
p (xi)

(3)

We can get from formula (3) that I (xi; yj) = log 1
p(xi)

− 1
p(xi|yj)

, and then get

I (xi; yj) = I (xi)− I (xi|yj) (4)

Formula(4) implies that mutual information equals the result of subtracting
conditional self-information from self-information, or in another way, mutual
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information is a measurement of decreased uncertainty, namely, mutual infor-
mation equals the result of prior uncertainty log 1

p(xi)
subtracting remaining un-

certainty log 1
p(xi|yj)

. Mutual information has the following properties:

(1) Reciprocity:
I (xi; yj) = I (yj ;xi) (5)

(2) When event xi and event yj are mutual independent, the mutual informa-
tion is zero, namely, I (xi; yj) = 0.

(3) Mutual information may be positive or negative. When the value is posi-
tive, it means the appearance of event yj will certainly contribute to the appear-
ance of event xi, on the contrary, it is disadvantageous.

(4) The mutual information between two events may not exceed the self-
information of either one.

I (xi; yj) ≤ I (xi) (6)

I (xi; yj) ≤ I (yj) (7)

Definition 4. (conditional mutual information) The conditional mutual infor-
mation of xi and yj given zk in join set XYZ is defined as:

I (xi; yj|zk) = log
p (xi|yjzk)
p (xi|zk)

(8)

The mutual information of xi and yjzk is defined as:

I (xi; yjzk) = log
p (xi|yjzk)

p (xi)
(9)

I (xi; yjzk) = I (xi; yj) + I (xi; zk|yj) (10)

Formula(10) implies that given the appearance of a pair of events yjzk, the
information xi will get is I (xi; yjzk), which equals the information xi get from
the appearance of yj , add the information xi get from zk when yj is known.

The above four definitions are based on single event, similarly, they can be
extended to event sets. We leave them out due to the limitation of the space.

2.2 Use Information Theory to Solve Classification Problems

In classification problems, an instance’s feature can be represented by a n-
dimensional vector x = {x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn}. The classification task is to assign
a label in label set C = {C1, C2, . . . , CK} to each instance. Usually, the task in-
cludes two stages: classifier’s training and testing. Considering the testing stage,
for an instance x, we may assign any of the K labels to it and have some degree
of uncertainty at the same time. The self-information of classes, I(ck), can be
used to measure these initial uncertainty. Then attributes are taken into consid-
eration one by one, meanwhile, the uncertainty of the classes will change with
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the adding of attributes. When all attributes are considered, we can get the fi-
nal uncertainty of each class, namely I (ck|x1x2, . . . , xn), then the instance x is
assigned to the class whose uncertainty is minimum. As for the training stage,
we estimate self-information and conditional mutual information with the help
of training instances and they will be used as arguments of the final classifier.

3 ITC: Information Theory Based Classification for
Complete Data

Assume the input space X ⊆ Rn is a n-dimensional vector set and the output
space is class label set Y = {c1, c2, . . . , cK}. For each instance, classification
algorithms take x ∈ X as input and get y ∈ Y as output. The training set is
T = {

(
x(1), y(1)

)
,
(
x(2), y(2)

)
, . . . ,

(
x(N), y(N)

)
}, which has N instances. Let X

be a random vector defined in input space X , Y be a random variable defined in
output space Y. ITC builds a classifier by learning the self-information I (ck) of
each class and the mutual information I (ck;x) (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) between class
ck and feature vector x.

Considering the estimation of I(ck), we need to get the probability P (ck) of
class ck , which can be estimated by the following formula:

P (Y = ck) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

I
(
y(i) = ck

)
(11)

For I(ck;x), when x’s dimension is 1, we can get the value following formula(3)

and P (Y = ck|X = x) =
∑N

i=1 I
(
y(i) = ck, x

(i) = x
)
/
∑N

i=1 I
(
x(i) = x

)
is the

probability estimation. But when the dimension continues to grow, the number of
parameters will increase exponentially, which means it is not feasible to estimate
all of them efficiently. Let the number of different values for attribute xi is pi,
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the number of possible values of Y is K, then the total count
of arguments is K

∏n
i=1 pi. Therefore, we take some approximation measures to

simplify the estimation described above.
Denote the mutual information between ck and feature vector x as I (ck;x) :

I (ck;x) = log
p (ck|x1, x2, . . . , xn)

p (ck)

= log[
p(ck|x1, x2, . . . , xn)

p(ck|x1, x2, . . . , xn−1)
× p(ck|x1, x2, . . . , xn−1)

p(ck)
]

= I(ck;xn|x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) + I(ck;x1, x2, . . . , xn−1)

(12)

Formula(12) implies that when the feature vector x is known, the decreased
uncertainty I(ck;x) equals the sum of I(ck;x1, x2, . . . , xn−1), which measures
the decreased uncertainty get from the former n − 1 dimensions, and the con-
ditional mutual information I(ck;xn|x1, x2, . . . , xn−1), which measures the de-
creased uncertainty get from xn when the former n − 1 dimensions are given.
Using formula(12) recursively, we can get:
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I(ck;x) = I(ck;x1) +

n∑
i=2

I (ck;xi|x1, x2, . . . , xi−1) (13)

From the definition formula I (ck;xi|x1, x2, . . . , xi−1) = log p(ck|x1,x2,...,xi)
p(ck|x1,x2,...,xi−1)

,

we can see the arguments also increased exponentially, here, we simplify it as
follows:

I (ck;xi|x1, x2, . . . , xi−1) ≈ I (ck;xi|xi−1) (14)

Formula (14) implies that when the former i−1 dimensions are given, the de-
creased uncertainty we get from xi is approximated by the decreased uncertainty
we get from xi when xi−1 is given.

Theoretically, if the mutual information is estimated according to formula(13),
the results will be sole no matter in which order the attributes are considered,
however, they will differ from each other if estimated following formula(14). In
fact, because of I (ck;xi|x1, x2, . . . , xi−1) ≤ I (ck;xi|xi−1), we should find an
optimal order to make the expectation of I(ck;x) minimum, which will enable
the bias as low as possible. Let |x1|, |x2|,. . . ,|xn| be the number of different
values of x1, x2, . . . , xn, among which we denote the maximum one as xmax, so
the complexity of enumeration and estimation is O(Kn!x2

maxn) and it will be
O(NKn!x2

maxn) if we estimate the expectation of I(ck;x) additionally. When
the feature vector’s dimension is high, it is not hard to see that the calculation
is costly, or even impossible, thus we proposed a heuristic attribute order.

Definition 5. (expected mutual information) The expected mutual information
between xi (whose value can take any one of xi1, xi2, . . . , xip) and class ck is
defined as:

E (ck;xi) =

p∑
r=1

p (xi = xir |ck) I (ck;xi = xir) (15)

Definition 6. (χ2 of attribute pair ) Assume xi and xj can take any value from
xi1, xi2, . . . , xip , xj1, xj2, . . . , xjq respectively and let nrs denote the number of
instances in class ck that satisfies xi = xir,xj = xjs(r=1,2,. . . , p, s=1,2,. . . , q),
then we define the χ2 value of attribute pair xi and xj as:

χ2 =

p∑
r=1

q∑
s=1

(nrs −Nprs)
2

Nprs
(16)

In the formula above, prs denotes the expected joint probability of xir and
xjs when they independent of each other, which can be estimated by prs =
1
N2

∑p
k=1 nks

∑q
k=1 nrk.

For a set of attributes, A = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} , we give a heuristic algorithm to
find the optimal order S for class ck as follows:

ATT ORDER select the attribute with maximum mutual information as the
first one for it can decrease the uncertainty largely. In the following process, it
selects the attribute which has the largest χ2 value with the last selected one, in
that this can make I(ck;xi|xi−1) closer to I(ck;xi|x1, x2, . . . , xi−1) than other
choices, so the total approximation error is small.
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Algorithm 1. ATT ORDER

Intput: A = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is the attribute set to be ordered
Output: optimal attribute order S
1. Calculate the expected mutual information of ck and xi(i = 1, 2, . . . , n), which is

denoted as E(ck;xi), then, choose the attribute xj with the maximum value and
add it to S, set the last selected attribute xlast as xj .

2. For k = 2 to n−1, calculate the χ2 value between xlast and each of the left attribute
in A, choose the attribute xj with maximum value and add it to S, set xlast as xj .

3. Add the only attribute left in A to S.

On the basic of ATT ORDER, we can get an optimal attribute order from
the training data. Here, an algorithm named ITC is given for complete data as
follows. The algorithm is made up of two parts, ITC LEARN, which is used for
learning model arguments, and ITC TEST, which is used for applying the learnt
model to classify instances with unknown labels.

Algorithm 2. ITC LEARN

Intput: training data set T = (x(1), y(1)), . . . , (x(N), y(N))
Output: arguments I (ck) , I (ck;x1) , I (ck;xi|xi−1) (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, i = 2, 3, . . . , n)

1. Determine the optimal attribute order S = x1, x2, . . . , xn by calling ATT ORDER;

2. Calculate I(ck) using formula(1);
3. Calculate I(ck; x1) using formula(3);
4. Calculate I(ck; xi|xi−1) using formula(8);
5. Return all the calculated arguments.

4 ITCI: Information Theory Based Classification
Algorithm for Incomplete Data

For incomplete data, we assume the missing mechanism to be MAR. The missing
items can be any of the attributes of X or class label Y . In the same way, one
or more attributes can be missing from feature vector X in the testing set.

We can get the algorithm, ITCI, based on ITC proposed in section 3. The main
improvements include two parts: the estimation of statistic used to calculate
model arguments; the estimation of decreased uncertainty of missing attribute.
Once the estimations are acquired, ITCI can be trained and tested in the same
way as ITC.
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Algorithm 3. ITC TEST

Intput: the feature vector x to be classified
Output: the predicted class label c of instance x
1. Calculate the initial uncertainty I(c1), I(c2), . . . , I(cK) if x is classified to

c1, c2, . . . , cK without considering any attribute;
2. For each class, calculate I(ck;x1), I(ck;xi|xi−1)(i = 2, 3, . . . , n) according to the

optimal attribute order S = x1, x2, . . . , xn;
3. Calculate the ultimate uncertainty by using formula: I(ck|x) = I(ck) - I(ck;x) for

each class. I(ck;x) can be estimated by I(ck;x) = I(ck; x1) +
∑n

i=2 I(ck;xi|xi−1);
4. Return the class whose I(ck|x) is minimum.

4.1 Estimations of Statistic

It can be seen from formulas (1)(3)and(8) that the key point of estimating model
arguments, which include I(ck), I(ck;xi), I(ck;xj |xi), is the estimation of fre-
quencies if we use frequency to approximate probability. The main estimation
includes f(ck), f(ckxir), f(ckxirxjs), f(xir), f(xirxjs), we denote the estimated
values as g(ck), g(ckxir), g(ckxirxjs), g(xir), g(xirxjs) respectively.

Let the non-empty values of xi to be xi1, xi2,. . . ,xip and the empty value to
be xip+1, then denote the number of instances with value xi1, xi2,. . . ,xip, xip+1

on xi as f(xi1), f(xi2),. . . , f(xip), f(xip+1). Due to the existence of missing
values, we intend to replace the first p frequency with g(xi1), g(xi2),. . . ,g(xip),
the estimation formula is as follows:

g(xir) = f(xir) + f(xip+1)× f(xir)/

p∑
u=1

f(xiu) (17)

Let the non-empty values of xj to be xj1, xj2,. . . , xjq and the empty value to
be xjq+1. Denote the frequency of instances whose value is xir on attribute xi

and is xjs on xj as f(xirxjs)(r = 1,2,. . . , p, s=1,2,. . . , q). Then the estimation
formula to assign in proportion is:

g(xirxjs) = f(xirxjs) + f(xirxjs)× f(xirxjq+1)/

q∑
v=1

f(xirxjv)+

f(xirxjs)× f(xip+1xjs)/

p∑
u=1

f(xiuxjs)+

f(xirxjs)× f(xip+1xjq+1)/

p∑
u=1

q∑
v=1

f(xiuxjv)

(18)

As for f(ck), f(ckxir), f(ckxirxjs), we estimate as follows. Assume G to be the
set consist of T ’s instances whose class label is not missing and Tc1,Tc2,. . . ,TcK

to be the sets get from partitioning G by class label. All the instances whose
class label is missing are assigned to TcK+1. Denote the number of instances in
Tci as |Tci|(i = 1,2,. . . , K, K+1). Then the frequency estimation of ck is:
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g(ck) = |Tck|+ |TcK+1| × |Tck|/
K∑
i=1

|Tci| (19)

The estimation of f(ckxir) is related to Tck and TcK+1. We treat all of the
instances’ class label of TcK+1 as ck and assign a weight as follows:

wk = |Tck|/
K∑
i=1

|Tci| (20)

The frequency estimation gck(ckxir) of Tck can be estimated following formula
(17), and the frequency of TcK+1 can be estimated as follows:

gcK+1(cK+1xir) = fcK+1(xir) + fck(xir)× fcK+1(xip+1)/

p∑
u=1

fck(xiu) (21)

The subscripts ck, cK+1 indicate that the frequency is estimated based on the
dataset Tck, TcK+1. Formula (21) implies that we get the frequency of instances
whose class label is missing based on the proportion of complete instances. Com-
bining(20)(21), we can get the final estimation of g(ckxir) like:

g(ckxir) = gck(ckxir) + wk · gcK+1(cK+1xir) (22)

In the same way, the estimation of f(ckxirxjs) also contains two parts, we
can get gck(ckxirxjs) following formula(18) from dataset Tck and get the weight
wk following formula(20), and then get the estimation gcK+1(cK+1xirxjs) from
dataset TcK+1 in a similar way as formula(18), but the weight is acquired from
complete instances. Finally, g(cK+1xirxjs) can be estimated like:

g(ckxirxjs) = gck(ckxirxjs) + wk · gcK+1(cK+1xirxjs) (23)

4.2 The Arguments Estimation for Missing Attributes

Due to the existence of missing attribute, the arguments we need to estimate also
include I(ck;xip+1), I(ck;xjq+1|xir), I(ck;xjs|xip+1), I(ck;xjq+1|xip+1). Here,
we use the expected mutual information of all known attribute pairs as the
estimations.

I(ck;xip+1) =

p∑
u=1

p(xiu|ck)I(ck;xiu) (24)

I(ck;xjq+1|xir) =

q∑
v=1

p(xjv |ckxir) (25)

I(ck;xjs|xip+1) =

p∑
u=1

p(xiu|ckxjs)I(ck;xjs|xiu) (26)

I(ck;xjq+1|xip+1) =

q∑
u=1

p∑
v=1

p(xiuxjv |ck)I(ck;xjv|xiu) (27)
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I(ck;xir), I(ck;xjs|xir) can be acquired based on the estimations given in
section 4.1 and formula(1)(3)(8). The conditional probabilities p(xir|ck) can be
estimated by the frequency of the instances whose value is xir on attribute xi in
class ck. Other conditional probabilities can be estimated in a same way.

5 Experiment and Analysis

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we did experiments on
12 datasets.The datasets are downloaded from the UC Irvine Machine Learn-
ing Repository and their basic information is given in table 1. Notice that all
datasets are with missing values, among them, those whose names ended with 5
are acquired by randomly deleting 5% attributes from complete instances, oth-
ers are incomplete initially. For continuous attributes, we discrete them in the
preprocessing stage. All algorithms are implemented with java and run on a PC
with 2.2GHZ cpu, 2GB memory and the operating system is Windows XP.

Table 1. The experimental datasets with missing values

dataset instance number class number attribute number

breast cancer 286 2 9

credit 690 2 15

cylinder 512 2 39

colic 368 2 22

mushroom 5 8124 2 22

wbdc 5 569 2 30

vote 435 2 16

crx 5 690 2 15

car 5 1728 4 6

nursery 5 12960 5 8

balance 5 625 3 4

vehicle 5 846 4 18

Table 2 shows the accuracy and standard deviation of the classifiers. In our
experiments, the proposed algorithm ITCI and two classical classification algo-
rithms dealing with incomplete data named RBC, NCC2 are compared. All the
results are got from 10 times 10 fold cross-validation.

(1) We can see that the only dataset on which the accuracy of ITCI is lower
than RBC is balance 5 and the difference is 2.90%. While on other 11 datasets,
the accuracy is significantly higher, especially on vehicle 5 which exceeded more
than 13.09%. Comparing ITCI and NCC2, we find that ITCI is lower on datasets
credit and balance 5, while outstands significantly on the left 10. Especially on
vehicle 5, it increased by 10.03%. For dataset balance 5, careful analysis found
that the number of the three classes take proportions of 46.08%, 7.84%, 46.08%
respectively. As the proportion of class 2 is too small, the initial uncertainty is
relatively high, what’s more, the number of attributes is too small to decrease
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uncertainty during the classification process, so instances of class 2 are easily mis-
classified and then the final accuracy is affected. In fact, attributes of balance 5
are numerical and the class label is determined by the difference of the product
of the first two attributes and the product of the last two attributes.While in
ITCI, we assumed the attribute is nominal, so it is this inconsistency led to a
low classification accuracy.

(2) By comparing the standard deviation of ITCI, RBC and NCC2,we find
that ITCI is much better except on datasets nursery 5 and balance 5. By An-
alyzing dataset nursery 5, we find it also has the problem of imbalance classes,
which leads to a large deviation of the initial uncertainty, thus the standard
deviation is relatively high. But on the left 10 datasets, the standard deviation
is small than or equal to the latter two.

Table 2. The comparison of classification accuracy and standard deviation

dataset RBC NCC2 ITCI

breast cancer 72.70 ± 7.39 73.72 ± 7.71 78.12 ± 6.24

credit 86.49 ± 3.74 87.09 ± 3.80 86.57 ± 2.56

cylinder 76.09 ± 5.68 75.37 ± 10.28 81.49 ± 7.57

colic 79.59 ± 5.87 80.32 ± 5.69 83.25 ± 3.07

mushroom 5 95.65 ± 0.71 99.18 ± 0.32 99.65 ± 0.13

wbdc 5 95.38 ± 2.71 96.09 ± 2.50 96.41 ± 1.29

vote 90.16 ± 4.23 90.33 ± 4.14 94.42 ± 1.68

crx 5 85.22 ± 4.25 86.09 ± 4.23 86.68 ± 2.01

car 5 83.87 ± 2.04 85.38 ± 2.05 90.36 ± 1.63

nursery 5 87.75 ± 0.86 87.85 ± 0.85 88.59 ± 2.98

balance 5 89.62 ± 1.87 92.82 ± 2.56 86.72 ± 3.91

vehicle 5 62.83 ± 4.45 65.89 ± 4.57 75.92 ± 4.49

(3) By comparing the total time consumption(Details are not presented due to
space limitation), we find NCC2 has the highest efficiency, RBC has the middle
and ITCI has the lowest. But we also notice the total running time of ITCI for 10
times 10 fold cross-validation is 19.547s on nursery 5 which has 12960 instances.
On average, an experiment takes only 0.195s, which implies the efficiency is
still relatively high. In fact, ITCI can get all the arguments needed by scanning
datasets only once, that means the complexity is not high at all.

Combining the above three comparison, we can draw the conclusion that the
proposed algorithm, ITCI, is more accurate and stable than RBC and NCC2.
Although the efficiency of ITCI is lower than the latter two, the running time
and complexity is still relatively low, so it is useful in practice.

6 Conclusion

In the paper, an information theory based classification algorithm for incomplete
data, ITCI, was proposed. ITCI treats classification as a process of decreasing
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uncertainty, it calculates classes’ initial uncertainty at first, then attributes are
inspected one by one to decrease the uncertainty, and then an instance is assigned
to the class whose uncertainty is minimum. In the training stage, ITCI weights
frequencies by proportion, which makes full use of the information contained in
incomplete instances. What’s more, ITCI estimates the decreased uncertainty
of missing attributes by expected mutual information. Experiments show that
ITCI is more accurate and stable than existing ones and the time complexity is
low, thus it is considered to be simple and practical. Our future work is to study
classification with incomplete data for continuous attributes.
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Abstract. The World Wide Web has become a huge information repos-
itory. However, besides informative contents, the Web pages also contain
redundant contents, which are considered harmful for Web mining and
searching systems. In this paper, we propose a new approach to discover
informative contents from a set of Web pages within a single Web site.
Our method works as follows: First, we propose a newly designed Site
Style Tree, to capture the common presentation styles and the actual
contents of the pages in the given Web site. The tree structure, which
is different from the one formerly proposed, is built by aligning pages of
the site. For each node of SST, informative contents are discovered based
on entropy and threshold method. The proposed approach is evaluated
with two mining tasks, Web page clustering and classification. The ex-
perimental performance shows a significant improvement when compared
to previous template detection approaches.

Keywords: Template Detection, Information Extraction, Entropy.

1 Introduction

The World Wide Web has long become a huge container of information, which
includes news and reports about politics, economics, culture, entertainment and
others. Recently, developments of Web 2.0 have further greatly increased the
magnitude of information. In the face of the large amount of information, many
websites, especially commercial websites, provide web pages with much tem-
plate content for many purposes, such as banner advertisements, navigation bars,
copyright notices, decoration, etc. Gibson et al. [7] have found that 40-50% of
the content on the Web is template content and the volume is still growing
steadily. Although templates are helpful for users to browse the Web pages, they
are harmful to many web mining and searching systems. They can decrease the
precision of search, increase the size of index and impair the performance of
applications that manipulate web pages. Thus it is very important to identify
templates correctly and efficiently.

In this work, we research on discovering informative contents of Web pages
based on the following observation: In a given Web site, templates usually share
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some common presentation styles. Moreover, the contents of templates tend to
be similar or almost identical.

Many previous extraction methods we found in literature extract informative
contents of Web pages based on single Web page analysis. These “page-level”
methods have some drawbacks. Generally, “page-level” methods have lower ac-
curacy than “site-level” methods. Some heuristics page-level methods rely on
manual rules and extract template effectively only in specified sites. Our method
is based on a site-oriented structure which is the alignment of DOM trees of
pages within a site. Template detection methods proposed in [13] [16] are based
on RTDM (Restricted Top-Down Mapping). While these methods are efficient,
they are of limited use because of the following two reasons: First, in some Web
sites, especially article-type sites, many informative contents have almost iden-
tical structures, and they tend to be detected as templates in these methods.
Second, since these methods take no text contents of Web pages into considera-
tion, they cannot utilize texts to distinguish informative contents from template
ones. Yi et al. [19] and Li et al. [18] proposed a template detection method
based on SST (Site Style Tree) by aligning the DOM (Document Object Model)
trees to extract structural information of Web sites. The method leads to a
high precision. However, it is unable to detect the informative contents in the
multiple-template Web sites well, because the document collection of one SST
node may be the combination of templates and informative contents. Moreover,
although a node in the SST is meaningful as a unit, it may still contain some
noisy items.

We observe that generally templates appear in the form of segments. For
example, segments for navigation, copyright and advertisements appear as tem-
plates, and segments for main article appear as informative contents. In this
paper, we use segment as the element node of the DOM tree. In addition, our
approach set sentence as the granularity of informative content units, so it can
effectively discover informative items within one content block.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we give an overview
of the problem of informative content extraction and review related work. Then
we illustrate the representation of pages and Web sites in Section 3. In section 4,
we describe the approach for informative contents extraction. Experiments are
discussed in Section 5. Finally, we draw a conclusion of this study and outline
directions in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The problem of detecting templates and extracting informative contents of Web
pages has been addressed in many previous research papers. Most of the proposed
methods are based on machine learning or heuristics.

The problem was first discussed by Bar-Yossef and Rajagopalan in [1], propos-
ing two template detection algorithms based on DOM tree segmentation and seg-
ment selection. While their proposal was considered as a segmentation method,
the goal was to detect noisy information. Their heuristics used the cues pro-
vided by hyperlinks. If an element contains more than K links, it is considered
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as a segment, otherwise it is counted as part of a segment containing it. Then
template segments were selected by one of the above two template detection
algorithms. A similar method was proposed by Ma et al. in [12], which segments
pages by table text chunk. All table text chunks are identified as template table
text chunks if their document frequency is over a determined threshold.

Wang et al. [17] proposed DSE (Data-rich Subtree Extraction) algorithm to
recognize and extract the informative contents of Web pages by matching sim-
plified DOM trees. Lin et al. [11] proposed a method to discover informative
contents based on the heuristics that redundant blocks, opposite to informative
blocks, appear more frequently. Reis et al. [13] presented a method based on the
RTDM algorithm through generating patterns to identify templates. A similar
solution was presented by Vieira et al. in [16], which detects templates through
the operation of each step on the Tree Edit Distance of page structures.

Some other methods using the DOM tree of pages to extract informative
contents were proposed in articles [19] [18] [7].

Yi et al. [19] and Li et al. [18] studied noise elimination by aligning the DOM
trees to extract structural information of Web sites. They present a data struc-
ture called SST (Site Style Tree) to capture the actual contents and the common
presentation styles of the Web pages in a Web site. Based on the constructed
SST, the importance of each node is evaluated through information theory (or
entropy). For each node in the SST tree, the more diversity of presentation styles
and contents associated to it, the more likely the node is informative. On the
contrary, less diversity indicates the node is likely to be noisy.

Gibson et al. [7] have conducted an extensive survey on the use of templates
on the Web which revealed the rapid development of template usage. They also
develop new randomized algorithms (DOM-based algorithm and Text-based al-
gorithm) for template extraction. In DOM-based algorithm, for each node, a
hash is computed by the content of the node and the start and end of offsets.
The nodes are considered as templates if the occurrence counts of their hashes are
within a specified threshold. In Text-based algorithm, the page is pre-processed
to remove all HTML tags, comments, and text within <script> tags, and then
a shingling procedure is performed on the result data through sliding a window
of size W . Templates are identified by comparing the occurrence count of the
fragment contained in the window to a specified threshold.

Some page-level algorithms of template detection have been proposed in [3]
[9] [5] [8] [15].

Kao et al. [9] proposed a greedy algorithm operating on features derived from
the page to segment a given Web page. Debnath et al. [5] also proposed a page-
level algorithm (“L-Extractor”) that uses various block-features and trains a
Support Vector (SV) based classifier to identify an informative block versus a
non-informative block. Kao et al. [8] utilized entropy-based Link Analysis on
Mining Web Informative Structures. Song et al. [15] used VIPS (Vision-based
Page Segmentation) algorithm to segment a Web page into blocks which are
then judged on their salience and quality. Chakrabarti et al. [3] developed a
framework for the page-level template detection problem based on two main
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ideas: the automatic generation of training data for a classifier that assigns
templateness score to every DOM node of a page, and the global smoothing
of per-node classifier scores. There are also other methods discussed in [4] [10].

Many authors have explored Web page segmentation. Although segmentation
of pages and content extraction may appear different, there are many similarities
between these two tasks, such as models and algorithms. We can also extract
informative contents through segmentation. One of the best solutions found in
literature, called Vision-based Page Segmentation algorithm (VIPS), was pre-
sented by Cai et al. in [2]. The method segments a page by simulating the visual
perceptions of the users about that page, but it requires a considerable human ef-
fort. In [6] David addressed a method to segment Web pages of a site by aligning
the DOM trees, which gives us inspiration.

We here propose a novel method based on SST for discovering informative
contents. This method leads to a significant improvement, compared to DOM
Based Algorithm in [7], Text Based Algorithm in [7], SST Based Algorithm in
[19] [18] and RTDM Based Algorithm in [16]. Experiments indicate that our
method outperforms these four baselines at F score.

3 Page and Site Representation

3.1 Representation of Web Pages

Unlike plain text documents, Web pages consist of text contents and tags. Each
page can be represented as a DOM (Document Object Model) tree, in which
tags are internal nodes and the detailed texts, images or hyperlink are leaf nodes.
Based on the DOM tree, a page is partitioned into several segments in line with
the following rules:
• Traverse the DOM tree through post-order.
• If a node and all its sibling nodes are leaf nodes and they also have the same

tag, merge them into one.
• If a node has only one child, merge its child into it.
Thus, each node of the DOM tree can be considered as a segment.

3.2 Representation of Web Sites

A DOM tree is sufficient for representing the content and style of a single HTML
page, but it is insufficient to study the overall presentation style and contents of
a set of HTML pages. To address this problem, we create a hierarchical structure
named SST tree that summarizes the DOM trees of the pages in a given Web
site. Now we define a site style tree.

Definition: A node S in site style tree is the combination of DOM nodes
having the identical tag and attr; it has seven components, denoted by (tag,
attr, collection, parent, children, counter, threshold), where
• tag is the tagName of a DOM node.
• attr is the set of display attributes of TAG.
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• collection is the document collection of segments containing it.
• parent is the pointer to its parent.
• children is the set of pointers to its children.
• counter is the number of pages containing it.
• threshold is the entropy-threshold which is used to detect templates.

4 Discovering Informative Contents

Figure 1 shows modules of our approach. Each module will be described in the
following sub-sections.

Fig. 1. The Modules of Discoverer

4.1 Constructing SST Tree

The first step of our algorithm is constructing the SST tree. The Insert and
Merge algorithm is described in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. In Algorithm
3, we describe the Construct algorithm. With the above 3 algorithms, the SST
tree of the site can be easily gained and here we omit the detailed description.

Algorithm 1. Insert
Input:

• The parent of the SST node which is prepared to be created: Sparent

• The DOM node which is prepared to be inserted: N

1: procedure :
2: Create a new SST node S.
3: S.tag ← N.tag; S.attr ← N.attr; S.counter ← 1;
4: Add N.content to S.collection.
5: if Sparent is not null then
6: Add S to Sparent.children.
7: end if
8: for each child n in N do
9: Insert(S, n);
10: end for
11: end procedure
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Algorithm 2. Merge
Input:

• The SST node which N is prepared to be merged into: S
• The DOM node which is prepared to be merged: N

1: procedure :
2: S.counter ← S.counter + 1
3: for each child n in N do
4: if ∃sεS.children and n.tag=s.tag and n.attr=s.attr then
5: Add n.content to s.collection.
6: Merge(s, n);
7: else
8: Insert(S, n);
9: end if
10: end for
11: end procedure

Algorithm 3. Construct
Input:

• Web pages in a given Web site: C
Output:

• The root of SST tree: S

1: procedure :
2: Create an empty SST tree St, and set S is the root of St.
3: for each page β in C do
4: N ← the root node of DOM tree of β
5: Merge(S, N);
6: end for
7: Return S;
8: end procedure

4.2 Extracting Features and Calculating Entropy of Features

Using SST tree, segments with the common presentation style can be aggregated
together. Each node S of SST is a document collection, which contains many
segments from different pages.

While constructing SST tree, features of all contents in SST are simultane-
ously extracted. In this paper, features correspond to meaningful keywords. Stop
words are not included. The motivation of our approach is that: Features dis-
tributed in more pages in a Web site usually carry less information. In contrast,
those appearing in fewer pages carry more information. Hence, we use entropy,
which is determined from the probability distribution of features among the
whole document sets, to represent the information strength of features. Shan-
non’s information entropy [14] is applied on the feature-document matrix (F-D
Matrix) which is generated from the feature extraction module to calculate the
entropy. Thus, S.collection form the F-D matrix.

The following is Shannon’s famous general formula for uncertainly:

E = −
n∑

i=1

Pi ∗ log2Pi (1)
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where pi is the probability of eventi.
By normalizing the weight of the feature to be [0, 1], the entropy of feature

Fi is:

E(Fi) = −
n∑

j=1

wij ∗ log2wij (2)

in which wij is the weight of Fi in document Di. wij is an entity in the feature-
document matrix to represent the weight of a feature.

wij =
tfij∑n
k=1 tfik

(3)

where tfij is the feature frequency of featurei in documentj. To normalize the
entropy value of a feature to be range [0, 1], the base of the logarithm is chosen
to be the number of documents in the collection N . Equation (2) thus becomes:

0 ≤ E(Fi) = −
n∑

j=1

wij ∗ lognwij ≤ 1 (4)

where n=|C|, C is the document collection.

4.3 Estimating Entropy of Sentences

We have observed that: A lot of times, one content block contains not only
informative contents but also template contents. Sentence is a better fit for
template detection. Hence, we use sentence as the granularity of informative
content units. Features and their entropies are gained in the previous subsection.
By instinct, the entropy of a sentence is the summation of its features’ entropies.
We then define the entropy of sentence Si as the average entropy of all features
in Si below:

E(Si) =

∑k
j=1 E(Fj)

k
(5)

where Fj is the jth feature among all k features of Si.

4.4 Determining Entropy Threshold

Based on entropies, sentences can be divided into two categories: redundant
and informative by a threshold T . If E(S) is higher than T , the sentence S is
much more likely to be redundant, or else informative. It is difficult to determine
the threshold since it would vary for different clusters or sites. The higher the
threshold is, the higher recall is and the lower precision is. In order to address
this problem, we have labeled sentences of 100 sampled pages as redundant or
informative in each site. Based on these labeled data, F score can be gained
easily. For each node S of SST, we start the threshold T from 0 to 1.0 with an
interval of 0.1. With some a threshold T , if F score is the largest, T is determined
as S.threshold.
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4.5 Classifying Sentences

According to subsection 4.3, all sentences’ entropies of Web pages can be cal-
culated by features’ entropies acquired before. We can identify informative sen-
tences by checking if the entropy is larger than the specified threshold.

Algorithm 4. Discoverer

1: Given web pages of the site.
2: SST ← Construct
3: for each node S in SST do
4: Extract features and calculate entropy.
5: Estimate entropy of sentences in S.
6: Determine the threshold T by labeled data.
7: for each sentence s in S.collection do
8: if the entropy of s is less than T then
9: Classify s into informative contents.
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for

Algorithm 4 summarizes all the steps of our discovering approach. Given a
Web site, the system first constructs the SST. For each node of the SST, entropies
of features and sentences are calculated. Then the threshold is determined by a
labeled data set of the site. For all the pages in the site, informative contents
can be discovered by comparing the entropy with threshold.

5 Experiments

This section evaluates our proposed informative contents discovering algorithm.
Since the main purpose of Web content extraction is to improve Web data min-
ing, we performed two data mining tasks, i.e., clustering and classification, to
test our system. To validate our method, we compared our approach with these
methods, i.e., Origin (results before cleaning), DOM Based Algorithm [7], Text
Based Algorithm [7], SST Based Algorithm [18] [19] and RTDM Based Algorithm
[16]. These methods have been introduced in the Related Work section.

In the following subsections, we first describe the data sets and evaluation
measures used in our experiments. After that, we present the results of the
experiments, and also give some discussions.

5.1 Data Sets and Evaluation Measures

In this paper, we crawled six distinct commercial Web sites: PCConnection1,
Amazon2, CNet3, J&R4, PCMag5 nd ZDnet6. The six Web sites contain Web

1 http://www.pcconnection.com/
2 http://www.amazon.com/
3 http://www.cnet.com/
4 http://www.jandr.com/
5 http://www.pcmag.com/
6 http://www.zdnet.com/
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Table 1. Number of Web pages and their classes

Web sites PCConnection Amazon CNet J&R PCMag ZDnet

Notebook 560 410 431 60 145 198

Camera 156 230 206 150 138 139

Mobile 20 36 42 32 47 108

Printer 423 610 123 127 110 89

TV 267 589 146 171 56 72

Fig. 2. Distribution of F scores

pages of many categories or classes of products. We choose the Web pages which
focus on the following categories of products: Notebook, Camera, Mobile, Printer
and TV. Table 1 lists the number of documents downloaded from each Web site,
and their corresponding classes.

Since we test our method using clustering and classification, we use the popu-
lar F score measure to evaluate clustering and classification performance of our
method and the baselines. F score is defined as follows:

F = 2P∗R
P+R

where P is the precision and R is the recall. Fscore is the weighted harmonic
mean of P and R, which reflects the average effect of both precision and recall.

5.2 Experimental Results

We now present the experimental results of Web page clustering and classification
based on our method and the baselines.

For the experiments, we implemented the following algorithms for comparison,
the parameters of which are set to the best value in line with the corresponding
experiments:
• DOM Based Algorithm with parameters (F=100);
• Text Based Algorithm with parameters (W=32, F=50, D=0, P=1000);
• RTDM Based Algorithm;
• SST Based Algorithm with parameters (r=0.9, t=0.4);
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Table 2. The average F scores

Method F(Origin) F(DOM) F(Text) F(RTDM) F(SST) F(S)

Avg 0.455 0.6275 0.631 0.583 0.701 0721

Table 3. Configuration of classification experiments

Configuration Training Set Test Set

1 Pages from categories p and q from Pages from categories p and q from

site i all sites except i

2 Pages from category p from site i and Pages from categories p and q from all

pages from category q from site j = i sites except i and j

3 Pages from category p from site i and Pages from categories p and q from all

pages from category q from site j = i sites except pages in the Training Set

In this paper, we construct the SST of each Web site by all the crawled pages
for each site. After labeling sentences of sampled 100 Web pages, the entropy-
threshold of each SST node is determined automatically.

Clustering. We stress the experimental procedure we use is the same as in
[11], but the sets of pages used are not the same. We put all the 5 categories of
Web pages into a big set, and use the popular k-means clustering algorithm to
cluster them into 5 clusters. Since the k-means algorithm selects the initial cluster
seeds randomly, we performed a large number of experiments (800) to show the
behaviors of k-means clustering on our method and the baselines. Figure 2 shows
10 bins of F score from 0 to 1 with an interval of 0.1 and gives the statistics
of the number of experiments whose F scores fall into each bin. The average F
scores are plotted in Table 2.

F(Origin) represents the F score of clustering based on original noisy Web
pages; F(DOM), F(Text), F(RTDM) and F(SST) represent the F scores of clus-
tering based on DOM-Based Algorithm [7], Text-Based Algorithm [7], RTDM
Based Algorithm [16] and SST-Based Algorithm [11] respectively; While F(S)
represents the F score of clustering based on our method.

We can clearly observe that clustering results based on all the cleaning meth-
ods are dramatically better than results using the original noisy pages. Our
method also performs better than the other baselines for Web page clustering.

Classification. The evaluation of our method over classification also follows
the experimental procedure proposed in [11]. For classification, we use the Naive
Bayesian classifier (NB), which has been shown to perform very well in practice
by many researches. We experiment with three different configurations for clas-
sification tasks using all possible pairs of product categories. The configurations
are summarized in Table 3. For each pair, we train the NB classifier using a
Training Set and then run the classifier over the corresponding Test Set.

In Table 4, we can observe that classification results based on all the cleaning
methods are dramatically better than the results using the original noisy Web
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Table 4. F-measure of classification results for each configuration

Categories Conf.1 Conf.2 Conf.2

p q Orig DOM Text RT SST S Orig DOM Tex RT SST S Orig DOM Text RT SST S

Not Cam 0.901 0.965 0.971 0.976 0.981 0.978 0.620 0.832 0.847 0.853 0.877 0.875 0.469 0.655 0.678 0.685 0.764 0.762

Not Mob 0.852 0.921 0.905 0.934 0.917 0.944 0.504 0.773 0.789 0.784 0.799 0.821 0.410 0.509 0.534 0.513 0.558 0.588

Not Pri 0.901 0.987 0.989 0.988 0.979 0.996 0.618 0.852 0.864 0.848 0.856 0.863 0.467 0.651 0.702 0.664 0.783 0.802

Not TV 0.900 0.958 0.961 0.985 0.996 0.989 0.592 0.802 0.813 0.816 0.862 0.865 0.441 0.679 0.753 0.651 0.795 0.794

Cam Mob 0.854 0.899 0.902 0.901 0.913 0.907 0.531 0.868 0.897 0.882 0.959 0.936 0.428 0.657 0.732 0.637 0.776 0.768

Cam Pri 0.876 0.904 0.943 0.963 0.971 0.979 0.667 0.821 0.834 0.865 0.873 0.876 0.504 0.701 0.746 0.699 0.805 0.807

Cam TV 0.813 0.898 0.912 0.974 0.982 0.991 0.621 0.836 0.857 0.869 0.904 0.923 0.478 0.689 0.733 0.682 0.801 0.813

Mob Pri 0.874 0.901 0.907 0.902 0.914 0.917 0.634 0.819 0.834 0.822 0.880 0.878 0.489 0.663 0.764 0.634 0.792 0.786

Mob TV 0.783 0.896 0.947 0.870 0.968 0.969 0.569 0.855 0.928 0.802 0.947 0.944 0.442 0.631 0.768 0.624 0.784 0.785

Pri TV 0.897 0.978 0.983 0.988 0.996 0.992 0.583 0.863 0.871 0.855 0.906 0.912 0.432 0.775 0.792 0.721 0.819 0.823

Avg 0.865 0.931 0.942 0.948 0.962 0.966 0.594 0.832 0.853 0.840 0.886 0.889 0.456 0.661 0.720 0.651 0.768 0.773

pages. Our method performs better than SST and much better than the other
three baselines for Web page classification.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel method for information extraction based on
SST. Given a Web site, SST tree is constructed from a collection of pages in the
site. Then a method based on information theory is used to detect informative
sentences in each node of SST.

Experiments conducted on 6 Web sites show that our approach produces quite
strong result compared with other five typical algorithms (including original
texts).

In future work, we will investigate the application of our method to the pro-
cessing of short-text data, such as forum and micro blog dataset. Further, we
plan to explore the improvement on how to discovery informative contents of a
large scale of Web pages automatically.

Acknowledgments. We thank the anonymous reviewers for their valuable
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Abstract. With the development of social media, massive reviews are generated 
by users every day. The extraction of evaluative information, including opinion 
holder, comment target and evaluation phrase, is an important pre-task of opi-
nion analysis and also in great need, especially for Chinese text. This paper 
proposes an efficient method for extracting Chinese evaluation phrase based on 
cascaded model and mainly makes three contributions: (i) to implement and 
evaluate the method, we construct an original annotated corpus for Chinese 
evaluation phrase of automobile; (ii) based on Conditional Random Fields, we 
identify the evaluation phrase which is in simple structure; (iii) three kinds of 
rule-based methods, such as parenthesis/preposition/adverb phrase rule, are de-
signed to extract evaluation phrase in complex structure. According to the ex-
periment results, the proposed method performs well. Meanwhile it contributes 
greatly to our subsequent tasks, such as sentiment analysis of social media. 

Keywords: Information Extraction, Data Mining, Evaluation Phrase. 

1 Introduction 

With the development and maturity of the Internet, users begin to change their roles 
from “webpage readers” to “webpage writers”. Therefore the Web contains a huge 
amount of opinions about products, politicians, and more, which are expressed in 
review sites, news posts, and elsewhere. As a result, researches on such opinion-rich 
information are conducted from different perspectives and granularity [1, 2]. Opinion 
mining for reviews is the field of study that analyzes people's evaluations and atti-
tudes from natural language. As an important pre-task, the extraction of evaluative 
information, such as opinion holder, comment target and appraisal word(s), is in 
great need, especially for Chinese text. This is because the number of Chinese users 
and comments grow rapidly. What’s more, opinion mining of Chinese lags behind 
that of thoroughly studied language such as English. 

This paper defines an evaluation phrase (EP) to be an elementary linguistic unit that 
refers to successive words, conveying an attitude towards some target. It could be a 
single word, successive words, or even a sentence, For example, “非常方便”(English 
translation: very convenient) and “极其无聊”(English translation: extremely boring). 
EP contains abundant emotional information, from which we then could derive useful 
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features for machine learning. Besides, EP not only contributes to detecting sentiment, 
but also could help people understand the corresponding event comprehensively, as the 
result of information extraction.  

In the study of [3], the concept of appraisal groups was first proposed, which de-
notes coherent groups of words that express together a particular attitude. Evaluative 
expression was defined as a span of text describing evaluation [4]. EP is similar to the 
definition of appraisal groups and evaluative expression, but closer to the latter one.  

Considering the efficiency of both statistical and rule-based extraction, as well as the 
difficulty of manually labeling corpus, we define and extract simple evaluation phrase 
(SEP) and complex evaluation phrase (CEP), respectively. Final extracted EPs are 
composed of both of them. 

SEP mainly refers to the collocation of degree adverbs and evaluative words. And it 
usually occurs in simple structure and in fixed position (attribute, adverbial and com-
plement etc.). The underlined parts below are SEP examples. In our cascaded model, a 
SEP can be used as an EP alone, and also be absorbed in a CEP after rule-based ex-
tension described in Section 5. 

Example 1. 车型是那副优雅高贵的身材，内饰则有了很大的变化。 
(English translation: The model is elegant and noble, while the interior has 

changed a lot.) 

Example 2. 将内饰打造得更加典雅奢华。 
(English translation: making the Interior more elegant and luxury.) 
Many related works only focused on the simple collocation of adverb and appraisal 

words [3], [5], [6], [7], just like SEP defined here, or even a single appraisal word, but 
complicated phrase gets little attention. However there really exist many phrases 
which are in complicated structure in the text, and they also reflect abundant opinion 
information. For example, preposition phrase could release relation of comparison, 
and the recognition of comparative sentences has become an important task in recent 
Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation (COAE). This paper mainly focuses on three 
kinds of CEP: parenthesis phrase, preposition phrase and adverb phrase. And corres-
ponding rules are designed respectively. Section 5 will discuss the definitions and 
instances for each kind of CEPs in detail. In many cases, A CEP may contain some 
SEPs as follows. 

Example 3: CEP “在新的大灯造型的配合下显得时尚且动感” (English transla-
tion: Looks stylish and dynamic with the new headlight shape) contains two SEPs: 
“新的大灯造型的 ”(English translation: the new headlight) and “时尚且动
感”(English translation: stylish and dynamic). 

What’s more, sentiment dictionary is believed to be a fundamental resource for 
opinion analysis [7, 8]. However, the combination of evaluation phrase and comment 
target truly determinates the sentiment polarity, rather than only considering the sen-
timent of evaluation phrase. So this paper does not discuss and use any dictionary in 
the extraction. But sentiment dictionary or domain dictionary will be referred in the 
subsequent tasks, such as comment target extraction and sentiment analysis. 
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This paper focuses on product reviews, though our method could apply to a broad-
er range of opinions. As a cascaded model, the proposed method extracts Chinese 
evaluation phrase as shown in Fig. 1: (1) splits input sentence into segments (defined 
in Section 3) by the punctuations and removes these punctuations; (2) extracts SEPs 
based on CRFs; (3) employs rules to extract CEPs based on the extracted SEPs. Fi-
nally, results from (2) and (3) are the evaluation phrases that we want to extract. 

 

Fig. 1. The flow of the proposed method for extracting evaluation phrase (EP) 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief review of re-
lated work. Section 3 gives an overview of data description and related concepts. We 
design the method for extracting the SEP based on CRFs in Section 4, and the 
rule-based method for extracting the CEP in Section 5. In Section 6, experiments and 
results of the method on Chinese automobile review corpus are presented. Section 7, 
finally, concludes the paper.  

2 Related Work 

Extraction and analysis of human opinions from the Internet attract increasing inter-
est, and various studies have been conducted for extraction and classification of eva-
luative information.  

In the research domain of sentiment analysis, the study of [3] considered that, the 
basic unit of sentiment analysis should be the appraisal group instead of individual 
word, and presented a method for sentiment classification based on extracting and 
analyzing appraisal groups. Wilson et al. [9] presented a method to phrase-level sen-
timent analysis based on subjective expression. Extraction patterns were also used in 
[16,17]. Furthermore, other studies [10,11] presented methods for sentiment 
classification based on compositional semantics analysis. They state that the meaning 
of a compound expression is a function of the meaning of its parts and the syntactic 
rules by which they are combined. 

Focusing on attributes and value expressions, a semi-automatic method that uses 
specific patterns of evaluated subjects was proposed in [12]. Nakagawa et al. [4]  
studied extraction and classification of both subjective and objective evaluative ex-
pressions on Japanese web documents using machine learning and evaluative word 
dictionaries. Inspired by this work, Wang et al. [13] constructed statistical method to 
extract evaluative expression and presented three new features (dependency feature, 
semantic class and distance feature) to improve the performance. Besides, there re-
cently have been several tasks about Chinese opinion information extraction, such as 
COAE (2008-2013) and Chinese micro-blog evaluation task of CCF (2012-2013), 
attracting increasing attention.  
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3 Data Description 

This paper focuses on product reviews, though our method applies to a broader range 
of opinions. We employ the proposed method to extract Chinese evaluation phrase in 
the domain of automobile. Unfortunately, there is no annotated Chinese review corpus 
of automobile publicly available. To train and test the proposed method, we designed 
a topic-focused web crawler, and extracted expert’s evaluation articles and user’s 
reviews from Tencent Automobile1, Netease Automobile2 and Phoenix Automobile3 
(2012-2013). Then the evaluation phrase corpus, consisting of Chinese automobile 
reviews, was constructed and published online4. The details of the corpus are shown 
in Table 1, and symbol #X represents total number of X. 

Table 1. Information of the Chinese evaluation phrase corpus 

#sentence #segment #SEP #CEP #EP Average length of CEPs 
2,872 14,606 6,450 4,887 8,787 10.4 

 
To simplify the description, this paper defines following concepts: 
Segment: the entire sentence is separated into many segments by the punctuations. 

For example, “经过努力，我们顺利完成了这项任务。”(English translation: Through 
the efforts , we completed the task successfully .) contains two segments (underline 
parts). We process only one segment and extract EPs from it every time. 

Word collocation of a certain POS tag: one word or consecutive words (or con-
nected by conjunctions) with the same POS tag. For example, the underlined part in 
the following segment is a word collocation of adjective. 

将内饰打造得更加典雅奢华 
(English translation: making the Interior more elegant and luxury) 

Current word’s neighborhood with radius R: the consecutive word collocation 
consisting of three aspects: the current word, R words before it and R words after it.  

This paper uses the standard of POS tags of NLPIR. The following table explains 
the symbols in rules which will be proposed in Section 5.  

Table 2. The explanation of symbols in rules 

Symbol Description Symbol Description 
EP SEP or CEP or EP CT comment target 

p preposition c conjunction 

n word collocation of noun uls auxiliary word such as “来说” “而言” 

a word collocation of adjective due3 auxiliary word “得” 

d word collocation of adverb * any word 

v word collocation of verb f noun of locality 

                                                           
1 http://auto.qq.com/ 
2 http://auto.163.com/ 
3 http://auto.ifeng.com/ 
4 http://hlipca.org/corpus/ChineseEvluationPhrase.html 
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4 The Extraction of SEP Based on CRFs 

4.1 The Introduction of CRFs 

In [14], Conditional Random Felds (CRFs) are discriminative models and could thus 
capture many correlated features of the inputs. CRFs have a single exponential model 
for the joint probability of the entire paths given by the input sentence, and minimize 
the influences of the label and length bias. The structure of CRFs used for labeling 
sequence data is a simple chain as Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2. The graphical structure of CRFs chain , , … ,  represents the observed sequence of input data and , , … ,  represents the predicted sequence of states. When input is given and , , … ,  represents the parameters of CRFs, the conditional probability of 
the sequence of states is shown as the following formula: 

| ∑ ∑ , , ,  . (1) 

In the formula (1),  is an arbitrary characteristic function, and  is a parameter 
learned from the training data and indicates the weight of the corresponding . When 
CRFs model is defined by formula (1) and the sequence of input data  is given, we 
use formula (2) to obtain the most likely label sequence with a method similar to Vi-
terbi algorithm in Hidden Markov Models (HMM).   |                        (2) 

4.2 The Extraction of SEP Based on CRFs 

As mentioned above, CRFs are able to detect sequence boundary efficiently. Consi-
dering that SEP’s structure is simple, and its position is also fixed, this paper regards 
the extraction as a sequence labeling problem, and employs CRFs model to recognize 
SEP. Features are shown in Table 3, wherein  and  represent the current word 
( -th word) and its POS tag, respectively. 

This paper chooses to use B/I/O tagging method [15] to label corpus. Wherein the 
word labeled B refers to the word at the beginning of a SEP, the word labeled I refers 
to the word in the middle of a SEP, and the word labeled O indicates that this word 
belongs to no SEP.  
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For example, after Chinese word segmentation and POS tagging, the segment, 
“2012/m 款/q 侧裙/nz 的/ude1 变化/vn 则/d 是/vshi 非常/d 细微/a 的/ude1” 
(English translation: 2012 side skirt’s change is very subtle), is labeled as follows: 

2012/m/B 款/q/I 侧裙/nz/I 的/ude1/I 变化/vn/O 则/d/O 是/vshi/O 非常/d/B 
细微/a/I 的/ude1/I. 

This segment contains two SEPs: “2012款侧裙的” (English translation: 2012 side 
skirt’s) and “非常细微的”(English translation: very subtle). Meanwhile, for easier 
extraction of CEP in the next section, the words appeared in SEP are concatenated 
into a single-word, and its POS tag is set as EP, as follows:  

2012款侧裙的/EP 变化/vn 则/d 是/vshi 非常细微的/EP. 

Table 3. Feature template for SEP extraction in CRFs model 

Feature Description 
,   

wherein i=-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3 
，   

wherein i=-2,-1,0,1,2,3 
，   

wherein i=-2,-1,0,1,2 

The current word’s neighbor-
hood with radius 3; their POS 
tags; their binary and ternary 
combined features. 

5 The Extraction of CEP Based on Rules 

The methods described in this section are based on the extraction results from Section 
4, and final EPs are generated after using such rule-based methods.  

On account of the characteristics of Chinese grammar and syntax, this paper sum-
marizes three complex structure rules: parenthesis phrase rule, preposition phrase rule 
and adverb phrase rule. And each of them could be extended. 

5.1 Parenthesis Phrase Rule 

Since the content in parentheses includes annotation, instruction or evaluation infor-
mation, such content could be extracted as an EP. And it modifies the comment target 
on its left-hand side. Namely, all the contents in parentheses are extracted as EP, and 
the corresponding comment target is the word collocation of noun on the left. 

5.2 Preposition Phrase Rule 

Simple preposition phrase often fails to express an emotional tendency. But combined 
with complement behind, it could do it. Although the internal structure of such phrase 
is complex, it is also easy to design rules due to its significant boundary features and 
context features. 
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For each segment, we search for preposition from right to left. After finding out a 
preposition, we analyze contents on its right side: if such contents match one of the 
following rules, we extract them (including the preposition itself) as a EP. Continue to 
search for preposition and repeat above process, until reaching the leftmost end. 

This paper proposes eight basic preposition phrase rules as follows, and the sym-
bols appearing in rules are described in Section 3: 

Rule 1: p + n + EP 
Description: If there is word collocation of noun and the word marked as EP se-

quentially on the right side of this preposition, we concatenate this preposition and 
these words into a single-word, and reset the POS tag as EP. 

Example. 外观/n 上/f 将/d 会/v 比/p 传祺/nz 轿车/n 硬朗/EP 
(English translation: The appearance is tougher than that of Trumpchi sedan) 
The extracted CEP is “比传祺轿车硬朗” (English translation: is tougher than that 

of Trumpchi sedan). 
Rule 2: p + n + d + v 
Description: If there is word collocation of noun, word collocation of adverb and 

word collocation of verb sequentially on the right side, we concatenate this preposi-
tion and these words into a single-word, and reset the POS tag as EP. 

Example: 颇具层次感的/EP 镀铬/nz 栅格/nz 与/p 雪铁龙/nz LOGO/x 巧妙
/ad 融合/vn 

(English translation: Layered chrome grille fuses Citroën LOGO cleverly) 
The extracted CEP is “与雪铁龙LOGO巧妙融合” (English translation: fuses Ci-

troën LOGO cleverly). 
Other rules are shown in Table 4: 

Table 4. Other basic preposition phrase rules 

ID Rule ID Rule 
3 p+n+v 6 p+n+f+EP 
4 p+n+f+v 7 p+v+n 
5 p+n+f+d+v 8 p+v+n+EP 

 

There are some methods to extend above basic rules: 

1) The word collocation of noun in the rules can be replaced by word collocation of 
pronoun, and the rules are still valid. 

2) The rules above could be extended to construct new, even more complicated， 
rules in some ways. For example, add the word marked EP before the word colloca-
tion of noun: p+n+v→p+EP+n+v. 

3) Some Chinese words, such as “相比” and “对比”, are able to indicate compara-
tive relationship. The preposition in the rules can be replaced by such words, and the 
rules are still valid. 
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5.3 Adverb Phrase Rule 

In practice, adverb can modify verb, adjective and even the entire sentence in many 
aspects. Full of sentiment information, modal adverbs (“究竟”, “简直” etc.) and de-
gree adverbs (“非常”, “很” etc.) could indicate the tone and attitude of speaker. 

This paper mainly focuses on the condition that the adverb phrase is used as predi-
cate or complement. We search for adverbs form right to left in each segment, and 
extract words complying with above description as EP. 

This paper proposes six basic adverb phrase rules as follows.  
Rule 1: d + v + EP 
Description: If there is word collocation of verb and the word marked EP sequen-

tially on the right side of this adverb, we concatenate both this adverb and these words 
into a single-word, and reset the POS tag as EP. 

Example. 内饰/nz 还/d 算/v 朴素大方/EP 
(English translation: interior is fairly simple and generous) 
The extracted CEP is “还算朴素大方” (English translation: is fairly simple and 

generous). 
Rule 2: d + EP 
Description: If there is the word marked EP on the right side of this adverb, we 

concatenate this adverb and the EP into a single-word, and reset the POS tag as EP. 
Example. 厂家/n 仅仅/d 针对车身的包围进行了一定的调整/EP 
(English translation: Manufacturer only does certain adjustments for body sur-

rounded.) 
The extracted CEP is “仅仅针对车身的包围进行了一定的调整” (English 

translation: only does certain adjustments for body surrounded). 
Other rules are shown in the following table, and the basic rules could also be ex-

tended by using the methods mentioned above. 

Table 5. Other basic adverb phrase rules 

ID Rule ID Rule 
3 d+n 5 d+v+n 
4 d+v 6 d+z+v+n 

6 Experiments and Results 

This section conducted experiments to confirm the effectiveness of proposed method. 
We use the Chinese evaluation phrase corpus described in Section 3 as the training 
and testing sets. NLPIR5 is used to complete Chinese word segmentation and POS 
tagging. Meanwhile, we employ CRF++ (version 0.53)6 to complete the extraction  
of SEP based on CRFs, and use both of unigram and bigram templates to describe 

                                                           
5  http://ictclas.nlpir.org/ 
6  http://crfpp.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/index.html 
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features. The related system for extracting evaluation elements (evaluation phrase, 
comment target and opinion holder), including our work, is available online7. 

6.1 The Measurement of Extraction 

The extraction of evaluation phrase is evaluated by Precision (P), Recall (R) and 
F-measure (F).   

    100%                       (3) 100%                         (4) 

,   1              (5) 

Where  is the total number of annotated EPs/SEPs/CEPs in the standard testing 
corpus,  is the number of what we extract, and  is the number of correct results 
among the extraction results. Meanwhile, we implement three criteria as follows [13], 
and the last two ones are also called lenient match: 

Extract match: extracted result is regarded as correct, if it exactly matches the 
standard one. It is also called strict match. 

Partial match: extracted result is regarded as correct, if it overlaps the first stan-
dard one. 

Span partial match: if span of extracted phrase and span of standard one overlaps, 
span coverage is added to the number of correctly extracted results. 

6.2 Results 

According to the measurements in Section 6.1, the methods described in Sections 4 and 
5 were adopted successively on the corpus. We performed 10-fold cross validation 
experiments and record the mean. The detailed performance information is shown in 
Table 6. The figures of SEP extraction are for the best combination of the features in 
CRFs, which will be discussed later. For the independent experiment of CEP extrac-
tion (Row 4), the input SEPs are the standard ones in corpus, rather than the results of 
SEP extraction.  

As shown in Table 6, For SEP, both the precision and recall of exact match are rel-
atively high. Because SEP’s composition is regular and its grammatical elements are 
fixed. Besides, the boundary information also contributes to the accuracy. In CRFs 
model, the feature space is often very large, and the choice of features is a key task. 
Even for sample data, there are thousands of methods to select features, but not all of 
the features are useful. Based on the factors mentioned above, this paper constructs 
six feature templates shown in Table 7 for comparison, and  and  represent the 
current word and its POS tag respectively. 

                                                           
7 http://hlipca.org:8080/extract 
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Table 6. The performance of extraction of Chinese evaluation phrases  

  SEP CEP EP 

Extract match 
P 0.8597 0.4562 0.3921 

R 0.8634 0.3657 0.2148 

F 0.8615 0.4060 0.2776 

Partial match 
P 0.8953 0.7823 0.7603 

R 0.9570 0.7146 0.6908 

F 0.9252 0.7469 0.7238 

Span partial match 
P 0.8621 0.7436 0.6874 

R 0.8720 0.5943 0.4269 

F 0.8726 0.6606 0.5267 
 

According to Table 7, performance of SEP extraction doesn’t improve with fea-
tures increasing, and the experiment achieves the best result when the radius of 
neighborhood is 3 (5th template in boldface). This is mainly because SEP’s characte-
ristics can’t guarantee the validity of the features, and the performance might also be 
limited to the scale of corpus. 

Table 7. CRFs feature templates and coresponding results 

ID Feature P R F 

1 ,  wherein i=-2,-1,0,1,2 0.8527 0.8845 0.8683 

2 
,  wherein i=-2,-1,0,1,2 

,  wherein i=-1,0,1,2 0.8489 0.9182 0.8822 

3 

,  wherein i=-2,-1,0,1,2 

，  wherein i=-1,0,1,2 

，  wherein i=-1,0,1 
0.8843 0.9396 0.9111 

4 
,  wherein i=-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3 

，  wherein i=-2,-1,0,1,2,3 0.8602 0.9247 0.8913 

5 

,  wherein i=-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3 
，  wherein i=-2,-1,0,1,2,3 

，  wherein i=-2,-1,0,1,2 
0.8953 0.9570 0.9252 

6 

,  wherein i=-4,-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4 

，  wherein i=-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3,4 

，  wherein i=-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3 
0.8900 0.9510 0.9194 

 

Let’s turn to Table 6 again. For CEP and EP, the performances of exact match are 
not ideal, mainly because it is really difficult to identify the exact span of a Chinese 
evaluation phrase. So this paper uses partial match as the main measurement, and 
compares the proposed work with previous works, [4] and [13]. These works might 
not be compared directly, because they deal with different languages on different 
corpus. Unfortunately, such works cannot be re-implemented and reapplied on our 
corpus because some technical details were not revealed in the papers. But this paper 
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still refers them to show that the proposed method achieves a competitive perfor-
mance, because the task and concept definitions among ours are close. 

Table 8. Comparison among the proposed work and the previous works 

work Evaluation criteria P R F 

The proposed work 
Extract match  0.3921 0.2148 0.2776 
Partial match 0.7603 0.6908 0.7238 

Span partial match 0.6874 0.4269 0.5267 

Ref. [13] 
Extract match  0.3036 0.1746 0.2208 
Partial match 0.7728 0.4560 0.5734 

Span partial match 0.6289 0.3934 0.4832 
Ref. [4] Extract match  0.22 0.12 0.15 

 

As shown in Table 8, the figures are taken from their papers. Especially, we choose 
the highest score among all choices of features in [13]. Through comparison, we 
could conclude that our recall is higher than previous work and the precision, which is 
an important metric in practice, is also competitive. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

Extraction of evaluation phrase plays an increasingly important role as the basis of 
Chinese opinion mining and sentiment analysis. In this paper, Chinese evaluation 
phrase was specified and the corresponding corpus was constructed. According to 
characteristic of Chinese, we conducted statistical and rule-based methods to extract 
Chinese evaluation phrase, and analyzed the experiment results. Through a series of 
experiments, the proposed method was demonstrated that it could achieve reasonably 
good performance, especially compared with previous works. 

Dependency features and semantic class are known to be useful in evaluative in-
formation extraction [13], and we will utilize such information in the future. Besides, 
the proposed work mainly focuses on formal writing style, and we will do more expe-
riments and developments on diverse writing styles. 
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Abstract. Wikipedia is known as the largest online encyclopedia, in which ar-
ticles are constantly contributed and edited by users. Past revisions of articles 
after edits are also accessible from the public for confirming the edit process. 
However, the degree of similarity between revisions is very high, making it dif-
ficult to generate summaries for these small changes from revision graphs of 
Wikipedia edit history. In this paper, we propose an approach to give a concise 
summary to a given scope of revisions, by utilizing supergrams, which are con-
secutive unchanged term sequences.    

Keywords: Wikipedia, topic summarization, edit history, supergram. 

1 Introduction 

Wikipedia is known as the largest online encyclopedia, to which users contribute 
articles, and edit articles by others.  The edit history of each Wikipedia article is ac-
cessible from the public, providing users a precious resource for validating each 
change, finding errors and vandalism, and improving quality of the article.  However, 
since the number of revisions in an edit history can grow rapidly, it is necessary to 
present a large and complex edit history with appropriate summarization.   

A revision graph is a DAG (directed acyclic graph) where each node represents a 
revision and each directed edge represents a derivation relationship from the origin 
node to the destination node. Merges of revisions correspond to confluences of edges. 
But in real edit histories, such merges are seldom observed.  Therefore, we focus on 
edit history that is modeled as a revision tree, as shown in Figure 1(a).  In this paper, 
we call by a branch a subtree that is generated by removing the mainstream, which is 
the unique directed path from the initial revision to the current revision.  

To easily understand how the content of an article has evolved, we may adopt ex-
isting topic detection methods[2,3]. Also, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1,4] is 
widely used for topic detection. However, the characteristics of Wikipedia revisions, 
such as heavy overlaps and minor changes, are quite different from scientific docu-
ments or news articles.  In this paper, we discuss constructing easily understandable 
summaries by utilizing supergrams[5], which are consecutive unchanged term se-
quences.  Through experiments, we show that our proposing method is superior to 
simple TF/IDF scoring on unigrams.  
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  (a) Reconstructing a revision graph (tree)     (b) Path contraction to obtain supergrams 

Fig. 1. Revision graph and supergrams 

2 Summarizing Topics on Revision Deltas 

Let us consider a simple idea of adorning edges of the revision graphs by portions of 
deltas (revision diffs), to recognize the trends of edits. However, this approach creates 
a flood of texts, or hard-to-read text fragments. We need to find appropriate summari-
zation of deltas, such as phrases that capture topics of deltas should be extracted. Del-
tas are diverse in size; larger deltas can contain a complete sentence or a paragraph, 
but smaller deltas are insufficient to find phrases. In this case, we need to extract text 
surrounding the small delta. 

Now we discuss extracting phrases from deltas, where deltas are taken from a 
branch or a scope in the mainstream, which is the path reaching to the current revi-
sion.  In Figure 1(a), the nodes in the mainstream are colored in blue. Let us consider 
a real example of deltas from article “Boston Marathon bombings.” Four deltas from 
one branch are shown below. 

 
Example 1 
 D1: Explosion on Boylston Street. 
 D2: Two loud explosions on Boylston Street. 
 D3: Friends said explosion occurred on Boylston Street. 
 D4: A news report explosion ripped through Boylston Street. 

Figure 1(b) shows a graph such that each node is labeled with a term, and each 
edge represents at least one consecutive occurrence of two terms (a bigram) within the 
scope. We find that“explosion” and “Boylston Street” appear in all of D1,..., D4. Path 
contraction is to merge two adjacent nodes such that one node is the sole destination 
or origin of another node.  

Some term sequences keep appearing throughout all the deltas within a scope. We 
can group such unchanged consecutive term sequences into supergrams[5]. 
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In the deltas of Example 1, consecutive terms such as “A news report,” “ripped 
through”, and “Boylston Street” satisfy the condition of supergrams and grouped into 
supergrams in Figure 1(b).  As we can see, supergrams are capturing meaningful 
phrases and reflecting unchanged sequences within the scope.   

The following is a useful classification of topics based on the context of where the 
scope of a topic appears in the revision graph: 

• A popular topic is a topic which is most prominent throughout all the revisions.  
• A surviving topic is a topic that appears in the mainstream and continues to appear 

until the latest (current) revision.  
• An extinct topic is a topic that is not surviving to the current revision. Surviving 

topics may later become extinct if there are deletes in the current revision. 

Popular topics characterize the entire revision history of one article.  For examining 
how a particular topic is changed, examining the lifespans of surviving and extinct 
topics is effective.  Below, we consider three algorithms for summarizing edit deltas 
in a given scope, by k terms, where k is a given size parameter for summaries.  

1. TF-IDF on deltas (Baseline), which simply merges deltas within the scope and 
selects top k terms based on TF-IDF.  

2. LDA on merged revisions, which applies LDA[1,6] to the merged text of the 
revisions within the scope, and select top k terms having the highest term proba-
bilities from the most popular topic. Since LDA can find topic distribution from 
a corpus larger than the other methods, LDA is expected to perform better than 
the cases applied on popular topics.  

3. TF-IDF on supergrams (proposed method), which applies TF-IDF scoring on 
supergrams generated from the scope and selects top k supergrams.  

There are combinations of applying LDA to deltas or supergrams. But these are not 
performing well, because the sizes of the deltas or supergrams are sometimes insuffi-
cient, which causes that the results of LDA become close to TF. 

3 Experimental Evaluation 

To evaluate the quality of topics generated by the algorithms described in Section 2, 
we conducted human judgment evaluation.  We used Wikipedia article “Nazi Ger-
many” as benchmark, which has 1,093 revisions.  We randomly assigned 10 scopes 
to the revision history and generated summaries. Due to space limitation, we only 
show a part of the summaries, as shown in Table 1.  To evaluate the qualities of the 
summaries, we asked ten volunteers to rank the results.  For each scope, each volun-
teer compared the outputs of the three algorithms and assigned symbols ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ 
representing quality ranking, meaning that ‘A’ is the best, and ‘C’ is the worst. 

As shown in Table 1, the algorithm by TF-IDF on supergrams has the best score, 
while LDA on revisions is the worst.  As we can observe at the summaries of Scopes 
1, 2, and 3, the summaries by TF/IDF on supergrams contain meaningful phrases and 
indicate topics specific to the scopes. On the other hand, the other two methods pro-
duce summaries which are fragmented into terms, and often contain topic terms 
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common to most of scopes, such as “war” and “germany", making difficult to capture 
specific topics of the scopes.  We also observed that if deltas in the scope are small, 
the results by Baseline and TF-IDF on supergrams tend to become identical, so that 
the rankings become split. 

Table 1. Part of generated summaries and rankings by 10 human judges 

Scope Baseline (TF-IDF 
on deltas) 

LDA on revisions TF-IDF on super-
grams 

1 government, general, 
started, creation, 
genodic, policy 

nazi, german, war, force, 
italian, invasion 

genocide started creation 
general policies, govern-
ment with nazis 

2 operation, barbarossa, 
north, campaign, 
theatre, eastern 

nazi, german, von, han, 
karl, war 

this known african, south 
north theatre campaign 

3 reich, nazi, third, war, 
tr, germany 

war, nazi, karl, wilhelm, 
force, franz 

reich, europe, adolf, em-
pire, glorious, regime, 
power, republic failure 

Rankings    
A(Best) 17 2 81 
B 79 5 16 
C(Worst) 4 93 3 

4 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we proposed a method for generating summaries for deltas of Wikipedia 
revision graphs, to indicate changes in the revision history of Wikipedia articles.  Our 
approach is based on supergrams to find unchanged term sequences within a given 
scope of the revision history. We found that TF/IDF scoring on supergrams has the 
best performance in finding useful phrases. Our evaluation is preliminarily and we 
plan to conduct more extensive evaluations. 
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Abstract. Due to its wide applications, subgraph matching problem has been
studied extensively in the past decade. In this paper, we consider the subgraph
match query in a more general scenario. We build a structural index that does
not depend on any vertex content. Our method can be applied in graphs with any
kind of vertex/edge content. Based on the index, we design a holistic subgraph
matching algorithm. This paper is the first effort of the holistic pattern matching
approach in the subgraph query problem. It can dramatically reduce the search
space. Extensive experiments on real graphs show that our method outperforms
state-of-the-art algorithms.

1 Introduction

In this work, we concentrate on subgraph query processing in a large general graph. In
this model, each vertex/edge can be associated with any content. We integrate off-the-
shelf systems with graph databases as the underlying storage. Meanwhile, the graph
structure is stored in a native graph system. Furthermore, for speeding up the query
processing, we propose an simple but efficient index structure, which does not rely on
vertex contents.

Besides the index, we design a holistic subgraph matching algorithm. Generally
speaking, we design a distance-based vertex coding strategy. In query processing, we
maintain a priority queue (according to vertex codes) for each query vertex. When a
vertex v needs to be dequeued, we find subgraph matches containing v directly. In order
to speed up this step, we propose some pruning rules to reduce the search space.

Last but not the least, we evaluate our methods on graphs which have more than
100 millions edges. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest data graph in the
literature about subgraph query problem in a single machine.

2 Problem Definition

In this section, we review the terminology that we use throughout this paper.

Definition 1. Data Graph. A data graph is denoted as G = {V(G), E(G),
∑
, Γ}, where

(1) V(G) is a set of vertices; (2) E(G) ⊆ V(G) × V(G) is a set of undirected edges; (3)
∑

is a set of content; and (4) Γ : V(G) → ∑ denotes the content assignment function,
where ∀v ∈ V(G), Γ(v) is v’s corresponding content.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 208–212, 2014.
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Definition 2. Query Graph. A query graph is denoted as Q = {V(Q), E(Q), F}, where
(1) V(Q) is a set of vertices; (2) E(Q) ⊆ V(Q) × V(Q) is a set of undirected edges; (3)
F = { fi} is a set of query criteria associated with vertex ui ∈ V(Q), i = 1, ..., |V(Q)|.
Definition 3. Subgraph Match. Given a data graph G = {V(G), E(G),

∑
, Γ} and a

query graph Q = {V(Q), E(Q), F} with n vertices {u1, ..., un}, a subgraph M (of G) with
n vertices {v1, ..., vn} is called a subgraph match of Q over G if and only if the following
conditions hold:

1. Γ(vi) satisfies the criterion fi in query vertex ui, i = 1, ..., n.
2. ∀ui, u j ∈ V(Q), uiu j ∈ E(Q)⇒ viv j ∈ E(G), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.

A state [v1, ... , vn] is a serialization of a subgraph match M. Furthermore, M[ui] = vi,
1 ≤ i ≤ n.

Definition 4. (Problem Statement) Given a data graph G and a query graph Q, where
|V(Q)| � |V(G)|, the subgraph query problem is to find all subgraph matches (Definition
3) of Q in G.

%vspace-0.3in

3 Distance-Based Index

In this section, we introduce a novel index only based on distance information. In par-
ticular, we first choose a vertex as a pivot and encode other vertices based on its distance
to the pivot. We discuss how to encode the vertices in Section 3.1. How to select a good
pivot is discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1 Pivot-Based Encoding Strategy

Here, we firstly assume that a pivot v∗ is given. The vertex codes are defined in Defini-
tion 5.

Definition 5. Vertex Code. Given a graph G and a pivot v∗ ∈ V(G), ∀v ∈ V(G), the
vertex code of v is L(v) = dist(v, v∗), where L(v) denotes the vertex code and dist(v, v∗)
denotes the shortest path distance between the two vertices.

Given a query Q with n vertices u1, ......, un, according to the query criteria in ui, we
can find candidate list T L(ui), where all vertices in T L(ui) satisfy the query criteria in
ui, i = 1, ..., n. The following theorem tells us which vertices should be considered when
we find subgraph matches containing v.

Theorem 1. Given a data graph G and a query graph Q, for a vertex v in T L(ui),
when we find a match M containing v, for each T L(u j), the search space is {v′| v′ ∈
T L(u j) ∧ |L(v) − L(v′)| ≤ dist(ui, u j)}, where ui and u j are two vertices in query Q
(i � j).

Proof. If there exists a match M containing both v in T L(ui) and v′ in T L(u j),
dist(v, v′) ≤ dist(ui, u j). In addition, because of the triangle inequality, |L(v) − L(v′)| =
|dist(v, v∗) − dist(v′, v∗)| ≤ dist(v, v′). Hence, |L(v) − L(v′)| ≤ dist(ui, u j). If |L(v) −
L(v′)| > dist(ui, u j), v and v′ cannot form a match.
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3.2 Pivot Selection
In this section, we discuss how to select a good pivot. There are two requirements for a
“good” pivot. First, the number of layers in its shortest path tree should be as large as
possible. Second, the number of vertices in each layer should be as small as possible.
According to Theorem 1, the search space is small in the above case. Considering the
above two conditions, we introduce the vertex entropy (Definition 6) to evaluate the
goodness. The vertex with the largest entropy is selected as the pivot v∗.

Definition 6. Vertex Entropy. Given an vertex v, according to the vertex codes, there
is a list {(code1, f re1), ..., (coden, f ren)}, where codei is a vertex code and f rei denotes
the number of vertices whose vertex codes are codei, i = 1, ..., n. The vertex entropy is
defined as follows:

E(v) = −
∑i=n

i=1

f rei

|V(G)| log(
f rei

|V(G)| ) (1)

4 Holistic Subgraph Matching Algorithm
Based on vertex codes, we propose a holistic subgraph matching (HSM) algorithm.
We discuss the data structures used in HSM algorithm in Section 4.1, followed by the
algorithm in Section 4.2.

4.1 Data Structures

Each query vertex ui is associated with three data structures in HSM: candidate list
T L(ui), cursor C(ui) and queue T Q(ui).

Candidate list T L(ui) is a list of all candidate vertices satisfying the criteria in vertex
ui. Note that all candidate vertices are sorted according to the non-descending order of
vertex codes (see Definition 5) in T L(ui).

Cursor C(ui) points to the vertex (in the candidate list T L(ui)) that is currently ac-
cessed. For the simplicity of notations, we also use “C(ui)” to denote the vertex that
C(ui) points to, when the context is clear. Initially, each cursor C(ui) (i = 1, ..., |V(Q)|)
points to the first vertex in T L(ui). In each step, the cursor that points to the minimal
one among all vertices C(ui) moves one step forward to the next vertex in the list.

Queue T Q(ui) stores the vertices that have been accessed. For a vertex v in T Q(ui),
the search space for finding subgraph matches containing v is bounded by Theorem 1.
If all vertices in the search space have been accessed, we will dequeue v from T Q(u).
The dequeuing rule is discussed in Section 4.2 in details. When a vertex v is dequeued
from T Q(u), we perform a graph exploration algorithm to find all subgraph matches
containing v.

4.2 Algorithm

The key idea of our holistic subgraph matching algorithm is to repeatedly construct sub-
graph matches with some vertices that are close to each other. During query execution,
all queues store some vertices close to each other. If a vertex in a queue is too far from
any vertex in any queue (as discussed in Theorem 1), it dequeue from its queue.
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When a vertex v dequeue from a queue, we employ graph exploration to search
all queues and find subgraph matches containing v. Essentially, the graph exploration
function is the same with VF2 subgraph isomorphism algorithm. The only difference is
that our algorithm is beginning the search process from vertex a given vertex vi.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our method over two real datasets. In our experiments, We
test two real-life datasets: US Patents and Yago2. US Patents has 3, 774, 768 vertices
and 16, 518, 948 edges; and Yago2 has 10, 557, 345 vertices and 130, 447, 832 edges.
We conducted all experiments on a computer with 2.0 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo processor
and 32 GB memory running Linux. In experiments, we use MySQL (version 5.5.15.0)
as the vertex content management system, i.e., using MySQL for finding candidate
vertices satisfying the criteria in each query vertex.

Since most subgraph match algorithms can only work on vertex-labeled graphs, we
only compare our solution with SQLs and the graph exploration method [4]. For SQLs,
we store the graph structure by two tables, that are vertex table and edge table. A sub-
graph query can be modeled as a SQL query. In order to speed up query processing, we
build the B+-tree indices over all columns of tables. For graph exploration method, we
cache the whole graph in memory.

Over US Patent dataset, Fig. 1(a) shows our method is faster than SQLs by an order
of magnitude. As well, our method is twice as fast as graph exploration. Note that SQL
cannot finish query processing within a reasonable time when |E(Q)| > 8. So does the
graph exploration method when |E(Q)| > 12. We have the similar results over Yago2
as shown in Fig. 1(b). As well, SQL over Yago2 is too slow to finish the query when
|E(Q)| ≥ 4. This is because that SQL involves too manu expensive join steps.
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Fig. 1. Online Performance Comparison in Graphs With Rich-content Nodes

6 Related Work

Ullmann [5] and VF2 [1] are the two early efforts for subgraph isomorphism problem.
In order to speed up query response time, rencent subgraph search methods [6,7] pre-
compute some structural indexes to reduce the search space. They assume that the data
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graph is a vertex-labeled graph, i.e., each vertex has a single label. Obviously, these
methods cannot be adopted in a data graph with various kinds of vertex-specific con-
tent. Jinsoo Lee et al. [3] re-implements some of the above methods and provide a fair
comparison of them. Then, they present a solution, called TurboISO [2]. TurboISO di-
vides all query vertices into some classes. When TurboISO find subgraph matches, only
combinations for each class are generated.

7 Conclusions

In this work, we study subgraph search problem over a large general graph. We propose
a distance-based vertex code and an associated holistic subgraph matching algorithm to
handle subgraph search problem.
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Abstract. Keyword search conveniently allows users to search for in-
formation on tree data. Several semantics for keyword queries on tree
data have been proposed in recent years. Some of these approaches filter
the set of candidate results while others rank the candidate result set. In
both cases, users might spend a significant amount of time searching for
their intended result in a plethora of candidates. To address this problem,
we introduce an original approach for clustering keyword search results
on tree data at different levels. The clustered output allows the user to
focus on a subset of the results while looking for the relevant results. We
also provide a ranking of the clusters at different levels to facilitate the
selection of the relevant clusters by the user. We present an algorithm
that efficiently implements our approach. Our experimental results show
that our proposed clusters can be computed efficiently and the clustering
methodology is effective in retrieving the relevant results.

1 Introduction

Keyword search is a popular technique for retrieving information from tree data
on the web. Keyword search has attracted a lot of attention as a querying tech-
nique in recent years because it frees the user from the need of learning the
syntax of a complex query language and the schema of the data sources.

There are two major drawbacks of XML keyword search systems [8, 10]. The
first one is that there are usually numerous candidate results which match the
keyword queries. This is due to the fact that keyword queries are inherently
imprecise and cannot express structural constraints. The second drawback is that
the answer of keyword queries may contain different types of meaningful results
even though the user is interested in only some of them. For example, consider
the query Q = {Advanced, Database, Systems} on the XML document of
Figure 1, which represents a university database recording courses and seminars
(Q is considered on the XML tree T of Figure 1 as the running example). There
are courses with title “Advanced Database Systems” and a seminar whose topic
also contains all the query keywords. Usually, the search systems do not group
results and interleave in the answer results representing different concepts.

Result filtering [6, 13, 14] and ranking [4, 11, 12] have been proposed to ad-
dress the problem of the large number of candidate results. The answers provided
by these semantics are not satisfactory since still a large number of results may
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Fig. 1. An XML tree T

qualify to be in the answer and the quality of ranking is low [12]. Further, without
disambiguation of the results, the users may still need to examine a large num-
ber of results which are not of interest to them. We propose applying clustering
techniques to the results to overcome the previous problems. The main idea is
that if the results can be clustered effectively with respect to the semantics they
represent, the users can only examine the clusters which are of interest to them.
Clustering has been used as an alternative method of retrieving results in infor-
mation retrieval [5, 15]. Unfortunately, the techniques applied for clustering web
search results are not directly applicable to XML keyword search results because
XML documents are structured and the granularity of clustering is different.

In this paper, we introduce a three-level methodology for clustering the results
of keyword queries on XML data. The clusters at every level are nested within
the clusters of the higher level. The clusters of the first level consist of structural
patterns of the keyword query results which provide alternative interpretations
of the query results. Further, we define two relations, ≈ and ≺dph on patterns
to determine the clusters at the second level (named classes) and the third level
(named collections) of clustering, respectively.

In order to facilitate user navigation through the clusters, we also provide
ranking for the clusters. Patterns within the same class are ranked with respect to
their sizes. Classes which are nested within the same collection and the collections
are organized into graphs using the ≺dph and ≺pph relations, respectively. The
edges in the graphs represent a partial order on the clusters and this partial order
is exploited to produce a ranking for the clusters of the graph. We designed an
efficient algorithm to implement our clustering methodology. We run experiments
on two datasets and showed that the clusters defined by our methodology can
be computed efficiently and the clustering of the keyword search results helps
the users to effectively retrieve the relevant ones.

2 Data Model and Query Semantics

We model XML documents as ordered node labeled trees. Nodes represent ele-
ments and attributes. Edges represent element to element and element to attribute
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relationships. The nodes may also have a content which is text.We allow keywords
to match both the content and the label of a node. We say that a node n contains
keyword k if the content of n contains k or is labeled as k. If n contains keyword k
then, node n is an instance of k.

Keyword queries are embedded to XML trees. An instance of a query Q on
an XML tree T is an embedding of Q to T (i.e., a function from Q to the nodes
of T that maps every keyword k in Q to an instance of k in T ).

Definition 1. Let Q be a query, T be an XML tree, and I be an instance of Q
on T . The instance tree (IT) of I is the minimum subtree S of T such that: (a) S
is rooted at the root of T and comprises all the nodes of I, and (b) every node
n in S is annotated by the keywords which are mapped by I to n. The minimum
connected tree (MCT) of I is the minimum subtree of S that comprises the nodes
of I.

Consider our running example, Figures 2(a) and (b) show the IT and the
MCT, respectively, of the instance {(Advanced, 12), (Database, 25), (Systems,
25)} of Q on T . In the figures, the annotation of the nodes is shown between
square brackets by the nodes. The root of the MCT is the Lowest Common
Ancestor (LCA) of the nodes of the instance in T .

An IT of an instance of a query Q on an XML tree T is also called IT of Q on
T. Several previous approaches return sets of LCAs as answers to the user. In
our approach, the result set of a query Q on an XML tree T is defined to be the
set of ITs of Q on T. An IT is much of a richer construct than an LCA in terms
of the information it provides as it shows both: (a) how the keyword instances
are combined under their LCA to form an MCT, and (b) how the LCA is linked
to the root of the XML tree.

An alternative view to keyword search involves clustering the results using
structural and semantic information [8, 10]. In this paper, we elaborate on an
approach which clusters the results at different levels of granularity and then,
exploits user input to navigate among the clusters in order to retrieve the relevant
results.

Fig. 2. (a) An IT and (b) its MCT
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3 Query Result Clustering

Our approach clusters results in three different levels. The clusters at the lowest
level partition the results. Clusters in higher levels contain clusters from lower
levels. Every cluster has a representative. The users can navigate through the
system by selecting clusters initially at the top level and by drilling down to
their nested clusters and finally to the results. The selection of clusters at every
level is facilitated by the ranking of the relevant clusters which is provided to
the user.

Patterns. Different ITs are not usually of particular interest to the user as
query results as long as they match the keywords in the same way and they
share the same structural and semantic properties. Therefore, we use patterns
(defined next) for clustering the results at the first level of our clustering scheme.

Definition 2. A pattern P of a query Q on an XML tree T is a tree which
is isomorphic (including the annotations) to an IT of Q on T . The MCT of a
pattern P refers to P without the path that links the LCA of the annotated nodes
to the root of P .

A pattern has all the information of an IT except the physical location of
that one in the XML tree. At the first clustering level, a cluster has a pattern
as the representative and comprises all the ITs which comply with this pattern.
Patterns are used as representatives for clusters at all levels. For our running
example, Figure 3 shows four patterns (out of 32 in total) for our running exam-
ple. Pattern P2 has two ITs which comply with it: the IT of the query instance
{(Advanced, 8), (Database, 8), (Systems, 8)} and the IT of the query instance
{(Advanced, 10), (Database, 10), (Systems, 10)}.

Classes. Different patterns can be similar in the sense that they match the
keywords in the same way; they have the same root-to-annotated-node paths
and they have the same LCA. These patterns are semantically very close since
they only differ in the way they combine keyword instances to form partial LCAs.
We put such patterns in the same cluster to form the second level of clustering,
named classes. We formally introduce classes using the concept of the ≈ relation
which is defined next.

Fig. 3. Some patterns for our running example
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Fig. 4. A class of patterns consisting of four patterns

Definition 3. Let P and P ′ be two patterns of a query on an XML tree. We
say that P ≈ P ′ if all of the following holds: (a) the root-to-LCA-path of P and
P ′ are the same, and (b) for every keyword in the query, the LCA-to-keyword
instance path in P and P ′ is the same.

Definition 4. Given the set of patterns of a query Q on an XML tree T , a class
of Q on T is an equivalence class of patterns with respect to the ≈ relation.

Figure 4 shows four patterns. One can see that these patterns form a class in
our running example.

We call size of a pattern P the number of edges in P. A pattern with the
smallest size is chosen as a representative of a class (in case of a tie, a represen-
tative is chosen randomly among the patterns with the smallest size). We denote
the representative of a cluster C (which is always a pattern) as repr(C).

Collections. The≈ relation identifies similarities between patterns by detecting
identical path subpatterns between these patterns. However, similarities between
patterns can also be identified by detecting common path subpatterns in a more
relaxed way in the sense that the paths of one pattern can be embedded to the
paths of another pattern. Embedding a path p1 into a path p2 means that the
edges of p1 are mapped to sequences of edges in p2. That is, an edge in p1 is
viewed not as a child but as a descendant relationship between its nodes. We
capture this type of similarity between patterns using the concepts of descendant
path homomorphism and ≺dph relation. We then use the ≺dph relation to define
the third level of clustering, and to cluster classes into collections.

Definition 5. Let p1 and p2 be two pattern paths whose last nodes have the
same label and are annotated by the same keyword. There is a descendant path
homomorphism from p1 to p2 iff there is a function dph from the nodes of p1 to
the nodes of p2 such that:
(a) for every node n in p1, n and dph(n) have the same labels.
(b) if n′ is a child of n in p1, dph(n

′) is a descendant of dph(n) in p2.

For instance, in Figure 5, the path courses/course/title[Database] of pat-
tern P4 has a descendant path homomorphism to courses/course/

prerequisite/course/title[Database] of pattern P8. Similarly, the path
courses/course/title[Advanced] of P4 has a descendant path homomor-
phism to courses/course/title[Advanced] of P8 since they are identical.
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Fig. 5. Descendant path homomorphism from a path in P4 to a path in P8

We use the concept of descendant path homomorphism to define the ≺dph

relation.

Definition 6. Let P and P ′ be two patterns of a query Q on an XML tree.
P ≺dph P ′ iff
(a) P and P ′ share the same root-to-LCA path.
(b) for every keyword k in Q, the path from the LCA to the node annotated by

k in P has a descendant path homomorphism to a path in the MCT of P ′.

Consider the patterns P4 and P8 of Figure 5. As one can see, P4 ≺dph P8

since for each one of the keywords advanced, database, systems, the path from
courses to the node annotated by this keyword has a descendant path homo-
morphism to a path in the MCT of P8.

We now use ≺dph to introduce the notion of collection.

Definition 7. Consider the set of classes of a query on an XML tree. Let R be
the set of class representatives. A collection is a set L of classes which contains
exactly: (a) a class C whose representative is a minimal element in R w.r.t.
≺dph, and (b) all the classes C′ such that repr(C) ≺dph repr(C′).

That is, for L and C, we have that ∀C′ ∈ L,C 
= C′, repr(C) ≺dph repr(C′)
and for every class C′ 
∈ L, repr(C) 
≺dph repr(C′) and repr(C′) 
≺dph repr(C).

Clearly, repr(C) is the least element in the set of representatives of classes in
L with respect to ≺dph . We define the representative of collection L to be the
representative of class C. That is, repr(L) = repr(C).

There are as many collections for Q on T as there are minimal elements in
the set of class representatives R w.r.t. ≺dph . Note that the collections can
overlap. However, they cannot overlap on a representative class (a class whose
representative is also the representative of a collection). Therefore, no collection
can be included into another collection.

Navigation among Clusters. We now explain how the user proceeds in order
to find the relevant results of a query. In order to facilitate this process, we
provide techniques for ranking the clusters: all collections are ranked at the
top level, classes are ranked within collections, and patterns are ranked within
classes.
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Within a class, the patterns are ranked based on their size in ascending order.
Patterns of the same size have the same rank. If the size of a pattern is smaller
than the size of another pattern in the same class, it is assumed to be more
relevant to the query as it more closely relates the query keyword instances.

The ≺dph relation is used to rank the classes within a collection. As Definition
7 determines, the representative of a collection is the least element in the set of
representatives of classes in the collection with respect to ≺dph. Therefore, every
collection is a rooted DAG where the nodes correspond to classes and the direct
edges correspond to ≺dph relation between the representatives of the classes.
There is an edge from C1 to class C2 if repr(C1) ≺dph repr(C2). The class
of the representative of the collection is the unique source of the DAG. We rank
the classes within a collection so that the total order of the rank complies with
the partial order defined by the DAG.

Collections are also organized into graphs in order to provide an ordering of
them. For this purpose, we define another type of relation called
partial path homomorphism relation (≺pph).

Definition 8. Let P and P ′ be two patterns of a query on an XML tree, and p
and p′ be root-to-annotated-node paths of P and P ′ whose last nodes are anno-
tated by the same keyword. We say P ≺pph P ′ iff there is a function pph from
the nodes of p to the nodes of p′ such that:
(a) the root of P in p is mapped by pph to the root of P ′ in p′,
(b) the root of the MCT of P in p is mapped by pph to a node which is a

descendant (not self) of the root of the MCT of P ′ in p′,
(c) for every node n in p, n and pph(n) have the same labels, and
(d) if n2 is a child of n1 in p, pph(n2) is a child of pph(n1) in p′.

For our running example, Figure 6 shows two patterns, P3 and P4 where
P3 ≺pph P4. As one can see, P3 represents a more closely connected relationship
of the keywords because its MCT root is deeper in the XML tree.

The ≺pph relation is used to construct a graph of collections in which the
nodes represent the collections. There is an edge from collection L to collection
L′ if repr(L) ≺pph repr(L′). The collections are ordered in accordance with the
partial order obtained from the graph.

Fig. 6. The ≺pph relation between two patterns P3 and P4
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4 Algorithm

Our implementation of the proposed clustering approach consists of two com-
ponents. The first one is the pattern generation component which generates the
query patterns (that is, the first level of clustering) and their associated ITs. We
use the PatternStack algorithm [1] for this purpose. PatternStack takes as input
a keyword query and the inverted lists of the keyword instances for the query
keywords. The second component of our implementation constructs the classes
and the collections by performing the necessary relation checks. It also compares
collections, and constructs the final graph of collections for user navigation.

We exploit the transivity property of the ≈ relation (≈ is an equivalance
relation) to make the computation faster. Because of this property, it suffices to
check for the existence of ≈ between a pattern and the representative of a class
to decide if a pattern is a member of the class.

The outline of our algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. It takes as input the
patterns produced by the PatternStack algorithm and updates the classes and
collections, or constructs new ones. In lines 1-8, a pattern Pcur is compared
with every collection representative that has the same root-to-MCT-path. There
is no need to compare with the rest of the collections as both the ≺dph and ≈
relations have this structural requirement. After the checks are completed, all the
modified collections are examined by DiscoverMergeCollections to discover
if there are any new collections. If there is a new collection, it is compared
with the rest of the collections in terms of ≺pph to update Gcollection (graph of
collections with edges representing the ≺pph relation). In addition, if there are

Algorithm 1. Algorithm for constructing the clusters
1 ClusterGraph(PList: list of patterns)
2 foreach Pattern Pcur in PList do
3 if Gcollection is empty then
4 collections.add(new Collection(new Class(Pcur)))

5 else
6 foreach Collection L in collections.getWithPath(Pcur .rootToMCTPath)

do
7 Check( Pcur , L)

8 DiscoverMergeCollections(Pcur)

9 Check(Pattern P , Collection L)
10 foreach Class C in L.classes do
11 P ′ = C.representative

12 if P ≈ P ′ then
13 C.addPattern(P )
14 break

15 else if P ≺dph P ′ then
16 Class c = new Class(P )
17 GL.addEdge(c, C)
18 else if P ′ ≺dph P then
19 Class c = new Class(P )
20 GL.addEdge(C, c)
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multiple collections which have Pcur as their representative, these collections are
merged.

The function Check (lines 10-21) checks if a pattern under consideration
belongs to a given collection. The pattern is compared with every class of a
collection. Edges are added to the GL graph appropriately between the class
of the new pattern and the previously constructed classes to reflect the ≺dph

relation. Because of space constraints, the details of the data structures that are
used and of the implementation of DiscoverMergeCollections are omitted.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We performed experiments to assess the efficiency of our clustering algorithm
and also, the retrieval effectiveness of our clustering methodology.

We use the Mondial and Sigmod datasets for the experiments 1. The experi-
ments were conducted on a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 machine with 3 GB memory
running Ubuntu.

5.1 Metrics

We adapted the reach time metric [5, 8] to assess the retrieval effectiveness. This
metric is used to quantify the time spent by a user to locate a relevant result
(a pattern in our case). The reach time for a specific pattern is proportional to
the number of elements that the user needs to examine while locating a relevant
pattern through the clustering levels. The formal definition is given by Equation
1 where nk is the number of patterns the user examines at the k-th step and l is
the number of steps (l = 3 in our approach, since there are only three levels of
clustering) that the user needs to take. Since the collections can overlap, there
might be several paths leading to a relevant pattern. We consider the shortest
path to this pattern to compute its reach time. We report the average reach time
for a query over all of the relevant patterns for that query.

treach = (

l∑
k=1

nk) (1)

5.2 Effectiveness of Retrieval

We run the queries of Table 1 over Mondial and Sigmod databases. Figure 7
shows the reach time values measured for each query. According to these values,
our clustering methodology almost always allows the user to find the relevant
result in the first collection that they examine. This is because of the fact that
≺pph pushes down collections which contains less meaningful patterns to the
lower ranks. In addition, within the collections, the ordering of the classes ob-
tained from their graph organization also ranks lower the classes with patterns
which have a looser connection between their keyword instances.

1 http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldatasets
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Table 1. Queries used in the experiments

Dataset Query ID Keywords

Mondial

M1 international, monetary, fund, established
M2 religions, christian, muslim
M3 european, union
M4 japan, tokyo, population
M5 north, atlantic, treaty, organization
M6 massachusetts, population

SIGMOD

S1 divesh, srivastava, database
S2 data, mining
S3 query, optimization
S4 database, volume, number
S5 initpage, 7, article, endpage
S6 asuman, pinar, article

We present the number of patterns and the resulting number of collections
for each query in Figure 8. Note that, the y-axis is in logarithmic scale. As one
can see, even in the maximum case, the number of generated collections is less
then 20 (query M5, which has 107 matching patterns). We can claim that the
number of generated collections is reasonable and since it is significantly smaller
than the number of patterns, examining the collections and drilling down to a
specific collection would be more convenient for users than a flat interface.

5.3 Efficiency

We present the computation times of our algorithm for each query of Table 1
in Figure 9. Most of the execution times are smaller than 1 second even though
further optimizations can be done for the computation. The response time of
the system is comparable to those of real life applications.

(a) Mondial (b) SIGMOD

Fig. 7. Reach times for the queries of Table 1
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(a) Mondial (b) SIGMOD

Fig. 8. Number of patterns and collections generated for the queries of Table 1

6 Related Work

Keyword search on XML is a complicated task since XML does not usually
follow a strict schema. Several papers proposed filtering and ranking semantics
for finding results which are relevant to the query and ranking them with respect
to their relevancy, respectively. Filtering semantics, such as Smallest LCA [13],
Exclusive LCA [4], Meaningful LCA [7] and VLCA [6] filters out results that do
not follow some rules which are based on structural and/or semantic properties
of the results. Ranking semantics exploits different statistical measures [2–4, 12]
and semantic features [1].

Recently, different studies addressed the problems of keyword ambiguity and
the multitude of results. XReal [2] proposed approaches to find the user intented
result type for keyword queries. XSeek [9] addressed the problem of deciding
upon the nodes to be included in the results. XMean [8], and Liu and Chen
[10] address the problem of clustering XML keyword search results. XMean [8]
introduced the conceptually related entity nodes as their semantics. Patterns are
used to define clusters for the results. A hierarchy of clusters is also introduced in
[8] by applying some relaxations to the patterns. Liu and Chen [10] clusters the
results by using the types of keyword instance nodes (i.e., entity or attribute).

(a) Mondial (b) SIGMOD

Fig. 9. Execution times (in secs) for the queries of Table 1
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the problem of clustering the keyword search re-
sults on XML data. We proposed a multi-level clustering methodology to cluster
results which represent similar structural and semantic features. To this end,
we introduced different relations based on homomorphisms. Our experiments
show that our clustering methodology computes the clusters very efficiently and
effectively supports the user in retrieving the relevant results.

As future work, we aim to investigate the diversification aspect of our clus-
tering methodology in order to produce diverse ranked lists of the results.
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Abstract. A probabilistic relational database is a probability distri-
bution over a set of deterministic relational databases (namely, possi-
ble worlds). Efficient processing of updating information in probabilistic
databases is required in several applications, such as sensor networking,
data cleaning. As an important class of updating probabilistic databases,
conditioning refines probability distribution of possible worlds, and pos-
sibly removing some of the possible worlds based on general knowledge,
such as primary key constraints, functional dependencies and others.
The existing methods for conditioning are exponential over the number
of variables in the probabilistic database for an arbitrary constraint. In
this paper, a constraint-based conditioning algorithm is proposed by only
considering the variables in the given constraint without enumerating the
truth values of all the variables in the formulae of tuples. Then we prove
the correctness of the algorithm. The experimental study shows our pro-
posed algorithm is more efficient comparing the work in the literatures.

Keywords: Database, Probabilistic data, Conditioning, Constraint.

1 Introduction

Many applications produce large amounts of uncertain data, such as, sensor data
management [10], information integration [2,5]. A probabilistic database is used
to manage uncertain data. Informally, a probabilistic database is a probability
distribution over a set of deterministic databases (namely, possible worlds).

Efficient processing of updating information in probabilistic databases is re-
quired in several applications. In the context of data cleaning [4], several rules
are specified to remove impossible value assignments of data. Continuous learn-
ing and survey introduce significant new rules. Updating probabilistic databases
based on new rules is important to a wide range of applications. For exam-
ple, personal information systems may require updating databases based on an
additional rule of different persons having unique ids. In the context of sensor
networks [9], sensor readings are usually represented using correlated probabilis-
tic models. Many applications benefit from updating correlated sensor data, for
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example, obtaining the latest value of one sensor to find the values of the other
correlated sensors. Similar applications exist in data integration [2].

Conditioning is to update the probability distribution of possible worlds of
a probabilistic database. Specifically, conditioning probabilistic databases is an
operation of removing possible worlds which do not satisfy a given condition
from a probabilistic database and re-defining the new probabilities of the re-
maining possible worlds by their conditional probabilities. Several techniques
have been proposed for conditioning probabilistic databases. Koch and Olteanu
[8] and Tang et al. [11] have studied the conditioning problem for probabilistic
relational databases. Koch and Olteanu develop ws-trees to capture constraint
information. However, it is not easy to construct a tree which is efficient to
compute the probability of the represented constraint and perform condition-
ing. Tang et al. devise efficient conditioning algorithms for some special classes
of mutually exclusive constraints. However, one of the challenges in condition-
ing probabilistic databases is that the existing methods of enumerating possible
worlds are exponential over the number of variables in the probabilistic database,
for an arbitrary constraint. For a probabilistic database of nR tuples and nE vari-
ables involved in the formulae of tuples, the time complexity of conditioning is
O(nR∗2nE ) for an arbitrary constraint.

We tackle this challenge under a general uncertainty models allowing for prob-
abilistic correlations. Our techniques are based on two ideas: (1) considering the
assignments of variables appeared in the constraint only, instead of enumerat-
ing possible assignments of all variables in the probabilistic database; and (2)
applying variable-replaced mechanisms to update the formulae of tuples, while
avoiding the replacement of every variable in the probabilistic database.

Our main contributions towards this goal are summarized as follows.
(1)We construct a constraint-based conditioning framework, which minimizes

the set of tuples whose formulae have to be updated.
(2)We prove the correctness of the proposed constraint-based conditioning

algorithm, by showing that it guarantees an equivalent representation of a con-
ditioned probabilistic database.

(3)We conduct an extensive experimental study to evaluate our algorithm.
The experiments evaluate our algorithm in different configurations, showing the
efficiency and scalability of size of variables in the probabilistic database of our
algorithm in different practical settings.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We review related works
in Section 2. Then, we present in Section 3 necessary preliminaries on probabilis-
tic databases and conditioning. Section 4 describes our proposed constraint-based
conditioning algorithm for probabilistic relational databases. Experimental study
and conclusion are shown in Section 5 and Section 6 respectively.

2 Related Work

While there has been a significant amount of work on uncertain databases in the
past few decades, surprisingly not much work has focused on modifications.
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Abiteboul and Grahne [1] consider various modification operations over in-
complete databases, which are broadly defined as a transformation from one
set of possible worlds to another. They study classes of modifications, such as
inserting, deleting possible worlds, and constraining the set of possible worlds.
The main result of the paper is to study expressiveness in representing results
after modifications over different uncertain data models. Hegner [7] views the
data modification problem as a programming language and maps programs to
operations on possible worlds. While the language is quite expressive, no query
answering techniques are presented for any uncertain data model.

Koch and Olteanu [8] are the first to study the conditioning problem for prob-
abilistic relational databases. They adapt algorithms and heuristics for Boolean
validity checking and simplification to solve the general NP-hard conditioning
problem. They use the attribute-level model and develop ws-trees to capture
data correlations. Confidence computation and conditioning benefit from small
ws-tree decompositions. Unfortunately, if the number of constraints added into
the probabilistic database is large, the represented ws-trees trend to be very
deep, which causes the techniques used for conditioning to be inefficient.

Tang et al. [11] propose a framework for conditioning probabilistic relation
instances. They have defined constraints as a part of the data model. They devise
P-TIME algorithms for some special classes for mutually exclusive constraints,
while we consider the arbitrary constraint case.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Probabilistic Databases

Definition 1. Aprobabilistic database in the extensional representation [9,3,6,12]
is a discrete probability space PDB = (W,P ), where W = {w1, . . . , wn} is a set
of traditional databases, called possible worlds, and P : W → [0, 1] is a function
mapping from possible worlds to probability values, such that

∑n
j=1 P (wj) = 1.

The extensional representation of probabilistic databases can express any finite
set of deterministic databases, however, it is not compact to enumerate all possi-
ble worlds and hence there is a need to have a concise representation formalism.

R1

RID f

t1 e1
t2 e2
t3 e1 ∧ e2
t4 e1 ∨ e3
t5 e2 ∧ e3
t6 e3

V P

V P

e1 0.6

e2 0.5

e3 0.8

Fig. 1. A probabilistic database instance D
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R1

RID

t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6

w1(1, 1, 1)
P = 0.24

R1

RID

t1

t2

t3

t4

w2(1, 1, 0)
P = 0.06

R1

RID

t1

t4

t6

w3(1, 0, 1)
P = 0.24

R1

RID

t1

t4

w4(1, 0, 0)
P = 0.06

R1

RID

t2

t4

t5

t6

w5(0, 1, 1)
P = 0.16

R1

RID

t2

w6(0, 1, 0)
P = 0.04

R1

RID

t4

t6

w7(0, 0, 1)
P = 0.16

R1

RID

w8(0, 0, 0)
P = 0.04

Fig. 2. Eight possible worlds of D

Definition 2. A probabilistic database in the intensional representation is a
quadruple D = 〈�, E, P, f〉, where � is a traditional relational database, E is a set
of Boolean independent variables {e1, . . . , em}, P specifies the probability value
of each variable being true. f associates each tuple t with a variable or a Boolean
expression composing of variables, namely f(t), whose truth value determines the
presence of t in the actual world and whose probability is defined by probabilities
of composed variables [6].

A possible world wi is a traditional database instance such that the expression
associated with the tuple in the possible world is true, the expression associated
with the tuple not in the possible world is false. A joint value Vj(E)(j ∈ [1, 2m])
of all variables in E determines a possible world wi of the probabilistic database.
P (wi) =

∑
wi∼Vj(E) P (Vj(E)) and

∑
P (wi) = 1, where wi ∼ Vj(E) represents

the joint value Vj(E) is a joint value leading to the possible world wi.

Example 1. Assume a probabilistic databaseD in Fig.1 only includes one relation
R1. Table V P in Fig.1 records a set of independent Boolean variables (in column
V ) and their probabilities being true. Column f in R1 records Boolean formulae
composting of variables in V P associated to tuples. The probability of f(t) being
true is the existence probability of tuple t in the actual world.

Each assignment of variables in V P represents one possible database instance
of D: R1 containing all tuples whose associated formulae are satisfied with the
given assignment. Let wi(x1, x2, x3) be the ith possible world and P (wi) be the
corresponding probability of wi.

Definition 3. Given an extensional probabilistic database PDB = (W,P ), and
an intensional representation of a probabilistic database D = 〈�, E, P, f〉, assume
WD is the set of possible worlds of D and PD is the probability distribution of
WD, we say D and PDB are equivalent representations, denoted by D ≡r PDB,
if and only if WD = W and ∀wi ∈W,P (wi) = PD(wi).

In Example 1, D (in Fig.1) is an equivalent representation of a probabilistic
database with eight possible worlds shown as in Fig.2.
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3.2 Conditioning Probabilistic Databases

Conditioning allows users to start with a database of priori probabilities, to add
some evidences, and enforce it to a posteriori probabilistic database. We call
the new evidences as conditioning constraints, and call the generated posteriori
probabilistic database as conditioned probabilistic database.

Definition 4. Given a probabilistic database D = 〈�, E, P, f〉, a conditioning
constraint C is a well-formed logical expression composing of variables in E,
with ∨,∧,¬.

Definition 5. Given a probabilistic database D = 〈�, E, P, f〉, a conditioning
constraint C, assume D ≡r PDBD(WD, PD), then the extensional representation
of the conditioned probabilistic database PDB{D,C}(W{D,C}, P{D,C}) is defined
as:

W{D,C} = {wi | wi ∈WD, C ∼ wi}, P{D,C}(wi) = P (wi)/P (C)
where P (C) =

∑
wi∈WD,C∼wi

P (wi), and C ∼ wi donates wi satisfies C.

Example 2. In Example 1, if conditioning constraint C = e1∨e2, the conditioned
probabilistic database PDB{D,C} is:

W{D,C} = {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6}, P (C) = 0.8
P{D,C}(w1) = 0.3, P{D,C}(w2) = 0.075, P{D,C}(w3) = P (w3)/P (C) = 0.3
P{D,C}(w4) = 0.075, P{D,C}(w5) = 0.2, P{D,C}(w6) = 0.05

Definition 6. Given a probabilistic database D = 〈�, E, P, f〉, a conditioning
constraint C, the problem of conditioning probabilistic databases is to find a
probabilistic database D′ = 〈�, E′, P ′, f ′〉 such that D′ ≡r PDB{D, C}.

Example 3. Fig.3 shows an intensional representation of the conditioned prob-
abilistic database PDB{D,C} in Example 2 by the existing method [11](refer as
D based). In D based approach, possible worlds in W{D,C} in Example 2 are
enumerated. Since these possible worlds are mutually exclusive, their formulae
are composing of a set of Boolean variables U{u1, . . . , u5} as in the left table.
The probability values of variables in U (shown as in V P ) guarantees P{D,C} is
the same as in Example 2. The formula of each tuple (shown as in R1) is con-
structed by disjunction of formulae of possible worlds in which the tuple exists.

W E

w1 E1 : u1

w2 E2 : ¬u1 ∧ u2

w3 E3 : ¬u1 ∧ ¬u2 ∧ u3

w4 E4 : ¬u1 ∧ ¬u2 ∧ ¬u3 ∧ u4

w5 E5 : ¬u1 ∧ ¬u2 ∧ ¬u3 ∧ ¬u4 ∧ u5

w6 E6 : ¬u1 ∧ ¬u2 ∧ ¬u3 ∧ ¬u4 ∧ ¬u5

R1

RID f

t1 E1 ∨E2 ∨ E3 ∨E4

t2 E1 ∨E2 ∨ E5 ∨E6

t3 E1 ∨ E2

t4 E1 ∨E2 ∨E3 ∨ E4 ∨E5

t5 E1 ∨ E5

t6 E1 ∨E3 ∨ E5

V P

V P

u1 0.3

u2 3/28

u3 12/25

u4 3/13

u5 0.8

Fig. 3. The intensional representation of PDB{D,C} by D Base approach
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4 Constructing Conditioned Probabilistic Databases

In this section we present our proposed algorithm in detail.

Definition 7. Given a set of Boolean variables or Boolean formulae X = {x1,
. . . , xn}, if V (X) = (x1 : v1, . . . , xn : vn) is a joint assignment for X, and all
the possible V (X) be denoted by SV (X), then we say I(X) = (v1, . . . , vn) is an
assignment vector of X, all the possible I(X) be denoted by SI(X).

Example 4. Assume E = {e1, e2} is a set of Boolean variables,
SV (E) = {(e1 : 1, e2 : 1), (e1 : 1, e2 : 0), (e1 : 0, e2 : 1), (e1 : 0, e2 : 0)}
SI(E) = {(1, 1), (1, 0), (0, 1), (0, 0)}

Theorem 1. Given a probabilistic database D = 〈�, E, P, f〉, and a conditioning
constraint C, assume S = {e1, . . . , es} is the set of variables existing in C. If
S′ = {e′1, . . . , e′s} is a mapping from S to Boolean formulae composing of a set
of new independent Boolean variables U , and S′ and U satisfy the following
conditions: (a) SI(S′) =

⋃
C∼I(S) I(S); (b) P (I(S′)) =

∑
Vi(U)∼I(S′) P (Vi(U));

(c) If I(S′) = I(S), P (I(S′)) = P (I(S))/P (C), (where C ∼ I(S) represents C
is true according to I(S), and Vi(U) ∼ I(S′) represents S′ takes the assignment
I(S′) when U takes Vi(U)), then the equivalent intensional representation D′ of
PDB{D, C} can be generated by replacing S with U , and replacing each variable
ej in S with e′j in each f(t).

Proof. By Definition 2, ∀wi ∈WD, wi = {t | t ∈ �, f(t) ∼ Vj(E)}
P (wi) =

∑
wi∼Vj(E) P (Vj(E))

where f(t) ∼ Vj(E) represents that f(t) is true according to Vj(E).
By Definition 5, ∀wi ∈ W{D, C}, wi = {t | t ∈ �, f(t) ∼ Vj(E), C ∼ Vj(E)}
P{D, C}(wi) =

∑
wi∼Vj(E),C∼Vj(E) P (Vj(E))/P (C)

where C ∼ Vj(E) represents the joint assignment Vj(E) can make C be true.
A joint assignment of variables in S determines the truth of C. Thus,
∀wi ∈W{D, C}, wi = {t | t ∈ �, f(t) ∼ Vj(E), Vj(E) ∼ V (S), C ∼ V (S)}
where Vj(E) ∼ V (S) demonstrates V (S) is the assignment value of variables

in S when E takes the joint assignment Vj(E) and C ∼ V (S) represents the
assignment of S can make C be true.

Let E′ = (E−S)∪S′, f ′(t) is generated by replacing each variable ej in S with
e′j in f(t). Since SI(S′) =

⋃
C∼I(S) I(S), for ∀V (E) ∈ V S(E), and C ∼ V (S),

∃V (E′), I(E) = I(E′), I(S) = I(S′). Then ∀t ∈ �, f ′(t) is true when f(t) is
true. Therefore, if w ∼ V (E), then w ∼ V (E′).

E is a set of independent variables, and U and S are independent, thus,
P (V (E)) =

∏
V (E)∼V (ei),ei∈(E−S) P (V (ei)) ∗ P (V (S))

P (V (E′)) =
∏

V (E)∼V (ei),ei∈(E−S) P (V (ei)) ∗ P (V (S′))
Since I(S) = I(S′), P (I(S′)) = P (I(S))/P (C) and P (V ′(E)) = P (V (E))/P (C)
∴ ∀w ∈WD′ , PD′(w) =

∑
w∼Vj (E),C∼Vj(E) P (Vj(E))/P (C) = PD(w)/P (C)

∴ D
′ ≡r PDBD,C
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4.1 New Variable Set

Property 1. Given a conditioning constraint C, assume S = {e1, . . . , es} is the
set of variables appeared in C, and DNFC = {cf1, . . . , cfk} is the set of con-
junctive clauses in the completed disjunctive normal form of C, any one joint
assignment V (S) of S makes at most one conjunctive clause in DNFC be true,
therefore, there exist k joint assignments of S that can make C be true.

These k assignment vectors of S are the set of assignment vectors of S′ =
{e′1, . . . , e′s} we need to construct.

Example 5. In Example 2, C = e1 ∨ e2, S = {e1, e2}
DNFC = {cf1 : e1∧e2, cf2 : ¬e1∧e2, cf3 : e1∧¬e2}, SI(S′) = {(1, 1), (1, 0),

(0, 1)}

Weconsider creating amappingDNF ′
C = {cf ′

1, . . . , cf
′
k} fromDNFC = {cf1, . . . ,

cfk} to Boolean formulae composing of a set of independent variables, andDNF ′
C

satisfies the following conditions: (a)SI(DNF ′
C) =

⋃
C∼I(DNFC) I(DNFC);

(b)When I(DNF ′
C) = I(DNFC), P (I(DNF ′

C)) = P (I(DNFC))/P (C).
Each assignment vector of DNF ′

C = {cf ′
1, . . . , cf

′
k} makes one and only one

cf ′
j be true. Thus, we construct the following mapping by a set of independent

variables U{u1, . . . , uk−1} [11]:
cf ′

1 = u1, cf ′
2 = ¬u1 ∧ u2, . . . , cf ′

k−1 = ¬u1 ∧ . . .¬uk−2 ∧ uk−1

cf ′
k = ¬u1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬uk−1

P (u1) = P (cf1)/P (C), P (u2) = P (cf2)/(P (¬u1) ∗ P (C)), · · ·
P (uk−1) = P (cfk−1)/(P (¬u1) ∗ . . . ∗ P (¬uk−2) ∗ P (C))

Example 6. In Example 5, the mapping of DNFC is constructed as follows:
DNF ′

C = {cf ′
1, cf

′
2, cf

′
3}, cf ′

1 = u1, cf ′
2 = ¬u1 ∧ u2, cf ′

3 = ¬u1 ∧ ¬u2

P (u1) = P (cf1)/P (C) = P (e1 ∧ e2)/P (e1 ∨ e2)
P (u2) = P (cf2)/(P (¬u1) ∗ P (C)) = P (¬e1 ∧ e2)/(P (¬u1) ∗ P (e1 ∨ e2))

4.2 Variable Mapping

Given a conditioning constraint C, if DNF ′
C is constructed by mapping in Sec-

tion 4.1, DNF ′
C corresponds to all the assignments of S where C is true. If a

variable ei ∈ S takes false in every assignment of S where C is true, e′i corre-
sponds to all the assignments of S where C is false. Else e′i corresponds to all the
assignments of S where ei and C both are true. Therefore, the set of variable
mappings S = {e′1, . . . , e′s} for S = {e1, . . . , es} is constructed as follows:

e′i =

{∨
cfj∧ei =0, cfj∈DNFC

cf ′
j , ∃cfj ∈ DNFC , cfj ∧ ei 
= 0∧

cfj∈DNFC
¬cf ′

j , ∀cfj ∈ DNFC , cfj ∧ ei = 0
(1)

Example 7. In Example 6, U = {u1, u2}
e′1 = u1 ∨ (¬u1 ∧ u2), e′2 = u1 ∨ (¬u1 ∧ ¬u2)
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Theorem 2. Given a conditioning constraint C, if S = {e1, . . . , es} is the set of
variables appeared in C, S′ = {e′1, . . . , e′s} is constructed by Equation 1, then (a)
SI(S′) =

⋃
C∼I(S) I(S); (b) When I(S′) = I(S), P (I(S′)) = P (I(S))/P (C).

Proof. For any V (S), C ∼ V (S), assume V (S) makes cfl be true. Since when
C ∼ I(DNFC), I(DNF ′

C) = I(DNFC), cf
′
l is true when cfl is true. For any

ei ∈ S, if ei is in its negative form in every conjunctive clause of DNFC , then
vi = 0, e′i =

∧
cfj∈DNFC

¬cf ′
j . Since there is one and only one cf ′

j be true in

DNF ′
C , e

′
i = 0. If ei is in its positive form in at least one conjunctive clause of

DNF C, e′i =
∨

cfj∧ei =0, cfj∈DNFC
cf ′

j. When ei = 1, then cfl ∧ ei 
= 0, e′i =

cf ′
l ∨

∨
cfj∧ei =0, cfj∈DNFC , i=j cf

′
j = 1. When ei = 0, then cfl ∧ ei = 0, e′i = 0.

∴ I(S) = I(S′).
Since when I(DNF ′

C) = I(DNFC), P (I(DNF ′
C)) = P (I(DNFC))/P (C)

P (cf ′
i) = P (cfi)/P (C)

∴ SI(S′) =
⋃

C∼I(S) I(S) and P (I(S′)) = P (I(S))/P (C).

4.3 Algorithm

Theorem 1 guarantees we obtain an equivalent representation of the conditioned
probabilistic database if the new set of variables and the mapping satisfy some
conditions, and Theorem 2 guarantees the mapping obtained by Equation 1
satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1. Conditioning Based(for short, we call it
C Based) only enumerates the conjunctive clauses in DNF form of C. Each
conjunctive clause corresponds to an assignment of variables appeared in C.
Since these conjunctive clauses are mutually exclusive, we construct mapping
for each conjunctive clause by creating a set of Boolean variables U . Then the
mapping for each variable appeared in C is constructed as in Equation 1. C based
is shown as in Algorithm 1.

Given a probabilistic database D1 = 〈�, E1, P1, f1〉, and a conditioning con-
straint C, let nR be the number of tuples in the database, nC be the number
of variables appeared in conditioning constraint C, and nE be the number of
variables in the formulae of tuples in the database. D Based enumerates all the
possible joint assignments of variables in E, and takes O(nR ∗ 2nE ) time com-
plexity. While C Based only enumerates all the possible joint assignments of
variables in constraint C, and takes O(nR + 2nC ) time complexity.

Example 8. In Example 2, C = e1 ∨ e2, by the algorithm C Based, the con-
ditioned probabilistic database D2 = 〈�, E2, P2, f2〉 obtained by C Based is
shown as in Fig.4.

5 Experiments

In this section we conduct the experimental study of C based approach and
D based approach for conditioning probabilistic databases.
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Algorithm 1. Conditioning Based

Input:
D1{�, E1, P1, f1}, the conditioning constraint C;

Output:
D2{�, E2, P2, f2}

1: S ← the set of variables appeared in C
2: DNFC{cf1, . . . , cfk} ← the set of conjunctive clauses in DNF of C
3: U ← Create a new set of Boolean variables {u1, . . . , uk−1}
4: P2(u1) = P1(cf1)/P1(C)
5: for each i = 2, . . . , (k − 1) do
6: P2(ui) = P1(cf1)/(P2(¬u1) ∗ . . . ∗ P2(¬ui−1) ∗ P1(C))
7: end for
8: E2 = (E1− S) ∪ U /∗ Generating E2 ∗/
9: P2e∈(E1−S)(e) = P1(e)
10: cf ′

1 = u1

11: for each i = 2, . . . , (k − 1) do
12: cf ′

i = ¬u1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬ui−1 ∧ ui

13: end for
14: cf ′

k = ¬u1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬uk−1

15: for each variable e ∈ V S(C) do
16: if ∃cfj ∈ DNFC , cfj ∧ ei 
= 0 then
17: e′i =

∨
cfj∧ei �=0, cfj∈DNFC

cf ′
j

18: else
19: e′i =

∧
dj∈D ¬cf

′
j

20: end if
21: end for
22: for each tuple t ∈ R do
23: f2(t)← Replace each ei in S with e′i in f1(t) /∗ Generating f2(t) ∗/
24: end for
25: return D2{�, E2, P2, f2}

We study the effect of nR (the number of tuples in the database), nC (the
number of variables appeared in constraint C), and nE(the number of vari-
ables in the formulae of tuples in the relation) on the efficiency of C based and
D based approaches. We compare the efficiency of C based and D based by
varying nC , nE , nR, one at a time. Both of C based and D based approaches are
implemented in Java, and all our experiments are conducted on a Pentium 2.5
GHz PC with 3G memory, running XP. We generate our synthetic data sets by
varying the three parameters: fixing nC and nE , nR varies from 1K to 10K;
fixing nC and nR, nE varies from 5 to 14; fixing nE and nR, nC varies from 5
to nE .

Effect of Varying nR: We evaluate the effect of varying the number of tuples
on the efficiency of C based approach and D based approach. Fig.5 shows the exe-
cution time of C based approach and D based approach, with the number of tuples
varying from 1K to 10K and nE = nC = 10. Increasing the number of tuples
linearly degrades the performance of C based approach and D based approach.
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R1

RID f

t1 u1 ∨ ¬u2

t2 u1 ∨ u2

t3 u1

t4 (u1 ∨ ¬u2) ∨ e3
t5 (u1 ∨ u2) ∧ e3
t6 e3

V P

V P

u1 3/8

u2 0.4

e3 0.8

Fig. 4. The intensional representation of PDB{D,C} by C Base approach
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This is because these two algorithms perform conditioning on the database tuple
by tuple, and the running time of updating the formula of each tuple is almost
the same. Fig.5 also shows that C based approach is much more efficient than
D based approach, because the number of possible worlds of the constraint C (as
considered in C based approach) is much smaller than the number of possible
worlds of the database (as considered in D based approach).

Effect of Varying nE : We evaluate the effect of varying nE on the effi-
ciency of C based approach and D based approach, as shown in Fig. 6 (while
nR = 1k, nC = 5). The execution time of D based approach grows exponentially
by increasing nE . This is due to the fact that disjunctive normal form over the
variables in database for each tuple is computed in D based approach. Increasing
nE does not affect the performance of C based approach. C based approach com-
putes the mapping for each variable appeared in C with O(2nC ) time complexity,
and replaces f(t) for each tuple t with O(nR) time complexity. Therefore, nE

does not affect the efficiency of C based approach. The performance of C based
approach remains stable when scaling nE up to 1K and fixing nR and nC . We
do not present the running time in figure since the running time of D based
approach is too large when nE is greater than 20.

Effect of Varying nC : We evaluate the effect of varying nC on the efficiency
of C based approach and D based approach. Fig.7 shows the execution time of
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C based approach and D based approach when increasing nC from 5 to 14 and
fixing nR to be 1K and nE to be 14. The execution time of C based approach
increases slowly when nC increases. nC does not affect the efficiency of D based
approach since nC is not a time-complexity factor of D based approach. The
maximum execution time when nC = 14 is 8436 seconds for D based approach
and is 12.5 seconds for C based approach. C based approach is on average 100
times faster than D based approach.

Real Datasets (MOV): We also perform experiments on a real-world prob-
abilistic dataset [13], which stores uncertain data of movie-viewer ratings. We
normalize the dataset by the data model introduced in Definition 2. This dataset
contains 10037 tuples and 6693 variables. Figure 8 shows the execution time of
C based approach over this real dataset when nC varies from 11 to 20. The ex-
ecution time grows slowly when nC increases from 11 to 17, and grows nearly
exponentially when nC increases from 17 to 20. The reason is that when nC is
greater than 17, the time for computing variables mapping (which is O(2nC ))
is much larger than the time for updating formulae of tuples (which is O(nR)).
The execution time is dominated by that of variables mapping when nC > 17
over this dataset. We do not present the execution time of D based approach in
the figure since it is too large over this dataset.
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C Based approach avoids enumerating the truth vales of all the variables in
the formulae of tuples, but only considers the variables in the given constraint,
and applies variable-replaced mechanisms to update the formulae of tuples, while
avoiding the replacement of every variable in the probabilistic database. There-
fore, C Based approach performs better than D Based approach in every con-
figuration.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a framework for conditioning probabilistic relational
databases efficiently. The proposed conditioning algorithm only focuses on vari-
ables in the conditioning constraint while avoiding involving the other variables.
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We proved the correctness of the proposed constraint-based conditioning algo-
rithm, by showing that it guarantees an equivalent representation of a condi-
tioned probabilistic database. By conducting experimental studies, we found
that (1) increasing the number of variables in the constraint does not contribute
to large increases in the execution time of our algorithm; (2) scaling the num-
ber of variables in formulae of the tuples in the probabilistic relational database
has no influence on conditioning; (3) conditioning time increases linearly when
scaling the number of tuples in the probabilistic relational database.
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Abstract. Large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) produces enormous events. The 
key issue in IoT application is how to process the events. In this paper a 
proactive complex event processing method using parallel Markov Decision 
Processes is proposed for large-scale IoT. Based on a multi-layered adaptive 
dynamic Bayesian model, an accurate predictive analytics method is proposed. 
A parallel Markov decision processes model is designed to support proactive 
event processing. A state partition method and a reward decomposition method 
are used to support large-scale application. The experimental evaluations show 
that this method has good accuracy and scalability when used to process 
complex event proactively in large-scale internet of things. 

1 Introduction 

In Internet of Things (IoT) applications, signals can be processed as events. Complex 
Event Processing (CEP) [1,3] is used to process huge primitive events and get 
valuable high-level information.  A proactive event processing system has the ability 
to mitigate or eliminate undesired future events, or to identify and take advantage of 
future opportunities, by applying prediction and automated decision making 
technologies [2]. 

The Predictive Analytics (PA) methods [4,5] based on complex events can predict 
the future values of some attributes of the monitored system based on the historical 
data. Markov Decision Processes (MDP) has been used for proactive event processing 
[2,6] but there are few papers about how to integrate MDP into proactive event 
processing and how to process the huge state space of MDP in this area. In this paper, 
we propose a proactive complex event processing architecture and method (Pro-CEP) 
for large scale proactive event driven systems. A novel parallel MDP method based 
on state partition and concurrent actions is proposed to support proactive event 
processing. A multi-layered Adaptive Dynamic Bayesian Network (mADBN) model 
is designed for predictive analytics. 

                                                           
∗ This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (No.61371116) 

and the Hunan Provincial Natural Science Foundation (No.13JJ3046). 
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2 Proactive CEP 

2.1 System Architecture and Predictive Analytics Method 

The system architecture is shown in fig. 1. The probabilistic raw events are processed 
by Probabilistic Event Processing Network (PEPN) to get probabilistic complex 
events. The PA can predict the states of the system and proactive agents (PRA) 
execute the actions according to the decision based on MDP. 
 

  
 

Fig. 1. The mADBN model 

    

Fig. 2. The mADBN model 

The mADBN model is shown in fig. 2. The model contains a state plane and a set 
of location planes. Each plane is represented by an adaptive dynamic Bayesian 
network with two dimensions: time and space. In the state plane, nodes denote the 
states of the system observed at different time instants and spatial locations, edges 
their probabilistic relations. Each location plane represents the location change of an 
objects (moving path). We use a search-and-score algorithm to learn the graph 
structure of the state plane based on analysis of the vehicle location planes.  

Let fi,t represent the flow state of (i,t) and pa(i,t) represent the parent nodes of (i,t). 
NP denotes the number of nodes in pa(i,t). The set of flow states for pa(i,t) is 
Fpa(i,t)={fj,s : (j,s) ∈ pa(i,t)}. According to the BN theory, the joint distribution of all 
nodes in the flow states network can be expressed as: 

∏=
ti

tipati FfpFp
,

),(, )|()(  (1) 

The conditional probability p(fi,t| Fpa(i,t)) can be calculates as: 
),(),(,),(, /),()|( tipatipatitipati FFfpFfp =  (2) 

We model the joint distribution p(fi,t , Fpa(i,t))  with Gaussian mixture model as: 


=
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where M is the number of nodes and gm(·|μm,Cm) is the m-th Gaussian distribution 
with (NP + 1) × 1 vector of mean values μm and (NP + 1) × (NP + 1) covariance matrix 
Cm. Parameters M

mmmm C 1},,{ =μα  can be inferred from the historical data using EM 

algorithm.  
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2.2 Decision Making with Parallel MDP 

In traditional MDP, actions are executed in sequence. Our MDP method is based on 
the following observation: the objects in large-scale IoT can be partitioned and the 
state of a node depends on the states of its neighbors. We call the nodes whose states 
we want to control proactively important nodes. 

For a graph G=(V,E), neighbor state nodes are defined as N(i)={j∈V |di,j≤k}, where 
di,j is the distance of node i and j, and k is a threshold value. A policy for node i at time t 
is defined as πit={ait1,ait2,…,aitm} where aitk is an action aim to reduce the congestion 
level of node i at time t by guiding some vehicles to change their paths. We get: 

∏
=

=
m

i

iiii assPassp
1

' ),|(),|'(
                      (4) 

where s is the current state and s’ is the next state. Assume there are n sub-state nodes 
and n corresponding actions, the total reward can be written as: 
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In the implementation of transportation IoT, when an action ai is executed, the 
traffic flow change of node i can be calculated by equation (6): 
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where Pa_out(ji) is the node set that try to reduce the flow of node i and Pa_in(ji) is 
the node set that try to increase the flow of node i (can be predicted). αki is the 
proportion of Sk that flow to node i. βki is the proportion of Sk that affected by action 
ai (notified by ai to change path). P(jk) denotes the probability that vehicles in node k 
change their path according to action ai. P(jk) can be learned from historical data. The 
total state transaction probability can be calculated based on P(j) and ∆i. we define the 
reward function of sub-action with Euclid distance and the total reward function is 
defined by equation (7): 
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Finally, the optimal policy can be calculated by equation (8): 
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3 Experimental Evaluations 

We developed a transportation IoT simulation system based on the road traffic 
simulation package SUMO . In the experiment we selected 84 junctions from the map 
and set 80 thousand vehicles. We used 4 servers with Xeon E3 processor and 16GB 
memory as data processing servers and the operating system is Ubuntu 12. We first 
run the simulation for many times to get the historical data of the vehicle paths. 
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The result of the experiment is shown in figure 3-6 and table 1. From all the 
experiments we can see our method can support proactive complex event processing 
well in large-scale IoT applications. Based on the mADBN model, the PA method can 
get higher accuracy than traditional methods. The parallel MDP model has obvious 
effect for congestion control in large transportation IoT. The performance of the 
parallel MDP method decreases when the vehicle number and important node number 
becomes large but we can get better performance with more servers. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. PA accuracy for a 
typical node 

 

Fig. 4. Mean congestion level 
over time 

Table 1. Deviation of two 
methods 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. PA accuracy for a typical node 

 

Fig. 6. mean congestion level over time 

4 Discussions and Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed a proactive complex event processing method using parallel 
MDP for large-scale IoT. The performance and scalability of Pro-CEP still need to be 
improved. In the PA method, the EM algorithm needs to be parallelized to improve 
scalability. In the parallel MDP, the sub-states and sub-action space can also be very 
large. We need to develop new parallel or approximation algorithms for sub-state. 
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Abstract. Location-based social network services have become widely
available on mobile devices. It not only helps users to strengthen their
social connections, but also provides useful information. An appealing
application of using these information is helping users to find proper
objects(points of interests) nearby with friends’ visiting experiences. In
this paper, we define friend based K nearest neighbor(F-KNN) query,
which aims at finding objects near the query location as well as receiving
high evaluations from user’s friends. To answer F-KNN query efficiently,
we propose a hybrid index called F-Quadtree index, which effectively
combines the geographic coordinates of objects and user’s evaluation.
We develop an efficient searching algorithm on the index. To further
accelerate the querying process, we refine the algorithm with user based
partition and memory materialization. Experimental studies on real data
sets show that our methods achieve high performance.

1 Introduction

In the past few years, location-based social network services such as Foursquare1

and Jiepang2, have seen increasing popularity, attracting millions of users. Sup-
ported by the capabilities of smart mobile devices and location-aware technology,
GPS and Wi-Fi, people can easily share their locations, activities, and other in-
formation to their friends. The appearing LBSN services not only help users
to strengthen their social connections, but also provide useful informations and
generate appealing applications.

In this paper, we consider a new type of query, searching nearest objects(points
of interests) with friends’ visiting experiences provided by the LBSN system. We
propose Friend based K-Nearest Neighbor(F-KNN) query, which aims to find
objects being spatially close to query location as well as receiving high evalua-
tions from the friends of the user. The application of F-KNN query is obvious.
For example, if we want to search a suitable restaurant for dinner, however, we
have not been familiar with the surrounding restaurants, then all the restaurants

1 https://foursquare.com
2 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.jiepang.android
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are candidates and it is better for us to pick a restaurant which is near our place
and received high evaluations from our friends. Utilizing friends’ experiences in
spatial objects search can benefit us from many aspects. First, it can guaran-
tee the quality of searching results. Traditional query for k-nearest neighbors
only concerns the spatial distance between location and objects. The quality of
the provided objects can’t be guaranteed. On the contrary, we can retrieve high
quality objects if our friends have good evaluations on those objects. Second, it
provides believable results to users. The query can provide good explanations
to users and improve their user experience. Users are more tend to believe and
choose objects once showing friends’ experience or evaluations on those objects.

In this paper, we employ three essential information provided by the LBSN
system. (1) The social links of a user, i.e. the friends of a user. (2) The geographic
locations of the objects. (3) The user record which correlates a user with an ob-
ject. We use a numerical score to represent the correlation between a user and
and an object. Numerical scores are fundamental representations of interactions
between users and objects, as users often leave five-star scores on objects and
most recommendation system eventually recommend their result with a gener-
ated score. The F-KNN query returns close objects with higher scores given by
the friends of the user. One big challenge to answer F-KNN query is to achieve
high efficiency as it requires to support millions of spatial objects and more user
records.

As far as we known, F-KNN query is first proposed in our work. In previous
studies, people are mainly focused on the work of predicting a grade when given
a pair of a user and an object [1,2,3]. For example, in [1], some complex metrics
are proposed by combing the information of users and objects to calculate a
numeric value for recommendation. These scores can be integrated into F-KNN
query and our work. The main contributions of our work are, (1) we formulate
the F-KNN query. (2) We propose effective index and algorithms to support
F-KNN query. Moreover, we propose two efficient refine methods to accelerate
the querying process. (3) Experimental results show F-KNN query is effective
and our methods achieve high performance.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 defines the prelimi-
nary concepts and introduces the baseline method. We introduce our index and
algorithm for F-KNN query in section 3, followed by two refine methods in sec-
tion 4. Experimental studies are shown in section 5. Section 6 talks about related
works. Conclusions are given in section 7.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Problem Formulation

We first define the three employed essential information(mentioned in section
1), then formulate the F-KNN problem.

Social Links. Let u denote a user in a LBSN system, all users are marked by
their unique ids. The social links of u are all of his friends, which can be denoted

as a set S(u) = {< ui, wi > |
∑|S(u)|

i=1 wi = 1}, where ui is a friend id and wi
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Fig. 1. An Example of F-KNN Query

represent the closeness u towards ui or the confidence level of u on ui. The total
weight of closeness is constrained to be one. The weight can be evaluated from
many metrics, such as the number of common friends, number of communicating
messages and so on. The size of S(u) is denoted as |S(u)|.

Objects. We use o to represent objects, oi is an id of an object with its
geographic coordinate.

User Record. we use fu(oj) to represent a normalized score(with value be-
tween zero and one) of oj given by user u.

Definition 1 (Spatial Score).

Fs(li, lj) =
D(li, lj)
Dmax

D(li, lj) is the euclidean distance between location li and lj . The spatial score is
normalized through the maximum spatial distance between objects(Dmax). The
closer two locations are, the lower spatial score they get.

Definition 2 (Friends Recommendation Score). We compute the friends
recommendation score of user u on objects oj by reviewing all the advices of
friends of u. i.e.

Ff (u, oj) =

|S(u)|∑
i=1

wi · fui(oj)

Every friend’s influence on u is weighted according to the closeness weight(wi).
Obviously Ff (u, oj) is also a normalized score. For consistency with the spatial
distance, we assume the lower the value of the user record fu(oj), the higher
evaluation oj gets from ui. For those objects that do not receive any evaluation
from u, fu(oj) is set to be the maximum value one. However, our methods can be
easily modified to support the case that the user record is the higher the better.

We propose a F-KNN score to combine both the spatial score and friends
recommendation score to qualify the objects.

Definition 3 (F-KNN Score).

F(q, oj) = α · Fs(q.l, oj) + (1− α) · Ff (q.u, oj)
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where q.u is the query user and q.l is his current geographic coordinate. α is
tunable value to weight the importance of spatial score and friends recommen-
dation score. Given a F-KNN query, it retrieves K objects with smallest F-KNN
scores.

Example 1. Figure 1 illustrates an example of F-KNN query. Social links, user
records and spatial objects are described in the figure. Suppose the objects in
the figure are all restaurants. The query combines both the user’s(u1) location
and his friends’(u2 and u3) visiting experience to return Top-K restaurants. The
spatial scores between q.l and objects are also showed in the figure. Let K=2,
α = 0.5, according to the F-KNN score mentioned before, the F-KNN score of
o6 can be calculated as F(q, o6) = α · Fs(q.l, o6) + (1 − α) · (wu2 · fu2(o6) +
wu3 · fu3(o6)) = 0.5 × 0.3 + 0.5 × (0.8 × 0.4 + 0.2 × 0.2) = 0.33. o7 and o6 are
the best restaurants with F(q, o7) = 0.27 and F(q, o6) = 0.33 for the query. o1,
though locates nearest the query place, is not selected since u2 and u3 give it
low evaluations.

2.2 Baseline Method

The F-KNN problem is a special top K problem. We utilize the well-known
threshold algorithm [4] as the baseline method and it’s much more efficient than
linearly checking all the objects. The algorithm is based on two types of accesses
to data: sorted access and random access. In our baseline solution, a quadtree [5]
is used to get the sorted access for spatial distance(by sequently find the nearest
objects). And sorted inverted lists for user records are used to get sorted access
for friends recommendation score. More details about the algorithm is described
in [4].

3 F-Quadtree Based Algorithm

To solve the F-KNN query efficiently, we propose a Friend based-Quadtree(F-
Quadtree) index by incorporating the user record and spatial objects into a
quadtree. Then we propose a region-based pruning method based on the index.
The index and the querying process algorithm are introduced in section 3.1 and
3.2 respectively.

3.1 F-QuadTree Index Structure

The F-Quadtree index is consisted of two parts, a quadtree index in memory
and inverted lists in disk.
Quadtree. We use a quadtree [5] to index geographic information of objects. A
quadtree can recursively partition the objects into different regions.
Inverted lists. We use inverted lists to index user records. We propose two
types of inverted lists. (1) region based inverted index Lg(u), Lg(u) stores all
the regional user scores. A regional user score is the minimum score among all
the scores that the user has given to the objects in the region. Formally, we
define fu(R) as the regional user record for u on region R, where
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Fig. 2. F-Quadtree index structure

fu(R) = min
oi∈R

fu(oi)

all the regional user scores of u are inserted into Lg(u). If user u hasn’t been
given scores for any object in region Ri, fu(Ri) is set as the maximum value and
will not be stored in index. (2) user-object based inverted index L(u,R), which
stores the user record of objects in R given by u. The entry of L(u,R) is a user u
and a leaf region R. The items in the list are objects in R with receiving scores
from u. The items are sorted in ascending order according to their scores.

Example 2. The F-Quadtree index for example 1 is in Figure 2. For example,
the regional user score fu2(R7) = 0.4. It is exactly same as fu2(o3), which is the
smallest score given to the objects(o3, o4, o5) in R7 by u2. All the regional user
score for u2 and u3 are stored in Lg(u2) and Lg(u3) respectively. Lg(u1), Lg(u4)
and Lg(u5) are omitted due to the space limitation. For every leaf region of
quadtree, such as R3, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9 in figure 2, we store user record in re-
spect inverted lists. For instance, o3, o4, o5 are in R7, their related user records
are stored in L(u2, R7) and L(u3, R7).

3.2 Querying Process

Region-Based Pruning. We can compute the lower bound of both spatial
score and friends recommendation score. On one hand, given an object oi in
region R, we use the minimum spatial distance from query to the region as the
spatial lower bound(denoted by Fs(q.l, R)). If oi ∈ R, Fs(q.l, R) = 0; otherwise
it is the minimum value among the distances from the query to the four corners
and four boundaries of the region. On the other hand, the regional user score
is a lower bound of friends recommendation score. Therefore, a lower bound of
F-KNN score can be computed as
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F(q, R) = α · Fs(q.l, R) + (1− α) ·
|S(q.u)|∑

i=1

wq.ui · Fq.ui(R)

Algorithm 1: Query Process(q,K)

Input: q: q.u is the user id and q.l is the spatial location
K: a given integer
Tr:the F-Quadtree index

Output: Heap T
begin1

for ui ∈ S(q.u) do2
Load Lg(ui) into memory;3

priority queue Q = ∅; Heap T = ∅; node N=Tr.root;4
Q.push(N);5
while |T | ≤ K or F(q,N) ≤ TK do6

N = Q.top();7
if N is not a leaf node then8

for N ′ ∈ N .child do9
Calculate F(q,N ′);10

if F(q,N ′) ≤ TK then11
Q.push(N ′);12

if N is a leaf node then13
for ui ∈ S(q.u) do14

Load L(ui, N) into memory;15

Searching Leaf Region(q, T,N);16

return T ;17

end18

Fig. 3. F-Quadtree Based Algorithm

It’s a weighted sum of lower spatial bound and regional user scores. For example,
the lower bound for R8 in example 1 is F(q, R8) = α ·Fs(q.l, R8)+(1−α) · (wu2 ·
fu2(R8) + wu3 · fu3(R8)) = 0.3, as we have listed all the spatial distance from
query to all regions in figure 4 with Fs(q.l, R8) = 0. For any objects in R, the
F-KNN score is larger than the lower bound F(q, R). We use the lower bound
to prune unrelated regions, i.e. if the lower bound of a region is larger than the
K-th smallest F-KNN value of objects, then the whole region can be pruned.

Querying Process. We employ a best-first traversal algorithm to process F-
KNN query. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the algorithm. A priority
queue(line 4) is used to keep track of the nodes of quadtree and a min heap T
is used to keep the temporary results. TK is the k-th smallest value in the heap
T . The algorithm begins by searching the root of F-Quadtree(line 5). When
deciding which node to visit next, the algorithm picks the node N with the
smallest regional F-KNN score value in the priority queue(line 7). If the picked
node is not a leaf node, then it computes the lower bound F(q, R) for four
of its children, and pushes the survived children into the queue(line 9 to 12).
Otherwise, the algorithm starts to search the objects in the leaf region(line 16).
The whole algorithm terminates when Tk is smaller than the smallest value of
the lower bound of regions in the priority queue(line 6). If the picked node is a
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leaf node, we need to search the leaf node(line 16). The basic method to search
a leaf node is simply verifying the objects in the region one by one. However,
we have stored the user-object based inverted lists of the region and user(i.e.
L(u,R)) in the F-Quadtree index. Therefore, when searching a leaf region, we
can optimize the function by using the threshold algorithm [4]. The details are
omitted due to the space limitation.

Example 3. Again we consider the query in example 1. The algorithm starts by
first pushing region R1 into the priority queue with lower bound F(q, R1) = 0.1.
It then executes the steps in figure 4. It will terminate and return T after step 6.

4 Refinements

4.1 User Based Partition

The F-Quadtree index groups objects with similar locations into spatial regions.
Then the algorithm can directly prune unrelated regions during querying pro-
cess. In this section, we further divide the objects in each leaf region into several
partitions by considering social links and user records. The partition can accel-
erate the process of Searching Leaf Region in algorithm 1.

We divide the objects into k partitions with a clustering based method. We
cluster the objects according to the user relationship and user record. The clus-
tering approach takes three steps:

1. Instead of clustering objects, we first cluster the users into k partition
(denoted as P1, P2 . . . Pk). We cluster the users through their social links with a
community detection(clustering) algorithm [6], provided by an open source tool
Jung [7].

2. For every pair of object oi and partition Pj , we calculate a score, where
g(oi, Pj) =

∑
u∈Pj

fu(oi).
3. For every oi, we select the partition which owns the smallest value of

g(oi, Pj). Thus all objects can be clustered into K partitions.
The clustering based approach owns a good explanatory. First, the users are

clustered into k social circles and we will partition the objects into those circles.
g(oi, Pj) calculates the sum of scores oi received from the circle Pj . It can be
viewed as the preference of circle Pj to object oi. Finally the object will select
the circle which gives the highest evaluation to the object. Thus all the objects
are divided into k clusters according to their preferences of circles.
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During the querying process, when searching every leaf region(function
Searching Leaf Region in algorithm 1), we separately run the threshold
algorithm in every partition. The query will benefit since when given the query
user, most of his friends will be in the corresponding circle and the objects pre-
ferred by the circle will be partitioned together. The objects in other clusters
have very low probability to become results since they get user records mainly
from other circles. The initial threshold generated by the threshold algorithm in
each partition can help to prune unrelated partitions. When the initial threshold
of a partition is larger than TK , the whole partition is pruned.

Example 4. See the query in example 1. If we cluster the users into two clusters,
P1 = {u4, u5} and P2 = {u1, u2, u3} through their social links. Then objects in
R8 are partitioned according to the user circles. o1 is partitioned into P2 since it
only receives evaluation from u2 and u3. o2 and o9 are partitioned into P1 since
they get evaluation mainly from u4 and u9. We create inverted lists separately
for P1 and P2. During the query process, in step 6 of figure 4, when searching
R8, TK = 0.33, o2 and o9 in P1 will be skipped since the initial threshold for
P1(α · 0.1 + (1− α) · (0.8× 0.8 + 0.2× 0.6) = 0.39) is larger than TK .

4.2 Improvement With Memory Materialization

All the user records are stored in the disk and loading the inverted lists into
memory is the major cost of query processing. In this section, we improve the
efficiency of F-Quadtree based algorithm by materializing some user records into
memory in advance, which can significantly reduce the cost of loading unneces-
sary inverted lists.

We first discuss the “special” objects which will be loaded into memory. Recall
the definition of regional user score fu(R)(section 3), which is the smallest value
of user record fu(oi) in R. However, if we pick the object oi with smallest value
into memory and make fu(R) the second smallest value, and check oi in memory
before the F-Quadtree based algorithm, the querying process is still completely
correct. Similarly, we can also pick objects with the smallest, second smallest
values together (also the third one and so on) into memory, then replace the value
of fu(R) with the remaining smallest value. This strategy can benefit us from
two aspects: first, it increases the filtering ability of the quadtree nodes(regions)
since it increases the lower bound of regions. Second, by checking the objects in
memory first, it will provide an early smaller heap threshold, which will also help
to reduce computing unrelated regions and objects. However, maintaining the
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Algorithm 2: Greedy Algorithm(q,K)

Input: users and their social links
V : a set contains all Lk(u,R)

Output: Set C
begin1

C = ∅;2
while N ≤ Nm do3

Select the Li(u,R) with largest Φ(Li(u, R));4

C = C ∪ Li(u,R)5
N = |C|6

return C ;7

end8

Fig. 6. Greedy Algorithm of Picking objects

objects in memory also leads to additional memory space cost and computations.
The best choice is that we only pick a few effective objects into memory.

Example 5. Consider o3 in example 1 and Figure 2. In R7, o3 is the smallest
for u2 and u3. If we pick o3 into memory, fu2(R7) becomes 0.8 and fu3(R7)
becomes 0.6. During the querying process, the F-KNN score of o3 in memory
will be checked first. Then for the rest objects, we use algorithm 1, the regional
F-KNN score of R7 becomes 0.46 in step 3 of figure 4, then the whole region can
be skipped, which means the step 5 in figure 4 is not necessary anymore.

Next we formally describe the approach to pick the “special” objects. Let
Lk(u,R) denote the k-th item in the inverted list L(u,R) and Lk(u,R).o is its
object, Lk(u,R).s is its score. We also define the set Lk(u,R) = {Li(u,R).o|i ≤
k}, as the set contains the front k objects, from the first to the k-th objects in
L(u,R). We formulate the pruning benefit of the set Lk(u,R) as

Φ(Lk(u,R)) = W (u) · (Lk+1(u,R).s− Lk(u,R).s)

W (u) represents the influence of a user. Apparently, the probability of a user
appearing in a query becomes higher if he owns more friends. Therefore, we set
W (u) the number of user’s friends, i.e. W (u) = |S(u)|. Lk+1(u,R).s−Lk(u,R).s
represents the increasing value from the k-th record score to the (k+ 1)-th one.
For example, in figure 2, L1(u2, R7) = {L1(u2, R7).o = o3} and Φ(L1(u2, R7)) =
|S(u2)| × (L2(u2, R7).s− L1(u2, R7).s) = 0.8

We only load a limited number(denoted as Nm) of objects into memory. A
greedy algorithm is utilized to choose the objects with largest pruning benefits.
In every step, we greedily pick the set with largest pruning benefit, all the objects
in the set will be chosen. The pseudo-code of the greedy algorithm is described
in algorithm 2. We can get set Lk(u,R) and compute Φ(Lk(u,R)) easily by
scanning the inverted lists L(u,R).

During the query process, the objects in memory will be check first. The
records in memory are also organized as inverted lists. The entry of the inverted
lists is user and the list items are objects with corresponding scores. The thresh-
old algorithm is first run on the inverted lists in memory and generates some
results into heap, then we use the F-Quadtree based algorithm on rest objects.
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5 Experimental Study

In this section,we present experimental studies of our methods to F-KNN queries.
Experiment Setup. We implemented all the methods with C++, on a PC

with a 3.2Ghz CPU and a 2GB RAM and an ubuntu 12.0 system. We used two
real data sets, a data set of Gowalla3 and a data set crawled from Twitter(tweets
with location information). We simulated the user record by the number of their
check-ins(NC) with the equation 1

Nc+C (we set constant C = 0.25). The more
number of a user checked at an object, the smaller the score was. The numerical
closeness between friends were evaluated and normalized as their common friends
number. The parameters of the two data sets are in table 1. For each data set,
we randomly selected 2000 user check-ins as queries.

Table 1. Parameters of Data sets

# of users # of objects # of records

Gowalla 0.19M 1.26M 6.44M

Twitter 2.68M 4.3M 13.5M

F-KNN Query Effectiveness. We first evaluated the effectiveness of F-
KNN query. We used the real check-ins of querying user as ground truth, and
compared the precision and recall of F-KNN query with the traditional Spatil
Only(SO) query(i.e. return Top-K nearest objects). Figure 7 reflects the precision
and recall on the two data sets with different K. The F-KNN query was far more
effective than only considering spatial distance. For example, on Gowalla data,
almost one of top-10 F-KNN(10%) results was in line with the real check-ins,
and the top-40 F-KNN query could return 12% real check-ins.
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Fig. 7. F-KNN Query Effectiveness

Efficiency Comparison. We compared three methods in our experiments.
(a) The baseline method, Threshold Algorithm(TA). (b) The F-QuadtreeBased
Algorithm(FBA) without refinements. (c)Refined F-QuadtreeBasedAlgorithm
(RFBA). We compared the three methods through different parameters of F-
KNN query, K and α. Figure 8(a),8(c) evaluates the influence of K on the three
algorithms when α is 0.5. Figure 8(b) and 8(d) evaluates the influence of α when

3 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/loc-gowalla.html
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K is 10. On both different parameters and data sets, FBA performs much better
than TA. It took less than 100 microseconds to process a F-KNN query for FBA,
however, RFBA can still speeding up over FBA by almost 60%.
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Fig. 8. Evaluation on Efficiency

Evaluation on refinements. We also evaluated the performance of refine-
ments in section 4 separately. We only give the results on the Gowalla data set
due to the space. We set α = 0.5. We separately incorporated the two refine
methods, user partition(denoted as FBA+UP, partition number was set to be
20) and memory materialization(FBA+MM). To see the result clearly, we di-
vided the running time into loading time and querying time. The loading time
included the process of loading Lg(u) and L(u,R) into memory and the rest
was the querying time. Figure 8(e),8(f) shows both two methods improved the
performance. FBA+UP in Figure 8(e) worked on decreasing the number of ver-
ifying objects in every region. It speeded up the querying time by almost 50%,
which meant it further pruned half of the objects than the threshold algorithm
in every region. Memory materialization in Figure 8(f) also greatly improved
both the loading time and querying time.

Table 2. Index Size

TA RFBA Memory

Gowalla 142M 274M 41M

Twitter 443M 1634M 124M

Index Size. We demonstrated the index sizes in table 2. The index size of
inverted lists of F-Quadtree was 3-4 times larger than simple inverted lists of TA.
We also given the memory cost for RFBA. The cost was small and apparently
the quadtree index could easily support millions of spatial objects in memory.
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6 Related Work

Spatial Objects Search. Traditional k-nearest neighbor queries(KNN) in spa-
tial databases focuses on searching objects near the query location with euclidean
distance. Usually R-tree index [8] and quadtree [5] index are used to assist the
KNN queries. Recently, spatial search combining with some other information
has attracted a lot of attention from research community. Most of the studies
consider spatial search with text or keyword content [9,10]. Few related work
consider both score and spatial information. Cong et. al. [11] and Senjuti et.al.
[12] give single scores on objects. Spatial skyline [13,14] also considers numerical
attributes(scores) of spatial objects. The scores are independent on users, i.e to-
ward different users, objects have static scores. Obviously, F-KNN query differs
from those problems. In an F-KNN query, an object can receives many scores
from the friends of users. And those scores are different according to different
querying users. To our knowledge, there are no similar work existing in spatial
objects search field.

Friend Based Location Recommendation.Recommendation objects with
friends’ influence has aroused interest from data mining researches [2,1,3]. Their
work focuses on predicting proper scores for different objects and users. These
scores can be integrated into F-KNN query and our method.

7 Conclusion

We conclude our work in this paper. First, we address the new problem F-KNN
query. Then we propose the F-Quadtree index and develope efficient algorithm
to answer F-KNN query. Then we propose the user based partition and use
memory materialization to further accelerate the query process. Experimental
studies on two real data sets show our methods achieve good performance.
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Abstract. Research on human mobile behavior is becoming more available and
important. One of the key challenges is how to divide long and continuous trajec-
tory sequences into meaningful segments which builds a foundation for user sim-
ilarity measure, trajectory data management and routine mining. While in tradi-
tional research trajectory sequence is segmented on basis of fixed time window or
spatiotemporal criteria. In this paper, we propose a probabilistic topic model con-
sidering the spatial property and temporal Markov property of human mobility to
address the problem of topic segmentation in human mobile behavior: automat-
ically segmenting trajectory sequence into meaningful segments. The trajectory
segments reflect high-level semantics for understanding human mobile behavior
and can be used for higher-level applications. We consider one synthetic dataset
and one real-life human dataset collected by mobile phones to evaluate our model.
Results show that our model has good results in segmentation and outperforms
traditional methods for practical purposes especially in learning long duration
routines.

Keywords: Topic segmentation, Human mobility, Spatial-temporal sequence.

1 Introduction

As mobile devices equipped with localization function become increasingly popular
among people, the age of Mobile Big Data has come. The mass data has the potential
of enabling the design of mobile intelligent applications, such as mobile advertisement,
location-based social network and Life-log applications [1]. Thus, providing an efficient
strategy to manage and mining such mass spatial-temporal trajectory data is becoming
a challenging and promising task.

In this paper, we mainly focus on the trajectory segmentation problem: dividing a
long and continues trajectory sequence into shorter and topically coherent segments.
Each trajectory segment represents the user’s regular mobility in a certain region and a
certain time interval with particular spatial-temporal topic distribution reflecting high-
level semantics of human mobile behavior. The motivation of trajectory segmentation
is that it is a fundamental requirement to model the structure of human mobile be-
havior, especially in trajectory indexing, user similarity measure and routine mining.
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For instance, the management of massive human mobile behavior data requires divid-
ing long trajectory into shorter segments to support effective and efficient trajectory
indexing [16]. As for mining users’ long-term activity routines from human mobile
sequences, the trajectory segment can help better understanding human mobile behav-
ior [3].

In traditional research the trajectory sequence is segmented on the basis of fixed
time window or spatiotemporal criteria. Katayoun Farrahi [5] proposed a distant n-gram
topic model (DNTM) to model trajectory sequence over pre-defined fixed time window
for routines. As human routines have multiple timescales, the existing methods may
destroy the structure of human mobile behavior. Buchin [17] addressed the problem of
segmenting human GPS trajectory based on spatial-temporal criteria while ignoring the
human mobile regularity. Another most similar series of work are topic segmentation
model [9], which can divide the text into topically coherent segments with different
topic distribution. But they only focused on lexical cohesion using bag of words with-
out considering the spatial property and Markov property of human mobile behavior.
Thus, we are confronted with following difficulties in human trajectory topic modeling
compared with topic segmentation of other domains: the human mobility is affected by
spatial distance and it has an obvious temporal Markov property beyond bag of words
at the same time.

In this paper, we propose a probabilistic topic model considering the spatial property
and the Markov property of human mobility to address the problem of topic segmenta-
tion in human mobile behavior. As in our model trajectory segment boundary is associ-
ated with significant change in the spatial-temporal topic distribution, our method could
model the temporal persistence of human mobility. We assume that each word transition
is attached with a particular topic shift tendency which is related to the spatial factor
as supervising information according to Tobler’s First Law of Geography [12]. As for
the temporal Markov property of human mobility, bigram model [8] is jointly incorpo-
rated beyond bag of words. We derive the inference process using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) sampling [11]. A comparative experimental analysis is performed com-
pared with traditional method, providing better segmentation performance on a syn-
thetic dataset. Lastly, we apply our model to a real-life dataset successfully finding
typical long duration routines while previous methods failed.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses related work. Problem
definition is proposed in Section 3. We then discuss methodology in Section 4. We
present and discuss the experimental results in Section 5. Section 6 draws the paper to
conclusion.

2 Related Work

Most related works can be summarized as trajectory segmentation and topic segmenta-
tion model described as follows.

Trajectory Segmentation: Some researchers address the problem of trajectory seg-
mentation based on spatiotemporal criteria. Buchin [17] requires that each segment is
homogeneous in the sense that a set of spatiotemporal criteria are fulfilled. They de-
fine different such criteria, including location, heading, speed, velocity and so on. Re-
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searchers [15] propose a new partition-and-group framework for clustering trajectories
of moving objects, which partitions a trajectory into a set of line segments, and then,
groups similar line segments together into a cluster to discover common sub-trajectories
from a trajectory database. For the first phase, they present a formal trajectory partition-
ing algorithm using the minimum description length (MDL) principle. This kind of
research ignores the human mobile regularity focusing on the spatiotemporal criteria.

Trajectory segmentation has been used in extracting routines (e.g., work, home, en-
tertainment). In these research trajectory sequence is segmented on the basis of fixed
time window. Eagle and Pentland [2] use Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to iden-
tify the main components structuring daily human behavior by daily segmentation. PCA
captures features over the entire day, whereas the method using topic models has the ad-
vantage of capturing characteristic trends occurring over part of the day. The state-of-
the-art method is proposed by Katayoun Farrahi [5,6]. It proposes a distant n-gram topic
model (DNTM) for location routines by modeling trajectory sequence over pre-defined
fixed time interval of several hours. As human routines have multiple timescales, this
kind of research may destroy the structure of human mobile behavior.

Topic Segmentation Model: Actually, topic segmentation has first been researched
in natural language processing well and many models have been proposed. It is used
to produce information which can be used to summarize, browse or retrieve informa-
tion contained in text. And the recent models characterise the lexical cohesion using
topic models. Lexical cohesion in this line of research is modeled by a probabilistic
generative process. PLDA is presented by Purver et al [9]. PLDA is an unsupervised
topic modeling approach for segmentation. It chains a set of LDAs [7] by assuming a
Markov structure on topic distributions. A binary topic shift variable is attached to each
text passage (i.e., an utterance in [9]. It is sampled to indicate whether the jth text pas-
sage shares the topic distribution with the (j − 1)th passage. Using a similar Markov
structure, SITS [10] chains a set of HDP-LDAs. Unlike PLDA, SITS assumes each text
passage is associated with a speaker identity that is attached to the topic shift variable
as supervising information.

In summary, traditional trajectory segmentation methods mostly focus on spatiotem-
poral criteria or fixed time window. While existing topic segmentation models only
focus on lexical cohesion using bag of words ignoring the spatial property and Markov
property of human mobility behavior. Our work can be viewed as the combination of
two tasks together: segmenting trajectory sequence and then assigning topic distribution
to trajectory segments.

3 Problem Definition

We use the GPS trajectory data collections throughout the paper, referring to entities
such as “spatial-temporal word” and “trajectory segment”. This is useful in that it helps
to guide intuition, particularly when we introduce latent variables which aim to capture
abstract notions such as “spatial-temporal topics”.

Definition 1 (GPS trajectory). A GPS point is a pair p = (lng, lat), representing
the longitude and latitude of the location. A GPS trajectory is a sequence of pairs
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Traj = 〈(p0, t0), ..., (pn, tn)〉, in which pk is a GPS point and tk(k = 0...n) is a
timestamp (∀0 ≤ k < n, tk < tk+1).

Definition 2 (Visit point). A visit point is a triple V P = (p, tin, tout), where p is a
GPS point, tin and tout are timestamps, and the visit point stands for a location p
which the user stays for longer than a time threshold (i.e. tout − tin > δtime).

A reference place is a collection of visit points P = {V P1, ..., V Pn}, in which they
are close to each other. Reference places can be viewed as the significant places (e.g.
home, work, etc.) where the user frequently visits. Because people’s daily routes can
be characterized by a significant probability to return to a few highly frequented loca-
tions, reference places can better model the structure of user mobility than raw GPS
trajectories. Reference places are detected by [14] from all the visit points and indexed
according to their frequency of occurrence.

Definition 3 (Spatial-temporal word). A spatial-temporal word w = (l, t) is com-
posed of a location l ∈ L where the user stopped over a time threshold and a time span
of the day t ∈ T . L = {1, 2, ...,M}, where M is the number of reference places and l
is the index. T = {1, 2, ..., D}, where D is is the number of discrete time spans of the
day.

For better data representation we transform raw GPS trajectory to a structured sequence
of spatial-temporal words similar to a corpus.

Definition 4 (Spatial-temporal topic). Each spatial-temporal word has a correspond-
ing latent variable spatial-temporal topic. It can be modeled as a multinomial distri-
bution over spatial-temporal words. A spatial-temporal topic can be interpreted as a
human mobility interest considering spatial property and Markov property.

A trajectory segment is a sequence of N words denoted by Seg = {w1, ..., wN}.
It represents the user’s regular mobility behavior in a certain region and a certain time
interval with particular spatial-temporal topic distribution. The durations of trajectory
segments are long and time varying because of characteristics of human mobility. Tra-
jectory topic segmentation can be cast as an unsupervised machine learning problem:
placing topic boundaries in unannotated trajectory sequence. The basic idea behind seg-
mentation is that human trajectory sequence is made up of a set of continues segments.
We associate a binary switching variable with each spatial-temporal word, indicating
whether the topic distribution of mobility trajectory has changed. If it is true, a new
segment starts from here. The variable is sampled by our spatial-temporal topic seg-
mentation model.

4 Segmentation with Topic Models

In this section, we describe our method to tackle the problem. We first introduce our
spatial-temporal topic segmentation model in Section 4.1. Like many existing topic
models, our model also introduces new latent variables into the graphical structure. In
Section 4.2, in order to derive the latent variables that best explain observed data, we
use Gibbs sampling, a widely used Markov chain Monte Carlo inference technique.
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Table 1. Notation description

Notation Description
N The length of the whole human trajectory sequence
K The number of latent topics
V The spatial-temporal vocabulary size
M The number of distinct transitions
dis The distance of the transition
Φ The distribution of word given topic and previous word
Θ The distribution of topics given segments
π The tendency of topic shift of the transition
α, β, γ The hyperparameter of Φ,Θ, π
Ω The normalization constant of the function sampling topic shift
λ The parameter describing the width of each trajectory segment activity area
ρ A increasing function indicating importance of the distance of the transition to topic shift

4.1 Spatial-temporal Topic Segmentation Model

Modeling Topic Boundary: We endow each spatial-temporal word wi with a binary
switching latent variable ci, called the topic shift indicator. The topic shift indicator
shows whether the topic of the word with will change the spatial-temporal topic distri-
bution of its predecessor segment. As a result the ci indicates the probability that a new
segment should start at i. As a result our method could model the temporal persistence
of trajectory avoiding too frequent changes.

In fact, not every spatial-temporal word in the sequence could be the trajectory seg-
ment boundary. The basic principle is that there must be user’s movement from one lo-
cation to another between trajectory segments. So if the location of the spatial-temporal
word is different from its predecessor, the word may be qualified to be the boundary.
We call the two consecutive words a transition tm “from word wi−1 to word wi”. Not
every two adjacent spatial-temporal words correspond to a transition and the transitions
are recurring.

Topic models typically do not model the spatial-temporal dynamics of human tra-
jectory. Instead, we assume each transition is attached with a particular topic shift ten-
dency. Tobler’s First Law of Geography [12] shows that everything is related to ev-
erything else, but near things are more related than distant things. We make use of the
spatial factor as supervising information in our model that the distance between two
adjacent spatial-temporal words smaller, the smaller the shift tendency πm of the mth

transition will be. And the frequency of the transition means a lot, too. The more fre-
quent the transition is sampled as boundary, the probability of topic shift is bigger. In
general, this variable πm is intended to capture the propensity of a transition to affect
a topic shift. It represents the probability that the transition tm will change the topic
distribution of a trajectory segment.

We assume the topic shift probability πm of the word wi (m is the index of the transi-
tion), a Beta distributed random variable, i.e.,πm ∼ Beta(γ1, γ2). Then, the boundary
indicator variable ci is sampled from ci ∼ Bernoulli(πm) ∗ ρ(dism). dism is the dis-
tance of the mth transition of tm.
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We have

ρ0(dis) = exp(−λ dis−min
max−min) ρ1(dis) = exp(−λ max−dis

max−min) (1)

In Equation 1, max and min are the maximum and minimum distance of the transi-
tions. ρ0(dism) is a decreasing function and ρ1(dism) is a increasing function. The two
functions imply the importance of the distance of the transition to topic shift. λ is a pa-
rameter describing the width of each trajectory segment activity area. As λ is decreased,
the width increases. Probability P (ci|πm, dism) can be writen as Equation 2.

P (ci|πm, dism) =

{ 1
Ωm

πm ∗ ρ0(dism) if ci = 0
1

Ωm
πm ∗ ρ1(dism) if ci = 1

(2)

In Equation 2, Ωm = πm ∗ρ0(dism)+πm ∗ρ1(dism) is the normalization constant.
To sample topic shift indicator ci, we use a point-wise sampling algorithm. Conse-

quently, a sequence of topic shift indicators defines a set of segments. For example, let
a C vector as (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1). It gives us two segments, which are {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
and {6, 7, 8}.

Modeling Topic Structure: Since the segment boundary should be the associated with
significant change in the topic distribution, we sample a new distribution over topics for
the next segment if the ci is sampled as 1.

From the research [4], people’s mobile behavior is a kind of Markov structure which
is beyond bag of words. What the user will do next is influenced by his current
state(spatial and temporal). Here we introduce the bigram model [8] for modeling
spatial-temporal words in the trajectory sequence. A spatial-temporal word in trajec-
tory sequence is assumed to be also conditionally dependent on the previous word.

The model parameters are defined in Table 1.The graphical model for our model is
illustrate in Figure 1. We use a probabilistic approach where observations are repre-
sented by random variables, highlighted in gray. The latent variable z corresponds to a
spatial-temporal topic. The latent variable c corresponds to a topic shift. The generative
process is defined as follows:

1. For each transition tm in the sequence, draw corresponding topic shift tendency
probability.
πm ∼ Beta(γ1, γ2).

2. For each spatial-temporal word wi:

(a) If it’s a transition with word wi−1, draw ci ∼ Bernoulli(πm) ∗ ρ(dism).
(b) If ci = 1, draw a new topic distribution for the segment; otherwise, set θi =

θi−1.
(c) For each spatial-temporal word in the segment:

i. Draw z ∼ θi
ii. Draw w ∼ Φz,wi−1
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Fig. 1. The spatial-temporal topic segmentation model

4.2 Inference

To find the latent variables that best explain observed data, we use Gibbs sampling, a
widely used Markov chain Monte Carlo inference technique [11]. The state space is
latent variables for topic indices assigned to all tokens z and topic shifts assigned to c.
We margin over all other latent variables.

Sample Topic: The conditional probability of zi indicates the probability that wi

should be assigned to a particular topic, given other assignments, the current segmenta-
tion, and the words in the segment.

Use the Bayesian rule, we can get the conditional distribution for zi is shown in
Equation 3.

P (zi = k|Z−i, C,W ) ∝
nj
wi,wi−1

+ β

nj
∗,wi−1 +Nβ

nseg
j + α

nseg
∗ +Kα

(3)

We use nseg
j to denote the number of tokens in current segment seg assigned topic

j; nseg
∗ denotes the number of tokens in segment seg. nj

wi,wi−1
denotes the number

of times the topic j is assigned to the spatial-temporal word wi given the previous
word wi−1 in the vocabulary because of the sequence property. Marginal counts are
represented with nj

∗,wi−1 .
In Equation 3, the first factor is proportional to the likelihood of observing word wi

given the sampled topic and the previous word; the second factor is proportional to the
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probability of observing topic j given the sampled segment. Since an uninformed prior
is used, when a new topic is sampled, all tokens are equivalent.

Sample Topic Shift: The probability of topic shift tendency smaller, the spatial-temporal
word is more likely in the same segment with its predecessor word.

The topic shift indicator variable ci with corresponding transition tm is sampled
from Bernoulli distributed with parameter πm and the distance dism of the transition,
ci ∼ Bernoulli(πm) ∗ ρ(dism). ρ(∗) is a function indicating the importance of the
distance of the transition to topic shift.

Sampling the topic shift variable ci requires us to consider merging or splitting seg-
ments. The conditional probability of ci indicates the probability that a new segment
should start at wi. It means merging the two adjacent segments when ci = 0; it means
splitting the current segment into two when ci = 1. We use nseg

j to denote the number of
tokens in segment seg assigned topic j; nseg

∗ denotes the number of tokens in segment
seg. Again, the subscript C−i is used to denote exclusion of ci in the corresponding
counts. nx

m denotes the number of times that topic shift value of x is assigned to the
mth transition. n∗

m denotes the number of the mth transition. When sampling ci from
this distribution, we have Equation 4.

P (ci|C−i, Z,W )

∝

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
K∏

j=1

Γ (nseg
j +α)

Γ (nseg
∗ +Kα)

n0
m+γ

n∗
m+2γ ρ0(dism)n

0
m , if ci = 0

Γ (Kα)

Γ (α)K

K∏
j=1

Γ (nseg−1
j +α)

Γ (nseg−1
∗ +Kα)

K∏
j=1

Γ (nseg
j +α)

Γ (nseg
∗ +Kα)

n1
m+γ

n∗
m+2γ ρ1(dism)n

1
m , if ci = 1

(4)

As for ci = 0 in Equation 4, the first factor is proportional to the joint probability
of all topics in segment seg and the second factor is proportional to the probability of
assigning a topic shift of value 0 to transition m influenced the distance when ci = 0.

As for ci = 1 Equation 4, the first factor is proportional to the joint distribution of the
topics in two adjacent segments seg−1 and seg. The second factor is proportional to the
probability of assigning a topic shift of value 1 to transition m.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Data and Preprocessing

To inference the model, we sample the latent variables for many iterations, taking sam-
ples and then average the sampled ci variables to derive an estimate for the posterior
probability of a segmentation boundary at each transition. This probability is thresh-
olded to derive a final segmentation which is compared to the manual annotations.
Varying this threshold allows us to segment the trajectory in a more or less finer grained
way.

We consider two different datasets for experiments. The representations for each are
detailed below.
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Synthetic Dataset. To solve the problem lacking of ground truth of human mobile be-
havior, we constructed a synthetic dataset: a sequence of spatial-temporal words chosen
from a vocabulary of 50. It is constructed according a typical user who has a regu-
lar weekly repeating mobility pattern. The trajectory sequence is 300 days long and
contains 14400 words. Each trajectory segment has a constant topic distribution over
spatial-temporal words. The user has a constant trajectory segment in Monday, a one
day long pattern in Tuesday and Wednesday, and two two-day long patterns in the next
four days in every week.

Nokia Dataset. We use real-life data collected by the Nokia N95 smart-phone from
2009.10.01 to 2010.09.01 corresponding to a 11 month period of the Lausanne Data
Collection Campaign [13]. We selected 10 from 110 volunteers. The phone has an ap-
plication that collects location data on a quasi-continuous basis using a combination of
GPS and WiFi sensing, along with a method to reduce battery consumption. For data
representation, the day is divided into 48 discrete time spans with 30 minutes as an
interval. There are 105 reference places in total after place extraction.

5.2 Experiments in the Synthetic Dataset

To analyze the properties of our algorithm we first applied it to a synthetic dataset. We
compare our method with the most widely used and stable topic segmentation method
PLDA [9]. For the sampling, 10 randomly initialized Gibbs chains were used. Each
chain ran for 10,000 iterations with 5,000 for burn-in, with samples collected after every
200 iterations to minimize autocorrelation. Then 250 samples were drawn for 10 Gibbs
chains. The discount parameter λ = 0.5, and γ1 = γ2 = 0.1,α = 0.1, the other on word
distributions β = 0.01.

We take one week long sequence segmentation results as an example. PLDA and our
algorithm were trained with 30 topics. Figure 2 shows an example of how the inferred
segment boundary probabilities at transitions compare with the gold-standard bound-
aries on the synthetic dataset. The gold-standard segmentation is {23, 71, 119, 232,
359, 407, 455, 568, 695, 743, 791, 904}, PLDA and our model infer {23, 69, 102, 230,
359, 435, 548, 701, 796,900} and {22, 72, 119, 226, 350, 412, 454, 572, 700, 741,
795, 908} respectively. PLDA miss the boundary after the 407th and 743th word. The
two transitions both have a quite long distance which in our method would be set the
segmentation boundary. Note the boundaries placed by our model are always within
20 words with respect to the gold standard. Thus, considering the properties of transi-
tions and spatial property of human mobility might further improve the segmentation
performance.

5.3 Experiments with Nokia Dataset

To test the practical property of our algorithm we applied it with the Nokia smartphone
data. The results shown here are for the discount parameter λ = 0.5, and γ0= γ1 = 0.1,α
= 0.1, the other parameter on word distributions β = 0.01. We first train the model with
the user’s trajectory to get the topic segmentation. Then we use k-means to cluster the
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Fig. 2. Probability of topic shift: (a) the ground truth segmentation; (b) spatial-temporal topic
segmentation results; (c) PLDA topic segmentation results

segments by spatial-temporal topic distribution with Euclidean distance into meaningful
categories to find the user’s typical routines and pattern. We will compare our results
with DNTM [6].

We take one user as an example. The Figure 3 indicates his mobile history of 11
months in Lausanne, Switzerland,. And the point in the map is larger and redder, the
place he visited more frequently.

After clustering, some group of trajectory segments indicate the user’s typical rou-
tines shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), it shows a kind of routine around working areas
that the user usually works in the morning, eats in the midday and then goes back to
work until late in the afternoon. The routine mainly occurs in the weekdays. It occurs in
the same day. In Figure 4(b), it shows a kind of routine around home areas that the user
stays at home for a long time from the night of the first day to the noon of the third day.
This routine occurs across three days, usually in weekends because the users usually
goes to home at Friday night and stays until Sunday noon.

Though only selected results are presented for the discussion here, our method is
generally effective for all the regular users. The results show that our model outperforms
DNTM [6] in finding long time duration routines. They modeling trajectory sequence
over pre-defined fixed several hour time intervals. While our topic segmentation model
could model the temporal persistence of trajectory to get long routines with multiple
timescales as Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show. As we can see from Figure 3 that the
working area and the home area is far from each other. Our segmentation model can
clearly segment the trajectory according the spatial factor of human mobility.
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Fig. 3. Mobility history for a user

(a) Routine:work-eat (b) Routine:home

Fig. 4. Topics and location details for one user. The x-axis is the time; the y-axis are trajectory
sequence segment after clustering. Each unique color represents a unique spatial-temporal topic.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a probabilistic topic model to address the problem of topic
segmentation in human mobile behavior. Our model takes the spatial property and the
Markov property of human mobility into consideration to better model the structure of
trajectory sequence. The trajectory segments here are meaningful and build a foundation
for more intelligent applications. We performed a comparative experimental analysis
with traditional method on a synthetic dataset with better segmentation performance.
We also apply our model to a real-life dataset proving that through our model typical
long duration routines can be successfully mined out while previous methods failed. As
a result, our model performs well both in theory and practice.

There are several directions in the next. Firstly, we can make a comparison with the
unsupervised generative model Hidden Markov Model in topic segmentation and long
duration routine mining. Secondly, we can make use of the typical routines to measure
user similarity among the people to group similar users together.
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Abstract. A large number of hashtags are generated every day on Twit-
ter. Only a few hashtags can become bursting topics. It is quite challeng-
ing to predict such bursting hashtags in real-time. In this paper, we pro-
vide the first definition of a bursting hashtag, and propose a solution to
the real-time prediction problem of bursting hashtags. The experimen-
tal results show that the proposed method outperforms other related
methods.

Keywords: hashtag, burst, real-time prediction.

1 Introduction

Twitter is a popular open platform of social network service, where users can
follow anyone they are interested in and share anything they want. At the same
time, real-time information diffusion makes Twitter an inherent social media
where users can easily obtain and freely talk about various kinds of information,
such as breaking news, real world events, interesting videos and so on.

Hashtags, starting with a # symbol, have been commonly used to identify
topics on Twitter. In our dataset from Twitter, about 400,000 new hashtags
are generated every day. However, only dozens of them can become bursting
hashtags. There are two typical types of such hashtags. One type is breaking news
or events happening in the real world, for example, #londonriots. The other type
is memes, which motivates users to share their feelings following these topics,
for example, #hashtagyourdreamschool. In this study, we concentrate on the
real-time prediction of such bursting hashtags. Prediction of bursting hashtags
are valuable to some practical applications, such as news or event discovery,
information retrieval, microblog recommendation, public opinion analysis, etc.
For example, it can be used to find rumors before they burst and spread widely.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. We provide the first definition of a bursting hashtag, and propose a solution
to the real-time prediction problem of bursting hashtags.

2. Experiments are conducted on real datasets from Twitter, and the results
show that the proposed solution outperforms other related methods.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 268–271, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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2 Related Work

In [3], Gupta et al. used regression, classification and hybrid approaches to pre-
dict future popularity of current popular events. Analogously, Ma et al. [4,5]
predicted popularity of hashtags in daily granularity. Tsur et al. [7] studied the
effect of content on the spread of hashtags in weekly granularity. Most germane
to this work are the studies from the same group [6,1], which focused on detecting
trending topics by time series classification. Our work, conversely, provides the
first definition of bursting hashtags and aims to predict the bursting hashtags in
real-time before they burst.

3 Problem Definition

The lifecycle of a hashtag can be formed as a time series < c1, c2, ..., ct, ... >.
ct denotes the count of tweets containing the hashtag at the t-th time interval.
Considering the real-time characteristic of Twitter, the granularity of the time
interval is set to 1 minute in this study. Definitions of bursting hashtags are as
follows:

Definition 1. Prediction-Trigger. A clear majority of hashtags will never get
burst, and a substantial number of bursting hashtags have a long dormant period
before they burst. The average time before a hashtag gets burst is about 8.72
days since the hashtag first appears. Therefore we define a trigger to obtain a
candidate set of hashtags to be predicted. For each hashtag, a five-minute sliding
window is used to check the total count of tweets containing the hashtag within
the consecutive five minutes, denoted as Cslw. If Cslw > φ, the prediction is
triggered.

Definition 2. Burst. We define the burst of a hashtag by referencing to the
definition of spikes in [2]. Within 24 hours since the prediction was triggered, if
ct is greater than max(c1 + δ, 1.5c1), t is defined as the onset of burst. Such a
hashtag is a bursting hashtag.

There are two parameters in these definitions. δ, can be adjusted according
to the statistics of real data and the requirement of practical applications. We
have mentioned that in our dataset about 400,000 new hashtags can be identified
every day. δ is set to 50 in this paper, which makes the proportion of bursting
hashtags about 0.6%%, i.e., about 25 bursting hashtags can be found each day.
If a larger proportion is required, the value of δ should be set smaller, and vice
versa. φ is set equal to δ, which ensures that there are no bursting hashtags
already burst before triggering prediction.

Based on the definitions above, the prediction task is defined as: among the
hashtags triggering prediction, which ones will be bursting hashtags? This prob-
lem can be framed to a normal binary classification task.

Input: A set of candidate hashtags which triggered predictionHT = {ht1, ht2,
...} .
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Algorithm 1. Training the optimal classification model.

Input:
TNS: training set; TTS: training-test set;
NPR: the ratio of negative samples to positive samples;
Rw = {1, 2, ..., 2NPR}: the range of the weight for positive class;

Output:
Copt: the optimal classifier;

1. Fmax
1 ← 0;

2. for all w ∈ Rw do
3. Training a weighted SVM classifier Cw on TNS;
4. Compute F1-score Fw

1 by applying Cw to TTS;
5. if Fw

1 > Fmax
1 then

6. Copt ← Cw;
7. Fmax

1 ← Fw
1 ;

8. end if
9. end for

10. return Copt;

Table 1. Proportion of bursting hashtags in the dataset

5min 15min 30min 1h 3h 6h

12.39% 9.24% 6.27% 3.58% 1.27% 0.80%

Output: A class label for each hashtag L(hi), hi ∈ HT , indicating whether it
will be a bursting one.

Solution: Since the dataset is unbalanced, we propose a weighted SVM-based
method to solve this problem. An optimal weight for the positive class is needed
to train the classification model. Algorithm 1 shows the process of optimizing
the weight for the positive class. Since the dataset is unbalanced, F1-score is used
as the criteria for training the optimal model. At the same time, we also tried
several related methods to evaluate the performance. The evaluation results are
demonstrated in Section 4.

4 Experiments

Experiments are conducted on the datasets collected through the Twitter stream
API with Gardenhose access, containing roughly 10% of all public statuses on
Twitter. We have collected three datasets according to the requirements of the
prediction problem, including a two-month historic set (2012.9-2012.10), a three-
month training set (2012.11-2013.1) and a one-month test set (2013.3). We ex-
tracted seven types of features which may indicate the future trend of hashtags,
including meme features, user features, content features, network features, hash-
tag features, time series features, and prototype features. Table 1 shows the
distribution of hashtags triggering prediction. Since the dataset is largely unbal-
anced, F1-score is used as the performance metric.

Table 2 shows the performance comparison for the prediction of bursting
hashtags. Predictions were made at six representative time, which can be divided
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Table 2. Performance comparison

Method
F1-score

5min 15min 30min 1h 3h 6h

NaiveBayes 0.299 0.342 0.312 0.197 0.132 0.081

C4.5 0.211 0.238 0.235 0.118 0.043 0

LR 0.068 0.244 0.209 0.190 0.044 0.077

NN 0.170 0.202 0.210 0.250 0.185 0.194

SVM 0.207 0.308 0.329 0.277 0.187 0.125

Our Method 0.326 0.372 0.368 0.360 0.290 0.250

LR: Logistic Regression NN: Neural Network

into three stages, early stage (5min, 15min), middle stage (30min, 1h) and late
stage (3h, 6h). It can be seen that, our method significantly outperforms the
other related methods in terms of F1-score.
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Abstract. Computing shortest paths between a pair of nodes on a
rapidly evolving network is a fundamental operation, and it is applied
to wide range of networks. Classical exact methods for this problem can
not extend to large-scale dynamic graphs. Meanwhile, existing approxi-
mate landmark-based methods can not be simply adapted for dynamic
weighted graphs. In this paper, we consider four modifications on net-
works, including multi-edge insertions and deletions, weight increments
and decrements. To address problems above, we present two improve-
ments to existing methods: a novel method of indexing a weighted graph
and high efficiency of approximating arbitrary pairs of nodes. Experimen-
tal results demonstrate that much faster and more precise estimation is
achieved by our approaches.

Keywords: Dynamic Network, Shortest Path Tree, Landmark.

1 Introduction

A commonly used method of computing shortest distances is landmark embed-
ding technique which is first proposed by [1] based on the triangle inequality.
Furthermore, [2] presents a scalable sketch-based index structure by a sketch-
based framework [3] deriving from approximate distance oracles [4], which not
only supports estimation of shortest distances, but also computes corresponding
SP s. However, this method can’t be applied to weighted graphs.

Besides, when considering a weighted graph, one could repeatedly apply a
static algorithm which takes almost hours to compute all SPs in an entire dy-
namic graph. Therefore, some researchers have studied dynamic algorithms to
minimize re-computation time of SP s. [5] proposes algorithms to solve the single-
source SP problem when only one edge changes. The noted contributions are [6]
and [7], which processes multiple changes once. They shorten the computation

� This work was supported by National Basic Research Program of China (973
Program) (No. 2012CB316205), NSFC under the grant No.61272137, 61033010,
61202114, and NSSFC (No: 12 & ZD220). It was partially done when the authors
worked in SA Center for Big Data Research in RUC. This Center is funded by a
Chinese National “111” Project “Attracting International in Data Engineering Re-
search”.
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time and improve accuracy in weighted graph, however, they answer queries of
arbitrary node pairs with low efficiency.

We introduce two improvements based on landmark estimation methods.
Firstly, we designed a new landmark embedding technology, that is, constructing
weighted SPTs(Shortest Path Tree) and RSPTs(Reversed Shortest Path Tree)
by rooting at each graph node and ending at all reachable landmarks, so SPT
and RSPT can be updated in smaller range concurrently. The other improvement
relates to extending existing dynamic SP algorithm MBallString and DynDijk-
stra for graph partitions, so that we can compute the SP of arbitrary pair of
nodes by connecting common landmarks.

In this paper, we call the series of operations pre-computation, including land-
marks selection, the construction of SPT and RSPT for each non-landmark node,
as they can be calculated beforehand. Steps of updating SPT and RSPT and
concatenating trees are referred as real-time computation. The rest of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our improved algorithms for handling
4 modifications. Meanwhile, SP s would be obtained by concatenating common
landmarks. Section 3 displays experimental results. Finally, we draw a conclusion
in Section 5.

2 Dynamic SP Algorithms

The structure of a graph changes in four ways, edge insertion and deletion, weight
increase and decrease. Generally, edge insertion can be processed as weight de-
crease by reducing it from ∞ to the given value. Likewise, edge deletion is han-
dled as weight increase by assigning it to ∞. As a result, the modifications on
a graph can be simplified to weight update. In Section 2.1, we introduce some
fundamental instructions and concepts used in DASP . In Section 2.2 and 2.3,
algorithms DASPInc and DASPDec are presented. Finally, section 2.4 depicts
the overall algorithm of approximating SP in a dynamic graph.

2.1 Basic Operations

Q is a priority queue. Q supports 3 operations. ENQUEUE(Q, 〈ver, data, key〉)
adds an item of ver to Q in ascending order of key. EXTRACTMIN(Q) ex-
tracted an item with the minimum key and removes it fromQ.REMOV E(Q, ver)
removes the item labeled ver from Q. We denote v in Ts as a locally-affected
node if sp(v) changes. A locally-affected and unfinished node is said to be
boundary if it has either at least one locally-affected but finished parent or
one not-locally-affected parent.

2.2 DASP Incremental Updates

Algorithm DASPInc obtains T
′

s(updated trees) by processing locally-affected
nodes in Ts(original trees). Stage 1: Apply the set of edge weight changes to G,
remove modified tree edges from Ts, and locate all locally-affected nodes. Stage
2: Enqueue boundary nodes with candidate distances. Stage 3: Consolidate and
relax locally-affected nodes one by one.
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2.3 DASP Decremental Updates

As the set of locally-affected nodes can’t be predicted, algorithm DASPDec
starts from the first affected-node, then traverse all reachable nodes of them
until no shorter distances are examined. Stage 1: Apply weight changes to G,
and enqueue first affected-nodes. Stage 2: Dequeue and update current node’s
descendants. Stage 3: Consolidate and relax locally-affected nodes one by one.

2.4 Tree Concatenations

At last, we can estimate the shortest distance from s to t by connecting s’s SPT
and t’s RSPT with common landmarks. The overall algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Fast Dynamic Approximations

Input: G is a directed and weighted graph, s, t ∈ V , Ts, T t.

Output: d̃(s, t), s̃p(s, t), T
′
s and T

′

t

01: DASPInc on Ts and T t, DASPDec on T̂s and T̂ t

02: L ← the set of common landmarks of T̂s and T̂ t

03: for each landmark l ∈ L do
04: ŝp(s, t)← ŝp(s, l) ◦ ŝp(l, t), d̂(s, t)← |ŝp(s, t)|
05: Enqueue

〈
d̂(s, t), ŝp(s, t)

〉
to Q in an ascending order of d̂(s, t)

06: end for
07: return the top item of Q, T

′
s and T

′

t

3 Experimental Evaluation

3.1 Experimental Setup

The experiments are conducted on a server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670
0 @ 2.60GHz processors, 264G of RAM. Algorithms are implemented in C.

3.2 Datasets

Pokec Social Network is the most popular on-line social network in Slovakia.
A fraction named Pokec SN is used as a dataset, which has 6,998 nodes and
83,403 edges. Following Gaussian distribution, we add weights to graph edges to
indicate users’ intimacy.

California Road Network is road network of California. We randomly select
a subset named as RN-Subset which has 10,000 nodes and 30,703 edges, and
weigh each connected node pair in the subnet according to Poisson distribution.
So the weights represent traffic conditions.
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3.3 Results

In this section, we compare the efficiency ofDijkstra,BallString,DynDijkstra,
MFP and DASP , between all pairs of nodes from the aspects of pie and pde,
which are short for percentage of weight increased edges, percentage of weight
decreased edges. We select 2% of graph nodes as landmarks to strike a better
balance between high accuracy and high efficiency. All of the experimental re-
sults prove that DASP is the optimal algorithm to handle dynamic networks
with directed and weighted edges, besides, DASP performs steady regardless of
the various values of pie and pde.

Fig. 1. Weight Increases in Pokec SN Fig. 2. Weight Increases in RN-Subnet

Fig. 3. Weight Decreases in Pokec SN Fig. 4. Weight Decreases in RN-Subnet

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a dynamic algorithm with high efficiency to answer
approximate SP s between arbitrary node pairs on a directed and weighted graph.
Although the graph size is not large enough in our experiment, our algorithm
can a prototype for further researches.
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Abstract. Internet provides many benefits to people, but yields a conse-
quent disturbing phenomenon of obsession with Internet, which is called
PIU(Pathological Internet Use) or IAD(Internet Addiction Disorder) in
academia. PIU or IAD has negative effects on people’s health of mind
and body. Among tools of surfing Internet, computer is one of the most
widely interactive medias. Therefore, it is significant to detect users PIU
Behaviors(PIU-B) from human-computer interaction events. Emerging
patterns(EPs) mining and application have becoming a major direction
of contrast mining due to the ability of simplifying problems and clas-
sifying accurately. Further, generators are the shortest forms of EPs. In
this light, two PIU-B detecting approaches, i.e., Gen-based (Generator-
based)and EP-based(Emerging Pattern-based) algorithms, are proposed
respectively in this paper. Extensive experimental results show that both
two methods are efficient and effective for detecting users PIU behaviors.

Keywords: emerging pattern, generator, PIU behavior, computer-
mediated interaction, complex event.

1 Introduction

Since Internet has widely spread over the world, using computer to surfing Inter-
net has been a basic part of our daily life. It is reported that the global consumer
PC penetration per capita was 6 percent in 2006 and this number will reach 17
percent until 2015 [1]. Unfortunately, some heavy users suffer from extreme de-
pendency on Internet, which affects their work, study and living severely. This
phenomenon is named as Internet Addiction Disorder (IAD) by Goldberg early
in 1996 [2] or Pathologica Internet Use (PIU) by Young [3]. With the popularity
of Social Network Service in recent years, PIU or IAD phenomenon become more
serious due to the exploration of Internet users in exponential scale. Here, only
taking social game as an example, in August 2010, 21 percent of female users
of social games on America’s Facebook claimed to be addicted whereas on 21
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percent of male users asserted this [1]. Therefore, it is significant to detect PC
user’s PIU Behaviors (PIU-B) from their daily computer-mediated interaction
events to prevent them from addition.

In previous researches, a common approach to diagnosing PIU or IAD is based
on diagnostic questionnaire made by medical or psychology specialists such as
Young’s 20 items questionnaire [4] and Beard’s 5 criteria [5]. However, to our
best knowledge, no existing work discusses how to diagnose PIU according to
computer-mediated interaction information. In this light, by referring to the con-
cepts of generator [6] and equivalence class [7] and the mining idea of discovering
generators together with EPs in an efficient way [8], two PIU-B detecting algo-
rithms are proposed in this paper. One is Gen-based (Generator-based) strategy
and the other is EP-based(Emerging Pattern-based) strategy. The solutions of
two strategies for detecting PIU-B are divided into two phases: building sample
classifier(s) and contrasting a test behavior sequence with classifier(s) to judge
whether it is a PIU-B or not. Gen-based method contrasts a test behavior sam-
ple with the mined PIU classifier consisting of PIU generators to detect PIU-B,
while EP-based approach contrasts a test behavior sample with two discovered
sample sets, PIU and NPIU (Non-PIU) classifiers corresponding to their re-
spective EPs, to decide whether it is an instance of PIU-B or NPIU-B (NPIU
Behaviors). The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

1. Since behavior generator set is the lower bound of a behavior equivalence
class, i.e., generators are the simplest and shortest expression form of an
equivalence class, we propose a Gen-based approach to building a PIU sample
set and based on it to detect PC users PIU-B. The main advantage of this
strategy is to achieve good precision satisfying us with less processing steps
and memory space.

2. Since EPs can highlight the difference characteristics between two data sets,
we propose an EP-based algorithm to build PIU and NPIU sample sets, and
then base on them to detect which classifier that users behaviors belong to.
Discovery of EPs is exploited by validating a generators to see if it’s support
value satisfies the threshold requirement of growth rate. The main advantage
of this strategy is it has higher accuracy than Gen-based due to EPs instinct
discrimination ability.

3. For dealing with excessive fragmentation of complex event’s occurrence time
and lasting time, Occurrence Time Mapping Strategy (OTMS) and Duration
Rounding Strategy (DRS) are proposed in this paper. Based on these two
strategies, multiple complex events with similar semantic meaning can be
merged to a certain degree so as to reduce excessive numbers of frequent
event item sets.

4. To the best knowledge of us, this is the first paper to address how to detect
PC users PIU-B from computer’s data mining viewpoint rather than from
traditional medical and psychology perspective. This paper makes a try only
in diagnosing addiction behaviors depending on computer-mediated interac-
tion data, in fact, more and more mobile surfing tools are used in Internet.
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Therefore, it is hoped that deep discussion about PIU-B detecting issues will
start from here.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some pre-
liminaries such as simple events, complex events, equivalence class, emerging
patterns and generators. The details of two PIU-B detecting algorithms are
discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental results and evaluation are de-
scribed. Section 5 gives some related work, while Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preliminaries

Before introducing two PIU-B detecting algorithms, some basic concepts such
as simple events, complex events, emerging patterns, event equivalence class and
event generators will be given in this section.

2.1 Simple Events

Events are real-world occurrences that unfold over space and time. In other
words, an event is something notable that happens, owning a lasting time, occurs
in a specific place, and typically will involve certain change of state. The formal
definition about simple event and association rules to infer complex events are
described in the following.

Definition 1. Let E(types,ts,ps,Ss) represent a simple event, where parame-
ter types, ts, and ps represent type, time and place that a simple event oc-
curs respectively. And Ss is an attribute set of different simple events, i.e.,Ss

=(S1,S2,...,Sn), where Si (1≤i≤n) is the ith attribute in Ss.

Since all simple computer-mediated interactive events occur in a common
place, parameter ps can be omitted in this paper. In computer-mediated in-
teractions, a simple event’s Ss has an unique attribute depending on types.
Therefore, both types and different values of Ss’s unique attribute can act as
a monitoring measure together. Because of this, simple event E(types,ts,ps,Ss)
can be simplified into the form E(Types, ts), where parameter Types not only
reflects an event type but also gives its measurable value. Further, in order to
facilitate discussing, we will use abbreviation E to replace E(Types, ts) in the
following unless otherwise specified.

We focus on 8 aspects of simple events relating to computer-mediated inter-
actions, which are 1) CPU utilization, 2) capacity of memory occupied, 3) the
number of clicking mouse’s left buttons, 4) the number of clicking mouse’s right
buttons, 5) the amount of moving pixel of mouse, 6) the number of pressing
keyboards, 7) network flow and 8) a front running process of monitored ap-
plications. In fact, since there are lots of applications in real computer world,
it is unrealistic to monitor all applications. Therefore, for simplifying, only 7
typical processes are selected, denoted by Fp (1≤p≤7), which are IE explorer,
Google explorer, War3 (a real time strategy game), Trading Card Game Online
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Table 1. Symbol and Meaning of Types

Symbol Meaning of Types

A CPU utilization
B Capacity of memory occupied
C1 Number of clicking mouse’s left buttons
C2 Number of clicking mouse’s right button
C3 Amount of moving pixel of mouse
D Number of pressing keyboards
EF Network flow

Fp (1 ≤ p ≤ 7) pth front running process of monitored applications

(a board game), Windows Media Player, QQ (an instant message software) and
MSN. The different values of Types are listed in Table 1. Based on the 8 aspects
mentioned above, there are totally 8 types of simple events need to monitor,
which are listed in the following.

1. Once A is over 50%, an instance of E, e(A,t), is captured and created.

2. Once B is over 60%, an instance of E, e(B,t), is captured and created.

3. Once C1 is over 30, an instance of E, e(C1,t), is captured and created.

4. Once C2 is over 10, an instance of E, e(C2,t), is captured and created.

5. Once C3 is over 1600, an instance of E, e(C3,t), is captured and created.

6. Once D is over 100, an instance of E, e(D,t), is captured and created.

7. Once EF is over 40 MB, an instance of E, e(EF ,t), is captured and created.

8. Once Fp is running, one of instances of E, e(Fp,t), is captured and created.

2.2 Complex Events

Let cE(typec, tc, pc, Sc) represent a complex event, where each parameter’s sub-
script c distinguishes complex events from simple events. Above all, parameter pc
can be omitted due to the same reason as that of simple events. Second, similar
with simple event’s characteristic of unique attribute, it is enough for complex
events to let Sc only record their lasting time. Thus, based on two points just
mentioned, cE(typec, tc, pc, Sc) can be simplified into the form cE(typec, tc,
dur), where the first two parameters represent the type and time that a com-
plex event occurs and the last parameter dur represents event’s duration time.
In addition, substitute Typec for typec in order to keep coincident with the
type expression of simple events. As a result, cE(typec, tc, dur) is written into
cE(Typec, tc, dur). The different values and meanings of parameter Typec are
listed in Table 2.

The association rules for identifying complex events are represented in a dis-
junctive normal form. Let R denote association rules set, then R = (r1 ∨ r2 ∨
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Table 2. Typec and Weight

Typec Meaning Weight

WVOn Watching Video Online 0.198
WVOff Watching Video Offline 0.131
PRTSG Playing Real Time Game 0.205
PBG Playing Board Game 0.167
BWS Browsing Web Site 0.155
COn Chatting Online 0.143
DL DownLoading 0.001

Table 3. T and Weight

Time Interval T Weight

6a.m.− 11a.m. morning 0.14

11a.m.− 2p.m. noon 0.16

2p.m.− 6p.m. afternoon 0.14

6p.m.− 11p.m. evening 0.23

11p.m.− 6a.m. before dawn 0.33

... ∨ rw), (1≤w≤7), where vi
′s are the disjuncts. Each rule can be expressed in

Formula (1).

rv : (Conditionv)→ cE(Typevc , t, dur) (1)

The left-hand side of the rule is called the rule antecedent or precondition. It
contains a disjunctive normal of the conjunction of simple event tests, which is
shown in Formula (2).

Conditionv = [e(Type1s, t) ∧ e(Type2s, t) ∧ ... ∧ e(Typems , t)]

∨[e(Type1s, t) ∧ e(Type2s, t) ∧ ... ∧ e(Typehs , t)]

∨...
∨[e(Type1s, t) ∧ e(Type2s, t) ∧ ... ∧ e(Typegs, t)] (2)

where 1 ≤(m,h,g)≤ 8. Parameter m, g, h represent the number of simple events
in a different conjunction normal. The right-hand side of the rule is called the rule
consequent. If the precondition of rv is satisfied, then rv is said to be triggered,
which results in the generation of ce(Typevc , t, dur), i.e., an instance of a complex
event. Association rules to deduce complex events are shown in Table 4. It is
obvious that there are 7 association rules, which results in 1 ≤ v ≤ 7. For
example, if e(A, t), e(B, t) and e(EF , t) are monitored simultaneously at time
t, rule r1 will be triggered. As a result, ce(WVOn, t, dur) will be generated. In
other words, we can induce that the computer user is watching video online at
time t with dur=null because t is a time point. In order to obtain the duration
time of ce(Typevc , t, dur), an approach to obtaining complex event’s lasting time
will be exploited, which is introduced in next paragraph in detail.

During computing the lasting time of complex event, an interesting phe-
nomenon is observed. Many complex events with a same event type are treated
as different events just because their occurring time or lasting time is different.
In fact, if time is limited to a reasonable range, these events have no obvious dis-
tinction. For example, given two complex events, “Surfing the Internet starting
at 8:00 a.m. for 47 minutes” and “Surfing the Internet at 9:00 a.m. for 52 min-
utes”, it is obvious that both of them have little semantic difference in real life,
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Table 4. Association Rules of Generating Complex Events

r1: e(A, t) ∧ e(B, t) ∧ e(EF , t) → ce(WVOn, t, dur)
r2: e(A, t) ∧ e(B, t) ∧ e(EF1, t) → ce(WVOff , t, dur)
r3: e(A, t) ∧ e(B, t) ∧ e(C1, t) ∧ e(C2, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(D, t)∧ e(F4, t)
→ ce(PRTSG, t, dur)
r4: [e(A, t) ∧ e(B, t) ∧ e(C1, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(F3, t)]
∨ [e(A, t) ∧ e(C1, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(F3, t)] → ce(PBG, t, dur)
r5: [e(C3, t) ∧ e(F1, t)] ∨[e(C3, t) ∧ e(F2, t2] ∨ [e(C3, t) ∧ e(F1, t) ∧ e(EF , t)]
∨[e(C3, t) ∧ e(F2, t) ∧ e(EF , t)] ∨ [e(C1, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(F1, t)]
∨ [e(C1, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(F2, t)] ∨ [e(C1, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(F1, t) ∧ e(EF , t)]
∨[e(C1, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(F2, t) ∧ e(EF , t)]
→ ce(BWS, t, dur)
r6: [e(D, t) ∧ e(F6, t)] ∨ [e(D, t) ∧ e(F7, t)] ∨ [e(D, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(F6, t)]
∨ [e(D, t) ∧ e(C3, t) ∧ e(F7, t)] → ce(PBG, t, dur)
r7: e(EF , t) → ce(DL, t, dur)

as they all happen in morning and the duration difference is not too much. How-
ever, two independent complex events are generated in event processing. This
phenomenon results in the number of frequent complex events is too much, here,
which is called Excessive Fragmentation of Time (EFT). For avoiding this issue,
complex events can be merged together based on some coarse time granularity.
Premise is this reduction has no negative effect on the precision of emerging
pattern mining.

Considering the time semantic nature of real life, it is reasonable to partition a
day with 24 hours into 5 time intervals, i.e., (6:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.), (11:00 a.m. -
2:00 p.m.), (2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.), (6:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.) and (11:00 p.m. - 6:00
a.m.) in this paper, and each of them represents “morning”, “noon”, “afternoon”,
“evening” and “before dawn” respectively. For avoiding EFT effects on both
tc and dur, two solution strategies, i.e., Occurrence Time Mapping Strategy
(OTMS) and Duration Rounding Strategy (DRS), are proposed in this paper.
The basic idea of OTMS is to merge some complex events into a group, where
one to one mapping relationship between groups and 5 time intervals need to
satisfy. For emphasizing the semantic meaning of occurrence time, parameter tc
is replaced with Tc. The basic idea of DRS is to let duration is the multiple times
of integer 10, here, time unit is minute, and if not, round it. Both OTMS and
DRS all decrease the number of complex events dramatically. Finally, complex
event’s abstract form cE(Typec, tc, dur) is represented as CE(Typec, T , Dur).
Table 3 lists 5 values of T in detail. In addition, in order to facilitate discussing,
we will use abbreviation CE and Ce, to replace CE(Typec, T , Dur) and its
instance respectively, in the following unless otherwise specified.

2.3 Equivalence Class and Generators of Complex Events

A CE dataset is a set of CE transactions. A CE transaction is a non-empty
set of CEs. The key idea of PIU-Miner is to mine a concise representation of
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equivalence classes of frequent CE set from a transactional CE database D.
Formally, an equivalence class of CEs is defined as follows.

Definition 2. Let ECCE represent an equivalence class of CEs. ECCE is a
set of CEs that always occur together in some CE transactions of D. That is,
∀X,Y∈ ECCE, ∃ fD(X)=fD(Y), where fD(Z)= {R ∈D | Z ⊆R }.

Definition 3. The support of an CE itemset PCE in a dataset D, denoted by
sup(PCE, D), is the percentage of CE transactions in D that contain PCE.

Definition 4. Let X be a CE itemset of a CE dataset D. The equivalence class
of X in D is denoted [X ]D. The maximal CE itemset and the minimal itemsets
of [X ]D are called the closed pattern and the generators of this CE equivalence
class respectively. Generator of [X ]D is represented as G. The closed patterns and
generators of D are all the closed patterns and generators of their equivalence
classes.

Property 1. Let CCE be the closed pattern of an equivalence class ECCE and
GCE be a generator of ECCE . Then all CE itemset X satisfying GCE⊆X⊆CCE

are also in this equivalence class.

Corollary 1. An equivalence class ECCE can be uniquely and concisely repre-
sented by a closed pattern CCE and a set GCE of generators, in the form of
ECCE = [GCE ,CCE], where [GCE ,CCE] = {X | ∃g ∈GCE, g⊆X⊆CCE}.

Corollary 2. The entire equivalence class can be concisely bounded as ECCE

= [GCE, CCE], where GCE is the set of generators of ECCE , CCE is the closed
pattern, and [GCE,CCE ] = {X | ∃g ∈GCE , g⊆X⊆CCE}.

In order to facilitating discuss, generator GCE is abbreviated to G in the
following unless otherwise specified.

2.4 Emerging Patterns

Assuming that we are given ordered pair of data sets D′ and D, supD′(X) and
supD(X) are their support respectively, some definitions are described as follows.

Definition 5. The growth rate of an itemset X from D′ to D is defined as

GrowthRateD′→D =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 , if supD′(X)=0 and supD(X)=0

∞ , if supD′(X)=0 and supD(X) 
=0
supD

supD′
, otherwise

(3)

Definition 6. Given ρ>1 as a GrowthRate threshold, an itemset X is called a
ρ emerging pattern from D′ to D if GrowthRateD′→D(X) ≥ ρ.

A ρ emerging pattern is sometimes called ρEP or simply EP when ρ is un-
derstood. An EP from D′ to D is sometimes described as “An EP in(or of) D”,
represented by supD(X) simply, when D′ is understood.
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Definition 7. A jumping Emerging Pattern (JEP) from D′ to D is defined as
an emerging pattern from D′ to D with the growth rate ∞.

Similarly, an JEP from D′ to D is sometimes called “An JEP in(or of) D”
when D′ is understood.

Definition 8. If GrD(X)≥ρ, supD(X)≥MinSup and {∀Y⊂X | Gr(Y)<supD(X)
or
supD(Y)<MinSup}, then X is called an essential emerging pattern (eEP).

3 Two PIU-B Detecting Algorithms

Since the mining of frequent behavior generators is a prerequisite to exploit two
PIU-B detecting algorithms, we firstly describe the discovery of frequent behavior
generators in Section 3.1. And then, Section 3.2 and 3.3 give the detailed illus-
tration about two algorithms. Here, each algorithm includes two phases: building
sample classifier(s) and contrasting a test behavior sequence with classifier(s) to
judge whether it is a PIU-B or not.

3.1 Discovering Frequent Generators of PIU-B Based on
Equivalence Class

Generators are the lower bound of equivalence class, in other words, a set of gen-
erators is the shortest expression to represent an EC. Given that D
is a formalized database of complex events, Fl is a set of behavior items, Da

is a condition database corresponding to some behavior item ai in Fl, Minsup is
a predefined support threshold of frequent behavior generators need to discover,
l is a frequent generator variable, FG is a frequent behavior generators set and
TempFG is it’s temporary set. The procedure that how to discover frequent be-
havior generators, i.e., Generator Mining algorithm, is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
The main processing steps are described in the following.

Algorithm 1. Generator Mining Algorithm
Input: D, Minsup

Output: FG

1: Fl = Sort(D); Create a behavior set Fl, denoted as Fl = { a1, a2, ..., am }
2: Create a FP-tree(Fl);

3: for ai∈Fl do

4: Da = { l|l⊂Da}; Scan Fl’s FP-tree and create ai’s Da;

5: if sup( l∪ai, D) = sup (l, D) then Da = Da - {ai}
6: else {ai∪l} ← TempFG;

7: for {ai∪l} ∈ TempFG do

8: if ∃ l′ ⊂ {ai∪l} and sup(l′,D)= sup(ai∪l, D ) then TempFG = TempFG - {ai∪l}
9: else {ai∪l} ← FG

10: FG = FG∪Da

11: end for

12: end for
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1. Scan each item of D to generate item set F and record the number of each
item appearing in database, i.e., support, then sort all items according to
their support values in descending order.

2. Build a FP-tree [8] aiming at the item set.

3. Visit the item with minimum support value in D and create D’s condition
database.

4. Aiming at each item from the condition database and all power sets assem-
bled by these items, validate them to see if they are generators. If so, further
to justify whether there is a subset with the same support as that of some
generator. If exists, delete this generator, otherwise, reserve this generator
and store it into a frequent behavior generator set FG until all items in con-
dition database are finished. At last, output the frequent behavior generator
set FG.

3.2 Generator-Based Algorithm for Detecting PIU-B

A computer-mediated interactive behavior can be represented as a set consisting
of many frequent behavior generators. But not all these generators have the
characteristics of PIU-B. As a result, the basic idea of Gen-based algorithm
is to select some special generators representing PIU from frequent behavior
generators.

Firstly, rank all frequent generators based on their scores to select PIU-B
generators. Experts in PIU domain are involved in detecting work, scoring each
one in generator set and rank the useful ones. According to knowledge and
experiences, a formula for scoring every generator is given in Formula 4. Just like
mentioned in Section 2.2, in Formula (3), Typec represents the type of frequent
CE , T represents a CE’s time interval projected by OTMS and Dur is CE’s
lasting time. The weights of Typec and T are listed in Table 2 and 3 respectively.
Parameter k points out the number of CEs included in a generator G. After
scoring all the generators, the generator set whose score less than threshold rs
will be pruned. The remaining ones are the final generators to represent PIU
optimally. In other words, a PIU-B classifier is created based on these PIU
generators.

Score(Gi〈
n⋃

k=1

CEk〉) =
n∑

k=1

weight(Typekc)× weight(Tk)×Durk (4)

Secondly, next is to validate a test sample to see if it belongs to a PIU-B
classifier by the sum of two PIU parameters, one is it’s generator overlap rate
and the other is it’s duration time overlap rate. The former is denoted as f(G)
and the latter is represented by f(dur). In other words, if the sum of two overlap
rates great than and equal to a given threshold, a behavior set is classified into
PIU class, otherwise, it belongs to NPIU class. The larger the value of duration
time overlap rate is, the higher probability of the behavior set belonging to a
PIU class is. As a result, aiming at the CEm(typem, tm, durm) and CEn(typen,
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tn, durn), if tm=tn, tm=tn, and durm≥durn, then CEm and CEn are thought
to be a same event.

f(G) =
count(FG1 ∩ FG2)

count(FG1)
(5)

f(dur) =

∑
Gi⊂(FG1∩FG2)

∑
cek∈Gi

durk∑
Gi⊂FG1

∑
cek∈Gi

durk
(6)

Here, assume FG1 is a set of frequent generators coming from a testing data
set, FG2 is that from a PIU sample set. The calculation of f(G) and f(dur) are
given in Formula(5) and (6). The numerator in Formula5 is the intersection set
of FG1 and FG2, i.e., the number of common generators and the denominator
is the number of generators in the testing set. The ratio of two values is the
percentage of PIU generators occurred in all testing generators, i.e., generator
overlap rate. Before calculating f(G), we must justify whether a behavior item
cem maps a contrast item in a set of PIU generators, Gj . For example, assume
that Gi is a generator from FG1 and Gj is a generator from FG2, for justifying
whether a cem belongs to a contrast item, what need to do is to see if the cem
has the same Type and t as those of the contrast item, and whether the dur of
cem is greater than and equals to that of the contrast item. If so, then based
on Formula(5), calculate generator overlap rate. In Formula(6), the numerator
is the sum of duration time of PIU-B generators, and the denominator is that of
testing generators. The ratio of two values is the overlap rate of PIU duration
time.

3.3 EP-Based Algorithm for Detecting PIU-B

In first phase, EP-based algorithm classifies EPs, i.e., generators satisfying the
threshold requirement of growth rate, to build PIU and NPIU classifiers by select-
ing their corresponding JEPs and eEPs. JEP’s computation is exploited by set-
difference operation and eEP’s computation is implemented by set-intersection
operation. After getting JEPs and eEPs, set-union operation is done to obtain fi-
nal EPs of PIU and NPIU. In second phase, EP-based algorithm contrasts a test
behavior sample with two classifiers respectively by calculating two individual
scores and then judges which classifier belonging to based on the group decided
by maximum score. The processing steps of EP-based algorithm are listed as
follows.

1. Computation of JEP. JEP is the EPs whose growth rate is ∞, which can
be obtained by set-difference operation between two sets FG1 and FG2. The
result of FG1-FG2, i.e., the frequent generators existing in set FG1 but not
in FG2, is D1’s JEP, written by JEPD1/D2

, while that of FG2-FG1 is D2’s
JEP, written by JEPD2/D1

.
2. Computation of eEP. eEP is the EPs whose growth rate is greater than

or equal to a given threshold MinGr. First, we implement set-intersection
operation between two sets FG1 and FG2. Second, we validate each item of
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result FG1∩FG2, fi, to see if fi≥MinGr. If so, insert fi into candidate set.
Third, we identify whether there exists the sets having contain relationship.
If exists, we select it’s minimum subset and delete it’s superset, otherwise,
do nothing. As such, processed candidate set is the final result we need, i.e.,
eEP.

3. Computation of EP. We implement set-union operation to obtain EPs.
In other words, eEP

⋃
JEPD1/D2

is EPs of D1 and eEP
⋃
JEPD2/D1

is the
EPs of D2.

4. Computation of score. After obtaining JEP and eEP, we calculate scores
of class PIU and NPIU based on Formula(7).

Score(C | Di|j) =
∑

X∈RS

Gr(X,Dj|i, Di|j)

Gr(X,Dj|i, Di|j) +MaxGrRS
∗ Supc(X)

+
∑

Y ∈WS

Gr(Y,Di|j , Dj|i)

Gr(X,Dj|i, Di|j) +MinGrWS
∗ Supc(Y )

(7)

In Formula(7), Di and Dj are sample database, where i and j are class labels.
Here, there are only two sample database, one is PIU and the other is NPIU.
The former is represented by D1 and the latter is denoted as D2. Parameters X
and Y represent generators of EPs in D1 and D2 respectively. RS is an positive
object set which imposes positive effect on samples and WS is negative object set
which brings negative effect on samples. Gr(X,Dj|i, Di|j) represents X’s growth
rate from a data set to the other. For example, Gr(X,D2, D1) represents X’s
growth rate from D2 to D1, while Gr(X,D1, D2) represents X’s growth rate
from D1 to D2. MaxGrRS is the maximum growth rate threshold of object data
set. MinGrWS is the minimum growth rate threshold of non-object data set.
C is complex event set need to classify. Supc(X) is the support of X in C and
Supc(Y ) is the support of Y in C.

If a test data set C is taken as a RS, i.e., a set of target class, we can depend
on the first part of Formula(7) to determine classifying score. Otherwise, if C
is thought to be a WS, i.e., a set of non-target class, the the second part of
Formula(7) is used to obtain score. In Formula(7), the first part of it describes
the contributions of JEPs and eEPs to classify C, in particularly, parameter
MaxGr emphasizes the special role of JEPs in calculating score. At the same
time, the EPs in a non-target class also produce some effect on C ’s belonging to
the target class. In other words, EPs inD2, i.e., Y, have some effect on identifying
whether C belongs to D1. For example, if C contains Y, the probability of C
belongs to D1 is 1/(Gr(X,D2,D1)+1). When the value of Gr(Y,D2,D1) is big,
the contribution of Y to score is small, thus, Y can be omitted. But, when
the value of Gr(Y,D2,D1) satisfies a predefined threshold and is small, it will
play important role in validating C belongs to D1. In addition, considering the
difference between eEP and JEP, the second part of Formula(7) is given. In a
word, Formula(7) is a synthetical representation after much consideration.
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4 Experiment Results and Evaluation

For testing efficiency and effectiveness of two PIU-B detecting algorithms, we
gather real interactional behavior data from 20 masters in our lab by running
event collector with trigger 24 hours a day in each student’s computer. Among
20 students, we select 5 persons who have high PIU probability such as watching
video online, playing board game, and Browsing Web Site by questionnaires as
PIU sample objects and collected their daily computer interactions about 10
weeks as PIU sample samples. One third of 15 students are treated as normal
NPIU samples. Two third of 15 students are treated as the testing data set
and are feeded into two algorithms to justify whether an object has latent PIU
behavior. In addition, considering scalability of two algorithms, synthetic data
about 100 weeks are generated in a hybrid way based on some typical PIU-B
generators. All the experiments are done with Intel Core i3 processor (2.53 GHz
CPU with 4GB RAM) and operating system is Windows 7 professional edition.

4.1 Efficiency

Aiming at real and synthetic data, efficiency test of two PIU-B detecting algo-
rithms, i.e., running time and occupied memory space are measured. Experi-
mental results are shown from Fig.1(a) to Fig.1(d) respectively.

(a) real data (b) synthetic data (c) real data (d) synthetic data

Fig. 1. Efficiency

Firstly, from the viewpoint of running time, Fig.1(a) and .1(b) show that two
algorithms time increases as data scale(i.e., the number of test days) increases,
since the much data quantity is, the much the time consumes. Also, Fig.1(a)
shows that Gen-based algorithm spends less time than EP-based algorithm since
the latter includes more processing steps. But this advantage will be weakened
as data scale enlarges. Especially, just like showing by crossing point where
two lines intersected in Fig.1(b), when data volume exceeds approximate 30
days, EP-based algorithm is superior to Gen-based algorithm, i.e., EP-based
algorithm runs faster than Gen-based algorithm. This phenomenon is obvious
in Fig.1(b) where the runtime’s rising extent of EP-based algorithm is much
slower than that of Gen-based algorithm. The reason lies in, with the persistent
increment of data scale, the number of generators will reach to an unpredictable
quantity, while the number of EPs will be kept in a stable range. In other words,
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ineffective generators will be filtered out due to threshold limitation of growth
rate and characteristics of emerging pattern. As such, EP-based algorithm only
need much less time than that of Gen-based algorithm.

Secondly, from the viewpoint of occupied memory space, both algorithms
need more space with the increment of data scale. The reason is the much data
quantity is, the much space consumes. In addition, EP-based algorithm need
much more space than Gen-based algorithm due to dependence of generators for
EPs discovery.

4.2 Effectiveness

Two algorithms effectiveness such as precision, false positive and false negative
rates are tested in this paper. We discuss all possible affects that each of them
imposes on two algorithms in the following. Besides these, how growth rate effects
the EP-based algorithm’s effectiveness is also addressed.

Firstly, from the viewpoint of precision rate, Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) show that
both real data and synthetic data achieve high precision rate. In Fig.2(a), the
average of EP-based algorithm’s precision rate is 89.1% and that of Gen-based
algorithm is 79.8%. In Fig.2(b), the average of EP-based algorithm’s precision
rate is 89.5% and that of Gen-based algorithm is 87.5%. These results show
that data quantity of a test set is proportional to accurate rate of detecting
results. In addition, EP-based algorithm’s precision is superior to Gen-based
algorithm no matter whether real data or synthetic data. The reason is that
EP-based algorithm need to contrast with two sample sets and it’s judgement
principles is objective, fair and reasonable due to many factors to be considered.
But Gen-based algorithm only depends on the contrast with one sample set and
it’s decision rules are more subjective since most of them come from specialists
opinions.

Secondly, standing on the viewpoints of error rate, from Fig.2(c) to Fig.2(f),
real data and synthetic data are in low level. Here, error rate includes false pos-
itive rate and false negative rate. For real data, as shown in Fig.2(c), average
false positive of EP-based algorithm is 9.8%, while that of Gen-based algorithm is
16.4%. Also, as shown in Fig.2(d), the false negative rate of EP-based algorithm
is 12.4% and that of Gen-based algorithm is 25.4%. For synthetic data, as shown
in Fig.2(e), average false positive of EP-based algorithm is 9.5%, while that of
Gen-based algorithm is 17.6%. At the same time, as shown in Fig.2(f), the false
negative rate of EP-based algorithm is 7.8% and that of Gen-based algorithm is
8.6%. Based on these, one conclusion is that error rate of EP-based algorithm is
lower than that of Gen-based algorithm. The reason lies in, compared with Gen-
based algorithm, EP-based algorithm’s classifier not only has concise expression
form, but also includes the attribute characteristics with strong distinction abil-
ity. In addition, the other conclusion is error rates of two algorithms will descend
as data scale increases since the much the data quantity is, the lower the error
rate is.
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(a) real data (b) synthetic data (c) real data (d) synthetic data

(e) real data (f) synthetic data (g) real data (h) synthetic data

Fig. 2. Effectiveness

Finally, on the side of EP’s growth rate, we discuss how it affect the EP-based
algorithm’s effectiveness. In Fig.2(g) and 2(h), axes X and Y represent growth
rate and the number of EPs(written by #EPs) respectively. It is seen that the
number of EPs will decrease as the growth rate increases until down to the
number of JEPs. Just mentioned in Section3.3, the number of EPs equals to an
accumulation sum of the amount of JEPs and eEPs. While the number of JEPs
is not influenced by growth rate due to its infinite growth rate. Therefore, in fact,
the number of EPs is only associated with the amount of eEPs. When the number
of EPs equals to the number of JEPs, the corresponding growth rate becomes a
critical value, which means once growth rate exceeds this point, the number of
EPs keeps invariable and equals to the number of JEPs all along. In this case,
the classifier with only JEPs has the strongest distinguishing effectiveness.

5 Related Work

Main work associated with this paper has been introduced in Section 1. In the
sequel, we give a brief review about research achievements related with our work.

Frequent Pattern Mining. Discovering frequent patterns from large database
is meaningful and practical in association rule mining [9,10], correlation analysis
[11], classification [12], emerging pattern [13] and other domains. Due to limited
space, here, only some algorithms and ideas associated with emerging pattern
are introduced. Li et al. [8] propose DPMiner to mine generators and equivalence
classes. They construct a modified FP-tree which those frequent items with full
support must be removed from the head table of FP-tree, thus both save running
time and space in a great scale. Milton et al. [14] introduce fuzzy emerging
patterns as an extension of emerging patterns to deal with numerical attributes
using fuzzy discretization. Khan et al. [15] present the dual support Apriori
for temporal data algorithm to discover EP and JEP from time series data
using a sliding window technique. It dose not rely on itemsets borders with a
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constrained search space, thus requires less memory, minimum computational
cost and very low data set accesses. Yu et al. [16] bridge causal relevance and
EP discriminability to facilitate EP mining and propose a new framework of
mining EPs from high-dimensional data, thus enables to extract a minimal set
of strongly predictive EPs from an explosive number of candidate patterns.

Sequential pattern mining. Sequential pattern mining was first introduced
by Agrawal and Strikant [17] used in data mining research field. SPADE [18],
PrefixSpan [19] and SPAM [20] are quite popular ones. All these search strate-
gies can be divided into two types [21] - breadth-first search, such as GSP and
SPADE, generating many candidate patterns, and depth-first search, such as
PrefixSpan and SPAM, iteratively partitioning the original data set. While most
of previously developed closed pattern mining algorithms are inherently costly in
both runtime and space usage when the support threshold is low or the patterns
become long, Wang et al. [22] presented an efficient algorithm for mining fre-
quent closed sequences, BIDE, without candidate maintenance. In recent years,
the studying domain of sequential pattern mining has been extended. Since ex-
isting work of studying the problem of frequent sequence generator mining is
rare, Gao et al. [23] present a novel algorithm, i.e., FEAT, to perform this work.

Internet addiction disorder. Internet addiction was first introduced by Young
[24], but the illustrate of term addiction is various between scholars and has
greatly developed. In paper [2], Young defined Internet addiction as impulse-
control disorder by using Pathological Gambling as a model. The behavior was
first named as Pathological Compulsive Internet Usage (PCIU) and later changed
to Pathological Internet Use (PIU), divided into 5 types - information overload,
net compulsions, cyber-relationship addiction, cyber-sexual addiction and game
addiction [25].

6 Conclusions

Be absorbed in Internet so addictively as to unable to control, this phenomenon
is called PIU or IAD. PIU is a negative production of Internet popularizing
and need to avoid. Aiming at this issue, two novel PIU-B detecting algorithms,
Gen-based and EP-based approaches are proposed in this paper. The basic idea
of the former is to mine generators only due to it’s simplest representation of
behavior equivalence classes. Based on mined frequent behavior generators, a
PIU-B sample set, i.e., a PIU classifier, is created, which can be used to detect PC
users PIU-B. Taking growth rate between two data sets into account, the focus
of EP-based algorithm is to discover EPs that highlight different characteristics
between two data sets. Based on the EPs from generators satisfying the threshold
requirement of growth rate, two sample sets, i.e., PIU and NPIU classifiers, are
built simultaneously so as to diagnose PIU-B and NPIU-B meanwhile. Extensive
experimental results show that both two methods are efficient and effective.
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1 Introduction

Since the initial launch in August 2009, Sina Weibo, a Twitter-like microblogging
service, has grown rapidly to become a major and influential site for millions of
Internet users in China to disseminate news and urgent information, promote
new productions, and express opinions and comments on controversial issues [4,
6]. However, unlike Twitter which attracts much attentions from the research
community due to its popularity in United States and Europe, few studies have
been done to characterize tweeting behaviors of Sina Weibo users.

In this paper, we present a first systematic study to infer the tweeting activities
of Sina Weibo via a simple yet effective algorithm, which explores continuous
public status streams and user status streams via Weibo open platform APIs.
Through analyzing sampled tweets captured from public status streams and all
complete tweets of two independent groups of Weibo users — a subset of users
from the global Weibo user population and a subset of users from a local Weibo
community, we first estimate the sampling rate of public status streams, and
subsequently derive the overall Weibo tweeting activities using this sampling
rate and the total tweets in sampled public status streams. In our experiments,
we find that the sampling rates independently calculated from two groups are
almost the same. In addition, the diurnal pattern of estimated tweeting activities
well approximates the data in the public statistics released by Sina Weibo.

2 Data Collection of Public Data Streaming

Weibo provides real-time and sampled status streams of its all users via the
public timelineAPI, which returns a maximum of 200 latest randomly-selected
tweets, which are also referred to as statuses or weibos. The real-time status
streams, although a sample of all Weibo statuses, contain a rich set of valuable
information on user tweeting behaviors and information cascading patterns over
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Weibo online social network. We collect public status streams from June 14, 2013
to July 2, 2013. During the 19-day data collection period, we have collected a
total of over 91 million statuses.

In addition to providing sampled status streams of all users, Weibo also sup-
ports an API call that returns all statuses (or tweets) of a given user. However,
due to the sheer size of Sina Weibo population, it is impractical to collect all
statuses of all Weibo users. Sampling is a widely used technique to analyze and
process vast amount of data in online social networks [1–3, 5], thus we adopt
simple sampling approaches to collect complete tweeting activities of two inde-
pendent groups of Weibo users — a subset of users from the global Weibo user
population and a subset of users from a local Weibo community. For simplicity,
we use global cluster and local cluster to refer to users in these two groups, re-
spectively. For each user in the global cluster and local cluster, we launch Weibo
user timeline API calls to harvest its user status streams, i.e., complete tweet-
ing activities of the user during the same time period as public status streams.

3 Inference of Sampling Rates for Public Status Streams

Before inferring the overall tweeting volumes of Sina Weibo, we first need to
estimate the sampling rate used for public status streams. As Weibo randomly
selects the latest tweets as a result for public status streams, the probability of
any tweet being selected is the same, say p. Thus, our objective is to find an
accurate inference of p based on data collected from Weibo. If the total number
of sampled tweets during a given time period t is n(t), then the estimated total

number of tweeting activities, N(t), is derived as N(t) = n(t)
p .

To calculate the sampling rate of public status streams, we develop a simple
and intuitive approach by using the sampled tweets captured in the public status
streams for global cluster and local cluster and their complete tweets obtained
via separate user status timeline API calls. Figures 1[a][b] illustrate strong
linear correlations between the number of sampled tweets captured in public
status streams and the number of complete tweets by users in the global cluster
and local cluster during the first week of our data collection period, respectively.
The clear linear relationships serve as a strong indication of the sampling rates
for both clusters. Note that these two clusters are independently selected, thus
consistent sampling rates are expected for any robust inference algorithm.

Let i denote the user i in a cluster with m user, and Si and Ti represent
the total number of tweets captured in the public status streams and the total
number of complete tweets for the user i. To quantitatively calculate the over-
all sampling rates for each cluster, we use the following equation to infer the

sampling rate, s =
∑m

i=1 Si∑m
i=1 Ti

, which essentially is the fraction of the total tweets

in public status streams over the total number of actual tweets posted by these
users. Using public status streams and the total complete tweets, the sampling
rates are calculated as 0.2051 and 0.2018, for global cluster and local cluster, re-
spectively. The consistent sampling rates across two independent groups indicate
the robustness of our simple yet effective approach of estimating the sampling
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Fig. 1. Strong linear correlation between the number of tweets captured in public status
streams and the number of complete tweets for sampled cluster and local cluster

rate of public status streams. The average sampling rate for the combined two
clusters is 0.2063, which we use throughout the remainder of this paper.

4 Estimation of Sina Weibo Tweeting Activities

The availability of the estimated sampling rate allows to infer the total number
of tweets posted by all Weibo users. For each time interval, we infer the overall
Sina Weibo tweeting activities as the number of tweets captured in public status
streams over the sampling rate 0.2063.
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Fig. 2. The inferred tweeting activities of Sina Weibo users and an official Weibo release
on tweeting activities of Weibo users posted from mobile devices
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Figure 2[a] illustrates the inferred number of actual tweets during a 24-hour
time window. In this time window, we estimate that the total number of tweets
posted by Weibo users is 23, 924, 607. Ideally, the validation of the estimation
on inferred tweeting volumes of Weibo users is to use the public release data
from the official Weibo announcements. As Weibo does not release such data,
we find one public graph released in an official Weibo presentation, shown in
Figure 2[b], which presents the average number of tweets posted by Weibo users
from mobile devices during one-day cycle over March 2012. Although this public
figure does not come with any real statistics, its shape and trend substantially
match our estimation. This observation confirms that our proposed approach is a
promising and reasonably accurate technique to estimate the tweeting activities
of Sina Weibo or other microblogging services such as Twitter.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper develops a simple yet effective inference algorithm to estimate the
tweeting activities of Weibo users over time based on public status streams
and complete user status streams of two independent groups. To the best of
our knowledge, this paper presents the first effort to systematically infer Weibo
tweeting volumes over time. We are currently in the process of analyzing the
unstructured contents of tweeting messages posted by Weibo users for gaining
an in-depth understanding of Weibo users’ behaviors, interests and intents.
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Abstract. Time series (particularly multivariate) classification has
drawn a lot of attention in the literature because of its broad applica-
tions for different domains, such as health informatics and bioinformatics.
Thus, many algorithms have been developed for this task. Among them,
nearest neighbor classification (particularly 1-NN) combined with Dy-
namic Time Warping (DTW) achieves the state of the art performance.
However, when data set grows larger, the time consumption of 1-NN
with DTW grows linearly. Compared to 1-NN with DTW, the tradi-
tional feature-based classification methods are usually more efficient but
less effective since their performance is usually dependent on the qual-
ity of hand-crafted features. To that end, in this paper, we explore the
feature learning techniques to improve the performance of traditional
feature-based approaches. Specifically, we propose a novel deep learn-
ing framework for multivariate time series classification. We conduct two
groups of experiments on real-world data sets from different application
domains. The final results show that our model is not only more effi-
cient than the state of the art but also competitive in accuracy. It also
demonstrates that feature learning is worth to investigate for time series
classification.

1 Introduction

As a large amount of time series data have been collected in many domains
such as finance and bioinformatics, time series data mining has drawn a lot of
attention in the literature. Particularly, multivariate time series classification is
becoming very important in a broad range of real-world applications, such as
health care and activity recognition [1–3].

In recent years, a plenty of classification algorithms for time series data have
been developed. Among these classification methods, the distance-based method
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) classification has been empirically proven to be very
difficult to beat [4, 5]. Also, more and more evidences have shown that the
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is the best sequence distance measurement in
most domains [4–7]. Thus, the simple combination of k-NN and DTW could
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reach the best performance of classification in most domains [6]. Other than
sequence distance based methods, feature-based classification methods [8] follow
the traditional classification framework. As is known to all, the performance
of traditional feature-based methods depends on the quality of hand-crafted
features. However, unlike other applications, it is difficult to design good features
to capture intrinsic properties embedded in various time series data. Therefore,
the accuracy of feature-based methods is usually worse than that of sequence
distance based ones, particularly 1-NN with DTW method. On the other hand,
although many research works use 1-NN and DTW, both of them cause too
much computation for many real-world applications [7].

Motivation. Is it possible to improve the accuracy of feature-based methods?
So that the feature-based methods are not only superior to 1-NN with DTW in
efficiency but also competitive to it in accuracy.

Inspired by the deep feature learning for image classification [9–11], in this
paper, we explore a deep learning framework for multivariate time series classifi-
cation. Deep learning does not need any hand-crafted features by people, instead
it can learn a hierarchical feature representation from raw data automatically.
Specifically, we propose an effective Multi-Channels Deep Convolution Neural
Networks (MC-DCNN) model, each channel of which takes a single dimension
of multivariate time series as input and learns features individually. Then the
MC-DCNN model combines the learnt features of each channel and feeds them
into a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to perform classification finally. To estimate
the parameters, we utilize the gradient-based method to train our MC-DCNN
model. We evaluate the performance of our MC-DCNN model on two real-world
data sets. The experimental results on both data sets show that our MC-DCNN
model outperforms the baseline methods with significant margins and has a good
generalization, especially for weakly labeled data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the definitions
and notations used in the paper. In section 3, we present the architecture of
MC-DCNN, and describe how to train the neural networks. In section 4, we
conduct experiments on two real-world data sets and evaluate the performance
of each model. We make a short review of related work in section 5. Finally, we
conclude the paper and discuss future work in section 6.

2 Definitions and Notations

In this section, we introduce the definitions and notations used in the paper.

Definition 1 Univariate time series is a sequence of data points, measured typ-
ically at successive points in time spaced at uniform time intervals. A univariate
time series can be denoted as T = {t1, t2, ..., tn}, and n is the length of T.

Definition 2 Multivariate time series is a set of time series with the same
timestamps. For a multivariate time series M, each element mi is a univariate
time series. At any timestamp t, m·t = {m1t,m2t, ...,mlt}, where l is the number
of univariate time series in M.
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As previous works shown [12], it’s common to extract subsequences from long
time series to do classification instead of classifying with the whole sequence.
Definition 3 Subsequence is a sequence of consecutive points which are ex-
tracted from time series T and can be denoted as S = {ti, ti+1, ..., ti+k−1}, where
k is the length of subsequence. Similarly, multivariate subsequence can be denoted
as Y = {m·i,m·i+1, ...,m·i+k−1}, where m·i is defined in Definition 2.

Since we perform classification on multivariate subsequences in our work, in
remainder of the paper, we use subsequence standing for both univariate and
multivariate subsequence for short according to the context. For a long-term
time series, domain experts may manually label and align subsequences based
on experience. We define this type of data as well aligned and labeled data.

Definition 4 Well aligned and labeled data: Subsequences are labeled by domain
experts, and different subsequences belonging to same pattern are well aligned.

Fig.1 shows a snippet of time series extracted from BIDMC Congestive Heart
Failure data set [13]. Each subsequence is extracted and labeled according to
the red dotted line by medical staffs. However, to acquire the well aligned and
labeled data, it always needs great manual cost.

N N N N N N V N N N N N N

0 1000 2000 3000

Fig. 1. A snippet of time series which
contains two types of heartbeat: normal
(N) and ventricular fibrillation (V)

a)
b)

c)

d)

0 500 1000 1500

Fig. 2. Four 1D samples of 3D weakly
labeled physical activities: a) ‘standing ’,
b) ‘walking ’, c) ‘ascending stairs’, d) ‘de-
scending stairs’

In contrast to well aligned and labeled data, in practice, weakly labeled data
can be obtained more easily [12, 1]. We define it as follows.
Definition 5 Weakly labeled data: A long-term time series is associated with a
single global label as shown in Fig.2.

Due to the alignment-free property of weakly labeled data, it requires to
extract subsequences by specific algorithm. The most widely used algorithm is
sliding window [14]. By specifying sliding step, we can extract large amount of
redundant subsequences from long-term time series.

In summary, in this paper, we will primarily concentrate on the time series
of the same length and conduct experiments on both labeled data that is well
aligned and weakly labeled data.

3 Multi-Channels Deep Convolutional Neural Networks

In this section, we will introduce a deep learning framework for multivariate time
series classification: Multi-Channels Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (MC-
DCNN). Traditional Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) usually include two
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parts. One is a feature extractor, which learns features from raw data auto-
matically. And the other is a trainable fully-connected MLP, which performs
classification based on the learned features from the previous part. Generally,
the feature extractor is composed of multiple similar stages, and each stage is
made up of three cascading layers: filter layer, activation layer and pooling layer.
The input and output of each layer are called feature maps [11]. In the previous
work of CNN [11], the feature extractor usually contains one, two or three such
3-layers stages. Due to space constraint, we only introduce the components of
CNN briefly. More details of CNN can be referred to [11, 15].

3.1 Architecture

In contrast to image classification, the input of multivariate time series classi-
fication are multiple 1D subsequences but not 2D image pixels. We modify the
traditional CNN and apply it to multivariate time series classification task in
this way: we separate multivariate time series into univariate ones and perform
feature learning on each univariate series individually. Then we concatenate a
normal MLP at the end of feature learning to do classification. To be under-
stood easily, we illustrate the architecture of MC-DCNN in Fig. 3. Specifically,
this is an example of 2-stages MC-DCNN for activity classification. It includes
3-channels inputs and the length of each input is 256. For each channel, the
input (i.e., the univariate time series) is fed into a 2-stages feature extractor,
which learns hierarchical features through filter, activation and pooling layers.
At the end of feature extractor, we flatten the feature maps of each channel and
combine them as the input of subsequent MLP for classification. Note that in
Fig. 3, the activation layer is embedded into filter layer in the form of non-linear
operation on each feature map. Next, we describe how each layer works.

Filter Layer. The input of each filter is a univariate time series, which is

denoted xl
i ∈ �nl

2 , 1 ≤ i ≤ nl
1, where l denotes the layer which the time series

comes from, nl
1 and nl

2 are number and length of input time series. To capture
local temporal information, it requires to restrict each trainable filter kij with
a small size, which is denoted ml

2, and the number of filter at layer l is denoted
ml

1. Recalling the example described in Fig. 3, in first stage of channel 1, we
have nl

1 = 1, nl
2 = 256, ml

2 = 5 and ml
1 = 8. We compute the output of each

filter according to this:
∑

i x
l−1
i ∗ kl

ij + blj , where the ∗ is convolution operator

and blj is the bias term.

Activation Layer. The activation function introduces the non-linearity into
neural networks and allows it to learn more complex model. The most widely
used activation functions are sigmoid(t) = 1

1+e−t and tanh(·). In this paper, we
adopt sigmoid(·) function in all activation layers due to its simplicity.

Pooling Layer. Pooling is also called subsampling because it usually subsam-
ples the input feature maps by a specific factor. The purpose of pooling layer
is to reduce the resolution of input time series, and make it robust to small
variations for previous learned features. The simplest yet most popular method
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Fig. 3. A 2-stages MC-DCNN architecture for activity classification. This architecture
consists of 3 channels input, 2 filter layers, 2 pooling layers and 2 fully-connected layers.
This architecture is denoted as 8(5)-2-4(5)-2-732-4 based on the template C1 (Size)-
S1 -C2 (Size)-S2 -H -O, where C1 and C2 are numbers of filters in first and second stage,
Size denotes the kernel size, S1 and S2 are subsampling factors, H and O denote the
numbers of units in hidden and output layers of MLP.

is to compute average value in each neighborhood at different positions with or
without overlapping. The neighborhood is usually constructed by splitting input
feature maps into equal length (larger than 1) subsequences. We utilize average
pooling without overlapping for all stages in our work.

3.2 Gradient-Based Learning of MC-DCNN

The same as traditional MLP, for multi-class classification task, the loss function
of our MC-DCNN model is defined as: E = −

∑
t

∑
k y

∗
k(t) log (yk(t)), where

y∗k(t) and yk(t) are the target and predicted values of t-th training example at
k-th class, respectively. To estimate parameters of models, we utilize gradient-
based optimization method to minimize the loss function. Specifically, we use
simple backpropagation algorithm to train our MC-DCNN model, since it is
efficient and most widely used in neural networks [16]. We adopt stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) instead of full-batch version to update the parameters.
Because SGD could converge faster than full-batch for large scale data sets [16].

A full cycle of parameter updating procedure includes three cascaded phases
[17]: feedforward pass, backpropagation pass and the gradient applied.

Feedforward Pass. The objective of feedforward pass is to determine the pre-
dicted output of MC-DCNN on input vectors. Specifically, it computes feature
maps from layer to layer and stage to stage until obtaining the output. As shown
in the previous content, each stage contains three cascaded layers, and activation
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layer is embedded into filter layer in form of non-linear operation on each feature
map. We compute output feature map of each layer as follows:

zlj =
∑
i

xl−1
i ∗ kl

ij + blj , xl
j = sigmoid(zlj), xl+1

j = down(xl
j)

where down(·) represents the subsampling function for average pooling, xl−1
i and

zlj denote the input and output of filter layer, zlj and xl
j denote the input and

output of activation layer, xl
j and xl+1

j denote the input and output of pooling
layer.

Eventually, a 2-layer fully-connected MLP is concatenated to feature extrac-
tor. Since feedforward pass of MLP is standard and also the space is limited,
more details of MLP can be referred to [16, 17].

Backpropagation Pass. Once acquiring predicted output y, the predicted
error E can be calculated according to the loss function. By taking advantage of
chain-rule of derivative, the predicted error propagates back on each parameter
of each layer one by one, which can be used to work out the derivatives of them.
We still don’t present backpropagation pass of final MLP for the same reason of
feedforward pass.

For pooling layer in the second stage of feature extractor, the derivative of
xl−1
j is computed by the upsampling function up(·), which is an inverse operation

opposite to the subsampling function down(·) for the backward propagation of
errors in this layer.

∂E

∂xl−1
j

= up(
∂E

∂xl
j

)

For filter layer in second stage of feature extractor, derivative of zlj is computed
similar to that of MLP’s hidden layer:

δlj =
∂E

∂zlj
=

∂E

∂xl
j

∂xl
j

∂zlj
= sigmoid

′
(zlj) ◦ up(

∂E

∂xl+1
j

)

where ◦ denotes element-wise product. Since the bias is a scalar, to compute its
derivative, we should summate over all entries in δlj as follows:

∂E

∂blj
=

∑
u

(δl
j)u

The difference between kernel weight kl
ij and MLP’s weight wl

ij is the weight

sharing constraint, which means the weights between (kl
ij)u and each entry of xl

j

must be the same. Due to this constraint, the number of parameters is reduced by
comparing with the fully-connected MLP, Therefore, to compute the derivative
of kernel weight kl

ij , it needs to summate over all quantities related to this kernel.
We perform this with convolution operation:

∂E

∂kl
ij

=
∂E

∂zlj

∂zlj

∂kl
ij

= δlj ∗ reverse(xl−1
i )
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where reverse(·) is the function of reversing corresponding feature map. Finally,
we compute the derivative of xl−1

i as follows:

∂E

∂xl−1
i

=
∑
j

∂E

∂zlj

∂zlj

∂xl−1
i

=
∑
j

pad(δlj) ∗ reverse(kl
ij)

where pad(·) is a function which pads zeros into δl
j from two ends, e.g., if the

size of kl
ij is nl

2, then this function will pad each end of δl
j with nl

2 − 1 zeros.

Gradients Applied. Once we obtain the derivatives of parameters, it’s time
to apply them to update parameters. To converge fast, we utilize decay and
momentum strategies [16]. The weight wl

ij in MLP is updated in this way:

wl
ij = wl

ij +Δwl
ij

Δwl
ij = momentum ·Δwl

ij − decay · ε · wl
ij − ε · ∂E

∂wl
ij

where wl
ij represents the weight between xl−1

i and xl
j , Δwl

ij denotes the gradient

of wl
ij , and ε denotes the learning rate. The kernel weight kl

ij , the bias term blj in

filter layer and bl in MLP are updated similar to the way of wl
ij . The same as [18],

we set momentum = 0.9, decay = 0.0005 and ε = 0.01 for our experiments. It
is noted that [19] claimed that both the initialization and the momentum are
crucial for deep neural networks, hence, we consider how to select these values
as a part of our future work.

4 Experiments

In this section, we will conduct two groups of experiments on real-world data
sets from two different application domains. Particularly, we will show the per-
formance of our methods via comparing with other baseline models in terms of
both efficiency and accuracy.

To the best of our knowledge, indeed, there are many public time series data
sets available, e.g., the UCR Suite [20]. However, we decide not using the UCR
Suite for the following reasons. First, we focus on the classification of multivariate
time series, whereas most data sets in UCR Suite only contain univariate time
series. Second, data sets in UCR Suite are usually small and CNN may not
work well on such small data sets [21]. Thus, we choose two data sets which are
collected from real-world applications, and we will introduce the data sets in the
next subsections.

We consider three approaches as baseline methods for evaluation: 1-NN (ED),
1-NN (DTW-5%) and MLP. Here, 1-NN (ED) and 1-NN (DTW-5%) are the
methods that combine Euclidean Distance and Window Constraint DTW [7]) 1

with 1-NN, respectively. Besides these two state-of-the-art methods, MLP is

1 Following the discoveries in [7], we set the optimal window constraint r as 5%.
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chosen to demonstrate that the feature learning process can improve the clas-
sification accuracy effectively. For the purpose of comparison, we record the
performance of each method by tuning their parameters. Notice that some other
classifiers are not considered here, since it is difficult to construct hand-crafted
features for time series and many previous works have claimed that feature-based
methods cannot achieve the accuracy as high as 1-NN methods. Also, we do not
choose the full DTW due to its expensive time consumption. Actually, at least
more than a month will be cost if we use full DTW in our experiments.

4.1 Activity Classification (Weakly Labeled Data)

Data Set. We use the weakly labeled PAMAP2 data set for activity classifica-
tion . It records 19 physical activities performed by 9 subjects. On a machine
with Intel I5-2410 (2.3GHz) CPU and 8G Memory (our experimental platform),
according to the estimation, it will cost nearly a month for 1-NN (DTW-5%) on
this data set if we use all the 19 physical activities. Hence, currently, we only
consider 4 out of these 19 physical activities in our work, which are ‘standing’,
‘walking ’, ‘ascending stairs ’ and ‘descending stairs ’. And each physical activity
corresponds to a 3D time series. Moreover, 7 out of these 9 subjects are chosen.
Because the other two either have different physical activities or have different
dominant hand/foot.
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Fig. 5. The box-and-whisker plot of clas-
sification accuracy on BIDMC data set

Experiment Setup. We normalize each dimension of 3D time series as x−μ
σ ,

where μ and σ are mean and standard deviation of time series. Then we apply
the sliding window algorithm to extract subsequences from 3D time series with
different sliding steps. To evaluate the performance of different models, we adopt
the leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) technique. Specifically, each time
we use one subject’s physical activities as test data, and the physical activities
of remaining subjects as training data. Then we repeat this for every subject.
To glance the impact of depths, we evaluate two models: MC-DCNN(1), MC-
DCNN(2). They are 1-stage and 2-stages feature learning models, respectively.

Experimental Results To evaluate efficiency and scalability of each model,
we get five data splits with different volumes by setting sliding step as 128, 64,
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32, 16, 8, respectively. In addition, to ensure each subsequence to cover at least
one pattern of time series, we set the sliding window length as 256.

As is well known, feature-based models have an advantage over lazy classifica-
tion models (e.g., k-NN) in efficiency. As shown in Fig. 4, the prediction time of
1-NN model increases linearly as the size of training data set grows. In contrast,
the prediction time of our MC-DCNN model is almost constant no matter how
large the training data is.

We also evaluate accuracy of each model on these five data splits. Fig. 6 shows
the detailed accuracy comparisons of each subject at different step settings. From
this figure we can see that for each subject our MC-DCNN model is either the
most accuracy one or very close to the most accuracy one. Especially, for subject
3, the 2-stages MC-DCNN leads to much better accuracy than other approaches.
We suppose that 2-stages MC-DCNN may learn high-level and robust feature
representations so that it has a good generalization. We also show the average
and standard deviation of accuracy in Table 1. From the table we can see that our
model leads to the highest average accuracy and the lowest standard deviation.

Table 1. Average and standard deviation of accuracy of each model at different sliding
step. Bold numbers represent the best results.

Step 1-NN (DTW-5%) MLP 1-NN (ED) MC-DCNN(1) MC-DCNN(2)
128 83.46 (0.063) 77.89 (0.076) 79.05 (0.076) 88.73 (0.057) 90.34 (0.031)
64 84.51 (0.070) 80.09 (0.098) 80.25 (0.089) 90.38 (0.050) 91.00 (0.033)
32 84.44 (0.080) 82.49 (0.096) 80.74 (0.094) 90.28 (0.063) 91.14 (0.031)
16 84.16 (0.094) 84.34 (0.104) 81.74 (0.096) 90.75 (0.062) 93.15 (0.019)
8 83.61 (0.104) 84.83 (0.115) 82.28 (0.103) 90.53 (0.065) 93.36 (0.015)
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4.2 Congestive Heart Failure Detection (Well Aligned Data)

Data Set Well aligned BIDMC data set was downloaded from Congestive Heart
Failure database 2 [13]. Long-term electrocardiograph (ECG) data was recorded
from 15 subjects, each of them suffers severe Congestive Heart Failure. Different
from PAMAP2 data, in BIDMC data set, each type of heart failure corresponds
to a 2D time series. In this experiment, we consider four types of heartbeats to
evaluate all the models: ‘N’, ‘V’, ‘S’, ‘r’.

Experiment Setup. We still normalize each univariate of 2D time series as
mentioned before. Different from weakly data, we extract subsequences centered
at aligned marks (red dotted line in Fig. 1). And each subsequence still has a
length of 256. Similar to the classification of individuals’ heartbeats [12], we mix
all data of 15 subjects and randomly split it into 10 folds to perform 10-folds cross
validation. Because as [12] noted, it can be able to obtain huge amounts of labeled
data in this way and a unhealthy individual may have many different types of
heartbeats. To glance the impact of depths, we also evaluate two models: MC-
DCNN(1), MC-DCNN(2). The former performs 1-stage feature learning, and
the latter performs 2-stages. To determine the epochs, we separate one third of
training data as validation set. As shown in Fig. 7, we set epoch to 40 and 80
for 1-stage and 2-stages MC-DCNN models respectively. Since the test error is
stable when epochs are greater than them.

Experimental Results. We illustrate the accuracy of each model on BIDMC
data set in Fig. 5. From this figure, we can see that accuracies of 1-stage MC-
DCNN and 2-stages MC-DCNN models are 94.67% and 94.65%, which are also
higher than the accuracies of 1-NN(ED) (93.64%), 1-NN(DTW-5%) (92.90%)
and MLP (94.22%). Due to the space limit we do not report the prediction
time of each model on BIDMC data set. However, the result is similar to Fig. 4
and it also supports that feature-based models have an advantage over lazy
classification models (e.g., k-NN) in efficiency.
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Fig. 7. Test error on validation set, left) 1-stage MC-DCNN model and right) 2-stages
MC-DCNN model. The vertical purple line indicates the determined epoch.

5 Related Work
Many time series classification methods have been proposed based on different
sequence distance measurements. Among these previous works, some researchers

2 http://www.physionet.org/physiobank/database/chfdb/

http://www.physionet.org/physiobank/database/chfdb/
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claimed that 1-NN combined DTW is the current state of the art [6, 7]. How-
ever, the biggest weakness of 1-NN with DTW model is its expensive computa-
tion [7]. To overcome this drawback, a part of researchers explored to speed up
the computation of distance measure (e.g., DTW) in certain methods (e.g., with
boundary conditions) [7]. While another part of researchers tried to reduce the
computation of 1-NN by constructing data dictionary [12, 7, 14, 22]. When the
data set grows large, all these approaches improve the performance significantly
in contrast to simple 1-NN with DTW. Some feature-based models have been
explored for time series classification [2, 23], however, most of previous works
extracted the hand-crafted statistical features based on domain knowledge, and
achieved the performance not as well as sequence distance based models.

Feature learning (or representation learning) is becoming an important field
in machine learning community in recent years [9]. The most successful feature
learning framework is deep neural networks, which build hierarchical represen-
tations from raw data [10, 11, 24]. Particularly, as a supervised feature learning
model, deep convolutional neural networks achieve remarkable successes in many
tasks such as digit and object recognition [18], which motivates us to investigate
the deep learning in time series field. In the literature, there are few works on
time series classification using deep learning. Ref.[25] explored an unsupervised
feature learning method with convolutional deep belief networks for audio clas-
sification, but in frequency domain rather than in time domain. Ref.[3] adopted
a special time delay neural network (TDNN) model for electroencephalography
(EEG) classification. However, their TDNN model only included a single hid-
den layer, which is not deep enough to learn good hierarchical features. To the
best of our knowledge, none of existing works on time series classification has
considered the supervised feature learning from raw data. In this paper, we ex-
plore a MC-DCNN model for multivariate time series classification and intend
to investigate this problem in another way.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Time series classification is becoming very important in a broad range of real-
world applications, such as health care and activity recognition. However, most
existing methods have high computational complexity or low prediction accu-
racy. To this end, we developed a novel deep learning framework (MC-DCNN)
to classify multivariate time series in the paper. This model learns features from
individual univariate time series in each channel automatically, and combines in-
formation from all channels as feature representation at final layer. A traditional
MLP is concatenated to perform classification. We evaluated our MC-DCNN
model on two real-world data sets. Experimental results show that our MC-
DCNN model outperforms the competing baseline methods on both data sets,
especially, the improvement of accuracy on weakly labeled data set is significant.
Also, we showed that 2-stages MC-DCNN is superior to 1-stage MC-DCNN. It
provides the evidence that the deeper architecture can learn more robust high-
level features, which is helpful for improving performance of classification.
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There are several research directions for future work. First, in this paper
we simply use the 1-stage and 2-stages feature learning for better illustration,
and in the future we plan to study and extend other deep learning models for
multivariate time series classification on more data sets. Second, we also intend
to perform unsupervised algorithms on unlabeled data to pre-train the networks.
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Abstract. The region covered by monitoring system is vast in a large-scale 
smart grid. Traditional grid has the latency problem on the query of the 
historical data on server which cannot satisfy the needs of the smart grid real-
time monitoring and real-time control. Furthermore, the global query in 
wireless sensor network (WSN) of the monitoring system cannot meet the 
requirement of users to query flexibly at any area, and needs high 
communication cost. Therefore, an efficient query for a large-scale smart grid 
becomes a key issue to be solved in the present smart grid research. On the 
basis of previous research, this paper proposes a query approach in support of 
variable physical window in large-scale smart grid. The approach uses physical 
window describing actual area of query which is variable according to user 
need. And through selecting query tree and node inside the query tree, physical 
window is modified to achieve high efficiency and flexible query. Experiments 
show that the approach can realize the queries for any physical regions, while 
reduce the cost of network communication and extend the lifetime for the 
monitoring system network. 

Keywords: smart grid, physical window, monitoring system, data query. 

1 Introduction 

The so-called smart grid is a new type of power grid, which is formed by highly 
integrate of information technology, communication technology, computer 
technology, the original transport and power distribution infrastructure [1, 2]. The 
United States, the European Union and other countries put the smart grid rise to the 
height of national strategy, and expand the related technical research actively. 
According to the actual situation of power grid construction in China, State Grid 
Corporation of China first put forward to build the goal of “strong smart grid” in 
2009.The realization of the smart grid depends on the on-line monitoring and real-
time information control of important operating parameters in various parts of power 
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grid [1, 2, 3] . It is used for protecting the power grid transmission line from snow 
storms and other natural disasters, and providing supports for the whole life cycle 
management of devices. 

In smart grid, when monitoring the high-voltage electrical installations and power 
transmission line, smart grid need widely deploy different function sensors, Intelligent 
Electronic Devices (IED) and etc. For example, with the ice disaster advance warning 
system, the centralized control center should send continuous query to sensor 
networks deployed in grid-power transmission line to find out the transmission line 
iced or will be iced in time. It can avoid wire icing or melt the ice within a short time 
through the way of increasing electric wire preheating. While query is executed 
through accessing historical data in Oracle or PI database in traditional power grid, it 
is efficient to analyze after the accident, but can’t satisfy the needs of real-time 
monitoring and real-time control in large-scale smart grid [4, 5]. However, large-scale 
smart grid involves vast and complex geographical environment, the monitored 
objects increase by thousand magnitude and other factors. The traditional way of 
global query cannot satisfy the query in any area, and the communication cost is also 
large. Therefore, the research on energy efficient distributed query algorithm in large-
scale smart grid monitoring system is in urgent need [6, 7]. 

Based on the requirement of data transmission, storage and query in large-scale 
smart grid, this paper proposes QPW, a query approach based on variable physical 
window. The method uses physical window describing actual area of query which is 
variable by the user need at any time. In query process, the strategy of selecting query 
tree and node inside the query tree is used for modifying physical window and 
querying flexibly at any area. The mapping array is used for selecting node inside the 
query tree instead of physical window, and reducing network communication cost 
when the query is issued. When collecting the query result, filter tuple approach is 
used for reducing the amount of data transmission in network. Experiments show that 
the approach can realize the queries for any physical regions, while reduce the cost of 
network communication and extend the lifetime for the monitoring system network. 

2 Description of the Node in Large-Scale Smart Grid 

As a rally point of transmission and distribution, the substation plays an important 
role in the smart grid. In the literature [8], it is the unit of large-scale smart grid which 
is divided into the equal size of two dimensional logical grids. Each grid covers the 
primary and secondary high-voltage devices in the substation, such as transformers, 
transformer, lightning arrester and switch equipment, and also covers all levels of 
transmission line region radiated by substations. A large number of sensors and IED 
nodes [9] are deployed in these devices. 

2.1 Classification of the Node 

The query in this paper is real-time, which is in view of the primary and secondary 
high-voltage device of transformer substation in large-scale smart grid, and its 
radiation sensors on each level of transmission line and IED node. There are detailed 
divisions and introductions of function on the sensor node and IED node as follows. 
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 Detecting node 
Detecting node is a sensor which is used for sensing equipment working status and 
environment parameters, can deal with simple calculation. 

 Gathering node  
Gathering node is a sensor which is more powerful than detecting node. It can sense, 
participate in query issued and result gather. 

 Logical root node 
Logical root node cannot sense physical world, but possess high energy and 
computing power. It can communicate with the compute IED node, detecting node 
and gathering node. 

 Compute IED node 
There are a lot of Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED) nodes which are used for 
equipment life cycle management in smart grid. According to actual demand, each 
substation sets a compute IED node. The node integrates strong computation module 
and moderate storage module. 

2.2 The Representation of Node Location 

A large number of sensor devices are deployed in transmission lines and substations 
in smart grid. Their geographical locations are normal determined when installed. In 
this paper, the location of sensor node represents as <longitude, latitude > [10], that is, 
loc = <lon，lat>, and converts to the number which represents as the smallest unit in 
degrees. For example, the location of a sensor node is east longitude 23°27′30″, south 
latitude43°15′29″. Then it represents as loc = <23.4，- 43.2> after conversion. 

3 Initialization of Query  

After compute IED node receiving the initialization order from the centralized control 
center, on the basis of self-organization network creation in WSN, the logic tree 
structure is formed according to initialization rules. All the nodes covered by a 
substation form a logic query tree which support variable physical window query. 
And all the logic query trees constitute a logic query forest. 

3.1 The Attribute of Node 

 The level of node 
The query results collection phase determines the query collections path through the 
levels of node. The level can represent parent-child relationship of nodes. The values 
of level start from 0, and increase from small to large sequentially. In this paper, the 
level value of detecting node is 0, and that of gathering node is at least 1.  The value 
of compute IED node level is the highest and that of logical root node second, which 
is shown in Figure 1. 
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 The maximum range of node 
Types of node are different in mart grid, and meanings of maximum range are also 
different. Range of the compute IED node is the possessed range of WSN [11]. Range of 
sensor node refers to the smallest rectangle range, which is received from the actual range 
of children node at a lower level after normalization. By traversing through the location 
of all children node in a sensor node, the maximum and minimum of longitude and 
latitude will be received, which is constituting the minimum rectangle range of the node, 
which expressed by max-range. max-range = <long_max, long_min, lat_max, lat_min>. 
The maximum range of leaf node in the tree structure is its geographical location. There 
is long_max=long_min=long, and lat_max=lat_min=lat. 

 

Fig. 1. Levels of different nodes 

3.2 Data Structure of Node 

In the initialization of query path and query issued，the compute IED node and 
sensor node need maintain different data structures. They are used for storing all 
kinds of information based on the variable physical window query what we need. 

 Tuple of node 
In smart grid the node maintains the normal information, such as tuple node_info = 
<id, level, location, max-range>. And the node need maintains route information in 
query process, such as tuple node_rout = <id, level, status>. The status in it represent 
whether the corresponding node relates to the query. If status equal to 1, the node 
need participate in query. If status equal to 0, the node doesn’t do it. The initial value 
of status is zero. 

 Table of node  
With the establishing of query path, each sensor node will create information table 
TB_Info which is used for storing the node_info tuple sets of it and its children nodes.  
TB_Info is a static table that cannot change over the query, but only update when the 
network topology structure changes and query path is re-established. Besides, based 
on the query path, sensor nodes need build their own path table TB_Route. It is a 
dynamic table which constituted by node_route tuple. TB_Route of node in query path 
updates when query path changes.  
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3.3 Establishment of Logic Query Tree 

 Creating information table of node 
The compute IED node sends the order of establishing query path to the logical root 
node in a jump, which broadcasts the message in all the sensor nodes of the 
substation. After each sensor node receiving the establish query path message from 
root node, node_infor tuple as a feedback message will be formed, and sent to the 
next node which approaching root node in a jump range and owning a better energy 
transmission efficiency[12]. 

（1）Setting the level of node 
If J is node_info tuple sets received by node Si, we can know J ≥ 1. The level of 

Si is determined by the maximum level of sensor in J. The rule is shown as follows. 
Si.level = MAX{level | Sj.level, j≠i且j∈J} + 1. 
（2）Computing max maximal range of node 
Node Si calculates Si.max-range according to the max-range of node_info tuples 

collected. The calculation rules are as follows. 
a) Si.max-range.lon-max = MAX{lon | Sj.max-range.lon-max, j≠i and j∈J } 
b) Si.max-range.lon-min = MIN{lon | Sj.max-range.lon-min, j≠i and j∈J } 
c) Si.max-range.lat-max = MAX{lat | Sj.max-range.lat-max, j≠i and j∈J } 
d) Si.max-range.lat-min= MIN{lat | Sj.max-range.lat-max, j≠i and j∈J } 

Si creates table TB_Info according to the collected node_info tuples, which is 
shown in Figure 2. And Si sends Si .node_info toward the next node approaching root 
node in a jump range. 

 Creating node path tables 
Si creates table TB_Route according to the TB_Info, which is shown in Figure 3. 
TB_Route of node in query path will be updated when query path changing and play 
an important role in query processing. The logic query tree of each substation has 
been established, after creating TB_Info and TB_Route. 

4 Query Based on the Variable Physical Window 

4.1 Variable Physical Window 

In the center, users can query sensors of the electric transmission line and other 
devices in any area of large-scale smart grid through query statement. The format of 
query statement is shown as follows. 

SELECT Select_List 
[FROM Physical_Window] 
WHERE Predicate 

Physical_Window（PW）is the actual physical range of specified query, that is PW 
= {loc = <lon, lat> | loc ∈specified query range }. PW is determined according to the 
actual query area, and is a variable. Traverse geographical coordinates in the PW to 
determine the query range, that is query_range= <lon_max, lon_min, lat_max, lat_min>. 
The rules to determine query-range are similar to the max-range, here no longer say. 
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Fig. 2. Logic query tree 

 

Fig. 3. Create node path tables 

4.2 Selecting Query Tree 

The center gets query_range through analyzing the query statement, compares it with 
the max_range uploaded by each compute IED node, and selects the right logic query 
tree for global or local query in entire query forest. 

 Selecting rules of query tree 
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(1) When query_range is disjoint from IEDi.max-range, it can infer that the PW 
mutually disjoints the substation’s range, and query need not to be issued to 
the corresponding tree of the substation. 

(2) When query_range intersects IEDi.max-range, it can’t infer that the PW 
certainly intersects the substation’s range. System need intercept the 
intersected minimum range among query_range, IEDi.max-range and PW, 
and then form PW’s subsets PW′ and new query_range′. They will be 
delivered with query statement to the compute IED node of corresponding 
substation, and then execute selecting node inside the query tree. 

(3) When query_range contains IEDi.max-range, it can’t infer that the PW 
certainly contains this substation’s range. And further judgments are need. If 
4 vertexs of IEDi.max-range are all in the PW, it declares that this 
substation’s range is certainly contained by PW. And the query need be sent 
to the substation for a global query. If 4 vertexs of IEDi.max-range are not all 
in the PW, it declares that this substation’s range isn’t contained by PW. 
System needs to intercept the intersected minimum range between IEDi.max-
range and PW, and then form query_range′ and PW′. They will be delivered 
with query statement to the compute IED node of corresponding substation, 
and then execute selecting node inside the query tree. 

 Selecting query tree algorithm 
The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n). 
 

Algorithm 1.SelectingQueryTree  
Input: query_range，IEDi.max-range 
Output: PW′，query_range′ 1: if (query_range disjoints IEDi.max-range) 2: {cut each node in this query tree (substation) } 3: else if(query_range intersects IEDi.max-range) 4: {return PW′，query_range′} 5: else  // query_range contains IEDi.max-range 6: { if(4 vertices of IEDi.max-range are in the PW) 7: { global query in the logic query tree} 8: else //4 vertices are not in the PW 
9: { return PW′，query_range′} endif } 10: endif } endif 

4.3 Selecting Node Inside the Query Tree 

Wide query range of large-scale smart grid contains a large number of geographical 
coordinate points. If the query is sent with PW will greatly increase the network 
bandwidth, and also accelerate the energy cost of sensor. To solve this problem, QPW 
utilizes Bloom Filter (BF) [13] to encode the data set of PW to transmit. In the range 
of allowable error, it decreases communication cost, saves the energy of sensor. 
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 Setting the mapping array 
First, define a bit array w, whose initial state is 0. Then define a set of hash function, 
H{ h(x) | hi(x), i=n, n is the number of hash functions}, and each hash function is 
mutual independence. If there is a set of integers X, |X|=m, and each element of X are 
different. Select each element xi (i= 1, ..., m) of X in turn. Then map hi(x) into w 
separately and set the corresponding bit to 1, which is shown in Figure 4. To judge 
whether y is the element of X set or not, the k hash function is applied to y. If all the 
value of hi(y) is 1, then we think, y is the element of X, otherwise it's not. In the Figure 
5, y1 doesn't belong to X, y2 may be the element of X, or just a false positive. Using 
the set H which is set up in advance, compute IED node sets a w for the received PW′. 
The w is used for selecting nodes inside the query tree instead of PW′. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Mapping array 

 

Fig. 5. An example of mapping array

 Selecting the path branches  
With the query is issued from root node to leaf node one by one, it traverses each 
TB_Info. Judge the intersection relation between query_range′ and max_range of the 
Si’s children which level>0. When query_range’ is disjoint from Sj.max-range, (Sj is a 
child of Si) it can infer that the sub-tree which root is Sj is not in query range. So the 
path branch is cut in query process. Conversely, Si sends w and query_range′ to Sj. 
Meanwhile set Si.status and Sj.status to 1, and Si.node_route is sent to Sj. Sj stores it to 
its TB_Route (shown in Figure 6). 
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Fig. 6. Selecting node inside the tree 

 Selecting the detecting node 
Si use the w of PW ' to judge whether the Sj (Sj is a child of Si) which level=0 is in the 
query range. If Sj’ location mapping in the w, set Si.status to 1 in Si.TB_Route and 
send Si.node_route tuple to Sj. Sj stores it to its TB_Route (shown in Figure 6). 
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 The algorithm of selecting node inside the query tree 
The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n). 

Algorithm 2. SelectingNodeInsideTree  
Input: PW′, query_range′, TB_Info 
Output: TB_Route (that is, mark the nodes which participate in query) 1: create a mapping array w for PW′ 2: traverse children node in Si.TB_info 3: if  Sj.level>0 // Sj is a children node in Si.TB_info 4: {if (query_range′ disjoints Sj.max_range) 5: {cut the path branch which root node is Sj } 6: else{transmit the w， query_range′ and query statement, modify 
Si.TB_route and Sj.TB_route }endif 7: else // Sj.level=0 8: if(Sj.location in the w) // Sj is in query range 

9: {modify Si.TB_Route and Sj.TB_Route} 10: else{ cut Sj} endif} endif 
4.4 Collecting the Query Result 

When collecting the query result, a filter tuple f is generated in each sensor node of 
query path. Data dominated by f (that is, query needless data) will be discarded. Other 
data will be saved and transmitted in the data collections direction from the node. 
Sensor nodes get out a minimum value from the maximum of all its internal tuples, and 
regard it as the f of this node. Delete the data which is governed by f, and other data are 
transmitted to their parent node. The node received Si.node_route finds its parent node 
through querying the TB_Route table. That is the node which level is higher than Si.  

5 Performance Evaluation 

In different network scale, we verify the performance of our work by comparing 
QPW against other methods in communication cost, negative error rate and 
transmission cost of different distributed data. 

5.1 Physical Window Size and Transmission Cost 

In the case of allowable error, the query approach proposed in this paper use mapping 
array to reduce the communication cost of network instead of actual physical window. 
When physical window size changes, the reduction rate of transmission cost is used to 
describe the reduction of transmission cost by using mapping array. Its calculation 
formula is shown as follows. 

physical window size bits of mapping array 
reduction rate of transmission cost 100%

physical window size
= ×-

  (1) 
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Here physical window size is bit number of physical window which equals n 
multiply the bits of sensor geographic coordinates (in this experiment, the assumption 
is 30), which n is the number of sensors in PW. Variable m represents the bits of 
mapping array. According to literature [14] we can obtain the optimal value of a 
mapping array when k = 3 in this experiment. According to different n, the reduction 
rate of transmission cost will be shown as follows. 

 

Table 1. Transmission cost （m=2000 bit） 

 

Table 2. Transmission cost （m=4000 
bit） 

n reduction rate 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 

33.3% 
66.7% 
77.8% 
83.3% 
86.7% 
88.9% 
90.5% 

 
 

n reduction rate 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

-33.3% 
33.3% 
55.6% 
66.7% 
73.3% 
77.8% 
81.0% 
83.3% 
85.2% 

 

With the n constantly increasing, the reduction rate of transmission cost increases 
gradually when the number of mapping function is fixed. Through comparing table 1 
with table 2, it shows that different values of m make different communication cost. 
System still has a reduction rate of 33.3% when m = 2000 and n = 100. However, the 
reduction rate decreases when m = 4000 and n = 100. It indicates that the query 
window size and number of mapping array bit have restrictive relations. In addition, 
when physical window increases to a certain extent, for example n = 800, the bits of a 
mapping array is at least 2654 according to 1 .4 3 2 .3 2m n≥ × × . Then the mapping 
array which m=2000 cannot satisfy the PW in query. Therefore, using mapping array 
instead of actual physical window can save bandwidth in general, but it needs to set 
up the physical window size and bit number of mapping array reasonable. 

5.2 Physical Window Size and Negative Error Rate 

The above experiments show that mapping array can reduce the transmission cost of 
network. The limitations of mapping array cause that a few of sensors which are not 
in query range are considered in the range incorrectly, that is negative error rate. This 
experiment sets k = 3 which is the number of mapping function. And variable m is set 
1000, 1500 and 2000 separately. Figure 7 shows that negative error rate is 
proportional to physical window size when m is fixed. Because the number of sensors 
in physical window increases, the number of 1 in mapping arrays increases, and 
negative error rate ascends. Furthermore, when the sizes of physical window are 
same, the negative error rate decreases as m increases. This is because that if the bits 
of mapping array and bits of 0 in the array increase, the probability of values, which 
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are mapped to 1 by mapping function and don’t belong to the physical window, is 
smaller . That is, the negative error rate is low. In the practical application, when use 
mapping arrays to reduce transmission cost and query time, the values of m and n 
should be set reasonable to reduce negative error rate. 
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Fig. 7. Negative error rate Fig. 8. Average transmission cost 

5.3 Transmission Cost in different Correlation of Data 

This experiment assumes that each sensor is unified deployed(1node/10m2) and 
location are all fixed. This experiment sets 100m*100m physical range as a stepping, 
and increases the stepping from 100m*100m to 600m*600m. It assumes that the test 
data are distributed evenly in sensor nodes, each node produces a tuple data in every 
moment, and the attribute dimension of tuple is 3. Each attribute is 4 bytes, and this 
experiment regards the normalized data in [0, 1]. Data are transmitted in the form of 
packets which the biggest length is 48 bytes. The simulated data are all generated by 
standard dataset generator of skyline query [15]. This experiment compares the 
MAIQS algorithm [16] based on agency with QPW on the average transmission cost 
under the positive and negative correlation distribution (see Figure 8).  

Figure 8 shows that the average transmission cost by using filter tuple in query 
approach is much lower than that normal query approach. The experimental 
comparison between positive correlation and negative correlation of sensor data in 
this paper shows that two attributes of data, which are distributed in positive 
correlation, are direct proportion. When data are distributed in positive correlation, 
transmission cost of two query approach is lower than that is in negative correlation. 
This is because that transmission cost is small when the distributed data skyline in 
positive correlation is small, while negative correlation is the opposite. With network 
size increasing, the average transmission cost also increases no matter that the data 
are distributed in positive correlation or negative correlation. 

6 Conclusion 

In large-scale smart grid the query range is vast and variety and the devices of 
referred sensor are numerous. This paper proposed a query approach in support of 
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variable physical window in large-scale smart grid. In this approach, the selecting 
strategy of query tree and tree node is used for meeting users to query flexibly at any 
area. The mapping array is used for selecting strategy of tree node instead of physical 
window, and reducing network communication cost when query issued. When 
collecting the query results, filter tuple approach is used for reducing amount of data 
transmission in WSN network, and improving the life of the monitoring system 
network. In the future, by resolving the optimal setting of mapping arrays and 
improving skyline query approach, it reduces the cost of network communication and 
improves the life of the monitoring system network. 
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Abstract. Privacy protection has received considerable attention for
location-based services. A lot of location cloaking approaches focus on
the identity and location protection, but few algorithms pay attention
to prevent the sensitive information disclosure using query semantics.
In terms of personalized privacy requirements, all queries in a cloaking
set, from some user’s point of view, are sensitive. These users regard the
privacy is breached. We call this attack as personalized homogeneity at-
tacks. We show that none of the existing location cloaking approaches
can effectively resolve this problem over road networks. We propose a
(K,L, P )-anonymization model and a personalized privacy protection
cloaking algorithm over road networks P3RN. The efficiency and effec-
tiveness of P3RN are validated by a series experiments.

Keywords: Privacy protection, road networks, location based services,
sensitive information.

1 Introduction

With advances in wireless communication and mobile positioning technologies,
location-based services (LBSs) have seen wide-spread adoption. These applica-
tions provide users with a great convenience, and improve the quality of work
and personal life significantly. However, the increasing collections of individual’s
information (e.g., location) open the door for potential privacy disclosure.

In general, existing work on privacy preserving in LBSs protects users three
kinds of information: identity, location, and sensitive information. In order to
protect these information, different models and methods are proposed. To hide
the user’s identity, location k-anonymity model is the most acceptable model.
For example, in Fig. 1(a), u1, u2 and u3 constitute a cloaking set. The locations
of u1, u2 and u3 are represented by a segments set S. u1 is indistinguishable from
u2 and u3 in the cloaking set, thus the users identities are successfully protected.

To hide the exact locations, based on the location k-anonymity model, location
cloaking is the popular methodology. Its main idea is to reduce the spatial and
temporal resolution of the user’s location. In Euclidean space, exact locations
are usually extended to a rectangle or a circle [1,3,4]. While in a constrained
space (e.g. road networks), exact locations are usually published as a segments

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 323–335, 2014.
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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Fig. 1. Location 3-anonymity (a) query semantics (b) location semantics

set [2,13,10]. In the previous example, the adversary cannot sure where is the
exactly location of u1 on the segments in S.

Most existing work focuses on the identity and location protection, but few
literatures pay attention to prevent the sensitive information disclosure. The sen-
sitive information is disclosed using two kinds of published information: location
semantics [3,7,16] and query semantics [14]. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of the
first case. Considering the public geographical context, the segments in S are
totally covered by a hospital. Thus, each user’s visited place is disclosed. Fig.
1(a) illustrates the other case. When the adversary considers the query seman-
tics, three users issue hospital-related queries. The attackers get the inquirer’s
health conditions. In this paper, we consider to protect the sensitive information
using query semantics over road networks.

In order to protect the sensitive information, besides location k-anonymity
model, a cloaking set also follows l-diversity model [9]. In our scenario, according
to the l-diversity model, the query contents issued from a cloaking set are at least
l different. However, location k-anonymity model and l-diversity model are not
sufficient to protect the sensitive information.

(b)(a)
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User Query
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Fig. 2. Personalized homogeneity attack (a) privacy profiles (b) a cloaking set

As we known, privacy requirements are personalized. Whether a query is
sensitive or not depends on the personalized privacy requirements. Fig. 2(a)
shows an example of the personalized privacy profiles. Fig. 2(b) is a cloaking
set following location 3-anonymity model and 3-diversity model. In u4’s side,
three queries issued from the cloaking set are all sensitive. u4 doesn’t want any
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of these queries being associated with himself. The case, that Fig. 2(b) shows,
is unacceptable for u4. We call this kind of attacks as personalized homogeneity
attacks, which consider personalized privacy profiles and query semantics.

This paper focuses on preventing personalized homogeneity attacks on road
networks, which aiming at protection identity, location and sensitive informa-
tion. We face one major challenge. What is the proper users partition strategy
which incurs less re-computing? Different protection targets lead to re-compute
cloaking sets iteratively. For example, some users in a candidate cloaking set
satisfy location k-anonymity model originally, but other users in the same set
fail to protect the sensitive information. However, when the sensitive information
is protected by adjustment, some user fails to follow the location k-anonymity
model.

To address the above issues, we propose a (K,L, P )-anonymity model to pro-
tect identity, location and sensitive information. Thanks to [10], a user location
on the road network is mapped to a 1-D value. Our P3RN finds cloaking set based
on the 1-D values considering the personalized privacy requirements. Specifically,
users are first partitioned into groups as the maximum anonymity level. Then,
conservative users shift from one group to another one considering the sensitiv-
ity requirements. Finally, the segments covered by each group are published to
protect location information.

The contributions we make in this paper can be summarized as follows:

– We propose a (K,L, P )-anonymity model, which aims to protect user’s iden-
tity, location and sensitive information.

– We propose a P3RN cloaking algorithm over road networks, which supports
users personalized privacy requirements.

– Some preliminary experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of
our proposed algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the related work
in Section 2. The problem under investigation is formally defined in Section 3.
The cloaking algorithm P3RN is proposed in Section 4. Section 5 presents the
preliminary performance evaluation results. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

Hu et al. [4] first observed the problem of sensitive information disclosure, when
the anonymized location data joins with a reference data set. [4] only follows loca-
tion k-anonymity model. Location l-diversity model was introduced in [1] which
requires that a cloaked region contains k mobile users and l places. However, [1]
doesn’t distinguish the place type. [15] refined the definition of l-diversity as the
number of different places types. Then, [3] further classified the places into sen-
sitive places and non-sensitive places. [16] presented an approach to the privacy
preserving sharing of sensitive positions in urban settings. All of previous work
protects individual sensitive information using location semantics.
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[14] first pointed out the problem of the homogeneity attack using query
semantics. A p-sensitive model is proposed, and a PE-tree is constructed for im-
plementing the model. The drawback of [14] is as follows. First, the maintenance
cost for the PE-tree is high. Second, every user has the same privacy requirement.
Third, the system unifies to define whether a query is sensitive or not. [6] fur-
ther categorized service attribute values (e.g., burgers and pizzas are categorized
as the fast food) and enhanced the cloaking algorithms by defining the query
l-diversity concept in LBSs. [14] and [6] only apply to Euclidean space, whereas
our work pays attention on privacy protection against personalized homogeneity
attacks over road networks.

In terms of the anonymization methods on road networks, existing work is
classified into four categories: tree-type index-based cloaking algorithms [8],
graph traversal-based cloaking algorithms [13,10,2], mix-zone based cloaking al-
gorithms [12], and PIR-based anoymization algorithms [11]. The cloaking sets,
generated from the second method, reflect the feature of road networks, which
is helpful for reducing query cost in LBSs server. Meanwhile, the cloaking set
has k-sharing property, which is benefit for cases of high workloads, preventing
query sampling attacks [10] and replay attacks [13]. Consequently, the graph
traversal-based cloaking algorithms are the most widely used privacy preserving
approach over road networks so far. Our proposed P3RN algorithm is in line
with the graph traversal-based methods.

3 Preliminary

3.1 Preliminary

Like most existing work, we employ a centralized system, which consists of mobile
users, a trusted anonymizing proxy (TAP), and an un-trusted service provider.
A category-sensitivity relation CaSR is stored in the TAP, which is a many-to-
one relation from a query categories relation to a sensitivity relation. Through
CaSR, each query is labeled with a sensitivity1. CaSR is defined as follows.

Definition 1. (Category-Sensitivity Relation) Let D(CaSet) and D(SSet)
be the domain of query categories and sensitivities respectively. Then,

CaSR = {(a, b)|a ∈ D(CaSet), b ∈ D(SSet),

if(a1, b1), (a2, b2) ∈ CaSR, a1 = a2, then b1 = b2}

For example, CaSR={(sensitive location navigation, top secret), (emergency
call, more secret), (location sensitive billing, secret), (infotainment services,
less secret), (shopping guides, non-secret), (travel guides, non-secret)}, where
D(CaSet)={sensitive location navigation, emergency call, location sensitive

1 We assume that the category-sensitivity relation is pre-known. The method for con-
structing the relation is out of our scope.
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billing, infotainment services, shopping guides, travel guides}, D(SSet)={top
secret, more secret, secret, less secret, non-secret}2.

The relation CaSR has two properties.
Property 1: For any two queries qi and qj , if qi and qj belong to a same

category, qsi = qsj , where qsi is the sensitivity of the query qi.
Property 2: For any two queries qi and qj , if qsi 
= qsj , the categories of qi

and qj are different.
From Property 1 and Property 2, queries with the same contents are the

special case of queries with the same sensitivity. Thus, in the following sections,
we only focus on the query sensitivity instead of the specific query content.

In order to represent users locations on the road network, like the most existing
work, we define a road network as an un-directional graphG(V,E). V is a vertices
set, including intersections (d(v) ≥ 3) and terminal points(0 < d(v) ≤ 2), where
d(v) is the vertex degree. E is an un-directional edges set, representing road
segments between two vertices.

The privacy profile is formalized as follows.

Definition 2. (Privacy Profile) In order to protect user’s personalized pri-
vacy on road networks, each user specifies three kinds of parameters:

– Anonymity requirement k: It is the anonymity level in the location
k-anonymity model, aiming at protection the user’s identity;

– Location diversity requirement l: It is the minimum number of road segments3

published by a cloaking set, which is to protect the user’s location;
– Sensitivity requirements (ts, p): ts is the user’s maximum tolerable query

sensitivity. If the sensitivity of a query q is larger than ts, from this user’s
side, q is a sensitive query; otherwise, q is a non-sensitive query. p is the
user’s maximum tolerable ratio of the sensitive queries in a cloaking set.

Note that ts is defined for one query, indicating whether a query is sensitive
or not. p is based on a users set, implying the number of sensitive queries in the
set. For example, a user u sets the privacy profile as (3, 4,(0.5, 0.4)). u requires
that the cloaking set contains at least 3 users. At least 4 different road segments
are published as the cloaked location. If a query sensitivity is larger than 0.5, u
regards this query as a sensitive query. u requires that the portion of sensitive
queries in the cloaking set is not larger than 0.4.

3.2 Attack Model and Privacy Model

Definition 3. (Personalized Homogeneity Attack) Let CS be a users set.
For ∀u ∈ CS, from u’s point of view, the number of the sensitive query in CS
is denoted as Count SQu. If

∃u, u ∈ CS, u.p <
Count SQu

|CS|
2 Besides the categorical values, a sensitivity could also be a normal number. Two
kinds of the attribute values can be transformed into each other. For simplicity, we
use a normal number in the following sections.

3 A long road segment is divided into serveral segments.
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where |CS| is the number of users in CS. This attack is termed as personalized
homogeneity attacks.

Fig. 3 shows a users set CS = {u1, u2, u3}. Assume that u1.ts=0.25 and
u1.p=0.9. From u1’s view, all queries issued from CS are sensitive, which is
un-acceptable. CS suffers from personalized homogeneity attacks.

Now let’s define the (K,L, P )-anonymity model.

Definition 4. ((K,L, P )-anonymity model) Let CS be a cloaking set accom-
panied with a set of issued queries QSet and the cloaked location RS. If

– K ≤ |CS|, where K = MAX
∀u∈CS

u.k;

– RS is a set of road segments, and L ≤ |RS|, where L = MAX
∀u∈CS

u.l, and |RS|
is the number of segments in RS;

– For ∀u ∈ CS,Count SQu

|CS| ≤ u.p.

Users in CS satisfy (K,L, P )-anonymity model.

The first condition guarantees location K-anonymity model. The second con-
dition ensures the diversity of the published location. Finally, the third one
implies that the number of sensitive queries is acceptable for each user. Besides,
users following the above three conditions has K-sharing proterty. Fig. 4(a)
shows a cloaking set. Users privacy profiles are shown in Fig. 4(b). According to
Definition 4, {u1, u2, u3} satisfies (K,L, P )-anonymity model.

Fig. 3. Personalized ho-
mogeneity attacks

Fig. 4. (K,L, P )-anonymity model (a) a cloaking set (b)
privacy profiles

4 P3RN:Anonymization Algorithm for Protection
Personalized Privacy on Road Networks

P3RN aims to protect the identity, location and sensitive information for each
user. Therefore, we divide the problem into three sub-problems. First, to protect
identities, we partition users into different groups according to the maximum
anonymity level. Then, to protect sensitive information, several conservative
users shift from one group to another according to each user’s sensitivity require-
ment. Finally, to protect the exact locations, segments, which users in cloaking
sets are on or near by, are published as the cloaked location. We elaborate each
sub-problem as follows.
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Fig. 5. 10 users on a road network (a) the road network (b) privacy profiles

4.1 User Identity Protection

As we known, the network distance computing is a costly work. Thus, we adopt
users partition strategies on road networks in [10]. Let moSet be the users set
and GK MAX = MAX

∀u∈moSet
u.k. The baisc idea is to give each user an order

number according to the road segments tranveral order. Thus, the user’s loca-
tion on the road network is mapped to a 1-D value. Based on the user orders,

users are partitioned into � |moSet|
GK MAX  groups. Each group has GK MAX users

except the last one with less than 2*GK MAX users. Obviously, the anonymity
requirements for users in each group are satisfied.

Let’s take the users in Fig. 5(a) as a running example. Suppose that the
segment < n1, n2 > is selected. From < n1, n2 >, do a depth-first traver-
sal on the road network. The number on the edge is the order of edge vis-
iting. Then, users on the edge are labeled with a number according to the
edge visiting order. The subscript of each user is the user order. Fig. 5(b)
shows the 10 users privacy profiles. GK MAX=3. 10 users are partitioned
into three groups:group1={u1, u2, u3} and group2={u4, u5, u6}, and group3 =
{u7, u8, u9, u10}.

4.2 Sensitive Information Protection

Intuitively, a user with the constrained sensitivity requirement (ts, p) is hard
to find the cloaking set. If these users are not anonymized successfully at the
beginning of the algorithm, they are hardly to be anonymized later. Therefore,
we build a min-heap for users with ts ∗ p as the sorting key. Then, pop the top
user topu from the heap, and find the group groupi where topu is. Next, for each
user u in groupi, compare u.p with Count SQu

|groupi| . If there exists an un-safe user nu
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in groupi(
Count SQnu

|groupi| > nu.p), users issuing non-sensitive queries, in nu’s view,

are found and inserted into groupi. Repeat the inserting step until groupi has
no unsafe users.

However, the inserting process would result in re-computing iteratively. Sup-
pose that there exist an unsafe user nu and a safe user u in groupi. nu regards
a query q as non-sensitivity, but u holds the opposite. If users issuing q are
inserted into groupi, the safe user u may become unsafe with the number of
sensitive queries increasing. In order to avoiding this case, conservative users are
inserted into a group. We define conservative users as follows.

Definition 5. (Conservative Users) For a group groupi,
groupi.ts = MIN

u∈groupi

u.ts. If a user u satisies the following conditions,

– u 
∈ groupi;
– u.qs ≤ groupi.ts.

u is called as a conservative user w.r.t. groupi. In the previous example, group1 =
{u1, u2, u3}. group1.ts=0.25. u5, u8, u10 are conservative users for group1.

Theorem 1: For a group groupi, if MAX
u∈uus

(Count SQu

u.p − |groupi|) conservative

users are inserted, the personalized homogeneity attack is prevented, where uus
is the set of unsafe users whose number of sensitive queries is beyond expected.

Proof. With conservative users inserting, Count SQu remains unchange for each
user u, and |groupi| increases. Therefore, for a safe user u ∈ groupi − uus,
Count SQu

|groupi| ≤ u.p still holds. For a unsafe user u ∈ uus, suppose xu is the number

of conservative users inserted. We hope that Count SQu

groupi+xu
≤ u.p. After inequality

derivation, xu ≥ Count SQu

u.p −|groupi|. For groupi, ifMAX
u∈uus

(Count SQu

u.p −|groupi|)
users are inserted, groupi has no un-safe users. Proof done.

If conservative users are redundant, the nearest ones are inserted. Since the
network distance computing is costly, we employ the order distance for proximate
calculation. Specifically, we define the group order ordgpi as the average order of
users in the group. The nearest conservative user is defined as the conservative
user u with the minimum order distance |ordu − ordgpi |. Still using the example
in Fig. 5, u1 is popped up from the min-heap, and group1={u1, u2, u3}. u1 is
unsafe. The nearest conservative user u5 is inserted into group1. {u1, u2, u3, u5} is
a safe cloaking set. If there is not enough conservative users, in order to gurantee
100% success rates, dummies4 with qs = 0 and ts = 1 are inserted.

Since some users (e.g. u5) shift from one group (e.g. group2) to another group
(e.g. group1), the user number of a group (e.g. group2) decreases. Such that,
the anonymity requirement may fail to be satisfied. For convenience, we call this
kind of groups as shrunk-groups. We merge the shrunk-groups into its neighbor
group. Specifically, suppose a shrunk-group is groupi. groupi is merged with

4 The locations of dummies are generated as the query history records.
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groupi−1 or groupi+1 randomly. Repeat this merging process until each user’s
anonymity requirement is satisfied.

Continuing the previous example, the second top user popped from the min-
heap is u4. The group containing u4 is group2. Since u5 shifted to group1, group2
is a shrunk-group. Therefore, merge users in group2 with group3. Finally, users
in the merged group constitute a cloaking set.

The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. In order to improve the efficiency,
we use the bucketization technique. Users who issuing queries with the same
sensitivity are in a same bucket. For a top user u, the group number is computed
(line 1). Then users in this group are found (line 2). If the group is a shrunk-
group, merge it with the neighbor group (line 4 and line 5). Otherwise, check
whether each user’s sensitivity requirement is satisfied (line 8). If not, compute
the number of consecutive users needed as Theorem 1 (line 9). If conservative
users are enough, shift the max nd nearest consecutive users to the groupi (line
14); otherwise, dummies are generated and inserted into groupi (line 16). Users
in groupi constitute a cloaking set.

4.3 Cloaked Locations Computing

The third target of P3RN is to generate the cloaked locations. LetCS be a cloaking
set. We first extract the segments sgon, where users in CS are. If |sgon| < llmax,
where llmax = MAX

u∈CS
(u.l), two kinds of segments are inserted successively. The

first choice is the road segment whose nodes are both in sgon. The second choice
is the segment one of whose nodes is in sgon. We continue running the example in
Fig. 5. For the cloaking set {u1, u2, u3, u5}, segments {< n1, n2 >,< n2, n9 >,<
n7, n8 >,< n7, n9 >,< n1, n8 >} are published as the cloaked segments.

Algorithm 1. Algorithm for finding cloaking sets

1. i = � orderu
GK MAX

�;
2. groupi=users with order from (i− 1) ∗GK MAX + 1 to i ∗GK MAX;
3. CK MAX = MAX

u∈groupi
u.k;

4. if |groupi| < CK MAX then
5. merge groupi with a group from groupi−1, groupi+1 randomly;
6. else
7. for each user uc in groupi do
8. if Count SQuc

|groupi| > uc.p then

9. max nd = max nd < Count SQu
u.p

−|groupi|?Count SQu
u.p

−|groupi| : max nd;
10. if max nd > 0 then
11. groupi.ts = MIN

u∈groupi
u.ts;

12. find conservative users con users from buk;
13. if |con users| ≥ |max nd| then
14. insert max nd nearest conservative users to groupi;
15. else
16. insert |max nd| − |con users| dummies into groupi;
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4.4 Strict Users Anonymization

LetD(SSet) = {S1, S2, . . . , Si, . . . , Sn} be the sensitvity domain. For any Si, Sj ∈
D(SSet) (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n), Sj > Si. Now let’e define strict users.

Definition 6. (Strict Users) For a user u, if u.p < |SSet|−i
|SSet| , where i is the

position of u.ts in D(SSet), u is termed as a strict user.

For example, D(SSet) = {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}, and a user u sets the sensitivity
requirement (ts, p) as (0.25,0.5). For any a query q, q has 0.6(=3/5) probability
as a sensitive query to u. However, u only sets the sensivity profile p = 0.5. u
is a strict user. From Theorem 1, the strict users need great conservative users
to be anonymized togerther, as a result, the cloaking set is huge. Huge cloaking
sets not only results in high query cost, but also draws the attacker’s attention
resulting in privacy disclosure.

In order to avoid huge cloaking sets, we bring strict users together for
anonymization. Strict users strU are sorted by their user orders ascendingly.
Then, strU is divided into � strU

GK MAX  groups. For each group, if there exists
unsafe users, we insert dummies as the conservative users. The algorithm is
simple, so we omit the detailed algorithm for space limited.

In summary, P3RN is shown in Algorithm 2. Line 1 employs [10] to sort mobile
users as the segments traversal order. Then, insert users in moSet into a min-
heap with ts ∗ p as the sorting key (line 2). Next, pop the top user u from the
min-heap (line 3). If u is a strict user, insert u into the strict users set strU
(line 6); otherwise invoke Algorithm 1 to find the cloaking set (line 8). After,
invoke the algorithm in Section 4.4 to find cloaking sets for users in strU (line
9). Finally, applying the segment selecting strategy in Section 4.3 to generate
cloaked locations (line 10 to line 13). Repeat line 4 to line 14 until the min-heap
is empty.

Algorithm 2. P3RN

1. mo orders=users in moSet are ordered as [10];
2. insert users into a min-heap with ts ∗ p as the sorting key;
3. pop the top user u;
4. while the min-heap is not empty do
5. if u.ts ∗ u.p < strict threshold then
6. insert u into strU ;
7. else
8. cs=invoke Algorithm 1 to find the cloaking set;
9. invoke the algorithm in section 4.4 to find cloaking sets for strU ;

10. find the segments sgon where users in cs are;
11. while |sgon| < llmax do
12. sgby=segments one of whose nodes is in sgon;
13. find segments in sgby randomly and insert them into sgon;
14. delete users in cs from the min-heap;
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5 Experiments

We compare our algorithm P3RN with DF, which is the DFS-based cloaking al-
gorithm [10] incuring the fewest query cost. DF cannot prevent personalized ho-
mogeneity attacks, but it is included for comparison to show the cost required for
defending against personalized homogeneity attacks. Both cloaking algorithms
are implemented in C++ and run on a desktop PC with a dual AMD 2.0GMHz
processor and 2GB main memory.

Table 1. Default system settings

parameter default setting

number of nodes 21,048
number of edges 21,693
number of users 32,399
strict theshold 0.15
SSet {0,0.25,0.5,0.75,1}
k Randomly chosen from [2, 10]
l Randomly chosen from [2, 10]
p Randomly chosen from [0.2, 1]
ts Randomly chosen from {0.25,0.5,0.75,1}

We adapt a real data set, California Road Network and Points of Interest
(POI) [5], to validate the effectiveness of our cloaking algorithm. The road map
contains 21,048 nodes and 21,693 edges; moreover, it is associated with a real
dataset of 32,399 POIs. All the POIs are empolyed to simulate LBS queries.
Table 1 lists the default system settings.

We investigate the impact of anonymity level k on the performance of cloaking
algorithms by enlarging the anonymity level range. Enlarging the anonymity
level range implies not only more constrained but also more diversified privacy
requirements. In Fig. 6, we measure the information entropy [13] of anonymous
locations, which indicates the protection strength. Larger information entropy
implies that the attackers is more uncertain of the user’s specific location. With k
increasing, more users and segments are included in each cloaking set. Thus, the
protection strength for two methods is both improved. However, P3RN provides
better protection than DF at all settings.

Recall that we use dummy queries to achieve a 100% success rate. Thus, in
Fig. 7, we measure the portion of dummys generated in the total mobile users .
We observe that DF doesn’t need dummies since the anonymity requiremented
is only considered. In order to prevent personalized homogeneity attacks, about
7% dummies are generated by P3RN, which we think is acceptable.

We empoly the query cost model proposed in [2] to evaluate the average query
cost, which is measured by the road segment length and the number of boundary
nodes in the cloaked locations. From Fig. 8, the query costs for both algorithms
increase with k increasing. Though the query cost of P3RN increases worse
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than DF, 0.2‰ query cost is sacrificed for preventing personalized homogeneity
attacks on average. Fig. 9 shows the effect of k on the average cloaking time.
Since the time spending on traversing road segments and users, when users are
sorted as the order of segments tranversal, dominates in the overall cloaking
time, the time difference between DF and P3RN is slight (about 0.3ms). The
cloaking time of P3RN is only 6ms for each user on average.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated a cloaking algorithm that can protect privacy
against personalized homogeneity attacks over road networks. To address this
problem, we propose a (K,L, P )-anonymity model to protect the identity, lo-
cation and sensitive information. Based on personalized privacy requirements,
we have proposed a cloaking algorithm called P3RN to generate cloaking sets
over road networks. A prelimiary of experiments has been conducted to evaluate
the effectiveness and effciency of P3RN. Experimental results demonstrate that
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P3RN provides better protection strengh than the existing algorithm. The aver-
age cloaking time is only 6ms. The price paid for defending against personalized
homogeneity attacks is small.
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Abstract. The group service allowing users with common attributes to
make new connections and share information has been a crucial service
in social networks. In order to determine which group is more suitable to
join, a stranger outside of the groups needs to collect profile information
of group members. When a stranger applies to join one group, each group
member also wants to learn more about the stranger to decide whether to
agree to the application. In addition, users’ profiles may contain private
information and they don’t want to disclose them to strangers. In this
paper, by utilizing private set intersection (PSI) and a semi-trusted third
party, we propose a group matching scheme which helps users to make
better decisions without revealing personal information. We provide se-
curity proof and performance evaluation on our scheme, and show that
our system is efficient and practical to be used in mobile social networks.

Keywords: Social Networks, Group Matching, Private Set Intersection.

1 Introduction

Social networks are changing our lifestyle and becoming an inseparable part of
our daily lives. For example, Twitter [1] which is a well-known micro-blogging
site enables users to share real-time information. The group service has been
frequently used in social networks and allowed strangers with similar profiles to
construct new relationships and share information. Generally, groups are con-
sisted of users with common attributes, such as educational backgrounds and
illness symptoms. In many situations, a group is only described by its classifi-
cation, several keywords and a short introduction. These features may not be
enough for users to decide which group is the most appropriate to join, especially
when a few groups have similar keywords and introductions. In order to choose a
suitable group to join, a stranger outside of the groups needs to collect profile in-
formation about each group member. In addition, attributes of users sometimes
contain sensitive and private information, thus they don’t want to disclose their
profiles or exact matching results to untrusted users or any third party. Such a
problem is referred to as group matching by Wang et al. in [2]. However, there
are two main problems in existing works for group matching problem.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 336–347, 2014.
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The first one is that only the stranger obtains the matching results while each
group member learns nothing. In most practical applications, when a stranger
who is an outsider of an existing group applies to join it, he just needs to simply
send the reasons for application to the manager of this group. Since the reasons
submitted by stranger may be incomplete or fake, it is inconvenient for the
group manager to determine whether to agree to the application. In addition,
sometimes other group members don’t fully trust the group manager and they
want to make their own decisions. In order to enable all group members to
participate in the decision process and make a better decision jointly, each group
member needs to learn more information about stranger’s profile.

Another problem is that existing systems rely mostly on exponential opera-
tions and have high computation cost, so they are not lightweight and practical
enough to be used in mobile social networks. The proliferation of networked
portable devices such as smart phones and PADs, enables people to use social
networking services anytime and anywhere. However, networked portable devices
have limited computational abilities, and we have to consider computation cost
in mobile social networks.

Our Contribution. In this paper, we focus on the above problems and propose
a novel scheme to realize group matching by utilizing private set intersection
(PSI) [3] and a semi-trusted third party. Our contributions can be summarized
as follows:

– Our scheme helps both stranger and each group member to make better de-
cisions. We take advantage of two kinds of matching information learnt by
the stranger and each group member respectively: the intersection set be-
tween their attribute sets, and the size of their intersection set. By collecting
different kinds of matching information, the stranger can make a better de-
cision when choosing a suitable group to join and each group member can
decide whether to agree to the stranger’s application.

– We limit the risk of privacy exposure and only necessary information of each
user’s profile is exchanged. Our system protects each participator’s private
attributes and exact matching information between two entities. We provide
thorough security analysis that our proposed scheme is secure under honest-
but-curious (HBC) model and against several certain active attacks.

– We utilize a semi-trusted third party to improve the computation efficiency
and our proposed scheme relies mostly on modular multiplication. We pro-
vide performance evaluation on our scheme. By comparison with an existing
work, we show that ours is much more lightweight and efficient in computa-
tion to be used in mobile social networks.

Organization. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we discuss the related works. In Section 3, we present the system model
and design goals. Section 4 describes the details of our scheme. We give the
thorough security proof in Section 5 and analyze the efficiency of our scheme by
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comparison with an existing work in Section 6. Finally, we briefly conclude this
paper in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Existing works related to our proposed scheme are mainly in the area of private
set intersection (PSI) first introduced by Freedmanet al. in [3]. Freedman et al.
base their protocol on oblivious polynomial evaluation and the protocol is single-
output, i.e., during the process, only one party learns the set intersection while
the other one doesn’t obtain any results. There have been other single-output
PSI protocols. Based on oblivious polynomial evaluation, Dachman-Soled et al.
[4] present an efficient two-party protocol which is robust in the presence of
malicious adversaries. In [5], Hazay and Lindell claim a different protocol based
on oblivious pseudo random functions and the proposed protocol is improved in
complexity by Jarecki and Liu [6]. Cristofaro and Tsudik [7] propose protocols
for plain and authorized private set intersection (PSI and APSI) and they base
their protocols on blind RSA signatures. In [8], Agrawal et al. adopt another
approach based on commutative encryption to realize private set intersection,
which is extended by Vaidya et al. [9] to multiparty setting.

Above single-output protocols only allow one user to obtain the results, while
in most situations, both of the two parties are desirable to learn the intersection
of their attribute sets. Several mutual PSI protocols have been proposed. Kissner
and Song exploit the first mutual PSI protocol in [10]. The proposed protocol
builds upon oblivious polynomial evaluation and enables several set operations
such as union, intersection, and element reduction operations. Camenisch and
Zaverucha [11] have applied certified sets to private set intersection problem
and ensured that all inputs are valid and bound to each protocol participant by
utilizing a trusted third party. In [12], Kim et al. claim a more efficient mutual
PSI scheme which is the first system with linear computational complexity in
semi-honest model. Recent work in [13], Dong et al. present the first fair mutual
PSI protocol by utilizing an offline semi-trusted third party arbiter which can
resolve disputes blindly without obtaining any sensitive information from users.
However, these mutual protocols can’t be utilized in group matching problem
directly. Users from the same group are familiar, and a group member may
exchange the intersection between him and stranger with other group members
to learn more about the stranger’s private attributes. In addition, above protocols
reveal the exact matching information which is undesirable in our work.

Based on private set intersection (PSI), there have been several practical sys-
tems designed for special purposes in social networks. The E-SmallTalker scheme
[14] exploited by Yang et al. adopts iterative bloom filter (IBF) to denote at-
tribute sets and enables a user to match people in physical proximity. Lu et al.
[15] present a secure symptoms matching protocol by utilizing a trusted author-
ity. The FindU scheme [16] proposed by Li et al. allows a user to find the one
who best matches with him in mobile social networks. The proposed protocol is
based on the FNP scheme [3], but they utilize secret sharing to calculate poly-
nomial evaluation without using additive homomorphic encryption. Recently in
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[2], Wang et al. introduce Gmatch that allows a user to find the most appropri-
ate group to join without disclosing each user’s private information and exact
matching results. In the Gmatch system, only the stranger outside of the groups
obtains the matching results while each group member learns nothing and the
proposed scheme relies mostly on exponentiation operations.

3 Problem Definition

3.1 System Model

Our system is a mobile social network consisting of a stranger S, a group P
and a semi-trusted third party C, and each user processes a networked portable
device such as smart phones and PADs (as illustrated in Fig. 1). The stranger
S, who launches the matching procedure, is an outsider of group P and has n
attributes in his profile which is denoted as As = {as,1, . . . , as,n}. The group P
has d group members P1, . . . , Pd and Pi has m attributes in his profile which is
denoted as Ai = {ai,1, . . . , ai,m}. For simplicity, we assume each group member
has the same size of attribute set, i.e., |Ai| = m, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. All attributes of
every user’s profile need to be kept private, and they are stored in local portable
devices by each user. The semi-trusted third party C is a computation center
with high computational ability to help users complete the matching process,
but it doesn’t access and collect each user’s attributes.

 

  

 

 
Group P

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. In order to make better decisions, both stranger and each group member need
to learn detail matching information between them

During the matching procedure, stranger S wants to collect the intersection
set between him and each group member in order to decide whether group P is
suitable and appropriate to join. When S applies to join P , each group member
in P wishes to learn the size of intersection set between him and stranger S
to determine whether to agree to S’s application. In this paper, we cite the
definition of matched attribute and matching degree used in [2]. If an attribute
in a group member’s attribute set is also in stranger S’s attribute set, it is called
a matched attribute. Otherwise, it is an unmatched attribute. The total number
of group members, who has the attribute equal to the attribute as,j in stranger
S’s profile, is described as the matching degree Dj of as,j . The matching result
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learnt by stranger S can be denoted by the matching degree between S and P ,
which is described as D(P) = {D1, . . . , Dn}.

3.2 Adversary Model

In this paper, we only consider attacks from insiders who are participators of
the matching process. We assume all participators including stranger S, group
members P1, . . . , Pd and the third party C are honest-but-curious (HBC). That
means all parties will honestly follow the scheme, but may try to obtain more in-
formation than allowed. We will prove our protocol’s security under HBC model.
We also consider several certain active attacks and analyze how the proposed
scheme is secure against them. In addition, we assume that users from the same
group are familiar and they may exchange information to learn more about
stranger’s private profile, while stranger S or any group member can’t collude
with the semi-trusted third party C.

3.3 Design Goals

Security Goals

Definition 1 (Security Goal 1 (SG-1)): When the scheme ends, stranger S only
learns the matching degreeD(P) = {D1, . . . , Dn} from group P without knowing
any unmatched attribute of group members and the exact matching information,
i.e., each result’s corresponding group member and whether two results are from
the same user.
Definition 2 (Security Goal 2 (SG-2)): If stranger S doesn’t apply to join the
group P , each group member in P will learn nothing about S’s attributes, in-
cluding the intersection set between them and the size of it. If S applies to join,
each group member will only learn the size of the intersection set between him
and S without knowing what the exact matching attributes are.
Definition 3 (Security Goal 3 (SG-3)): In any phase of our scheme, the semi-
trusted third party C can’t learn more than what can be derived from the values
sent to him, his outputs and their corresponding group members.

Usability and Efficiency. For group matching in mobile social networks, it is
better to require as few human interactions as possible. In this paper, stranger S
only needs to determine which group is the most suitable and whether to join it,
while group members in P need to decide whether to accede to S’s application.
In addition, networked portable devices have limited computational abilities,
and our scheme should be lightweight and efficient enough in computation to be
used in mobile social networks.

4 A Novel Privacy-Preserving Group Matching Scheme

In this section, we propose a novel scheme designed for group matching in social
networks. The proposed scheme is based on the FNP protocol [3] and we take
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advantage of a semi-trusted third party C to help compute the polynomial eval-
uations without using additive homomorphic encryption. Our scheme consists
of four phases: Setup, Computation, Matching and Application. The Application
phase is only executed when stranger S applies to join the group P . We assume
that each party has a public/private key pair for secure communication and the
encryption algorithms are denoted as Encc, Encs, Enc1, . . . , Encd. At first, all
attributes in each user’s profile are encoded in Zp. Details of each phase are
listed as follows.

Setup. Stranger S first constructs a n-degree polynomial f(x), whose n roots
are all in his set of attributes and all his attributes are f(x)’s roots:

f(x) = (x− as,1)(x − as,2) . . . (x− as,n) =

n∑
k=0

αkx
k. (1)

After generating the polynomial f(x), stranger S generates {ri,j}1≤j≤m and
{τi,k}1≤k≤n randomly from Zp for each group member Pi ∈ P . Then he sends
the encrypted values {Encc(τi,1ri,jα1), . . . , Encc(τi,nri,jαn)}1≤j≤m to the semi-
trusted third party C and {Enci(ri,jα0)}1≤j≤m, {Enci(τi,k)}1≤k≤n to group
member Pi.

 Group member   
 

 

Fig. 2. Stranger S and group member Pi send the parameters used to calculate the
matching results to third party C

Upon receiving the values {Enci(ri,jα0)}1≤j≤m, {Enci(τi,k)}1≤k≤n and de-
crypting them with the private key, group member Pi generates {r′i,j}1≤j≤m

randomly from Zp. Then Pi sends {Encc(
r′i,ja

1
i,j

τi,1
), . . . , Encc(

r′i,ja
n
i,j

τi,n
)}1≤j≤m and

Encs(ri,jr
′
i,jα0 + ai,j)1≤j≤m to the semi-trusted third party C (as illustrated in

Fig. 2).

Computation. After decrypting the received values with his own private key,

the third party C now learns {τi,1ri,jα1, . . . , τi,nri,jαn} and { r
′
ija

1
ij

τi,1
, . . . ,

r′ija
n
ij

τi,n
}

for each attribute ai,j in Pi’s profile. C first calculates the intermediate result

zi,j =

n∑
k=1

(τi,kri,jαk)(
r′i,ja

k
i,j

τi,k
)

=ri,jr
′
i,jf(ai,j)− ri,jr

′
i,jα0,

(2)
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and encrypts it with stranger S’s public key. Then C packages the encrypted
intermediate result Encs(zi,j) and its corresponding Encs(ri,jr

′
i,jα0 + ai,j), and

sends all the packages {Encs(zi,j), Encs(ri,jr
′
i,jα0 + ai,j)}1≤j≤m to stranger S

in random order.

Matching. Upon receiving the packages from the semi-trusted third party C,
stranger S decrypts each Encs(zi,j) and Encs(rijr

′
ijα0 + aij) with his private

key and computes

Fi,j = zi,j + ri,jr
′
i,jα0 + ai,j . (3)

Because the value f(ai,j) is randomized by random numbers ri,j and r′i,j gen-
erated by S and Pi respectively in Setup phase, stranger S will get an at-
tribute in his profile or a random number from the result Fi,j . If value Fi,j

is equal to one attribute as,k in S’s profile, ai,j represents a matched attribute
which equals as,k. Otherwise, ai,j is an unmatched attribute. Obviously, if ai,j
is a matched attribute, it is a root of polynomial f(x), i.e., f(ai,j) = 0. Then
Fi,j = ri,jr

′
i,jf(ai,j) + ai,j = ai,j .

Since stranger S and group member Pi jointly randomize the value α0 by
generating ri,j and r′i,j respectively, and the results are sent by third party C
in random order, S won’t learn Fi,j ’s corresponding group member and whether
two results are from the same user. We also utilize blinding factors {τi,k}1≤k≤n to
blind the parameters to compute functions {

∑n
k=1(ri,jαk)(r

′
i,ja

k
i,j)}1≤j≤m. Thus

the semi-trusted third party C can calculate the correct intermediate results
without learning more than what can be derived from the values sent to him,
his outputs and their corresponding group members. In our scheme, the value
Encs(ri,jr

′
i,jα0 + ai,j) can’t be sent to stranger S by Pi directly, otherwise S

won’t know its corresponding intermediate result.
After computing all results {Fi,j}1≤i≤d,1≤j≤m and comparing them with his

own attributes, S learns each attribute as,k’s matching degree Dk and decides
whether to join group P . If stranger S determines to join it, the Application
phase will be executed. Otherwise, the matching procedure is done.

Application. Stranger S first generates {ωi,j}1≤j≤m randomly from Zp for
each group member Pi. Then he calculates {ri,jα0 − ωi,j}1≤j≤m and sends
{Encc(ri,jα0−ωi,j), Enci(ωi,j)}1≤j≤m to the semi-trusted third party C. Group
member Pi sends {Encc(r

′
i,j)}1≤j≤m to C.

Upon receiving these values and decrypting them, third party C computes

z′i,j =
zi,j
r′i,j

+ ri,jα0 − ωi,j

=ri,jf(ai,j)− ωi,j,

(4)

and encrypts it with group member Pi’s public key. Then C packages the interme-
diate result Enci(z

′
i,j) and its corresponding Enci(ωi,j), and sends the packages

{Enci(z
′
i,j), Enci(ωi,j)}1≤j≤m to each Pi ∈ P in random order (as illustrated in

Fig. 3).
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 Group member   
 

 
 

Fig. 3.When stranger S applies to join group P , the Application phase will be executed

Group member P (i) decrypts the received values with his private key and
verifies

F ′
i,j =z′i,j + ωi,j

?
= 0. (5)

Because the values f(ai,j) is randomized by random number ri,j generated by S
in Setup phase, P (i) will get zero or a random number from the result F ′

i,j . If the
equation is valid, then ai,j is a matched attribute. Otherwise it’s an unmatched
attribute. This is because if ai,j is a matched attribute, it is a root of polyno-
mial f(x), i.e., f(ai,j) = 0. Since stranger S has sent ri,jα0 to group member
P (i) in the first phase, S should utilize ωi,j to re-randomize it in Application
phase. Otherwise, P (i) will learn which attribute the intermediate result z′i,j
correspondences to.

After calculating all the results F ′
i,j and comparing them with zero, P (i) will

learn the size of the intersection set between him and stranger S. Then P (i) can
decide whether to agree to S’s application.

5 Security Analysis

5.1 Security Under the HBC Model

Theorem 1. Assuming the semi-trusted third party C sends all the packages
{Encs(zi,j), Encs(ri,jr

′
i,jα0 + ai,j)}1≤j≤m to stranger S in random order and

parameters {r′i,j}1≤j≤m are random, we can achieve SG-1.
proof: In our scheme, sending all the packages in random order by C will blind
from S the correspondence between Pi and the intermediate results zi,j . In addi-
tion, f(ai,j) and α0 are randomized by ri,jr

′
i,j , so Fi,j is an attribute in S’s profile

or a random number, and S can learn nothing from ri,jr
′
i,jα0. Thus stranger S

just learns whether Fi,j represents a matched attribute and what the matching
attribute is, but can’t learn its corresponding group member, any unmatched
attributes or whether two computing results are from the same group member.
Note that, to realize SG-1, {ri,j}1≤j≤m don’t have to be random.

Theorem 2. Assuming the semi-trusted third party C sends all the packages
{Enci(z

′
i,j), Enci(ωi,j)}1≤j≤m to group member Pi in random order and param-

eters {ri,j}1≤j≤m are random, we can achieve SG-2.
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proof: In our protocol, if stranger S doesn’t apply to join group P , group mem-
bers in P won’t receive any responses from the semi-trusted third party C and
they learn nothing about the matching results and S’s profile.

If S applies to join group P , since the packages {Enci(z
′
i,j), Enci(ωi,j)}1≤j≤m

are sent to Pi by C in random order, and ri,jα0 is re-randomized by ωi,j , Pi won’t
learn the corresponding attribute of the intermediate result z′i,j . In addition, ωi,j

can’t be equal to ri,jα0 directly for Pi knowing the relationship between ri,jα0

and its corresponding attribute. The value f(ai,j) is randomized by ri,j , so F ′
i,j

is zero or a random number and group member Pi just learns weather F ′
i,j

represents a matched attribute or not. Since ri,j is generated by stranger S for
each attribute in group members’ profiles, group members can learn nothing
more than the matching results by exchanging information with each other.
However, if the size of the intersection set between S and Pi equals to the size of
Pi’s own attribute set, i.e., |As

⋂
Ai| = |Ai|, Pi will learn that all his attributes

are in stranger S’s profile. Note that, to realize SG-2, {r′i,j}1≤j≤m don’t have to
be random.

Theorem 3. Assuming parameters r{i,j}1≤j≤m, {τi,k}1≤k≤n, {ωi,j}1≤j≤m are
generated randomly, we can achieve SG-3.
proof: In any phase of our protocol, since the inputs received by the semi-trusted
third party C are randomized, and some parameters used to calculate matching
results are encrypted, C can learn nothing more than what can be derived from
the values sent to him, his outputs and their corresponding group members. In
the Application phase, even though C knows the values r′i,j , it doesn’t effect the
security of our scheme.

5.2 Security Against Active Attacks

If Stranger S sets all coefficients {ri,jαk}0≤k≤n of polynomial ri,jf(x) zero,
the random numbers r′i,j in function Fi,j = ri,jr

′
i,jf(ai,j) + ai,j won’t work

and then Fi,j is equal to the attribute ai,j . This kind of active attacks is re-
ferred to as zero polynomial attacks [3]. In our scheme, group member Pi sends
Encs(ri,jr

′
i,jα0 + ai,j) to stranger S, so merely setting ri,jα0 zero, S can also

realize zero polynomial attacks. To prevent this type of attacks, upon receiving

the values ri,jα0 from stranger S, Pi should first test ri,jα0
?
= 0.

In order to increase the possibility of joining group P , a malicious stranger S
can use a large attribute set or launches the procedure many times to find out
as many matched attributes in group members’ profiles as possible. The former
attack can be prevented by limiting the size of all users’ attribute sets, the same
approach as in [16]. The second attack can be prevented by auditing the times
that stranger S runs the matching scheme to compute the intersection set with
the same group in a short time by the semi-trusted third party C.
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6 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our scheme and compare it against
the Gmatch scheme without batch verification [2]. We test the two schemes on
the same hardware and OS, and our experimental environment is a 3.4GHz
system with the OpenSSL library. We use RSA protocol to encrypt data to be
transmitted and the length of the private/public key is 1024bits. In addition, we
assume |p| = 160bits.
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In experiments, we change the size of stranger S’s profile n, the size of group
member Pi’s profile m and the number of group members d respectively and
measure the total run time at stranger S, group member Pi and the semi-trusted
third party C. Since the Gmatch scheme doesn’t include a third party, Fig. 4(c),
Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 6(c) only show our system’s run time on C. As shown in Fig.
4(a), Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 6(a), we can see that, our scheme is more efficient than
the Gmatch scheme on S’s client. Especially in Fig. 6(a), when only changing
the number of group members d, the total run time of S increases linearly with
d in our scheme, while the Gmatch scheme increases exponentially. From Fig.
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4(b), Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 6(b), the run time at each group member is only linearly
affected by n and m, while the Gmatch scheme is affected by n, m and d. This
is because we don’t use ring signature and additive homomorphic encryption in
our scheme. Fig. 4(c), Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 6(c) show that the semi-trusted third
party C’s run time increase linearly with n, m and d. Although the total run
time at C is much larger than that at stranger S and group member Pi, it is
acceptable for users.

The performance evaluation of the two schemes show that in all settings our
scheme is much more efficient and faster than the Gmatch scheme, and it is prac-
tical and lightweight enough in computation to be used on networked portable
devices. That is because our scheme take advantage of the semi-trusted third
party C to help calculate the polynomial and send the results to stranger S
instead of using additive homomorphic encryption and ring signature. Our sys-
tem relies mostly on modular multiplication while the Gmatch scheme included
many exponentiation operations and bilinear operations. Considering the semi-
trusted third party utilized in our system is easy to access and can be provided
by service providers, the assumption of the existing of a third party is realizable
in social networks.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel protocol to realize group matching by utilizing
private set intersection (PSI) and a semi-trusted third party. During our scheme,
by collecting different kinds of matching information, the stranger outside of the
groups can make a better decision when choosing the most suitable group to
join, and each group member can decide whether to agree to the stranger’s
application. We provide the thorough security analysis on our scheme and prove
its security under honest-but-curious (HBC) model and against several certain
active attacks. By comparison with an existing work, we show our system is
practical and efficient in computation to be used in social networks.
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Abstract. This work presents a SSE scheme that provides a practi-
cal trade-off between performance and privacy. Our scheme supports
highly efficient one-round multi-keyword query over symmetrically en-
crypted large-scale data. Meanwhile, our scheme provides semantic se-
curity against chosen-keyword attacks (IND2-CKA) and mitigates the
leakage of search pattern. We present the security analysis and the query
accuracy analysis of our scheme. Experimental evaluations conducted on
large representative real-word data set show that compared to the state-
of-the-art, the proposed solution indeed introduces high query perfor-
mance and accuracy, and low overhead of index updates.

1 Introduction

Increasingly, outsourcing (potentially a huge amount of) data storage to remote
servers (e.g., cloud) becomes a major industry trend and a promising solution
for Database-as-a-Service (DaaS) [1]. Due to outsourcing, data owner can get rid
of expensive local data storage and management costs and focus on their core
business. As a consequence of data outsourcing, outsourced sensitive information
such as personal profile, health records and financial data etc., will be put at
risk [2]. To protect data privacy, a straightforward and effective solution is to
encrypt the sensitive data locally before outsourcing to the cloud [1,2]. However,
data encryption becomes a hindrance to data utilization, i.e., it is difficult to
retrieve data files based on their content as done in the plaintext search. The
above problem motivates researchers to design advanced searchable encryption
schemes that enable searching over encrypted data while keeping privacy guar-
antee of data contents and queries.

To allow data users to effectively retrieve encrypted data of interest from re-
mote server (i.e., database), two distinct models have been proposed and inves-
tigated for privacy-preserving search in recent years: symmetric-key searchable
encryption (SSE) [3–12] and public-key searchable encryption (PEKS) [13, 14].
From the perspective of efficiency, while PEKS has its unique application scenar-
ios to which SSE cannot apply, they are usually more computational expensive.
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In this paper, we focus on SSE based solutions where the best possible search
efficiency can be obtained. The first notable work along this direction was done
by Song et al. [3], where the search time is linear in the length of the file col-
lection. By associating an index to each file, constructions proposed by Goh [4]
and Cao et al. [6] can achieve search time that is proportional to the number
of files. Cao et al. [6] proposed a multi-keyword ranked search scheme using the
secure kNN computation technique in [8]. However, their approach is limited
by the low search efficiency. For the first time, Liesdonk et al. [9] proposed an
SSE construction supporting incremental data file update and practical search
ability. However, efficient deletion update of data files can not be supported and
the size of the encrypted index is relatively large. Recently, Kamara et al. [12]
extended the inverted index approach [5] and designed a two-level dynamic en-
crypted index which allows for sublinear query performance and both addition
and removal of data files. However, they only support single-keyword search and
reveal a non-trivial amount of information in the single data file adding opera-
tion. Cash et al. [7] proposed a construction for boolean query over encrypted
data, but their construction requires multiple rounds of interactions for each
query and puts too much computational burden on clients. Moreover, one com-
mon limitation of the state-of-the-art SSE solutions is that the search pattern
during query execution is still at risk without any protection.

In summary, none of existing SSE solutions can satisfy all desirable properties
in terms of one-round search, efficient search time, multi-keyword query, practical
privacy protection and efficient data dynamic operations. From a practical point
of view, we propose to design a more practical scheme that meets all the above-
mentioned properties. More specifically, we make the following contributions.

– We explore a probabilistic encoding/decoding (PED) method based on multi-
PRF (psuedo-random function) mapping, and design a compact and highly
efficient indexing scheme for the exact conjunction and ranked disjunction
queries over encrypted cloud data. Compared to the inverted index struc-
ture for plaintext search, the scheme provides a practical trade-off between
performance and privacy without introducing additional costs in terms of
query, storage and communication.

– We propose a non-trivial index-faking scheme to achieve higher level of secu-
rity (semantic security against adaptive chosen-keyword attack, IND2-CKA)
without sacrificing the query efficiency and with negligible query accuracy
loss. The risk of search pattern can be mitigated by leveraging the indis-
tinguishability property of the PRF. An appealing property of our indexing
scheme is that it can be naturally extended to support efficient data dynamic
operations, including addition and removal of data files.

– We present a formal security analysis and a thorough query accuracy anal-
ysis. Experimental evaluations conducted on large representative real-word
data set show that compared to the state-of-the-art the proposed scheme in-
deed introduces high query performance and accuracy, low communication
overhead, practically strong privacy guarantee and efficient index updates.
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2 Preliminaries and Definitions

Problem statement and notations. For ease of exposition, in the follow-
ing statement when we mention a client, we refer it as the data owner or an
authorized user. In a secure cloud-based data service system, the data owner
outsources a large-scale collection of data files d = (d1, . . . , d#d) to the cloud
service provider in the encrypted form c = (c1, . . . , c#c). To enable the query
service over c for the support of effective data utilization, the data owner needs
to build an encrypted index γ and outsources γ and c to cloud. Later, the client
can generate the trapdoor τ , generated from a multi-keyword query request
q = {w1, . . . , w#q}, to the remote cloud server. After receiving τ , the cloud
executes the query on γ, c and returns the all needed encrypted data files cq
containing all query keywords for the AND logic query, or returns the (possi-
ble top-k) ranked encrypted data files cq for the OR logic query. Finally, the
client can locally decrypt the encrypted results and obtain the data content in
plaintext form. Formally, such a scheme can be defined as below.

Definition 1. An indexing scheme for encrypted data search consists of four
polynomial-time algorithms (KeyGen, BuildIndex, Trapdoor, Query) such that

sk ← KeyGen(1k): is a probabilistic algorithm run by the data owner. It takes as
input a security parameter k and outputs the secret key sk.

γ ← BuildIndex(d, sk): is a (possibly probabilistic) algorithm run by the data
owner. It takes as input the secret key sk and a data file collection d, and outputs
an encrypted index γ.

τ ← Trapdoor(q, sk): is a (possibly probabilistic) algorithm run by the client. It
takes as input the secret key sk and a query request q, and outputs the query
trapdoor τ .

cq ← Query(τ, γ, c): is a deterministic algorithm run by the cloud. It takes as
input a trapdoor τ , the encrypted index γ and the encrypted data file set c, and
outputs a sequence of encrypted data files cq.

Definition 2. In addition, Let id(dj) denote the identifier of the data file dj .
The keyword universe which contains all distinct keywords extracted from d is
denoted as w = (w1, . . . , w#w). div ∈ {0, 1}#d is denoted as a data identifier
vector (DIV), and its jth entry is 1 if dj is included; 0 otherwise. Given a vector
div, we refer its jth element as div[j]. Given wi, we use divi ∈ {0, 1}#d or divwi ∈
{0, 1}#d to denote the data identifier vector that includes all data files containing
wi. For a vector div, if there exists a keyword wi ∈ w and its data identifier
vector divi such that div = divi, we call div a real data identifier vector.
Additionally, we use φ(div) to denote the number of “1”s in div. Standard
bitwise Boolean operations are defined on binary vectors: bitwise OR (union)
“
∨
” and bitwise AND (intersaction) “

∧
”, which take the same notations for

single bit OR and AND operations respectively.

Security model.We follow the widely-accepted security model of SSE in [4,5,9,
12]. We will focus on the practical value of SSE schemes in real-world cloud-based
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data service systems, while providing semantic security against IND2-CKA and
further mitigating the search pattern leakage in multi-keyword queries.

Definition 3. (Search Pattern Privacy π). Given s query requests
Q = {q1, . . . , qs}, the search pattern privacy is defined as a symmetric binary
s× s matrix π, where the element π[i, j] = 1 if qi = qj and π[i, j] = 0 otherwise.

Definition 4. (Semantic security against IND2-CKA [4]) Suppose the chal-
lenger C gives the adversary A two files d0 and d1 (potentially with unequal

size) together with an index γb (b
$← {0, 1}). If A cannot determine which file

is encoded in the index (i.e., output b′ as its guess for b) with probability non-
negligibly different from 1

2 , we say the index is semantically secure, or say the
index is indistinguishable.

3 Highly Efficient PED-Based Indexing Scheme

From a practical perspective, we first present an indexing scheme for highly ef-
ficient query over encrypted cloud data. We design a probabilistic encoding/de-
coding (PED) method over a compact indexing structure, which encodes the
inverted index structure of all data files. Compared to the inverted index struc-
ture of plaintext, an appealing property of the indexing scheme is that a certain
level of index privacy is guaranteed without introducing additional costs in terms
of query, storage and communication. We state our indexing scheme under the
framework in Definition 1.

KeyGen(1k): Given a security parameter k, generate sk ← SKE.KeyGen(1k),
where SKE is a PCPA-secure symmetric encryption scheme.

BuildIndex(sk,d): Extract the global distinct keyword collection
w = {w1, . . . , w#w} and generate the corresponding data identifier vectors
{div1, . . . , div#w}. We construct the index γ, a data structure consisting of m
buckets. Each bucket of γ is initially set to be empty. There is a collection of
K independent pseudo-random functions (PRFs) Fi=[1,K] = {Fi|i ∈ [1,K]},
where Fi : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k. The PRFs are polynomial-time com-
putable functions that cannot be distinguished from random functions by any
polynomial-time adversary.

For each unique keyword wi for i ∈ [1,#w], the client computes the K bucket
positions {y1 = F1(wi, sk), . . . , yK = FK(wi, sk)}. For each bucket at position
yj for j ∈ [1,K], insert divi into it according to the following rule: if the bucket
at position yj is empty, store divi in the bucket, which is denoted as γ[yj] = divi;
otherwise update the bucket by storing the “union” of divi and the “old” DIV
previously stored in the bucket, which is denoted as γ[yj] = γ[yj]

∨
divi. Finally,

the client outsources γ and c (encryptions of d) to the remote cloud server.
To search for data files according to the given query keywords

q = {w1, . . . , w#q}, it suffices the client to generate an encrypted search trap-
door. The server can then use the trapdoor to locate the buckets in the index γ
and decode the identifiers of all needed data files according to the user-specified
query logic.
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Trapdoor(sk,q): For each keyword wi for i ∈ [1,#q], the client computes the K
bucket positions {y1 = F1(wi, sk), . . . , yK = FK(wi, sk)} and adds all positions
into the trapdoor τ . Then the client submits τ which has no redundant position
items and the query logic information (AND or OR) to cloud server.

Query(γ, c, τ): After receiving the trapdoor τ , the server executes the query over
γ according to the user-specified query logic:

1)Conjunction logic query. The server computes the data identifier vector divτ
from the buckets at the all positions in τ , which is denoted as follows: divτ =∧

y∈τ γ[y]. Then the server recovers the data identifiers from divτ and returns
the corresponding encrypted data files to the client. To state the correctness, we
let τw be the sub-trapdoor for a single keyword w in q. We have τw ⊂ τ and

divτ =
∧
w∈q

∧
y∈τw

γ[y] =
∧

w∈q,y∈τw

γ[y] =
∧
y∈τ

γ[y] (1)

That is, the result of the multi-keyword conjunction query is equivalent to that
of the post-processing of single keyword query results.

2)Disjunction logic query. The server computes the similarity score, denoted
as score(dj ,q), between the data file dj and the query q.

score(dj ,q) =
∑
y∈τ

γ[y][j]. (2)

In our scheme, the keyword which is contained by both the data dj and the
query q will be mapped to the same buckets in index construction and query.
Therefore, score(dj ,q) is simply the number of common buckets between the
buckets mapped by the keywords of dj and q. If a data file dj contains at least
one query keyword, there must be score(dj ,q) ≥ K. Due to this property, then
the server can send back all ranked encrypted data items with score(dj ,q) ≥ K,
or the ranked encrypted data items with the top-k highest scores. The time
complexity of the trapdoor generation at the client side is O(K#q) and that
of the query at the cloud side is no more than O(K#q) (as bucket positions of
some query keywords may overlap).

Query accuracy analysis of the index scheme. We next show that the
probability of false decoding can be reduced to almost a negligible level by prop-
erly choosing system parameters m,K. We define exp as the expectation of the
number of the falsely returned data files for a given query q. Thus, the false
positive rate of a query q can be denoted as

¬pq =

{ exp
φ(

∧
wi∈q divi)+exp , for the conjunction logic

exp
φ(

∨
wi∈q divi)+exp , for the disjunction logic

(3)

We next state the computation of exp and first discuss the tricky case where
q ⊂ w. For each data dj ∈ d, we use pj to denote the probability that dj is falsely
returned. For ease of presentation, we start from a single keyword wi (wi ∈ q
but wi 
∈ dj). Let p̂j denote the probability of that wi is falsely considered as a
membership of dj . Let nj be the number of distinct keywords in dj , we have
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p̂j = (1− (1− 1

m
)Knj )K ≈ (1 − e−Knj�m)K . (4)

Now we discuss pj as follows. 1) The conjunction logic query. For ∀dj ∈ d,
dj will not be falsely returned if and only if there is always a keyword in q
which is not contained and hit by dj . Thus, we have pj = 1 − (1 − p̂j) = p̂j .
2) The conjunction logic query. Similarly, for ∀dj ∈ d, dj will not be falsely
returned if and only if none of the keywords in q is hit by dj . Thus, we have
pj = 1 − (1 − p̂j)

#q. Then we can compute the expectation exp =
∑

dj∈d̂ pj

where d̂ denotes the collection of data files which might be falsely returned.
When considering the case that q 
∈ w, we compute exp over d, i.e., d̂ = d.

Security analysis of the index scheme. From the perspective of the ad-
versary (or say the cloud server), he may try to launch guessing attacks to com-
promise a small number of real data identifier vectors by observing the index.
Consider the following decoding approach in Query: Given the index γ and the
single keyword trapdoor τ , the server can find the position y such that φ(γ[y])
is a minimum. Then the server can regard div = γ[y] as a real data identifier
vector. Fortunately, such attacks would only lead to the limited privacy leakage.

Claim. Given the index γ, the computational complexity that an adversary can
distinguish ε real data identifier vectors from γ with non-negligible probability
is approximately O(2ε).

The proof of the claim is straightforward. Given all vectors {v1, . . . , v#} which
are extracted from the buckets of γ and ranked in ascending order of the number
of ’1’s. The adversary try to distinguish if each vector is real data identifier vector
in ascending order.When guessing the εth vector vε, the adversary has to consider
if there exists a union of two or more vectors of {v1, . . . , vε} which is equal
to vε. Such problem could be deduced to the well-known subset sum problem.
Its possible computational space is

∑ε
i=2(

i
ε) = 2ε. That is, the computational

complexity is O(2ε), thus proving the claim. In fact, although the adversary
performs O(2ε) guessing computation against vε, the probability of successful
attack might be negligible if the false positive decoding is considered. Therefore,
we define ε as the maximum leakage threshold of real data identifier vector.

4 Index-Faking Scheme with IND2-CKA Security

In order to make the indexing scheme semantically secure against adaptive cho-
sen keyword attack (IND2-CKA), we next state a index-faking protocol of the
PED-based indexing scheme. Before stating the details , we define the sub-index
γdj associated the data file dj as follows: for ∀y ∈ [1,m], if γ[y] 
= null∧γ[y][j] =
1, then γdj [y] = 1. Otherwise, γdj [y] = 0. Our index-faking protocol needs to
achieve the following two goals: 1) The vectors in the buckets are indistinguish-
able, i.e., it is impossible to determine whether the vector stored in a bucket
is a real data identifier vector or not, and 2) The sub-indices of data files are
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indistinguishable, i.e., it is impossible to determine whether the sub-index of an
encrypted data file encodes more distinct keywords than the others or not.

The key idea is to fake γ in BuildIndex before outsourcing it to the cloud
server. To achieve the first goal, the client will find all non-empty buckets of γ
at positions pos = {y1, . . . , ym̂}, which are sorted such that ∀i < j, φ(γ[yi]) ≤
φ(γ[yj ]). Then, the client fakes the buckets at these positions to ensure none of
{γ[y1], . . . , γ[yε]} is real data identifier vector, where ε is the maximum leakage
threshold defined above section. This is to ensure it is computationally difficult
for an adversary to launch a successful guessing attack.

To achieve the second goal, the client will make different sub-indices of differ-
ent data files encoded by the same number of keywords. Specifically, for all data
files, the client can compute a globe bound ω for the maximum number of dis-
tinct keywords in a data file. Then, for each data dj , the client selects (ω−#dj)K
buckets uniformly at random to fake the identifier of dj in these buckets (pos-
sibly with replacement). To ensure more strict index update security, the globe
bound ω needs to be encrypted using a symmetric encryption algorithm under
the secret key sk, and the encrypted globe bound SKE.En(ω, sk) will be stored
in the cloud together with the encrypted index γ.

While faking the index, we should also guarantee the query accuracy. That
is, we should ensure the false rate of queries after faking is equal or less than an
acceptable level (pre-defined by the clients), denoted as λ (λ ∈ [0, 1)). To do so,
for any bucket γ[y], the faking operation should meet the following rule.

Definition 5. (The faking rule). Let div be the real inverted data vector in the
original bucket γ[y] at the position y and d̃iv be the one in the faked bucket γ[y].
Denote ŵ as the set of keywords encoded into γ[y]. For ∀w ∈ ŵ, we have

φ(v2)− φ(v1)

φ(v2)
≤ λ, where

{
v1 =

∧
i∈[1,K],Fi(w,sk) =y γ[Fi(w, sk)]

∧
div

v2 =
∧

i∈[1,K],Fi(w,sk) =y γ[Fi(w, sk)]
∧

d̃iv.
(5)

Here, λ can be considered as a system parameter, which is adjusted to meet users’
requirements. Algorithm 1 shows the index-faking protocol over γ in detail.

Theorem 1. The index-faking based indexing scheme is an (t, ε, g/2)-IND2-
CKA secure, i.e, the advantage of an adversary A wins the index guessing game
is AdvA = |Pr[b = b′] − 1/2| < ε after A takes at most t time and makes g/2
trapdoor queries to the challenger C.

Proof. Due to the space limitation, we only provide a sketch of the proof here.
We follow the existing proof strategy in [4]. Before discussing the security, we
introduce an auxiliary concept. Given K positions pos = {y1, . . . , yK} ⊂ [1,m],
we call pos a valid position set, which is denoted as ψ(pos) = true, if there exists
a keyword w (w ∈ w) such that pos = {F1(w, sk), . . . , FK(w, sk)}.

We extract the sub-index γdj for each data dj . We show that if the problem
of distinguishing between the index for files d0 and d1 is hard, then deducing at
least one keyword that d0 and d1 do not have in common must also be hard.
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Algorithm 1. The Index-Faking Protocol

Input: The original index γ
Output: The faked index γ

1 Let ν = {ν1, ..., ν#d} = {ω −#d1, ..., ω −#d#d} ;
2 while there exists νj ∈ ν such that νj > 0 do
3 Sort all non-empty buckets of γ as {γ[y1], . . . , γ[ym̂]}, where for ∀i ≤ j,

φ(γ[yi]) ≤ φ(γ[yj ]) ;
4 Initialize a temporary bucket array γtp = NULL and a counter cnt = 0 ;
5 for each yi ∈ [1, m̂] do
6 for each γ[yk] ∈ γtp where γtp 
= NULL do
7 if φ(γ[yk]) ≤ φ(γ[yi+1]) then
8 cnt = cnt+ 1 ;
9 Delete γ[yk] from γtp ;

10 if cnt = ε then
11 Break;
12 if γ[yi] is not real data identifier vector then
13 cnt = cnt+ 1;
14 else
15 Generate a random security value κ ∈ [1, �d− φ(γ[yi]]);
16 Select randomly at most κ data in which νj > 0 for each selected

data dj ;
17 for each selected data dj do
18 Fake dj into γ[yi] (γ[yi][j] = 1) while meeting the Faking rule;
19 if the data dj is faked then
20 νj = νj − 1;

21 if φ(γ[yi]) ≤ φ(γ[yi+1]) then
22 cnt = cnt+ 1;
23 else
24 Add γ[yi] to γtp;

25 for each data dj (in which νj > 0) do
26 Select

νj
2

buckets to be used to fake the data dj ;
27 for each selected bucket γ[y] do
28 Fake the data dj into γ[y] (γ[y][j] = 1) while meeting the Faking

rule ;
29 if the data dj is faked then
30 νj = νj − 1;

To achieve a high level of security, in our construction, we randomize the bucket
locations using PRFs and fake randomly-selected empty buckets with randomly-
selected vectors. Here, the index-faking operation is to ensure the sub-indices
of γ0 and γ1 are encoded by the same number of keywords, whose mapping
positions are randomized. Hence, from the γb (b ∈ {0, 1}), it is impossible to
distinguish d0 and d1 by observing the number of similar keywords in data
files themselves. We prove the theorem by contradiction. The proof sketch is as
follows: Suppose A can break the index, we build a simulator B that uses A
to distinguish a PRF F and a random function. By following this assumption
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and the index guessing game defined in Definition 4, B simulates perfectly the
challenger C and then |Pr[BFk1

(·) = 0|k1 ← {0, 1}k] − 1/2| ≥ ε (I). Assume
#w = g/2, after making at most g/2 queries, A decides d0 and d1 such that
|d0�d1| = (d0−d1)∪(d1−d0) 
= 0. Based on the properties of random functions,
we can show that it is impossible for A to correlate trapdoors across the index.
Under the assumption that A is not allowed to query C for the trapdoors of
keyword in d0�d1 after issuing the challenge, we can conclude that A learns
nothing about d0�d1 from other (encrypted) data files and their indexes. Thus,
by only considering the challenge set, we can further show that if F ′ is a random
function, |Pr[BF ′

= 0|F ′ ← {F : {0, 1}∗ → {k}}| = 1/2 (II). Based on (I)
and (II), we have |Pr[BFk1

(·) = 0|k1 ← {0, 1}k] − Pr[BF ′
= 0|F ′ ← {F :

{0, 1}∗ → {k}}| ≥ ε (i.e, PRFs are distinguishable from random functions),
which contradicts the definition of PRF. Similarly, by virtue of the properties
of PRFs, given K positions pos = {y1, . . . , yK} of the non-empty buckets, it is
hard to distinguish whether or not ψ(pos) = true. Thus proving the theorem.

Discussion of search pattern privacy mitigation. Let τ1, τ2 be the trap-
doors of two queries q1,q2. As defined in Definition 3, mitigating the search
pattern leakage means that we should make q1 indistinguishable from q2 even
though τ1 = τ2. We next discuss the indistinguishability issue by analyzing the
probability, denoted as psp, of the case τ1 = τ2 but q1 
= q2. We use q̂ to de-
note the supper set of all queries. For ease of analysis, we consider the following
equivalent case: Given q1 ⊂ q̂ and τ1, the probability of that there exists q2 ⊂ q̂
(q2 
= q1) such that τ1 = τ2.

For ∀w ∈ q̂ − q1 and its trapdoor τw, there must exist one position y ∈ τ1
with two possible cases: 1)τw ⊂ τ1/{y}; 2)y ∈ τw and there is at least one po-
sition of τw that locates in the position set {1, . . . ,m}/τ1. Therefore, we can
compute psp = 1 − [(#τ1−1

m )K + K
m (1 − (#τ1

m )K−1)]#q−#q1 , where the nota-
tion # presents the number of membership items of the object. Undoubtedly,
K,#τ1,#q1  m,#q̂ and q̂ ⊇ w, then psp ≥ 1

2 since n is relatively large.
Therefore, for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries, there exists no prob-
abilistic polynomial time simulator that can distinguish τ1 from τ2.

Discussion of data dynamics support. Our indexing scheme can easily sup-
port efficient data dynamics without exposing any privacy information and need-
ing to either re-index the entire data collection or make use of expensive dy-
namization techniques. To add new data files du, the client locally encrypts the
data files and constructs the adding information τa (which is essentially the in-
dex of du) used to update the index γ or say merge into γ stored on the cloud. To
delete existing data files du, upon receiving the deleting information τd (which is
essentially the identifiers of du), the server checks all non-empty buckets of γ by
virtue of some auxiliary indices, and resets the bits of each bucket corresponding
to the file identifiers to 0. Due to the space limitation, we will not provide the
detailed presentation of the index update here.
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5 Performance Evaluation

To demonstrate the efficiency of our solution, this section reports the status of
the proposed scheme implementation and performance evaluation. We also im-
plement the state-of-the-art [12] (called SSE) to present a comparative analysis.

Prototype and data set. We implement the schemes in Java programming
language and execute them in 64-bit OpenJDK 1.7. To evaluate the efficiency,
we separate the cost of the index related operations from the system cost which
will vary with different underlying systems. The index building and the queries
are evaluated in memory. The experiments are performed on a 64-bit Windows 7
operation system with Intel Core i3-2330M processor 2.20GHz and 4GB RAM.
To show the practical viability of our solution, we choose a real-word dataset for
the experiments: Enron Email Dataset(EED) [15], where an email is regarded
as a data file to be outsourced.

Fig. 1. False rate of the query Fig. 2. The space cost of the index

Fig. 1 shows the experimental evaluation of the false rate of the query. In
the experiment, we set #d = 2000 and #w = 18000. Then, we build different
indices for different values of m and K. In the experiments, each data point
is the average of 103 queries. From Fig. 1, we can see that the false rates of
the proposed scheme are approximately identical, and extremely small or even
negligible by choosing suitable parameters m and K.

Fig. 2 shows the space cost of the encrypted index versus different sub-
datasets. In the SSE scheme [12], the index needs to store the encryptions of
all the keyword-data pairs and distinct keywords. While in our scheme, each
keyword-data pairs is recorded in the index by using a bit (“0” or “1”). There-
fore, our scheme has an obvious advantage over [12].

Fig. 3 shows the time cost of query performance versus the number of data
files from #d = 2× 104, . . . , 105, and versus the number of query keywords from
#q = 1, . . . , 25, where each data point is the average of the 5000 queries and
the query keywords are selected randomly from 5000 most frequent keywords.
The query performance consist of two components: trapdoor generation on the
client and the query execution on the cloud. In SSE scheme [12], the time cost
needed for the query depends on the prevalence of the query words in data
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files, and is considered as a simple joint of the time cost needed for the single
keyword queries because the multi-keyword query is the post-processing of all
single keyword queries. In our scheme, the time cost is only related to the number
of hit buckets and the intersection operations (bitwise boolean operation) of
the vectors corresponding to the hit buckets. As can be seen from Fig. 3, our
scheme achieves highly efficient query performance and thus it is much more
efficient than the SSE scheme [12] which needs to decrypt the encrypted items
corresponding to all hit data files.

Fig. 3. The time cost of query performance

Fig. 4. The time cost of index update

Fig. 4 shows the execution time for adding and deleting the files versus the
number of the data files to be updated from 10, . . . , 100, respectively. The exper-
iment is performed over a sub-dataset with size #d = 104. The cost of update
operation are two-fold: the update information generation at the client side and
the encrypted index update execution at the cloud side. As shown in Fig. 4, our
scheme is much more efficient than [12] because 1)for the adding update, only
the merge operations are involved in our scheme 2)for the deletion update, our
scheme only refer to the bit value reset after finding the right positions.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the highly efficient indexing scheme for supporting
practical multi-keyword query over encrypted cloud data, while proving semantic
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security against chosen-keyword attacks (IND2-CKA) and mitigating the leakage
of search pattern. Thorough analysis and experimental evaluations showed that
compared to the state-of-the-art, the proposed scheme indeed introduces IND2-
CKA security, high query performance and accuracy, and efficient index updates.
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Abstract. The Linked Data is a rich common resource with billions of
triples available in thousands of datasets. One of the challenges to inte-
grate, query and reuse the Linked Data is to know about the ontology
to which the datasets conform. Although there are many ontologies built
manually, there are also many RDF datasets published without any pre-
scribed schema to adhere. In this paper, we propose a parallel approach
to generate ontologies from large RDF datasets based on statistical data
analysis. We divide the large RDF dataset into blocks and allocate them
to parallel hardware, then we obtain the statistical data by SPARQL
queries, finally the OWL 2 EL axioms are generated based on statistical
data analysis. The evaluations tested on two kinds of DBpedia datasets
(Mapping-based Dataset with ontology and Raw Infobox Dataset with-
out ontology) show the effectivity and efficiency of our approach.

1 Introduction

The abundance of Linked Data brings many challenges to the integration, query-
ing and maintenance of RDF datasets [1]. One of the challenges is to know about
the ontology to which the RDF data conforms, especially when the data schema
is absent. Although there are many ontologies built manually, there are also
many RDF datasets published without any prescribed schema to adhere. The
generation of ontologies from formal and semi-formal data is still a problem de-
spite it has been studied for several years within the Semantic Web community.

The more RDF datasets that are available without existing schema, the more
important that the ontology mining problem becomes. For ontology mining, it
means all those activities that allow to discover hidden knowledge from ontolog-
ical knowledge bases [2]. There are two purposes to the discovered knowledge.
For the dataset that does not come with any existing schema, the discovered
knowledge can be considered as the customized ontology for the dataset. For the
dataset that does conform to existing schema, the discovered knowledge can be
used to enrich the existing schema and to detect the degree to which the dataset
conforms to the existing schema.

In this paper, We propose a parallel approach to generate ontologies from
large RDF datasets based on statistical data analysis. Firstly, we propose an
non-parallel approach which implements SPARQL queries to obtain ontologies

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 360–371, 2014.
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and describe them by EL profile of OWL 2 Web Ontology Language. Secondly,
to deal with large RDF datasets such as DBpedia, we study the problem of par-
allel ontology mining. We divide and allocate the large data to parallel hardware,
generate the OWL 2 EL ontology based on statistical measures on data. Finally,
we evaluate our approach on two kinds of DBpedia datasets (Mapping-based
Dataset with ontology and Raw Infobox Dataset without ontology). The eval-
uations tested on DBpedia with ontology show that the mined knowledge is a
supplement to the existing ontology. Meanwhile, the overlap between the mined
knowledge and the existing ontology shows the degree to which the dataset
conforms to the existing ontology. The evaluations tested on DBpedia without
ontology show that the mined knowledge can be considered as a customized on-
tology for the dataset. Furthermore, the evaluations on scalability confirm that
our parallel approach can deal with large Linked Data datasets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
work. Section 3 introduces the SPARQL-based statistical measure approach for
ontology mining. Section 4 presents the steps to parallel ontology mining from
large RDF datasets. Section 5 details the experimental results of our approach.
Section 6 concludes the study.

2 Related Work

There are some research work in the field of ontology generation from formal and
semi-formal data by using Machine Learning techniques. Several methods have
been proposed for constructing ontology classes by means of Machine Learning
techniques from positive and negative examples. Research work [3] and [4] are
tailored for small and medium size knowledge bases, while they cannot be directly
applied to large knowledge bases due to their dependency on reasoning methods.
[5] presents an approach for leveraging Machine Learning algorithms for learning
of ontology class descriptions in large knowledge bases.

Other research work focus on learning ontologies from text documents by
the use of association rules. Research work [6] uses association rules to discover
causal relations in RDF-based medical data. [7] considers containment relation-
ships between sets of class instantiations for producing alignments among several
Linked Data repositories, including DBpedia. While their approach could as well
be used to suggest refinements for a single ontology, they currently only acquire
mappings which express subsumption or equivalence between so-called restric-
tion classes.

Statistical Schema Induction (SSI) [8] is the most similar work to our ap-
proach. SSI can generate ontologies from RDF datasets based on association
rule mining. SSI acquires the terminology by posing SPARQL queries to the
repositorys endpoint. The result of this step is a set of relational database ta-
bles containing the URIs of all those RDF resources corresponding to classes
and properties. Then, the transaction tables are constructed to mine the dataset
for the various kinds of OWL axioms. Although the experiments on DBpedia
datasets show that the time needed to finally compute the association rules is
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less than 5 seconds for the largest transaction table. The process to construct the
association tables is very time-consuming and space-consuming. [9] is a following
work to mine RDF data for various types of property axioms.

Compared with SSI and [9], our approach is distinct in three aspects. Firstly,
we propose a non-parallel approach which avoids the constructing of transaction
tables. Since the process to construct transaction tables is time-consuming and
space-consuming, our approach is more efficient than SSI. Secondly, we propose
an approach which supports the concurrent ontology mining on parallel hard-
ware. This parallel approach improves the efficiency further. Thirdly, we test our
non-parallel and parallel approach on both the RDF data with ontology and the
RDF data without ontology. The evaluations show that our approach is effective
and efficient.

3 Ontology Mining Based on Statistical Data Analysis

3.1 EL Profile of OWL 2

OWL 2 EL, which is based on the description logic EL++, is particularly
useful in applications employing ontologies that contain very large numbers of
properties and/or classes. This profile captures the expressive power used by
many such ontologies and is a subset of OWL 2 for which the basic reasoning
problems can be performed in time that is polynomial with respect to the size
of the ontology.

Table 1. Syntax and semantics of EL++ without nominal, concrete domain and
assertions

Name Syntax Semantics

top � ΔI

bottom ⊥ ∅
conjunction C �D CI ∩DI

existential restriction ∃r.C {x ∈ ΔI |∃y ∈ ΔI : (x, y) ∈ rI ∧ y ∈ CI}
general concept inclusion C � D CI ⊆ DI

role inclusion r1 ◦ . . . ◦ rk � r r1
I ◦ . . . ◦ rkI ⊆ rI

domain restriction dom(r) � C rI ⊆ CI ×ΔI

range restriction ran(r) � C rI ⊆ ΔI × CI

In EL++, concepts are inductively defined from a set NC of concept (or
class) names, a set NR of role (or property) names, and a set NI of individual
names. We use C and D to refer to concepts, r to refer to a role name, a and
b to refer to individual names. The semantics of EL++ concepts is defined in
terms of an interpretation I = (ΔI , ·I). The domain ΔI is a non-empty set of
individuals and the interpretation function ·I maps each concept name A ∈ NC
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to a subset AI of ΔI , each role name r ∈ NR to a binary relation rI on ΔI ,
and each individual name a ∈ NI to an individual aI ∈ ΔI . The syntax and
semantics of EL++ are listed in Table 1.

With the axioms listed in Table 1, EL++ generalizes several means of ex-
pressivity such as role equivalences can be expressed as r " s, s " r; transitive
roles can be expressed as r ◦ r " r; the bottom concept in combination with
general concept inclusions (GCIs) can be used to express disjointness of complex
concept descriptions.

3.2 Ontology Mining

In this subsection, we show the approach to obtain the OWL 2 EL axioms based
on statistical measures on data. Firstly, we use a set of indicators, their related
interpretations in this paper are described in Table 2 1.

Table 2. Indicators used for statistical measures on data

Indicator Description

Res({Ci}) {si| si rdf : type Ci.}
SubjectRes(r) {si| si r oj .}

SubjectRes(Ci, r) {si| si rdf : type Ci. si r oj .}
SubjectRes(r,Cj) {si| si r oj . oj rdf : type Cj .}

SubjectRes(Ci, r,Cj) {si| si rdf : type Ci. si r oj . oj rdf : type Cj .}
ObjectRes(r) {oj | si r oj .}

ObjectRes(r,Cj) {oj | si r oj . oj rdf : type Cj .}
ResPair({rm}) {< si, oj > | si rm oj .}
ResPair(rm ◦ rn) {< si, oj > | si rm ik. ik rn oj .}

Notice that, there can be more than one classes in indicator Res({Ci}). For
example, Res({Ci, Cj}) denotes the set of resources typed both as class Ci and
Cj . Also, there can be more than one properties in indicator ResPair({rm}).

Table 3 shows how we get the axioms with the statistical measures on data.
For example, |SubjectRes(C, r)|/|SubjectRes(r)| = 1 means that every instance
that has property r is also typed as class C, then we can induce that the domain
of property r is a subclass of class C. According to the descriptions of indicators,
the numerical values in Table 3 can be obtained by SPARQL querying. For
instance, a SPARQL query like “SELECT count(distinct ?s) WHERE {?s
< rdf : type > < Ci > . ?s < r > ?o. ?o < rdf : type > < Cj > .}”is issued to
get the cardinality of set SubjectRes(Ci, r, Cj). After querying the classes and
properties in a dataset, many SPARQL queries are issued to get the numerical
values, then the OWL 2 EL axioms listed in Table 3 are generated based on
statistical measures.
1 The namespace rdf denotes http : //www.w3.org/1999/02/22−rdf −syntax−ns#.
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Table 3. Axioms computed by statistical measures on data

Axiom Type Statistical Measures on Data

Ci � Cj |Res({Ci, Cj})|/|Res({Ci})| = 1

Ci ∩ Cj � Ck |Res({Ci, Cj , Ck})|/|Res({Ci, Cj})| = 1

Ci � ∃r.Cj |SubjectRes(Ci, r, Cj)|/|Res({Ci})| = 1

∃r.Cj � Ci |SubjectRes(Ci, r,Cj)|/|SubjectRes(r, Cj)| = 1

dom(r) � C |SubjectRes(C, r)|/|SubjectRes(r)| = 1

ran(r) � C |ObjectRes(r, C)|/|ObjectRes(r)| = 1

rm � rn |ResPair({rm, rn})|/|ResPair({rm})| = 1

rm ◦ rn � rl |ResPair({rm ◦ rn, rl})|/|ResPair(rm ◦ rn)| = 1

4 Parallel Ontology Mining

We find the approach proposed in Section 3 is time-consuming when applied
to large scale dataset. It is natural to consider the idea of concurrent ontology
mining on parallel hardware. In this section, we introduce how to divide the
dataset into blocks and perform parallel ontology mining.

When observing the axiom types in Table 3, we find that the indicator de-
scriptions to compute the first six axioms include at most one property. It is
reasonable to consider dividing the data by property. If we divide the triples
with same property into one block and add instance type triples to every block,
the statistical data computed in blocks will be same to the results computed
in the whole data. However, the indicator descriptions to compute the last two
axiom types involve more than one properties. It may lead to wrong statisti-
cal data if we divide the dataset simply by property. Suppose that rm " rn,
if we divide triples with property rm and rn into different blocks, the compu-
tation of |ResPair({rm, rn})| in one block may be wrong, this axiom can not
be mined consequently. So, we must make sure that those properties might have
subproperty relationship are divided into one block. Similarly, considering axiom
rm◦rn " rl, we must divide those properties might have subproperty relationship
or might compose property chains into one block. In OWL 2 EL, the property
inclusion axiom with property chains is limited to only object property. Hence,
we deal with data property and object property separately.

For data property, those properties might have subproperty relationship must
be ensured in one block. We go through the RDF data and find out subprop-
erty candidates. The subproperty candidate denotes a property pair which has
common instance pair. Such as property pair ri and rj where s ri o and s rj o.
Considering the property as node, the subproperty candidate as an undirected
edge, the definition of Gdp is as follows.

Definition 1. Gdp = (V,E, ρ) is an undirected graph. Each node in V rep-
resents a data property, (vi, vj) ∈ E iff property pair (vi, vj) is subproperty
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candidate. ρ is a function from V to positive integer, ρ(vi) = |ResPair({vi})|
denotes the instantiation number of property vi .

The connected subgraphs of Gdp help us to divide data property into blocks.
The nodes in a connected subgraph denotes the properties should be divided
into one block, the sum of these nodes’ weight denotes the corresponding triple
number. While the experiment shows that there may has one connected subgraph
contains most of the triples. For instance, one connected subgraph of DBpedia
Raw Infobox Dataset 3.9 contains more than 75% triples. It leads to the problem
of unbalance when allocating data to parallel processing unit.

To break the connectivity of graph Gdp and get more subgraphs, we try to cut
edges in graph Gdp. If property node vi and vj in Gdp are proved that they can
not have subproperty relationship, edge (vi, vj) can be removed. We use SPARQL
queries to verify whether two properties have subproperty relationship or not.
Since verifying all subproperty candidates is infeasible, we focus on verifying the
subproperty candidates which could help the increase of the connected subgraphs
number or the decrease of triple number in one block. To increase the number of
connected subgraphs, we verify all the cut edges in graph Gdp firstly. Then, we
verify the adjacent edges of the node (or top-k nodes) with largest degree. To
decrease the triple number in one block, we verify the adjacent edges of the node
(or top-k nodes) with the largest weight. Finally, the verified edges are removed
from graph Gdp, the BFS algorithm runs to get all connected subgraphs. Based
on these property blocks, we divide the RDF data into blocks and allocate them
to parallel processing unit.

For object property, those properties (or property chains) might have sub-
property relationship must be ensured in one block. The method to deal with
object property is similar to the one for data property.

5 Experimental Study

We test our approach on two kinds of datasets (the datasets with ontology
and the datasets without ontology). We evaluate the effectivity and efficiency
of our approach. Section 5.1 describes the two kinds of datasets in the experi-
ments. Section 5.2 gives the evaluations on those datasets. We use Jena toolkit
(jena.sourceforge.net) to manage RDF data for SSI and our approach. The ex-
periments were developed within the Eclipse environment and on two 64bit quad
Core ThinkStations with 3.10 MHz and 16 GB of RAM (of which 14 GB was
assigned to the JVM).

5.1 Datasets

We choose the real world RDF data DBpedia from Linked Data to evaluate
our approach. DBpedia contains extracted data from Wikipedia, we concentrate
on the infobox subset. The DBpedia project has different datasets including
Mapping-based Datasets and Raw Infobox Dataset.
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The Mapping-based Datasets are extracted based on hand-generated map-
pings of Wikipedia infoboxes/templates to a DBpedia ontology. The instance
data within the Mapping-based Dataset is much cleaner and better structured.
For comparison, we consider three newest versions of DBpedia Mapping-based
Datasets, named DBpedia Dataset 3.7, DBpedia Dataset 3.8 and DBpedia
Dataset 3.9.

The Raw Infobox Dataset extracts all properties from all infoboxes and tem-
plates within all Wikipedia articles. Property names in Raw Infobox Dataset are
not cleaned or merged. There is no consistent ontology for Raw Infobox Dataset.
We consider the Raw Infobox Dataset of DBpedia 3.9 as test datasets without
ontology.

Table 4 shows the statistics about the different versions of DBpedia: its name,
the number of classes, data properties and object properties, the number of
triples it contains. Notice that, the statistics are collected from the DBpedia
data not from the DBpedia ontology. For comparison, we list the corresponding
numbers obtained from DBpedia ontology in brackets except the Raw Infobox
Dataset 3.9. Because Raw Infobox Dataset do not have consistent ontology.

Table 4. The statistics about different versions of DBpedia

Dataset # of classes
# of data

properties

# of object

properties
# of triples

DBpedia Dataset 3.7 326 (319) 724 (893) 655 (750) 26,988,054

DBpedia Dataset 3.8 348 (359) 627 (975) 624 (800) 33,742,024

DBpedia Dataset 3.9 434 (529) 688 (1,406) 685 (927) 41,804,710

Raw Infobox Dataset 3.9 434 45,257 5,032 89,093,202

For the Mapping-based Datasets, most of the classes and properties collected
from datasets are declared in the ontology except those with other namespaces
such as property foaf : familyName 2. For the Raw Infobox Dataset, the num-
bers of properties are much larger than the numbers in Mapping-based Datasets.
The Raw Infobox Dataset is relatively noisy, for example there are many mis-
spellings like the property http : //dbpedia.org/property/deathplce which sup-
posed to be http : //dbpedia.org/property/deathplace.

5.2 Effectivity Evaluation Results

We apply our approach to different versions of DBpedia datasets. There are
some interesting mining results, for instance, we generate the axioms that prop-
erty dbpedia : lowestMountain is a subproperty of dbpedia : lowestP lace and
the class which exits a property dbpedia : editor to class dbpedia : Writer is

2 The namespace foaf denotes http : //xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/.
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a subclass of dbpedia : Work from DBpedia dataset 3.7. We get the axiom
that property chain dbpedia : wineProduced to dbpedia : country is a sub-
property of dbpedia : location from DBpedia dataset 3.8. We also obtain the
axiom that the domain of property dbpedia : designCompany is a subclass of
schema : CreativeWork from DBpedia dataset 3.9 3. However, these axioms
are not declared in the corresponding DBpedia ontology.

Table 5. Axioms numbers obtained from different versions of DBpedia

Axiom Type
# of DBpedia

Dataset 3.7

# of DBpedia

Dataset 3.8

# of DBpedia

Dataset 3.9

# of Raw Infobox

Dataset 3.9

Ci � Cj 1,520 1,521 1,926 1,926

Ci ∩ Cj � Ck 6,246 6,689 8,490 8,006

Ci � ∃r.Cj 0 0 0 0

∃r.Cj � Ci 7,189 8,982 11,184 56,780

dom(r) � C 499 183 237 23,798

ran(r) � C 493 414 448 1,663

rm � rn 29 33 29 32,087

rm ◦ rn � rl 969 1,152 1,267 129

Table 5 lists the axioms numbers obtained from different versions of DBpedia
datasets. We find that the three versions of Mapping-based Datasets have similar
mining results. While there are much more axioms about ∃r.Cj " Ci, dom(r) "
C, ran(r) " C and rm " rn for Raw Infobox Dataset 3.9. The reason is that
the property numbers in Raw Infobox Dataset are larger than the numbers in
Mapping-based Dataset. We also find that the numbers of axiom Ci " ∃r.Cj are
both zero for all the datasets. It means that we do not find that all instances of
class Ci have the property r and the value instance is typed as Cj .

To show the effectivity of our approach, we compare our mining results from
Mapping-based Datasets with the axioms declared in DBpedia ontology in Fig-
ure 1. The numbers from 1 to 8 in x-coordinate denotes the axiom type from
Ci " Cj to rm ◦ rn " rl. The numbers in y-coordinate denotes the percentages
distribution. For every axiom type, suppose the axiom number generated by our
approach is nmined, the axiom number declared in DBpedia ontology is nonto, the
common axiom number both generated by our approach and declared in DBpe-
dia ontology is ncom. The yellow bar denotes the percentage nonto

nmined+nonto−ncom
,

the blue bar denotes the percentage ncom

nmined+nonto−ncom
, the cyan bar denotes the

percentage nmined

nmined+nonto−ncom
.

Figure 1 shows that the results are similar when applying our approach to
three versions of DBpedia datasets. For the axioms Ci ∩ Cj " Ck, ∃r.Cj " Ci

3 The namespace dbpedia denotes http : //dbpedia.org/ontology/, namespace schema
denotes http : //schema.org/.
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Fig. 1. Percentages distribution of Mapping-based Datasets

and rm ◦ rn " rl, the percentage of the axioms mined by our approach is 100%
because there are no such statements in DBpedia ontology.

For the axiom Ci " Cj , the axioms mined by our approach not only cover
most of the axioms declared in the ontology but also contain many subclass
axioms which are not declared in the ontology.

For the axiom dom(r) " C, the percentage of the common axioms and the
percentage of the axioms mined by our approach are relatively small. There are
many domain statements declared in DBpedia ontology are not generated by
our approach. One of the reasons is that there are many properties with domain
statement in ontology are not used in the dataset. For instance, there are 1, 406
data properties declared in DBpedia ontology 3.9 while only 688 data properties
are used in the dataset. The other reason is that one property can be applied
to different classes in the Mapping-based Dataset. For instance, the property
dbpedia : volume can be applied to both the class dbpedia : lake and the class
dbpedia : planet. This affects the mining results of the domain axiom type.

For the axiom ran(r) " C, most of the axioms mined by our approach are
declared in ontology, there are still many range axioms declared in ontology but
not mined by our approach. One of the reason is also because there are many
properties with range statement in ontology are not used in the dataset. The
other reason is that some instances as the value of a property do not have a
class type.

In summary, we apply our approach to both datasets with ontology and
dataset without ontology to test the effectivity. The evaluations on the datasets
with ontology show that our approach can be applied to obtain axioms effectively.
The comparison between the mined axioms and the axioms from ontology shows
that our approach can generate not only many axioms declared in the ontology
but also many axioms which are not declared in the ontology. These axioms can
be considered as a supplement to the ontology. Moreover, the overlap between
mined axioms and ontology axioms can be used to show the degree to which the
dataset conforms to the ontology. The more overlap means the better that the
dataset conforms to the ontology. The evaluations on dataset without ontology
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show that our approach can be applied to obtain axioms, these axioms can be
considered as a customized ontology for the dataset.

5.3 Efficiency Evaluation Results

To show the efficiency of our approach, we conduct a performance evaluation.
We compare SSI with our non-parallel approach and our parallel approach. We
test these approaches on four different datasets, the time taken by different
approaches are measured.

The premise for SSI is to construct the transaction tables which are used to
mine for various kinds of OWL axioms. So, the time taken by SSI is the sum of
the transaction tables constructing time and the association rules mining time.
The running time of our non-parallel approach is the time to apply our approach
to the whole dataset. The running time of our parallel approach is the time to
apply our approach to the separated datasets on 8 parallel computing units.

Figure 2(a) shows the comparison results on DBpedia 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and Raw
Infobox 3.9. Notice that, the y-coordinate is logarithmic coordinates. The yellow
column denotes the running time of SSI, the blue bar denotes the running time of
our non-parallel approach, the cyan bar denotes the running time of our parallel
approach.

Fig. 2. Efficiency evaluation results

We find that the running time of SSI is longer than our approach even the
non-parallel approach. That is because SSI needs to construct 6 transaction
databases in order to obtain the axioms. Although the time needed to obtain
axioms is less than few seconds, the premise is that it takes a lot of time to
construct the transaction tables. And there also needs a large space to store
the transaction databases. Take the DBpedia dataset 3.7 for example, the space
needed is about 56GB. Since our approach only query the dataset for statistical
data, there is no need to construct the transaction databases. Even the non-
parallel approach is faster than SSI. The parallel approach separates the dataset
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on 8 parallel computing units, the running time is much faster than SSI and the
non-parallel approach. It confirms the scalability of our approach to other large
Linked Data repositories.

Notice that, the running time for Raw Infobox dataset 3.9 is much longer
than other datasets. The reason is that Raw Infobox dataset 3.9 has much more
properties than other datasets. We query the dataset to obtain the statistical
data by SPARQL queries. The number of these SPARQL queries is decided by
the number of the classes and properties. Since there are much more properties
in Raw Infobox dataset 3.9 than other datasets, we need much more SPARQL
queries to obtain the statistical data. It leads to the longer running time on Raw
Infobox dataset 3.9 than other datasets.

To test our parallel approach, the running time on different numbers of com-
puting units are depicted in Figure 2(b). The black line with square shows the
running time tested on DBpedia Dataset 3.7. The blue line with circle shows
the running time tested on DBpedia Dataset 3.8. The cyan line with upper tri-
angle shows the running time tested on DBpedia Dataset 3.9. The yellow line
with lower triangle shows the running time tested on Raw Infobox Dataset 3.9.
Notice that the y-coordinate is logarithmic coordinates. The tests show that the
running time of our parallel approach is approximately halved when the number
of computing units is doubled for up to 8 compute units.

In summary, the efficiency test shows that both our non-parallel approach
and parallel approach are faster than SSI. And, the scalability of the parallel
approach confirms that it can deal with the large Linked Data datasets.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an approach for parallel mining of OWL 2 EL ontol-
ogy from Linked Data. Firstly, a non-parallel approach is introduced to obtain
the OWL 2 EL axioms based on statistical data computation. Then, a parallel
approach is proposed to divide the dataset into blocks and perform ontology
mining on parallel hardware. Experimental results, using the real-life Linked
Data DBpedia, support the comparison between SSI, our non-parallel approach
and parallel approach. The evaluations tested on two kinds of DBpedia datasets
(Mapping-based Dataset with ontology and Raw Infobox Dataset without on-
tology) show the effectivity and efficiency of our approach.

The effectivity evaluation results show that our approach is effective regardless
applying to the dataset with ontology or the dataset without ontology. There
are two advantages when applying our approach to the dataset with ontology.
One is that our approach can generate not only many axioms declared in the
ontology but also many axioms which are not declared in the ontology. These
axioms can be considered as a supplement to the ontology. The other is that the
overlap between mined axioms and ontology axioms can be used to show the
degree to which the dataset conforms to the ontology. The more overlap means
the better that dataset conforms to the ontology. When applying our approach to
the dataset without ontology, the most important advantage is to obtain axioms.
These axioms can be considered as a customized ontology for the dataset.
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The efficiency evaluation results show that both our non-parallel approach
and parallel approach are faster than SSI. Moreover, the tests show that the
running time of the parallel approach is approximately halved when the number
of computing cores is doubled. The scalability of the parallel approach confirms
that it can deal with the large Linked Data datasets.
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Abstract. Regular path queries, or RPQs, are basic querying mecha-
nisms on graphs that play an increasingly important role over the past
decade. In recent years, large amounts of RDF data are published on the
Web since the development of Linked Data. Such a large-scale of data
has posed serious challenges to the efficiency of RPQs. In this paper,
we devise a double-layer bi-directional index structure that has a linear
space complexity, and propose a novel traversal-based algorithm TraPath
that achieves the fast evaluation of RPQs by using the index structure.
We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate and compare the perfor-
mance of our prototype system and the Sesame RDF repository with a
real-world RDF dataset from DBpedia. The experimental results show
that TraPath significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: regular path query, RDF graph, large-scale, index structure.

1 Introduction

The Semantic Web is considered as the next-generation of the current Web,
on which information is machine-understandable. The standard data model of
the Semantic Web is the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [1], which
describes resources with triples of the form (s, p, o) where s is the subject, p the
predicate, and o the object. Since each triple states a relation from its subject to
object, an RDF dataset, consisting of a set of triples, is represented as a directed
labeled graph. Queries on RDF graphs belong to subgraph matching queries or
path queries, rather than relational queries. Therefore, traditional RDBMS is
not applicable for the management of large-scale RDF data. As a basic querying
mechanism in RDF databases, RPQs are recognized as an essential operation
to explore more complex relationships between recourses in RDF graphs. In
particular, researchers in some areas that have been equipped with relatively rich
RDF datasets, such as bioinformatics [2] and social networking [3], have tried
to use different forms of RPQs to gain new knowledge from large RDF graphs.
In addition, as the current standard query language for RDF, SPARQL 1.1 [4]
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has introduced a new feature called property paths to realize the functionality of
RPQs. Therefore, the efficiency of evaluating RPQs on large RDF graphs is of
great importance.

Mendelzon and Wood [5] have proven that the evaluation of RPQs by simple
paths on graph is NP-complete, which indicates regular path queries have a high
complexity. In addition, the RDF graphs have proliferated significantly with the
development of Linked Data [6], which posed serious challenges to graph data
management. As a consequence, traditional methods based on triple indexes
and sort-merge joins, which need to load large amounts of triples into memory,
exhibit low performance and cannot be adapted to the big data scenario.

In this paper, we propose an efficient method for answering RPQs on large-
scale RDF data. The contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:

– We devise a double-layer bi-directional index structure that covers all regular
path queries and has a linear space complexity.

– Based on this index structure, we propose a novel traversal-based algorithm,
named TraPath, for searching paths on large RDF graphs, which achieves
the efficient evaluation of RPQs.

– We perform extensive experiments to evaluate and compare the performance
of our method and Sesame. The experimental results show that TraPath
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After a review of related work in
Section 2, we introduce the necessary definitions and formalize the RPQ problem
in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the double-layer bi-directional index struc-
ture that covers all regular path queries and has a linear space complexity. In
Section 5, we describe our algorithms which traverse RDF graphs bi-directionally
in parallel. In Section 6 we evaluate our work by a series of experiments. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Related Work

We focus on regular path queries on large-scale RDF graphs and review related
work from two aspects separately, i.e., RDF indexes and approaches to RPQs.

Indexes for RDF data can be divided into two categories, B+-tree-based in-
dexes and Bigtable-based indexes. RDF-3X [7] introduces the concept of sextuple
indexing based on B+-tree, and processes triple pattern queries efficiently. How-
ever, RDF-3X also employees the multi-way join operations to implement more
complex SPARQL queries, which may incur the high time overhead due to the
large number of intermediate results. CumulusRDF [8] and Jingwei+ [9] both
implement triple indexes based upon Bigtable, but their performance is lim-
ited since the mechanism of the super-column may reduce the efficiency of the
operations on triple indexes.

SPARQL is the W3C recommended query language for RDF. However, the
functionality of RPQs has not been proposed until the property paths are in-
troduced in SPARQL 1.1. In the past few years, researchers had concentrated
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on studying SPARQL including implementations, speeding up queries, and ex-
tensions to support RPQs. Sesame and Jena are two state-of-the-art single-
machine implementations of SPARQL, while they provide weak support for
RPQs. PSPARQL [10] is an RPQ extension to SPARQL, but it does not pro-
vide the implementation method for the language. SPARQLeR [11] also extends
SPARQL with regular paths, and Koschmieder and Leser [12] propose to use
rare labels for answering RPQs. However, both of these approaches are imple-
mented as a bi-directional breadth-first search, which is obviously different from
our approach. Besides, both approaches employ the counting paths semantics
that has a PSPACE complexity.

Our approach differs from the above work significantly. On one hand, we use
the flat structure to construct indexes on Bigtable, which achieves both high
performance and scalability. The double-layer bi-directional index structure is
built specifically for RPQs, which has superior performance for joining triples.
On the other hand, our approach to answering RPQs is implemented as a depth-
first search that has the tremendous performance advantages for finding paths
on large-scale RDF graphs. In addition, we simplify the problem by restricting
the semantics of queries, which can be tackled in polynomial time.

3 Definitions

Before introducing our work in detail, we give several definitions of RDF graphs,
in/out-degree nodes of a predicate, and the syntax of our RPQ language. In this
paper, we define an RDF graph as a set of triples that can be mapped to a
general graph of the form G = (V,E).

Definition 1. An RDF graph is defined as T = {(s, p, o) | s ∈ S, p ∈ P, o ∈ O},
in which we define the set of subjects as S = {s | s = lab(v), v ∈ V, ∀vi ∈
V, 〈v, vi〉 ∈ E}, the set of predicates as P = {p | p = lab(〈vi, vj〉), ∀vi, vj ∈
V, 〈vi, vj〉 ∈ E} and the set of objects as O = {o | o = lab(v), v ∈ V, ∀vi ∈
V, 〈vi, v〉 ∈ E}. lab() is the function that returns the label of a vertex or an edge.

Definition 1 describes the logical model of an RDF graph that differs from
a general graph. If we define an RDF graph in the form of both T and G, the
following properties hold: (1) lab(V ) = S∪O, and lab(E) = P ; (2) |V | = |S∪O|,
but |E| � |P |, since a subject s or an object o of a triple in T corresponds to a
unique label of a vertex in G, while a predicate p may correspond to more than
one edges in G.

In an RDF graph, a path is composed of consecutive edges, each edge is
represented as a triple (s, p, o). If we consider the predicate p as a vertex, then
it has both in-degree (subjects) nodes and out-degree (objects) nodes.

Definition 2. We define in-degree subjects PSp′ = {s | ∀s ∈ S, ∀o ∈ O, (s, p′, o)
∈ T }, in-degree subjects with specified object POSp′o′ = {s | ∀s ∈ S, (s, p′, o′) ∈
T }, out-degree objects POp′ = {o | ∀s ∈ S, ∀o ∈ O, (s, p′, o) ∈ T }, and out-degree
objects with specified subject PSOp′s′ = {o | ∀o ∈ O, (s′, p′, o) ∈ T }.
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The formulas in Definition 2 describe the in/out-degree nodes of a specified
predicate p, from which we obtain: (1) For a predicate p′ ∈ P , PSOp′s, POSp′o,
PSp′ and POp′ are all not empty, iff ∃s ∈ S, ∃o ∈ O, (s, p′, o) ∈ T ; (2) POSp′o ⊆
PSp′ , PSOp′s ⊆ POp′ ; and (3) POSp′o = PSp′ , iff POp′ = {o}, and similarly,
PSOp′s = POp′ , iff PSp′ = {s}.

Definition 3. The regular expression of path queries is defined as: r = p |
−r | (r/r) | (r|r) | r∗, p ∈ P . We define the syntax of our RPQ queries as
Q = (?x|s, r, ?y|o), s ∈ PSp1 , o ∈ POpn , p1 and pn is the first and last edge of r
respectively.

Definition 3 gives a recursive definition to the regular paths, which covers
all the possible forms of RPQs. However, the complexity of RPQs with counting
paths semantics is PSPACE-complete [5], which is considered infeasible for large-
scale RDF graphs. To simplify the problem, in our RPQ semantics, we just find
one satisfiable path for an RPQ (i.e., not counting paths), and we also allow
non-simple paths as the answers. Definition 3 also introduces the syntax of our
RPQ language. For example, if Tom wants to find that whether there exists a
person who is a friend of his friends and that person also has a pet, then the
query is expressed as: (Tom, isFriend/isFriend/hasPet, ?y).

4 Index Structures

This section presents the double-layer bi-directional index structure that is ab-
breviated as DB-Index. First we give a detailed introduction to DB-Index. Then
we describe the procedure for the index construction.

4.1 DB-Index

Definition 2 describes our new perspective of the primitive path edge. Under
normal circumstances, there is no need to specify the in/out-degree nodes, while
in the context of big data, the scale of triples under the same predicate p might
be extremely large. Therefore, we specify these nodes and separate them into
smaller units, which is also called the subject/object refinement. However, for a
triple in RPQs, we do not know s or o in most cases, as a consequence, POSpo

and PSOps do not seem to work. For example, we want to access all objects in
PSOps, but we get nothing if only p is specified.

To compensate for this defect, we define PSp and POp to co-work with POSpo

and PSOps. As a matter of fact, DB-Index is constructed on the basis of the
formulas in Definition 3, in which we regard POSpo and PSOps as primary
indexes, PSp and POp as secondary indexes. The structure of DB-Index is shown
in Fig. 1, of which the space complexity is O(|T |), and |T | is the size of the RDF
graph T . We separate RPQs into atomic units, as mentioned before, which is
actually the subset of triple pattern query of the form (?s|s, ?p|p, ?o|o). However,
the predicates of RPQs are never variables, as a consequence, there are four
possibilities for a primitive edge of RPQs (?s|s, p, ?o|o), all of which DB-Index
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covers. For example, (s, p, ?o) can be obtained by PSOps, (?s, p, o) by POSpo,
and (?s, p, ?o) by PSOps with PSp. There is no need to query (s, p, o), since we
have already obtained all terms of this triple. However, RPQs are much more
complex than triple pattern queries, and later in Section 5, we will present the
algorithms.

Fig. 1. The structure and construction of DB-Index

4.2 Index Construction

In order to construct DB-Index, for each triple (s, p, o) ∈ T , s is inserted into
POSpo and PSp, o into PSOps and POp, as demonstrated in Fig. 1 and Algo-
rithm 1. If s already exists in POSpo and PSp, we skip this step, the same as
o. The complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|T |), in which |T | is the size of the RDF
graph T . As shown in Fig. 1, we ensure the indexes are ordered by inserting
elements into the appropriate positions, which are to be used in the sort-merge
join operations.

Algorithm 1. Constructing DB-Index

Input: An RDF graph T
Output: DB-Index
1. constructIndex(T )
2. for each triple (s, p, o) ∈ T do
3. if s does not exist in PSp and POSpo then
4. Insert s into PSp and POSpo;
5. end if
6. if o does not exist in POp and PSOps then
7. Insert o into POp and PSOps;
8. end if
9. end for

10. return
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5 TraPath Algorithms

In this section, we introduce a series of maintenance algorithms, called TraPath,
which are based upon DB-Index, which is composed of three parts, the traversal-
based search algorithm, the parallel evaluation algorithm and the scheduling al-
gorithm. First, we present the traversal-based search algorithm, which is the core
algorithm of this paper. Then, we introduce the parallel evaluation algorithm
that accelerates our query. Finally, we describe the scheduling algorithm. The
following theorems lay the theoretical foundation for the TraPath algorithms.

Theorem 1. For two arbitrary edges p1, p2 ∈ P . There exists a path on them,
if POp1 ∩ PSp2 
= ∅.

Proof. There exists a path on two arbitrary edges, iff there exist a common
vertex between them, i.e., the union of out-degree objects of p1 and in-degree
subjects of p2 is not an empty set.

Theorem 2. For two arbitrary edges p1, p2 ∈ P , the in-degree of p1 is specified
with s. There exists a path on them, if ∃e ∈ PSOp1s′ , s.t PSOp2e 
= ∅.

Proof. If PSOp2e 
= ∅, then ∃(e, p2, o′) ∈ T , e ∈ PSp2 , we know PSOp1s′ ⊆
POp1 , and e ∈ PSOp1s′ , then e ∈ POp1 obviously. POp1 ∩ PSp2 
= ∅, according
to Theorem 1, we have a path on p1 and p2.

The traversal-based search is devised on the basis of Theorem 2, and Theorem
1 plays an important role in the parallel evaluation algorithm.

5.1 Traversal Based Search

The traversal based search algorithm (abbreviated as TBS) takes advantage of
the depth-first traversal on the basis of Theorem 2, in which nested-loops join is
used to bridge various edges. For each step of TBS of a forward search, two terms
of the triple are known of which the form is (s, p, ?o). s is obtained in different
ways, from the previous step, PSp, or specified by users. We access objects from
PSOps, and then push an o into the next step, in which o is treated as s′, and
PSOp′s′ is invoked again with the next predicate p′. We save the intermediate
state, and push a next o if nothing obtained from PSOp′s′ . The algorithm prints
a result when a path is found, and exits when all elements of PSOps have been
traversed, in which p is the label of the first edge of RPQs.

The pseudo code of the traversal based search is shown in Algorithm 2, in
which we traverse recursively on an RDF graph. The stacks are chosen to store
regular path expressions due to their belonging to sequential sets. Line 4-8 makes
it possible for us to search bi-directionally. For each step, the algorithm traverses
once at least, and |list| times in the worse case. If we traverse |r| steps, then
the complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(n|r|), where n is the max size of PSOps or
POSps.

Sort-merge joins can be also taken into account in the TBS. For example,
there are two sequential predicates p1 and p2, as described in Theorem 1, POp1
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Algorithm 2. Traversal based search

Input: StackC with sequential predicates, StackP ← ∅, and start node s
Output: Path matching the given regular expression
1. traversalBasedSearch(StackC,StackP, s)
2. p← pop(StackC);
3. push(StackP, p)
4. if flag is forward then
5. list← PSOps;
6. else
7. list← POSps;
8. end if ;
9. if list is not empty then

10. for each element e ∈ list do
11. if C is ∅ then
12. Put the result into the queue Queue;
13. Push(StackC, pop(StackP ));
14. return
15. else
16. traversalBasedSearch(StackC,StackP, e);
17. end if
18. end for
19. end if
20. push(StackC, pop(StackP ));
21. return

is joined with PSp2 . This the complexity of TBS is O(m+n), which is better than
the nested-loop join’s O(m · n). However, for a predicate p in a large-scale RDF
graph T , the size of PSp appears to be extremely large. All of the terms in both
POp1 and PSp2 need to be loaded into the memory, which exhibits a inferior
performance. Our investigation and analysis of the real-world RDF graph, which
will be introduced in detail in Section 6, indicates |PSOps|  |PSp| for the same
predicate p and arbitrary s. As a consequence, for both methods of constituting
a path as represented in Theorem 1 and 2, nested-loops join achieves superior
performance than sort-merge join on large-scale RDF graphs, which prompts us
to choose the nested-loops join as our basic method.

5.2 Parallel Evaluation

The parallel evaluation algorithm parallelizes TBS to expedite the execution by
separating paths. In the parallel evaluation process, there are several threads
to process sub-paths invoking the TBS algorithm, cooperating with the mas-
ter thread to collect partial results and bridge them together. For each TBS,
counting paths are printed into the result queues, nevertheless, we search for
an existing path in the master. Algorithm 3 and 4 gives the pseudo code of
our parallelization strategies. Each subPathProcessor processes a sub-path on
the basis of TBS, the pathGenerator gathers partial results and generates the
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path matching the regular expression r. The complexity of pathGenerator is
O(m · n), in which m is the max size of Queue[i]. The pathGenerator achieves
superior performance, on one hand, the max |Queue[i]| could be quite small if
the path is divided appropriately, on the other hand, pathGenerator starts with
subPathProcessors simultaneously, which means they work in parallel.

Algorithm 3. Parallel producer

Input: StackC with sequential predicates, StackP ← ∅
Output: Partial results Queue, n ≥ 2
1. subPathProcessor(StackC, StackP )
2. p← get(StackC);
3. if flag is forward then
4. list← PSp;
5. else
6. list← POp;
7. end if ;
8. if list is not empty then
9. for each element e ∈ list do

10. traversalBasedSearch(StackC,StackP, e);
11. end for
12. end if
13. return

Algorithm 4. Parallel comsumer

Input: partial results Queue, n ≥ 2
Output: Path matching the given regular expression
1. pathGenerator(StackQ)
2. for Queue[i] ∈ Queue do
3. Path[i]← pop(Queue[i]);
4. end for
5. while true do
6. if a path Path is found then
7. return Path;
8. end if
9. find the smallest Path[i] ∈ Path;

10. Path[i]← pop(Queue[i]);
11. end while
12. return

Here we have a trade-off between parallel algorithms with higher complexity
and serial algorithms with lower complexity. We choose the former since parallel
algorithms cannot only withstand the pressure of large-scale data, but also have
a good scalability, of which we could take advantage to expand our index and
algorithm schemes.
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5.3 Scheduling

The parallel evaluation algorithm only works when no starting or ending node
is initialized, of which the query expression is (?x, r, ?y). It is worth mentioning
that, if s or o is specified by users, it is more efficient to invoke the TBS algorithm
directly. Therefore, the algorithms need to be scheduled in accordance to the
form of the query syntax. The pseudo code of the scheduling algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 5, which schedules different algorithms under various conditions.

Algorithm 5. Scheduling

Input: Query Q = (?x|s, r, ?y|o)
Output: Path matching given regular expression
1. queryScheduling(Q)
2. if Q ∈ (?x, r, ?y) then
3. Separate r into sub-paths SubPaths
4. for each sub-path sp ∈ SubPaths do
5. Push each edge of sp into StackC; StackP ← ∅;
6. subPathProcessor(StackC, StackP );
7. end for
8. else if Q ∈ (?x, r, o) then
9. flag ← inverse;

10. Push each edge of r into StackC; StackP ← ∅;
11. traversalBasedSearch(StackC,StackP, o);
12. else
13. flag ← forward;
14. Push each edge of r into StackC; StackP ← ∅;
15. traversalBasedSearch(StackC,StackP, s);
16. end if ;

5.4 Alternation and Kleene Star

The alternation and Kleene star operators with the existing path semantics
can be both transformed to the basic paths of which the regular expressions
are of the forms r = p | (r/r). We search an alternation path by permutation
and combination. For example, for a query Q = (?s, (p1|p2)/p3, ?o), the path
p1/p3 and p2/p3 are both taken into account. For a path contains a Kleene star,
the search begins with an empty path of the Kleene star, extends the path by
repeating predicates, and ends with either a path obtained or no path found
with a circle formed.

6 Experiments

In this section, we carry out a series of experiments to evaluate our index struc-
tures and algorithms. All experiments are conducted on a Dell OptiPlex 990 PC
with a 3.10 GHz Intel i5-2400 quad-core CPU. We use Cassandra 1.1.6 as our
underlying repository, and implement the algorithms with Java.
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6.1 Storage Performance

We estimate the storage performance from two aspects including execution time
of data loading and size of index structures, and use Lehigh University Bench-
mark (LUBM) as the datasets of our storage performance experiments.

The Sesame repository can be deployed only in a stand-alone environment,
for the sake of fairness, we load data in a single node to compare with Sesame.
As shown in Fig. 2, our approach and Sesame are equally matched in terms of
loading performance. Fig. 3 displays the size of our index structure and Sesame.
The space of primary indexes is larger relatively, which carries most of the infor-
mation of paths. As speculated, the storage performance experiments indicates
that DB-Index has a linear space complexity.

Fig. 2. Load time Fig. 3. Index size

6.2 Query Performance

We use DBpedia 3.6 as the dataset for query performance experiments since it is
a real-world RDF data extracted from Wikipedia. For the in-depth understand-
ing of the internal structure of DBpedia, we have analysed the experimental
dataset, and the in/out-degree size distribution of predicates is demonstrated in
Fig. 4. As is shown in the figure, the sizes of primary indexes mostly distribute
in the range of e0 to e2. It means almost all of POSpo and PSOps have a small
size, which verifies our assumption. If we describe an instance with RDF triples
as the form (s, p, ?o), there will not be too many objects. For example, if we have
a query (Aristotle, name, ?o), and we can only obtain one object, since Aristotle
has only one name. It is similar that we change the predicate as long as the
subject is specified. As opposed to the primary indexes, the sizes of secondary
indexes distribute more evenly, from e0 to e12, which signifies that a lot of PSp

and POp have a large scale. For the above example, if we replace Aristotle with a
variable, then the query becomes (?s, name, ?o), and PSname is extremely large,
since almost all of the instances in DBpedia have the predicate name.

We have devised several RPQ test cases, among which Q2 is generated by
random walking, Q3 by predicates random selecting, and the rest by artificial
design. As shown in Table 1, Q2, Q4 and Q6 have the specified in/out-degree
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Fig. 4. Distribution of DB-Index size Fig. 5. Query performance experiments

Table 1. RPQ test cases

#Q RPQ test cases

Q1 (?x, country/largestCity/name,?y)

Q2 (Aristotle, influenced/beatifiedP lace/leaderName/birthP lace/name, ?y)

Q3 (?x, purpose/(birthP lace|deathP lace)/honours/largestCity/birthDate,?y)

Q4 (Alabama Army National Guard, (country/largestCity)100/name, ?y)

Q5 (?x, (lowestP lace/depth)100, ?y)

Q6 (?x, (govenment/govenmentElevation)100/area,Kentucky)

node, Q4-Q6 belong to long paths. As mentioned before, the Sesame repository
provides weak support for RPQs, for the fairness of the evaluations, we apply
long paths instead of Kleene star.

We have implemented TraPath based upon DB-Index, in which there are
two subPathProcessors. For the purpose of comparison, we have removed the
parallel algorithms so that there is only a serial algorithm with TBS. Besides, we
have deployed Sesame 2.6.0 with its own native repository in our experimental
environment. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5. As shown in the
figure, our parallel approach exhibits better performance than Sesame, especially
for longer RPQ paths.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we devise a double-layer bi-directional index structure, called DB-
Index, which covers all possible forms of RPQs, and propose a novel traversal-
based algorithm, named TraPath, which achieves the efficient execution of RPQs
on large-scale RDF graphs by using the DB-Index. The experiment results show
that DB-Index has a linear complexity and TraPath outperforms the state-of-
the-art methods.
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Abstract. Although people have proposed many kinds of NoSQL
databases, also referred as Key-Value stores, there is still lack of an
efficient solution for the problem of non-key attribute queries. In this
paper, we propose BF-Matrix, a hierarchical index composed of bloom
filter and B+ tree. Faced with the massive data and the large scale clus-
ter, the layered solution could shorten the search path and make the best
of scattered resources. Moreover, it is able to scale up and scale back ac-
cording to the changes of data size and cluster scale, and isolate the job
of update and retrieval in a limited scope. To eliminate the risk of false
negative and to ensure our index “look like consistent”, two rules are
given to specify the behavior of index update and data retrieval . Ex-
perimental results demonstrate that our solution not only outperforms
the state of the art, but also is flexible enough to adapt to the cloud
environment.
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1 Introduction

The wave of big data is leading a profound change to information infrastructure
and is reshaping the landscape of storage systems. As an important complement
of traditional database, cloud data store provides a possibility to cope with the
ever-growing data volume and adapt to the real-time variable storage demand.
For those people who are willing to maximize value from big data, it is appealing
to deploy their applications on the cloud. However, while some of the Key-Value
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stores such as BigTable[1], Cassandra[2] and Dynamo[3] have already served as
the back-end for many large scale applications, the lack of built-in support for
secondary index restrains more users from migrating to the cloud storage.

Even though MapReduce has acted as some systems’ execution engine, like
Hive[4], it is not able to provide low latency response for on-line interactive
applications.

Faced with such a short slab, the traditional index techniques could neither
be directly applied to the massive data nor be simply migrated to the cloud
platform[11]. Although some distributed indexes have been proposed for the
cloud storage, the following challenges have not been well addressed:
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With the increase of data volume, the cloud storage may provide continuously
growing storage space and computing power by means of scale-out. As a critical
component in the cloud software stack, the index itself is also needed to be
scalable. It is not only required that the index structure is capable of being
scaled, but also need the index could make the most of distributed resources and
keep the overhead of retrieval under control.

Furthermore, elasticity is critical to minimize operating cost while ensuring
good performance during high loads. In the presence of fluctuant workloads,
users may adjust available resources to match the current demands. This may
result in the change of cluster scale, and also lead to frequent index expansion
and contraction. Accordingly, the index should be flexible enough to adapt to
the dynamic environment of cloud storage.
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Be different from the relational database, cloud data store usually does not
provide cross-row, cross-table ACID-compliant transactions. In consideration of
the availability and access delay, most of them opt for eventually consistency.
Atomic access is supported only at the granularity of single keys. Even if some
systems make effort to provide ‘local’ transaction guarantee, the transaction
semantics are still confined to a limited range of data set. As for the job of index
update, we need to write the basic table and the index table at once. This goes
beyond the semantics of single key access. So the difficulty is how to ensure the
index consistency.

With above observations, our motivation of this work is to give a scal-
able and elastic secondary index. Without the support of distributed
transactions, it should still be consistent in the eyes of applications.

In this paper, to shorten the length of access path and make the best of
scattered resources, we resort to the hierarchical structure to organize our index.
It is a loose coupling solution. For each data node, a B+ tree is created as the
local index. At the master node, a Bloom Filter Matrix(BF-Matrix) is used as
the global index. In order to make our solution scalable and elastic, a vector
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of counting bloom filter is used to replace the native one. Moreover, we also
describe the algorithms for data retrieval and index update. By presented two
rules, they can avoid the problem of false negative and ensure the index table
“look like consistent”. While the B+ tree index local to a datanode obey ACID
semantics, the global index have looser consistency.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the re-
lated work. Section 3 describes the problem and presents the topology of our
distributed index. In Section 4, we proposed the BF-Matrix solution. In Section
5, we give the algorithms for retrieval and update. Experimental evaluation of
our method is presented in Section 6. We conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 Related Work

Since the topology of distributed index usually depend on the underlying net-
work architecture, to discuss the existing solutions, we incline to classify them
according to the organization of data nodes. (1)In a peer to peer configuration,
the key-value stores of this kind, such as Dynamo[3], Cassandra[2] and Riak1,
represent the cluster as a circle space or ring, and rely on the consistent hash-
ing to locate the correct node. while the indexes of P2P structure benefit from
high scalability, they are not compatible with the MapReduce paradigm and
are difficult to support richer query semantics. (2)For the Master/Slave mode,
a minority of nodes play the role of coordinators. As Fig. 1 illustrated, theoret-
ically, there are three methods to construct an index for a huge mass of data.
➀The first way is to create a centralized index on the master. However, it intro-
duces a performance bottleneck and suffers from the single point of failure. In
reality, people choose to distribute the whole index on multiple master nodes.
BigTable[1], HBase2, Scalable distributed B-Tree[5], ITHBase3 are of this type.
➁The second approach turn to the decentralized autonomous solution. By this
way, each data node or each data split maintains an separate index by itself,
and the master node is only responsible for forwarding messages to them. This
kind of index can be used for scan operation and selective MapReduce jobs but
fail to support random probe. HAIL[6], hindex4, Trojan Index[7], IHBase5 be-
long to this type. ➂The last scheme gives consideration to both centralized and
decentralized interests. Like the data chunks, the index segmentations are dis-
seminated in the cluster. Each data node builds some local index for its data, and
one or more master nodes collectively maintain a global index. So, it is actually
a two-layered distributed index. While the global index indicate which datanode
kept the user required data, the local index concretely point to the position in
the file. Examples include CG-index[8], RT-CAN[9], EMINC[10].

1 http://docs.basho.com/riak/latest/
2 http://hbase.apache.org/
3 https://github.com/hbase-trx/hbase-transactional-tableindexed
4 https://github.com/Huawei-Hadoop/hindex
5 https://github.com/ykulbak/ihbase

http://docs.basho.com/riak/latest/
http://hbase.apache.org/
https://github.com/hbase-trx/hbase-transactional-tableindexed
https://github.com/Huawei-Hadoop/hindex
https://github.com/ykulbak/ihbase
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Fig. 1. Distributed Index of Master-Slave Architecture

3 Problem Description

To design a secondary index, as Fig. 2 illustrated, we resort to a two-layered
architecture to organize our distributed index. It is a hierarchical solution, but
the global index and the local index are independent and loosely coupled. On
the upper layer, we use a Bloom Filter Matrix to save the knowledge of data
distribution. Each row of the matrix represents a bloom filter. It corresponds to
a datanode and indicates whether a data object is stored on that node. At the
same time, a B+ tree is built on each datanode, which only takes charge of the
local storage. There are as many rows in the matrix as there are datanodes in
the cluster. All the bloom filters are homogeneous and share the same group of
hash functions.

Data ObjectD
h1

h2

hk

24 65 88

2 10 24 45 65 72 88 93

^

45 72

45 48 56 72 87 882 10

^

Fig. 2. The Topology of BF-Matrix

With above solution, the process of non-key attribute queries could be divided
into two steps: (1)locate the relevant datanodes; (2)look up the local index.

Since the second subproblem is not different from the traditional index tech-
niques and has been well studied by the database community, the real difficulties
lie in how to construct a scalable and elastic global index, which supports the
membership query, and propose effective algorithms to defend the consistency
of it.

4 Index Structure

For our solution, to create a secondary index, a Standard Bloom Filter
[12][13][14](SBF) is built for each datanode.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, supposing the universal set contains d possible data
objects, and a total of h objects are stored on one of the nodes. According to the
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Fig. 3. Bloom filter

value of the indexed column, the data subset is mapped to an attribute-value
subset of n elements. A bloom filter for representing the data subset is described
by a vector of m bits, initially all set to 0. It uses k independent hash functions
h1, h2, . . . , hk to map the attribute value of a data object to a random number
uniform over the range {1, . . . ,m}.

If the false positive rate is denoted as f , it can be deduced that f = (1−e−kn
m )k.

Generally, given n and f , the optimal k and m can be calculated as kopt =
m
n ln2,

and mopt = − n·lnf
(ln2)2 , which minimizes the false positive rate[12].

4.1 Deletable Index

Although SBF offers a compact probabilistic way to represent the data subset
of a datanode, it does not support the removal of elements.

To fix the weakness, we borrow the idea from Counting Bloom Filter[15](CBF),
as shown in Fig. 4, and use a small counter to replace the single bit of each entry
in the bloom filter. In contrast with the original m bits string, a counter vector
of length m is used to represent each datanode.

To avoid counter overflow, we need to choose sufficiently large counters. As
the work of CBF[15] has revealed, 4 bits per counter would be amply sufficient
for most applications.

1 2
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 2
0 0
0 0
1 1
0 0
0 0

Fig. 4. Counting Bloom Filter

4.2 Scalable and Elastic Index

For a shared-nothing distributed system, if a datanode join or depart from the
cluster, what we need to do is just to add a row into or delete a row from our
BF-Matrix. In this case, the cost is small and the impact is limited. But if it is
the data volume continues to grow, neither the SBF nor the CBF could expand
with the increasing data set.
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Without knowledge of the upper bound on the size of data set, a target false
positive probability threshold cannot be guaranteed unless the bloom filter is
rebuilt from scratch each time the set cardinality changes[16][17]. In our solu-
tion, we employ a variable number of counting bloom filters to represent a dy-
namic data set, named Dynamic Counting Bloom Filter(DCBF). As illustrated
in Fig. 5, a DCBF is made up of one or more CBFs. There are two states of a
CBF: active and full. A CBF is called active only if its volume does not reach a
designed upper bound, and the DCBF only inserts items of a set into the active
CBFs. At the outset, an empty CBF is allocated for each datanode and the ini-
tial CBF is active; as more and more data objects are stored on the datanode,
when the existing CBFs get full due to the limit on the fill ratio, a new one
is added. On the contrary, if an item is removed from a datanode, a full filter
may also become active. Querying is made by testing for the presence in each
filter, if one of the CBFs return true, the item is assumed to be stored on the
corresponding datanode. While a DCBF could scale up along with the growth of
data volume, it can also constrict as the set cardinality decreases through merge
operations, which is defined by the union of two bloom filters. Given two sets S1

and S2, suppose we have bloom filters B1 and B2 to represent them respectively.
Assuming their length and the related hash functions are all of the same, and
the sum of the volume of the two filters is not larger than the capacity of one
filter. The two active CBFs could be replaced by the union of them. Then a filter
B that represents the union S = S1 ∪ S2 is created by taking the counter-wise
addition of the original CBFs B = B1

⊕
B2. So, the merged filter B will report

any element belonging to S1 or S2 as belonging to set S.
Apart from the volume growth, a DCBF could also bring the change of false

positive rate. As discussed above, a DCBF with $n/c% CBFs can represent a
dynamic set S with n items. When we use the DCBF instead of S to answer a
membership query, the false match probability of the DCBF can be calculated
in a straightforward way.

fd = 1− (1 − f)�n/c� = 1−
[
1− (1− e−kc/m)k

]�n/c�
So, the false positive rate will grows linearly with the number of CBFs con-

tained in a DCBF. For example, suppose the false ratio of a CBF f = 0.01, after
the DCBF expand to 10 times its original size

⌈
n
c

⌉
= 10, then fd ≈ 0.1. This is

also acceptable and meaningful for our index circumstance.

4.3 False Positive and False Negative

To test whether an element is a member of a set, SBF may introduce false
positive but not false negative. For the case of our distributed index, when a
filter report that an element stored on a datanode by mistake, the cost is to
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forward a redundant query message to the datanode, and trigger a local retrieval
via B+Tree index on that node. This will not destroy the correctness of search
behavior or place a real burden on the system.

Although SBF never yield a false negative by itself, its variant DCBF may
bring the mistake. A false negative in the index scenario indicates that even a
data object is stored on a datanode, it is still possible that the filter return false.
This is not allowed for cloud storage.

In order to avoid the risk of false negative, we present the first rule that restrict
the behavior of index operations: To delete an index entry, first read back the
data object so as to ensure the existence of data item; To insert an index entry,
save the filter label with the data object so as to identify the correct filter that
record the index entry.

5 Data Retrieval and Index Maintenance

Given the structure of BF-Matrix, in this section, we present the algorithms for
data retrieval and index maintenance, and discuss how to ensure the consistency
of our index.

5.1 Data Retrieval

It is clear that a BF-Matrix consisted of multiple DCBFs, and each DCBF is
composed of several CBFs. All of the CBFs have the same length and share the
same number of hash functions. To answer a membership query based on the
DCBF instead of the set S, the first step is to calculate k hash values. The query
operation iterates the set of DCBFs, and for each DCBF traverse over the set of
CBFs. If all the hash counters of a CBF are set to a nonzero value, it returns
true. An item is a member of a DCBF, if one of its CBFs contain the element. An
item is not a member of a DCBF, if it is not found in all CBFs. After obtained
the subset of DCBFs that may contained the element, we forward the query
message to the corresponding datanodes, and collect result from them.

Algorithm 1. Single Attribute Query

Input: an attribute value d on column c of table T , a BF-Matrix M[i][j] for column c
of table T , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , I − 1} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, where I is the number of datanodes,
the filter size is m, and the number of hash functions is k, two seed hash functions
h1(x) and h2(x)
Output: a set of tuples satisfied the query condition
1: h1 ← h1(d), h2 ← h2(d)
2: for t = 0 to k − 1 do
3: gt(d) = (h1 + t× h2 + t2)mod m
4: for i = 0 to I − 1 do
5: foreach CBF in vector M[i][]

6: if ∃j for ∀t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, M[i][j](gt(d)) > 0, then
7: forward the query message to datanode i, add label i into set W
8: collect results from the datanodes in set W
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5.2 Index Maintenance

(1)Index Consistency
When it comes to the consistency of our hierarchical distributed index, the

B+ tree index is treated as separate indexes for each datanode and is co-located
with the primary table, it is not difficult to ensure the strong consistency of the
local index. But the same problem for the global index is nontrivial.

However, although we could not keep the global index consistent with the pri-
mary table at any time, we may make the global index “look like consistent” even
through sometimes it actually deviate from the user table. In other words, if an
index only improve the query efficiency but not affect the results that a user read
from the primary table, then we say the index table “look like consistent”. It is a
weaker level than the strong consistency and may lead to inconsistency between
the two tables, but will not change the correct behavior of the storage system.

If we wrap the index update operations in a transaction, to implement “look
like consistent”, the following three conditions must be satisfied:

➀after a data object has been inserted into a primary table, the users must
be able to find it along the index;➁an index update transaction is idempo-
tent;➂partial index transactions can be detected at read time, so the atomicity
can be guaranteed.

Since most of the cloud storages employ MVCC(Multi-Version Concurrency
Control) to increase concurrency, we also assume that there are multiple versions
of a data object, and each version is marked by a timestamp. Thus the idempo-
tent property of index transaction is satisfied. Fig. 6 shows the execution order
of index operations. For example, Upon

�����
select , by choosing the latest version of

a data object, we can filter the redundant index entries at read time, and do
not need to clean them. They must be from a partial index update - either from
a concurrent update that is still in progress, or from a partially failed update.
This is how we tolerate partial index update and assure atomicity at read time.
In conclusion, the intuition behind above operations is that, it is allowable to
have an extra index entry, but not to have an entry in the main table and not
in the index table. In this way, we meet the three conditions and could achieve
a “look like consistent” global index. At last, we introduce the second rule that
restrict the behavior of index operations: Before delete the index entry, the data
item should first be removed; Before insert a data item, the index entry should
first be inserted.
(2)Insert Operation
Given above two rules, Algorithm 2 contains the details regarding the process
of insert operation. Due to the space limitation, we omit the description of the
whole process.
(3)Delete Operation
Similarly, the pseudo-code of delete operation is given in Algorithm 3 without
further explanation.
(4)Update Operation
With regard to the update operation, as illustrated in Fig. 6, it involves an index
insertion and an index deletion successively. So, the job can be done by call the
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Fig. 6. The Execution order of Index Operations

Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, and we no longer present a separate one for it.
(5)Data Migration
For the purpose of load balance and fault tolerance, the data objects in cloud
storage need to be moved from one node to another node from time to time[18],
which will also trigger the index update. Similar to the update operation, it can
be solved with above algorithms as well.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate BF-Matrix, and compare it with ITHBase, hindex
and parallel full table scan(MR-FTS) from two aspects: retrieval performance

Algorithm 2. Insert

Input: a data object xa with column value d, d is the attribute value on column c, y is
the capacity of CBF, l is the datanode label which the inserted tuple to be stored on, a
BF-Matrix M[i][j] for column c of table T , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , I − 1} and j ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, where
I is the number of datanodes, the filter size is m, and the number of hash functions is
k, two seed hash functions h1(x) and h2(x)
Output: true or false
1: h1 ← h1(d), h2 ← h2(d)
2: for t = 0 to k − 1 do
3: gt(d) = (h1 + t× h2 + t2)mod m
4: s←M[l][ ].length(), ActiveBF ← Null
5: for u← 0 to s− 1 do
6: if M[l][u].count() < y then
7: ActiveBF ←M[l][u]

8: if ActiveBF is Null then
9: ActiveBF ← CreateCBF (m,k)
10: M[l][s] ← ActiveBF
11: M[l][ ].length()← s+ 1
12: for t = 0 to k − 1 do
13: ActiveBF (gt(d))← ActiveBF (gt(d)) + 1
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and scalability. Furthermore, we also study the overhead of index maintenance.
The experiments are implemented on Hadoop 0.20.2 and HBase 0.90.4.

6.1 Experimental Setup

We perform the tests on an in-house cluster of 20 nodes connected by a 1Gbit
Ethernet switch. Each node has 4 cores, 16GB of main memory, and 1.4TB
SATA disks. For the data set, a manmade table is generated which is composed of
11 columns. There are totally 500million records and per record size is 270bytes,
so the whole table size is 125.8GB. As shown in the shading part of the table
schema, we create index on five columns and declare a 32− bits integer to save
the ‘file number’, which acted as the RowKey.

(filenumber,name,gender,age,occupation,nativeplace, identity card number ,

email address , microblog username , skype number , drive license number )

6.2 Results and Discussion

For the first experiment, we keep the size of a 7 nodes cluster unchanged and
increase the data volume from 2 million to 500 million. As illustrated in Fig. 7,
the auxiliary indexes indeed greatly improve the response time of non-key at-
tribute queries. With the growth of data volume, the MapReduce based MR-FTS
confront with increased delay. This is because the fixed cluster scale lead to un-
changed computing power and network bandwidth. Since hindex is 100% server
side implementation with Coprocessors and the index table regions are collo-
cated with primary table regions, when the data size is less than 15 million, the
decentralized hindex outperform the centralized ITHBase. But as the data size
continue to increase, the datanodes will spend more time to scan the region wise
index data, the distributed method also encounter synchronous enlarged delay.
By contrast, our hierarchical solution all along keeps stable performance.
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Algorithm 3. Delete

Input: a data object xa with column value d, d is the attribute value on column c, y is
the capacity of CBF, a BF-Matrix M[i][j] for column c of table T , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , I − 1}
and j ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, where I is the number of datanodes, the filter size is m, and the
number of hash functions is k, two seed hash functions h1(x) and h2(x)
Output: true or false
1: h1 ← h1(d), h2 ← h2(d)
2: for t = 0 to k − 1 do
3: gt(d) = (h1 + t× h2 + t2)mod m
4: for i = 0 to I − 1 do
5: foreach CBF in vector M[i][ ]

6: if ∃j for ∀t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, M[i][j](gt(d)) > 0, then
7: forward the query message and data object xa to datanode i
8: add label i into set W
9: collect results from all the datanodes in set W
10: identify the datanode that really stored xa, saved as l ∈W
11: identify the CBF that actually record the index entry of xa, saved as r
12: ActiveBF ← M[l][r]

13: for t = 0 to k − 1 do
14: ActiveBF (gt(d))← ActiveBF (gt(d))− 1

In the second experiment shown in Fig. 8, we choose to scale out the cluster
under a constant data set. In the literature, more nodes could share the over-
head of computing and storage, MR-FTS evidently benefit from the enhanced
cluster capability. At the same time, as more nodes join the cluster, the index
segmentation and the data partition of the same record are more likely to be
scattered on different datanodes. This introduces more cross-node interactions,
which amplify the access latency. Since hindex could make the most of cluster
resources, the average latency at first decreases. However, for each query, the
decentralized method has to interact with all the datanodes and wait for their
responses. After the number of nodes is over 11, the wait time increase. Com-
pared with the previous methods, BF-Matrix could always restrict the query
processing in a limited scope, and has a good scalability.

To explore the maximum throughput, we try to simultaneously increase the
cluster size and data volume, and use another 5 client server, each with 100
threads, to perform a stress test. As shown in Fig. 9, the curve of the BF-
Matrix is on top of the other ones. Meanwhile, the slope of the BF-Matrix curve
is almost equal to MR-FTS, and is steeper than hindex and ITHBase. They
mean our solution not only could achieve higher throughput but also display a
higher growth rate. This can be explained by the fact that while the indirect
twice probe of ITHBase may prolong the access path, the flooding forwarded
messages of hindex also put a heavy burden on the storage system.

Apart from the retrieval performance, we also examine the cost of index main-
tenance. To illustrate the average extra run time, we compare the latency of
different operations on non-indexed table with the latency on indexed table, and
show the differences in Fig. 10. Since ITHBase implement transactions support to
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guarantee that all secondary index updates are consistent, it triggers the biggest
latency in the three methods. On the contrary, hindex bring an almost constant
delay across different operations. For the BF-Matrix, the delete operation actu-
ally contains a read to confirm the correct datanode. So its cost is larger than
the insert. With regard to the update operation, the overhead roughly equate to
an insert plus a delete.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we try to address the problem of non-key attribute queries on the
huge mass of data. The goal is to offer a secondary index in the cloud data store.

The main contributions of our work include:
�To achieve a scalable and elastic solution, we utilize bloom filter and tra-

ditional B+ tree to construct a hierarchical index. It not only adapts to the
continuous growth of data set, but also is able to cope with the dynamic change
of cluster size.

�The counting bloom filter and the dynamic bloom filter bring the problem
of false negative, which is unacceptable for the storage system. By giving the
first behavior rule, we eliminate the possibility of false negative.

�In the absence of transaction guarantee, we introduce a weaker concept than
the strong consistency and give the second behavior rule. It makes the global
index “look like consistent” so as to assures the correct behavior of applications.
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Abstract. Existing multi-tenant database schema design studies either
emphasize high performance and scalability at the expense of limited
customization or provide enough customization at the cost of low perfor-
mance and scalability. In this paper, we propose a cluster based schema
design for multi-tenant database which supports full customization with-
out sacrificing performance and scalability. We devise the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering algorithm and multi-tenancy integration algo-
rithm to integrate the customized schemas based on the schema and in-
stance information. Our method can be easily applied to existing
databases with minor revisions. Experimental results show that our
method achieves excellent performance and high scalability with schema
customization property.

1 Introduction

The multi-tenant database system can amortize the cost of hardware, software
and professional services to a large number of tenants and has become one sig-
nificant trend to provide the database service. Therefore, it has attracted more
and more attention from both industrial and academic communities.

The multi-tenant system usually predefines some tables which are called pre-
defined tables. In predefined tables, the system provides some attributes which
are called predefined attributes. In order to design the schema which fully sat-
isfies tenants’ requirement, the system must allow tenants to configure their
customized tables or add some new customized attributes in the predefined ta-
bles. The tables newly configured are called customized tables, and the attributes
configured both in predefined and customized tables are called customized at-
tributes. Providing high customization is one of the important features in the
multi-tenant database in order to be competitive in the service. Aulbach et al.
[2] emphasized that a high-level customization is very attractive to tenants.

To our best knowledge, state-of-the-art approaches on the multi-tenant schema
design can be broadly divided into three categories [4]. The first one is Indepen-
dent Tables Shared Instances (ITSI). It maintains a physical schema for each
customized schema. This method has poor scalability [1] since it needs to main-
tain independent tables for each tenant. The second is Shared Tables Shared
Instances (STSI). In this method different customized tenants share only one
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table. This method has poor performance and consumes more space since it con-
tains large numbers of NULLs. The third simplifies the service system and does
not allow tenants to precisely configure their private schema in order to achieve
high performance, low space and better scalability. To address these limitations,
we devise hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm and multi-tenancy in-
tegration algorithm to integrate schemas based on schema and instance informa-
tion. Experimental results show that our method with full schema customization
property achieves high performance and good scalability with low space.

2 Cluster Based Schema Design

2.1 Basic Idea

The schema design for the multi-tenant database can be divided into three as-
pects. (1) The predefined attributes in predefined tables are often the compulsory
part. Thus we can just put them together, the new tables are very dense and
performance can be guaranteed. In addition, the scalability is excellent. So the
design for the predefined attributes in predefined tables is straightforward and
easy. (2) For the customized attributes in predefined tables, if we put them into
the predefined tables, the predefined tables can be extremely wide and sparse
or even cannot hold all the customized attributes. The performance significantly
degrades. If we maintain one extension table for the customized attributes, the
number of extension tables can be really large. The scalability becomes poor. (3)
For customized tables, similar to the customized attributes in predefined tables,
if we maintain one table for each of them, the scalability becomes the bottleneck.
Current studies have no effective solutions for customized tables. To sum up, the
first category is easy to solve, the second and the third are both the customized
schemas and pose great challenges. In this paper we focus on how to redesign
high-quality schemas for customized schemas.

2.2 Cluster Based Schema Design

The number of customized tables is large, customized tables is changing, we need
to optimize the schema periodically. We propose the cluster based methods to
integrate customized schemas. Different from traditional schema integration, the
integrated schemas in the multi-tenant database reflect the physical data storage.
Instead of directly integrating attributes among all the customized tables we need
to avoid the integrated attributes distribute too far. Thus, we first cluster similar
customized tables and then integrate the schemas in each cluster.

Clustering Customized Tables: Salesforce is a well-known company which
adopts the multi-tenancy architecture to provide the software service. In Sales-
force, the data type are very expressive. Besides traditional data types boolean,
date, double, int, it also defines textarea, email, phone, url, percent and some
other concrete data types which can directly reflect the content of the attributes
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especially for the various string fields. Similarly, in the Microsoft Dynamics sys-
tem accurate data types are also defined. In the SAP Business Suit the data
types are even more detailed. Then we can use the data type information to
build the feature vector for each customized table and then cluster.

Definition 1 (Table Feature Vector). The dimension of the vector is the
number of the data types supported in the system. The ith bit value in the vector
is the number of the attributes with the ith data type in the customized table.

After we define the table feature vector for each customized table, we next
utilize Cosine function to compute the similarity value between two customized
tables. Considering that we will integrate the customized schemas in each clus-
ter, we want to avoid the “noisy” customized schema and we do not know the
number of clusters in advance. We adopt the hierarchical agglomerative cluster-
ing algorithm. Initially, each table feature vector is one single cluster. Then if
the similarity of the most similar pair of clusters is larger than the predefined
threshold τtab we merge them into a new cluster. The clustering process stops
when the similarity between the most similar clusters is smaller than τtab. Differ-
ent threshold τtab mean different clustering quality and build different numbers
of clusters. Among the classic methods, the Elbow Method is the usual way be-
cause it is effective and obvious. In customized, we adopt the same method to
determine the threshold. We graph the percentage of variance of cluster number
against τtab. At some τtab, the number of clusters increases sharply and give an
angle, then the threshold τtab is set as “ Elbow”.

Multi-Tenancy Attribute Integration: Based on the clustering results, next
we integrate the customized schemas into one integrated table for each cluster.
Considering that the data type information in the multi-tenant applications is
very expressive to represent the content of the attribute. Thus in the attribute in-
tegration process, the attributes can only be integrated between the ones with the
same data type. In order to further ensure the accuracy, we take the constraint
and instance information into account. Li et al. [3] utilized many specification
information to integrate attributes. Besides data type, among the constraint in-
formation we refer to uniqueness, nullable and data length. Among the instance
information, data cardinality information can reflect the content and is easily ob-
tained by calling the aggregate function. Next we define the Attribute Feature
Vector for each customized attribute to illustrate all the information above.

Definition 2 (Attribute Feature Vector). In Attribute Feature Vector, the
first bit A0 represents uniqueness, unique is 1 otherwise 0. The second bit A1 is
represents nullable, 1 means this bit may have NULL value, or else 0. The third
A2 is the data length bit, and the fourth bit A3 is the data cardinality.

Then the similarity between attributes Ai and Aj is computed as follows:

S(Ai, Aj) = s(Ai0, Aj0) + s(Ai1, Aj1)+s(Ai2, Aj2) + s(Ai3, Aj3)

In the equation above, if only one of the two attributes are unique, then
s(Ai0, Aj0) is 0; otherwise it is 1. s(Ai1, Aj1) is computed similarly. For the latter
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Fig. 1. Schema Integration

two parts, we both use the ratio of the minor value to the max. For each cus-
tomized table t we maintain the attribute matrix Mt, each column corresponds
to one attribute feature vector. The attribute integration algorithm firstly selects
the customized table with most attributes as base cluster. Then it iteratively se-
lects the table most similar to the base cluster. Given one customized table, for
each attribute we integrate it to the attribute with the same data type. Further
we must integrate it to the most similar integrated attribute above the threshold.
Instead, we add a new column in the integrated table.

3 Experimental Study

Based on the typical tables and data type information in Salesforce we design our
fully customized multi-tenant benchmark. When generating customized tables
we define following parameters. The number of total tenants is Tnum. The average
number of customized tables for each tenant is Tabnum. The average number of
attributes for each customized table satisfies the normal distribution N(μ, σ2),
where μ represents the average number of attributes and σ is variance and set
as 2. We use MySQL to conduct experiments on Windows machine. Figure 1(a)
shows the number of clusters under different values of τtab. In our experiments,
Tabnum is set 10 and μ is set 15. We see that when the number of tenants is 200
and 500, there is a sharp increase of the cluster number when τtab is altered from
0.8 to 0.9. Thus τtab=0.8 is the “Elbow” point. When we use the cluster based
method to integrate the schema, we set τtab=0.8. After determining the number
of clusters, we integrate the customized schemas in each cluster. Figure 1(b)
shows the average NULL percent of each integrated table. We find as τa increases
the integrated tables become more sparse. When τtab is above 0.6, more than
half of the tables are NULLs. Thus we should choose appropriate τa.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose cluster based method and multi-tenancy attribute
integration algorithm to integrate the customized schemas with tenant configu-
ration, schema and instance information so as to enhance the integration quality.
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Experimental results show that our framework with fully customized property
achieves high performance, good scalability and low space as well.
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Abstract. SaaS is an emerging model that allows tenants to host computation 
and data to cloud service providers. However, untrustworthy service providers 
might violate tenants' data integrity by deleting, modifying and falsifying 
tenants' data due to some benefits. So it is important for tenants to verify their 
query results integrity. In this paper, we propose a tenant query result 
authentication structure, called MTAS(Multi-tenant Authentication Structure), 
that applies to multi-tenant shared pivot-universal storage model. MTAS 
separates indexes with authentication structures to support isolation and 
customization characteristics of multi-tenant application. And we present 
composite authentication tree-PUA tree for tenant data in pivot table and 
universal table in MTAS. Comparing with traditional authentication tree 
approaches, PUA tree only needs one tree travel to get verification object(VO) 
corresponding to query results in pivot table and universal table. And PUA tree 
saves about 30% hash computing at verification stage. 

Keywords: SaaS, Multi-tenancy, Integrity, Authentication. 

1 Introduction 

In SaaS mode, by leasing the application and putting data onto the service providers, 
tenants can pay more attention to their business. However, the malicious insiders of 
service providers may violate tenant data integrity for financial or other benefits. So 
tenants should be able to validate their query results are both correct and complete. 
Correctness implies that the results indeed come from the tenant's legitimate original 
data and have not been changed in anyway. Completeness means that all qualified 
results are included in the result set. 

Being a new software delivery mode, SaaS has many significantly differences 
compared with traditional software application in actual design and deployment. And 
those differences bring new challenges to multi-tenant data integrity protection. 

For example, in order to make full use of resources, most SaaS service providers 
adopt the single-instance multi-tenancy strategy[1] in which multiple tenants’ data are 
stored in one physical table such as universal table and data of different types may be 
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stored into a flex column based on tenants’ customization [2].To the best of our 
knowledge, how to construct authenticated data structures for multi-tenants in a 
shared data table has not been considered in related works, as it is commonly assumed 
that each data table is hosted by a single user. Meanwhile, in order to speed up query 
process and ensure performance isolation in large multi-tenants database, adequate 
pivot tables [3] are established to store tenants' index data. So the integrity protection 
of those index data can not be ignored in SaaS. It is an important part of tenants’ data 
integrity protection consideration and has not been discussed in related work. 

Additionally, independent tenants may customize different integrity requirements 
based on their needs. Therefore, how to support customization and isolation 
characteristics among tenants is another challenge for SaaS. 

In this paper, we present a tenant oriented data authentication structure (MTAS). 
MTAS provides data integrity assurance for multi-tenant data in pivot table and 
universal table. By separating indexes with authentication structures, MTAS preserves 
tenants' isolation and customization characteristics. And we propose a new 
authentication structure PUA tree (Pivot and Universal table Authentication tree) 
which composite separate authentication trees built for pivot table and universal table 
into a single tree based on the characteristic of pivot-universal storage model. So we 
can get the VO corresponding to queries data in pivot table and universal table in one 
PUA tree travel. PUA tree saves about 30% hash computing at VO verification. Also, 
PUA tree can handle dynamic structure adjustments for tenant data update operations, 
such as data insertion, deletion and modification.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section covers related 
works. In Section 3 present the system model, storage model and attack model. 
Section 4 introduces MTAS for tenant data authentication and experiment is presented 
in Section 5. Section 6 gives the conclusion of this paper. 

2 Related Work 

Now, multi-tenant data integrity protection research is on the beginning. But in the 
relevant areas such as outsourced database, many techniques have been proposed to 
address data integrity issues.  

One relevant prior work researched integrity issues in outsourced databases and 
suggested solutions using authenticated data structures based on MHT [4]. MHT is a 
binary tree originally proposed for efficient authentication of equality queries in a 
database sorted on the query attribute. Reference [5] incorporated MHT into a B+-tree 
[8] called MB tree to facilitate verification. The MB-Tree was basically a B+-Tree 
that hierarchically organized digests, in the same way as the MHT. In addition to the 
actual result, the VO transmitted to the client contained two boundary records as well 
as a set of digests by which the client can reconstruct the digest of the root. Based on 
[5], Reference [6] promoted EMB--tree and EMB*-tree to reduce the VO size. 
Reference [7] focused on relational stream environments and provided CADS index 
scheme to minimize the processing and transmission overhead. Reference [9] 
presented index authentication scheme iBigTable that provides data integrity 
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assurance for BigTable. Reference [10] aimed at aggregation queries and promoting 
index authentication structures on SUM queries. However, traditional index 
authentication structures lack the ability to discern the tenant and it is hard for them to 
guarantee performance isolation of different tenants. 

Reference [12] proposed a partially materialized digest scheme in which split the 
authentication structure from the data index to provide users with the option to receive 
a non-authenticated answer, without any performance degradation due to verification 
structures. This structure is attractive for multi-tenant database. Because it is easier to 
guarantee performance isolation by constructing separate authentication structure for 
different tenants. But [12] did not consider how to deal with the situation that the data 
table is shared by multiple tenants meanwhile different data types are stored into a 
flex column. 

In addition to authenticated data structures, signature aggregation is another 
solution for data integrity protection. Reference [13] investigated the notion of 
signature aggregation which enables bandwidth efficient integrity verification of 
query replies. Base on this scheme, Reference [14] used signature aggregation and 
chaining to achieve correctness and completeness of query replies. Reference [11] 
discussed a signature aggregation protocol that provided freshness guarantees. 
Reference [15] introduced a scheme for users to verify that their query results were 
integrity with access control policies. However, signature aggregation approach was 
inefficient compared with authenticated data structures because signature aggregation 
involves modular multiplication, signing and verification operations that were 100, 
10,000 and 1,000 times slower than hashing[11]. 

Besides the above approaches, Reference [16, 17] inserted certain fake tuples into 
the real data and verified query integrity by checking the fake tuple in the result. 
Reference [18] presented the dual encryption approach, where certain data are 
encrypted with different keys and query integrity could be checking by “cross 
examination”. But they only provided probabilistic assurance for the owner data and 
were not suitable for multi-tenant data authentication. 

For multi-tenant data integrity protection, traditional index authentication 
structures could not guarantee the performance isolation of different tenants. While 
the aggregation approach was inefficient for its high resources consumption. In this 
paper, we introduce the general model of MTAS for multi-tenant data integrity. As in 
[12], MTAS separates authentication structure with index to ensure tenant's isolation 
and customization characteristic. And we propose composite data authentication 
structure PUA tree for tenant data in pivot table and universal table to promote the 
efficiency of VO construction and verification. 

3 Preliminary 

This section gives the over view of system model, storage model and attack model in 
SaaS.  

System model. The system model includes three entities: tenant, trusted third party 
and service provider[19]. 
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Tenant T: T is a client that customizes and consumes SaaS applications. In SaaS 
mode, tenants rely on the service provider for data maintenance and computation. 

The trusted third party (TTP): The trusted third party is used to assist tenants for 
their secret key and integrity policy information management. TTP can prohibit 
unauthorized parties from getting tenant’s privacy information. 

Service provider(SP): Service provider is responsible for the operation of SaaS 
platform. SaaS platform is a mechanism that has significant computing resource and 
storage space to maintain the tenants' applications and data storage. 

Based on the research on trust platform[20, 21], we assume that the SaaS platform 
is trusted, and we explore an integrity protection module(IPM) in platform. IPM can 
assist tenants to customize their data integrity policies and verify the returned results. 
We assume that all communications go through a secure channel between the SP, 
TTP and tenants. 

Storage model. In this paper, we mainly discuss the scenario that multiple tenants 
share a single application with logical view R(A1, A2, ..., An). Tenants' data stored in 
universal table in one data node and adequate pivot table are set up to serve as the 
index data. We mainly aim at the case that searching key has no duplicate. Here we 
introduce some basic definition of the Pivot-Universal storage model. 

Definition 1. Universal table[3]. Universal table stores all the tenant data. Universal 
Table=  <GUID, TenantID, { valuei,i=1...n}>. The GUID (globally unique 
identifier) column is the primary key of a universal table, TenantID is the identifier of 
a tenant, valuei corresponding to Ai in R. 

Definition 2. Pivot table[3]. Pivot table stores tenant index data, Pivot table 
=<TenantID&indexID:I>, I=  <valuej, GUID). indexID is the identifier of a tenant 
index, valuej is the index data that tenants customized. 

Attack model. Based on the above assumptions, we concentrate on the analysis of 
attack behaviors form the SP malicious insiders. For example, insiders violate tenant 
data integrity by deleting the record of a tenant in universal table, changing the data 
records in pivot table or universal table or forging some non-existence records into 
tenants’ data.  

4 Tenant Oriented Data Integrity Protection 

For data authentication in Pivot-Universal storage model, one way is to set up 
traditional authentication trees for pivot table and universal table according to all 
query attribute. In Fig.1., we use a variant of DMH-Tree[7] to set up the 
authentication structures for pivot table and universal table. For convenience, we call 
them PA tree and UA tree below. From Fig.1., we can see if a tenant customizes m 
query attributes, we have to pre-compute and store m PA trees and m UA trees 
separately to prove integrity of query replies. This results in a higher storage overhead 
in the SP and much more complex VO construction and verification. Also storing 
multiple trees for the same universal table increases the cost of updates. 
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To resolve those problems, in this section, we first present the general model of 
MTAS with composite data authentication structure PUA tree for tenant data in pivot 
table and universal table. Then we give the VO construction and verification 
algorithms in PUA tree. Next we discuss the dynamic data operation in MTAS and 
the security and cost of MTAS. 

4.1 Multi-tenant Data Authentication Structure-MTAS 

Here we first introduce the general model of MTAS. As shown in Fig.2., MTAS 
contains two levers: the upper is a index built on TenantID&PUATreeID, and the 
lower is a collect of composite data authentication structure PUA tree. Here, MTAS 
separates PUA tree with data index to ensure tenant's isolation and customization 
characteristic. In this way, query answering and VO generation can be executed 
paralleling. So the authenticated process of some tenants can not cause performance 
degradation to those tenants don't customize the integrity protection.  

 

TenantID IndexID value GUID

T01 R01-A1 11 1001

T01 R01-A1 12 1008

T01 R01-A1 13 1012

T01 R01-A1 14 1009

T01 R01-A1 15 1010

T01 R01-A1 16 1005

T01 R01-A1 17 1014

T01 R01-A1 18 1003

T01 R01-A1 … …

T01 R01-A2 111 1001

T01 R01-A2 112 1012

T01 R01-A2 113 1009

T01 R01-A2 114 1008

T01 R01-A2 115 1014

T01 R01-A2 116 1023

T01 R01-A2 117 1110

T01 R01-A2 118 1058

T01 R01-A2 … …

T02 R02-A1 100 1110

… … … …

Pivot table

Universal table

GUID TenantID value1 value2 … valuen

1001 T01 11 111 … Jacky

… … … … … …

1109 T01 99 199 … John

1110 T02 100 1110 … sd@163.com

… … … … … …

4110 T02 3000 4110 … qqy@gmail.com

 

Fig. 1. An example of the basic solution for Pivot-Universal storage model 

Definition 3. Multi-tenant Data Authentication Structure(MTAS). MTAS=< 
TenantID&PUATreeID: {  , 1. . . >. PUA tree is a composite tree that 
merge two DMH-Tree into a single tree based on index data element I. PUA tree=< 

, , Root-PUA>, i=1..n,j=1..m, 
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(i) Lnode presents leaf nodes, Lnode=<k,guid,Hguid >, k is the searching key of 
PUA tree, guid is the identifier corresponding to k in I. Hguid is record hash of 
Universal table. 

(ii) Inode is internal nodes, Inode=<k,h,H,p>, where k is the search key of the first 
record in the subtree of Inode, p is a pointer to the corresponding child node. H is the 
digest of its children hash concatenation on Hguid . The value of h depends on the 
level. For the adjacent upper level (AUL) of Lnode, h is a hash value on the 
concatenation of all <k,guid>s in the node pointed by p; for the upper levels, h is 
computed on the concatenation of the hash values of the children entries pointed by p.  

(iii) Root-PUA is a value Hroot by hashing the concatenation of the hash values 
contained in the root of the tree Hroot=h(TenantID&indexID&hroot). The symbol & 
denotes string concatenation. Root-PUA is signed with the tenant’s private key. 

From definition 2, we can see pivot table is a two level index, in which 
TenantID&indexID can be treated as shared information and element I contains 
correspondence relationship between pivot table and universal table. Based on those 
characteristics, PUA tree combines PA tree and UA tree into a single tree to reduce 
the number of authentication structures. We can get the VO corresponding to queries 
in one PUA tree travel instead of double travels of PA tree and UA tree which greatly 
reduces the complexity of the VO construction. 

 

Fig. 2. General model of MTAS  

The query process with integrity assurance of MTAS model is :first tenant sends 
query request and then the SP return the result set of pivot table and universal table 
called set(QI) and Set(QS) along with corresponding VO in one PUA tree round-trip. 
When IPM receives result set, he runs verification algorithm to verify the integrity of 
the received data. If verification is success, IPM returns the result to tenant through 
application.  

Notice that the PUA tree is a composite tree with paratactic hashes on pivot table 
and universal table instead of constructing PUA' tree in a simple way that mix the 
pivot table and universal table together to set up a DMH tree with Lnode=<k, h> and 
h is hash value of record concatenation of pivot table and universal table where 
pivot.GUID=universal.GUID. Because in some circumstance tenant' expected result 
maybe get in set(QI), so the SP does not need to go in to the universal table, the PUA 
tree could generate the VO for set(QI) separately without the message on universal 
table. 
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Fig. 3. An example of PUA tree of T01 

4.2 VO Construction and Authentication 

The VO construction on PUA tree is similar to DMH. The main difference is we have 
to deal with two hash values in the Inode. Suppose tenant T01 request a query Q :[ qL, 
qU], qL(qU) is the lower(upper) bound of Q. The SP performs two top-down traversals 
on PUA tree to locate the Lnodes Ll and Lu that contains qL- and qU+ immediately 
before qL and after qU, respectively to get the sibling hashes on the path.. These 
boundary nodes are necessary to enforce completeness. The VO includes: (i) the 
signed PUA tree root , (ii) all left sibling hashes to the path of qL-, (iii) all right sibling 
hashes to the path of qU+, (iv) auxiliary information (AI) that indicate the location of a 
node in the tree structure. 

Fig.3. shows an example of VO construction on PUA tree. Suppose tenant T01 a 
query on A1 as Q:[12,17]. According to the lower(upper) boundary 12(17), SP locates 
Lnode1 and Lnode3 for the expanded boundary 11,18 and get VO corresponding to 
query Q contains <11,1001,H1001>,<18,1003,H1003>,<19,h19,23,H19,23> as gray lined 
nodes. The algorithm of VO construction is: 

 

Algorithm 1. VO-PUA(Expanded Q; PUA tree T)
1: Append Root to the VO 
2: Extends Q and get the qL- and qU+  
3: Range PUA (T.root, qL-) //get the left sibling hashes on the path of qL- 
4: Range PUA (T.root, qU+)//get right sibling hashes to the path of qU+, 
RangePUA (Node N, key k) 
5: For each node n in N 
6: If n is a Inode and n.k<k and n+1.k>k // n may contains results 
7: RangePUA (n.p, k) 
8: Else append n to the VO  
9: Else If n is a Lnode and n.k<k or n.k=k  
10:  //return all the sibling node with left boundary node that have the same father node 
11:  Append n to VO 
12:  If n is a Lnode and n.k=k or n.k>k// n is the right boundary node 
13:  Append n to VO 

 
The verification process at the IPM utilizes auxiliary information (AI) that indicate 

the tree-structure information to compute the hash value Hroot. Upon receipt of the 
query result set(QI) and Set(QS), IPM combines it with VO components (ii) and (iii),  
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to reconstruct the(missing) part of the PUA tree between the paths of qL- and qU+. 
Then, she verifies with the owner’s public key whether the component (i) of the VO 
matches the locally computed Hroot. If they match, Set(QI)and Set(QS) are deemed 
both complete and authentic. The verification algorithm is: 

 
Algorithm 2. VO verification (Verification Object VO, Set(QS), Set(QI) , AI)
1: Retrieve qL- and qU+ nodes in VO 
2: For each element in set(QS) compute H.GUID 
3: Sort set(QI) and H.GUID on searching key get Lnode set L 
4: Combine VO and L with AI to get reconstruct queue VO-L 
5: h'root= Reconstruct(VO-L) 
6: verify h'root with VO.Root or reject 
Reconstruct (Object VO-L) 
7:   S=Null, P=Null; 
8:   While VO-L still has entries 
9:   Remove next entry e from VO-L 
10: If e is a Inode Append e.h to S and e.H to P 
11: If e is Lnode Append e.k and e.guid to S 
12: Append e.H to P 
13: If e is left boundary Append Reconstruct (e)  
14: If e is right boundary, return hash(S), and hash (P)

4.3 Dynamic Data Operation  

MTAS can support integrity protection adjustment for dynamic data operations such 
as insertion, modification and deletion. Due to the space limit, we focus on discussing 
how to insert a new record into the universal table. Before insertion, IPM determines 
PUA trees in MTAS that involved in this update and makes adjustment on those PUA 
trees. Here we mainly explain adjustment process of a single PUA tree. 

When tenant T01 insert a new record in his logical view R, SP inserts corresponding 
physical record r' into universal table and updates pivot table with I'.  

In a PUA tree, IPM locates the Lnode N that element I' belongs, computes H' 
=h(r') and insert <I',H' > into node N. After insertion, if the number of keywords is 
no more than the PUA tree fanout f, IPM computes N' father node in AUL with 
<I',H' > directly and computes bottom-up recursively until root node Root'. 
Otherwise if N overflows after insertion, node N splits into two nodes N', N'' each 

contains ( 1) 2f +    keywords. Then PUA tree adjusts bottom-up recursively 

until root node Root'. Fig.4. shows a simple example of PUA tree(f=3) adjustment 
after insertion r' with searching k=25. 

 

Fig. 4. Data Insertion 
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The data deletion operation is similar with data insertion. For data modification, 
there are two types of modification: one is occurring on the specified searching key, 
the other is not. The first category, we treat is as a deletion followed by an insertion as 
in[7]. For the second category, we only need to update the hash value of PUA tree on 
the corresponding node to the modified record.  

4.4 Security Analysis 

The correctness of Set(QI)and Set(QS)can be guaranteed by PUA tree due to the 
security of collision-resistance hash functions and the public key digital signature for 
the hash value of the root node. The completeness of Set(QI)can be assured by the 
sorted leaves and the boundary leaves that enclose the select range. Then we will 
prove that PUA tree can guarantee the completeness of Set(QS). 

Lemma 1. If the Set(QI) is correct and complete, any deletion on the universal table 
of Set(QS) can be checked by PUA tree. 

Proof. As the query process can be treated as equal-join query between pivot table 
and universal table with join condition Pivottable.GUID= Universaltable.GUID in 
their respective attribute. And the GUID attribute is the globally unique identifier for 
record level locating, it is a one-to-one correspondence between Pivot table and 
Universal table. The verification process on PUA tree can be treated as comparing 
Set(QI) with Set(QS) on GUID, if {GUID| Set(QI)}={GUID| Set(QS)},we can say that 
Set(QS) is complete. So give the precondition that Set(QI) is correct and complete, we 
can check the completeness of Set(QS). 

4.5 Cost Analysis 

In this section, we compare our work with set up separate authentication trees 
approach (for simple we call it SA in the following) for pivot table and universal 
table. Here we assume that the fan-out of PA tree, UA tree and PUA tree is f. And 
tenant has N records in logical view R and NQ is the result number of Q. |k|, |p|, |h| 
and |s| denote the size of the searching key, pointer, hash value and signature 
respectively. The signature and hash cost are Cv and Ch. Here we mainly compare the 
Storage cost, VO construction size and Verification cost. 

Storage Cost. The storage cost of SA can be treated as the sum up of PA tree and UA 
tree.   

 ( )
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1 1
2 (| | | |) | | | |

1 1
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The storage cost of MTAS is: 
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The storage cost is the total cost of a tenant with n searching attributes. From the 
above formula we can get the conclusion that storage cost of MTAS is less than SA 
Next we will discuss the VO construction cost on one searching attribute. 

VO Construction. In SA the VO involves digest path to ql-and qu+ of PA tree and UA 
tree. VO also includes auxiliary information (AI) about their position in the PA tree 
and UA tree to facilitate proper verification at the IPM side. Similar to [6], we ignore 
this information in our analysis, as it is negligible compared to the size of the hashes 
in the VO. The max size of the SA is:  
 4 (log 1) ( 1) (| | | | | |) 2 | |SA

s fC N f k p h s= ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ + + + ⋅  (3) 

The max size of the VO on MTAS is: 
 ( )2 (log 2) ( 1) (| | 2 | | | |) 2( 1) 2 | | | | | |MTAS

s fC N f k h p f k h s = ⋅ − ⋅ − ⋅ + + + − ⋅ + +   (4) 

Verification cost. Given the set(QI) and Set(QS) and the VO, the IPM has to compute 
the missing digests and combine them with the VO to retrieve the root of the PA tree , 
UA tree and PUA tree. Suppose d and d' is the height from root to the root of query 
results, d= (log log )f f QN N− . The VO verification cost of PA tree and UA tree is: 

 ( ) ( )( )1 1 ( 1)PA UA
c c Q h vC C N f f d f C C≈ ≈ ⋅ − − + ⋅ − ⋅ +  (5) 

The VO verification cost of PUA tree is: 

 ( )( ) ( )( )1 2 1 2 ( 1)PUA
c Q h vC N f f d f C C= ⋅ + − − + ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅ +  (6) 

From above cost analysis, we can see SA makes the VO much complicated at 
construction and verification compared with MTAS. Because it needs to deal with 
two separate authentication trees, which obviously cause performance degradation at 
initial set up, VO construction and verification. 

5 Experiment 

We carry out a serious simulation experiments to demonstrate our analysis of the SA 
approach and MTAS. The development environment is Eclipse-SDK-4.3.1-win 32 
Bit, operating system is Windows XP Professional Service Pack 3, CPU is Inter Core 
(TM)2 2,33GHz, and the memory is 2GB. We utilize RSA signatures that are 
typically 128 bytes in size and SHA1with20-byte outputs. 

Fig. 5. Total time for construction Fig. 6. Hash for VO verification 
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Construction Cost. First we give an analysis on the fanout f for PUA tree. We set the 
data cardinality to 500K, if the block size is 4k the maximum of PUA tree is 84. The 
tree height and VO size are shown in Table 1. From the result we can see as the f 
increases the PUA tree height decreases but the VO size grows sharply, when f=2 the 
VO has the smallest VO size while remains the highest tree height, so in our 
following experiment we adopt the eclectic f=8 as PUA tree fanout so is PA tree and 
UA tree. We set up the initial construction of one tenants T01 with data set cardinality 
of 100K, 200K, 300K, 400K and 500K records on the T01-A1.  

Fig.5 describes the initial construction time for PA tree, UA tree and PUA tree. 
From the result we can see PA tree and UA tree require roughly the same total time 
while PUA tree needs a little more. Because PUA tree needs to deal pivot table with 
universal table together. Fig.6 shows the total storage cost of SA and MTAS, and 
MTAS has a lower storage cost. Because SA has to store both the PA tree and the UA 
tree, so the overall storage cost is larger than MTAS. 

Table 1. The height and VO size of PUA tree 

Fanout 2 4 8 16 32 64 
Height 19 10 7 5 4 4 

VO size(Byte) 1736 2576 3992 5768 9776 18272 

Verification Cost. To investigate the verification cost, we create workloads of 
random 100 range queries with selectivity σ varying between 10% and 50% on data 
cardinality 300K on T01-A1. Fig.7 and Fig.8 shows the total hash operations VO 
verification times of SA and MTAS. From Fig.7 and Fig.8, we can see MTAS reduces 
about 30% hash computing compared with SA. The reason for this is SA has to deal 
with not only the PA tree but also the UA tree to ensure the integrity, so the overall 
performance is lower than MTAS.  

Update Cost. For the dynamic data operation, we experiment the time consumption 
on data insertions between SA and MTAS on an insertion parameter σ varying 
between 10% and 50% of data cardinality 300K on T01-A1. The insertions are 
processed simultaneously, Fig.9 shows the overall update time. From the result we 
can see MTAS has a faster total update speed for he only has to deal with a single 
PUA tree. 

Query performances. In this experiment, we test the query performance influence of 
the index authentication scheme to multi tenant sharing database. We compare the 
pivot based index models with the case that builds MB trees on pivot table with 
searching key A1. We set up Tenants T01 with data set cardinality 300k records and 
range queries with selectivity σ varying between 10% and 50%. The result shows that 
the query response of independent authentication model is about 3 times faster than 
index authentication scheme, shown in Fig. 10. So for the diversity of tenant 
requirement, it is inappropriate to apply generic index authentication scheme for 
tenants. 
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Fig. 7. Hash for VO verification Fig. 8. Verification time 

 

Fig. 9. Update Cost Fig. 10. Query performance 

6 Conclusion and Future work 

In this paper, we propose a authentication structure MTAS that accommodate the 
multi-tenant properties perfectly by establishing composite authentication PUA trees 
for each tenant based on their integrity demands. Comparing with traditional 
approaches MTAS shows advantage at storage cost, VO construction and verification. 
In the future, we will go on our research on dealing with tenant’s data verification 
structure on different sharing storage modes like chunk table. 
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Abstract. The graph similarity join retrieves all pairs of similar graphs
on graph datasets. In this paper, we propose an efficient MapReduce-
friendly algorithm tackling with the graph similarity join problem on
large-scale graph datasets. In particular, the efficiency of our algorithm
is guaranteed by: 1) scalable prefix-filtering suitable for q-gram alphabet
that is beyond the memory; 2) an effective candidate reduction strategy
that greatly cuts down the data communication cost; 3) a two-round
data access proposal that reduces the data access overhead. Extensive
experiments on large-scale real and synthetic datasets demonstrate that
our proposal outperforms the state-of-the-art method with higher system
scalability and faster speed.

1 Introduction

With the quick growth of graph data generated and collected by many applica-
tions in social networks, bioinformatics and chemistry, there is a huge demand of
developing effective analysis tools on the big graph datasets. The graph similar-
ity join provides an indispensable functionality to such analysis tasks. However,
most previous graph similarity join algorithms are in-memory algorithms, be-
ing incompetent to analyze the graph datasets with large sizes. Worse still, the
graph similarity functions, e.g. graph edit distance, is commonly computation-
ally expensive [1], making the performance of the graph similarity join faced
with large-scale sets a serious concern.

To solve the problems above, a potential solution is to resort to the popular
distributed computation paradigms, such as MapReduce [2][3]. However, to our
best knowledge, it has not been reported that the works of large-scale graph
similarity joins based onMapReduce. In this paper, we implement theGSimJoin
algorithm [6] in parallel, that is the state-of-the-art centralized graph similarity
join method with edit distance constrains. In particular, we optimize this parallel
algorithm with scalable prefix-filtering and compression techniques.

We propose the progressiveMR-GSimJoin algorithm in Section 2. Extensive
experimental results are reported in Section 3. We discuss related work in Section
4 and Section 5 concludes this paper.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 415–418, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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2 MR-GSJ Algorithm

This paper focuses on undirected label graphs and employs the popular graph
edit distance as the graph similarity metric.

Definition 1. Given two graph sets R and S, and a similarity threshold τ , the
graph similarity join retrievals all pairs of similar graphs from each graph set,
i.e., { (r, s)|GED(r, s) ≤ τ, r ∈ R, s ∈ S }.
For ease of description, this paper focuses on self-joins scenario. Our solution
can also be extended to implement the general graph similarity join between
any two different graph sets.

We first propose a naive MapReduce implementation named N -GSJ based on
GSimJoin. First, one MapReduce job is utilized to compute the q-grams global
frequency. Second, another MapReduce job is started to implement candidate
filtering and verifying. Although N -GSJ algorithm seems simply, it will suffer
serious performance issues due to the same problems as algorithms in [6][8].

In order to solve problems above, we propose the MR-GSJ algorithm, which
sorts q-grams of every graph according to the global frequency without com-
puting the q-grams global order to improve the efficiency and the scalability of
the prefix filtering. Moreover, the MR-GSJ utilizes the graph id to produce the
candidate id pairs, then substitutes the graph id with the graph data through
two-round dataset access to relieve the data explosion of the reduce phase. The
dataflow of the MR-GSimJoin framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. The map and
reduce functions are shown in Table 1.

R

final
results

get global
frequencies get prefixes

de-
duplicationvalidating

output1

filtering and verifying de-duplication

scalable prefix-filtering

HDFS HDFS

indexing

output2

candidate
results1

HDFS(1) (2) (3) (4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)(10) (7)

(9)
candidate
results2

Fig. 1. The data flow of MR-GSimJoin framework

Table 1. MR-GSimJoin map functions and reduce functions
Job. F Input Output Job. F Input Output

getf M < idr, r > set < hc, (idr, vertices) > de-du M < idr, r >,< ∗, list(id) > < idr, r >,< ∗, list(id) >
R < hc, set(id, vertices) > < hc, [sum, set(id, vertices)] > R < idr1 , dataidr1

>, < idr1 , [set(idr2), dataidr1
] >

getp M < hc, [sum, set(id, vertices)] > set < (id, sum), (hc, vertices) > list < idr1 , set(idr2) >
R < (id, s), set(hc, vertices) > < id, set(hc) > validating M < idr, r > < (idr, 0), r >

indexing M < id, set(hc) > set < hc, id > < idr1 , [set(idr2), dataidr1
] > set < (idr2 , 1), (idr1 , dataidr1

) >

R < hc, set(id) > < ∗, list(id) > R < (idr2 , 0), dataidr2
>, set < set < (idr1 , idr2),

(idr2 , 1), (idr1 ,dataidr1
) > GED(idr1 , idr2) >

3 Experiments

The MR-GSimJoin algorithm is compared with the N -GSJ proposal and the
state-of-art proposal SSJ-2. The following parameters were compared: 1)running
time, 2)scaleup and 3)speedup.
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The real dataset AIDS contains 40,000 graphs, one of which represents an
AIDS chemical compound (http : //dtp.nci.nih.gov/docs/aids/aids data.html).

All synthetic graph datasets are generated with the GraphGen [4]. Statistics
of the SY N1 synthetic dataset are described as follows: ngraphs=10,000,000,
graph size=20, nnodel=100, nedgel=6, and density=0.3.

We employ a cluster of 30 nodes, one of which has the same configuration:
two 3.1GHz CPUs, 8GB RAM, 500GB hard disk, Redhat 4.4.4-13 and Hadoop-
0.20.2.

The running time of all three proposals is compared over sample datasets
from AIDS and SY N1. The results described in Table 2 show that
MR-GSimJoin outperforms both N -GSJ and SSJ-2 over sample datasets of
AIDS. Because N -GSJ need to filter and verify duplicate results, which intro-
duces unnecessary expense. SSJ-2 generates candidate pairs and then remotely
accesses the DFS for achieving graph data in its third MapReduce job.

The speedup of MR-GSimJoin is analyzed on the SY N1 dataset as shown
in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows that the MR-GSimJoin running time reduces with the
node increasing from 6 to 30, which displays a satisfactory speed up. Fig. 2(b)
depicts that a higher parallelization can better accelerate the processing.

The scaleup of MR-GSimJoin is evaluated on the SY N1 dataset as shown
in Fig. 3. The running time of job one-four slightly increases with the growth of
scalefactor, while validating displays a obvious upward trend. This is because
the growth rate of candidate pairs is beyond the dataset growth rate, yielding
more and more candidate results in the process of scalable prefix-filtering with
the augment of dataset size.

Table 2. Running time of N-GSJ , SSJ-2 and MR-GSimJoin on a 6-node cluster
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jobOne time(s) 22 22 29 25 25 29 25 25 29 33 33 29 36 36 33 47 47 37

jobTwo time(s) 1, 027 30 29 4, 238 31 32 9, 844 34 38 53 47 41 158 196 53 81

jobThree time(s) > 1, 800 26 > 5, 400 26 > 10, 800 26 26 26 26 26 26

jobFour time(s) 26 30 32 26 26 26

jobF ive time(s) 62 183 554 26 26 26

total time(s) 1, 049 > 1, 852 172 4, 262 > 5, 456 300 9, 869 > 10, 859 679 86 106 148 194 258 164 196
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Fig. 2. Running time for joining SY N1
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4 Related Work

The graph similarity join problem has been widely studied in recent years[1][5][6].
However, none of these solutions can handle increasingly large-scale data sets due
to the lack of scalability. Many algorithms based on MapReduce are proposed to
perform similarity joins over large-scale datasets of various data types, such as
documents, sets, etc[7][8][9][10][11][12]. Unfortunately, these existing algorithms
are not directly applied to tackle similarity joins on large-scale graph datasets.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a parallel MR-GSimJoin algorithm based on the MapRe-
duce framework to perform similarity joins on large-scale graph datasets. A scal-
able prefix-filtering technique is proposed to adapt theMR-GSimJoin algorithm
to suit large q-gram alphabets. The candidate results are compressed to reduce
the communication cost and enhance the performance. The data access costs
are decreased through a two-round full copy method. Extensive experiments
on real and synthetic datasets demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms the
state-of-the-art method in efficiency and scalability.

Acknowledgments. This work is supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China(Nos. 61272179,61173028).
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Abstract. As data volume grows rapidly and queries become more complex, 
database engine has to deal with larger amount of temporary data when 
performing operators such as sort and join. Generally, these temporary data are 
organized as small temporary files stored in HDD. Due to the poor access 
performance on HDD, processing time of I/O operations on these files has a 
direct impact on the response time of queries. Compared to HDD, solid-state 
drive (SSD) offers more random IOPS and comparable sequential bandwidth. 
So, using SSD to replace HDD may be an ideal pattern when dealing with 
temporary data. In this paper, we find out that query processing performing 
improvement is unsatisfactory if we store temporary files in SSD directly. Thus, 
we propose a SSD aware temporary data management policy called STDM. 
STDM takes both the I/O behaviors of temporary data and SSD physical 
characteristics into account. Temporary data are cached in memory at first, and 
then written to SSD in an append-only fashion. In this way, we reduce random 
writes and take full advantage of fast random reads on SSD. We implement a 
prototype based on PostgreSQL and evaluate its performance on TPC-H 
benchmark. Experiment result shows that STDM improves query processing 
performance dramatically compared to the traditional method for organizing 
temporary data. 

Keywords: SSD, Temporary Data, Query Processing, Hybrid Storage. 

1 Introduction 

Complex queries often need to be dealt with in database applications such as On-Line 
Analytical Processing (OLAP) and Geographical Information Systems (GIS). When 
performing these queries, large amount of temporary data are generated by query 
processing operators. For examples, hash join algorithm partitions each input table into 
hash buckets, and then process these buckets one by one; sort algorithm generally 
partitions an input data set into smaller runs, sorts the runs separately, and then merges 
them into a single sorted file. As data volume grows rapidly, temporary data can no 
longer be totally maintained in memory. Generally, they are organized as temporary 
files storing in disk and a lot of random I/Os are invoked during both their generation 
and consumption phases. However, because of the rotational latency, the cost of random 
I/Os on hard disk drives (HDDs) is sufficiently large, if temporary data are stored in 
HDDs, random access time will dominates the query processing time and limits the 
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overall performance. Thanks to the emergence of solid-state drives (SSDs) in recent 
years, we have a great alternative to HDD for storing temporary data. Compared to 
HDDs, SSDs can offer more random IOPS and comparable sequential bandwidth [1]; 
moreover, they have many other significant advantages like lighter weight, better 
shock resistance and lower power consumption. After years of development, SSD has 
been widely adopted in personal and server computers [2, 3].  

Since the price per gigabyte of SSD is much more expensive than HDD, enterprise 
users usually adopt hybrid systems which consist of SSDs and HDDs. To design a 
hybrid storage system that uses SSD to store temporary data, several problems should 
be considered. First, SSD offers poor random write performance because of write 
amplification. Write amplification refers to additional writes caused by garbage 
collection and wear leveling. It is an undesirable phenomenon associated with flash 
memory and results in sub-optimal performance improvement if SSD is used as a 
simple drop-in replacement for disk [4]. Thus, it is necessary for us to redesign the 
temporary data management policy to take advantage of fast random reads and reduce 
random writes on SSD. Second, we must provide several efficient in-memory index 
structures for locating data in memory or SSD, and reclaiming SSD space quickly. 

In this paper, we propose a novel temporary data management policy called STDM 
(SSD aware temporary data management policy). STDM takes both the I/O behaviors 
of temporary data and SSD physical characteristics into account. In order to identify 
the effectiveness of STDM, we implement a prototype system based on PostgreSQL 
9.2, which is a world-famous, open source object-relational database system. The key 
contributions of this work are summarized as follows. 

─ We observe the process of temporary data generation and compare system 
performance improvements on TPC-H benchmark of two approaches: one is 
enlarging the size of shared memory buffer; the other is storing temporary data 
files on SSD directly. Our analysis further confirm the conclusion that processing 
time of I/O operations on temporary data has a direct impact on the response time 
of queries and limits the overall performance of database [12, 13]. Test results also 
show that traditional temporary data management policy doesn’t suit for SSD. 

─ We propose STDM, a novel temporary data management policy which aims to 
improve the performance of processing complex queries by writing temporary data 
to SSD in an append-only fashion. And with other efficient measures, STDM can 
take advantage of fast random reads and reduce random writes on SSD. 

─ We implement a prototype system based on PostgreSQL 9.2 and evaluate its 
performance on TPC-H benchmark. Experiment result shows that STDM can 
manage temporary data efficiently and get obvious performance improvement over 
original PostgreSQL. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous work on 
improving query processing performance with SSD. In Section 3, we run tests to 
observe the generation of temporary data files and the influence of I/Os on these files; 
and then we discuss the importance of changing the way they are organized. In Section 
4, we describe the basic framework and key components of STDM. Section 5 contains 
performance evaluations and result analyses. Section 6 is the conclusion of this paper. 
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2 Related Work 

In recent years, SSD is expected to gradually replace HDD as the primary permanent 
storage media in both personal and server computers because of its outstanding 
advantages mentioned above. This tendency has also attracted researchers to improve 
database performance at the aspect of optimizing query processing with SSD. 

Some works focus on optimizing query algorithms and page layout, RARE-join is 
designed for a column-based page layout on flash [5]. It uses a mixture of random 
reads and sequential I/O. When only a fraction of the rows or columns are needed, it 
leverages the fast random reads of SSD to retrieve and processes less data and thereby 
improves performance. D. Tsirogiannis introduces FlashJoin, a general pipelined join 
algorithm that minimize accesses to database and intermediate relational data [6]. 
Similarly, DigestJoin optimizes non-indexed join processing by reducing the 
intermediate result size in row-based database [8]. Some works utilizing the internal 
parallelism of SSDs, B+-tree variant PIO B-tree presents a new I/O request concept 
called psyncI/O that can exploit the internal parallelism of SSD in a single process 
[9]. Another work proposes a parallel table scan operator called ParaScan and a hash 
join operator called ParaHashJoin to take full advantage of internal parallelism of 
SSDs [10]. From the same viewpoint in our work, hStorage-DB optimizes temporary 
data management by utilizing semantic information. It classifies requests to different 
types and temporary data are assigned a corresponding QoS to ensure they are cached 
once generated and evicted out at the end of their lifetimes [11]. However, different 
from hStorage-DB, STDM uses SSD to store temporary data only, rather than mixing 
them with data of query results. 

3 Problem Definition 

In general, each query operator preserves a small size of memory to buffer temporary 
data blocks. When the buffer is full, it creates a file in HDD and writes the blocks into 
it. Note that for a complex query, several operators might be running in parallel; each 
operator will be allowed to use as much memory as this size before it starts to write 
data into temporary files. Also, several running sessions could be doing such 
operations concurrently. Therefore, the total memory used could be many times the 
size of this memory. Since the available size of memory for database system is limit, 
it is necessary to keep it small enough to support more concurrent connections. 
However, the negative impact is that a large amount of small files will be generated.  

To better understand generations of temporary data files’, we run all 22 queries in 
TPC-H at a scale factor of 30. TPC-H illustrates decision support systems that 
examine large volumes of data, execute queries with a high degree of complexity, and 
give answers to critical business questions. 

Table 1 shows the test result. Note that some queries only generate a very small 
amount of temporary files, so we ignore them in the table. The first row represents the 
query number of the 22 queries; the second row represents the number of temporary 
files generated and the third row represents the total size of temporary data generated 
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benchmark to see if shared buffer size also plays an important role in OLAP 
applications. In the experiments, shared buffer sizes in 3 HDD-only tests are 256MB, 
512MB and 1024MB, in SSD-only test it is set to be 256MB. HDD-only represents 
the approach of storing temporary data on HDD, while SSD-only represents the 
approach of storing them on SSD. The only difference between them is the storage 
device, while the way temporary files organized didn’t changed. The result is 
presented in Fig. 1. We can see that increasing shared buffer size doesn’t make large 
contribution to system performance and SSD-only is superior to HDD-only. It is 
because when processing complex queries, I/O latencies are mainly on accessing 
temporary data, not query results. So, processing time of I/O operations on temporary 
data has a direct impact on the response time of queries. Moreover, the disparity 
between HDD-only and SSD-only is much smaller than the I/O performance disparity 
between HDD and SSD. This provides conclusive evidence that traditional temporary 
data management policy doesn’t suit for SSD and then cannot make full use of SSD. 

4 System Details 

4.1 Basic Framework 

Fig. 2 shows the basic framework of our hybrid storage system STDM. In STDM, 
SSD serves as the secondary storage medium, which is used to store temporary data. 
STDM doesn’t change the logic of temporary data generation, that is to say, from the 
view of query operators, the existence of multiple small temporary files and the way 
temporary data blocks written to them never changed. However, these temporary files  
 

 

Fig. 2. Basic framework of STDM 
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are created logically rather than physically in STDM. In this paper, they are referred 
as logic temporary files (LTFs) and the single big temporary file in SSD is referred as 
temporary file (TF). We organize temporary data in TF and provide a mapping 
scheme for the transition from LTF to TF. The transition is transparent to query 
operators. Each LTF is assigned a unique id called fileID. Also, each data block is 
assigned a unique id called blockID, which consists of the fileID and its offset in the 
LTF. 

4.2 System Components 

This system consists of five main components: in-memory write buffer, write buffer 
hash table, TF, TF mapping table and TF bit map. 

1) In-memory write buffer: This component is used to delaying materialization. 
When a temporary data block generated, instead of writing it to SSD immediately, 
STDM buffers it in memory at first; and then writes these buffered blocks to SSD 
once the write buffer is full. Data blocks are appended to the write buffer sequentially 
in spite that they come from different operators even different running sessions. In 
this way, STDM transforms several random writes to a sequential one. As abundant 
random writes may degrade I/O performance on SSD significantly, the write buffer is 
helpful for reducing random writes. What calls for special attention is that the write 
buffer is shared by all operators in all running sessions. To ensure data consistency, 
we maintain some shared and exclusive locks in concurrency situations. Another 
important issue to be considered is the write buffer size, i.e. how many data blocks 
should be cached in main memory. It will be discussed in more detail in Section 5. 

 
2) Write buffer hash table: Because temporary data blocks may be accessed before 

they are written to SSD, we design a hash table to lookup for them in the write buffer. 
The hash table is based on a consistent hashing function and it takes the blockID as 
hashing key and the corresponding block position in the write buffer as value. When 
buffering a new temporary data block, STDM inserts a record into the hash table. 
When requesting a data block, STDM checks this hash table firstly to detect whether 
it has been buffered; if so, gets the block’s position and then reads it from the buffer 
directly. Once data blocks in the write buffer are flushed to SSD, the hash table is 
cleared simultaneously. 

 
3) TF: We store all temporary data blocks in a single SSD temporary file called 

TF. Write operations on it are invoked by swapping the in-memory write buffer. We 
choose TF by comparing it to a variant of traditional approach. This variant of 
traditional way for organizing temporary data is keeping a temporary file for each 
LTF. While during the write buffer swapping out, the write buffer is scanned and data 
blocks belong to the same LTF are written to corresponding file in the same time. For 
reading a block, operators just need to provide a file name and an offset; to delete a 
LTF, just delete the file in SSD. Although this method leads to no additional 
management cost because the file system is responsible for space allocation and 
reclamation, it has a fatal flaw that it doesn’t take concurrency into account. With 
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count of concurrent query operators increasing, a lot of random writes on SSD may be 
caused. The reason is that the write buffer size is limit and probability of a block 
belonging to a file is uniform, so blocks in the write buffer may belong to a number of 
LTFs; and then incur a lot of SSD writes for writing them into different files. Since 
I/O performance degeneration is unacceptable in our system, we abandon this method. 
In our approach, to make use of the significant performance of sequential writes and 
random reads on SSD, we write all blocks to a single file called TF in an append-only 
fashion; thus, TF is just like a circular linked list that all incoming blocks are 
enqueued to the position indicated by a rear pointer. This particular write pattern is 
known to be perfect match with flash memory, and helps the system yield the best 
performance. 

 
4) TF mapping table: Since data blocks coming from different LTFs are scattered 

over the TF, the first function of this data structure is locating them by their blockIDs.  
The other function is to link blocks belonging to the same LTF together. It is 
absolutely necessary because when upper-layer requests to delete a LTF, all its blocks 
can be found immediately. TF mapping table is an in-memory hash table which uses 
fileID as hashing key and a pointer to an array list as value. Each element in this array 
list is the physical address of corresponding block in TF. We pre-allocate this array 
with size 256 and if it is exhausted, we reallocate its size as double of its previous 
value. Before blocks in the write buffer swapping out, for each of them, if there is no 
record in the mapping table for the LTF it belongs to, a record is inserted and a new 
block list is initialized; then the position where this block will be placed in the TF is 
put into the new block list. Otherwise, the position is put into the corresponding block 
list directly. We also use a consistent hashing to ensure the stability of the looking-up 
time. 

 
5) TF bit map: This data structure is an essential part for space reclamation. Its size 

is the same as the size of TF and each bit represents the state of corresponding block 
in TF. Value 0 means that the block is free and value 1 means the block has been 
occupied. When TF is full, several free blocks in its front-end need to be reclaimed, 
the procedure is detailed in the next section. 

4.3 Data Management Policy on SSD 

1) Temporary data generation phase: Temporary data blocks may be migrated from 
memory owned by their operators to the write buffer and then written to the TF. As 
described in Algorithm 1, when a query operator requests to create a temporary file, 
instead of creating a physical file in SSD, we create a LTF (lines 1 to 2). If the write 
buffer is full, for each block in it, we insert an item into the TF mapping table, and 
update corresponding bit in the TF bit map (lines 4 to 6).Then we migrate the write 
buffer to the TF (lines 7). At line 8, we relocate the TF rear pointer to the new end. 
The following data blocks will be put into the write buffer if it is not full (10 to 11).  
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Algorithm 1：Temp_Data_Create(logic_file f, block b) 
Input: file: logic file, block: temporary data block 
1:  if  f  hasn’t been created then 
2:      create a LTF and assign it a unique fileID 
3:  if the write buffer is full do 
4:     for each block B in write buffer 
5:       insert an item into the TF mapping table for B 
6:       update corresponding bit in the TF bit map as 1 /* i.e. occupied*/ 
7:     swap the write buffer out to the rear end of TF 
8:     relocate the TF rear pointer 
9:  end if 

10:  put b into the rear end of the write buffer 
11:  insert an item into the write buffer hash table for b 
 

 
2) Temporary data consumption phase: The algorithm of accessing a temporary 

data block is described in Algorithm 2. As temporary blocks may stay in the write 
buffer or the TF, when operator issues a read request to a block, we check the write 
buffer hash table at first. If it locates at the write buffer, we get its offset and read it 
directly (lines 2 to 4). Otherwise, we need to calculate the fileID and offset. It can be 
easily done because the block’s ID is simply a concatenation of them (line 5). Firstly, 
we search for the block list of which LTF the block belongs to (line 6). Next, we get 
the nth value of the block list, where n represents offset and the value is the physical 
address of the block in TF (line 7). Then, we initiate a SSD read to load the block into 
memory (line 8). 

 

Algorithm 2：Temp_Data_Read(block b) 
Input: block: temporary data block 
  1:  get position p of b by looking up the write buffer hash table 
2:  if  p is not null then 
3:    read block b from the write buffer 
4:  else 
5:    calculate the fileID and the block offset 
6:    look up for the block list in the TF mapping table 
7:    get physical address of b 
8:    read block b from TF 
9:  end if 

 
 
3) Temporary data deletion logic: When an operator has completed all its 

operations, SSD spaces occupied by temporary data it generated have to be remarked 
as invalid. It is important because they will no longer be used and SSD space they 
occupied should be reclaimed. The detail of deletion process is described in 
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Algorithm 3. When an operator requests to delete a logic file, we look up its block list 
in TF mapping table (line 1).  Then we traverse the block list. For each block, if it 
exists in the TF, we update corresponding value in the TF bit map to 0 (line 3 to 4); 
otherwise, we find and delete it from the write buffer (lines 5 to 8). At last, we 
remove the LTF from the TF mapping table (line 10). 

 

Algorithm 3：Temp_Data_Delete(logic_file f) 
Input: file: logic file 
1:  lookup for block list of  f  in the TF mapping table 
2:  for each block b in block list 
3:    if b exists in the TF 
4:     update corresponding bit in the TF bit map to 0 /* i.e. free*/ 
5:   else 
6:     get position p of b by looking up the write buffer hash table 
7:     delete b from write buffer hash table 
8:     delete b from the write buffer 
9:   end if 

10:   delete f  from TF mapping table 
 

 
4) TF space reclamation logic: Because of our append-only approach and the limit 

size of TF, it is unavoidable to reclaim TF space frequently. In consideration of the 
lifetime of temporary data, when TF is full, TF bit map will be scanned from position 
pointed by the TF rear pointer. We limit the scan depth to 20% of the size of TF, so 
the reclamation cost is bounded. Blocks within the scan depth may be valid because 
LTFs they belong to haven’t been deleted yet when we performing the reclamation. 
So, for invalid blocks, we just skip them without additional operations; while valid 
blocks will be loaded to memory and enqueued back to the write buffer. Then SSD 
space occupied by these blocks can be reused. 

5 Experiment Evaluation 

In this section, we will first describe the experiment setup and STDM prototype 
implementation; and then evaluate performance of STDM based on TPC-H 
benchmark; at last we investigate impacts of the write buffer and the TF sizes. 

5.1 Experimental Setup 

Our experiments all performed on a DELL PERC H700_H800 Server. The 
configurations are: 12 Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-26200 @ 2.00GHz Processors, 16 GB 
of main memory, Linux 3.2.0, a Seagate 15K RPM 146 GB HDD, a Samsung 840 Pro 
Series 128GB SATA III SSD. 
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PostgreSQL and evaluate its performance on TPC-H benchmark. Experiment result 
shows that STDM is more suits for SSD and get obvious performance improvement 
over traditional approach. 
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A Novel Index Structure for Multi-key Search
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Abstract. The linear storage model is widely used to support in-
memory multi-key search running on small devices of limited computing
capacity, simply because it avoids the maintenance of space-costly and
energy-costly indexing structures. However, it only supports sequential
multi-key scan which is slow and energy-consuming. We design an index
structure called D-Tree to address the problem.

Keywords: Storage model, Multi-key search, Space-sensitive, Energy-
sensitive.

1 Introduction

Multi-key search has been an important function in database systems running
on small devices [3]. It is to search tuples within a table constrained by two
or more keys. Modern database systems use various indexing techniques (e.g.,
B+-tree [2], kd-Tree [1] and Bitmap [4]) to support efficient query processing
of multi-key search queries. However, for applications running on small devices
which have critical physical constraints (e.g., space and energy), the advanced
indexes are often not applicable due to their excessive cost in space consumption.
Quite often, linear list is more favored by many database systems designed for
small devices with physical limitations. Although linear storage model has no
extra space overhead and very few maintenance cost, the sequential scan process
is however slow and energy-consuming due to the vacancy of indexing supports.
In this paper, we address the multi-key search problem in space-limited memory
and propose a novel lightweight index named D-Tree for multi-feature datasets.

2 The D-Tree Index Structure

2.1 Construction Algorithm of D-Tree

Inspired by the dominance tree [5], we propose the D-Tree index structure to
support such a multi-key search query with small extra space cost but efficient
search speed. A dominance tree [5] is a binary tree, where the left-link field links
to its left subtree whose root node is dominated by that node, and the right-link
filed links to its right sub-tree whose root node is non-dominated by that node.
However,different from dominance tree, the D-Tree has just the child field which
point to the dominated nodes, whose data structure can be defined as follows.
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typedef struct DT{

int id; //coordinate in the sibling list
struct DT *child; //point to the dominated nodes

}

Algorithm 1. addinTree(DT *pNode, DT *newNode)
Insert a new node (newNode) into pNode’s left subtree when newNode is dominated by pNode.

1. if pNode has child then
2. addinList(pNode, pNode.child, newNode);
3. else
4. pNode.child = newNode;
5. end if

Algorithm 2. addinList(DT *pNode,
DT *cNode, DT *newNode)
When newNode is inserted into pNode’s left subtree,
newNode is compared with cNode, a node in the pNode’s
left child list.

while TRUE do
if cNode is nondominated with newNode then

if cNode is the last one in the list then
append newNode to the list;
return;

else
cNode = next node in the list;

end if
else if cNode dominates newNode then

addinTree(cNode, newNode);
return;

else if cNode is dominated by newNode then
remove cNode from the list;
addinTree(newNode, cNode);
if cNode is the last node in the list then

append newNode to the list;
return;

else
cNode = next node in the list;

end if
end if

end while

Algorithm 3. Equality Search
Require: query;

SN = CreateSN(query);
Create an empty stack; CN = root;
while CN != NULL do

if Better(SN,CN) == 1 then
prune the left branch of CN; CN=CN’s right neighbor;

else if Better(SN,CN) == -1 then
push CN’s left child to stack; CN=CN’s right neigh-
bor;

else if Better(SN,CN) == 0 then
if SN match CN then

find a target tuple;
push CN’s left child to stack; CN=CN’s right
neighbor;

else
prune the left branch of CN; CN=CN’s right
neighbor;

end if
end if
if CN == NULL then

if stack == NULL then
return;

else
CN = Pop(stack);

end if
end if

end while

To construct a D-Tree, nodes are inserted one by one. When a node (called
newNode) is compared with an existing node (called cNode), there are three pos-
sible results. 1) newNode dominates the cNode. cNode is removed and inserted
into the newNode’s left branch. newNode will be further compared with original
cNode’s right neighbors. 2) newNode is dominated by cNode. The newNode will
be inserted into the cNode’s left branch for further comparison. 3) newNode is
non-dominated with cNode. newNode will be further compared with the cNode’s
right neighbors. The node insertion algorithm of D-Tree is shown in Algorithm 1
and 2.

Right-link Sort. In many cases, a key (called hot key) is usually visit many
times in queries.We propose the right-link sort method to boost the performance
of queries containing a hot key. We will show that such a variation can improve
search performance in experiments.

Equality Search Here we consider the simplest operation (i.e., “=”) for the
multi-key search algorithm.The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. The search
process can be roughly separated into three steps. 1) Input an array list (a
sibling chain). 2) Iteratively compare SN with CN through the list. 3) Determine
whether go back to 1) or not.
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3 Experiments

We test the equality search performances on synthetic datasets. Three structures,
FS, D-Tree and srD-Tree, are included in the experiments. FS means the multi-
key sequential scan on linear list. D-Tree means the multi-key search on D-Tree
without right-link sort adjustment. srD-Tree means the multi-key search on D-
Tree with right-link sort. One search key is always selected as hot key.
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Fig. 1. Time efficiency experiments on equality search.N represents the number of
tuples, M represents the number of keys indexed by D-Tree, R represents the the
number of keys specified in Search Node, D represents the value domain of each key

In the results of Fig. 1(1), the data of a table with four keys are indexed. Each
key has a domain of [1,50]. All queries contain 2 search key (i.e., R = 2). The
results show that D-Tree consistently outperforms the solution of the sequential
multi-key scan. srD-Tree is the fastest one. In experiments of Fig. 1(2), we vary
the number of search keys from 1 to 4. As shown in the figure, the more search
keys used, the faster D-Tree and srD-Tree are. This is because when more values
are filled in the search node (SN), SN has larger possibility to be non-dominated
with CN.

Different from Fig. 1(1) and (2) which use uniform workload, Fig. 1(3) and (4)
generate skew workload using Zipfian distribution1 with parameter 1.0. Smaller
values have larger possibility to be searched. Similar to the experimental setting
in Fig. 1(1) and (2), we use 2 search keys in Fig. 1(3) and vary the number
of keys in Fig. 1(4). As we expected, D-Tree and srD-Tree further improve the
performance. srD-Tree in Fig. 1(4) is over 2 orders of magnitude faster than
the sequential scan. The reason is that, when the values in the query become
smaller, the target tuples stay closer to the root.

Instead of generating skew workload, we generate skew dataset using Zipfian
distribution with parameter 1.0 in Fig. 1(5) and Fig. 1(6). Besides, 3 search keys

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zipf’s law
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are used in queries. In Fig. 4(5), large values has large possibility to be generated,
while in Fig. 1(6) small values have large possibility of being generated. srD-Tree
is nearly two orders of magnitude faster than FS.

In experiments of Fig. 1(7), the impact of M is tested. As shown in Fig. 1(7),
when more keys are indexed, the performance of D-Tree and srD-Tree degrade.
The reason is that when more keys are indexed, nodes have large possibility to be
non-dominated with each other. And the sibling chain, which cannot be pruned
by D-Tree, gets longer. Even though D-Tree degrades, it still outperforms FS
when 15 keys are indexed.

We also test the impact of value domain in Fig. 1(8). The value domain of all
keys is enlarged together. As the value domain is enlarged, fewer duplicate values
occur. However, we do not observe the significant change of the performance
when varying the value domain of all keys from 32 to 16k. It means that the
time efficiency of D-Tree is not sensitive to domain size.

4 Conclusions

Data management engines on small devices are faced with common special phys-
ical restrictions and limited energy support. They are not quite time-sensitive
but have high requirements on space and energy. We propose the novel D-Tree,
an in-memory lightweight storage model for multi-key search. The D-Tree can
effectively store the dominance relationships of tuples with small extra index
space. We design efficient search algorithms based on D-Tree for multi-key search.
Extensive experiments show that D-Tree can achieve 2 orders of magnitude im-
provement than linear scan with very small extra space cost. It indicates that
D-Tree can be an effective substitution of linear list on the extreme space limit
scenarios, such as smart card and sensor database.
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Abstract. Breadth-first search (BFS) is widely used in web link and
social network analysis as well as other fields. The Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU) has been demonstrated to have great potential in accelerat-
ing graph algorithms through parallel processing. However, BFS is diffi-
cult to parallelize efficiently due to the irregular workload distribution,
leading to load imbalance between threads. Previous work has proposed
several strategies to alleviate the load imbalance but none of them solves
this issue in general.

This paper presents a new GPU BFS algorithm that focuses on full
load balance. Each BFS iteration is decoupled into two phases: work
redistribution and neighbor gathering. Work redistribution phase reor-
ganizes the irregular workloads in order for the neighbor gathering phase
to visit the vertices in a load-balanced way. The evaluation results show
that the proposed approach achieves speedups of up to 39x and 1.42x
over CPU sequential implementation and state-of-the-art GPU imple-
mentation respectively.

Keywords: Breadth-first search, GPU, load balance, graph algorithms,
parallel algorithms

1 Introduction

Graph algorithms are becoming increasingly important, with applications rang-
ing fromweb link analysis to computer-aided design tomachine learning. Breadth-
first search (BFS) is an important low-level operation that serves as a fundamental
building block for more complicated graph algorithms. Thus efficient paralleliza-
tion of BFS has gained much attention.

Unfortunately, exploiting the nested parallelism in BFS is challenging. As-
signing the workloads to each thread evenly is non-trivial because the work
distribution patterns are determined by the structure of the input graph.

Modern GPUs have become popular general computing devices due to their
high memory and computational throughput, low costs and power efficiency.
However, accelerating BFS on GPUs requires much more attention. The wide
SIMD architecture of GPUs is particularly sensitive to load imbalance [3]. Inad-
equate handling of this issue can lead to a significant performance hit.

Prior work has proposed several parallelization approaches [7,8,10,11]. They
mainly rely on overlapped execution of massive amount of threads, local reorga-
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nization of workloads and work stealing to limit load imbalance to some extent.
However, none of them eliminates this issue in general.

In this paper, we present a load-balanced GPU BFS algorithm, which decou-
ples each BFS iteration into two phases: work redistribution and neighbor gath-
ering. Work redistribution phase serves as a preprocessing operation, employing
a parallel expansion to reorganize the nested and irregular workloads of a BFS
iteration. Neighbor gathering phase then subsequently assigns the workloads to
threads uniformly and visits each neighbor in a load-balanced way.

Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• We propose a load-balanced GPU BFS algorithm. To the best of our knowl-
edge, ours is the first BFS implementation on GPUs that achieves fully
load-balanced neighbor gathering.
• We analyze the coupling possibilities between different phases of the algo-
rithm for optimal performance. Coupling separate procedures into one kernel
reduces I/O overhead but may amplify load imbalance. We show that a hy-
brid coupling strategy has the best performance.
• Our approach delivers great performance on a wide diversity of real-world
graphs, achieving speedups of up to 39x and 1.42x over CPU sequential
implementation and state-of-the-art GPU implementation, respectively.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we first introduce some unique properties of GPU architecture.
Then we review existing BFS algorithms on GPUs and motivate our approach.

2.1 Modern GPU Architecture

In order to deliver high computational throughput, modern GPUs adopt a wide
SIMD architecture[3], meaning threads within a warp execute the same instruc-
tions synchronously. Control flow divergence among these threads will result in
serialization of different execution paths. Warps are grouped into cooperative
thread arrays (or CTAs). Threads within a CTA can communicate through a lo-
cal shared memory, and GPU hardware treats the CTA as the unit of scheduling.
A program running on the GPU is called a kernel.

This hierarchical model introduces several types of workload imbalance. The
SIMD execution within a warp will cause thread load imbalance and under-
utilization if control flow diverges. Within a CTA, the warp with the highest
workload will cause other completed warps to sit idle and prevent the comple-
tion of the CTA, which in turn will prevent other CTAs in the wait queue from
being scheduled. Likewise, few CTAs taking too much time to complete can ex-
tend the completion time of the kernel. Figure 1 illustrates these three types of
workload imbalance.
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Fig. 1. (Left to right) thread imbalance, warp imbalance and CTA imbalance

Algorithm 1. Linear-work parallel BFS

Input: v0 , input queue inQ and output queue outQ
Output: Array dist[0...n − 1] holding the distance from s to each vertex

1 initialize all elements in dist[0...n − 1] to ∞ and empty inQ
2 dist[v0]← 0, iteration← 0
3 inQ.Enqueue(v0)
4 while inQ not empty do
5 empty outQ
6 foreach v ∈ inQ in parallel do
7 foreach neighbor of v in parallel do
8 if StatusLookup(neighbor) = valid ∩ dist[neighbor] =∞ then
9 dist[neighbor]← iteration+ 1

10 outQ.Enqueue(neighbor)

11 iteration++
12 switch inQ and outQ

2.2 Existing BFS Algorithms on GPUs

Given a source vertex v0, the BFS process traverses the vertices in breath-first
order and label each vertex with its distance from v0. Other variants of BFS
may record other attributes such as the parent of each vertex.

Earlier GPU BFS research mainly focuses on work-inefficient parallelization
[7,8] which has quadratic work complexity (O(n2 + m) or O(mn), n and m
represent the vertex and edge numbers, respectively). Luo et al. [10] present the
first linear work BFS (O(m+ n)) and achieve much better performance. In this
paper, we will focus on work-efficient algorithms.

The skeleton of the linear-work BFS algorithm on the GPU is similar to the
standard serial BFS on the CPU [9], which is listed as Algorithm 1. On each
iteration, vertices are taken out of the input queue, and their neighbors are
visited and inserted into the output queue for next iteration. However, there are
two main differences between CPU and GPU BFS algorithms, which are also
the main challenges of GPU BFS:

Parallel neighbor gathering. The neighbor gathering process read in all
the neighbors of the input vertices. Both the vertices in the input queue and
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all the neighbors of a vertex are independent of each other so there is sufficient
parallelism to exploit. However this nested and irregular loop structure makes the
parallelization difficult. A poor mapping strategy between threads and vertices
will suffer from severe workload imbalance.

Status lookup. When inspecting the neighbors, they need to be checked to
see if they have already been visited. This often results in many costly random
accesses to the dist array. An effective optimization is to add a status lookup
process and use a bitmap array to check the status, leading to reduced global
memory overhead and improved cache hit rate.

We will focus on the neighbor gathering process, as it is where load imbalance
happens and can easily become the bottleneck of the whole BFS algorithm.

The simplest strategy is to map each thread to a vertex in the input queue,
having each thread inspect the neighbors of the assigned vertex serially. Harish
et al. [7] and Luo et al. [10] use this strategy. It only exploits the parallelism
of the outer loop, and can lead to severe thread imbalance within a warp for
graphs having non-uniform degree distributions. Moreover, the arbitrary memory
accesses from each thread result in terrible coalescing too.

A better strategy is to map a whole warp or CTA to a vertex in the in-
put queue, which is adopted by Hong et al. [8] and Merrill et al. [11]. In this
way, the whole warp or CTA gather the adjacency list of the vertex in parallel.
This approach provides good thread balance for vertices having large numbers
of neighbors. However for vertices with the adjacency list sizes smaller than the
warp/CTA width, some threads in the warp/CTA will go unused, imposing un-
derutilization of the warp/CTA. Furthermore, there may exist warp imbalance
or CTA imbalance if the adjacency list sizes vary significantly.

Another scan-based strategy introduced by Merrill et al. [11] maps a CTA to a
certain number of vertices in the input queue. The CTA first constructs a shared
array of neighbor locations corresponding to the concatenation of the assigned
adjacency lists. Then the CTA reads in the locations from the shared array
and gather the neighbors iteratively. Compared to the CTA mapping approach,
this strategy solves the CTA underutilization problem at the cost of additional
concatenating operations, which is efficient for vertices having small sizes of
adjacency lists. Since each thread constructs its part of the shared array serially
and its workload is proportional to the size of the assigned adjacency list, large
adjacency lists can impose thread imbalance and inefficiency.

Each of the above mapping strategies is suitable for certain types of graphs.
Merrill et al. [11] therefore adopt a hybrid approach. For vertices having more
neighbors than the CTA width, CTA mapping is applied. For vertices having
the number of neighbors smaller than the CTA width but larger than the warp
width, warp mapping is applied. Finally, scan-based mapping is performed on
the remaining vertices. This hybrid approach limits thread imbalance and warp
imbalance, which is the current state of the art on GPU BFS.

Other works explore general graph algorithms on GPUs [12,16]. They focuses
on flexibility and clarity but lacks specific optimization. Their BFS implemen-
tations are inefficient.
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2.3 Motivation of This Work

All the existing parallelization strategies suffer from load imbalance issues. They
cannot achieve consistent performance over various graphs. The hybrid CTA+
warp+scan approach has been shown to perform efficiently. However, this solu-
tion is not good enough for the following reasons:

(1) It does not solve the load imbalance problem in general, but only limits
thread imbalance and warp imbalance to some extent. CTA imbalance is
not addressed. Instead, it relies on work stealing to alleviate CTA imbalance.

(2) The neighbor gathering and status lookup process must be put in separate
kernels for optimal performance because fusing these two processes would
amplify the CTA imbalance. This leads to additional global data movement.

(3) It is complicated and unintuitive. Work partitioning and neighbor gathering
logic are mixed up, resulting in an algorithm difficult to understand.

To address these problems, we present a load-balanced BFS algorithm. It is
decoupled into two phases: work redistribution and neighbor gathering. More-
over, in the absence of CTA imbalance we get to fuse neighbor gathering and
status lookup into one kernel and further improve performance.

3 Parallel Expansion

The nested and highly irregular parallelism shown in BFS, together with the
static thread creation mechanism of GPUs, make a balanced work partitioning
very difficult. The latest NVIDIA GPU architecture GK110 supports dynamic
parallelism [3] in order to ease this problem, which enables the GPU kernel to
launch other kernels itself. However, this does not solve this issue in general
because the number of newly allocated threads does not match the problem
size very well. Vertices with few neighbors would be provisioned entire CTAs,
leading to underutilization. To address this problem, we preprocess the input to
reorganize the workloads, eliminating the nested parallelism. In this section, we
introduce the expand operation which is the basis of the workload reorganization,
and the parallelization of expand.

3.1 The expand Operation

To get rid of the nested workload structure, we pack the neighbor gathering
work produced by each input vertex together into a single sequence, with each
element of the sequence representing the gathering address. In this way, threads
can be uniformly mapped to this sequence and do the neighbor gathering in a
load-balanced fashion.

In order to generate this sequence, we first define a basic operation. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 2, taking the degree of each vertex in the queue as input, this
operation outputs an array whose length is equal to the total number of neigh-
bors to be produced. Each element in the array represents the index of the vertex
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Fig. 2. The expand operation Fig. 3. Converting expand into merge op-
eration

in the queue that will produce it so in the subsequent gathering phase we can
find that vertex and its neighbors.

We will call this operation expand, which is a useful pattern in data-parallel
algorithms. Using expand, the nested loop structure is reorganized and flattened,
which is the key to achieving load balance. Obviously, serial implementation of
expand has O(m) time complexity, thus efficient parallelization of the expand
operation is the basis of high performance of the whole BFS algorithm.

3.2 Parallelization of expand

The expand operation can actually be converted to a merging of two sorted
arrays. As demonstrated in Fig. 3, we first run an exclusive scan [13] on the
inputs, obtaining the result array s and the sum total. We then construct an
array t of length total filled with [0...total− 1] and merge s and t. The difference
compared to a normalmerge is that we only output total elements, and the value
of each output element equals to the current index of array s. In practice, the
array t is not necessary because the indices and values are the same. Algorithm 2
shows the sequential implementation of the expand operation.

The parallelization of the merge operation has been studied for decades [15,6].
Basically, the input sequences are partitioned into non-overlapping segments, and
the independent pairs of segments are merged in parallel. Odeh et al. [14] present
a merge path algorithm that achieves a perfectly load-balanced partitioning. As
depicted in Fig. 4, the two input sequences are listed perpendicularly. The merge
process can be seen as the traversal of a path from the upper left corner to the
bottom right corner, and each step represents a comparison operation. This
path is partitioned by equispaced cross diagonals, and the intersection points
are computed using binary searches (search along the diagonal for the dividing
point between s > t and s ≤ t). In this way, each segment of the path contains
exactly the same number of merge steps (except the last segment, which we can
handle through padding), resulting in a load-balanced partitioning.

This partitioning scheme can be easily applied to GPUs. We first employ a
coarse-grained CTA-wide partitioning, assigning each CTA with the same num-
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Algorithm 2. Sequential expand

Input: Array in with each element representing the number of elements to be
produced, the length in count of array in

Output: Array out with each element representing the index of the input
element that produced it

Function: ExclusiveScan(input) returns the scan result array and the sum of
the input elements

1 (s, total)← ExclusiveScan(in)
2 si← 0, ti← 0
3 while si < in count ∩ ti < total do
4 if ti < s[si] then
5 out[ti]← si− 1
6 ti++

7 else si++;

8 if si = in count then
9 out[ti...total − 1]← si− 1

Fig. 4. Merge path partitioning Fig. 5. Partitioning merge path vertically

ber TILE SIZE of elements to process, which is a tunable constant. This is
done by placing each cross diagonal at a distance of TILE SIZE steps. After
that, each CTA runs a similar fine-grained local partitioning to further assign
TILE SIZE/CTA SIZE input elements to each thread. When threads have
obtained their independent segments of the input elements, they can run the
sequential expand in parallel, leading to a high-performance parallel expansion.

4 Load-Balanced BFS

Having explained the parallel expansion in detail, we now use it as a work redis-
tribution scheme to construct the full algorithms for a BFS iteration. We also
explore the coupling possibilities of work redistribution and neighbor gathering.

To efficiently utilize the GPU memory model, we use the well-known com-
pressed sparse row (CSR) format to store the graph in GPU main memory,
which contains two arrays, namely column-indices C and row-offsets R.
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4.1 Perfect Balance + Global Data Movement

The most straightforward approach is to separate the work redistribution phase
and neighbor gathering phase into different kernels. In work reditribution phase,
we read in the vertices in the input queue and construct the array offsets
holding the starting index of each vertexs adjacency list. Then we compute the
adjacency list size neighbor num of each vertex, and run the parallel expansion
using neighbor num as input. With the expansion output vertex index we can
further compute the location of each neighbor to be gathered as:

gather location = neighbor index− scan results[vertex index]

+ offsets[vertex index].
(1)

These locations are then written to the output queue.
In neighbor gathering phase, the locations of all the neighbors are read back

in. We then gather the neighbors at these locations and perform status lookup.
Finally the valid vertices are output for distance update. As mentioned in Sect.
2.3, since the neighbor gathering is now fully load-balanced, the subsequent
status lookup no longer needs to be put in a separate kernel.

This process is listed as algorithm 3, which requires at least five kernel launches
(each code fragment marked by in parallel indicates a separate kernel). The work
redistribution and neighbor gathering are both load-balanced: each CTA always
processes TILE SIZE elements, making the algorithm insensitive to the differ-
ence in graph structure. But the net slowdown caused by writing and reading
the work redistribution results will limit the obtained overall performance.

4.2 Imbalanced Redistribution + Balanced Gathering

A natural optimization is to fuse work redistribution and neighbor gathering.
Unfortunately this will compromise the load balance property. Assume that the
input queue has input total vertices and they generate output total neighbors.
The redistribution phase will take input total + output total elements as input
but only output output total elements for the next phase, which makes the thread
mapping policy inconsistent across the two phases if we fuse them together. In
normal cases however, the performance gain through reduced I/O overhead can
often make up for the impact of the load imbalance.

When coupling the redistribution andgathering,wemay choose the threadmap-
ping policy so that it benefits either process. We first focus on balanced gather-
ing because it is the more time-consuming phase. Assuming each CTA processes
TILE SIZE elements, the algorithmwill assign output total/T ILE SIZECTAs
to perform the gathering.To achieve the coupling, the samenumber ofCTAs should
be assigned to the redistribution, and each CTA should output TILE SIZE ele-
ments at the end of the redistribution process which are then fed into the gathering
process on the fly.

We use a different redistribution approach to fulfill these requirements. In the
coarse-grained partitioning step, we partition the merge path vertically rather
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Algorithm 3. Perfectly load-balanced BFS iteration

Input: inQ, outQ, inQ length in total, column-indices array C and row-offsets
array R

Output: Array dist
Function: MergePathPartition(range,dist, k) partitions the merge path of
the input range diagonally at a distance of dist, and returns the kth
independent range.

1 foreach v ∈ inQ in parallel do
2 (start, end)← (R[v], R[v + 1])
3 offsets[v index]← start
4 neighbor num← end− start
5 (inQ[v index], out total)← ExclusiveScan(neighbor num)

6 cta num← (in total + out total)/TILE SIZE
7 for thread id ∈ [0, cta num− 1] in parallel do
8 coarse range[thread id]←

MergePathPartition(whole input, T ILE SIZE, thread id)

9 for thread id ∈ [0, cta num ∗ CTA SIZE − 1] in parallel do
10 fine range←MergePathPartition(coarse range[cta id],

T ILE SIZE/CTA SIZE, thread id%CTA SIZE)
11 shared array indices← Expand(fine range)
12 foreach v index ∈ indices do /* strided */

13 gather loc← n index− inQ[v index] + offsets[v index]
14 outQ[n index]← gather loc

15 foreach loc ∈ outQ in parallel do
16 neighbor ← C[loc]
17 if StatusLookup(neighbor) = valid then scatter neighbor to inQ

18 foreach neighbor ∈ inQ in parallel do
19 update dist array

than diagonally and at a distance of TILE SIZE as illustrated in Fig. 5. In this
way, it is guaranteed that each CTA produces TILE SIZE outputs. We then
do a fine-grained partitioning and expansion within each CTA.

This work redistribution process is relatively inefficient and imbalanced, be-
cause a CTA does not know the number of inputs it will process a priori. For-
tunately, since the gathering process is the more time-consuming phase and is
perfectly load-balanced, this approach can achieve better overall performance
from the reduced I/O overhead.

4.3 Balanced Redistribution + Imbalanced Gathering

Another coupling strategy is to focus on balanced work redistribution. In this
way, (input total + output total)/T ILE SIZE CTAs are assigned to run the
redistribution process as in the first approach, the outputs are then fed into the
gathering process immediately. Since each CTA will take TILE SIZE elements
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as input but produce less than TILE SIZE outputs, subsequent gathering can
suffer from CTA imbalance: each CTA will gather 0 to TILE SIZE neighbors.

When output total is much larger than input total, the gathering load imbal-
ance is negligible, and this approach can be more efficient than previous strategy
because of the balanced redistribution process. However, if they are close, the
imbalance problem can make the parallelism drop down by half, compromising
the overall performance significantly.

4.4 Hybrid

The hybrid strategy combines the advantages of the imbalanced redistribution
+ balanced gathering and balanced redistribution + imbalanced gathering ap-
proaches.We define expand factor as the ratio of output total versus input total.
If expand factor is larger than a threshold f0 for a given BFS iteration, we in-
voke the balanced redistribution + imbalanced gathering approach because the
gathering imbalance will be small enough to be safely ignored, achieving the
best performance. Otherwise we invoke the imbalanced redistribution + balanced
gathering approach to guarantee the efficiency of the gathering process, which
dominates the overall performance.

By selecting an appropriate f0, this strategy can ensure that the neighbor
gathering phase is always load-balanced while the efficiency of the work redis-
tribution phase is maximized.

5 Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed BFS algorithms.
Our algorithms are implemented using CUDA 5.5 [3], and all experiments are
run on a host machine with 4GB memory, an Intel 3.4 GHz Core i7 2600k CPU
and an NVIDIA Geforce GTX 580 GPU. For each graph, the BFS performance
is measured by the average traversal throughput (edges per second) across 100
randomly-sourced traversals.

5.1 Strategy Evaluation

We first compare different coupling strategies of work redistribution and neighbor
gathering. We use Random and R-MAT graphs generated with GTgraph [5], and
adjust the average degree d to see its impact on each strategy. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7
plot the traversal throughput for each graph and strategy. All the graphs have
2 million vertices while d ranges from 2 to 64, and we choose the threshold f0
to be 10 for the hybrid strategy. As anticipated, the balanced redistribution +
imbalanced gathering strategy excels at traversing graphs with large d because
the expand factor tends to be large for the BFS iterations. On the contrary,
the imbalanced redistribution + balanced gathering strategy performs better on
graphs with small d. The hybrid approach outperforms or is as good as the
others in all the tests.
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5.2 Comparison with Other Algorithms

To compare with the CPU implementation, we implement our own efficient se-
quential BFS according to the standard algorithm in [9], which has optimal
single-threaded performance. For the GPU implementation, we compare our ap-
proach to that from Merrill et al. [11] which is the current state of the art and
achieves the highest published performance for GPU BFS. Note that we compile
and run Merrills source code on the same platform under the same configuration
so the results are comparable.

Our benchmark suite incorporates twelve graphs listed in Table 1. In addition
to random and rmat, the rest are from the Graph500 Competition [2], the 10th
DIMACS Implementation Challenge [1] and the University of Florida Sparse
Matrix Collection [4].

The results are presented in Table 1. As we can see, our hybrid approach
performs very well compared to the CPU sequential BFS. For the majority of
the graphs, our approach provides traversal speedups of an order of magnitude,
and at the extreme, we achieve a 39x speedup for the random graph. We do not
have an available parallel CPU BFS implementation, but we can simply assume
a perfect 8x speedup for our 4-core/8-thread CPU, and our GPU approach still
outperforms this theoretical performance upper bound for almost all the tests.

The state-of-the-art GPU implementation [11] employs a hybrid CTA+warp+
scan strategy to do neighbor gathering. Through full load balance, our approach
outperforms theirs for most of the tests, and we obtain up to 1.42x speedup.
The last few tests also reveal the limitation of our approach. The advantage of
load balance comes at the price of additional preprocessing of the input vertices.
When the search depth is small, the number of vertices examined each iteration
is large enough to fully utilize the high throughput of GPU hardware, making
the preprocessing overhead negligible. However, when the search depth gets high,
the overhead of the work redistribution process and additional kernel launches
starts to become significant. As a result, the performance gain through load-
balanced gathering is outweighed by the preprocessing penalty and we observe
a slowdown for germany.osm and hugebubbles-00020 datasets. In practice, we
can choose to apply direct gathering for graphs with large diameters.
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Table 1. Traversal rates (109edges/sec) for different algorithms running on different
graphs

Name Description Vertices
(106)

Edges
(106)

Avg.
Search
Depth

Our hybrid
algorithm
(f0 = 10)

Sequential
BFS
(speedup)

Merrill’s
algorithm
(speedup)

random Uniform random 2.0 128.0 6 3.9 0.10 (39x) 3.0 (1.31x)

rmat R-MAT (A=0.45,
B=0.15, C=0.15)

2.0 128.0 6 4.7 0.16 (29x) 3.4 (1.40x)

kron g500-
logn20

Graph500 R-MAT
(A=0.57, B=0.19,
C=0.19)

1.0 100.7 7 4.5 0.20 (22x) 3.3 (1.36x)

hollywood-
2009

Hollywood movie
actor network

1.1 113.9 10 4.1 0.18 (23x) 3.1 (1.32x)

flickr 2005 crawl of
flickr.com

0.8 9.8 12 3.6 0.18 (20x) 3.2 (1.13x)

eu-2005 small web crawl of
.eu domain

0.9 32.3 14 4.3 0.47 (9.1x) 3.7 (1.16x)

wikipedia-
20070206

Links between
Wikipedia pages

3.6 45.0 20 2.6 0.069 (38x) 1.8 (1.42x)

FullChip Circuit simulation 3.0 26.6 38 3.1 0.26 (12x) 2.4 (1.29x)

audikw1 Automotive finite
element analysis

0.9 76.7 62 3.3 0.65 (5.1x) 3.2 (1.03x)

wb-edu Links between
*.edu web pages

9.8 57.2 143 2.9 0.16 (18x) 2.7 (1.07x)

germany.osm Germany road
network

11.5 24.7 5345 0.32 0.034 (9.4x) 0.38 (0.84x)

hugebubbles-
00020

Adaptive numerical
simulation mesh

21.2 63.6 6200 0.37 0.031 (12x) 0.48 (0.77x)

6 Conclusion

Load balance is a key factor in designing efficient algorithms for GPUs. We
have demonstrated a GPU BFS algorithm that leverages the unique wide SIMD
GPU architecture and achieves fully load-balanced neighbor gathering. We have
showed that our approach achieves very high performance on a broad range of
graphs, and outperforms current state-of-the-art implementation.

In order to exploit the nested and irregular parallelism on a BFS iteration, we
have introduced a work redistribution process to flatten the nested workloads. It
utilizes a parallel expansion to compute the gathering location of each neighbor
so the neighbor gathering process can visit the neighbors in a load-balanced way.
We have also explored the coupling possibilities of different phases, and proposed
a hybrid approach that yields the best overall performance.
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Abstract. Join operation is usually hard to achieve high quality with
machine alone. We adopt crowdsourcing to improve the quality of join.
Depending on the number of generated pairs, the overall cost can be
expensive for hiring workers to do the verification. We propose a hybrid
approach to generate pairs by leveraging attributes, which combines cat-
egory, sorting and clustering techniques, called CSCER. We also propose
an adaptive attribute-selection strategy to efficiently generate pairs based
on attributes. Experiments on a real crowdsourcing platform using real
datasets indicate that our approaches save the overall cost compared to
existing methods and achieve high quality of join results.

1 Introduction

Join operation is an essential task in data cleaning. The quality of join results is
usually hard to guarantee with machine alone since it is difficult for machine to
correctly find out all records refer to the same entity from different databases.
We leverage crowdsourcing to improve the quality of join. We generate a set of
likely-matching pairs by machine, and then assign them on the crowdsourcing
platforms, such as Crowdflower [1]. The financial cost of hiring workers to do
join operation depends primarily on the quantities of generated pairs. A naive
method to generate pairs is using pairwise comparison of the entire records,
which generates O(n2) pairs for n records.

We can filter obviously non-matching pairs in order to save the cost. First,
we apply category-based and sorting-based methods to generate pairs. Then we
propose CSCER, a hybrid pairs generation approach, to reduce the number of
generated pairs. CSCER combines category, sorting and clustering techniques
for not only remaining true matching records but also filtering non-matching
records as many as possible. We evaluate our approaches with two real data sets
on a crowdsourcing platform. The experiments indicate that CSCER minimizes
the number of generated pairs and join operation achieves high quality.

2 Problem Formulation

Crowdsourcing-based Join. Given a set of tables. These tables consist of a
set of Records: R = {R1, R2, . . . Rn}. Crowdsourcing-based join is to find all
matching records in these tables depending on workers.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 448–452, 2014.
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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Attribute-based pairs generation. A record in the table is associated with
a fixed number of attributes, denoted as Ai. Attribute-based pairs generation
utilizes attributes of records to prune non-matching records.

3 The CSCER

3.1 Category-Sorting Approach

The records usually can be classified according to a specific attribute. Records in
the same bucket do pairwise comparison. The number of pairs generated using
category-based is denoted by Ci. However it still leads to cost problem with large
records when records are classified in just a few category buckets.

Sorting-based approach is another method to filter the likely non-matching
pairs. This approach have two steps: the first step is to sort records based on
an appropriate attribute. The second step is to set a window with fixed size and
generate pairs by sliding the window. The number of pairs generated by sorting
is denoted by Si. However this approach may miss true matching records.

To overcome the limitations of category-based and sorting-based methods,
we propose a hybrid method which combines category with sorting. Category is
used first to obtain category bucket. Then sorting is applied for every bucket.

3.2 Category-Sorting Improvement

We apply clustering to eliminate those pairs which are significantly dissimilar.
We use distance measure to cluster records. First, attributes’ value need to be
normalized. Then we calculate the distance between adjacent records. Given a
distance threshold θ, if the calculated distance is larger than θ, the "larger" of
two records leads to a new cluster. Finally, we generate pairs with the the sliding
window technique for each cluster.

3.3 Adaptive Attribute Selection

In general, category-attribute chosen principle is to choose attributes whose value
is both unchangeable and enumerable. Sorting records by numeric is a appro-
priate choice. However, we find that some attributes are appropriate for both
approaches. Thus, we propose the strategy of adaptive attribute selection.

If there is an attribute As suitable for category and sorting both, which
method we choose for As depends on the rest of attributes. If we can find an
attribute At which is suitable for sorting among the rest of attributes, then As

is used for category. Otherwise, we need to compare Ci and Si. There are three
possible cases for Ci and Si: Case 1: Ci ≤ Si. Ai is chosen for category. Case
2: Ci > Si and Ci − Si < threshold ε. Ai is selected for category. Case 3:
Ci > Si and Ci − Si ≥ ε. If Ai is the only one which satisfies this constraint,
Ai is used for sorting. Otherwise, the process is developed for this situation as
follows. Each round leaves one attribute as a reference for comparison, and the
rest of attributes are used for category. We calculate Si of the left attribute per
round, then find the smallest Si by comparing them. For the attribute with the
smallest Si, we compute Ci − Si and estimate which case this attribute is.
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3.4 CSCER Workflow

According to the above approaches , we propose CSCER to generate pairs. Algo-
rithm 1 illustrates the pseudo code of CSCER workflow. Let Ac denote a set of
attributes which is only suitable for category, and As denote those only suitable
for sorting and At denote those suitable for both category and sorting.

Algorithm 1. CSCER
Input: R; w; θ; ε
Output: a set of pairs

1 begin
2 |Ac|=|As|=|At|=0;
3 for each Ai do
4 if Ai is only suitable for category then add Ai to Ac;
5 if Ai is only suitable for sorting then add Ai to As;
6 if Ai is suitable for both category and sorting then add Ai to At;

7 if |Ac| > 0 then
8 Classify Records with all attributes in Ac;
9 if |As| = 0 and |At|=0 then

10 generate pairs based on Category-based approach;
11 if |As| > 0 then
12 classify Records with all attributes in At;
13 generate pairs based on sorting and clustering approach with w and θ;

14 else
15 generate pairs based on adaptive attribute-selection approach with At and ε;

4 Experiments and Results Analysis

Datasets. Product denotes two datasets of electronic products, which has a total
of 338 records. 177 records of them are taken from Suning1 and the other 161
records are taken from Amazon2. Product generates 338∗337

2 = 56, 953 pairs by
using naive method. There are 63 pairs of them, which are true matching.

4.1 Pairs Generation Analysis

First, we generate pairs by using category-based and sorting-based methods sep-
arately. Sorting-based method uses different w to generate pairs. Table 1 shows
the number of pairs generated by these two methods. Recall is the percent-
age of matching pairs found by these approaches on total matching pairs. We
can observe that both methods greatly reduce the number of pairs. We also
see that sorting-based filters some true matching pairs while category-based re-
mains all true matching pairs. Then, we examine the number of pairs generated
1 http://www.suning.com/
2 http://www.amazon.cn/
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by CSCER. As shown in Table 2, CSCER reduces the number of pairs involv-
ing less losses of Recall. It also can be observed that the larger the w is, the
larger the Recall is. We can see that the larger θ can further reduce the number
of pairs with less impact on Recall. The above results indicate that CSCER
method performed better than category-based and sorting-based methods.

4.2 Accuracy of Join

We assign 163 pairs generated by CSCER with θ = 0.3 and w = 4 on Crowd-
flower. We infer the final results using Weighted MV and MV respecively. The
weights reflect the quality of workers. Table 3 shows the comparison of join
results. Weighted MV performed well with only one pair which was not be veri-
fied correctly. We come to the conclusion from Weighted MV that the inference
method combining workers’ quality can improve the quality of final results.

Table 1. # pairs generated by Category-based and Sorting-based methods

Method # Generated Pair # Matching Pair Recall
Category-based 1,219 63 100%

Sorting-based with w = 3 673 16 25.4%
Sorting-based with w = 4 1,008 18 28.6%

Table 2. # pairs generated by CSCER with different θ and w

θ w # Generated Pair # Matching Pair Recall
0.2 3 116 46 73%
0.2 4 127 49 77.8%
0.3 3 147 58 92.1%
0.3 4 163 62 98.4%

Table 3. Comparison of join results

Inference method # True Mathing # True non-matching
MV 59 98

Weighted MV 62 100

5 Related Work

Some researches have integrated human intelligence to achieve join. Marcus et
al.[2] proposed several different task forms to reduce the financial cost.CrowdER[3]
proposed cluster-based task generation to reduce the number of tasks. Wang et
al.[4] utilized transitive relations to devise a order of verifying pairs.
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6 Conclusion

We have studied the problem of leverage attributes and crowdsourcing for join.
We proposed a hybrid approach with the aim of a significant reduction in number
of generated pairs, which contained three steps: category step, sorting step and
cluster step. We developed adaptive attribute-selection strategy to efficiently
generate pairs based on attributes. Experimental results on Crowdflower using
real-world datasets showed that our approach achieved good performance and
high accuracy of join resluts at lower cost.
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Abstract .Truth discovery is an important component of data cleaning and in-
formation integration.  However, in the absence of knowledge, some truth 
could not be found from databases themselves. A possible solution is to involve 
crowds to find all the truth with the knowledge of crowds. In this paper, we 
propose a truth discovery framework based on active learning model with 
crowdsourcing. First, we give the basic voting algorithm  BVote . Then we 
present the simple crowding-based truth discovery framework STDA based on BVote. Experimental results show that the STDA framework for truth discovery 
has improved significantly in accuracy with minimal efforts of workers. 

Keywords: truth discovery, crowdsourcing, active learning. 

1 Introduction 

Information from various data sources may provide conflicting information, such as 
different specifications for the same product. To solve data conflicts among different 
data sources, truth discovery techniques are in demand.  

Due to its importance, much relevant research work has been proposed for truth 
discovery for conflicts. Existing truth discovery methods only consider the value con-
fidence [1], the data source fidelity [2]. Even though they can resolve conflicts for 
many applications, the major problem is that voting by the most reliable data sources 
is not very trustworthy. Copy case among different data sources is extremely common 
on the web [3].  

For this challenge, we use crowdsourcing [4] for the cases required human know-
ledge as well as avoiding the expensive cost for experts. Costs are queried for crowd-
sourcing. To reduce such cost, we use active learning [5] to minimize the training set. 
As the integration of active learning and crowdsourcing, we propose a framework for 
more effective truth discovery in this paper. The contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows.  

(1)We present the framework STDA for truth discovery. STDA assumes that the 
contribution of each worker to each tuple is 1. It uses the basic voting algorithm 

 to generate true values. In order to ensure the correctness of the true value, we 
design an active learning model to confirm the candidate true values from workers. 

(2)The STDA framework generates candidates with active learning model based on 
crowdsourcing. The workers feedback from crowdsourcing is used to re-training 
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learning component which improves the correctness of predicted machine learning 
models predicted greatly. The experimental results show that the worker feedback 
mechanism improves the accuracy of data recovery significantly. Our framework can 
keep the balance between workers involvement and repaired accuracy.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background 
and required definitions. Section 3 presents our simple truth discovery framework 
STDA based on BVote. Section 4 discusses the experimental studies. Finally, we 
conclude the whole paper in Section 5. 

2 Preliminary 

2.1 Problem Definition 

Given a data source collection  consisting of the data sources , … , , each data 
source  is considered as a relation with schema ( , … , ). Given an tuple  and 
an attribute , the task is to find the true value of attribute  for tuple  from the 
tuples in the n sources. Given an answer collection W consisting of workers , … , , each worker  chose a value of attribute  for tuple  from the con-
flicting values. 

Definition 1: The confidence degree  of a value   of a tuple O is the proba-
bility that  is the true value. 

Definition 2: The quality  of a worker  is the average degree of all the 
values self-confidence provided by W. 

There may be conflict for the same tuple in different values for the same attribute. 
In order to confirm the true value, we attempt to solve the problem in two steps: 

For each tuple  and attribute  workers give its candidate true value , , . 
In order to determine the confidence of the true value, we design an active learning 

algorithm to produce the true value based on . 

2.2  Algorithm  

In general, we believe that a true value is provided by the majority of workers, and an 
error value is only provided by a few specific workers, so that we can apply the voting 
algorithm, the value provided by most workers is selected as the true value. The pseu-
do code is shown in Algorithm 1.  

Algorithm1. BVote(W,O,A) 

Input: workers answers collection ，tuple  and attribute  
Output: the true value of attribute  for tuple , represents as , ,  
1: Find the candidate collection , … ,  of attribute  for tuple  from worker 
collection  
2: find the value  which appear the most frequency 
3: return , ,  
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Fig. 1. Tuple  Vote Schematic 

Example: In Figure 1, we want to confirm the true value of an attribute of the tuple 
. The value worker  and  provided is , the value worker  provided is 
 and the value worker  provided is . Thus  {v1:1, v2:2, v3:1}. 

where  has the largest number of votes. As a result, the true value is . 

3 STDA Framework  

We choose overlapping partition to create committees to reduce cost. First we parti-
tion a training dataset D into N disjoint sets , , , . Then, the  commit-
tee is trained with the dataset . In this way, each member is trained on    1  fraction of the data. For each attribute , we train a series of 

committees , , ,  by active learning. 
Then we use entropy on the fraction of committee members to calculate the uncer-

tain score of a candidate. The score computation is shown as follows. 

  ( )= ( )                               (1) 

where                 , 

 is the result of committee prediction. With such score function, we can selection  
examples with the highest uncertain score. 

 

 

Fig. 2. STDA framework 

STDA assumes that the contribution of each worker to each tuple is 1. STDA 
framework uses the basic voting algorithm  to generate true values. In order to 
ensure the correctness of the true value, it creates an active learning model to confirm 
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the candidate true values from workers. The STDA framework is shown in Figure 2. 
The pseudo code of the framework is in Algorithm 2. 

 
Algorithm 2. STDA_Process(T,U) 

Input: sources , , … , ，training sample set  
Output: correct gather  
1: For each attribute , train a series of committees  , , ,  through training sample set   
2:  collect all different values for tuple O’s attribute A as , … ,  
3:  while workers have prepared and there exists tuple which has uncertain value 
do4： confirm all the candidate true values by machine learning model 
5: select  most uncertain candidate true values from candidate true values set 
6： workers give selections to the candidate true values 
7： For each attribute  of each tuple ,  is invoked to generate candidate 
true value v  
8：   add the candidate true value new labeled to the sample set to retrain the ma-
chine learning model 
9:    add the candidate true value that machine learning model confirmed to the 
correct gather   
10：    update  
11:  return S  

4 Experiments and Analysis    

4.1 Experimental Setting 

We combined into a Synthetic data sets and a set of true value set to represent the 
efficiency of naïve workers feedback truth discovery framework STDA. We compare 
it with basic voting algorithm BVote. 

For the synthetic data sets, we generate IndepSet data set containing 20 indepen-
dent data source. In each data set in IndepSet, we structure data directly and a part of 
data is labeled correct.  

To test the algorithms on real data set, we obtain BookAuthors data set from web. 
This data set contains 1115 computer science books. For each book, we use its ISBN 
to search for the information of this in different bookstore through the 
www.abebooks.com web site. This data set contains 712 bookstore, and 41000 
records. 

We use Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) sandbox as the crowdsourcing platform. 
All the algorithms are implemented in python, all the experiment runs on intel® 
Core™i32110 (3.30GHz) CPU and 4GB memory machine.  
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Abstract. Sarcasm is a pervasive linguistic phenomenon in online doc-
uments that express subjective and deeply-felt opinions. Detection of
sarcasm is of great importance and beneficial to many NLP applications,
such as sentiment analysis, opinion mining and advertising. Current stud-
ies consider automatic sarcasm detection as a simple text classification
problem. They do not use explicit features to detect sarcasm and ig-
nore the imbalance between sarcastic and non-sarcastic samples in real
applications. In this paper, we first explore the characteristics of both
English and Chinese sarcastic sentences and introduce a set of features
specifically for detecting sarcasm in social media. Then, we propose a
novel multi-strategy ensemble learning approach(MSELA) to handle the
imbalance problem. We evaluate our proposed model on English and Chi-
nese data sets. Experimental results show that our ensemble approach
outperforms the state-of-the-art sarcasm detection approaches and pop-
ular imbalanced classification methods.

Keywords: sarcasm detection, sarcasm features, imbalanced classifica-
tion, ensemble learning.

1 Introduction

Sarcasm is a sophisticated communicative act which allows a speaker to express
sentiment-rich viewpoints in an implicit way. Sarcastic writing is common in
many online texts. This linguistic phenomenon has much significance for tasks
such as sentiment analysis, opinion mining and advertising [1].

Sarcasm is classically defined as the rhetorical process of intentionally us-
ing words or expressions for uttering a meaning different (usually the opposite)
from the one they have when used literally [2]. Consider the following tweet on
Twitter1, which includes the words “yay” and “lucky” but actually expresses

� Corresponding author.
1 http://www.twitter.com/

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 459–471, 2014.
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a negative sentiment: “Yay! It’s a holiday weekend and i’m on call for work!
Couldn’t be more lucky! #sarcasm.” In this case, the hashtag #sarcasm reveals
the intended sarcasm, but we don’t always have the benefit of an explicit sarcasm
label.

Automatic sarcasm detection is considered as a simple text classification prob-
lem. They use lexical and syntactic features to detect sarcasm in text. For ex-
ample, lexical cues interjections, emoticons and N-grams. However, they are
commonly used features for text classification, not specifically for detecting sar-
casm. Sarcasm detection is a complex and challenging task, which needs a set of
explicit features cutting through every aspect of language, from pronunciation
to lexical choice, syntactic structure, semantics and conceptualization.

In recent years, most researches [3–5] adopt supervised or semi-supervised
learning approaches to perform sarcasm detection. However, they normally as-
sume the balance between sarcastic and non-sarcastic samples, which may not
keep in practice. Actually, many sarcasm classification applications involve im-
balanced class distributions in that the sample number of sarcasm in the training
data is much smaller than the non-sarcasm.

To have a better understanding of the imbalanced class distribution phe-
nomenon in sarcasm detection, Table 1 gives the statistics on the number of
sarcastic and non-sarcastic sentences occurring in experimental datasets. For
more details about data sources, please refer to Section 4.

Table 1. Class distributions of samples across six experimental datasets

Data Sets Sample Size
MI(sarcastic
sentence)

MA(non-sarcastic
sentence)

Imbalance
Ratios(MA/MI)

Amazon data set 5491 471 5020 10

Twitter data set 40000 3200 36800 11.5

News article set 4233 233 4000 17

Sina data set 3859 238 3621 15

Tencent data set 5487 359 5128 14

Netease data set 10356 546 9810 17

Where MI represents sarcasm sample set, MA represents non-sarcasm sample
set. As we can see from Table 1, all the class distributions are imbalanced, with
the imbalanced ratios (MA/MI) ranging from 10 to 17, which are greater than
the imbalance rate 2.333 of “German”, a famous UCI imbalanced dataset (Merz
& Murphy, 1995) on Germany credit scoring [6].

The imbalanced class distribution can cause many serious problems in the
training process of sarcasm detection. Firstly, datasets suffer from class over-
lapping and are short of rare sarcastic samples, which make the classifier learn-
ing difficult. Furthermore, evaluation criterion, which guides learning procedure,
tends to ignore minority samples (treating them as noise) and makes the in-
duced classifier lose its classification ability in this scenario. These indicate the
necessity of dealing with imbalanced problem in sarcasm detection.
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In this paper, we propose a novel multi-strategy ensemble classification algo-
rithm and a comprehensive sarcasm feature set to automatic detection of sarcas-
tic sentences in both English and Chinese social media. Compared to existing
methods, the main advantages of our model can be summarized as follows: (i)
our classification algorithm combines weighted random sampling with ensemble
of multiple classifiers based on information entropy to guarantee the high diver-
sity of the involved member classifiers and the weighted voting being fairer. (ii)
the sarcasm feature set is a multidimensional model, including lexical, syntactic,
semantics and constructions. The sarcasm model can automatically differentiate
an sarcastic text from a non-sarcastic one in both English and Chinese. As far as
we know, it’s first time to explore the sarcasm detection in chinese social media
and the imbalanced class distribution problem of sarcasm detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
work. In section 3, we present our model which is made up of sarcasm feature
set and multi-strategy ensemble learning algorithm. Section 4 describes the data
sets and sarcastic dictionary. Section 5 shows our experiment results. Section 6
concludes the research and gives directions for future studies.

2 Related Work

2.1 Sarcasm Detection

Sarcasm is a well-studied phenomena in linguistics, psychology and cognitive
science [7]. But in the text mining literature, automatic detection of sarcasm is
considered a difficult problem and has been addressed in only a few studies. Gen-
erally, sarcasm detection methods can be divided into two categories: supervised
[3–5] and semi-supervised [8].

In the supervised mothods, Burfoot and Baldwin use SVM to determine
whether newswire articles are true or sarcastic [3]. They introduce the notion of
validity which models absurdity via a measure somewhat close to PMI. Valid-
ity is relatively lower when a sentence contains unusual combinations of named
entities. González-Ibáñez et al. explored the usefulness of lexical and pragmatic
features for sarcasm detection in tweets [4]. They found that positive and neg-
ative emotions in tweets have a strong correlation with sarcasm. Liebrecht et
al. explored N-gram features from 1 to 3-grams to build a classifier to recognize
sarcasm in Dutch tweets [5]. They made an interesting observation from their
most effective N-gram features that people tend to be more sarcastic towards
specific topics such as school, homework, weather, public transport, etc.

Tsur et al. presented a semi-supervised learning framework that exploits syn-
tactic and pattern based features in sarcastic sentences of Amazon product re-
views [8]. They observed correlated sentiment words such as “yay!” or “great!”
often occurring in their most useful patterns.

To the best of our knowledge, no existing methods consider the class imbalance
problem in sarcasm detection.
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2.2 Imbalanced Classification

Many techniques are proposed to solve classification problems based on imbal-
anced data sets. There are two major categories of techniques developed to
address the class imbalance issue. One is at data level and the other is at algo-
rithmic level.

At the data level, different forms of re-sampling, such as over-sampling and
under-sampling, are proposed. Specifically, over-sampling aims to balance the
class populations through replicating the MI samples [9] while under-sampling
aims to balance the class populations through eliminating the MA samples [10].

At the algorithmic level, the solutions mainly include cost-sensitive learning,
one-class learning, and ensemble learning. Many cost-sensitive learning methods
have been proposed [11, 12]. They intentionally increase the weights of samples
with higher misclassification cost in the training process. Tax and Duin pro-
posed a support vector algorithm for one-class classification, using kernels to
obtain a tight boundary around normal samples in high dimensions [13]. Sun
et al. investigate cost-sensitive boosting algorithms for advancing the classifica-
tion of imbalanced data and propose three cost-sensitive boosting algorithms by
introducing cost items into the learning framework of AdaBoost [14]. In addi-
tion, Maalouf et al. proposes a robust weighted kernel logistic regression. It can
correct the bias of logistic regression in imbalanced classification [15].

However, their methods focus on either data processing or learning algorithm.
Our approach combines them together to improve the classification accuracy.

3 The Proposed Model

A schematic representation of the proposed imbalanced sarcasm detection ap-
proach is shown in Fig.1. In general, our approach consists of two main compo-
nents: (1) feature extraction and (2) multi-strategy ensemble learning. In this
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section, we first present a set of English sarcasm features which are important for
sarcasm detection. Then we proposed a Chinese sarcasm feature set according
to the differences between the English and Chinese sarcastic sentence. Finally
we describe our multi-strategy ensemble learning algorithm handling imbalanced
class distribution.

3.1 English Sarcasm Features

In spoken discourse, we are usually able to detect a variety of external clues
that enable the perception of sarcasm. In written text, a set of explicit linguis-
tic strategies is also used to express sarcasm. According to the research efforts
on sarcasm detection, we summarize the following three categories of linguistic
features that are related to the expression of sarcasm:

1) Punctuation symbols: they are focused on explicit marks which reflect a
sharp distinction of sarcasm in text. These punctuation symbols include punc-
tuation marks (, ;, ?, !, :), emoticons, quotes and capitalized words [3][4][8].

2) Lexical features: lexical features play an important role in the delivery
and detection of sarcasm. According to the work in [4], it contains different
aspects features such as counter-factuality(e.g. yet), temporal compression(e.g.
suddenly), recurring sequences(n-grams, skip-grams, polarity s-grams) and emo-
tional scenarios(activation, imagery, pleasantness).

3) Syntactic features: these features contain recurrent sequences of morphosyn-
tactic patterns and degree of opposition in text with respect to the information
profiled in the present and past tenses. According to the work in [16], they are
composed of POS-grams(e.g. ADV+ADJ+N ) and temporal imbalance(e.g. hate
and didn’t).

Semantic factor has received little attention in the existing studies. However,
semantic factor is a critical feature to express the context contradiction in sar-
casm detection. Thus, we propose semantic imbalance rate as a new feature.

4) Semantic imbalance rate: this is intended to capture inconsistencies within
a context. The intuition here is: the smaller the semantic inter-relatedness of a
text, the greater its semantic imbalance (sarcastic text); the greater the semantic
inter-relatedness of a text, the lesser its semantic imbalance (non-sarcastic text).
In order to measure this feature, we define semantic imbalance rate as follows:

Definition 1 Semantic imbalance rate (SIR) is the reciprocal of a text’s se-
mantic relatedness, which is summing the maximum semantic similarity scores
(across different senses of words in text) and dividing by the length of the text.

SIR =
N∑N

i=1 max
j=1...N&j =i

Sim(wi, wj)
(1)

where N is the length of text, Sim(wi, wj) denotes the semantic similarity be-
tween word wi and word wj .
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3.2 Chinese Sarcasm Features

In Chinese culture, sarcasm as a rhetorical device has a long history. It is more
commonly used than English sarcasm. However, there is no work on automatic
sarcasm detection in Chinese document. Since the Chinese grammar is different
from English, we have to investigate Chinese sarcasm features independently.

By comparing the English and Chinese sarcastic sentence in our experimental
data sets, we find the following differences between them:

Table 2. The differences between English and Chinese sarcasm

English Chinese

People prefer to use hyperbole in English People frequently use proverbs in Chinese

People like cause-and-effect reasoning People are good at analogical reasoning

People use capital letters to express stress People use quotation marks to stress

It does not exist in English
People use honorifics and “我朝”,“咱朝

”,“天朝”,“本朝”(my/our/great
dynasty) some special appellations, etc

It does not exist in English
People use homophony to accomplish a

sarcastic effect

People use very positive, absolute words
to express sarcasm in English

People use extreme negative words except
them in Chinese

According to Table 2, we propose a Chinese sarcasm feature set including
punctuation symbols, recurring sequences, semantic imbalance rate, rhetorical
feature, homophony and construction. Among them, the first three features are
the same as the English features. The remaining features are explained as follows:

1) Rhetorical feature: rhetorical feature includes extreme positive or nega-
tive nouns, extreme adjectives, adverbs of degree, demonstratives, honorifics and
proverbs. This feature carries on valuable information about authors’ emotions.

2) Homophony feature: homophony is commonly used in Chinese. It can be
sarcastically used for expressing an insult or depreciation towards the entity they
represent. For example, “我把他们称为‘审查猪’(审查组)。”(I call them “exam-
ining pigs”(examining groups) ). Pigs and groups are homophonic in Chinese.

3) Construction feature: construction feature is inherently tied to a particular
model of the ‘semantics of understanding’, which offers a way of structuring and
representing meaning while taking into account the relationship between lexical
meaning and grammatical patterning. For example,比N还N (as more as), adverb
+ adjective + interjection, 拿A当B (take A as B), etc.

3.3 Imbalanced Classification

In order to fully utilize the training data and to guarantee the diversity of the
multiple classifiers, we propose a novel multi-strategy ensemble learning ap-
proach (MSELA) for imbalanced sarcasm detection, which integrates sample-
ensemble strategy, classifier-ensemble strategy and weighted voting strategy.
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The basic motivation of MSELA is as follows. Firstly, sample-ensemble strat-
egy uses weighted random sampling which can fully utilize features of the whole
training data and cost less time. Secondly, classifier-ensemble strategy guarantees
the diversity of multiple classifiers. Thirdly, weighted voting strategy considers
both the accuracy of different classification algorithms and the importance of
sample subsets to achieve fairer weighted voting and higher prediction accuracy.

A. Sample-Ensemble Strategy
Weighted random sampling is an effective method to deal with class imbalanced
problem. In sample-ensemble strategy, the small samples are set various weights
and merged with large samples into new datasets. With a weighted random
sampling for each new dataset, N balanced datasets are obtained. These balanced
datasets are used to train sub-classifiers which will vote for the last result.

B. Classifier-Ensemble Strategy
Besides the sample-ensemble strategy, we also propose a classifier-ensemble strat-
egy to guarantee the diversity of the involved classifiers. The classifier-ensemble
strategy involves more than one classification algorithm. That is to say, multiple
classification algorithms are prepared and the classifier of each dataset is trained
with a random selected classification algorithm. In our experiments, we employ
three algorithms: Naive Bayes, SVM and Maximum Entropy.

C. Weighted Voting Strategy
Information entropy can measure the uncertainty of a random variable. The
greater the information entropy of the data set is, the more uniform its class
distribution will be. The smaller the information entropy, the more consistent
the class distribution of data set will be. Assume that data set S contains c
classes, then the information entropy E(S) of data set S is:

E(S) = −
c∑

i=1

Pilog2Pi (2)

where Pi is the proportion of class i in the whole data set.
Following the simple weight calculation method in [17], our weight formula of

sub-classifier Ci is:

wi =
acci|Subi|E(i)∑
acci|Subi|E(i)

(3)

where acci is the accuracy of sub-classifier Ci, |Subi| is the size of data subset D
′

i,

E(i) is the information entropy of data subset D
′

i. Our multi-strategy ensemble
learning approach is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Multi-strategy ensemble learning algorithm

Input: The MI training set SMI and the MA training set SMA;
Output: A combination classifier Cn;
1. Initialize the sample set A = SMA, B = SMI ;
2. M = sizeof(A), N = sizeof(B), K = M/N ;
3. for i = 0; i < �K�; i++ do
4. Initialize sample set Si = ∅;
5. for j = 0; i < N ; j ++ do
6. Set the weight of sample B(j) to i+ 1, and put it into Si;
7. end for
8. Di=Si ∪ A;
9. Perform weighted random sampling for Di to get sample set D

′
i ;

10. As for D
′
i , randomly choose a classification algorithm to train sub-classifier Ci;

11. Calculate the information entropy of sample set D
′
i according to Eq.(2),

and then calculate the weight of sub-classifier Ci according to Eq.(3);
12. end for
13. Integrate all sub-classifiers Ci(i = 1, 2, .., �K�) into classifier Cn by weighted voting;
14. return Cn;

MI represents sarcasm sample set, MA represents non-sarcasm sample set.
K denotes the imbalanced ratio. The small samples are set various weights(step
6), and merged with large samples into new datasets Di(step 8). With a weighted
random sampling for each new datasetDi, N balanced datasetsD

′

i(i = 1, 2, ..., N)
can be obtained(step 9). These balanced datasets are used to train different
classifiers(step 10), which will vote for the last result(step 13). The information
entropy is used to measure the differences among various N balanced datasets
D

′

i, and then the weight for each classifier is computed using Eq.(3) (step 11).
The above process (step 4 to step 11) is executed �K rounds.

4 Experimental Setup

We use two corpora to evaluate our proposed model. The first corpus is used
to verify English Sarcasm Features, which contains a Amazon data set provided
in [8], a Twitter data set from [16] and a News article set from [3]. The sec-
ond corpus is used to verify Chinese Sarcasm Features, which contains three
data sets obtained by crawling different topic comments from Sina Weibo2, Ten-
cent Weibo3 and Netease BBS4. The class distributions of these data sets are
described in Section 1.

Since the datasets are highly skewed, we use Area under the Curve (AUC)
for the ROC curve as the measure of evaluation. AUC is a common evaluation
metric that has been shown to be more resistant to skew dataset than F-score,
due to using true positive rate (TPR) rather than precision.

2 http://huati.weibo.com/
3 http://t.qq.com/
4 http://bbs.163.com/
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To extract rhetorical feature, we create a sarcastic dictionary with manually
annotated sarcastic keywords and phrases. The sarcastic dictionary is composed
by 1230 adjectives, 1096 nouns, 189 adverbs of degree, 65 demonstratives, 120
honorifics and 2322 proverbs. Among them, the adjectives, nouns and adverbs of
degree come from Dalian University of Technology Affective Lexicon Ontology5.

5 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performances of our proposed model with three
experiments. In the first experiment, we compare our multi-strategy ensemble
learning algorithm with popular imbalanced classification methods. The second
experiment evaluates feature correlation of our model. In the third experiment,
we compare our method with the state-of-the-art sarcasm detection model.

5.1 Imbalanced Sarcasm Classification

In this subsection, we report the performances of ensemble methods for imbal-
anced sarcasm classification. The Maximum Entropy classifier and Naive Bayes
classifier are implemented using the Mallet tool6, while SVM is implemented
using the SVM-light tool7. For thorough comparison, various kinds of ensemble
methods are implemented including:

1. Full-training (FullT): directly throwing all the training data for training.
2. Bagging [9]: creating sub-classifiers on data subsets that are uniformly sam-

pled from original data, then using a linear combination to aggregate them.
3. AdaBoost [9]: generating weak classifiers sequentially and then combining

them into a strong one.
4. SMOTEBoost [10]: combining the over-sampling method SMOTE and boost-

ing together. More specifically, a SMOTE over-sampling procedure is per-
formed first in every round of boosting, and then the traditional AdaBoost
method is used to update the weight distributions of all samples.

5. Random Forest [9]: containing many decision tree classifiers where each tree
is trained on a randomly sampled feature subset from original data.

6. Undersampling + multi-classifiers ensemble (EUM): performing clustering-
based stratified under-sampling as proposed by [17].

7. Logistic Regression: correcting bias of logistic regression as proposed by [15].

Among them, bagging, adaboost, smoteboost and random forest are imple-
mented using the Weka tool8. Since most methods involve random selection of
samples, we run 10 times for each method and report the average performance
of the 10 runs.

5 http://ir.dlut.edu.cn/EmotionOntologyDownload.aspx/
6 http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
7 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/ cjlin/libsvm/
8 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Table 3 compares the seven methods with our multi-strategy algorithm. It
shows that almost all the specifically designed methods outperform full-training.
The reason is that full-training fails to take the sample imbalance into account.
Consistently, ensemble-learning always performs much better than the other
approaches, especially in the Chinese corpus. Among the ensemble approaches,
undersampling plus multi-classifiers ensemble learning significantly outperforms
sample ensemble learning or classifier ensemble learning alone. Our approach
(multi-strategy) achieves the best performance on average, which confirms its
effectiveness to enlarge the diversities of the member classifiers and keep balance
between positive and negative samples.

Table 3. The AUC scores of the eight imbalanced classification algorithms

Data sets
Amazon
Data Set

Twitter
Data Set

News
Article Set

Sina Data
Set

Tencent
Data Set

Netease
Data Set

FullT 0.683 0.638 0.624 0.708 0.713 0.687
Bagging 0.816 0.803 0.796 0.853 0.869 0.830
AdaBoost 0.809 0.810 0.781 0.846 0.857 0.819

SMOTEBoost 0.823 0.814 0.805 0.859 0.862 0.837
Random Forest 0.801 0.794 0.779 0.820 0.834 0.809

EUM 0.842 0.826 0.819 0.874 0.883 0.856
Logistic Regression 0.767 0.749 0.742 0.793 0.786 0.771

MSELA 0.854 0.840 0.833 0.889 0.897 0.873

We also analyze the cost of time among the seven ensemble methods for
imbalanced sarcasm classification, which is shown in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of running time among different classification algorithms

From Fig.2, we can see that Random Forest takes the least time while Logistic
Regression takes the most time. Our multi-strategy ensemble learning always
takes less time than the undersampling plus multi-classifiers ensemble learning.

5.2 Feature Correlation Verification

Our model operates with a series of features, each type of feature can be analyzed
in terms of information gain to determine its individual contribution to the
discrimination power of the system. Fig.3 and Fig.4 present the results of an
information gain filter (Y axis) on each type of our features (X axis).
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As shown by the results in Fig.3 and Fig.4, this relevance is a function of the
kinds of texts that are to be discriminated. For example, the features recurring
sequences, pleasantness and semantic imbalance appear to be sufficiently indica-
tive to represent sarcastic sentences from the three English datasets. While, the
features semantic imbalance, rhetorical feature and construction feature appear
to be indicative to represent sarcastic sentences from the three Chinese datasets.

We analyze the performance improvements when each time a new type of
feature is added. We use tenfold cross validation and results are shown in Fig.5.
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Fig. 5. Classification accuracy with the addition of features

Fig.5 indicates an acceptable performance on the automatic Chinese sarcasm
detection. The model evidently improves its performance in almost all cases each
time a new type of feature is added.

5.3 Comparison with the State-of-the-Art

For comparison, we implement a state-of-the-art supervised model (SASM) for
sarcasm detection, as proposed by [18], which takes n-grams, POS n-grams,
funny profiling, positive/negative profiling, affective profiling, and pleasantness
profiling as their feature set. They assess classification accuracy employing three
classifiers: Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Decision Tree.

We compare our sarcasm feature set with theirs, successively using our multi-
strategy ensemble learning(MSELA) and decision tree(DT), which performs best
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in their experiment. Table 4 shows the superiority of our model due to its effec-
tively ensemble learning on imbalanced data and explicit sarcasm feature set.

Table 4. Comparison with the state-of-the-art (AUC score)

Classification
Algorithm&Feature Sets

Amazon
Data Set

Twitter
Data Set

News
Article Set

Sina
Data Set

Tencent
Data Set

Netease
Data Set

MSELA
SASM

Our model
0.741 0.733 0.715 0.629 0.642 0.637
0.854 0.840 0.833 0.889 0.897 0.873

DT
SASM

Our model
0.613 0.596 0.585 0.554 0.581 0.568
0.685 0.653 0.639 0.712 0.733 0.696

6 Conclusion

Sarcasm is one of the most subjective phenomena related to linguistic analysis.
Automatic sarcasm detection is a real challenge, not only from a computational
perspective but from a linguistic one as well. In this paper, we present multi-
strategy ensemble learning, a novel algorithm for detection of sarcastic sentences
in both Chinese and English social media. Our method can guarantee the high di-
versity of the sub-classifiers and take full advantage of training data. We propose
an explicit sarcasm feature set which attempts to describe salient characteristics
of both Chinese and English sarcasm. They intend to symbolize low and high
level properties of sarcasm. We compare our model against existing approaches
using three different experiments. The experiments give promising results.

In the future, we plan to automatically annotate the sarcastic samples and
study new features in order to come up with an improved model capable of
detecting more sarcastic sentences in different kinds of texts.
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Abstract. The traditional centroid-based classifiers cannot be directly
applied to categorical data classification due to the undefined concept of
centroid for a categorical class, and the lack of an effective distance mea-
sure for categorical objects. In this paper, two centroid-based classifiers
are proposed for categorical data classification. We propose a new formu-
lation for the centroid of categorical classes to address the first problem,
while two weighted distance measures are defined for the second prob-
lem. The experimental results conducted on real-world data sets show
the effectiveness of the proposed methods.

Keywords: Categorical data, classification, centroid, weighted distance.

1 Introduction

In recent years, centroid-based (alternative known as prototype-based) classifi-
cation [1], as one of the popular instance-based methods, has gained increasing
attention owing to their inherent simplicity and linear-time complexity. In such
a classifier, a centroid vector is computed to represent the training samples of
each class; then, test sample is assigned to the class that corresponds to its most
similar centroid, according to the distances between test sample and the centroid
vectors. Though simple, the experimental results reported in the literature have
validated that the performance of a centroid-based classifier could outperform
other algorithms for a wide range of applications [2].

However, the traditional methods cannot be applied to categorical data clas-
sification. The difficulties are two-folds. First, when the data are categorical the
set mean is an undefined concept, since the attributes can only take discrete val-
ues. Consequently, the class centroid, generally defined on the mean of numeric
attributes, also becomes undefined for categorical data. Second, the commonly
used distance measures, such as the Euclidean distance designed for numeric
data, cannot be used for categorical objects. A few alternative measures have
been suggested, including the common simple matching coefficient distance [3].
However, they are ineffective in practice because, essentially, they assume that
all the attributes are equally important. The assumption hardly holds in many
real-world applications: for example, with high-dimensional data where there
are typically a considerable number of noisy attributes that do not contribute
to class prediction [4].

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 472–475, 2014.
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In this paper, two new approaches are proposed to make the centroid-based
method effective for categorical data classification. We reformulate the defini-
tion of centroids for categorical classes, allowing the centroids to be learned
from categorical attributes. We propose two attribute-weighting approaches for
the computation of weighted distance between categorical object and the cen-
troid. The attribute weights are learned in terms of their contributions to class
prediction, in a supervised manner.

2 The New Centroid-Based Classifiers

Suppose that we are given a training data set tr consisting ofN objects each with
one of the K pre-defined classes. The kth class, where k = 1, 2, . . . ,K, is denoted
by ck containing |ck| objects. A data object is denoted by x = (x1, x2, . . . , xD)
where D is the number of categorical attributes. The set of categories taken
by attribute d = 1, 2, . . . , D is denoted by Sd, and an arbitrary category in the
set is denoted by s ∈ Sd. The dth attribute of x can be represented in the
vector representation involving only numeric values, given by v(xd) =< I(xd =
sd1), . . . , I(xd = sdl), . . . , I(xd = sd|Sd|) >, where I(·) is an indicator function.
This suggests a new formulation for the class centroid in categorical data.

Definition 1. The centroid of ck on the dth attribute is the vector m
(k)
d =<

m
(k)
d1 , . . . ,m

(k)
dl , . . . ,m

(k)
d|Sd| > that minimizes J(m

(k)
d ) =

∑
x∈ck

||v(xd)−m
(k)
d ||22

subject to
∑|Sd|

l=1 m
(k)
dl = 1, where || · ||2 stands for the Euclidean norm.

Using the Lagrangian multiplier technique, the optimization problem defined
in Definition 1 can be transformed into an unconstrained problem. Thus, the
centroid can be solved by taking derivatives to the objective function with respect
to the variables and the Lagrangian multiplier, yielding

m
(k)
dl =

1

|ck|
∑

x∈ck
I(xd = sdl) (1)

which is precisely the relative frequency of sdl appearing in the dth attribute of
ck. Then, we measure the distance between x and the class ck by

dist(x,Mk,w) =
∑D

d=1
wd × ||v(xd)−m

(k)
d ||

2
2 (2)

where Mk = {m(k)
d }

D
d=1 is the class centroids of ck and w =< w1, . . . ,

wd, . . . , wD > the weighting vector. Here, each attribute-weight wd > 0 is de-
fined to measure the contribution of attribute d to class prediction. The greater
the contribution, the larger the weight.

We estimate the weights in a supervised way and present two weighting ap-
proaches. The first approach is based on the mutual information, one of the
widely used measures to define dependency of variables [5], computed by

w
(MI)
d =

∑
s∈Sd

∑K

k=1
p(s, ck) log

p(s, ck)

p(s)p(ck)
(3)
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where p(ck) =
|ck|
N , p(s) = 1

N

∑
x∈tr I(xd = s) and p(s, ck) =

1
N

∑
x∈ck

I(xd = s).
This will be called mutual-information-based (MI-based for short) weighting
approach. Another measure that has been popularly utilized to rank categorical
attributes is the Gini index [3]. For s ∈ Sd, the Gini index is computed by

GI(s) = 1−
∑K

k=1 [p(ck|s)]
2
with p(ck|s) =

∑
x∈ck

I(xd = s)/
∑

x∈tr I(xd = s).
Then, we define the Gini-index-based (GI-based for short) weight as

w
(GI)
d = 1−

∑
s∈Sd

p(s)×GI(s) =
∑

s∈Sd

p(s)
∑K

k=1
[p(ck|s)]2. (4)

The methods presented above are applied to derive new centroid-based clas-
sifiers, called FCC (Frequency-Centroid-based Classification). In the training
phase of the new classifiers, the centroids are learned in terms of Eq. (1) and
the attribute weights are learned according to Eq. (3) or Eq. (4), depending on
the the MI-base or GI-based weighting approach used. The testing algorithm is
similar to the traditional centroid-based classifier [1] but using Eq. (2) as the
distance measure. That is, for each test sample x, its class label is predicted as
the most similar class in terms of the K distances, using the weights and the
centroids learned by the training algorithm. The classifiers are named FCC/MI
and FCC/GI, respectively, according to the weighting approach used.

3 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of FCC/MI and FCC/GI on six widely used real-
world data sets, all of which were obtained from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository (available at ftp.ics.uci.edu: pub/machine-learning-databases), as Ta-
ble 1 shows. Our new classifiers will be compared with the traditional centroid-
based classification method, called CBC, which is an extension to the the tra-
ditional method [1] that makes use of Definition 1 to define the class centroids.
Note that the distance measure used in CBC can be regarded as a special case
of Eq. (2) where the weights are equally set to 1. We also carried out the classi-
fications using C4.5 from the WEKA system [6] to provide a reference point.

Table 1. Comparison of classification accuracies (Macro-F1) on real-world data sets

Data set CBC FCC/MI FCC/GI C4.5

Lungcancer 0.140±0.057 0.569±0.287 0.477±0.285 0.330±0.263
Promoters 0.333±0.018 0.925±0.077 0.925±0.073 0.788±0.129
Dermatology 0.048±0.003 0.973±0.029 0.967±0.032 0.934±0.042
Balance 0.049±0.003 0.590±0.052 0.598±0.050 0.445±0.029
Soybean 0.003±0.000 0.920±0.031 0.920±0.030 0.913±0.040
Breastcancer 0.396±0.000 0.948±0.026 0.955±0.023 0.940±0.031

The classification performance of different classifiers were measured using
Macro-F1 measure [2]. Each data set was classified by each classifier for 20 execu-
tions using ten-fold cross validation, and the average performances are reported
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in the format average ± 1 standard deviation. Tables 1 shows the results. In
the tables, the highest accuracy is marked in bold typeface, for the algorithm
on each data set comparing with others, using the paired t-test with significance
level 0.05.

The tables show that the centroid-based method can be made much more ef-
fective for categorical data classification by our new approaches used in FCC/MI
and FCC/GI. We observe the surprising improvements of the two new classifiers
comparing with the traditional method CBC. In fact, CBC fails in classifying all
eight data sets, indicating that simple extensions to the traditional method is in-
effective. However, when combined with the weighted distance measures, as used
in FCC/MI and FCC/GI, the new classifier becomes much more accurate. This
can be explained by the observation of [4] that a linear transformation of input
features can lead to significant improvement in an instance-based method. The
tables also show that our new centroid-based classifiers do significantly better
than C4.5 on the data sets. The results largely dues to the attribute-weighting
methods of FCC, which are able to recognize the different importance of at-
tributes in discriminating the classes.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed two new classifiers in order to make the traditional
centroid-based method effective for categorical data classification while retain-
ing their numerous strengths in terms of classification efficiency. We proposed a
new formulation for the centroid of categorical classes, such that the traditional
method can be extended for categorical data. We also proposed two effective dis-
tance measures for the dissimilarity computation of test samples and the training
classes. We defined the new distance measures using mutual-information-based
and Gini-index-based weighting approaches, which in effect perform soft feature-
selection for the categorical attributes during the training process.
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Abstract. This paper provides an application of sparse additive gener-
ative models (SAGE) for temporal topic analysis. In our model, called
ChronoSAGE, topic modeling results are diversified chronologically by
using document timestamps. That is, word tokens are generated not
only in a topic-specific manner, but also in a time-specific manner. We
firstly compare ChronoSAGE with latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) in
terms of pointwise mutual information to show its practical effectiveness.
We secondly give an example of time-differentiated topics, obtained by
ChronoSAGE as word lists, to show its usefulness in trend detection.

1 Introduction

In text mining, topic modeling approach prevails, because it can give a compact
representation of topics found in a document set as word lists. Latent Dirich-
let allocation (LDA) [1] represents each topic as a word probability distribution
and extracts a predefined number, say K, of topics from a document set. Conse-
quently, LDA provides a summarizing view of documents as K word lists, each
expressing a particular subject in a human-readable way (cf. Figure 8 in [1]).

However, recent applications of text mining require using metadata to make
topic modeling results more persuasive. Especially, timestamps are often con-
sidered due to their importance in SNS posts, newswire documents, academic
articles, etc. We thus use timestamps so that per-topic word probability distri-
butions are time-dependent. We make our approach based on sparse additive
generative models (SAGE) [2] and call it ChronoSAGE. We denote the LDA-
type SAGE in its simplest form, given in Section 4 of [2], as vanilla SAGE.
ChronoSAGE has three types of parameters for defining word probabilities: the
parameters for topics, those for timestamps, and those for pairs of a topic and a
timestamp. The parameters of the first type only follows the original rationale of
LDA and vanilla SAGE. Those of the second type are intentionally introduced
to filter out the words showing non-informative time-dependency, e.g. “Sunday”,
“May”, “2001”, etc. Further, those of the third type give time-differentiated word
probabilities for each topic and make our approach attractive. ChronoSAGE out-
puts as many human-readable word lists as timestamps for each topic. That is,
when the number of timestamps is T , ChronoSAGE outputs TK word lists.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 476–479, 2014.
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Table 1. Top seven words sorted by ηtws for each of 18 timestamps in case of TDT4

edt paralymp lebanon 32nd wild-card u.s china kippur 10-13 lebanon china palestinian text join
10-14 10-16 10-18 10-15 10-19 10-17 10-20 10-24 10-23 10-22 10-25 10-21 10-26 10-27
10-29 10-28 10-31 10-30 11-3 leipzig lebanon 11-10 11-8 11-9 11-6 11-7 11-5 convuls
11-17 11-16 11-11 11-14 11-15 11-12 11-13 11-18 11-19 11-24 11-22 11-23 11-20 11-21
11-25 11-27 11-28 11-26 11-30 11-29 seclus 12-8 12-6 12-5 12-7 12-3 537-vote 12-4
12-12 12-15 12-14 12-10 12-13 12-11 12-9 12-17 12-18 12-21 12-20 12-19 12-22 12-16
12-24 12-28 12-29 12-23 12-27 12-26 12-25 309 tabasco 2001 1-5 vy 12-0 free-agent
presid-elect’s 1-12 1-8 1-11 1-9 1-10 1-7 1-14 1-13 1-19 1-18 1-17 1-16 1-15
1-21 1-26 1-25 1-22 1-20 1-23 1-24 1-28 1-31 1-30 1-27 1-29 dawosi bhuj

In the evaluation, we compare ChronoSAGE and vanilla SAGE with LDA in
terms of pointwise mutual information [4] to show the basic competence of the
SAGE-type approaches. Further, we present an example of time-dependent word
lists extracted by ChronoSAGE and discuss them from a qualitative viewpoint.

2 ChronoSAGE

ChronoSAGE is an application of the multi-faceted SAGE [2] for using document
timestamps. We give its generative description, but omit the inference details.

– With respect to each word w, draw a variance parameter τkw for each topic k,
τtw for each timestamp t, and τtkw for each pair of a timestamp t and a topic
k from the improper Jeffrey’s prior distribution p(τ) ∝ 1/τ . Further, draw
parameters ηkw, ηtw, and ηtkw from the zero-mean Gaussian distributions
N (0, τkw), N (0, τtw), and N (0, τtkw), respectively.

– Obtain the probability φtkw that the word w is used to express the topic k in
the documents having the timestamp t as φtkw ∝ exp(mw+ηkw+ηtw+ηtkw),
where mk corresponds to the background probability of the word w.

– For each document d, draw a multinomial parameter θd = (θd1, . . . , θdK)
from the symmetric Dirichlet prior Dirichlet(α). Further, for the ith word
token of d, draw a topic zdi from the multinomial Multi(θd) and draw a word
xdi from the multinomial Multi(φydzdi), where yd is the timestamp of d.

ChronoSAGE has three types of parameters defining word probabilities. ηkws
make word probabilities dependent on topics. Vanilla SAGE only has this type of
parameters. ηtws are introduced to find the words showing non-informative time-
dependency. Table 1 presents top seven words sorted by ηtws for each timestamp
t in TDT4, a document set used in our evaluation (cf. Section 3). In TDT4, we
gave the same timestamp to the documents belonging to the same range of
seven days, e.g. from December 14 to 20, 2000. In Table 1, most words are just
the dates falling in the corresponding range. Since ηtws remove non-informative
time-dependency in this manner, ηtkws can make per-topic word probabilities
time-differentiated and can give informative word lists as we show later in Fig. 1.

3 Evaluation

We firstly compare ChronoSAGE and vanilla SAGE with LDA in terms of PMI
to show the competence of SAGE-type approaches and secondly evaluate the
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Table 2. Specifications of the three document sets used in the experiment

# documents # words # timestamps (T ) average document length

DBLP 2,093,913 10,694 22 5.2
NSF 128,181 19,066 13 95.9
TDT4 96,246 15,153 18 156.6

timestamped word lists extracted by ChronoSAGE from a qualitative viewpoint.
We used the three document sets given in Table 2. DBLP is a set of paper titles
in DBLP CS bibliography1. NSF is available at the UCI ML repository2. We
regarded publication years as timestamps in DBLP and NSF. TDT4 is a corpus
for the topic detection and tracking evaluation by LDC3. The numberK of topics
was set to 100 or 300. For each of the compared approaches, i.e., LDA, vanilla
SAGE, and ChronoSAGE, we initialized topic assignments randomly, ran Gibbs
sampling [3] as pretraining, and ran a variational inference ten times. We thus
obtained ten topic modeling results for each approach and for each setting of K.

We adopted an external evaluation measure, called pointwise mutual infor-
mation (PMI) [4], to make our evaluation realistic. The reference corpus for
PMI was the entire English Wikipedia downloaded on June 6, 2013, contain-
ing 7,298,899 entries. We selected top 10 words (w1, . . . , w10) sorted by ηkws for

each k and calculated PMI for every word pair as PMI(wi, wj) = ln
p(wi,wj)

p(wi)p(wj)
, for

i, j ∈ {1, . . . , 10}. p(wi) is defined as Ri/R, where Ri is the number of documents
containing wi in the reference corpus, and R is the size of the reference corpus.
p(wi, wj) is defined as Rij/R, where Rij is the number of documents containing
both wi and wj in the reference corpus. We compared the three approaches by
the median of the PMIs calculated for all word pairs. A larger median is better.

The left panel of Fig. 1 summarizes the comparison in terms of PMI. The
ten medians obtained from the ten different runs of the inference are plotted for
each approach and for each setting of K. The horizontal axis represents PMI. As
this panel shows, ChronoSAGE gave almost the same medians as vanilla SAGE.
Further, both methods worked better than LDA for NSF and TDT4 and at least
gave a result comparable with LDA for DBLP. Therefore, it can be concluded
that SAGE-type topic modeling is a better choice than LDA in terms of PMI.

Next, we give an example of the time-differentiated word lists obtained by
ChronoSAGE on the right panel of Fig. 1. This example was obtained for DBLP
when K = 300. These word lists seemingly related to mobile communications.
On the top of the panel, top 15 words are given in the order of their ηkws. These
words represent the time-independent content of the topic. The size of an ellipse
behind each word indicates the magnitude of ηkw. Below these top 15 words, we
present top 10 words sorted by ηtkws for each timestamp t. The size of a circle
behind each timestamp indicates the largest ηtkw for each t. In this example, we
can find clear trends. The word “GSM”, mainly related to 2G networks, appears

1 Downloaded from http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/ on June 11, 2013.
2 http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/
3 http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/tdt/2004/
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Fig. 1. Comparison of ChronoSAGE with vanilla SAGE and LDA in terms of PMI
(left) and timestamped word lists ChronoSAGE extracts from DBLP (right)

in the word lists of earlier years. The word “GPRS” comes after it and appears
in the lists of 2001 and 2002. The word “LTE” only appears in the word lists of
the most recent years. In this manner, ChronoSAGE can extract clear trends,
because it diversifies topic modeling results chronologically by using ηtkws.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed ChronoSAGE, an application of the multi-faceted
SAGE standing on its own merit. The evaluation led to two conclusions. Firstly,
ChronoSAGE and vanilla SAGE were superior to LDA in terms of PMI. Sec-
ondly, ChronoSAGE extracted informative timestamped word lists, though vanilla
SAGE cannot do this extraction due to its model construction. Our important
future work is to explicitly model the inherent dependency among timestamps.
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Abstract. The popularity of Web 2.0 applications promotes the emer-
gence of user generated content (UGC), e.g., the comments in blogsphere,
and the UGC reflects the viewpoints of web users towards a specific event
or product. In this paper, we propose a summarization model which ap-
plies a novel sentence similarity measure. In the proposed two-stage sim-
ilarity measure, we utilize a learning method based on an optimization
perspective to combine different types of similarity for a refined similar-
ity measure. Both standard cosine similarity and topic based similarity
measure are explored to compute the preliminary similarity. In order
to evaluate the novel similarity measure, we conduct experiments on a
real-world blog data set and the result proves the effectiveness of our
proposed method.

Keywords: Comments-oriented Summarization, Blogsphere, Sentence
Similarity.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Most studies of summarization focused on plain text and a variety of methods
have been proposed to summarize a single document or multiple documents.
The increasing availability of online information, especially the mushroom of
user generated content (UGC), puts forward a new challenge in the area of
automatic text summarization.

Comments-oriented blog summarization is a specific task in social summariza-
tion which considers not only the content of a blog entry but also the comments
from the readers. Hu et al. [1] defined comments-oriented blog summarization
and proposed an algorithm to select summary sentences containing representa-
tive words from comments. In [2], authors first exploited three relations contained
in comments to score comments. Yang [8] proposed a model to capture both the
informativeness of sentences and interests of social users. Authors in [7] proposed
a summarization framework to summarize the differences in microblog. Hu et al.
[3] proposed to improve online news summarization. Our work is also related to
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sentence similarity measure. [4] proposed an algorithm that takes into account
both semantic information and word order information of sentences. Quan et al.
[6] proposed a method to compute short text similarity based on the common
terms and the relationship of the distinguishing terms of two short text snippets.
The relationship of distinguishing terms are captured by their probabilities on
topics which are extracted by Gibbs sampling.

In this study, we make full use of the UGC to generate the comments-oriented
summary. Our method refines sentence similarity between sentences in a blog
entry by combining preliminary sentence similarity with the similarity relation
between a sentence and a comment. We define the similarity refinement process
from an optimization perspective and utilize an iteration method proposed in
[5] to solve the optimization problem. We conduct the experiments on a real-
world data set, and the results prove the effectiveness of our proposed similarity
measure according to the comparison between our two-stage similarity measure
and traditional methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The similarity computing is
discussed in Section 2. The experiments and results are represented in Section 3
and finally we conclude this paper in Section 4.

2 Two-stage Similarity Computing

2.1 Stage 1: Preliminary Similarity

Standard cosine similarity and topic based similarity are explored as the pre-
liminary measure in this stage. But we focus on topic based similarity because
standard cosine similarity has been well known. In this study we directly apply
the similarity measure proposed in [6] to capture the topic-level relation between
sentences. We derive a set of probabilistic topics T = {t1, t2, ..., tz} on a blog
entry. Aiming to exploit the influence of non-co-occurring terms on sentence sim-
ilarity, we only take into consideration the distinguishing words of two sentences
and the distinguishing term set is defined as:

Dist(s(i)) = {w|w ∈ s(i), w 
∈ s(j)}, Dist(s(j)) = {w|w ∈ s(j), w 
∈ s(i)}. (1)

After obtaining the novel topic based vectors, we use the cosine method to
compute the similarity between sentences.

2.2 Stage 2: Refined Similarity

In order to refine the similarity between sentences using the preliminary similar-
ity value, we first define three types of similarity in the blogsphere : similarity
between sentences in blog entries (SS), similarity between sentences in com-
ments (CC) and similarity between sentences in blog entries and sentences in
comments (SC).
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After defining these similarity relations, we refine the similarity from an op-
timization perspective and the objective formula is defined below:

min
w

α ·
∑

i,j∈SS

(ssi,j−ss∗i,j)
2+(1−α) ·

∑
a,b∈SS

∑
c,d∈CC

sca,cscb,d(cca,b−ccc,d)
2, (2)

where ss∗i,j denotes the preliminary similarity weight between sentence i and j in
a blog entry, sci,j is the SC relation between sentence i and comment j, and cci,j
represents the CC relation between comment i and j. In addition, the first part
of Formula (2) aims to ensure the refined similarity between sentences remain
close to the preliminary similarity while the second part tries to minimize the
dissimilarity between sentences in the blog entry and sentences in the comments.
We use the balance parameter 0 < α < 1 to control the tradeoff between the
two parts. It is worthy noting that if α = 1, then the solution is the preliminary
similarity itself.

However, solving the optimization problem shown in Formula (2) is time-
consuming. In [5], an iteration method has been proposed and we apply it in
this study directly. Specifically, we use WSS to denote the similarity between
sentences in a blog entry and WCC to denote the similarity between sentences in
comments. WSC is used to denote the cross-graph similarity, which is between
sentences in a blog entry and its comments. Then the refined similarity can be
computed as the following iterative method:

W
(t)
SS = α ·W ∗

SS + (1− α) · (WSC ·W (t−1)
CC ·WT

SC)

W
(t)
CC = α ·W ∗

CC + (1− α) · (WT
SC ·W

(t−1)
SS ·WSC),

(3)

where W
(t)
SS denotes the similarity between sentences in tth iteration and WT

SC

is the transposition of WSC . W
∗
SS and W ∗

CC are the SS and CC preliminary
similarity, respectively.

3 Experiments

In the experimental study, we apply the data used in [2]. We have totally imple-
mented four different systems in our experiments. All the four summarization
systems are compared on ROUGE measures and a brief description is introduced
as follows.

Standard + LexPR (System 1): This system applies standard cosine similarity
in LexPageRank to generate the summary.

Topic + LexPR (System 2): In this system, topic based similarity is used in
LexPageRank model.

Two-stage Standard + LexPR (System 3): This system utilizes our two-stage
similarity measure by using standard cosine similarity as the preliminary simi-
larity.

Two-stage Topic + LexPR (System 4): Our two-stage similarity measure is
adopted in this system and the preliminary similarity is topic based similarity.
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Table 1. Comparison results in ROUGE

Systems ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-SU4

System 1: Standard + LexPR 0.57143 0.43858 0.44063
System 2: Topic + LexPR 0.60884 0.47268 0.46879

System 3: Two-stage Standard + LexPR 0.61862 0.48197 0.48322
System 4: Two-stage Topic + LexPR 0.62669 0.49147 0.49335

Table 1 shows the comparison results on ROUGE measures. It can be seen
that System 4 outperforms all the other three systems on different evaluation
measures and the results indicate the effectiveness of the proposed two-stage
similarity measure. This comparison also indicates that topic based similarity
can effectively capture the relation of sentences in similarity measure.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a summarization model which applies a novel sen-
tence similarity measure. A two-stage algorithm is constructed to refine the
sentence similarity between sentences with UGC information. The experiment
results show that our method achieves better performance compared with tra-
ditional methods.
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Abstract. Every day, thousands of burst events are generated in microblogging 
first, and then affect the public opinion to a large degree. Thus, it is quite neces-
sary to find out “how hot the burst event will be in the future”. In this paper, we 
propose a prediction model which combines the analysis of event content and 
users’ interest to predict the volume of the burst event in the implicit network. 
Particularly, it is assumed that different user has different influence power and 
different interest in the burst event. The popularity of an event depends on the 
volumes produced by the users infected in the past and its historical popularity. 
Experimental results show the superior performance of our approach. 

Keywords: Burst event, Information spread, Event popularity, Event detection. 

1 Introduction 

Every day, many news events are even first reported in microblogging sites, such as 
the event “Hurricane Sandy hitting New York in Oct 2012” was extensively reported 
by Twitter users. It is very interest to predict how popular the event will be. Analyz-
ing the spread of burst event is very important in many fields. There have been many 
works on modeling information spread of social media stream. These works can be 
categorized into two groups. One group of works focus on the topology of social 
graph, investigating what topologies and what activation patterns facilitate efficient 
propagation of information [2], [3], [5]. However, in many scenarios, the underlying 
network is in fact implicit or even unknown. The other category of researches mainly 
focuses on the effect of the content of the idea on the information propagation [1], 
[4].These approaches have no consideration on different users’ affection, which make 
them depend heavily on the analyzing of content features in a macro-level. We model 
the spread of the event based on the analysis of event content and users’ social rela-
tion information. Our approach doesn’t require the complete topology of social net-
work to be known. To accomplish this, a linear spread prediction function, based on 
user’s influence power, users’ interest in the event, and event’s historical popularity 
information, is proposed to predict the popularity of the event in the next time point.  

2 Linear Spread Model for Burst Event 

Given a continuous stream of incoming micro-blogs, we split it use a time unit with a 
given length l. We define the volume, Ve(t), as the number of micro-blogs that discuss 
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the event e at the tth time unit after it is detected as a burst event. We model the vo-
lume Ve(t+1) in the next time unit as a linear function: 

               1
( )

( 1) ( , )* ( ) ( 1)e u u t e
u In t

V t Sim u e F t t H tχ +
∈

+ = − + +                     (1) 

where Fu(d) denotes user u’s influence power d time units after he is infected and it is 
a signature that, once this user adopts an event, how many other users will be infected 
by this user to adopt the event and then how many new micro-blogs will be produced, 

( , )Sim u e  denotes user u’s interest in event e, He(t+1) denotes the volume introduced 

by its historical popularity, In(t) denotes the set of already infected users and tu is the 
time when user u is infected. The key problem is how to estimate the parameters, i.e., 
Sim(u,e), Fu(d), and He(t+1).  

Usually, a user’s interest is reflected by the micro-blogs that are uploaded by this 
user in the past. Thus, we aggregate all the micro-blogs generated by the same indi-
vidual user into a profile that corresponds to a document in the LDA model. Then, 
each user’s interest is modeled by a vector of probability distribution over latent top-
ics as: 

,1 ,2 ,, ,...,u u u u Kp p pθ =< >


,where pu,k represent the probability of topic k occurring 

in user u’s profile, and it is estimated using the Gibbs sampling rule. In the other side, 
we aggregate some hot micro-blogs selected from the event into an event profile. 
Then, the trained topic model is used to infer the probability distribution over topics 
of the event profile. Finally, the cosine similarity between the probability distribution 
vectors of event profile and user profile is used to measure user’s interest in the event. 

The introduced volume He(t+1) is produced by the historical popularity informa-
tion. The Newton interpolation is applied to estimate the introduced volume as fol-
lows:   

1

,

( 1)= ( ) ( )
tt

t i
e

j a i a i j j i

I I
H t V j
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+

= = ≠

−+ ⋅
− ∏  
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where 0 ≤ a ≤ t is a index number which indicates the start time point from which the 
volume values is used in the Newton interpolation equation, and Ii is the index of the 
time unit.  

We use the approach that is similar to the one used in the previous model [5] to in-
fer user influence power Fu(d) and the other parameter χ. Assume there are U users 
and data about M different events spread in the network over time. Each event can 
infect any number of users. We also use a additional indicator function Ru,m(t) to 
represent the infection of event em on user u in the model. Ru,m(t)>0 if user u got in-
fected by event em at time unit t, and Ru,m(t)=0 otherwise. Then, the volume Vm(t) of 
event em at time unit t is represented as follows: 

1

, 1
1 0

( 1) ( ) ( , ) ( 1) ( 1)
m i m i m

U D

e u e i m u t e
i d

V t R t d Sim u e F d H tχ
−

+
= =

+ = − ⋅ ⋅ + + +  (3) 

where D denotes the amount of time units, meaning that the influence power of a user 
can be neglected D time units after the user is infected. In the training process, we 
record T volume values of T sequential time units for each event. As there are M  
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different events, the number of these volume equations denoted by Eq. (3) is M⋅T. To 
infer these parameters, we can represent these equations in a matrix form: 

V F H= +R
 

 (4) 

where V


 is a volume vector of length M⋅T, R is a matrix of size M⋅T×U⋅D, F


 is a 
influence power vector of length U⋅D, H


is the vector of introduced volumes 

weighted by the parameter vector χ. Now, the parameters can be inferred by solving a 
matrix equation as Eq. (4). An approximate value of F


can be inferred by minimizing 

the prediction error measured by the Euclidean distance between the true and the pre-
dicted volumes of the events: 

2
2min || ( ) ||

  

V F H

subject to F

− +

≥ 0

R
 

  
(5) 

3 Experiments 

To validate the performance of our approach, we conduct a set of experiments on a 
datasets collected from Sina Weibo. Sina Weibo recommends 10 hottest topics in its 
website every day. We collected about 4,137,892 micro-blogs and 159,782 users be-
tween January 2012 and July 2012. The total number of collected event is 678. The 
metric of relative error is used to evaluate the performance of prediction: 

2

,

2

,

( ( 1) ( 1))

( 1)

m mm t

mm t

V t TV t
Err

TV t

+ − +
=

+




 (10) 

where TVm(t+1) is the true volume of event m at time unit t+1. We compare our ap-
proach (named EventPRE) with HTall [1] and BassPre [4] respectively. 

In the first experiment, we test the effect of parameter D on the performance of 
prediction. Fig.1. shows the relative error of our approach with D varied from 1 to 7, 
which shows that our approach achieve the best performance when the length of D is 
4. When D is too short, each user’s influence power is estimated based on a short 
period, which may decrease his influence power and hence affect the prediction. 
When D is too long, the out of date information may be noisy to the estimation of 
user’s influence power. 

Then, we analyze the effect of time unit length l on the prediction performance and 
compare the performance of different approaches. Fig.2. shows the relative errors of 
different approaches. It shows that our approach outperform other two approaches 
consistently. This is because that our approach uses users’ interest information to 
distinguish different users’ contributions in the spread of event, while other approach-
es assume that all the users have the same contribution. Moreover, event’s historical 
popularity information in previous time units is also used in our approach. It also 
shows that all the approaches achieve better prediction as the length of time unit 
grows. This can be attributed to the deceased standard deviation of event volumes. 
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   Fig. 1. Effect of parameter of D        Fig. 2.  Comparision of prediction 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a novel approach predict the spread of burst event in online 
communities. Compared to other approaches, our approach needn’t to know the com-
plete topology. Moreover, we proposed a revised author-topic model to mine user’s 
interest which is neglected by other approaches. Experimental results demonstrate the 
superiority of our approach over other approaches. This task is very interesting from 
both commercial and psychological perspectives.  
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Abstract. Microblog messages display gender tendency to some extent, so 
automatic identification of gender of microblog users with message content 
mining techniques is studied. A novel approach is proposed to identify 
microblog user gender. The proposed approach extracts three types of features, 
i.e., characteristic item features, stylometry features and medium diversity 
features, from microblog messages with high gender-relatedness, and utilizes a 
series of pattern recognition techniques, such as feature normalization, feature 
selection and SVM, to detect microblogger gender. Massive experiments 
demonstrate that the effectiveness of the proposed approach.  

Keywords: Microblog mining, Gender identification,cyberspace forensics. 

1 Introduction 

Over the past few years, microblogging services such as Twitter, Sina-Weibo and etc 
have become increasingly popular platforms for web users to communicate with each 
other. Popularity of microblogging has greatly enriched the way people communicate, 
while providing convenience for malicious users to engage in criminal activities such 
as identity theft and advance-fee fraud with its access openness and identity 
virtualness. Many of these online crimes are related with gender camouflage [1]. The 
famous “Myspace mom” case is the clear example. Therefore, it becomes imperative 
to design efficient methods for gender identity tracing in cyberspace forensics. 

Unlike traditional documents, messages have their own characteristics such as 1) 
length of a message is short; 2) presence of slang, abbreviations, special characters 
and grammatical errors; 3) use of hyperlinks to other users and to external resources. 
It is these characteristics that prevent some standard text mining tools to be employed 
with their full potentials. To the best of our knowledge, very few studies have been 
devoted to microblog user gender identification with content analysis techniques. 

Although author gender identification(AGI)[1,2,3,4] and short text classification 
(STC) [5,6,7,8] are closely related with microblogger gender detection and 
have attracted much attention, almost existing AGI techniques ignore the properties 
such as colloquial and personalization of microblog messages and all the STC 
approaches aim at topic classification and yet not gender recognition of authors of 
short texts. 
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In this paper, we will show that true gender of the microblog users can be 
effectively detected based on their own messages. 

2 Problem Formulation 

Microblogger gender identification problem can be considered as a binary 
classification problem of messages, i.e., assigns a microblogger with many related 
messages to one of two given classes {male, female}. Mathematically, the problem 
can be formalized as learning an effective classifier y=f(x) from a training set of 
microbloggers with true gender label ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1 1 2 2, , , , , ,N ND v g v g v g=  , two-tuple 

(vi,gi) denotes microblogger i, ( )1 2, , ,
T

i i i idv v v v=  is a d-dimensional gender-

specific characteristic vector resulted from a given feature extraction and selection 
approach, { }1, 1ig ∈ − +  is gender label encoding class female (-1) or class male (+1) 

of the microblogger i, and N is the number of instances in the dataset D. 

3 Gender-Specific Features in Message 

3.1 Term Features 

Here we propose a method to extract topic-sensitive terms from the messages posted 
by a microblogger to form characteristic item features, as can be detailed as below: 

Suppose training message set be 
1 2{ , , , }NM m m m=  , where 

1 2{ , , , }
ii i i iNm m m m=   denotes the messages posted by microblogger i. After 

preprocessing such as stop words filtering and stemming, a characteristic item set 

1

N

i
i

T T
=

=  can be generated, where { }1,2, ,i ij ij iT t t is a term from m j r= ∧ =   

denotes the terms from the messages of microblogger i. Each term of Ti can be 
computed according to formula(1), and mi can be further vectorized as 

( ) ( )1 2 | |, , ,i Tvec m w w w=  . 

( )
0

i i i
i

freq t if t occurs in m
w

otherwise


= 


                (1) 

where freq(ti) denotes the occurrence frequency of ti in message mi. 

3.2 Linguistic Features 

Based on human psychology research and extensive experimentation, we design three 
sub-types of gender-related linguistic features: (1) function words; (2) punctuation; 
(3) others. Table 1 lists all the 406=(383+10+13) features we designed. Note that 
some symbols and formulae are described as following: W denotes total number of 
words, V denotes the number of different words, Vi denotes the number of different 
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words that occur i times, Hapax Dislegomena denotes the words that occur only 
twice, Hapax Legomena denotes the words that occur only once. Function F1(x) 
denotes average number of x per message of a microblogger. 

Table 1. Designed features and remarks 

Type Features:(count) 
Function 

words 

(383) 

F1(article):(3); F1 (pro-sentence): (4); F1 (pro-sentence): (4); F1(pronoun): 

(74); F1(auxiliary-verb): (47); F1(conjunction): (22); F1(interjection):(109); 

F1(adposition): (124) 

Punctuation 

(10) 

F1(single quotes) : (1); F1(commas) : (1); F1(periods) : (1); F1(colons) : (1); 

F1(semi-colons) : (1); F1(question) : (1); F1(multiple question): (1); 

F1(exclamation) : (1); F1(multiple exclamation) : (1); F1(ellipsis) : (1) 

others(13) 

F1(words) : (1); F1(characters) : (1); F1(Upper character) : (1); F1( digital) : 

(1); Vocabulary richness : (1); F1(long words) : (1); F1(short words) : (1); 

F1(abbreviation) : (1); Yule’ s K measure:(1); Simpson’s D measure:(1); 

Sichel’s S measure:(1); Entropy measure:(1); Honores’ R measure 

3.3 Medium Diversity Features 

Further observation of messages, we can find that messages posted by microbloggers 
are different from the traditional texts. They have their own particularities, for 
example, microbloggers can freely add some images and videos in the messages to 
give others the immersive feeling. Different gender may show some preferences of 
use such multimedia. To measure the medium diversity of messages, we invented 
three features, namely, #music /#total, #video /#total, # image /#total. #image, #video 
and #music respectively denote the number of micro-blogs containing image, video 
and music.  

4 Experiments 

4.1 Dataset Preparation 

To experimentally evaluate our approach, we download messages posted by 1000 
active users consisted of 486 males and 514 females during the 100 days from 
September to December in 2012; these registered Twitter users all use true gender 
information. During this timeframe we gathered a total of 3,643,697 public tweets.  

Since the computed values of the invented features could range from 0 to more 
than 500. To ensure all features are treated equally in the classification process, we 
use max-min normalization method to make all feature values fall in interval (0,1), 
and mutual-information-based feature selection method for dimension reduction. We 
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use MATLAB SVM Toolbox (http://www.isis.ecs.soton.ac.uk/resources/svminfo/) for 
gender classifier training.  

4.2 Experimental Results 

A. Impact of Microblogger Feature Type on Classification Accuracy  
To make clear how the three types of features (Term feature(T), Linguistic feature(L), 
and Medium diversity feature(M)) respectively influence the classification quality, we 
construct 7 training datasets, and each of those contains one type of 8 combination 
features, i.e., T, L, M, T+L, T+M, L+M and T+L+M, of randomly selected 300 male 
and 300 female microbloggers. Moreover, we produce 7 testing datasets, each of 
which consists of randomly selected 150 male and 150 female microbloggers.  

Table 2 shows the comparisons of classification accuracy in the 7 datasets of 
different combination features. A comparative analysis is given below: First, 
comparing column Total Accuracy(%) of row T, row L and row M, classifier trained 
with L (linguistic feature) can produce higher classification accuracy than the other 
two classifiers resulted from dataset of T (term feature) or M (medium diversity 
feature). Second, in general, the more types of features are used in training SVM 
classifiers, the higher detection accuracy of microblogger gender is obtained. 
However, the two is by no means correlated linearly. For example, recognition 
accuracy of the classier coming from the dataset with combination feature (T+M) is 
less than the dataset with feature L. Thirdly, further comparison between 
classification accuracy of male and female in all datasets, i.e., column Male 
Accuracy(%) and column female Accuracy(%), can discover that, identical type 
feature or combination feature possess different gender discriminating ability, in other 
words, the gender difference between male and female microbloggers exists in 
discriminating ability of the three types of features.  

Table 2. The Impact of microblogger feature type on gender detection accuracy 

Message 
Type 

Male 
Accuracy (%)

Female 
 Accuracy(%)

Total 
Accuracy(%)

T 72.43 72.78 72.61 
L 76.72 75.39 76.06 
M 64.67 63.45 64.06 
T+L 80.74 79.12 79.93 
T+M 75.81 74.98 75.39 
L+M 81.25 81.26 81.255 
T+L+M 82.27 84.05 83.16 

 
B. Impact of Feature Set Size on Classification Accuracy 
Section 4 indicates that in contrast with linguistic feature and medium diversity 
feature, the number of term features is much larger while representing a 
microblogger. So here we just test how the number of term features selected for 
training a SVM classifier influences the classification accuracy. Experimental results 
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are shown in figure 2. From the figure, we can see that gender detection accuracy 
does not increase with the number of term feature set. And its evolution can be 
described as below: the detection accuracy begins with 0.532 when just choosing the 
top 10000 term features, and rises gradually with the number of term features and 
reaches its maximum at the point of selecting top 2500000 term features, then drop to 
0.688 step by step. The experimental result can be explained like following: on one 
hand, too more term features can add noise data while representing a microblogger, 
on the other hand, too less term features may miss some valuable characteristics of a 
microblogger, both cases can lead to worse performance.   
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Fig. 1. The impact of the number of term feature set on gender detection accuracy  

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have studied and formalized the problem of microblogger gender 
identification and proposed a new approach, which extracts different types of features 
from microblog messages and utilizes a series of pattern recognition techniques, such 
as feature normalization, feature selection and SVM, to detect microblogger gender. 
Experimental results show that our approach is effective and promising. 
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Abstract. The management of versioned documents has attracted re-
searchers’ attentions in recent years. Based on the observation that
decision-makers are often interested in finding the set of objects that
have continuous behavior over time, we study the problem of continuous
temporal top-k query. With a given a query, continuous temporal top-k
search finds the documents that frequently rank in the top-k during a
time period and take the weights of different time intervals into account.
Existing works regarding querying versioned documents have focused on
adding the constraint of time, however lacked to consider the continuous
ranking of objects and weights of time intervals. We propose a new inter-
val window-based method to address this problem. Our method can get
the continuous temporal top-k results while using interval windows to
support time and weight constraints simultaneously. We use data from
Wikipedia to evaluate our method.

1 Introduction

Versioned documents are documents that may retain multiple versions as time
processes. Versioned documents on the Web includes large-scale datasets of ver-
sioned text such as archives of websites, wikis, blogs, micro-blogs, and business
records, which have become abundant as the Internet evolves. Broadly speaking,
objects continuously evolving during time can be treated as versioned documents
as well, such as opinions from the same speakers, articles from the same authors,
etc. Versioned documents can be used to support numerous applications such
as analysis of financial market, public opinions, historical data, sensor data and
other time-sensitive data. Thus querying versioned documents has been widely
studied such [3,1,2,4]. We study the problem of continuous temporal top-k query
over versioned documents. Because the problem can be widely adopted to many
applications thus many related works were proposed about top-k query over ver-
sioned document other temporal data sets [6,7,5,8]. Continuous temporal top-k
retrieves the top-k objects that not only rank in top-k position in some time
point but hold the position for at least a specific time period. In that case, our
problem focuses on the sustainable ranking of the documents. Thus, both the
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ranking position and the time interval of each version of the documents need to
be considered.

Let q be the query submitted by a user to conduct a continuous temporal
top-k search on a document set D. Query q is defined as q : (W , λ, k, r, Ω) . W
denotes a set of keywords. λ denotes to the query interval. q.λ = [s, e), which
indicates that the query needs to find the results in D that are valid in q.λ. k
denotes the number of results a top-k query needs to find and 0 < k ≤ |D|. r
is a relaxing factor that is specified by the user to indicate how frequently the
documents needs to rank in top-k to become continuous temporal top-k results,
and 0 < r ≤ 1. Ω denotes to the set of weights of sub-intervals of λ.

Let D be the target document sets. Given a query q, the continuous temporal
top-k search finds the following document set:{

d|d ∈ D ∧ (

n∑
i=1

mi × ωi ≥ r)

}
,

where ωi is the weight of each atomic interval and mi = 1 if d is a top-k result
in that atomic interval, otherwise mi = 0.

We have the following contributions: (1) we define the problem for contin-
uous temporal top-k query over versioned documents. (2) we propose a new
algorithm called Interval Window based Algorithm (IWA). (3) we evaluate and
demonstrate our method by a conducting a set of experiments.

2 Interval Window Based Algorithm

The basic idea of IWA is to modify NRA to support continuous temporal top-k
search. In order to accomplish that, we modify the procedure of NRA by main-
taining the lattice-based windows to gradually segment the continuous query
space into sub-query spaces in the time dimension. Versions are treated as ob-
jects of NRA. Postings are sorted accessed from the lists in parallel. A new
posting (v, p) is access and the lower bound of the version v is updated. Then v
is added to the windows set and the window set is maintained. After that, for
each modified window: i) if less than k versions have been seen in the current
window, the next window is checked; ii) if more than k versions have been seen,
the lowest lower bound l of versions is extracted. The highest upper bound u of
versions is extracted. iii) If the l ≥ u, the window is marked as finalized. Finalized
means that versions with top-k aggregated score (i.e., lower bound) of the win-
dow have been found or current window no longer need to be maintained. This
means top-k versions in this window have been determined and top-k results of
each atomic intervals in this window can be derived. Then we check whether all
the windows are marked as finalized. If they are, top-k versions of each atomic in-
terval have been determined, then continuous temporal top-k result of the query
are generated. Otherwise the algorithm procedure goes back to the beginning. If
all the postings have been visited and there are still non-finalized windows, we
only check the finalized windows to see if continuous temporal top-k results can
be generated with these windows.
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3 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of our algorithms on the Wikipedia revision history
data set. We randomly selected 7 sub-sets with different sizes ranging from 50
GBytes to 8 TBytes. We adopted the same form of inverted index proposed in
[3]. The average length of posting list is 1 million in 1 TBytes data set and 10
million in the 8 TBytes data set. The baseline method we implemented is DAA
[8]. We extend DAA to support our problem and refer to it as EDAA (extended
DAA). We evaluated the performance and scalability of EDAA and IWA. 5
queries were chosen for each test instance. The result of each test instance is the
average result of the 5 queries.

(a) |λ| (b) |W| (c) Data set

(d) Begin year (e) Worst case (f) Best case

Fig. 1. Latency of queries with different query parameters

We tested the memory usage of EDAA and IWA. Figure 1(a) shows latency of
a method as the query interval q.λ varies. When |λ| becomes larger, both methods
become more expensive since a larger problem space needs to be handled. IWA
responds much faster than EDAA, and the growth of response time gets slower as
length of |λ| increases. Figure 1(b) shows the response time as k varies. Response
time of both algorithms increase as k grows. EDAA is more time consuming and
more sensitive to the growth of k, especially when k gets larger. Figure 1(c)
plots the response time as a function of the size of the data set. EDAA is more
sensitive to the size of posting lists. Figure 1(d) shows the response time of both
methods as the query start time tb varies. It reveals the fact that IWA performs
better than EDAA as the number of version grows. Figure 1(e) and 1(f) show
the latency as the q.λ varies of extreme cases of the inputs. Comparing the
results of 1(e) and 1(f) with previous results, we see that the advantage of IWA
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becomes more obvious as the complexity of query grows and the size of the data
set increases.

In conclusion, IWA consistently outperforms EDAA in terms of both memory
the time consumption. IWA has lower latency and better scalability than EDAA,
which makes it more suitable for real applications.

4 Conclusion

We discussed the problem of continuous temporal top-k query. The problem is
abstracted from the application scenarios that require to perform top-k queries
on versioned documents considering the sustaining ranking position of objects
and the weight of different intervals. We proposed the interval window based
algorithm to solve this issue. We implemented the methods and tested our so-
lutions in contrast to the baseline method on large-scale document sets, which
were selected from Wikipedia with complete revision history from 2001 to 2013.
Our experiment results show that IWA outperforms the baseline method EDAA
in all test cases.
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Abstract. The popularity of location based services has resulted in rich
spatiotemporal data that indicates whether persons have social connec-
tions. This valuable indication can be used in a wide range of applications
such as friend recommendation in social networks or target advertisement
for Internet companies. The state-of-the-art approach only considers peo-
ple who visit non-popular locations together are more socially related.
Further, none of existing methods notices that themes of co-occurrence
behavior, e.g. dating, of every pair of persons can be used to infer their
social strength. In this paper, we novelly introduce the theme to measure
the social strength of two persons. A theme, mathematically, is in the
form of a probabilistic distribution over Spatiotemporal Windows(SWs),
the unit for co-occurrence. In this paper, we propose a Theme-Aware
social strength Inference(TAI) approach that mines themes from co-
occurrence behaviors consisting of SWs and trains each theme with its
contribution to social strength. We employ tf-idf concept for SW and
design a novel dynamic programming algorithm to find proper SWs. Ex-
tensive experiments are conducted on real dataset and the results show
that our method can significantly improve the effectiveness, i.e. more
than 5% to 15% in precision under the same recall over the state-of-the-
art approach.

Keywords: social strength inference, spatiotemporal data, theme aware.

1 Introduction

A variety of geo-social networks such as Foursquare[8] have been emerged with
ubiquity of smart mobile devices and popularity of location based services such
as check-in service. As rich spatiotemporal data, which consists of people’s record
with location tag and timestamp are being produced, behaviors of human beings
associated with them make it possible to investigate social strength, which is
the likelihood to be friends, between a pair of persons. The knowledge of social
strength among people can be used to a wide range of applications such as
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friend recommendation in social networks or target advertisement for Internet
companies[10].

There has been much efforts devoting to inferring social strength from spa-
tiotemporal data. The general idea is that visiting locations together contributes
to strong social strength and especially in the state-of-the-art method, visiting
public locations together contributes less to social strength and visiting non-
public locations implies strong social strength. In Figure 1(a), two persons vis-
ited two public locations together and thus are regarded as owning weak social
strength. In fact, they are good friends and first played together in amusement
park in the morning and spent evening hours in cafe as Figure 1(b) illustrated.
From this example, we can see existing methods make wrong estimation because
(1)they ignore not only non-public locations implies strong social strength. Pub-
lic locations also indicate strong social strength in this example. (2)they ignore
the visiting time implies social strength. For example, co-occurrence at cafe at
morning may mean that persons are co-workers and own weak social strength.
On the other hand, at night, visiting cafe together implies strong social strength.
These two drawbacks yield the wrong estimation in the example above.

Person 1
Person 2

Location 1

Location 2

(a)

Person 1
Person 2

Amusement
park

cafe

[8:00,
9:00]

[20:00,
21:00]

(b)

Fig. 1. Good friends visited amusement park at morning and cafe at night

In this paper, we proposed a Theme Aware social strength Inference ap-
proach(TAI) to overcome drawbacks in the previous approaches. In TAI, we
first define co-occurrence as visiting in the same SW. Judging co-occurrence by
SW rather than exact location and timestamp can avoid judging mistakes at
persons who actually co-occurred but reported their location at different time.
For each pair of persons, their co-occurrence behavior indicates the probability
for them to co-occur at SWs. The core of TAI approach is identifying that if a few
themes take different proportion, they can generate various co-occurrence behav-
iors. Here, each theme has different tendencies to co-occur at certain SWs. We
use topic model[18] to mine themes by regarding themes as topics, co-occurrence
behaviors as documents and SWs as words. Further, we exploit social connec-
tion graph to train each theme with its contribution to social strength. In this
way, we can infer social strength by first decompose co-occurrence behavior into
themes with different proportion and sum the weighted contribution of themes.
For example, there are two themes like “playing” and “dating”, both strongly
contribute to social strength. The former tends to visit amusement park and the
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latter tends to visit cafe at night. Co-occurrence behavior in the example above
can be considered to be generated by these two themes uniformly and the in-
ferred social strength is the average of contribution of these two themes to social
strength and thus leads to correct strong social strength. Therefore, TAI ap-
proach determines location’s contribution in context of co-occurrence behavior,
and visiting time is considered in SW and thus drawbacks are overcome.

Naturally, a critical issue in mining themes is to detect spatiotemporal win-
dow(SW). For each location, we define SW by assigning them with several dis-
joint time windows. The time window in each SW can neither be too long or too
short. To find proper SWs, we adopt the concept of tf-idf of time window[15]
and propose a novel dynamic programming algorithm. Extensive experiments
are conducted on real dataset including both location data and social connection
graphs. Our method to find optimal spatiotemporal points is shown to improve
effectiveness of social strength inference; that is about 10% more precise than
the state-of-the-art approach.

Our contributions are as follows:

– For the first time, we introduce themes to generate co-occurrence behaviors
and exploit their contributions to social strength.

– We mine themes via topic model and train their contributions to infer social
strength, which is intuitive and solves drawbacks in previous works.

– Tf-idf concept is integrated into time window to detect SWs and we propose
a novel dynamic programming algorithm to find SWs. Finding SWs in this
way improves effectiveness of TAI approach by at most 40% in precision
under the same recall.

– Extensive experiments are conducted on real dataset and accuracy of our
method is demonstrated. Experiment results show our method is about 10%
more precise than the state-of-the-art approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents problem
definition and related works. Section 3 describes our TAI approach. Section 4
shows how to detect SWs. Section 5 conducts extensive experiments. At last, we
conclude this paper in Section 6.

2 Preliminary

In this section, we first present formal definition of social strength inference
problem and then provide a brief summary of existing methods.

2.1 Problem Statement

Location data reported by check-in service is a triplet 〈User, Location,
T imestamp〉, which contains person identifier, location identifier1 and a times-
tamp.After obtaining SWs that are described in Section 4,we obtain co-occurrence

1 Location identifier can be either location id or longitude and latitude or both.
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behavior between a pair of persons by counting co-occurrence at every SW and
dividing them by the total count. For example, for persons in Figure 1, their co-
occurrence behavior is (12 ,

1
2 ) = (0.5, 0.5).

Assume there are N SWs and we denote probability to co-occur at SW i as pi,
the formal definition of social strength inference problem from spatiotemporal
data is as follows:

Definition 1. Given co-occurrence behavior of a pair of persons (p1, ..., pn), the
problem is to infer a value to tell the likelihood for this pair of persons to be
friends.

2.2 Related Works

Previous studies can be categorized into trajectory based methods and location
based methods. The common idea among them is to exploit co-occurrence.

trajectory Based Methods. Trajectory based methods[1][2][3] relax the con-
cept of co-occurrence and use similarity in trajectory to measure likelihood of
friendship of a pair of persons.

[1] predicts friendship between a pair of persons by measuring similarity of
their location sequence pattern. It summarizes each person’s location sequence
pattern into several stay points, each of which stands for a set of record referring
to the same person within a given size of region and a time interval. Then,
each person’s stay points are clustered into several hierarchies and similarity is
measured based on this hierarchical cluster structure. [2] associates each stay
point with a pre-defined tags and similarity are measured based on these tags.
[3] assigns each stay point to different tags with different weights.

These methods reveal that similarity in trajectory indicates people’s friend-
ship. However, similarity in trajectory does not necessarily mean co-occurrence
and such methods suffer from mistakes in detecting stay points.

Location Based Methods. Location based methods[6][4][5] utilize exact co-
occurrence behavior.

[6] confirms co-occurrence contributes positively to social ties by conduct-
ing experiments over 38 million geo-tagged photos from a geo-social network
Flickr[7]. [4] therefore seeks for features of co-occurrence to infer friendship. It
finds that the number of distinct locations and duration length of co-occurrence
are useful features. Furthermore, [4] finds that frequent co-occurrence at public
location may come from coincidence and features above suffers from data sparse-
ness. To tackle these issues, location entropy is introduced. That is, each location
is assigned a weight, which is less if more people visit this location. [5] further
infers social strength rather than just classifying a pair of people as friends or
not. [9] considers different location weights by introducing manually categorized
tags for each location.

Location based methods have been shown to improve accuracy of social rela-
tionship estimation than trajectory based methods because of exploitation fea-
tures of co-occurrence and characteristics of locations. However, effectiveness
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of existing methods suffers from determining location’s contribution simply by
its popularity and ignoring effect of time in co-occurrence. In contrast, our ap-
proach determines location’s contribution in themes and visiting time is taken
into consideration and therefore overcomes the drawbacks in previous works.

3 Social Strength Inference

In this section, we first introduce an overview for social strength inference. Next,
details about mining themes are presented. Finally, we discuss how to infer social
strength between a given pair of persons.

3.1 Overview

As Figure 2 illustrates, the inference of social strength consists of four phases:
(1)detect SWs; (2)extract themes; (3)train each theme with its contribution to
social strength and (4)given co-occurrence behavior of a pair of persons, calculate
their social strength.

We discuss SW detection in section 4 and the following paragraphs assume we
have obtained proper SWs and can determine co-occurrence behaviors among
persons. Next, we extract themes that can generate the set of all co-occurrence
behaviors. This routine will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2 and briefly, each
theme has its own flavor to co-occur at certain SWs. Then, for training contri-
bution for each theme, co-occurrence behaviors of persons in training data are
decomposed into themes with different proportion. Themes’contribution to so-
cial strength are obtained from social strength calculated from social connection
graph of persons in training data as Section 5.3 discusses. Finally, as presented
in Section 3.3, social strength is inferred given a pair of persons’ co-occurrence
behavior.

In the example above, suppose there are only 2 SWs such as sw1 = 〈amusement
park,[8:00, 9:00]〉 and sw2 = 〈cafe,[20:00, 21:00]〉 and only two themes are ex-
tracted such as {〈sw1, 0.9〉, 〈sw2, 0.1〉} and {〈sw1, 0.1〉, 〈sw2, 0.9〉}. Co-occurrence
behavior between person 1 and 2 can be represented by {0.5, 0.5} and can be
viewed as generated by two themes with 50% proportion each respectively. If the
former theme contributes 0.7 to social strength and the latter contributes 0.9,
we can estimate the social strength by 50%× 0.7 + 50%× 0.9 = 0.8, which is a
relative strong indication for both person to be friends.

So far, we have introduced the TAI approach and in the next sections, we will
describe the four routines outlined in the framework in detail.

3.2 Mining Themes

In this section, we describe the generation of co-occurrence behaviors by themes
and show the topic model used to mine themes.

We formally define theme, co-occurrence behavior and the generation phase
by notations listed in Table 1. Themes are different probabilistic distributions
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Fig. 2. Framework for social strength inference

over all SWs. Assume there are K themes and N SWs, we represent themes in
a K × N matrix β, where βk represents the kth theme and βk,n indicates the
probability for theme k to generate a co-occurrence at SW n. If there are D co-
occurrence behaviors, we represent them in a D×N matrix w, where wd is dth
pair of persons’ co-occurrence behavior and wd,n stands for the probability for
them to co-occur at SW n. We mention co-occurrence behavior is generated by
themes with different proportion, and it can be represented by a D×K matrix θ,
where θd is the theme proportion that generates the wd and θd,k is the proportion
the theme k takes in the dth co-occurrence behavior. In addition, SWs in co-
occurrence behaviors own a D ×N matrix z, where zd is theme assignment for
co-occurrence behavior d’s SWs, where zd,n is the theme assigned to the SW n
in co-occurrence behavior d.

Table 1. Notations

Symbol Interpretation

N The total number of SWs

swn The nth SW

K The total number of themes

β A K×N matrix, where βk,n indicates the probability co-occur at SW
n in theme k

D The total number of co-occurrence behaviors

w A D×N matrix, where wd,n indicates the probability for the dth pair
of persons to co-occur at SW n

θ A D × K matrix, where θd,k indicates the proportion for theme k
takes in generating the dth co-occurrence behavior

z A D×N matrix, where zd,n indicates the theme assigned for the dth
pair of persons’s co-occurrence on SW n

Given notations above, the following generative model describes how themes
are used to generate co-occurrence behaviors.

– For each theme k, draw βk ∼ Dir(η)
– Given co-occurrence behavior d, draw θd ∼ Dir(α).
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– For SW n in co-occurrence behavior d,
• draw zd,n ∼Multi(θd);
• draw wd,n ∼Multi(βzd,n).

The process is the same as the document generation in topic model, if we view
themes as topics, co-occurrence behaviors as documents and SWs as words. In
fact, η and α are parameters learnt by topic model, Dir(· ) is the Dirichlet
distribution and Multi(· ) is the multinomial distribution. In this paper, we use
Gibbs sampling[14] to implement the learning of LDA[13], a widely used variant
of topic model.

After obtaining themes and their proportion on each pair of persons, we will
describe how to train the themes with their contribution to social strength and
use them to infer social strength in the next section.

3.3 Social Strength

In this section, we first introduce how to assign a contribution to each theme
and infer social strength then.

Geo-social network provides both check-in records and social connection graph.
In section 5.3, we will show several methods to obtain social strength based on
purely the graph. Here, we just assume we have obtained a D-dimension vector
ss, where ssd is a calculated social strength for co-occurrence behavior d. Then,
we simply use linear regression to calculate the K-dimension contribution vector
ct, where ctk is the contribution score of the theme k. That is, we use incremental
gradient descent algorithm[17] to obtain such contribution vector 〈ct1, ..., ctK〉
that minimizes

∑D
d=1(ssd −

∑K
k=1 ctkθd,k)

2.
Given a pair of persons and their co-occurrence behavior w = 〈w1, ..., wN 〉, we

first decompose it into combination of themes. Namely, we obtain theme’s pro-
portion vector 〈tp1, ..., tpK〉 via linear regression[17] such that |w −

∑K
k=1 tpiβi|

is minimized. Then, the corresponding social strength is inferred as
∑K

i=1 tpicti.

4 Spatiotemporal Window Detection

In this section, we introduce tf-idf concept to determine proper SWs and prove
there exists a optimal substructure for finding proper SWs and thus propose a
dynamic programming algorithm to implement the detection.

4.1 Tf-idf for Time Window

For each location, we use several disjoint SW to cover all timestamps on it.
Naturally, the time window in each SW should not be too large so to contain
all timestamps and too small to contain no timestamp. A tf-idf weight for time
window is used to measure how many timestamps a time windows contained in
unit length[15]. We partition the time line into several disjoint time windows for
each location and thus define SW correspondingly. The goal is to maximize the
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sum of tf-idf weighting. For example, if we determine {[t1, t2], ..., [tk, tk+1]} is the
final time windows for a location, the sum of tf-idf weighting

∑k
i=1[ti, ti+1].tf idf

should be larger than any other possible time window partitions. Therefore, the
problem of detecting SWs reduces to the problem of Time Window Determina-
tion.

4.2 Time Window Determination

In this section, we first show that the Time Window Determine problem exists
an optimal substructure. Thus, we propose a dynamic programming algorithm
to find the time windows that maximize the sum of tf-idf weighting.

Theorem 1. For a set of timestamps {t0, ..., tm}, if time windows {[t0, tk],
[tk, tm]} maximize the sum of tf-idf weighting over all possible time windows,
[t0, tk] and [tk, tm] maximize tf-idf weighting over all possible time windows on
{t0, ..., tk} and {tk, ..., tm} respectively.

Proof. This can be proofed by contradiction. If another time windows {[tk1, tk2],
..., [tkm, tkm+1]} maximize the sum of tf-idf weighting for {t0, ..., tk}, which

means
∑km

i=k1[ti, ti+1].tf idf > [t0, tk].tf idf . Therefore, time windows {[tk1, tk2],
..., [tkm, tkm+1]}∪[tk, tm] is better because

∑km
i=k1[ti, ti+1].tf idf+[tk, tm].tf idf >

[t0, tk].tf idf + [tk, tm].tf idf , which conflicts with assumption.

Theorem 1 shows the problem of finding optimal time windows has an op-
timal substructure and therefore allows us to propose a dynamic programming
algorithm to find the optimal partition as Algorithm 1 shows.

Algorithm 1. Time Windows Finding Algorithm

FindTimeWindow({t0, ..., tm})
1. for i := 0 to m do
2. for j := i + 1 to m do
3. for k := i to j do
4. if (t[i, k].tf idf + t[k, j].tf idf) > t[i, j].tfidf then
5. t[i, j] := t[i, k] ∪ t[k, j]
6. end if
7. end for
8. end for
9. end for

Though the algorithm above, we obtain a binary tree rooted by t[0, m]. The
mid-order traversal started from t[0, m] can obtain the final time windows at
leaf node.
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5 Experiment

In this section, we first describe the dataset and measurement of social strength
inference approaches. Next, details of calculating social strength from purely so-
cial connection graph and the phase for model training are discussed. Finally, we
compare TAI approach with several existing promising methods to demonstrate
its effectiveness.

5.1 Settings

We conduct our experiments on a real dataset collected from Foursqaures[16], a
location based social network, where users report their location and timestamp
by check-in service. This dataset contains more than 200 million check-in records
of over 180 thousands people in the form of 〈UserId, Location Id, latitude, longi-
tude, timestamp〉. Besides, this dataset contains social connection graph among
these users.

5.2 Methodology

Given social connecting graph, we pick up a person and his friends to test
whether approaches can estimate the friendship among him and his real friends.
We use three metrics to measure effectiveness of our approach. They are pre-
cision, recall and friendship percentage. Since our method only produce a so-
cial strength score, we set a threshold S such that when the estimated social
strength score is larger than S, the corresponding pair of persons is estimated to
be friends. The threshold S is determined by varying from 0 to 1 with a step of
0.001. The value that results in optimal accuracy in training dataset is picked up
as S. The third metric, friendship percentage is used to measure effectiveness of
social strength. Since larger social strength score means larger likelihood to be
friends, we check the friendship percentage over each social strength score and
evaluate effectiveness of social strength score.

5.3 Social Strength in Training Data

In this part, we present how to calculate social strength to assign contribution
scores to themes in Section 3.3. Jaccard’s index, Adamic/Adar similarity and
Katz score are used to calculate social strength by the graph. Jaccard’s In-
dex measures social strength by the ratio of common friends over total friends.
Adamic/Adar similarity further considers the popularity of common friends.
Katz score calculate social strength between persons without direct common
friends.

5.4 Model Training

Model training consists of two phases:(1)Gibbs sampling is used to obtain the
themes and their proportion over co-occurrence behaviors;(2)Pick one of the
three social strength scores calculated in previous section to assign contribution
to themes.
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Gibbs Sampling. Gibbs sampling[14] is a robust and widely used technique
to train topic model. We just need to specify a proper value as the number of
themes. In this paper, we vary the number of themes, from 5 with a step of 5.
For each value, we train a model for 1000 iterations.

Figure 3 illustrates that 25 is an appropriate value for the number of themes
in our dataset. It can be seen that all 6 curves peak with 25 to be the number
of themes. In fact, this indicates people’s co-occurrence behaviors consists of 25
different themes. When we use less than 25 themes to train the model, different
themes that contributes differently to social strength will be merged and error
will happen. When the number is larger than 25, precision and recall suffers from
training model without sufficient data.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Effect of the number of themes

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Effect of SW

Effect of SW. In this section, we show regarding people visiting locations in
the same SW as co-occurrence improves effectiveness than judging co-occurrence
by exact timestamp in check-in records. Figure 4 shows that without SW, both
precision and recall are much lower than experiment results in Figure 3 and
the number of themes where the precision gets peak also increases. Figure 4
shows, without SW, more themes are mined because the number of themes where
precision gets peak increases. However, the consequence is that data become
insufficient to train such model and thus both precision and recall deteriorate.

Social Strength Score. In this part, we measure effectiveness of social strength
score. The criteria is that higher social strength score should yield more percent-
age of actual friends. The experiment results show social strength score obtained
by Katz score outperforms other two methods.

Figure 5 illustrates the experiment results. First, we can see that social strength
is consistent with actual friendship. That is, in all three methods, higher social
strength score yields higher friendship percentage. On the other hand, because
Kazt score is better than the other two methods in terms of social strength es-
timation, curves in Figure 5(c) are more smooth and estimation by the model
trained by it is more accurate. Because Jaccard’s Index is the worst approach,
its curves are most fluctuated.
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(a) Social strength
trained by Jac-
card’s Index

(b) Social strength
trained by
Adamic/Adar
similarity

(c) Social strength
trained by Kazt
score

Fig. 5. Friendship percentage over social strength

Fig. 6. Precision vs
Recall

5.5 Comparison

Using precision and recall metrics, we compare the effectiveness of our TAI ap-
proach with two representative promising models, which are the-state-of-the-art
location based entropy based model(EBM)[5] and trajectory based trajectory
model(TR)[1]. Experiment results show our TAI model outperforms other meth-
ods by 5% to 15% in precision under the same recall.

In figure 6, we can see TAI approach outperforms the existing methods in
terms of both precision and recall. Under the same recall, TAI is 5% to 15% more
precise than others. This is because it considers the contribution of location in
context of themes and visiting time is considered in inference.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a Theme-aware social strength Inference (TAI)approach
to infer social strength. TAI approach mines themes that generate co-occurrence
behaviors by different proportion and train each theme with its contribution to
social strength, which fits intuition and overcomes drawbacks in previous works.
TAI approach employs tf-idf concept for time window and proposes a novel dy-
namic programming algorithm to obtain optimal SWs for a location. Extensive
experiments are conducted to show TAI approach outperforms other represen-
tative methods by 5% to 15% in precision under the same recall.

In the future, we will investigate further in detecting SWs with overlapping
time window rather than disjoint time window in this paper. In addition, we will
try other topic models such as probabilistic latent semantic indexing.
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Based on Content Relatedness and Sharability
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Abstract. A large amount of tweets about user experiences such as
sightseeing appear on Twitter. These tweets are fragmented informa-
tion and not easy to share with other people as a total experience. In
this paper, we propose a novel method for finding and organizing such
fragmented information by considering well the content relatedness to
the target sightseeing experience and sharing worth with friends. The
experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of our method.

Keywords: Twitter, Sightseeing, Fragmented Information, Share, User
Experience.

1 Introduction

Consumer generated media (CGM), such as microblogs and SNS, through which
users publish information are rapidly becoming popular on the Internet. Al-
though a large amount of information about user experience is accumulated in
CGM, developing technology to organize and utilize the stored information has
not been progressing quickly enough.

Twitter is a typical microblogging service that has two particular features:
The first one is that users can freely post information on their experiences in
real time. The second one is the length limitation, i.e., a tweet must be less than
140 characters. These features make that many users tweet their experience
fragmentally and in real time. For example, many users tweet their impression
of visiting sightseeing spots with photographs shot around there; each tweet is
just a piece of information about the whole sightseeing experience.

Developing technology for organizing, storing, searching, and sharing experi-
ences posted on Twitter becomes one of the key challenges. Many users have
come to post information on their experiences mainly to Twitter, and they of-
ten do not repost what they have tweeted to blog and SNS diary service again.
This circumstance make it difficult to share the whole user experience because
it is published in a fragment manner. In addition, although a certain experience
is often described in many tweets, these tweets do not contain keywords that
directly express it. As a result, even if one wants to find tweets about a sight-
seeing experience, conventional keyword-based methods are not enough to find
all target tweets without omissions; i.e., the recall is poor.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 510–521, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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In this paper, we propose a novel method of organizing tweets that describe
sightseeing experiences to help users organize, share and store their experiences.
To this, we estimate the relatedness relationship of a tweet with the given sight-
seeing experience, and its sharability value to store and share with others.

We label a sightseeing experience as a sequence of spot names. For example,
when a user visits Kyoto, s/he may visit famous spots such as Yasaka-jinja,
Kodai-ji, and Kiyomizu-dera. In this case, we label this sightseeing experience
as a sequence of spot names, “Yasaka-jinja, Kodai-ji, Kiyomizu-dera”. Given the
label of a user’s sightseeing experience (a series of spot names) and the tweet
archive of that user1, to find the tweets describing this experience, we estimate
the relatedness of a tweet with that sightseeing experience from the following
two aspects.

– Content relatedness
We utilize the co-occurrence relationship of spot names and keywords in a
tweet to compute content relatedness. It is based on the idea that if a tweet
containing many words related to a spot, the relatedness of that tweet and
that spot is high.

– Context relatedness
We also consider well the effect of surrounding tweets. It is based on the idea
that the tweets before and after a tweet related to a sightseeing experience
may have high probabilities of describing the same experience, although they
may not contain any word related to any spot the user visited.

On the other hand, we notice that many tweets posted during a sightseeing
event have little worth to share with other people although they are related to
that experience. For example, a user may just tweet information about his/her
current location such as “I’m at Kyoto station”. Although this tweet is related to
his/her sightseeing in Kyoto, it has little worth to share with other people in most
cases. Therefore, we propose a novel notion called sharability to estimate whether
a sightseeing tweet is worth sharing. Currently, we compute the sharability of
a sightseeing tweet by considering its content quality with linguistic and media
features.

The input of our method includes 1) the label of sightseeing experience, which
is a sequence of spots the user visited, 2) the sightseeing period, and 3) the tweet
id of the user who want to organize his/her sightseeing tweets. At first, we use
the user id and time period to collect the candidate tweets, and then rank and
filter them by using the relatedness and sharability criteria. The output is a
sequence of tweets describing the experience with the high value of storing and
sharing with other people.

The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.

– We propose a novel method for organizing fragmented information (tweets)
on a certain sightseeing experience.

1 In fact, we do not need to compute the entire archive. We can use the time-based
search function to obtain the tweets posted during the time period of the target
sightseeing.
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Because a tweet is short (only a few words) and may not contain keywords
directly related to the spots a user visited, it is difficult to determine the
relatedness of a tweet to the given sightseeing experience by using conven-
tional keyword-appearance-based methods (e.g., tfidf). To address this issue,
we propose a novel method that takes into account the spatio-temporal con-
tinuity of user behaviors. That is, we calculate the relatedness of a tweet to
a sightseeing experience by considering 1) the co-occurrence of a term in a
tweet and spot names (Section 3.1), and 2) the relation among surrounding
tweets (Section 3.2).

– We propose a novel notion called sharability to discover meaningful and
shareable sightseeing tweets (Section 4).
Sightseeing tweets may contain both valuable descriptions and general/usual
information. How to discover tweets with high worth to store and share with
other people is one of the key challenges in organizing sightseeing content.
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first attack on this issue.

– We carried out experiments to evaluate the efficiency of our method for
organizing tweets on sightseeing experiences. The experimental results on
relatedness revealed the efficiency of organizing tweets (Section 5.2). The
results from the experiment on sharability showed that sharability is useful
for excluding tweets containing little value for sharing (Section 5.3).

2 Related Work

There are much research on Twitter in recent years. Fujisaka et al. propose
a method of estimating the regions of influence of social events found from
geo-tagged tweets[1]. Wu et al. investigate how information is propagated from
celebrities and bloggers to ordinary users[2]. Castillo et al. propose automatic
methods of assessing credibility of tweets based on features of user behaviors[3].
However, to the best of our knowledge, there are few studies on mining and
organizing user experiences from tweets. Arimitsu et al. and Hasegawa et al.
propose methods of searching user experiences[8][12]. They define user experi-
ences as several actions carried out in a particular sequence. In contrast, we
discover more valuable information to share with other people by considering
the sharing worth of tweets.

Many researchers focus on mining user experiences from blog entries and
lifelog [4][5]. Kurashima et al. propose a method of extracting rules between
five attributes of a person’s experience[4], i.e., time, location, activity, opinion,
and emotion, from a large set of blog entries. Their method focuses on how to
mine frequent patterns from user experiences. In contrast, our method mines and
organizes the sightseeing experiences of each user. We also consider the worth
for sharing with other people to organize fragmental information.

Several methods of discovering geographical topics have been proposed. Yin et
al. propose a method of discovering geographical topics from geo-tagged photos
in Flickr by using Latent Geographical Topic Analysis (LGTA), which com-
bines location-driven and text-driven models[6]. Hong et al. propose a more
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accurate method of discovering geographical topics from geo-tagged tweets[7].
GPS-associated information is necessary in these methods; however, only 0.77%
of tweets are geo-tagged in Twitter2.

Data quality is an important issue in big data era[9]. Agichtein et al. [10]
propose a method of automatically identifying high-quality content from Ya-
hoo! Answers by considering intrinsic content quality, user relationships, and
usage statistics. For intrinsic content quality, they use semantic features, such as
punctuation density, capitalization errors, number of words, and distribution of
word n-grams and part-of-speech sequences. Iwaki et al. propose a method of ex-
tracting “persuasive” images in a collection of regional photos on the Web[11].
They formulate persuasiveness with approximate subject goodness estimated
from Web 2.0 content and with a previously proposed method of photo quality
assessment. Our notion of sharability is related to content quality. However, to
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt at computing the sharing
worth of tweets.

3 Relatedness

3.1 Content Relatedness

We utilize the co-occurrence relationship to estimate the content relatedness of
a candidate tweet and a certain sightseeing experience. It is based on the idea
that if a tweet containing more words related to a spot, it has high probabil-
ity of describing that spot. Usually, two terms having a strong co-occurrence
relationship means they are strongly related to each other because they appear
together often. Currently, we apply the method proposed by Hasegawa et al. [12]
to construct a co-occurrence dictionary to support this task.

The content relatedness of tweet ti to sightseeing experience E = (p1, · · · , pn)
is defined as follows. Here, E is a series of location names where the user visited.

Rc(ti) = σ +

n∑
j=1

m∑
k=1

co(pj , wk) (1)

where w1, · · · , wm are the keywords appearing in tweet ti, and σ is a parameter
to prevent the content relatedness score from becoming 0 when we cannot find
proper co-occurrence relationships by using the dictionary which may not cover
all related words. co(pj , wk) denotes the co-occurrence relationship of words pj
and wk, and is specified in the co-occurrence dictionary.

3.2 Context Relatedness

In Twitter, information on an experience may be described in many tweets and
a certain topic may be divided into a series of tweets due to the 140 characters

2 http://techcrunch.com/2012/07/30/analyst-twitter-passed-500m-users-in-

june-2012-140m-of-them-in-us-jakarta-biggest-tweeting-city/

http://techcrunch.com/2012/07/30/analyst-twitter-passed-500m-users-in-june-2012-140m-of-them-in-us-jakarta-biggest-tweeting-city/
http://techcrunch.com/2012/07/30/analyst-twitter-passed-500m-users-in-june-2012-140m-of-them-in-us-jakarta-biggest-tweeting-city/
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limitation. As a result, a tweet may not contain words directly related to the
sightseeing experience, although it is a part of the description. In such case, one
of the considerable solutions is to consider the effect of surrounding tweets. Intu-
itively, because a sightseeing experience exhibits the continuity of user behaviors
and tweets are posted in real time, surrounding tweets may describe the same
experiences.

By considering the effect of preceding and following X tweets, the context
relatedness score of tweet ti, Rx(ti), is calculated as follows.

Rx(ti) =

X∑
x=−X

τi+x · Rc(ti+x) (2)

τi+x = e−μt|time(ti)−time(ti+x)| (3)

where time(ti) is the publishing time of the i-th candidate tweet ti in time order.
τi+x is the weighting representing the temporal continuity calculated by applying
the exponential degradation model [13][14]. μt is a parameter for determining
the rate in degradation of the similarity of content with increasing time intervals.

4 Content Sharability

After we select the sightseeing tweets with high relatedness scores, the next step
is to determine their worth for sharing and storing. As we mentioned above, there
are many sightseeing tweets that only provide information of the user’s current
location (e.g., “I’m at Kyoto now”), daily behavior (e.g., “lunch time!”), and
so on. To discover tweets containing valuable information, we propose a novel
notion of content sharability.

Generally, the sharability of a tweet can be estimated from three aspects
such as 1) content quality, 2) social support from other users (e.g., frequency
of retweets), and 3) authority of the Twitter user (e.g., the tweets written by
a famous person may have high sharability). However, because we currently
focus on organizing a user’s own sightseeing experiences, authority is not a valid
measure (the author is the user himself/herself!). Also, because social support
depends on the online social network of that user and is the measure based on
other users’ viewpoint, it is more useful when a user want to search for another
one’s experience rather than organizing experiences of herself/himself. Hence, in
this paper, we focus on the way of estimating sharability of a tweet from the
aspect of content quality.

We assume that more informative and impressive tweets have high worth to
share. In other words, we assume that a tweet containing many descriptive words
and multimedia contents is informative; a tweet with emotional words is impres-
sive. Currently, we compute the content sharability by considering linguistic and
media features of tweets. Intuitively, from the linguistic aspect, the more descrip-
tive and emotional words a tweet contains, the more sharing worth it has. On
the other hand, from the media aspect, a tweet containing multimedia content,
such as pictures and videos, will be assigned a higher content sharability score.
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The content sharability S(ti) of tweet ti is defined as follows.

S(ti) = log(words(ti) + φ · pic(ti)) (4)

words(ti) = α ·modifier(ti) + other(ti) (5)

where modifier(ti) is the total number of adjectives, adjective verbs, adverbs,
and adnominal adjectives in tweet ti, and other(ti) is the number of the other
words in ti. As mentioned before, we assume that a tweet consisting of more
adjectives, adjective verbs, adverbs, and nominal adjectives are more impressive,
and long tweets are more informative. α(> 1) is a weighting parameter to increase
the importance of these types of words. Currently, we use the Japanese linguistic
tool MeCab3 to identify these types of words. pic(ti) is the number of URLs of
pictures and videos attached to tweet ti. We empirically count a picture (video)
as φ words to simplify the computation. This is based on the assumption that a
tweet with a picture (video) is more impressive and informative.

5 Experiments

We carried out three experiments to evaluate the efficiency our method: 1) ex-
periment on relatedness, 2) experiment on content sharability, and 3) experiment
on organizing tweets.

5.1 Experimental Method

We focused on the sightseeing experience in Kyoto as our experimental target
because Kyoto is the most famous sightseeing city in Japan. In our experiments,
we used the names of sightseeing spots in Kyoto as keywords to collect tweets
to build the co-occurrence dictionary. We used MeCab as the Japanese morpho-
logical tool to extract keywords and spots names from the tweets.

We used the sightseeing spots’ names (Yasaka-jinja, Kiyomizu-dera, etc.) to
find the Twitter users who have been to Kyoto. Finally, we randomly selected
three users Ua, Ub and Uc, and their one-day sightseeing experiences Ea, Eb, and
Ec as our test targets. We respectively collected these three user’s tweets posted
in a week (the day s/he visited Kyoto and three days before/after that day) as
the test data.

Based on the preliminary experimental results, the parameters are specified
as follows: σ = 0.01 (the parameter for calculating the content relatedness score
in Eq. (1)), and φ = 50, ρ = 0.1, α = 5 (the parameter for calculating the content
sharability score in Eq. (4), (5)).

We used the results of morphological analysis from MeCab to count the num-
ber of words in tweets and identify adjectives, adjective verbs, adverbs, and
nominal adjectives. To calculate pic(ti), the number of pictures of tweet ti, we
assumed that if a tweet, except official retweets, has one URL, one picture or
video is attached in that tweet.

3 http://mecab.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/mecab/doc/index.html
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Table 1. Precision and recall ratios with maximum F-measure (Relatedness)

Experience Scorering Method Precision Recall F-measure

Ea

Rc(ti) 0.5287 0.4792 0.5027
Rx(ti|X = 1, μt = 1) 0.6484 0.6146 0.6310
Rx(ti|X = 1, μt = 10) 0.6860 0.6146 0.6484
Rx(ti|X = 2, μt = 10) 0.7582 0.7188 0.7380

Baseline 0.7273 0.0833 0.1495

Eb

Rc(ti) 0.5952 0.4167 0.4902
Rx(ti|X = 1, μt = 1) 0.4607 0.6833 0.5616
Rx(ti|X = 1, μt = 10) 0.4659 0.6833 0.5541
Rx(ti|X = 2, μt = 10) 0.4940 0.6833 0.5734

Baseline 1.0000 0.1000 0.1818

Ec

Rc(ti) 0.3874 1.0000 0.5584
Rx(ti|X = 1, μt = 1) 0.4111 0.8605 0.5564
Rx(ti|X = 1, μt = 10) 0.4805 0.8605 0.6167
Rx(ti|X = 2, μt = 10) 0.5263 0.9302 0.6723

Baseline 1.0000 0.0930 0.1702

We used recall, precision, and F-measure as the evaluaion measures. We com-
puted the scores by using our method for the tweets on each user experience
(Ea, Eb, and Ec). If a tweet’s score is higher than the threshold, we regard it
as one of the results returned by our method. We also manually evaluated the
relatedness and sharing worth of each candidate tweet with the five-point scale
method to construct the relevant result sets.

Each candidate tweet was manually ranked into one of five categories based on
two aspects respectively; whether each tweet is related to the target sightseeing
experience and each tweet is worth sharing, where 5 means excellent relatedness
(sharing worth) and 1 denotes poor relatedness (sharing worth).

5.2 Experiment on Relatedness

We selected the tweets that manually scored greater than 4 as relevant re-
sults. We used the results from the keyword-based OR search “Yasaka-jinja or
Kiyomizu-dera” as the baseline method. “Yasaka-jinja, Kiyomizu-dera” is the
sequence of spot names indicates our target sightseeing experience.

Table 1, Figure 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) summarize the experimental results.
As shown in Table 1, compared to the baseline method, the proposed method

by considering content relatedness improved the F-measure by an average of
three times, and that by context relatedness improved it by an average of four
times. Also, in our experiment, when X = 2, μt = 10, our context relatedness
based method achieved the best performance.

Fig. 1(a), 1(b), and 1(c) are the precision-recall curves of the four methods
for each sightseeing experience.

The F-measure of context relatedness Rx(ti) was on average 20 percent higher
than that of content relatedness Rc(ti).The precision ratio of Rx(ti) was higher
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(a) Ea (b) Eb

(c) Ec

Fig. 1. Precision-recall curve of relatedness

than that of Rc(ti) when the recall ratio was higher than about 0.4 for all the
sightseeing experiences.

These results indicated that using content and context relatedness can improve
efficiency of discovering tweets related to a certain sightseeing experience. These
results also revealed the importance of considering surrounding tweets (context)
in twitter search systems.

5.3 Experiment on Content Sharability

We evaluated the efficiency of our method to calculate content sharability. In this
experiment, we selected tweets that manually scored greater than 3 (sharability)
as relevant results for calculating precision, recall, and the F-measure. Based on
preliminary experimental results, we let φ = 50 and α = 5. We used the results of
morphological analysis by using MeCab to count the number of words in tweets
and identify adjectives, adjective verbs, adverbs, and nominal adjectives.

Figure 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) are the precision-recall curves of Swp, Sw, and Sp

for sightseeing experiences Ea, Eb, and Ec , respectively.
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(a) Ea (b) Eb

(c) Ec

Fig. 2. Precision-recall curve of sharability

Table 2 summarizes the experimental results. Compared to the baselines (Sp

and Sw), in three sightseeing experiences, the proposed method by considering
both linguistic and media features improved the precision and F-measure by an
average of about 1.5 times and 1.1 times, respectively. These results indicated
that the effective of considering both the feature of words in a tweet and the
number of pictures to estimate sharability.

5.4 Efficiency of Organization by Combination of Relatedness and
Sharability

We compared the efficiency of our method of organizing sightseeing tweets by
combining the context relatedness and sharability scores with that of a base-
line. We used the results from the keyword-based OR search described in the
experiment in Section 5.2 as the baseline.

In this experiment, we calculated an integrated score RS(ti) of relatedness
and sharability as following.

RS(ti) = Rx(ti)× S(ti) (6)
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Table 2. Precision and recall ratios with maximum F-measure (Sharability)

Experience Scoring Method Precision Recall F-measure

Ea

Our Method : Swp 0.5447 0.8405 0.6610
Words Only : Sw 0.4581 0.9655 0.6214
Picture Only : Sp 0.5099 0.8922 0.6489

Eb

Our Method : Swp 0.7665 0.6244 0.6882
Words Only : Sw 0.5305 0.6780 0.5953
Picture Only : Sp 0.2993 1.0000 0.4607

Ec

Our Method : Swp 0.9242 0.8026 0.8592
Words Only : Sw 0.7143 0.9868 0.8287
Picture Only : Sp 0.6726 1.0000 0.8042

Table 3. Set 4–3 : Precision and recall ratios with maximum F-measure

Exp. Method Precision Recall F-measure

Ea
RS(ti) 0.6790 0.6875 0.6832
Baseline 0.6364 0.0875 0.1538

Eb
RS(ti) 0.5294 0.6545 0.5854
Baseline 1.0000 0.1091 0.1967

Ec
RS(ti) 0.6491 0.9024 0.7551
Baseline 0.7500 0.0732 0.1333

Table 4. Set 3–3 : Precision and recall ratios with maximum F-measure

Exp. Method Precision Recall F-measure

Ea
RS(ti) 0.6210 0.7938 0.6968
Baseline 0.9090 0.1031 0.1852

Eb
RS(ti) 0.4949 0.8167 0.6164
Baseline 1.0000 0.1000 0.1818

Ec
RS(ti) 0.6491 0.8810 0.7475
Baseline 0.7500 0.0714 0.1304

Based on the experimental results in Section 5.2, we let X = 2 and μt = 10 to
compute the context relatedness, i.e., Rx(ti|X = 2, μt = 10).

We selected two sets of relevant results, Set 4–3 and Set 3–3, as follows.

Set 4–3 the manually assigned relatedness and sharability scores of relevant
tweets were more than 3 and 2, respectively.

Set 3–3 the manually assigned relatedness and sharability scores of relevant
tweets were more than 2 and 2, respectively.

Table 3 and 4 summarize the results. Our method improved the F-measure
by an average of four times and precision ratio by an average of nine times from
those of the baseline.
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(a) Set 4–3 (b) Set 3–3

Fig. 3. Precision-recall curve of combination of relatedness and sharability

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) are the precision-recall curves of Sets 4–3 and 3–3, re-
spectively. Compared to the baseline, our method greatly improved the recall
ratio while maintaining the precision ratio in both sets.

The precision of the baseline is better. One of the considerable reasons is
that each tweet obtained by the baseline contains one or more spot (names)
which user visited and then has high relatedness to the sightseeing experience.
However, its recall is poor and may miss some valuable information. It is to
say, our method can find more sightseeing tweets although they do not contain
keyword directly related to the sightseeing experience.

Focusing on sightseeing experience Ea, the precision ratio of Set 3–3 was
higher than that of Set 4-3 when the recall ratio was lower than 0.7. This is
because user Ua posted many tweets about his sightseeing before and after the
sightseeing day. This revealed that our method can discover tweets on a sight-
seeing experience, even though they were posted before or after the sightseeing
period. This is why we need collect candidate tweets before and after rather than
during the sightseeing period.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel method of organizing and ranking fragmented
tweets related to a certain sightseeing experience to search and share valuable user
experiences posted on Twitter. The experimental results revealed that the per-
formance of the proposed method is better than that of keyword-based methods.
Especially, taking into consideration the effect of context tweets further improved
performance. The experimental results also validate that content sharability is
useful in discovering more informative tweets than just considering the related-
ness of tweets and user experiences.

Future work includes further evaluation, general improvements in relatedness
and content sharability computations, and an application system for organizing
and sharing sightseeing experiences.
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Abstract. Social network has become an important way to exchange
information, which allows users to post tweets on hot topics and share
opinions with others. Typically, tweets on an identical topic are ranked
according to either the freshness or the popularity. However, neither of
them is ideal, due to the redundancy of tweets’ content under the same
topic. To address this problem, we intend to diversify the search results
in this paper. We propose an effective measure of diversity and a ranking
algorithm based on LSH(Locality Sensitive Hash). The proposed solution
also works well on the MapReduce framework. Our method can efficiently
rank tweets according to their popularity and diversity. We carry out
extensive experiments on real-world datasets to verify the effectiveness
and efficiency of our methods.

1 Introduction

Recently, online social media services attract many users and become a popular
way to share personal opinions. Microblogging, such as Twitter1 and Sina Weibo2

is one of the most popular social media services. These platforms group tweets
into different topics using hastag3 and provide the Hot-Topic-Discussion service
which allows users to express personal opinions and read about other people’s
views about a specific hot topic. Ranking is necessary when displaying tweets
to users because of the large quantity of tweets under one topic. Conventionally,
tweets are ranked according to time stamps. This approach is widely used by
social networking applications such as Twitter and Sina Weibo. Another popular
ranking strategy is based on the frequency of forwarding and commenting rate
of the tweet. However, both ranking methods might result in redundancy on the
content of tweets. Hence, we need a more effective strategy to rank the tweets
under the same hot topic.

1 http://www.twitter.com
2 http://www.weibo.com
3 A hashtag is a word or a phrase prefixed with the symbol #.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 522–534, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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Furthermore, Hot-Topic-Discussion draws a lot of attention and receives many
queries at the beginning of its lifetime. That is to say, the number of tweets on
a topic grows quickly and massive queries about the tweets are simultaneously
emerging during the discussion’s lifetime. Additionally, users constantly post
new messages, repost and comment the existing ones. Thus ranking efficiency
and the update cost of the ranking are very important.

In this work, we present an efficient diverse ranking algorithm for the tweets
under a hot topic which is eligible for offline ranking and online updating. To
summarize, we make the following contributions in this paper:

– Proposing a novel measure to the increase diversity of the top tweets effec-
tively.

– Designing an efficient ranking and updating algorithm based on locality sen-
sitive hashing [1].

– Implementing the ranking algorithm on MapReduce framework to enhance
the scalability for the large tweet set.

– Conducting a series of experiments on real-life dataset to verify the efficiency
and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related work is given in section
2. We give a formal statement about the diverse ranking problem in section 3,
and introduce the LSH-based algorithms for ranking and updating operations in
section 4. Besides, we discuss the implementation on the MapReduce framework.
In section 5, experiments on real datasets are conducted to verify the efficiency
and effectiveness of our approach. And we conclude this work in section 6.

2 Related Work

Information Retrieval(IR) is concerned with finding relevant documents that
satisfy user information needs [2] . IR systems rank documents mainly according
to the relevance to the query. It has an assumption that the usefulness of a result
to the user is independent of the usefulness of the others [3]. For cases where there
is a large volume of potentially relevant documents, highly redundant with each
other or containing partially or fully duplicative information in extreme, pure
relevance ranking is not enough. Hence, beyond pure relevance for document
ranking, diversity is ought to be combined to reduce redundancy.

Recently, diversity has gained great attention as it is a way to improve the
quality of query results [4–6]. Corbonell and Goldstein [4] introduced the con-
cept of diversity in text retrieval and summarization as well as the maximal
marginal relevance, an aggregation of relevance and diversity. Quantum Prob-
ability Ranking Principle [6] and the Modern Portfolio Theory[5] introduced
similar criterions. They designed different diversity measures and utilized differ-
ent approaches to aggregate documents’ relevance and diversity. However, all
of them have a quadratic time complexity and update operation is unfeasible
under these measures.
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Result diversification has been considered in different applications[7, 8]. In [7],
Sofiane Abbar considered the problem of recommending a set of diversified re-
lated articles where relevance and diversity are considered independently. First,
the most similar documents are retrieved. Second, a diverse subset which max-
imize the minimum pair-wise distance is constructed by using a 2-approximate
greedy algorithm. In [8], location visualization with geo-tagged photos is dis-
cussed. The author both took the content similarity and geographic distance
to model the redundancy between each objects, and used a clustering-based ap-
proach to generate a representative subset. Besides, they designed a hybrid index
to achieve query efficiency.

In this work, we consider the problem of diverse ranking for the tweets set on
a hot topic. And our focus is the efficiency of ranking and feasibility of update
operation for the tweets collection.

3 Problem Definition

This section is to define the diverse ranking problem studied in this work. A
tweet is represented as a quadri-tuple < tid, text, rf, cf > where tid is an unique
identifier, text is the content, rf is retweeting frequency and cf is comment
frequency. T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} is a set of tweets on a topic O.

To highlight the importance of different tweets under the same topic, we first
adopt popularity in [10] to measure how popular a tweet is. Intuitively, the tweets
retweeted and commented frequently are the popular ones. Hence, we explore
retweeting frequency and comment frequency to evaluate the popularity of a
tweet formally in Definition 1.

Definition 1 (Popularity). The popularity of a tweet ti is a sum of its retweet-
ing frequency and comment frequency.

P (ti) =
rfi + cfi

Z
(1)

Here Z = maxtj∈T (rfj + cfj) is a normalization factor.

In addition, we propose diversity to highlight the content novelty that a tweet
would contribute to the whole ranking sequence, as some tweets might share
similar content. We observe that a tweet is of less diversity if it is similar to
a more popular one. Thus, the higher the similarity of a tweet, the lower the
diversity of the tweet is. We define diversity formally in Definition 2.

Definition 2 (Diversity). The diversity of a tweet ti is negative correlated
with the maximum similarity with another more popular one in T .

D(t) = − max
t′∈C(t)

Sim(t′, t) (2)

Here C(t) = {t′|t′ ∈ T ∧P (t′) > P (t)} and Sim() is a similarity metric over the
content of tweets.
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In particular, the similarity metric used here is the Jaccard similarity [11] over
K-shinglings [12] set.

Based on the popularity and diversity defined, the diverse ranking is to put
the popular and diverse one in the front of the tweet sequence, which is formally
defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Diverse Ranking Problem). The diverse ranking problem is
to construct a tweet sequence (t′1, t

′
2, . . . , t

′
n) for the tweet collection T about topic

O, according to

λ ∗ P (t) + (1− λ) ∗D(t)

Here, λ is a parameter for controlling the tradeoff between popularity and diver-
sity. It is desirable that tweets are ranked in the order of popularity when λ = 1,
whereas diversity is mostly wanted when λ = 0.

To answer user queries with short response time, it is indispensable to solve
the above problem efficiently. Clearly, the diversity ranking can be done at the
beginning of the topic discussion, with each tweet’s popularity and diversity
measured. After that, the ranking order is periodically updated along with the
evolvement of a topic discussion. Thus, we can always answer user queries by
selecting the top tweets efficiently.

Based on the above discussion, the problems we tackled are listed as follows:

– How to efficiently, in offline manner, rank each tweet when the topic discus-
sion began with a set of tweets collected initially?

– How to efficiently, in online manner, update the ranking order periodically?

4 Approach

In this section, we introduce how to rank tweets efficiently and update the rank-
ing periodically.

Firstly, we demonstrate a naive method to analyze the bottleneck of the rank-
ing method.

Given a collection of tweets on a particular topic, we can rank all tweets as
follows:

step 1 Measuring the popularity of each tweet, and sorting them in descending
order by popularity.

step 2 For each tweet, computing content similarity with all other more pop-
ular tweets, setting its diversity score to the negative of the maximum
similarity.

step 3 Sorting all tweets in order of the aggregation of popularity and diversity.

Assuming the size of tweet collection is n, such approach is associated with

n popularity computation, n∗(n−1)
2 similarity computation and two sort oper-

ations. Thus, the most time-consuming part would be the pair-wise similarity
computations. If the collection size is very large, such approach is inefficient.
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4.1 Lrank: LSH-Based Rank Algorithm

Here we utilize LSH to reduce similarity computation into a small set of tweets
pairs. We start the description of the LSH-based rank algorithm with an overview
of the LSH algorithm[1].

LSH adopts Minhash functions which can preserve Jaccard similarity so that
similar objects have a high probability of colliding in the same bucket. A min-
hash function mhπ(S) outputs an element of set S, which firstly appeares in an
element permutation π. Minhash has the property that the probability of two
tweets sharing the same minhash value equals with the their Jaccard similarity.

Essentially, given a tweet, the LSH attempts to find all candidate tweets which
are similar to it. It is done as follows: firstly, LSH creates b hash functions
g1, . . . , gb, and their corresponding hash tables A1, . . . , Ab. Here, each function
gi is a combination of d minhash functions mhj (i.e. gi = mh1, . . . ,mhd). Then
each tweets t is stored in bucket gi(t) of Ai. For a tweet t, we have t

∗ ∈ A1(g1(t))∪
· · ·∪Ab(gb(t)). Here t

∗ is an approximate nearest neighbor[1] of t. By using LSH,
the time complexity of the nearest neighbor query is O(ne) where e < 1[13].

Let us recall the computation of D(t). Formally, given a tweet t and let C =
{t′|P (t′) > P (t) ∧ t′ ∈ U}, the key here is to find the nearest neighbor for t in
set C. Thus, we can use LSH to accelerate the computation of D(t) by finding
an approximate nearest neighbor.

At the beginning of diverse ranking, we compute tweets’ popularity(line 2)
and partition them into LSH buckets(line 4) as the following pseudo-code.

Algorithm 1. Preprocessing

Input: hash functions g1, . . . , gb,
tweets collection U = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}

Output: LSH table A1, A2, . . . , Ab

1. for each t ∈ U do
2. P (t) = (t.rf + t.cf)/Z;
3. for i = 1 TO b do
4. Ai(gi(t))← Ai(gi(t)) ∪ t;
5. end for
6. end for
7. return A1, A2, . . . , Ab;

Based on the LSH tables, algorithm 2 only computes the similarity between
the tweets pairs in the same bucket. At the beginning, the diversity scores of all
tweets are initialize to 0(line 1). Next we check all similar tweets pair (t1, t2) in
LSH buckets(line 2-3). Without loss of generality, let P (t1) > P (t2), then D(t2)
is at most -Sim(t1, t2)(line 4-9).

The time complexity of algorithm 2 is O(Mn(1+e) + n log(n)) where e < 1
and M is the complexity of similarity computation.

Proof Let us assume there are l buckets with a1, a2, . . . , al (
∑l

i=1 ai = b ∗ n)
tweets in each one. Then there are totally

∑l
i=1

ai∗(ai−1)
2 similarity computations

in algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2. LSH-based Rank (lRank)

Input: tweets set U = {t1, t2, . . . , tn},
LSH table A1, . . . , Ab

Output: ranked list RL = (t′1, t
′
2, . . . , t

′
n)

1. set all R(ti) = 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , |U |);
2. for i = 1 TO b do
3. for each tweets pair (t1, t2) in Ai do
4. r = −Sim(t1, t2);
5. if P (t1) > P (t2) then
6. D(t2) = min(r,D(t2));
7. else
8. D(t1) = min(r,D(t1));
9. end if

10. end for
11. end for
12. sort all tweets based on λ ∗ P (t) + (1− λ) ∗D(t);
13. set RL as the sorted list;
14. return RL;

On the other hand, querying the nearest neighbor for t′ on the LSH table is as-
sociated with

∑b
i=1 |gi(t′)| similarity computations. Therefore, the total times of

similarity computations for querying all tweets’ nearest neighbor is:∑n
j=1

∑b
i=1 |gi(tj)| =

∑l
i=1 ai ∗ ai.

The time complexity of nearest neigbor query on LSH table is O(Mne) (e < 1)
according to [1]. Therefore, the total complexity of similarity computation in
algorithm 2 is O(Mn(1+e)) (e < 1). The sort operation has a complexity of
n log(n). Totally, algorithm 2 has a complexity of O(Mn(1+e) + n log(n)). �

Table 1. Shinglings for the Example 1

Shinglings of tweets

tweets t1 t2 t3 t4
shinglings {a, c, d, e} {b, c, e, f} {a, d} {e, f}
popularity 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

hash1 a e a e

hash2 c c d f

Example 1. Considering 4 tweets (t1, t2, t3, t4) whose shinglings are given in
Table 1, the LSH partition them into different buckets, {{t1, t3}, {t2, t4}} under
hash function 1, and {{t1, t2},{t3},{t4}} under function 2. We sequentially scan
all the LSH buckets. In the first bucket {t1, t3}, Sim(t1, t3) = 1

2 and P (t1) >
P (t3), then D(t3) = min{0,− 1

2} = − 1
2 . After processing the second bucket,

we get D(t4) = − 1
2 . From the third bucket, we get D(t2) = − 1

3 . For the rest,
there is only one tweet and no similarity computation is needed. At last, we get
D(t1) = 0, D(t2) = − 1

3 , D(t3) = − 1
2 , D(t4) = − 1

2 .
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4.2 Implementation on MapReduce

When the tweets set is very large, the ranking phase would contain a large
number of similarity computations even after being pruned by LSH. A single-
machine-implementation is not applicable for extra large datasets and does not
have scalability. Thus, we implement the ranking algorithm under the MapRe-
duce framework, which consists of two stages, as in figure 1. The first stage scans
the whole tweets set, uses LSH to partition tweets into different buckets and pro-
duces a list of similar-tid pairs. The second stage makes similarity comparisons
for all tids pairs and evaluates diversity for each tweet.

1 abc 1  1
2 bcd 2  2
..    ..    ..
3 abd 3  3 
4 ecd 4  4
..    ..    .. 

M
ap

M
ap

Group by key

176 1 abc 
176 3 abd 

235 1 abc 
235 2 bcd ...

312 2 bcd ...
312 4 ecd ...

Reduce 1   3
..  ..
1   2
..  ..
2   4
..  ..

Reduce
Reduce

176 1 abc ...
235 1 abc ...
235 2 bcd ...
312 2 bcd ...

176 3 abd ...
458 3 abd ...
547 4 ecd ...
312 4 ecd ... 

TID text cf rf

Key Value
Key Value

Tid1 Tid2
Hash Functions

(a) Stage 1 use LSH to partition tweets
into different buckets and generate tids-
pair

1   3
.. ..
1   2
.. ..
2   4
.. ..

Group by key

1   2, 3

2    4

3    ...

0.12   1
..    ..
0.30   3
0.31   2
..    ..

0.53   4
..    ..

M
ap

M
ap

Reduce
Reduce

Reduce

Entire Tweets

1    3
..    ..

1    2

2    4
..    ..

Tid1 Tid2

Key Value

Key Value TidScore

(b) Stage 2 compute diversity for each
tweet and rank them in order of an ag-
gregation of diversity and popularity

Fig. 1. Example data flow of the algorithm on MapReduce

Stage 1: Tid-Pair Generation The first stage scans the whole tweets set
and computes LSH signatures for each tweet in the mapper. For a tweet t, the
mapper will generate b key-value pairs, (g1(t), t), (g2(t), t), . . . , (gb(t), t), here gi
is hash functions used in LSH.

Each reducer collects tweets sharing the same hash values and then uses a
nested loop approach to output tids-pairs, like (tid1, tid2) with P (t1) < P (t2).
Tids-pair (tid1, tid2) means one similarity comparison is needed in order to com-
pute the diversity of tid1.

Stage 2: Diverse Ranking In the second stage, we compute the diversity score
of each tweet and rank them by the aggregation of popularity and diversity. Here
we distribute the original tweets records to all nodes and store them in the main
memory using distributed cache. Since the length of tweet is restricted in 140
characters, the whole tweet file is small and can be stored in the main memory.

In the mapper, we simply output the tid-pairs with the tid of the less popular
tweet as key and the more popular one’s tid as value.

Each reducer collects all other tweets ids that the one denoted by key is
necessarily compared with. We make similarity computations between the tweet
with tid key and all others tweets whose tid is in the value list. And, the diversity
of tweet with tid key is easily evaluated by calculating the maximal similarity.

Finally, the reducer outputs (λ ∗P (ti) + (1− λ) ∗D(ti), ti), which is the final
ranking score for tweets.
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4.3 Update Algorithm

During the lifetime of a Hot-Topic-Discussion, tweets are frequently updated(i.e.
retweet, comment). Single update has micro impact on the diverse ranking order.
A bundle of updates will make the ranking change a lot. Therefore we need to re-
estimate the popularity and diversity periodically in order to maintain a proper
diversed ranking.

If a unpopular tweet receives much attention, its popularity would increase.
Thus, this would change its diverse ranking score. In such case, we should re-
evaluate the diversity of other tweets. Besides, we also need to re-evaluate the
diversity of other tweets according to the following constraints: (1), they were
more popular but now are less than the updated one; (2), they take the updated
one as a new nearest neighbor which is more popular. The second constraint lim-
its update-needed tweets into the LSH buckets that the updated one is associated
with.

Here we introduce algorithm 3 to re-evaluate a tweet’s popularity and diver-
sity. First, we update its popularity and reset its diversity. In line 3-11, we check
the relationship between t and other tweets similar with it. If t is less popular,
we should update t’s diversity(line 7); otherwise, update the other one’s(line 9).

Algorithm 3. Update (update)

Input: a tweet t
LSH hash function (g1, g2, . . . , gb)

Output:
1. Pl = P (t);
2. update the popularity of t, P (t) = t.rf + t.cf ;
3. Pu = P (t);
4. D(t) = 0;
5. for i = 1 TO b do
6. for each t′ ∈ Ai(gi(t))/t do
7. r = −Sim(t, t′);
8. if P (t′) > Pu then
9. D(t) = min(r,D(t));

10. else if P (t′) > Pl then
11. D(t′) = min(r,D(t′));
12. end if
13. end for
14. end for

The complexity of our update algorithm is O(ne) (e < 1). Both update and
nearest neighbor query of an input tweet need to scan the related hash buckets.
Therefore, algorithm 3 has the same time complexity with nearest neighbor
query[13].

Example 2. Reconsider the example 1. If t2 received lots of attention and be-
came more popular, the popularity of t2 is updated. After then, we have P (t2) >
P (t1). The diversity is re-computed as follows: firstly, we set D(t2) = 0 and pick
out all buckets which contain t2. In this example, they are {t2, t4} and {t1, t2}.
Secondly scan these buckets and compute similarities between t2 and {t1, t4}.
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Here P (t1) < P (t2) and Sim(t1, t2) =
1
3 , then D(t1) is updated to - 13 . Consider-

ing t4, because P (t2) is always bigger than P (t4), we do not need to re-calculate
D(t4). We get D(t1) = − 1

3 , D(t2) = 0, D(t3) = − 1
2 , D(t4) = − 1

2 .

In addition, we consider the problem of adding a new tweet into the collection.
The minor difference between adding and updating is whether we need to insert
the new tweet into the LSH tables.

In this section, we discuss the algorithm to solve the diverse ranking problem.
We utilize LSH to prune the similarity comparison between the dissimilar tweet
pairs. Furthermore, we discuss the MapReduce implementation of our algorithm
to enhance the capability of processing large dataset.

5 Experiment

In this section, a series of experiments on real dataset are conducted to verify
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed algorithms.

5.1 Datasets and Setup

The dataset is crawled from Sina Weibo, which contains three hot topics: Mo
Yan4, Food Safety5, Medicine6. Some statistics are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistical information about the experimenting Weibo datasets

category Mo Yan Medicine Food Safety

Number of tweets 376346 204335 4927

Besides, we use the DBLP 7 dataset to verify the efficiency of our algorithm
for the case of processing large datasets under the MapReduce framework. We
extract paper records containing title, authors list and journal name.

Experiments are conducted on a desktop machine equipped with Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU @ 3.20GHz, 8.00GB memory, 64-bit Windows 7. We run
MapReduce experiments on a 9-node cluster. Each node has four cores, 8GB of
RAM. Empirically, LSH’s band number is fixed at 16 with 2 min-hash functions
used in each one. Totally, 32 hash functions are used in LSH to partition tweets
into different buckets.

We compare three ranking methods including sRank, mRank, lRank and in-
vestigate these algorithms in two aspects: effectiveness and efficiency.

– sRank: the simple ranking method used in real application only based pop-
ularity.

– mRank: the diversity ranking approach based on maximal marginal relevance
defined in [4].

– lRank: the ranking algorithm proposed in our paper.

4 The discussion about Mo Yan received the Nobel Prize in Literature on 11 October,
2012.

5 The discussion about the quality of Dumex milk powder.
6 The discussion about the Poison capsule event exposed on 18 April, 2013.
7 http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/dblp.xml.gz
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For effectiveness, we compare the diversity of top results in each ranking
list. Here a collection of tweets is considered to be more diverse if it contains
more entities. Users may feel tweet set more diverse if each tweet includes more
different entities. Hence, the number of entities is an indicator of its diversity.
The Standford NER8 tool is used to extract entities. We use the following metric
to measure the diversity of different tweets list L.

diventity(L) = |
⋃
ti∈L

NER(ti)| (3)

For efficiency, we mainly compare the time cost of each algorithm.

5.2 Efficiency

In the first experiment, we study the efficiency of lRank. Here we generate col-
lections of size 500, 1000,..., 4500 for the Food Safety dataset; 1000, 2000, ...,
10000 for the Mo Yan and the Medicine dataset. λ is set to 0.7. It is necessary
to mention that λ does not affect the efficiency of rank algorithm (except for
λ = 1, which does not consider the diversity).

The following figures show the performance of each algorithms. We can see
that lRank is at least one magnitude faster than mRank. With the increase of
the collection size, the gap between lRank and mRank becomes larger.
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Fig. 2. Time cost under different collection size

Next, we demonstrate the efficiency of update operation. To initialize update
operation, tweet collections and the corresponding LSH tables are loaded in the
main memory. To simulate the update scenarios, we choose a tweet and increase
its popularity randomly. Figure 3(a) reveals that our algorithm has the capacity
of processing updates efficiently.

To evaluate the efficiency of our algorithm on MapReduce, we vary the dataset
size from 0.1 million to 1.5 million. In figure 3(b), we show the running time on
different dataset size. The bar consists of Stage 1 and Stage 2 represents the
running time of lRank under the MapReduce framework, while the other bar
represents lRank running time on a single machine. As we can see, when the
dataset size is 0.1 million, both implementations have similar performance. As
the size increases to 0.5 million, running on MapReduce is much more efficient

8 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
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Fig. 3. Capacity to process update operation and time cost of the mapreduce algorithm

than running on a single machine. The time cost of single-machine version on
processing 1(1.5) million-sized dataset is 13890s(21445s), while the MapReduce
version of lRank is 6-7 times faster than the single-machine lRank.

5.3 Effectiveness

In the second experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of our approach. Table 3
shows how many entities are there in the top-k tweets. For mRank and lRank, we
evaluate the results under different λ (0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9) and select the best one
as their performance. We have the following observations: 1) The top-k tweets
contain more entities when diversity is taken into consideration. We can see
that the mRank and lRank always outperform the sRank. 2) lRank and mRank
have similar performance. When k is small, mRank is slightly better. But lRank
is better when k is large. 3) sRank has a good performance if there is little
redundancy in the dataset. In Mo Yan dataset, the most popular tweets are
quite different from each other. Hence, all of the three ranking methods show
the same performance among the top-20 tweets.

Table 3. The number of entities in the first 100 tweets, using bold font to highlight
the best result

Mo Yan Food Safety Medicine

top-k 5 10 20 60 100 top-k 5 10 20 60 100 top-k 5 10 20 60 100

sRank 35 51 79 150 201 sRank 13 24 60 111 140 sRank 18 28 41 94 147

mRank 35 51 79 157 229 mRank 20 31 61 125 176 mRank 22 33 54 135 202

lRank 35 51 79 156 239 lRank 13 34 63 121 197 lRank 18 30 58 139 211

Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribution of entities over the whole ranking
list. As we can see, there are more entities contained in lRank and mRank than
sRank in all the three datasets since sRank does not consider diversity. At the
tail of the curves, neither mRank nor lRank increases since the last left tweets
are duplicated with the ones selected before.
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Fig. 4. The cumulative number of entities in each ranking list for different datasets

6 Conclusion

With social network services, people can easily discuss hot topics with each other,
which results in a large volume of tweets. In this paper, we discuss the diverse
ranking for tweet set under the same hot topic. The improved ranking list is
proved to be more informative. Besides, we propose a LSH-based approximate
ranking algorithm, which is at least one magnitude faster than MMR. Further-
more, we implement our ranking algorithm on MapReduce framework to handle
extra large datasets and enhance scalability. Experiments on real-world dataset
verify the efficiency and effectiveness of our approach.
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8106), NSFC grant (No. 61170085 and 61033007), Shanghai Knowledge Service
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Abstract. We develop a deep neural network model to encode docu-
ment semantic into compact binary codes with the elegant property that
semantically similar documents have similar embedding codes. The deep
learning model is constructed with three stacked auto-encoders. The in-
put of the lowest auto-encoder is the representation of word-count vector
of a document, while the learned hidden features of the deepest auto-
encoder are thresholded to be binary codes to represent the document
semantic. Retrieving similar document is very efficient by simply return-
ing the documents whose codes have small Hamming distances to that
of the query document. We illustrate the effectiveness of our model on
two public real datasets – 20NewsGroup and Wikipedia, and the experi-
ments demonstrate that the compact binary codes sufficiently embed the
semantic of documents and bring improvement in retrieval accuracy.

1 Introduction

Most of the widely-used methods for documents retrieval utilize word-level in-
formation. A representative algorithm is TF-IDF [8,9], it directly compares the
word-count vectors of documents to measure their similarity, which only con-
siders individual weighted words; Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [4] evaluates
the similarity based on the latent semantic between the words of the documents,
which takes into consideration semantic content. PLSA [6] and LDA [3] are two
probabilistic models that characterize each document with a set of topics(words).
Recently, a RBMs-based model [7], which considers more semantic information,
is designed to do semantic hashing on documents.

In this paper, we propose a new deep learning model that uses a 4-layer stacked
autoencoders [2] with specific non-linear transformation functions to do semantic
hashing [7] on documents. With representing documents by word-count vectors,
our model takes the vectors as input and further learns compact binary codes
to represent the semantic of documents. Further more, the codes learned by our
model has an elegant property that semantically similar documents have similar
codes, which facilitates the comparison and retrieval. We adopt pre-training and
fine-tuning procedures to train our model.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 535–539, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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The experimental results show that compared with some traditional methods,
our model achieves better performance in terms of document retrieval, and the
learned compact binary codes successfully encode the semantic of documents
such that they can brilliantly represent the meanings of documents.

2 Model Architecture and Training Techniques

In this section, we describe our model’s architecture and the techniques used
to do pre-training and fine-tuning. We first preprocess all documents through
removing stop words and performing word stemming, then each document is
represented as a normalized 2,000-dimensional word-count vector, which is fed
to our semantic hashing model.

The architecture of our stacked autoencoders model is 2,000-500-300-128. We
gradually decrease the layer’s dimension to make the model learn more and
more abstract features from the input, and by treating the final 128 dimensional
binary codes as memory addresses, we can find semantically similar documents
in a time that is independent of the size of document collection [7].

In pre-training process, we greedily train each layer (except the input layer)
of the stacked autoencoders model as an individual autoencoder through re-
constructing its input as a target. We use sigmoid function as the non-liner
activation function for the encoder and decoder parts of the first auto-encoder.
The sigmoid function is a bounded differentiable function defined for all real
values. It maps all input values to the interval of (0,1), which is much similar to
the range of our normalized input values. Thus, this function can appropriately
reconstruct the input vectors.

For any node j on the hidden layer of the first autoencoder, the learned feature
hj is:

hj = α(bj +
∑
k

wjkvk),

where α(x) = 1/(1 + e−x), bj is the bias on node j, wjk is the weight between
node k (on previous layer) and node j, and vk is the output value of node k.
Then for any node i out the output layer, the value computed on it is:

yi = β(bi +
∑
j

wijhj),

where β is the same sigmoid function as α. The objective of the autoencoder is
to use output y reconstruct input v by minimizing the loss function J w.r.t all
training data S (consists of m examples):

J =
1

m

∑
v∈S

1

2
||y− v||2

We apply stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [1] method to update parameters
(W, b) to optimize the autoencoder.
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Using the same method, we further pre-train the second and third autoen-
coders, and this makes our model find a good region of the parameter space,
starting from this region, we then fine-tune the parameters to produce a much
better model [5].

We add a prediction layer on the top of the network to do further supervised
fine-tuning. For the data which is labeled with category or other classification
information, the predication layer aims to predicate the input data’s label and
we use softmax as the activation function. For any node i on the predication
layer, the computed value is:

yi =
exp(ai)∑n
r=1 exp(ar)

.

Where a is the sum of all values coming into node i. The output vector y can
be regarded as a probability distribution over the labels w.r.t that input data.
The target t is a binary vector, wherein only one element, which corresponds to
the true category, is set to 1. We use cross-entropy error as loss function J :

J = − 1

m

∑
v∈S

n∑
i

ti log yi,

Using gradient descent method, we iteratively train the model until we find a
good local minima of the loss function.

3 Experimental Results

We first do information retrieval task on the 20Newsgroups data set. Fig. 1
shows the precision-recall curves achieved by our model and the TF-IDF, LSA
and RMBs-based model. We can see that, our binary codes (auto-encoder based
128d-codes) get the best accuracy at all recall levels. While LSA 128d-codes get
the worst result, for RBMs based method and TF-IDF method, they perform
better than LSA and achieve similar retrieval accuracy.

We visualize the 128-dimensional codes of all documents from 6 categories
obtained by our model (AE-based model) and the RMBs-based model. Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 show that both codes preserve the category structure of documents,
but obviously, our learned codes are much better in capturing the structure in-
formation so that it significantly cluster the documents into different categories.

We then encode 0.54M Wikipedia articles into the binary codes space. Due to
the lack of specific label information of Wikipedia articles, we use the prediction
layer to reconstruct the input vector as the objective. Table 1 shows the 5 nearest
neighbors of 5 randomly chosen queries (i.e. Wikipedia items). The semantic of
the neighbor items are very closely related to the queries’ semantic, and this
illustrates that our binary codes indeed capture the semantic information of
Wikipedia articles and facilitate the fast retrieval of similar Wikipedia items.
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Fig. 1. precision-recall curve Fig. 2. RMBs-based 2D
codes

Fig. 3. AE-based 2D
codes

Table 1. Top-5 nearest neighbors of 5 random Wikipedia items

China Microsoft Chinese language robin strawberry

India Adobe systems Standard Chinese cardinal grape
Russia BearingPoint Written Hokkien finch peach
Brazil Commodore International Taiwanese Hokkien bald eagle raspberry
Japan Compaq Mandarin Chinese heron blueberry

Thailand Netscape Four Corner Method cormorant banana

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a new deep learning model using stacked autoencoders to encode
document semantic into binary codes space, where the codes have a property
that semantically similar documents have similar codes, and thus, we can simply
measure the similarity according to the Hamming distance between two docu-
ments’ codes. Future work would analyze this model on short text understanding
and also concentrate on the mechanism to enrich short text using a probabilistic
knowledge, known as Probase [10].
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Abstract. Traditional desktop search engines can merely support keyword-
based search as they don’t utilize any other information, such as contex-
tual/semantic information, which has been commonly used in internet search. 
We observe that a user usually operates some files to complete a task related to 
a certain topic and organizes these files in some directories. Inspired by the  
observation, we propose an approach that considers three relations among per-
sonal files to improve desktop search, namely Topic, Task and Location. Each 
relation is derived from topics of files, user activities log and hierarchy of file 
system respectively. The heart of our approach is Latent Semantic Graph 
(LSG), which can measure the three relations with associated score. Based on 
LSG, we develop a personalized ranking schema to improve traditional key-
word-based desktop search and design a novel recommendation algorithm to 
expand search results semantically. Experiments reveal that the performance of 
proposed approach is superior to that of traditional keyword-based desktop 
search. 

Keywords: Latent Semantic Discovery, Graph Model, Information Retrieval. 

1 Introduction 

Personal Information Retrieval, also known as Desktop Search, aims to search per-
sonal data stored in the local disks. In recent years, with the explosion of personal 
data, desktop search has become a hot topic. In order to pinpoint the resources (files), 
rich meaningful information is needed to be introduced to retrieval model. In Web 
search, linkage structure has been extensively studied to improve search performance, 
such as PageRank and HITS. Nevertheless, there is no direct and explicit association 
structure in local disks. Intuitively, it seems that personal resources are independent 
with each other. In fact, implicit associations among personal resources exist exten-
sively. These associations can be further used to improve traditional keyword-based 
search. We observe that users usually operate PC in a common pattern: Operating 
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some resources to finish a specific task related to a certain topic, and organizing these 
resources in some directories. For instance, in order to write a paper about desktop 
search, I read the references stored in D:/research/literature, write and store this 
“.docx” in D:/research/paper. This observation inspires us that topic, user behaviors 
and directory structure are quite useful information for locating resources. We also 
carried out a well-designed user investigation of 20 skilled researchers. They were 
asked to select 4 most useful information items for locating local resources in their 
mind. Fig.1 illustrates the investigation result that strongly supports our observation.  
Motivated by the upper facts, we propose an approach that exploiting the three kinds 
of information to improve traditional desktop search. As shown in Fig.2, we denote 
the three implicit information as {Task, Topic, Location} Relations respectively. The 
heart of our approach is Latent Semantic Graph (LSG), which is used to measure the 
three relations with associated score. Based on LSG, we develop a personalized rank 
schema to improve tradition keyword-based desktop search and design a creative 
semantic recommendation algorithm to expand the query results.  
 

 

Fig. 1. Result of User Investigation. The user ratio 
selecting each information item. 

 

Fig. 2. Overview of LSG with {Topic, 
Task, Location} Relations between 
Resources {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5} 

Related Work. A number of researches have tried to introduce extra information into 
Personal Information Retrieval. Chau et al. [8] exploited the explicit metadata to build 
the contextual cues and designed navigation-style search. They didn’t build any rank-
ing algorithms that exploit these links. Other researchers [2, 9] proposed methods to 
discover the contextual information from file system hierarchy. Peney et al. [9] 
mapped the authority and hub nodes to resources and directories respectively and then 
ranked results with authority score. However, this method can’t distinguish resources 
in the same directory. Recently, many researches [7, 10] put their views on user beha-
viors. Chen et al. [7] built different relations with respect to different user behaviors 
and assigned the relations of different type with fixed weights. In this paper, we de-
sign novel algorithms to measure the relations. Sawyer et al. [3] applied physical-
social interactions to build resource associations, but their approach was limited to 
emails context. Deng et al. [4] built contextual hierarchies for explicit metadata, but 
they ignored the implicit information like topic, user behavior pattern etc. In sum-
mary, none of above work sufficiently utilized the 3 relations mentioned and  
presented proper methods to measure these relations. Kim et al. [5] combined many 
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similarity metrics to create association, which is close to our work. However, their 
approach was strongly dependent on resource tags contributed by users actively. Our 
approach can measure implicit relations without extra user involvement.  

Contribution. The main contribution of this paper includes:  

─ We design novel methods to measure the {Topic, Task, Location} Relations and 
propose LSG to integrate them into a unified score. We measure the Topic Relation 
using a LDA-based method, Task Relation using a Surfing Graph and Location Re-
lation from three aspects as Depth, Transfer Length and Depth Difference of re-
source organization. 

─ Based on LSG, we design a new personalized ranking schema, which can reflect 
user preference and improve keyword-based desktop search results. 

─ Based on LSG, we design a graph-based recommendation algorithm for query 
result expansion. We recommend 5 relevant documents for each query result to 
help user recover memory cues and facilitate search. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we propose Latent 
Semantic Graph. Section 3 discusses how to search using LSG. Section 4 describes 
the experiments and discusses the results. We conclude the paper and discuss future 
work in Section 5. 

2 Unified Multi-dimensional Latent Semantic Graph 

LSG is a multi-dimensional integrated Graph. In this section, we define the {Topic, 
Task, Location} Relations and present methods to score these relations to propose 
LSG.  

• Topic Relation is used to measure the topic similarity between two resources (e.g., 
d1, d2). We denote this relation as  , .  

• Task Relation is used to measure the collaborative strength between two resources 
in history. We denote this relation as  , .  

• Location Relation is used to measure the relation hidden in the two resources’ 
directory organization. We denote this relation as  , . 

2.1 Scoring Topic Relation 

In our context, the size of personal resources is varying and large, which results in 
that term vectors are sparse and high-dimensional. Therefore, cosine similarity be-
tween term vectors is not a good way to measure the similarity between resources. In 
this paper we employ a LDA-based method to measure the similarity of two extracta-
ble resources. LDA is a hierarchical Bayesian model which allows us to model a text 
document as a mixture of topics. After LDA modeling, each resource can be mapped 
to a latent topic distribution of N dimensions (100 by default). To measure the topic 
similarity between two resources, we calculate the similarity between the distributions 
of topics associated with each document, which can effectively resolve the problem 
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due to data sparsity. We use the KL divergence [1], a non-symmetric measure of the 
difference between two probability distributions X and Y, to measure the distance 
between two resources.  Given distributions X and Y, the KL divergence between 

them is formalized as: || ∑ log .  

Considering the non-symmetry of KL divergence, namely |||| , we use Jensen-Shannon divergence, a symmetric variant of the KL diver-
gence , instead in this paper:  || || || 2⁄ , Where M . Smaller JS value means the two resources are more relevant. We use 

formula 1 to model the Topic Relation between two resources d1 and d2 and obtain a 
normalized score. The obtained JS value can be viewed as the distance between two 
resources. The curve of formula 1 is steep near 0 and become flat with the growth of 
JS value. This characteristic ensures that we can easily distinguish the low similar 
pairs from the high similar ones.   , 1 ||⁄                                             (1) 

2.2 Scoring Task Relation 

In order to discover the collaborative relation between different resources, we employ 
a system-level API to monitor and record resource access activities. The recorded 
information about an access activity is a 4-tuple {Name, Start, End, Duration} (see 
Fig.3(a)). Here, we define a resource being accessed once the resource gets focus. 
Users tend to access different resources to complete a purpose.  Therefore, we define 
a Task as a set of resources for the same purpose.  The order of access log in a task 
reflects the surfing traces of users and collaborative relationships between adjacent 
resources. Before introducing the task identification algorithm, we first define the 
concepts used in the algorithm:  

Valid Duration (s): The duration of a log must be larger than a given Valid Duration 
threshold (10s by default). This setting is based on a common assumption that users 
usually focus on a resource for a relatively long time while finishing a task. The 
invalid one will be remove from the sequence and split the sequence naturally. 
Task Interval (s): A new task starts while the interval between the adjacent logs is 
larger than a given Task Interval threshold (600s by default).  
Task Similarity: We merge adjacent tasks T1 and T2 together and view them as the 
same task if the similarity between T1 and T2 is larger than a given threshold (0.5 by 
default). We define the task similarity as  Sim T1, T2 |       ||        |            (2) 

Surfing Graph (SG): We propose a Surfing Graph (SG) to denote each task identi-
fied. A surfing graph  is an undirected graph. The node set  corresponds to all 
resources in the task. There is an edge ,  for ,    iff there is an 
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access transfer from u to adjacent v. The weight of edge is the transfer frequency 
happened on this edge regardless of direction.  

 

Fig. 3. An Example of Surfing Graph 

Taking Fig.3 for example, we have a task of 4 resources (e.g., d1, d2, d3, d4).  It is 
obvious that the surfing trace in this task is d1 d2 d1 d3 d2 d4. Thus, the 
transfer pairs are {(d1, d2), (d2, d1), (d1, d3), (d3, d2), (d2, d4)}. Each pair corresponds to 
an edge in Surfing Graph. (d1, d2) and (d2, d1) correspond to the same edge. Therefore, 
the weight of each edge is measured by the number of transfer pairs corresponding to 
it.  

Algorithm 1 describes the process of task identification (step 1 to 8) and SG merg-
ing (step 9 to 12). The identification consists of 3 major steps: (1) split the accessing 
sequence into clusters according to Valid Duration and Task Interval; (2) merge simi-
lar adjacent clusters (raw tasks) split by Valid Duration; (3) remove invalid tasks (size 
< 3). After identification, we convert all identified tasks to Surfing Graphs and then 
combine them together as a Task Relation Graph (TARG) where weight of the same 
edges appearing in the different SG will be added. The TARG reflects the Task Rela-
tion between different resources through the weight of edge connecting them. In this 

Algorithm 1. Construction of Task Relation Graph  
Input: A user activity log sequence R, Valid Duration VD, Task Interval TI, Task Simi-
larity TS 
Output: Task Relation Graph TARG(V, E), where V is vertex set and E is edge set. 

1:  , ,    
 2:    , ,  //split R according to VD and TI 
 3:    0  
 4:  1;  . ;    
 5:  t  
 6:   ,  are splited by  && ,   //merge similar raw tasks 
 7:     t t t  
 8:    add  to   . 2,  //remove invalid task 

9:     
10:    ,  
11:    ,  
12:  ,  
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paper, the weight of edge is defined as Transfer Frequency (TF). Given the TF of 
two resources d1 and d2, we use Eq.(3) to model Task Relation.  

For a certain resource X, we are intent to distinguish those low TF resources inte-
racting with it. A small increment on low TF will result in a big difference on task 
relation strength. When the TF is high enough, the difference on relation strength with 
the increment of TF will become small. So those high TF resources can be nearly 
viewed as the same category, namely highly relevant ones to X. In our model, we use 
TF2 to enlarge the difference between small TFs and log to shrink them towards steep 
interval. Therefore, the model can reveal the difference between small TFs.  , TF , TF ,                                (3) 

2.3 Scoring Location Relation 

Empirically, users tend to arrange their information according to a certain implicit 
relationship among them, such as related content, same target, etc. In this section, we 
model the Location Relation between resources from 3 aspects mentioned in [12].  

Aspect (a): Depth. Users usually organize resources into subdirectories. The resources 
organized in the subdirectories have closer relationship among each other than those in 
the parent directories. Recursively, the deeper the two resources stored in the hierarchy of 
file system, the tighter the relationship between them is. We use the average depth of two 
resources to denote this aspect: E , | | | | 2⁄ , where |n| is depth of n.  
 
Aspect (b): Transfer Length. Users usually group related resources together. In file 
system, every resource has a route to every other, which is equivalent to the route 
between the directories containing the two resources. We refer to the length of the 
shortest path between two directories as their degree-of-association or transfer-length. 
Shorter transfer-length means two resources are more related. Thus, if transfer-length 
is 0, that means the two resources are organized in the same directory. We denote this 
aspect as equation: D , | | |λ| | | |λ| , where λ is their lowest 
common ancestor-or-self directory.  
 
Aspect (c): Depth Difference. Users usually group related directories nearby, which 
means the depths of these directories are close. Under prerequisite of large Depth and 
short Transfer Length, if the depths of directories containing the given two resources 
are closer, the two resources are more relevant. We denote this aspect as equation: M , | | | | . 

By integrating the above aspects, we now obtain the following formula which 
models Location Relation of 2 resources and returns a normalized score. According to 
the importance of each aspect, the function penalizes Transfer Length and Depth Dif-
ference harshly and Depth leniently. In fact, users won’t organize their valuable re-
sources at deep level, generally 4-5 level at most. So the influence of Depth is limited.  
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, ,, , ,          (4) 

2.4 Score Aggregation with Linear Regression 

After measuring the three relations, we can obtain 3 Relation Graphs. We name them 
as Topic Relation Graph, Task Relation Graph and Location Relation Graph. The 
final Latent Semantic Graph (LSG) we proposed is a mixture graph to integrate the 
above 3 Relation Graphs. In this paper, the final association score, namely, the weight 
of edge in LSG is simply formulized as a linear combination:  ,  ρ , φ , ω ,      (5) 

Therefore, the parameters ρ, φ, ω can be estimated by a linear regression. We con-
duct a training set including K (K=200, 40 pairs per person) resource pairs <d1, d2> 
selected from data set provided by participants of our experiments. We ask partici-
pants to rate those pairs selected from their own data set with a grade between 0 and 
1. Suppose the training set is T , , , , , , , where  is triple 
including 3 relation scores and  is relation score rated by user. So we estimate the 
parameters by solve the following optimization problem.  min  ,    ρ, φ, ω ,   s. t.  ρ φ ω 1               6  

With the limitation of space, we omit some detail about learning process. After a 5-
fold cross validation, we average the parameters of 5 models and obtain the approx-
imate parameters as (0.3, 0.6, 0.1) in our context. With the estimated parameters, we 
combine the three relation graphs and generate the Latent Semantic Graph (LSG).  

3 Searching with LSG 

When user submits keywords, the content-based search module firstly finds results 
from index and then feeds them to LSG module. LSG module resorts these results 
with a personalized ranking schema and gets recommended resources for each result.  

 

Fig. 4. Process of Searching with LSG 

Personalized Ranking. In case of Web search, personalized PageRank has been 
widely used. The original PageRank can be expressed as the solution: 1 d . Here, we design a LSG-based Personalized Ranking 
Schema to rank the results by rebuilding the Transition Matrix  and personaliza-
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tion vector . Generally, user would like to jump to the node which is highly relevant 
to the current one. Let  be the set of resources which the resource  links to in 
LSG. Then when computing the transfer probability from  to any one in , e.g. 
resource , we use the following formula:  ,∑ ,                                    7  

To rebuild , let  be the set of resources recorded in user activity log,  be the 
number of occurrences of resource  in the user activity log and  be the num-
ber of indexed resources. If resource  belongs to , e.g., 0, we set ∑⁄ , otherwise, 1⁄ . The final query score is a combination of TF-
IDF score and personalized ranking score. Suppose  is the given query and  is 
the resource in our disk, then final ranking score: Score  Score ,Score , where Score ,  is cosine similarity between  and , Score  is the importance score of  calculated by personalized ranking schema.  

Semantic Recommending. Based on LSG, graph-based recommendation methods 
can be introduced to compute the resource association from a global perspective in-
stead of local pairwise computation of neighborhood. We transplant a graph-based 
recommendation algorithm IPF [6] into our scenario to recommend semantically-
relevant resources for each query result. We name the transplanted IPF as TIPF in 
this paper. Given a query result  and a unknown resource , there are many propa-
gation paths from  to  in LSG. For , the recommending score of  is sum of 
weights of all paths. The path weight can be viewed as the visited probability of  
from the resource . Suppose P d , d , … , d  is the path from the query result  d  to resource  d , the path weight is defined 
as:  ψ p ∏ , where  is a propagation function 
defined in Eq.(7). Similarly with IPF, we only consider the short paths (distance < 3) 
to measure the visited probability because the long path contributes little and is prone 
to bring in noise. Consequently, suppose ,  is the set of short paths from  to 
, then the recommending score of  to  is defined as:  S u, i ψ p,                                       8  

The TIPF is implemented by Bread-First-Search on LSG. Finally, we sort the can-
didate resources according to S u, i  and then return the top 5 re-
sources to . Fig. 8 illustrates an example of semantic recommendation.  
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4 Experiments 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of LSG in enhancing result ranking and seman-
tic recommendation for query result expansion, we develop a prototype, called IDSE1, 
to implement the searching process with LSG and construct a small scale user study. 
Because the experiment on personal data is sensitive, the scale of experiment is hard 
to be large. Referring to the experimental scale mentioned in references (e.g, 3 in [5], 
5 in [7] and 6 in [10] etc.), we invited five volunteers in our institution to participate 
in our experiments.  

Table 1. An Overview of Data set 

User U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 
Data Size (GB) 10.27 3.08 2.38 15.26 0.81 
Accessed Resources 926 830 193 508 234 
Extractable Resources 2059 4765 1817 3311 349 

Data Set. To gather the activities log, we trace participants’ behaviors on resources 
for two months. The average data set contains 40346 resources in 6783 directories. 
The average directory depth is 10 (max 23). In addition, there are totally 12301 ex-
tractable resources and 2691 resources are recorded in the user log.  

Metrics. We take the traditional metrics Precision |   ||  |  

and Recall |   ||  |  to evaluate the IR performance. 

4.1 Experimental Results 

Ranking Performance Evaluation  

Comparison. We compare IDSE with two of the state-of-art [11] Desktop Search 
tools: Copernic Desktop Search [13] and Google Desktop Search (GDS) [14]. In addi-
tion, we provide two versions of prototype: IDSE-based (content-based ranking only) 
and IDSE_Imecho (a similar method in [7], which uses fixed relation weight). 
Setup. Each participant is asked to design 10 search queries related to their activities 
and then send each of queries to the 5 tools respectively. For each query, each partici-
pants rate the top 10 results for each tools using grades {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}2 where 0 for 
an irrelevant result and 5 for a highly relevant one. At each rank, the average preci-
sion and recall can be calculated by using the grades rated by our participants. For 
each tool, we can calculate the average precision and recall of 50 queries at any rank 
k. We use the pooling technology [7] to generate the relevant resources set. 

Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) depict the average precision and recall levels of the 5 tools 
at each rank from one to ten respectively. Intuitively, the prototype IDSE with LSG 
                                                           
1  We share the project of IDSE at GitHub: https://github.com/HarryHuang1990/ 

idse.git 
2  The relevant grade will be normalized to [0, 1] when calculating the measure.  
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outperforms others on both metrics at every rank level. This indicates that IDSE finds 
more relevant resources and ranks them higher than content-based search tools (GDS, 
Copernic and IDSE-based). The interpretation of this result is that the GDS, Copernic 
and IDSE-based are only concerned about hitting key-words and rank their results 
using TF-IDF models, regardless of any global importance measures for resources. 
Whereas with semantic links modeled in LSG, IDSE can exactly measure importance 
for every resource and push resources of interest towards the top of list.  

IDSE also outperforms IDSE_Imecho on both metrics. This indicates that exact 
measurement of relation is better for desktop search than using fixed weight and our 
approach is effective. IDSE-based is implemented by using an optimized TF-IDF 
model. Therefore it can find more relevant resources than GDS and Copernic. But it 
may not rank the high relevant resources towards the top and cause a flat precision 
curve from top 6 to 10 (depicted in Fig. 5(a)). After adding the LSG, those high rele-
vant but low ranked resources will be ranked high. This results in a visible improve-
ment in terms of precision and recall. 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of Average Precision and Average Relative Recall from Top 1 to 10 

Effectiveness of Semantic Recommendation 

Recommendation for each query result is a creative attempt. It can help user to recall 
the memory cues among resources. The performance of the recommendation mainly 
relies on users’ judgment. We ask each volunteer to rate the each recommended re-
source for top 5 results returned by IDSE using the same grade method as above. The 
relevant grade reflects the user satisfaction to the recommended one. Finally, we av-
erage the all satisfaction grades in 10 queries to measure a user’s satisfaction to our 
method.  
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Fig. 6. Average User Satisfaction to Seman-
tic Recommendation for Query Result Ex-
pansion. 

 

Fig. 7. Performance on Indexing Space 

Fig. 6 illustrates the average assessment result with a five score system where [0, 
0.2] for “Very Poor”, (0.2, 0.4] for “Poor”, (0.4, 0.6] for “Not too Poor”, (0.6, 0.8] for 
“Acceptable”, and (0.8, 1] for “Perfect”. As we see, all participants feel that our se-
mantic recommendation is “acceptable”. Although without an acknowledged evalua-
tion method, such user measure can, to some extent, demonstrate the effectiveness of 
this approach. Fig. 8 shows an example of Semantic Recommendation on query result 
“WAIM2014-IDSE paper.docx”. 5 resources recommended are all related to the topic 
“desktop search”. In other examples, the recommended resources may be task-related 
or location-related.  

 

Fig. 8. An Example of Semantic Recommendation for Query Result Expansion 

 

Fig. 9. Performance on Query Time 
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Scalability 

Querying Performance. In Fig. 9(b), the average query time of IDSE across all que-
ries (50 queries) is 0.17s, which is much less than one second. Query time averages 
are calculated across 5 runs of each query. Fig. 9(a) shows that with the data set size 
increasing, the average query time appears to grow slowly, especially on big data sets. 
Although, the average time of search with LSG is a little longer than content-search 
alone (0.12 on average), it is acceptable. Even though compared with GDS, the partic-
ipants agree that the performance is also acceptable. 
Indexing Space. The IDSE’s index consists of reverse index and LSG. Fig. 7 shows 
the space required by the LSG and reverse index for each data set and on average. 
This result indicates that the LSG is not a barrier to search. On average, the LSG size 
is less than 0.85% of the size of the user’s data size.  

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we attempt to exploit {Topic, Task, Location} Relations to improve 
traditional desktop search performance. We design novel methods to measure these 3 
relations properly using information derived from resource latent topics, user access 
activities and directory hierarchy respectively and then propose LSG, a multi-
dimension integrated graph, to integrate the 3 relations using a linear combination. 
With LSG, a personalized ranking schema is designed to enhance the full-text key-
word desktop search and the recommending algorithm TIPF is adapted to help user 
extend and associate the results returned by the keyword search. Experiments reveal 
the prototype embedding LSG is superior to the traditional keyword-search desktop 
search tools. In future work, we are intent to explore Web-behavior-based topic se-
mantic identification for those unextractable resources.  
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Abstract. Recently, there is a surge of interests on heterogeneous infor-
mation network analysis. Although evaluating the importance of objects
has been well studied in homogeneous networks, it is not yet exploited in
heterogeneous networks. In this paper, we study the ranking problem in
heterogeneous networks and propose the HRank method to evaluate the
importance of multiple types of objects and meta paths. A constrained
meta path is proposed to subtly capture the rich semantics in heteroge-
neous networks. Since the importance of objects depends upon the meta
paths in heterogeneous networks, HRank develops a path based ran-
dom walk process. Furthermore, HRank can simultaneously determine
the importance of objects and meta paths through applying the tensor
analysis. Experiments on three real datasets show that HRank can effec-
tively evaluate the importance of objects and paths together. Moreover,
the constrained meta path shows its potential on mining subtle semantics
by obtaining more accurate ranking results.

Keywords: Heterogeneous information network, Rank, Random walk,
Tensor analysis.

1 Introduction

It is an important research problem to evaluate object importance or popular-
ity, which can be used in many data mining tasks. Many methods have been
developed to evaluate object importance, such as PageRank [9], HITS [1], and
SimRank [3]. In these literatures, objects ranking is done in a homogeneous
network in which objects or relations are same-typed. However, in many real
network data, there are many different types of objects and relations, which can
be organized as heterogeneous network. Formally, Heterogeneous Information
Networks (HIN) are the logical networks involving multiple types of objects as
well as multiple types of links denoting different relations [2]. It is clear that het-
erogeneous information networks are ubiquitous and form a critical component
of modern information infrastructure [2].

Fig. 1(a) shows a HIN example in bibliographic data and Fig. 1(b) illustrates
its network schema. In this example, it contains four types of objects: papers
(P ), authors (A), labels (L, categories of papers) and conferences (C), and links
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(a) Heterogeneous network (b) Network schema

Fig. 1. A heterogeneous information network example on bibliographic data. (a) shows
heterogeneous objects and their relations. (b) shows the network schema.

connecting them. The link types are defined by the relations between two object
types. For example, links exist between authors and papers denoting the writing
or written-by relations. In this network, several interesting, yet seldom exploited,
ranking problems can be proposed.

– One may pay attention to the importance of multiple types of objects simul-
taneously, and ask the following questions:
Q. 1.1 Which are the most influential authors and reputable conferences?
Q. 1.2 Which are the most influential authors and reputable conferences in data
mining field?

– Furthermore, one may wonder which factor mostly affects the importance of
objects. So he may ask the questions like this:
Q. 2 Who are the most influential authors and which factor makes the author most
influential?

The ranking analysis in HIN faces the following research challenges. (1) There
are different types of objects and links in HIN. If we simply treat all objects equally
and apply the randomwalk as PageRank does in homogeneous network, the rank-
ing result will mix different types of objects together. (2) Different types of objects
and links in heterogeneous networks carry different semantic meanings. The ran-
dom walk along different meta paths has different semantics, which may lead to
different ranking results. Here the meta path [4] means a sequence of relations be-
tween object types. So a desirable rankingmethod inHIN should be path-dependent.
The study of related work can be seen on [10], which is the extension of this paper.

In this paper, we study the ranking problem in HIN and propose a novel rank-
ing method, HRank, to evaluate the importance of multiple types of objects and
meta paths in HIN. For Q. 1, a meta path based random walk model is proposed
to evaluate the importance of single or multiple types of objects. Although meta
path has been widely used to capture the semantics in HIN [6,4], it coarsely de-
picts object relations. By employing the meta path, we can only answer the Q.
1.1. In order to overcome the shortcoming existing in meta path, we propose the
constrained meta path concept, which can effectively describe subtle semantics.
The constrained meta path sets constraint conditions on meta path. Adopting
the constrained meta path, we can further answer the Q. 1.2. Moreover, in HIN,
based on different paths, the objects have different ranking values. The compre-
hensive importance of objects should consider all kinds of factors (the factors
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can be embodied by constrained meta paths), which have different contribution
to the importance of objects. In order to evaluate the importance of objects and
meta paths simultaneously (i.e., answer Q. 2 ), we further propose a co-ranking
method which organizes the relation matrices of objects on different constrained
meta paths as a tensor. A random walk process is designed on this tensor to co-
rank importance of objects and paths simultaneously. That is, random walkers
surf in the tensor, where the stationary visiting probability of objects and meta
paths is considered as the HRank score of objects and paths.

2 Preliminary

In this section, we describe notations used in this paper and present some pre-
liminary knowledge.

In heterogeneous information networks, there are multiple object types and
relation types. We use the network schema S = (A,R) to depict the object types
and relations existing among object types, where A = {A} is a set of object types
and R = {R} is a set of relations. A relation R existing from type S to type

T is denoted as S
R−→ T . Fig. 1(b) shows a network schema of bibliographic

information network.
Different from homogeneous networks, two objects in a heterogeneous network

can be connected via different paths and these paths have different meanings.
These paths are called meta paths which can be defined as follows.

Definition 1 Meta path [4]. A meta path P is a path defined on a schema S =

(A,R), and is denoted in the form of A1
R1−−→ A2

R2−−→ . . .
Rl−→ Al+1 (abbreviated as

A1A2 . . . Al+1), which defines a composite relation R = R1 ◦R2 ◦ . . .◦Rl between
type A1 and Al+1, where ◦ denotes the composition operator on relations.

It is obvious that semantics underneath these paths are different. The “Author-
Paper-Author” (APA) path means authors collaborating on the same papers,
while the “Author-Paper-Conference-Paper-Author” (APCPA) path means the
authors’ papers publishing on the same conferences. Based on different meta
paths, there are different relation networks, which may result in different im-
portance of objects. However, meta path fails to capture some subtle semantics.
Taking Fig. 1(b) as an example, the APA cannot reveal the co-author relations
in Data Mining (DM) field. In order to overcome the shortcomings in meta path,
we propose the concept of constrained meta path, defined as follows.

Definition 2 Constrained meta path. A constrained meta path is a meta path
based on a certain constraint which is denoted as CP = P|C. P = (A1A2 . . .
Al) is a meta path, while C represents the constraint on the objects in the meta path.

Note that the C can be one or multiple constraint conditions on objects. Tak-
ing Fig. 1(b) as an example, the constrained meta path APA|P.L = “DM”
represents the co-author relations of authors in data mining field through con-
straining the label of papers with DM. Similarly, the constrained meta path
APCPA|P.L = “DM”&&C = “CIKM” represents the co-author relations of
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authors in CIKM conference and the papers of authors are in data mining field.
Obviously, compared to meta path, the constrained meta path conveys richer
semantics by subdividing meta paths under distinct conditions.

For a relation A
R−→ B, we can obtain its constrained transition probability

matrix as follows.

Definition 3 Constrained transition probability matrix. WAB is an ad-

jacent matrix between type A and B on relation A
R−→ B. UAB is the normalized

matrix of WAB along the row vector, which is the transition probability matrix

of A
R−→ B. Suppose there is a constraint C on object type A. The constrained

transition probability matrix U
′

AB of constrained relation R|C is U
′

AB = MCUAB,
where MC is the constraint matrix generated by the constraint condition C.

The constraint matrix MC is usually a diagonal matrix whose dimension is
the number of objects in object type A. The element in the diagonal is 1 if the
corresponding object satisfies the constraint, else the element is 0. Similarly, we
can confine the constraint on object type B or both types.

Given a network following a network schema S = (A,R), we can define the
constrained meta path based reachable probability matrix as follows.

Definition 4 Constrained meta path based reachable probability ma-
trix. For a constrained meta path CP = (A1A2 · · ·Al+1|C), the constrained meta
path based reachable probability matrix is defined as PMCP = U

′

A1A2
U

′

A2A3
· · ·

U
′

AlAl+1
. PMCP(i, j) represents the probability of object i ∈ A1 reaching object

j ∈ Al+1 under the constrained meta path CP.
When there is a constraint on the objects, we only consider the objects that

satisfy the constraint. For simplicity, we use the reachable probability matrix
and the MP to represent the constrained meta path based reachable probability
matrix in the following section.

3 The HRank Method

In order to answer the two ranking problems proposed in Section 1, we design
two versions of HRank, respectively.

3.1 Ranking Based on Constrained Meta Paths

For the question Q. 1, we propose the HRank-CMP method based on a con-
strained meta path P = (A1A2 . . . Al|C).

HRank-CMP is based on a random walk process that random walkers wander
between A1 and Al along the path. The ranks of A1 and Al can be seen as the
visiting probability of walkers, which are defined as follows:

R(Al|P−1) = αR(A1|P)MP + (1− α)EAl

R(A1|P) = αR(Al|P−1)MP−1 + (1− α)EA1

(1)

where MP and MP−1 are the reachable probability matrix of path P and P−1.
EA1 and EAl

are the restart probability of A1 and Al. Note that the path P is
either symmetric (P = P−1) or asymmetric (P 
= P−1).
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3.2 Co-ranking for Objects and Relations in HIN

There are many constrained meta paths in heterogeneous networks. It is an im-
portant issue to automatically determine the importance of paths [4,5], since it
is usually hard for us to identify which relation is more important in real appli-
cations. To solve this problem (i.e., Q. 2 ), we propose the HRank-CO to co-rank
the importance of objects and relations. The basic idea is based on an intuition
that important objects are connected to many other objects through a number
of important relations and important relations connect many important objects.
So we organize the multiple relation networks with a tensor and a random walk
process is designed on this tensor. The method not only can comprehensively
evaluate the importance of objects by considering all constrained meta paths,
but also can rank the contribution of different constrained meta paths.

(a) Multiple relations (b) Tenser representation

Fig. 2. An example of multi-relations of objects generated by multiple paths. (a) is the
graph representation. (b) is the corresponding tensor representation.

In Fig. 2(a), we show an example of multiple relations among objects. There
are three objects of type A, three objects of type B and three types of relations
among them. These relations are generated by three constrained meta paths
with type A as the source type and type B as the target type. To describe the
multiple relations among objects, we use the representation of tensor which is a
multidimensional array. We call X = (xi,j,k) a 3rd order tensor, where xi,j,k ∈ R,
for i = 1, · · · ,m, j = 1, · · · , l, k = 1, · · · , n.m and n are the number of objects of
type A and type B, respectively, and there are l types of relations among them.
xi,j,k represents the times that object i is related to object k through the jth
constrained meta path. For example, Fig. 2(b) is a three-way array, where each
two dimensional slice represents an adjacency matrix for a single relation. So
the data can be represented as a tensor of size 3× 3× 3. In the multi-relational
network, we define the transition probability tensor to present the transition
probability among objects and relations.

Definition 5 Transition probability tensor. In a multi-relational network,
X is the tensor representing the network. F is the normalized tensor of X along
the column vector. R is the normalized tensor of X along the tube vector. T is
the normalized tensor of X along the row vector. F , R, and T are called the
transition probability tensor which can be denoted as follows:
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fi,j,k =
xi,j,k∑m
i=1 xi,j,k

i = 1, 2, . . . ,m

ri,j,k =
xi,j,k∑l
j=1 xi,j,k

j = 1, 2, . . . , l

ti,j,k =
xi,j,k∑n
k=1 xi,j,k

k = 1, 2, . . . , n

(2)

fi,j,k can be interpreted as the probability of object i (of type A) being the
visiting object when relation j is used and the current object being visited is
object k (of type B), ri,j,k represents the probability of using relation j given that
object k is visited from object i, and ti,j,k can be interpreted as the probability
of object k being visited, given that object i is currently the visiting object and
relation j is used. The meaning of these three tensors can be defined formally
as follows:

fi,j,k = Prob(Xt = i|Yt = j, Zt = k)

ri,j,k = Prob(Yt = j|Xt = i, Zt = k)

ti,j,k = Prob(Zt = k|Xt = i, Yt = j)

(3)

in which Xt, Zt and Yt are three random variables representing visiting at certain
object of type A or type B and using certain relation respectively at the time t.

Now, we define the stationary distributions of objects and relations as follows

x = (x1, x2, · · · , xm)T , y = (y1, y2, · · · , yl)T , z = (z1, z2, · · · , zn)T (4)

in which

xi = lim
t→∞

Prob(Xt = i), yj = lim
t→∞

Prob(Yt = j), zk = lim
t→∞

Prob(Zt = k). (5)

From the above equations, we can get:

Prob(Xt = i) =
l∑

j=1

n∑
k=1

fi,j,k × Prob(Yt = j, Zt = k)

Prob(Yt = j) =

m∑
i=1

n∑
k=1

ri,j,k × Prob(Xt = i, Zt = k)

Prob(Zt = k) =

m∑
i=1

l∑
j=1

ti,j,k × Prob(Xt = i, Yt = j)

(6)

where Prob(Yt = j, Zt = k) is the joint probability distribution of Yt and Zt,
Prob(Xt = i, Zt = k) is the joint probability distribution of Xt and Zt, and
Prob(Xt = i, Yt = j) is the joint probability distribution of Xt and Yt. To
obtain xi, yj and zk, we assume that Xt, Yt and Zt are all independent from
each other which can be denoted as below:

Prob(Xt = i, Yt = j) = Prob(Xt = i)Prob(Yt = j)

Prob(Xt = i, Zt = k) = Prob(Xt = i)Prob(Zt = k)

Prob(Yt = j, Zt = k) = Prob(Yt = j)Prob(Zt = k)

(7)
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Consequently, combining the equations with the assumptions above, we get

xi =

l∑
j=1

n∑
k=1

fi,j,kyjzk, i = 1, 2, . . . , m,

yj =

m∑
i=1

n∑
k=1

ri,j,kxizk, j = 1, 2, . . . , l,

zk =

m∑
i=1

l∑
j=1

ti,j,kxiyj , k = 1, 2, . . . , n.

(8)

The equations above can be written in a tensor format:

x = Fyz, y = Rxz, z = Txy (9)

with
∑m

i=1 xi = 1,
∑l

j=1 yj = 1, and
∑n

k=1 zk = 1.

According to the analysis above, we can design the following algorithm to
co-rank the importance of objects and relations.

Algorithm 1. HRank-CO Algorithm

Input: Three tensors F , T and R, three initial probability distributions x0, y0 and z0
and the tolerance ε.

Output: Three stationary probability distributions x, y and z.
Procedure:
Set t = 1;
repeat

Compute xt = Fyt−1zt−1;
Compute yt = Rxtzt−1;
Compute zt = Txtyt;

until ||xt − xt−1||+ ||yt − yt−1||+ ||zt − zt−1|| < ε

4 Experiments

In this section, we do experiments to validate the effectiveness of two versions
of HRank on three real datasets, respectively.

4.1 Datasets

We use three heterogeneous information networks for our experiments. They are
summarized as follows:

DBLP Dataset [6,4]: The DBLP dataset is a sub-network collected from
DBLP website 1 involving major conferences in two research areas: database
(DB) and information retrieval (IR), which naturally form two labels. The dataset
contains 9682 authors, 20 conferences and 22185 papers which are all labeled with
one of the two research areas. The network schema is shown in Fig. 3(a).

1 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db/
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(a) DBLP (b) ACM (c) Movie

Fig. 3. The network schema of three heterogeneous datasets. (a) DBLP bibliographic
dataset. (b) ACM bibliographic dataset. (c) IMDB movie dataset.

ACM Dataset [6]: The ACM dataset was downloaded from ACM digital
library 2 in June 2010. The ACM dataset comes from 14 representative com-
puter science conferences. These conferences include 196 corresponding venue
proceedings. The dataset has 12499 papers, 17431 authors, 1903 terms and 1804
author affiliations. The network also includes 73 labels of these papers in ACM
category. The network schema of ACM dataset is shown in Fig. 3(b).

IMDB Dataset [7]: We crawled movie information from The Internet Movie
Database 3 to construct the network. The related objects include movies, actors,
directors and movie types, which are organized as a star schema shown in Fig.
3(c). Movie information includes 5324 actors, 1591 movies, 551 directors and 112
movie types.

4.2 Ranking of Heterogeneous Objects

Here, the experiments validate the effectiveness of HRank-CMP on constrained
meta paths.

Experiment Study on Constrained Meta Paths. The experiments are done
on the DBLP dataset. We evaluate the importance of authors and conferences
simultaneously based on the meta path APC, which means authors publish
papers on conferences. Two constrained meta paths (APC|P.L = “DB” and
APC|P.L = “IR”) are also included, which means authors publish DB(IR)-
field papers on conferences. We employ HRank-CMP to rank the importance of
authors and conferences based on these three paths. As the baseline methods,
we use PageRank and the degree of authors and conferences (called Degree
method). We directly run PageRank on the whole DBLP network by ignoring
the heterogeneity of objects. Since the results of PageRank mix all types of
objects, we select the author and conference type from the ranking list as the
final results.

The top ten authors and conferences returned by these five methods are shown
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. As shown in Table 1, the ranking results of these
methods on authors all are reasonable, however, the constrained meta paths can
find the most influential authors in a certain field. For example, the top three

2 http://dl.acm.org/
3 www.imdb.com/
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Table 1. Top ten authors of different methods on DBLP dataset. The number in the
parenthesis of the fifth column means the rank of authors in the whole ranking list
returned by PageRank.

Rank APC APC|P.L = “DB” APC|P.L = “IR” PageRank Degree

1 Gerhard Weikum Surajit Chaudhuri W. Bruce Croft W. Bruce Croft(23) Philip S. Yu
2 Katsumi Tanaka H. Garcia-Molina Bert R. Boyce Gerhard Weikum(24) Gerhard Weikum
3 Philip S. Yu H. V. Jagadish Carol L. Barry Philip S. Yu(25) Divesh Srivastava
4 H. Garcia-Molina Jeffrey F. Naughton James Allan Jiawei Han(26) Jiawei Han
5 W. Bruce Croft Michael Stonebraker ChengXiang Zhai H. Garcia-Molina(27) H. Garcia-Molina
6 Jiawei Han Divesh Srivastava Mark Sanderson Divesh Srivastava(28) W. Bruce Croft
7 Divesh Srivastava Gerhard Weikum Maarten de Rijke Surajit Chaudhuri(29) Surajit Chaudhuri
8 Hans-Peter Kriegel Jiawei Han Katsumi Tanaka H. V. Jagadish(30) H. V. Jagadish
9 Divyakant Agrawal Christos Faloutsos Iadh Ounis Jeffrey F. Naughton(31) Jeffrey F. Naughton
10 Jeffrey Xu Yu Philip S. Yu Joemon M. Jose Rakesh Agrawal(32) Rakesh Agrawal

authors of APC|P.L = “DB” are Surajit Chaudhuri, Hector Garcia-Molina and
H. V. Jagadish, and all of them are very influential researchers in the database
field. Similarly, as we can see in Table 2, HRank with constrained meta paths can
clearly find the important conferences in DB and IR fields, while other methods
mingle these conferences. For example, the most important conferences in the
DB field are ICDE, VLDB and SIGMOD, while the most important conferences
in the IR field are SIGIR, WWW and CIKM. Observing Tables 1 and 2, we can
also find the mutual effect of authors and conferences.

Table 2. Top ten conferences of different methods on DBLP dataset. The number in
the parenthesis of the fifth column means the rank of conferences in the whole ranking
list returned by PageRank.

Rank APC APC|P.L = “DB” APC|P.L = “IR” PageRank Degree

1 CIKM ICDE SIGIR ICDE(3) ICDE
2 ICDE VLDB WWW SIGIR(4) SIGIR
3 WWW SIGMOD CIKM VLDB(5) VLDB
4 VLDB PODS JASIST CIKM(6) SIGMOD
5 SIGMOD DASFAA WISE SIGMOD(7) CIKM
6 SIGIR EDBT ECIR JASIST(8) JASIST
7 DASFAA ICDT APWeb WWW(9) WWW
8 JASIST MDM WSDM DASFAA(10) PODS
9 WISE WebDB JCIS PODS(11) DASFAA
10 EDBT SSTD IJKM JCIS(12) EDBT

Quantitative Comparison Experiments. Based on the results returned by
five methods, we can obtain five candidate ranking lists of authors in DBLP
dataset. To evaluate the results quantitatively, we use the author ranks from
Microsoft Academic Search 4 as ground truth. Specifically, we crawled two stan-
dard ranking lists of authors in two academic fields: DB and IR. Then we use
the Distance criterion [8] to compare the difference between our candidate rank-
ing lists and the standard ranking lists. The criterion not only measures the
number of mismatches between these two lists, but also considers the position
of these mismatches. The smaller Distance means the smaller difference (i.e.,
better performance). Fig. 4 shows the differences of author ranking lists. We can
observe that HRank with constrained meta paths achieve the best performances

4 http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
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on their corresponding field, while they have the worst performances on other
fields. In addition, compared to that of PageRank and Degree, the mediocre
performances of HRank with meta path APC further demonstrate the impor-
tance of constrained meta path to capture the subtle semantics contained in
heterogeneous networks.
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Fig. 4. The Distances between the candidate author ranking lists and the standard
ranking lists on different fields on DBLP dataset

4.3 Co-ranking of Objects and Paths

Experiment Study on Co-ranking on Symmetric Constrained Meta
Paths. In this experiment, we will validate the effectiveness of HRank-CO to
rank objects and symmetric constrained meta paths simultaneously. The experi-
ment is done on ACM dataset. First we construct a (2, 1)th order tensorX based
on 73 constrained meta paths (i.e., APA|P.L = Lj, j = 1 · · · 73). When the ith
and the kth authors co-publish a paper together, of which the label is the jth
label, we add one to the entries xi,j,k and xk,j,i of X . By considering all the pub-
lications, xi,j,k (or xk,j,i ) refers to the number of collaborations by the ith and
the kth author under the jth paper label. In addition, we do not consider any
self-collaboration, i.e., xi,j,i = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 17431 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 73. The size of
X is 17431× 73× 17431 and the percentage of nonzero entries is 4.126× 10−4%.
In this dataset, we will evaluate the importance of authors through the co-author
relations, meanwhile we will analyze the importance of paths.

Table 3. Top 10 authors and constrained meta paths (note that only the constraint
(Lj) of the paths (APA|P.L = Lj , j = 1 . . . 73) are shown in the table)

Rank Authors Constrained meta paths

1 Jiawei Han H.3 (Information Storage and Retrieval)
2 Philip Yu H.2 (Database Management)
3 Christos Faloutsos C.2 (Computer-Communication Networks)
4 Ravi Kumar I.2 (Artificial Intelligence)
5 Wei-Ying Ma F.2 (Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity)
6 Zheng Chen D.4 (Operating Systems)
7 Hector Garcia-Molina H.4 (Information Systems Applications)
8 Hans-Peter Kriegel G.2 (Discrete Mathematics)
9 Gerhard Weikum I.5 (Pattern Recognition)
10 D. R. Karger H.5 (Information Interfaces and Presentation)

Table 3 shows the top ten authors (left) and paths (right) based on their
HRank values. We can find that the top ten authors are all influential researchers
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in DM/IR fields, which conforms to our common senses. Similarly, the most im-
portant paths are related to DM/IR fields, such as APA|P.L = “H.3” (Infor-
mation Storage and Retrieval) and APA|P.L = “H.2” (Database Management).
Although the conferences in ACM dataset are from multiple fields, there are
more papers from the DM/DB fields, which makes the authors and paths in
DM/DB fields ranked higher. We can also find that the influence of authors
and paths can be promoted by each other. In order to observe this point more
clearly, we show the number of co-authors of the top ten authors based on the
top ten paths in Table 4. We can observe that there are more collaborations
for top authors in influential fields. For example, although Zheng Chen (rank
6) has more number of co-authors than Jiawei Han (rank 1), the collaborations
of Jiawei Han focus on ranked higher fields (i.e., H.3 and H.2), so Jiawei Han
has higher HRank score. Similarly, the top paths contain many collaborations of
influential authors.

Table 4. The number that the top ten authors collaborate with others via the top ten
constrained meta paths (note that only the constraint (Lj) of the paths (APA|P.L =
Lj , j = 1 . . . 73) are shown in the first row of the table).

Ranked A/CP 1 (H.3) 2 (H.2) 3 (C.2) 4 (I.2) 5 (F.2) 6 (D.4) 7 (H.4) 8 (G.2) 9 (I.5) 10 (H.5)

1 (Jiawei Han) 51 176 0 0 0 0 9 2 2 0
2 (Philip Yu) 51 94 0 0 9 0 3 0 13 0

3 (C. Faloutsos) 17 107 0 5 9 0 3 4 2 0
4 (Ravi Kumar) 73 27 0 3 13 0 18 5 0 0
5 (Wei-Ying Ma) 132 26 0 9 0 0 2 0 30 10
6 (Zheng Chen) 172 9 0 9 0 0 22 0 38 9

7 (H. Garcia-Molina) 23 65 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 4
8 (H. Kriegel) 19 28 5 0 0 0 6 0 7 4
9 (G. Weikum) 82 14 0 4 0 0 8 0 4 0

10 (D. R. Karger) 11 5 13 0 7 4 1 7 0 7

Experiment Study on Co-ranking on Asymmetric Constrained Meta
Paths. The experiments on the Movie dataset aim to show the effectiveness
of HRank-CO to rank heterogeneous objects and asymmetric constrained meta
paths simultaneously. In this case, we construct a 3rd order tensor X based on
the constrained meta paths AMD|M.T = Tj , j = 1 · · · 112. That is, the tensor
represents the actor-director collaboration relations on different types of movies.
When the ith actor and the kth director cooperate in a movie of the jth type,
we add one to the entries xi,j,k of X . By considering all the cooperations, xi,j,k

refers to the number of collaborations by the ith actor and the kth director under
the jth type of movie. The size of X is 5324× 112× 551 and the percentage of
nonzero entries is 7.827× 10−4%.

Table 5 shows the top ten actors, directors and constrained meta paths (i.e.,
movie type). Basically, the results comply with our common senses. The top ten
actors are well known, such as Eddie Murphy, Harrison Ford. Similarly, these
directors are also famous in filmdom due to their works. These movie types
obtained are the most popular movie subjects as well. In addition, we observe
the mutual enhancements of the importance of objects and meta paths again. As
we know, Eddie Murphy and Drew Barrymore (rank 1, 4 in actors) are famous
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Table 5. Top 10 actors, directors and meta paths on IMDB dataset (note that only the
constraint (Tj) of the paths (AMD|M.T = Tj , j = 1 . . . 112) are shown in the table)

Rank Actor Director Constrained meta path

1 Eddie Murphy Tim Burton Comedy
2 Harrison Ford Zack Snyder Drama
3 Bruce Willis Marc Forster Thriller
4 Drew Barrymore David Fincher Action
5 Nicole Kidman Michael Bay Adventure
6 Nicolas Cage Ridley Scott Romance
7 Hugh Jackman Richard Donner Crime
8 Robert De Niro Steven Spielberg Sci-Fi
9 Brad Pitt Robert Zemeckis Animation
10 Christopher Walken Stephen Sommers Fantasy

comedy and drama (rank 1, 2 in paths) actors. Higher ranked directors also
prefer popular movie subjects.
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Fig. 5. The difference between two successive calculated probability vectors against
iterations based on the two versions of HRank

4.4 Convergence Experiments

In Fig. 5, we show the convergence of HRank on the previous experiments.
The results illustrate that the two versions of HRank both quickly converge
after no more than 20 iterations. In addition, we can also observe that HRank
has different convergence speed in these two conditions. HRank-CMP almost
converges on 9 iterations (see Fig. 5(a)). However, HRank-CO for co-ranking
converges on 16 iterations (see Fig. 5(b)). We think it is reasonable, since it is
more difficult to converge for more objects in HRank-CO. The time and space
complexity is analyzed, and three fast computation strategies are designed to
fasten the matrix multiplication process in [10].

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we first study the ranking problem in heterogeneous information
network and propose the HRank method, which is a path based random walk
method. In this method, we introduce the constrained meta path concept to
capture the more subtle and refined semantics contained in HIN. In addition,
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we further put forward a method to co-rank the paths and objects, since the
paths effect the importance of objects. Experiments validate the effectiveness
and efficiency of HRank on three real datasets.
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Abstract. Using single information from person region fails to distinguish simi-
lar actions in realistic videos due to occlusions and variation of person. In this 
paper, we explore the problem of modeling action-scene context from the back-
ground regions of the realistic videos. The contextual cues of actions and scenes 
are formulated in a graphical model representation. A novel Action-Scene 
Model is proposed to mine the contextual cues with little prior knowledge. The 
proposed approach can infer actions from background regions directly and is a 
complement to the existing methods. In order to fuse the contextual cues effec-
tively with other components, a context weight is introduced to measure the 
contributions of context based on the proposed model. We present experimental 
results on a realistic video dataset. The experiment results validate the effec-
tiveness of Action-Scene Model in identifying the actions from background re-
gions. And the learned contextual cues can achieve better performance than the 
existing methods especially for scene-dependent action categories. 

Keywords: human action recognition, background context cue, realistic video 
processing. 

1 Introduction 

Recognizing human action from realistic videos is the foundation of many practical 
applications such as on-line video management, video retrieval, robotics, and surveil-
lance. Although a large amount of impressive results have been achieved on datasets 
recorded in controlled environments, such as KTH [20], WEIZMEN [17], much less 
progress has been made on realistic videos. This is caused by clutter backgrounds, lots 
of camera motions and variations of viewpoints in the realistic videos. The realistic 
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videos are usually collected from real-world sources, such as movies [12], TV series, 
wearable camera videos or websites. Figure 1 depicts some sample frames from these 
two kinds of datasets. It is obvious that the realistic videos include more complex 
background settings. Furthermore, the human bodies are occluded or seen from varied 
viewpoints. Therefore it is essential to explore contextual cues from background re-
gions for human action recognition.  

 

Fig. 1. Example frames from three datasets: KTH (first column), WEIZMEN (second column) 
and YouTube dataset (third, fourth and fifth columns) 

In real-world videos, actions usually happen under particular environments. The 
scenes in background regions are a rich source providing the contextual cues for ac-
tions identification. Many existing methods use scene detectors to detect scene in 
videos, which are time-consuming in training stage and inflexible to different data-
sets. Besides, the performance of detectors is prone to affect the recognition precision.  

In this paper, we are interested in the problem of learning contextual relationship 
between actions and scenes without scene detectors. We propose an Action-Scene 
Model to automatically model the relationship between actions, scenes and back-
ground features. The approach only needs to set the number of scenes without know-
ing the categories. Furthermore, the contextual cues have different contributions for 
each action class. For example, basketball shooting mostly happens in basketball 
count. However, walking with a dog happens in diverse scenarios (e.g. grass, road, 
snowfield, etc.). In this situation the action-scene context has few contributions to 
recognize walking. To solve this problem, in this paper, we propose a factor to weight 
the contextual cues automatically when attempting to integrate the contextual cues 
with other methods.  

In detail, we first segment videos into person regions and background regions, and 
the features of the background regions are extracted. Then the contextual cues of ac-
tions, scenes are modeled using a graphical model called Action-Scene Model. Final-
ly, the proposed model gives the probability of action happening in videos according 
to the background features. The contextual cues can either infer actions from videos 
directly or integrate with existing methods as a complement. Context weights are 
computed when contextual cues are integrated with other methods. Figure 2 demon-
strates the entire framework of our proposed method.  

The main contributions of our work are: 1) Modeling the contextual cues between 
actions and scenes with less prior knowledge about the scene. Most previous work 
needs to set scene categories manually. 2) Introducing a context weight to measure 
the contribution of scene for action recognition automatically. In existing literatures, 

 Controlled Video Dataset Realistic Video Dataset 
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the context information is added in recognition stage with an empirical weight, which 
ignores the distinction of action-scene dependency. 

 

Fig. 2. Overview of the framework 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Sec-
tion 3 describes feature extraction and video representation. We detail Action-Scene 
Model in Section 4 and explain the integration with other methods in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6 presents experimental results, followed by conclusion in Section 7. 

2 Related Work 

Human action recognition from videos has been an active field for long time. Early 
work was focus on videos with fixed background [1,20]. However, this scenario is too 
ideal to apply in real life. As more attention paid to complex scenarios, some recent 
approaches [9,12,13,16] tried to deal with “wild” videos. 

Laptev [12] addressed the problem of automatically annotating actions in movies 
using multi-channel non-linear SVMs. Liu [13] used both motion and static features 
to recognize actions. Features integrating additional non-local cues were used in [21]. 
Ikizler-Cinbis [10] combined the features of object, scene and actions in a multiple 
instance learning framework. However, these efforts formulated object, scene and 
action as multiple feature channels without modeling the relationship between them. 

Modeling object and scene context has also been explored in recent work. Marsza-
lek [15] exploited the context using movie scripts and developed a joint scene-action 
SVM-based classifier. Images of typical scene were collected to train several scene 
detectors. Han [9] proposed a MKGPC method to select and weight multiple features 
automatically. Jiang [11] modeled the action context from both labeled and unlabeled 
data, which was focused on action retrieval with a limited number of examples. Ob-
ject recognition and text mining were used to improve video activity recognition in 
[16], which mined context from text corpus. 

Most of the previous work considering object and scene context [9,10,11,15,16] re-
lies on the pre-trained object and scene detectors. The detector-based method has 
three limitations: 1) Hard to select a general category of scene and object suitable for 
all datasets. 2) A lack of training data for every object and scene. It is time-consuming 
to collect annotated data for each category. 3) The relationship between action and 
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scene, i.e. P(action|scene), learned from texts (movie scripts [15], natural-language 
text [16]) leads to a semantic gap with visual features.  

Unlike previous literatures, the proposed approach in this paper distinguishes from 
the detector-based method in learning context cues without providing scene types and 
no pre-trained scene detectors. Inspired by the recent work of action recognition in 
static images [22] and unsupervised learning method in [17], we use a graphical mod-
el to represent action and scene in videos. The action-scene method can capture the 
underlying action-scene context directly from visual features. 

3 Visual Feature Extraction and Video Representation 

Learning context between action and scene in videos requires information of scenes. 
For simplicity, we segment videos into person regions and non-person regions. The 
non-person regions are viewed as background regions, and these regions provide fea-
tures of scenes. In this section, we will present the feature extraction from background 
regions (Section 3.2) and bag-of-feature video representation (Section 3.3). 

3.1 Person Detection 

The person detection is implemented based on Felzenszwalb's object detector [7] and 
mean shift tracking [3]. We first use the person detector to find candidate person re-
gions from each frame. The model used in person detector is trained on the data for 
the PASCAL Visual Object Classes Challenge 2009 [6]. Since there are many false 
alarms, a sliding window based method is used to discard the false alarms following 
[11]. And the miss detections are filled with tracking from previous frames using 
mean shift algorithm.  

3.2 Background Region Features Extraction 

In order to capture the color, shape and local features of scene, we extract color histo-
gram, Gist descriptor [18] and static interest points from frames that are sampled 
every 20 frames in each video. 

Background Color Feature. The background region is divided into 30×30 (pixels) 
blocks. Then the color histogram for each block is computed. The RGB color space is 
discretized into a 512-bins color histogram (3 channel and 8 bins per channel). 

Background Shape Feature. The dominant spatial structure is also helpful to  
describe the scene. One such global image feature has been widely used is the Gist 
descriptor. Hence, we extract the Gist descriptor for every sampled frame with the 
original parameter settings in [18]. 

Background Static Features. Static interest point extracts discriminative points in an 
image, and it is a useful local feature in object recognition. We first apply 2D Harris 
detector to obtain interest points. Then 128-dimensional SIFT descriptor [14] for each 
point is computed. 
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3.3 Bag-of-Features Video Representation 

Bag-of-feature model based video representation has proved to be effective for action 
recognition [12,13,16,21]. The bag-of-feature model represents a video clip as a vec-
tor over a “visual codebook”. The “visual codebook” is constructed by clustering 
visual features detected from videos. The center of a cluster is defined to be a visual 
word in the visual codebook. Thus, each detected feature in a video clip can be as-
signed to the unique visual word having the nearest distance. The video representation 
is an n-dimensional vector (n is the number of clusters), and the ith bin of the vector is 
the number of features assigned to the ith visual word in the video. 

We constructed three codebooks for color, shape and static features respectively. 
Then these vectors are concatenated to form a visual codebook with 1200 visual 
words. Finally, a video clip can be represented with a 1200-dimensional vector based 
on the codebooks. 

4 Learning of Action-Scene Relationship 

In this section, we introduce how to learn context information between actions and 
scenes in videos using the Action-Scene Model.  

Given a set of video clips, action and scene categories, observed visual words, a 
video clip is directly associated with actions, and each action has relation with several 
scenes. Each scene is associated with visual words in the visual codebook (introduced 
in Section 3.3).  

According to the relation between videos, actions, scenes and visual words, we na-
turally deduce a generative probabilistic model to learn the contextual cues between 
them. The graphical model corresponding to the generative process of Action-Scene 
Model is shown in Figure 3. In the figure, nodes are random variables. Shaded node is 
observed variable, and unshaded ones are unobserved variables. An arrow indicates a 
conditional dependency between variables. Plates indicate repeated sampling with the 
number of repetitions given by the variable in the bottom. 

α 

βξ

φψ

θ z s w

 

Nv

V
 

Fig. 3. Action-Scene graphical model. z is action, s is scene and w is visual word in videos. α, β 
and ξ are hyper parameter of a Dirichlet distribution.  

In the Action-Scene Model, each video is seen as a mixture of actions, and each ac-
tion is a probability distribution over scenes. Furthermore, each scene is associated 
with a distribution over visual words. Our model is similar with LDA model [2] in the 
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generating process. The LDA model views each video clip as a distribution of actions, 
and each action is a distribution of visual word [17]. The generating process does not 
model the relationship between actions and scenes. On the contrary, the Action-Scene 
Model discovers not only which action happens in a video, but also which scene is 
associated with the action.  

Suppose we have a collection of M video clips, each video v is represented as a set of 
visual words. Each visual word belongs to the visual codebook including W unique 
visual words. Table 1 lists the notations used in this paper. Assuming there are K action 
categories, S scene categories, we can describe the process generating each video v as: 

1) For each clip v, there is a distribution over K action categories θv~ Dirichlet(α).  
2) For each visual word vi of the clip v: 
  a) Choose an action category zvi according to distribution Multinomial (θv). 
  b) Choose a scene svi from P(svi|zvi, ψz), a multinomial probability conditioned on 

the action zvi and ψz. Here, ψz is a multinomial distribution of action over scene zvi 
with ψz~ Dirichlet(β). 

  c) Choose a visual word wvi from P(wvi|svi, φs), a multinomial probability condi-
tioned on the scene svi and φs. And φs is the distribution of scene over visual words 
with φs~ Dirichlet(ξ). 

Table 1. Notations used in this paper 

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
S Number of scenes 
K Number of action classes 
M Number of video clips in dataset 
W Number of unique visual words in dataset 
Nv Number of visual words in video v 
vi The ith visual word in video v 
v A video clip in dataset 
zvi The action associated with the ith visual word in the video clip v 
svi The scene associated with the ith visual word in the video clip v

 
Under this generative process, the probability of video corpus having visual word 

set w, conditioned on α, β and ξ is: 
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The Action-Scene Model includes the following unknown parameters: the action 
distribution of video clip θ, the action-scene distribution ψ, the scene distribution φ 
and the assignments of individual words to action z and scene s. In this paper, we use 
Gibbs sampling [19] to evaluate the posterior distribution on z and scene s. Then θ, φ 
and ψ can be inferred from the evaluated z and s. The parameters α, β and ξ are initia-
lized with fixed values like LDA model (α=50/K, β=0.3, ξ=0.01). For each visual 
word, the equation needed for the Gibbs sampler is:  
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where zvi=x, svi=j represent the ith visual word in the video clip is assigned to action x 
and scene j respectively. wvi=m represents the observation that the ith visual word is the 
mth visual word in the codebook, and z-vi, s-vi represent all action and scene assignment 
not including the ith visual word. CWS, CSZ and CZV are three count matrices. ,  is 
the number of times the visual words from video v assigned to action x not including 
the ith visual word, and ∑ ,  is the number of visual words in video v. ,  

is the number of times a visual word m been assigned to scene j not including the 
current instance, and ∑ ,  is the total number of visual words assigned to 

scene j not including the current instance. ,  is the number of times the scene j is 

assigned to action x not including the ith visual word, and ∑ ,  is the number 

of times scenes are assigned to action z excluding current instance.  
Given z, s, w, α, β and ξ, it is straightforward to compute the posterior distributions 

on θ, φ and ψ. Using the fact that the Dirichlet is conjugate to the multinomial, we can 
estimate θ, φ and ψ with: 
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where CWS, CSZ and CZV are counted from the assignment of s and z.  
Algorithm 1 describes the process of recognizing action for a new video. In the 

training stage, the Gibbs sampling is applied over all the visual words in the training 
set. After a few iterations (NN=300 in our experiment), the count matrix CWS, CSZ, CZV 
are saved. When classifying a new video clip, we run the Gibbs sampling only on the 
visual words in the new clip. The sampling process gives the assignments of visual 
words to action and scene quickly from P(zvi, svi| w, z-vi, s-vi, α, β, ξ). And the count 
matrices are updated after the assignment. Then the action distribution of this video θv 
is estimated based on the count matrix CZV using Equation (3).  

 The video clip is classified with a category index having the largest probability in 
θv. The index is assigned with actual action class label using ground truth labels in the 
training dataset. Each index corresponds to the most popular action class label within 
videos belonging to this index.  

5 Integrated Action Recognition 

The learned context in Section 4 could fuse with other action classification compo-
nent easily. We explain how to combine the results from Action-Scene Model with 
existing method in subsection 5.1. In order to avoid negative effect of context, we 
introduce a factor measuring the contributions of contextual cues in subsection 5.2.  
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Algorithm 1. Action Recognition with Action-Scene Model

Input:  Training set S with V videos, New video vt with Nt visual words

Output: Prediction label lt for vt 

1:  Initialize the action and scene assignments zvi, svi  

2:  for iteration=1:NN 

3:      for v=1 to V 

4:            for i=1 to Nv 

5:                   draw zvi, svi  from P(zvi, svi| w, z-vi, s-vi, α, β, ξ)
6:                   update CWS, CSZ, CZV

10: Compute the posterior estimates of θ with (3)

11: Draw action category index I for training videos from θ
12: Initialize the action and scene assignment zti, sti

13: for iteration=1:NN 

15:       for i=1:Nt 

16:             draw zti, sti  from P(zti, sti| w, z-ti, s-ti, α, β, ξ)
17:             update CWS, CSZ, CZV

20:  Compute the posterior estimates of θv with (3)

21:  Draw action category index It of vt from θv

22:  Assign lt with the most popular label in S having same index with It 

5.1 Linear Combination with Other Components 

For a video clip v, we denote that Fp, Fb is the input features to the existing compo-
nent and Action-Scene Model respectively. The classification score integrating the 
contextual cues is defined as: 

 )()()( c,Fgf+c,Fg=cv,g bAScp ⋅  (4) 

where fc is a vector of context weight. The first component is any classifier providing 
the prediction score of assigning label c to v. The second one is the prediction score of 
assigning label c to the video using Action-Scene Model. 

5.2 Action Oriented Context 

Since not every action class occurs in the special condition, it is necessary to leverage 
the importance of context to different action classes. Therefore, we compute a factor 
to estimate the strength of relationship between actions and scenes. Suppose variables 
AC={ c1, c2, ..., cm} and SE={s1, s2, ..., sn} represent actions and scenes respectively. 
Then the information about AC captured by SE can be measured by mutual informa-
tion I(AC;SE): 

  
∈ ∈

=
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),(
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 (5) 

For action class c, we compute fc to indicate how much c related to scenes. The 
definition of fc is: 
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where fc is computed based on the count matrix CSZ learned from action-scene model. 
Larger fc means the action is more closely related with scenes.  

6 Experimental Results 

We evaluate our approach on the challenging YouTube dataset provided by Liu et al 
[13]. The dataset was chosen for following two reasons: All the video clips are col-
lected from YouTube website, which makes them “realistic” and challenging. Besides, 
each action was recorded under several scenes. The dataset is suitable for studying the 
effects of scene to action recognition. Following the evaluation methodology of 
[10,13], we apply leave-one-out cross validation over the 25 subsets of YouTube data-
set in the experiments.   

YouTube dataset is a large dataset that consists of 1168 videos. The dataset covers 
11 action classes: basketball shooting, biking, diving, golf swing, horse riding, soccer 
juggling, swing, tennis swing, trampoline jumping, volleyball spiking, and walking 
with a dog. Each kind of action is performed under several different scenes and di-
vided into 25 subsets.  

6.1 Parameter Setting 

The hidden parameter θ, φ and ψ were estimated based on training set. Fixing the 
number of actions K=11 for all models, we test the effect of S on recognition accuracy 
in the Action-Scene Model, as illustrated in Figure 4 (a). The actual number of scene 
categories in dataset is about 17. It shows that the recognition accuracy is the highest 
when S closes to the actual value. We also look for insights on the effect of β on rec-
ognition accuracy in Figure 4 (b). The experiment achieves the best result when 
α=50/K, β = 0.3 and ξ = 0.01. 
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Fig. 4. (a)Average precision vs. the number of scene categories S for YouTube dataset. 
(b)Average precision vs. value of β for YouTube dataset. Experiments show that beta in range 
[0.1, 0.5] gets better results for recognition task. 
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6.2 Performance Evaluation 

In order to validate whether the added variable in Action-Scene Model benefits action 
identification, we compare our Action-Scene Model with LDA model using same 
features, evaluation methodology and iteration times. In LDA model, the parameters 
is set as α=50/K, β = 0.01.  

Table 2 shows the recognition precision of different methods. The rows "backAS" 
and "backLDA" refer to the result from Action-Scene Model and LDA model respec-
tively. It shows that the proposed method achieves an improvement over all the action 
categories. The average improvement in precision is 9.85%. The improvement is es-
pecially remarkable for the actions that have strong relation with scenes: basketball 
(17.73%), horse ride (18.19%) and trampoline jump (10.92%). Figure 5 is a more 
detail graph of improvement on each action category. It demonstrates that the contex-
tual cues are informative and a good complementary for identifying the actions in 
realistic videos. 

Table 2. Performance from scene features of different method 

Method Average Basketball Bike Dive Golf Horse Soccer Swing Tennis Jump Spike Walk 

Gist 53.20 38.38 60.69 69.00 61.00 66.00 9.00 42.00 61.00 54.00 81.00 43.09 

Color 49.28 33.33 44.83 86.00 65.00 43.00 22.00 27.00 47.00 57.00 73.00 43.90 

o+s 70.67 47.47 73.79 91.00 90.00 73.00 35.00 64.00 75.00 83.00 89.00 56.10 

backLDA 58.28 66.67 29.66 61.54 51.41 49.49 89.74 72.99 80.24 72.27 35.34 31.71 

backAS 68.13 84.40 42.76 66.03 59.86 67.68 93.59 81.02 83.83 83.19 43.97 43.09 
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Fig. 5. Average precision of using LDA to recognizes actions from background. The yellow 
parts are the improvements of action-scene model over using LDA model.  

In Table 2, we also compare our results with other methods based on scene features 
on the YouTube dataset. The Gist and color features of scene are used as single fea-
ture channels for recognition in [10], which corresponds to ''Gist" and "Color" in Ta-
ble 2. The result of "backAS" achieves a higher average precision than both of them. 
Further, "o+s" is the results of combine object feature (e.g. basketball, bike, etc.) and 
scene feature together [10]. Although lower in average precision, the result of "back-
AS" is comparable to "o+s" in several action classes (basketball, soccer juggle, swing 
and tennis swing), which demonstrates the effectiveness of background context mod-
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eling. Although "o+s" [10] achieved higher performance when object has explicit 
meaning for actions, it needs complex pre-processing for object extraction.  

6.3 Context Weighting Measurement 

We also test whether the contextual cues could be a complement to existing compo-
nents. The combination of SVM classifier [19] and person region features is the most 
widely used component in action recognition. We integrate the learned contextual 
cues with this component under two settings: global linear combination and context 
weight linear combination. In the global linear combination, two components fused 
following the formula (4), where fc is one for every action category. The context 
weight linear combination use the fc computed as the formula (6), and the weight are 
normalized into the range [1, 2].  
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Fig. 6. Average precision gain for global linear combination and context weight combination 

The gain in average precision of these two strategies is given in Fig. 6. After using 
global linear combination, recognition accuracy of most action classes has been  
improved besides "bike". Furthermore, context weight linear combination achieves 
larger improvements than global liner combination. It is worth noting that average 
precision for "bike" decreases in global linear combination but increases in context 
weight linear combination. The result validates that the context weight effectively 
captures the contribution of context. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have investigated recognizing actions from background regions of 
realistic videos. An Action-Scene Model is proposed to model and learn the relation-
ship between actions and scenes without scene detectors. To automatically measure 
the dependency of action on scene, we compute a context weight based on the model. 
The learned contextual cues are an effective complement to the existing classifier 
with the context weight. Experimental results validate that Action-Scene Model effec-
tively exploits contextual cues in realistic videos and the combination of the contex-
tual cues indeed improve the recognition precision.  
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Abstract. One of the most fundamental works for providing better Web servic-
es is the discovery of inter-word relations. However, the state of the art is either 
to acquire specific relations (e.g., causality) by involving much human efforts, 
or incapable of specifying relations in detail when no human effort is needed. In 
this paper, we propose a novel mechanism based on linguistics and cognitive 
psychology to automatically learn and specify association relations between 
words. The proposed mechanism, termed as ALSAR, includes two major 
processes: the first is to learn association relations from the perspective of verb 
valency grammar in linguistics, and the second is to further lable/specify the as-
sociation relations with the help of related verbs. The resultant mechanism (i.e., 
ALSAR) is able to provide semantic descriptors which make inter-word rela-
tions more explicit without involving any human labeling. Furthermore, 
ALSAR incurs a very low complexity, and experimental evaluations on Chinese 
news articles crawled from Baidu News demonstrate good performance of 
ALSAR. 

Keywords: ALSAR, Specify association relation, Information retrieval, Verb 
valency grammar, Cognitive psychology. 

1 Introduction 

Searching for interested and/or useful information has become an indispensable part 
of our daily activities. Current search engine technology, however, still falls short in 
providing people with adequate level of support. Consider the following example 
case. When a Ph.D. student, who is very interested in Dr. Wyatt’s talk in an academic 
colloquium held the day before, wants to find some of Wyatt’s papers, he may find 
that he has already forgotten the speaker’s name. The only thing he remembers is that 
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the speaker was a student of Prof. Roger and his name began with ‘W’. To help recall 
the name of Wyatt quickly, the student may adopt the traditional information retrieval 
way, say, by typing the words ‘Prof. Roger’, ‘student’ and ‘w’ into the search bar and 
then the system returns a list of related pages which contain these words, as shown in 
Figure 1(a). However, these pages usually are not close to the user’s need as there are 
many noises in them. Thus, such word matching based search engines may cost users 
a lot of time to obtain the information they really want. 

 

Fig. 1. Targeted Web information obtainable from (a) a traditional search engine, (b) relation-
based search engine; and (c) association relation-based search engine 

An alternative way for searching is based on the relations between words. Such a 
kind of search engines, denoted as relation-based search engines, can provide the 
information associated with the input words more effectively. For example, when 
‘Prof. Roger’ is typed, the search engine may return its related terms, such as univer-
sity, laboratory etc., as shown in Figure 1(b). With the help of a relation-based search 
engine, it is possible for users to achieve their goals more accurately. Yet only using 
association relations may still be inadequate to fulfill the user search requirements. 
Consider the ‘Wyatt’ example again, the student may only remember the beginning 
character ‘W’ of the name while the information around ‘Prof. Roger’ contains four 
similar terms with ‘W’, thus it may still require the student to check all the four terms. 
However, if all these association relations are well specified, such a situation can be 
avoided. In particular, as shown in Figure 1(c), when all the relations around ‘Prof. 
Roger’, such as “Prof. Roger was born in Waadt” etc., are well specified, it becomes 
much easier for the student to find out the destined name (e.g., Wyatt). In general, it 
can be shown that through the association relations and their specifications users will 
be able to reach their searching goals more quickly and accurately. Hereafter, we call 
this kind of search engines as association relation-based search engines. 

Based on the theories in linguistics and cognitive psychology, this paper proposes a 
novel mechanism for automatically learning and specifying association relations be-
tween words. This mechanism, which we term as ALSAR, can obtain accurate associ-
ation relations from the perspective of verb valency grammar [1], and from specifying 
these association relations with suitable verbs.  
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly dis-
cuss some related work. Section 3 gives the problem definition of our work. Section 4 
presents the detailed processes of learning and specifying association relations be-
tween words. Evaluations are carried out in section 5. Finally, we conclude our work 
in Section 6. 

2 Related Work 

There have been quite some works which are devoted to extracting semantic relations 
between words. With the consideration of different analysis methodologies, we divide 
these works into four categories, as discussed below. 

1) Statistics-based models include EFCM (Element Fuzzy Cognitive Map) [2], 
PSR (Power Series Representation) [3], PLSA (Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analy-
sis) [4], etc. EFCM and PSR are cognitive-based text knowledge representation mod-
els, where word relations are obtained based on traditional association rule mining 
[5]. All of these statistical models can be constructed automatically while some of 
them need training sets, such as PLSA. 

2) Search engine-based models: Bollegala et.al [6] proposes a robust semantic si-
milarity measure that uses the information available on the Web to measure similarity 
between words. Bunescu et.al [7] proposes a supervised learning approach for relation 
extraction, which is based on a handful of training examples and the Web corpus. 
These search engine-based models are supposed to acquire more semantics than sta-
tistics-based models but they are largely dependent on the results of search engines.  

3) Syntax-based models: SRL (Semantic Role Labeling) [8] is a broadly employed 
text mining technique, as it allows the addition of structured semantic information to 
plain text. Coppola et.al [9] proposes a general framework for syntax-based relation 
mining and achieves high accuracy by experimenting with support vector machine as 
a supervised approach. Oren Etzioni et.al [10] proposes the Open Information Extrac-
tion (Open IE) paradigm to develop unlexicalized, domain-independent extractors on 
English corpus. These models are capable of obtaining rich semantics from texts but 
they depend on a generic syntactic/structural organization. 

4) Expert knowledge-based models include MindNet [11], WordNet [12] and RDF 
(Resource Description Framework) [13]. This kind of works is excellent in acquiring 
semantic relations between words and is useful for some special areas. However, all 
of these works are based on a corpus defined by humans, which costs a lot of human 
efforts and time.  

With respect to the features of the above four models, we know that relations ob-
tained through expert knowledge-based models possess the most abundant semantics 
while the ones extracted by statistics-based models have the poorest semantics. How-
ever, among all of the four, only statistics-based models have an automatic and inde-
pendent extraction process, which means that the other three have limitations when 
applied into a dynamic and large scale environment. Meanwhile, while expert know-
ledge-based models have a good ability of acquiring relations with rich semantics, 
those relations’ semantics are constrained to a pre-established area (for example, 
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“Parent Of”, “Is A”, “Subject-Predicate” and so on). Compared to the unlimited kinds 
of relations in real-world, the amount of relation types in expert knowledge-based 
models seems too small. For our work, how to automatically and independently dis-
cover relations with abundant semantic types is a fundamental and most important 
task. 

3 Problem Definition 

In this section, we formulate the problem of automatically learning and specifying 
association relations. For each document di in a document space DS= { d1, d2, d3, … , 
dn }, a latent relation space, LRS(di), which represents all of the possible specific rela-
tions in di, is defined as a six-tuple: 

 ( ) ( ), , , , ,i N NVLRS d N V E E η δ=  (1) 

where N is the set of nouns in document di, V is the set of verbs, EN is a set of directed 
edges denoting association relations between nouns, ENV is a set of directed labeled 
edges that further explain specific meanings of association relations through verbs, 

: ( )NN N P Eη × →  is a function that maps the relations between nouns to their 

associated values (P(EN) being the power set of EN), and : ( )N NVE V P Eδ × →  is a 

function that maps association relations which are specified with verbs, to their values 
(P(ENV) being the power set of ENV). 

At the beginning of our proposed approach, each document di is represented in the 
form of lrsi, abbreviated for LRS(di), whose original state is defined as follows: Ni and 
Vi include all the nouns and verbs appearing in di; EN contains all the possible  
relations between the nouns in Ni; and ENV uses all the possible verbs to specify the 
relations in EN. However, all the values in the power sets of both EN and ENV are in-
itialized as zero, which means, 1 2,n n N∀ ∈ , we have ( )1 2, 0n nη = , and i Nen E∀ ∈ , 

jv V∀ ∈ , we have ( ), 0i jen vδ = .  

Based on the theories in statistics, linguistics and cognitive psychology, we aim to 
produce good denotations to the functions of η  and δ , denoted as ALSARη  

and ALSARδ  , respectively, whose purpose is to find suitable values for identifying 

whether there exists a relation between two nouns, or justifying whether a verb is fit 
to specify a relation. Our proposed ALSAR is responsible for producing ALSARη  

and ALSARδ . More specifically, given an original input document di, ALSAR processes 

di under the functions of ALSARη  and ALSARδ , and produces the specific association 

relation set as output, subjected to the following condition: 

 ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )1 2 1 2, , ,Nn n N v V en E n n en vη θ δ σ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ∀ ∈ ≥ ∧ ≥  

where θ  and σ  are some predefined thresholds. The following section gives de-
tailed discussions on how to learn and specify association relations between words. 
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4 Learning and Specifying Association Relations  

As mentioned early, we make use of verb valency grammar [1] to automatically learn 
the association relations. In linguistics, verb valency refers to the number of argu-
ments controlled by a verbal predicate. Consider, for example, the following two sen-
tences: 

Sentence 1:  “Michael1 wins the football game2.” 
Sentence 2:  “Jackie1 gives Sara2 a flower3.” 

The two sentences show that the nouns depending on “win” include “Michael” and 
“football game”, while the nouns depending on “give” include “Jackie”, “Sara” and 
“flower”. Thus, the valences of “win” and “give” are 2 and 3, respectively. Different 
from the theories in universal grammar proposed by Chomsky [14], verb valency 
grammar reflects the most basic dependence relations between nouns and verbs.  

Consequently, on the basis of verb valency grammar, the process of learning and 
specifying association relations is conducted to three steps, which are discussed in the 
following subsections. 

4.1 Acquiring Verb Dependent Sets Based on Cognitive Psychology 

We first present a detailed discussion on how to automatically acquire verb dependent 
sets (VDS) for each sentence. Although verb valency grammar only describes the 
fundament dependent relations between nouns and verbs, it is still a challenge for 
machines to identify whether a noun is dependent on the verb around it. For example, 
consider a sentence as follows, 

Sentence 3: “In order to please Mary1, William2 went out and bought a bunch of 
roses3 in a flower shop4 on Friday5.” 

There are five noun phrases and three verbs in this sentence. Taking the verb 
“bought” for instance, it is easy for us to understand that the four words, “William”, 
“roses”, “flower shop” and “Friday”, are controlled by “bought”. However, it is ex-
tremely hard for a machine to understand that, as it may regard all of the five noun 
phrases as the dependents of the verb.  

When referring to verb valency grammar, we find the valences of almost all verbs 
distribute in the range of 0 to 4. Many verbs have the valences of 1, 2 and 3, while a 
few verbs take four arguments. There is hardly any verb possessing a valence over 5. 
According to Miller’s Law [15] which is a classical theory in cognitive psychology, 
the reason for the boundary of valency 4 can be attributed to the limited capacity of 
working memory. Miller’s Law pointed out [15] that the number of objects an aver-
age human can hold in working memory is seven, plus or minus two. Also, the span is 
around seven for digits, around six for letters and around five for words [15]. Thus, it 
is obviously hard for authors to give more than four dependents to a verb, since the 
total amount of both the verb and its dependents will exceed the capacity of authors’ 
working memory. As a result, based on Miller’s Law in cognitive psychology, we 
define the Max Valency Number (MVN) to be 4 for each verb, i.e., MVN=4. 
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However, it is still hard for machines to select suitable nouns to a verb’s dependent 
set, even though its MVN is set as 4. In particular, it is non-trivial to identify which 
kind of nouns is the most possible arguments controlled by a verb. In linguistics, there 
are many arguments for a verb, such as subject, direct object, indirect object, time 
adverbial, place adverbial and etc. It is a difficult job for machines to understand that. 
Thus, through observations on abundant sentences, we conclude below three features 
that machines can perceive:  

1) the nouns or noun phrases that are led by prepositions are always set as time ad-
verbials, place adverbials or some other adverbials; 

2) subjects or objects of a verb are always around the verb, i.e., the distance be-
tween the subjects/objects and the verb is small; 

3) there is always only one verb among the nouns or noun phrases which belong to 
the same verb’s dependent set unless there are conjunctions around that verb. 

Note that the above three features show the different importance of the nouns or 
noun phrases to the verb they are around. For example, to the same verb, the nouns 
led by prepositions are less important than the ones that are not led by prepositions. 
Consider again the verb “bought” in Sentence 3, the nouns “William” and “roses” 
have more contributions to “bought” than the nouns “flower shop” and “Friday”, the 
latter are led by prepositions and represent the place and time, respectively. Accord-
ing to the above three features and Miller’s Law, it is possible for machines to auto-
matically generate dependent set for each verb without involving with any human 
effort. Verb dependent sets (vds) will greatly facilitates efficient acquisitions of asso-
ciation relations between words, since it allows confining and reducing the search 
space to a large extent, as to be discussed next. 

4.2 Acquiring Association Relations between Words 

On the basis of verb dependent sets, we now present an efficient method to acquire 
association relations. Compared with traditional selections of transaction set (such as 
set of sentences or sliding windows), verb dependent set provides a much stronger 
binding among nouns or noun phrases, which is very useful to the subsequent associa-
tion relation mining. In this paper, our   proposed algorithm removes the threshold of 
support as it is affected by the size of transactions. Meanwhile, to alleviate the effects 
resulting from removing this threshold, we include a check strategy before picking 
noun pairs from verb dependent sets. Through removing support threshold and adding 
the check strategy, it becomes possible for our proposed association relation acquiring 
algorithm to be insensitive to the lengths of texts. 

The specific problem the check strategy needs to tackle is as follows. Given a verb 
dependent set, select the most possible noun pairs that tend to associate with each 
other according to the characteristics of a language. It should be noted that the setting 
of the check strategy is language dependent, and in this paper, we mainly focus on the 
characteristics in Chinese. Herein, the check strategy we use is described as follows: 

Through observations on Chinese news, we find that those nouns appearing in both 
sides of a verb tend to be associated with each other while those nouns appearing in 
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the same side of a verb are likely to have a lower association power among them. This 
phenomenon can also be explained in English. Consider the following sentence: 

Sentence 4:“Both Jackie1 and William2 bought Mary3 a bunch of roses4.” 
Through Section 4.1, the dependent set of the verb “bought” can be obtained, 

which is {Jackie, William, Mary, rose}. It is apparent that the relation between “Jack-
ie” and “Mary” or between “William” and “rose” is much stronger than the relation 
between “Jackie” and “William” or between “Mary” and “rose”. Consequently, we 
only consider four relations rather than six relations ( 2

4 6C = ), which largely reduces 

the complexity of the subsequent learning process.  
Based on vds and the above check strategy, we treat vds as transaction set and then 

use Apriori [5] to further mine association relations, which compose of the learnt 
association relation set, denoted as lars.  

Compared with traditional association rule mining (such as Apriori [5] and FP-
Tree [16]) whose candidate space increases exponentially with the number of words, 
our algorithm obtains a much smaller candidate space, thereby the complexity of 
learning association relations is largely reduced. 

4.3 Specifying Association Relations between Words 

So far there have been many works devoted to specifying the relations between 
words, including WordNet[12], RDF[13] etc. Relations including “Parent Of”, “Is A’, 
“Subject-Predicate” and “Cause-Effect” considered by them though useful for NLP 
applications in some special domains (such as the medical area), are not necessarily 
appropriate for general-purpose information retrieval tasks universally. For example, 
the news event “melamine milk powder” in China, the noun “melamine” was not 
available in WordNet’s lexical database at that time, let alone the relation between 
“milk powder” and “melamine”. Even if it had contained both of them, it would be 
hard for WordNet to use “contain” or “include”, which is a lot closer than “Part Of” 
as per human’s understanding, in describing the relation between “milk powder” and 
“melamine”. Additionally, all of the relations in WordNet or RDF are defined by ex-
perts and thus incur a lot of human efforts. 

This subsection describes a method for specifically and automatically explaining 
the relations from the perspective of verbs. Based on the sets of verb dependents and 
association relations learnt earlier, our basic idea of specifying relations is to use the 
verbs in verb dependent sets to describe the relations in an association relation set. 
There are several advantages of using verbs to express the meanings between words: 
1) verbs are able to show lots of relation types; 2) verbs are closer to users’ general 
demands than those pre-defined relation types; 3) verbs are possible to catch up with 
the rapid information updates on the Web; and 4) these verb descriptions are possible 
to be automatically derived without any human effort. These advantages of using 
verbs to specify relations demonstrate a good application prospect. Detailed discus-
sions are given as follows. 

Give a document di, its verb dependent set vdsi, and learnt association relation set 
larsi can be obtained (ref. Section 4.1 and 4.2). The objective of our association rela-
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tion specifying algorithm is to generate a specified association relation set, sarsi,. It 
should be noticed that sarsi as a mapping from larsi to the verb set in di is defined as 

( )( ) ( ){ }1 2 1 2, , | ,i j i jsars n n v n n lars v V= ∈ ∧ ∈ . The process of acquiring sarsi can be 

divided into two steps: 1) find verb candidate set for each association relation, and 2) 
select proper verbs having large contributions from each candidate set. 

Based on vdsi and larsi obtained in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we are able to use statis-
tical method on these two sets to acquire verb candidate set for each association rela-
tion. The way we use here is that, given an association relation ark=(n1, n2), collect the 
verb, whose dependent set contains both n1 and n2, into ark’s verb candidate set (vcs). 
After the process of acquiring vcs, we select proper verbs from it according to the co-
occurrence of the association relation and the verbal descriptor.  

Overall, relations obtained by applying algorithms in Section 4-5 (which, altogeth-
er, constitute our ALSAR mechanism) are very useful for machines to express the 
semantics in texts, thereby providing better Web services to users of diverse applica-
tions including information retrieval, semantic web, personalization, news recom-
mendation, etc. Evaluations on ALSAR are carried out and reported in the next  
section. 

5 Evaluations 

5.1 Evaluation Methodology 

Instead of trying to compare all kinds of the related algorithms reviewed in Section 2, 
which would be impossible due to limited accessibility and space available, we main-
ly focus on comparing our proposed ALSAR with the traditional association rule min-
ing algorithm [5]. To evaluation the quality or accuracy of the learnt relations, we 
plan to apply the relations into a specific application, namely, classification. The ex-
perimental process is conducted in three steps:  

1) We use words and their relations to represent each document in a given docu-
ment set,. Herein, the words are first extracted from the nouns of the top-twenty de-
grees (which include both in-degrees and out-degrees) in the network of relations 
between nouns. Weights of these words are defined as follows: 

 
1

s

ik ik il
l

w D egree D egree
=

=   (2) 

where wik is the weight of the kth word in document di, Degreeik is the degree of the kth 
word in di, and s is the number of words in di. 

2) Assuming there are m topics in the data set, we randomly select a document for 
each topic and then mix all of the topics together. For each document di in the mixed 
document set, we compute the similarity between di and each of the selected docu-
ments based on the representation of step 1). The similarity we use here is cosine 
similarity, defined as: 
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where wfik and wfjk are, respectively, the kth feature in documents di and dj, s’ is the 
number of features. Herein, features are comprised of two kinds: words, and unspeci-
fied or specified association relations. Weights of words are as defined in eq.(4) while 
weights of association relations are referred to their confidences acquired in Section 
4.2. It should be noted that the same association relations with different verbal de-
scriptors are denoted as different features in this similarity computations. Based on 
eq.(5), the similarities between each pair of the selected documents belonging to dif-
ferent topics can be obtained. Through these, we allocate document di under the topic 
to which the document most similar to di belongs. We repeat this process until all of 
the documents are allocated. 

3) Based on the above classification, we estimate the results and further evaluate 
the performance by using precision, recall and F-measure. 

 Through these measures we are able to estimate the classification results for each 
topic and then, according to the average scores, to evaluate the total effect of each 
algorithm to be compared with. 

5.2 Data Set 

Our research group has crawled and accumulated, since 2009, more than 25,000 top-
ics comprised of more than 150,000 Chinese news webpages from Baidu News (see 
details from http://wkf.shu.edu.cn). 

Rather than applying all of the 150,000 Chinese news webpages into our classifica-
tion evaluation — a time costing job, we randomly select a total of 4321 Chinese 
news webpages under one hundred topics as our data set. (For each topic, there are 
about fifty webpages.) Based on these Chinese news webpages and the evaluation 
methodology discussed in Section 5.1, the following evaluations are carried out. 

5.3 On Learning Association Relations 

Based on the methodology discussed in Section 5.1, Figure 2 gives a comparison 
between the traditional association rule mining (TARM) algorithm [5] and our pro-
posed ALSAR. Herein, WR_TARM refers to those classification results that are based 
on both of the words and association relations extracted by the traditional association 
rule mining algorithm; meanwhile, WR_ALSAR denotes the classification results 
based on both words and association relations learnt by the algorithm of ALSAR. It 
should be noted that all of the words are extracted based on association relations so as 
to avoid the influences brought by other words extraction algorithms, such as TFIDF.. 
In order to reduce the influences brought by the random selection of cores, all of the 
classification tasks have been conducted for a hundred times. Thus, the precisions, 
recalls and f-measures appearing in figures are all referred to their average values. 
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(a) Classification results based on 
WR_TARM under different support thre-

sholds 

(b) Comparisons between WR_TARM-based 
and WR_ALSAR-based classification results 

under different confidence thresholds 

Fig. 2. Comparisons between TARM and our proposed ALSAR 

From Figure 2(a), we can see that for WR_TARM under the same confidence thre-
shold, all of the three metrics (precision, recall and f-measure) decrease very fast with 
the increase of support thresholds. It indicates that the performance of the traditional 
method is greatly affected by the settings of the support threshold. This is understand-
able because the supports of association relations obtained by the traditional method 
are directly affected by the length of text, yet the lengths of Chinese news webpages 
in our data set vary very much. So when the support threshold increases, few associa-
tion relations will be left in those large-sized news webpages, which result in the bad 
performance as shown in Figure 2(a). Indeed, the traditional association rule mining 
algorithms are probable to obtain unstable performance when applied into an envi-
ronment containing various lengths of texts. For our proposed ALSAR, the argument 
of support has been replaced by a newly proposed check strategy, according to the 
characteristics of a language. This makes our proposed ALSAR to be more feasible 
and appliable to a practical environment in which the documents vary diversely in 
length. 

Figure 2(b) gives a comparison between WR_TARM-based and WR_ALSAR-based 
classification results. It can be seen that under different confidence thresholds, all the 
classification results vary very little. Different from support, it indicates that confi-
dences of association relations are influenced very little by the different lengths of 
texts. Nevertheless, from Figure 2(b), it is also apparent that in each confidence thre-
shold, WR_ALSAR obtains distinctively better performance than WR_TARM. In other 
words, the association relations obtained by our proposed ALSAR are better than the 
ones obtained by the traditional association rule mining algorithm. 

5.4 On Specifying Association Relations 

In this section, we further verify the effect of the association relations specified by 
ALSAR. The basic idea is to compare the differences between the association relations 
that have been specified with the ones that have not been specified. If specified asso-
ciation relations make more contributions to the understanding of a text, we regard 
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them to have a better performance than those unspecified association relations in the 
task of classification. 

Based on this idea, a comparison among W_ALSAR-based, WR_ALSAR-based and 
WSR_ALSAR-based classification results has been carried out and is shown in Figure 
3. Here, WSR_ARSAR means that the news webpages in the task of classification are 
represented by both of the words and the specified association relations mined by 
ALSAR. From Figure 3, it is obvious that WSR_ALSAR-based classification obtains 
the best performance among all the three, while W_ALSAR-based classification has 
the worst performance and WR_ALSAR is in the middle. Thus, it can be inferred that 
using verbs to describe the association relations is actually useful for machines to 
have a better understanding of the texts. 

  

Fig. 3. Comparisons of W_ALSAR-based, 
WR_ALSAR-based and WSR_ALSAR-
based classification results under the condi-
tion of confidence=0.1 

Fig. 4. Comparisons of WR_TARM-based, 
WR_ALSAR-based and WSR_ALSAR-
based classification results under different 
confidence thresholds 

In addition, Figure 4 gives a comparison among WR_TARM-based, WR_ALSAR-
based and WSR_ALSAR-based classification results under different confidence thre-
sholds. It can be seen that, among all of the confidence thresholds, F-Measures  
obtained by WSR_ALSAR always stay above the ones obtained by WR_ALSAR, and 
likewise, WR_ALSAR stays above WR_TARM in terms of F-Measures. Consequently, 
it demonstrates that the association relations specified by verbs are really useful for 
machines to strengthen the ability of text understanding. 

6 Conclusions 

As the Web enters big data era, it is important to provide an effective support for up-
per level Web applications, such as information retrieval, knowledge representation, 
news recommendation etc. Based on verb valency grammar from linguistics and Mil-
ler’s Law in cognitive psychology, we have developed an automatic association rela-
tion learning and specifying mechanism, ALSAR, which incorporates two main 
processes: learning association relations, and specifying the relations with verbal de-
scriptors. Different from the tradition association rule mining, we apply verb valency 
grammar and Miller’s Law into the processes of ALSAR, so as to ensure that the rela-
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tions learnt are well specified, and can be established automatically without human 
efforts. Experiments on webpages crawled from Baidu News demonstrate better per-
formance of ALSAR in comparison with the traditional association rule mining. 

For our future study, we plan to construct reasoning rules based on the specified 
association relations. We also plan to evaluate our mechanism on more data sets, in-
cluding UCI KDD archive [17] and TREC corpus [18]. 
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Abstract. We built a domain-specific Chinese interactive Question An-
swering(QA) system which has already been available as a public service
via phone text messaging. The system utilizes Topic Forest [1] as the
dialog management model to be capable of keeping track of users’ in-
terests. The Question Answering component is a hybrid approach which
consists of both a community Question Answering engine [2] and a new
knowledge-based QA engine. In the new QA engine, we constructed a
semantic pattern matching model to automatically translate question
topics and targets generated by the natural language understanding unit
to SPARQL [3] queries, which eventually build the final answer. Through
experimental data collected from real user survey and case study, our sys-
tem shows promising results with the comparison over the practical QA
system Siri as the industrial standard in terms of both accuracy and
user satisfaction rates.

1 Introduction

With the increasing development of mobile internet, more and more people found
smartphone a handy choice to acquire knowledge and assistance in their daily
life. Among many such mobile apps, Siri is one of the best example that can
accept and respond with natural language sentences, such as ”

(What’s the weather like today)”, ” A(Call A)”. The power of Siri
actually reflects the state-of-the-art results of many typical research problems.
Apparently, Question Answering (QA) is one of them to answer questions like
the former question above. To address the increasing needs to provide more
accurate and professional response to user’s requests in specific areas, recently,
a number of similar applications, such as Sogou Voice Assistant and Xunfei
Yudian, have been launched by other companies, but more focusing on answering
domain-specific natural language questions. However, the performance of those
applications are still far from satisfactory. Our system is another effort to provide
accurate question answering results for specific domains.

After many years of research especially inspired by Text Retrieval Confer-
ence(TREC) and the Message Understanding Conferences(MUCs) [4], some QA
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systems have achieved good performance [5, 6]. However, mainstream Question
Answering systems only focus on English language. Natural language QA sys-
tems in Chinese are almost a blank due to many reasons including the complexity
and diversity of Chinese language, lack of reliable knowledge base for the back-
bone of QA engine. So Chinese users have to search the answers in specific search
engine, such as Soso Music, or in general search engine, which can return direct
answers, but only effective when searching by keywords in the traditional way
in search engine, thus lack of accuracy and understanding of user’s intentions,
thus can only return general-purpose contents and leave the burden to find out
answers to the users.

In this paper, we provided a solution to address the problems above and
materialized it as a publicly available Chinese interactive Question Answering
system in musical domain. The solution is a combination of many practical
techniques which includes: 1) natural language understanding, 2) knowledge base
construction, management and query, 3) dialog system techniques. Section 2
outlines the architecture of the system; Section 3 describes the natural language
understanding process; Section 4 describes the algorithm of dialog management;
Section 5 introduces the knowledge base and Section 6 presented the experiments
in comparison with Siri system.

2 System Overview

There are four major components in our system:

– Dialog Management
– Natural Language Understanding
– Knowledge Base
– Answer Constructor

Our system architecture is built around these components as shown in Fig.1.
Dialog Management is the central coordinator component [7], which receives
natural language questions from user, discomposes the question into subprob-
lems to dispatch to other components to solve, and progressively interacts with

Fig. 1. System Architecture
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Fig. 2. System Flowchart

users to understand user’s intention and provides direct answers. Natural Lan-
guage Understanding unit (NLU) transforms questions into semantic frames via
named entity recognition and patterns. Knowledge Base unit converts the se-
mantic frame into SPARQL sentences and retrieves direct knowledge items to
the question. Answer Constructor unit constructs answers in natural language
using results from Knowledge Base unit.

The whole system is target driven, that is, the system tries to understand
the specific targets of the user’s intention, and may interact with user in natural
language until the target is clarified. For example, the target in the musical QA
system could be a song, a singer, or an album, etc.

To provide answers, the system must be backed with a domain-specific knowl-
edge base. The knowledge base also provides source of knowledge for Natural
Language understanding units. For instance, Named Entity recognition, pattern
extraction and matching all heavily depends on known entities.

Fig.2 shows the process of our system in detail. The system firstly calls the
NLU unit upon the arrival of a question, which identifies the name entity, and
then transforms it into predefined categories, e.g. ” ” → ”singer”. Then
the pattern matching module will be invoked to retrieve the specific target of
the question and converts this natural language question to an internal seman-
tic frame. The Dialog Management unit hence checks the semantic frame to
judge whether specific conditions are satisfied. If the condition are not satis-
fied, for example, some component is missing or ambiguity is found, the Dialog
Management unit will let the Answer Constructor unit ask the user to provide
missing information or try to resolve ambiguities. When all conditions are met,
the Knowledge Base unit will convert the semantic frame to a SPARQL sentence
and get the direct answer from the knowledge base. If it can not get the direct
answer, it will invoke the community QA module to get the answer. Finally, the
Answer Constructor unit will give users a natural language answer.

With the pluggable system architecture, our system has proved to have strong
extensibility and has been successfully migrated to three domains including the
original musical field, medical science and China Mobile service. Just for consis-
tence, we will stick with musical domain as example throughout this paper.
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3 Natural Language Understanding

3.1 Named Entity Recognition

Entity database is constructed to support dictionary-based Named Entity Recog-
nition. All entity lists are extracted from structured data supported by Tencent.
As the system starts, all the entity lists are loaded in the form of Tries indexed by
entity aliases. When a question comes, all the possible results of Named Entity
recognition are saved in order to reduce the chance of false negatives in entities.

In the musical QA system, we constructed 9 entity lists in total, including
album, area, chart, drama, language, singer, song, style and type. Below is an
example of Named Entity Recognition. Note that in our entity lists, there is a
song named ” ” and a singer named ” ” as well. The result of Named
Entity recognition for question ” (Who sings the song )”
is shown as below.

song
singer

3.2 Semantic Pattern Matching

Main aim of natural language understanding component is to find the target
of the question and convert the natural language question to a semantic frame.
The semantic frame is a collection of slots, and each slot is a piece of structured
information extracted from the question, which might be required to find the
answer by our Question Answering system. We use semantic patterns to ex-
tract semantic frame from the question. Each semantic pattern consists of three
components:

– Target : Information slot type to be extracted using the pattern;
– Pattern : Template to be aligned with the question text to extract the target,

which is usually a sequence of certain words and target placeholders.
– Priority : The confidence of the semantic pattern

Firstly, the question is matched with all possible patterns and the best match-
es(with longest match) are chosen. Then the matched semantic patterns are sort-
ed by their corresponding priority and the sorted list are sent to the knowledge
base component. For example, suppose we have a semantic pattern:

pattern target priority

song singer 10
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The semantic frame of ” ” built by pattern matching will be:
{target : singer; song : }. As there is no pattern like ”singer ”,
though the Named Entity recognition results may suggest that ” ” can
also be a singer, this frame is filtered by pattern matching.

3.3 Semantic Pattern Generation

The semantic patterns are generated automatically as described in F Bu’s publi-
cation [8]. The targets in the automatically generated patterns are tagged man-
ually. In this way, it is easy for our system to be migrated to other domains.

We recognize the named entity of the questions first. Then we replace each
word with an untyped placeholder after POS tagging. Finally we count the ap-
pearance of patterns over all questions. The target placeholders of these patterns
are labeled manually and count of occurrences are taken as the priority of the
pattern.

In our musical QA system, 3 million questions collected from community
question answering dataset are used to generate the semantic patterns.

4 Dialog Management

Dialog Management maintains the information context of the conversation be-
tween human and computer. The following conversation is an example that the
first question-answer pair set up the context for the next question, which implic-
itly uses the previous answer as the subject.

Q1: (Who sings the song ”Common Jamsine Orange”)
A1: (Jay Chou)
Q2: (What albums does he have)
A2: (”Common Jamsine Orange”, ”Ye Huimei”, etc)

To resolve the problems mentioned above, we build Topic Forest [1] with
different topic trees. Each tree has several leaf nodes represented the information
of conditions the topic needs. Leaf nodes are connected by AND and OR in order
to judge whether the conditions have satisfied or not.

Meanwhile we build Shared Information Index(SII) [1] to stored the history
information. The content of SII can be stored while the topic tree changed.

There are four cases of dialog in our system according to the difference of
semantic frame. Target means the aim of the question and the condition means
the constrains.

– Both target and condition
Regard the input as a new question and save the information to SII after
getting the direct answer.
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– Only target
Merge the SII into the current topic tree and judge whether the conditions
satisfy with the relation between leaf nodes.

– Only condition
Inherit the last target and change to new topic tree.

– None
Enter the chatting mode.

We show a example of topic tree in Fig.3. The topic tree has inner nodes
and leaf nodes. The inner node has two values, AND and OR, represented the
relation of its children should satisfy. PP refers to the imported inner nodes.
From the topic tree in Fig.3, a query (album || singer || lrc) is generated.

Fig. 3. Topic Tree

We chose topic forest as our dialog management since it is easy to inherit
targets. We only need to maintain a current topic tree. Upon moving to the next
question, if it doesn’t have some target, the current topic tree just inherit the
context from the previous sentence.

Another advantage of topic forest is that it is easy to manage and judge
conditions. We put the conditions into the trees and judge by the relation of leaf
nodes.

5 Knowledge Base

5.1 Knowledge Base Generation

In our system, knowledge is relations and facts between objects in the domain of
interest. Each piece of relation or fact is represented by a triple in our knowledge
base, which consists of two entities and a relation, i.e t = (s, p, o). We regard
the name entity as a subject entity s and object entity o and the target in the
system as a Relation p. The following table is an example of our structured data.

The Table 1 shows 5 such triples:
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Table 1. Structured data example

ID Name Singer Public Time Language

1 2008

( song, id, 1)

( song, name, )

( song, name, )

( song, publish time, 2008)

( song, language, )

Compare with relational database, the knowledge stored as relation triples
provides more direct access to the relation between entities. Meanwhile, the
knowledge base is stored by triples which can support advanced query engines
like SPARQL1. For complex questions, SPARQL can reduce the complexity of
the statement effectively compared with traditional SQL so that it decreases the
transformation difficulty from natural language to structural queries.

We build our knowledge base in triples so that we can use its advantages
mentioned above. In our system, we convert triples by DB2Triples2. DB2Triples
can associate multiple tables in relational database and generate triples to avoid
problems mentioned above.

5.2 Knowledge Base Query

As mentioned above, the semantic frame consists of a target t and a group of
conditions C. We define the subject entity of the question as e, and the answer
as x.

The target t is a relation in knowledge base and we will search answer x in
knowledge base. So our goal is to find the relation triple (e, t, x) in the knowledge
base, which is the first constraint of SPARQL.

C = {c} defines the condition that the subject entity should meet. A condi-
tion in semantic frame is defined as c = (p, o), p ∈ R(elation), o ∈ E(ntity). In
this condition, the subject entity should meet triples (e, p, o). C can be converted
to a group of constraint in triples in this way.

Examples The semantic frame of question ” (List
some songs of a female Japanese rock singer)” is as follows:

{target=song, gender= (female), nationality= (Japan), style= (rock)}
1 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
2 https://github.com/antidot/db2triples
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This frame can be converted to 4 constrains:

( e, song, x)

( e,male, )

( e, nationality, )

( e, style, )

5.3 cQA module

Our system has a cQA(Community Question Answering) module [2] to get the
answer if direct answer cannot be retrieved from knowledge base. The cQA mod-
ule is built by millions of QA pairs extracted from online QA communities, like
Baidu Knows and Soso Wenwen. Baidu Knows is a Chinese language collab-
orative Web-based Collective intelligence by question and answer provided by
the Chinese search engine Baidu. Soso Wenwen is another community question
answering provided by Tencent. When a question comes, we find the similar
question in all QA pairs and get a question list. Then we get an answer list from
the question list. Finally we rerank the answer list and get the best answer.

6 Experiment

6.1 Baseline system and Our system

Due to the lack of publicly available Chinese QA systems, we chose Siri as the
baseline system for comparison, which is capable of Chinese Question Answering.
Siri is an intelligent personal assistant and knowledge navigator in Apple Inc.’s
iOS. Siri has both speech and text interfaces.

Our system is presented on WeChat. WeChat is a mobile text and voice
messaging communication service developed by Tencent in China. We tested
our question answering system in musical domain, which is publicly available.
User can test our system by chatting with ” ” in Official Account of
WeChat. However, our system interacted with user using text only.

6.2 Dataset

We randomly selected 200 questions from an internet musical QA forum. These
natural language questions cover all the targets of our system, including singer,
song, album, publish time, style, lyric, height, theme song and so on.

We evaluated the systems in two parts. One part is to compare the accuracy
of the system. We manually got the right answer of the question from internet
as the golden standard answer, and tested both systems using 200 questions
mentioned above, including Siri, our system, our system without cQA module
and only cQA module.
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In the other part, we asked 11 testers to evaluate Siri and our system. We
provided a question list and the testers were freely choose their way to interact
with the system. After that, they filled in a system questionnaire rating their
experience comparing Siri and our system.

6.3 Results

Testers were asked to identify answers that they thought were right. The result
is shown in Table 2. Can’t Answer means that the system responds the user
that it cannot answer the question, while Error means that the system returns
a wrong answer.

Table 2. The distribution of the answers

Right Can’t Answer Error

Siri 42% 38% 20%
Our system without cQA 53% 43% 4%
Only cQA 34% 60% 6%
Our system 61% 29% 10%

The results show that our system has a significant improvement than the
baseline system.

For instance, there is a question:

Whose song is ”Leo”?

Our system got the right answer and responded user ” (Yico Zeng)”,
while Siri cannot gives a correct answer and played the latest song in iPhone
instead. It shows that our system has more flexible semantic patterns than the
Siri.

For another question:

Whose album is ”Brave Heart”?

Our system searched from the QA engine and got the right answer ” ”.
But Siri responded a link of the movie ”Brave Heart” in Wikipedia. Apparently
Siri failed to take use of the word ”album” to correctly identify ”Brave heard”
as a music album instead of a movie in Named Entity Recognition.

The system questionnaires were filled out by users after the experiment.
These consisted of questions concerning each system to be rated on a five point
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scale (1-Worst to 5-Best). It evaluates the various attributes of the systems,
including ease of use, response time, understanding and so on. Mean and Median
for each system are shown in Table 3. Results show that although our system is
not performing significantly better than the baseline system (SQ1,SQ5), users
seem to find it more understanding and has more accurate answers than the
baseline.

Table 3. System questionnaires responses(Si=Siri, O=our system)

Question Si Mean Si Median O Mean O Median

SQ1 - Ease of use 4.3 5 3.8 4
SQ2 - Response time 4.5 5 4.5 5
SQ3 - Understanding 3 3 4.6 5
SQ4 - Interesting 4 4 3.9 4
SQ5 - GUI 4.5 5 3.6 4
SQ6 - Answer accuracy 3.2 3 4.3 4

6.4 Analysis

There are 78 questions that our system can not respond the right answers. Our
system answered 20 of 200 questions incorrectly. 5 questions are due to the
missing of target in our data. These questions’ targets aim at the targets that
our structured data does not have. For instance, user wants to know

The composer of the song ”The most dazzling folk style”

There is not a relation for Composer of a song in our knowledge base so
we can not get the direct answer. We search the answer from community QA
module and get the wrong answer. Other missing targets of our data include
Famous songs of singers and Part song. Apparently this type of errors could be
improved by training such relations into the sysytem.

8 questions failures are due to the missing of the data in the knowledge base.
As our system is not a real-time update system, we do not have some newest
data, like ” (The fox)”. If the user ask the question

Who sings the song ”The fox”

We could not get the answer from knowledge base and respond the wrong
answer.
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3 questions are due to the errors in our data. Some data in our knowledge
base is crawled from internet, such as Baidu Baike and Hudong Baike. We can
not guarantee the accuracy of these data so that there are some errors in our
knowledge base. For instance, the theme song of the drama ” (Chinese
Paladin)” is ” (Sha po lang)” in fact while our knowledge base responds
” (Chen Zhongyi)” which is a singer instead.

58 of 200 questions can not be answered by our system. After analyzing all of
these 58 questions, we found that 24 questions are due to the missing of target
in our data and 27 questions are due to the missing knowledge piece of our data.

Without the cQA module, the distribution of the answers change to 53%
right, 43% can’t answer and 4% error. The distribution is 34%, 60%, 6% if we
only use cQA module. The result shows the importance of cQA module as it can
make our system answer more questions, nearly 8%, that can not be answered
formerly. It is a positive component for system although it raises the error rate
meanwhile. The result shows the cQA module effectively raises the recall though
reduces the precision of our system to some extent.

The result in Table 3 shows that users think our system more understanding
and dependable. Siri mostly answer the question by searching on the internet.
However, some users complained that they want to our system tell them the
source of the answer to help them judge the confidence, either from the knowledge
base or from the cQA module. On the contrary, Users found our system lack of
speech recognition so that they had to spend more time on typing. Users also
think our GUI a little simple as it only responds a sentence and it reduces their
experience. All of the disadvantages mentioned above need further work.

The results in Table 2 and Table 3 show that our system performs better in
musical domain than Siri, though this is intuitively as expected since it is hard
for the open domain system to be optimized towards specific fields.

7 Future Work

We plan to make pattern generation in NLU unit automatically so that we can
generate patterns rapidly when we change a domain. We will take advantage of
a large amount of QA pairs in community QA and generate pattern by semi-
supervised algorithm of machine learning. We will build a specific domain parser
if possible [9, 10]. It can enhance the universality and scalability of our system.

8 Conclusion

We presented a domain-specific Chinese interactive Question Answering (QA)
system. The system has a dialog management model using Topic Forest to keep
track of user’s interests. The system can understand natural language questions
and transform them into semantic frame using semantic pattern matching model.
We used knowledge base to store the structured data and also have a community
QA module to answer questions by finding most similar question. We present
this system on WeChat and users can chat with it easily on mobile phone.
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We evaluated the system against baseline system(Siri) with a group of 11
users. The results show our system has a significant improvement than the base-
line system in terms of both accuracy and user satisfaction rates. Users found our
system more understanding and have more accurate answer. They believed these
could be important features in vertical domain question answering. The results
were statistically significant. Although there are still some disadvantages in our
system, like the GUI and lack of speech recognition, users prefer our system to
the baseline overall.
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Abstract. Location-based services have attracted significant attention
for the ubiquitous smartphones equipped with GPS systems. These ser-
vices (e.g., Twitter, Foursquare) generate large amounts of spatio-textual
data which contain both geographical location and textual description.
In this paper, we study a prevalent top-k spatio-textual similarity search
problem: Given a set of objects and a user query, find k most relevant ob-
jects considering both spatial location and textual description. We make
the following contributions: (1) We propose a TA-based framework and
devise efficient algorithms to incrementally visit the objects with current
highest spatial or textual similarity. (2) We explore a hybrid partition
pattern by integrating spatial and textual pruning power. We further
propose a partition-based algorithm which can significantly improve the
performance. (3) We have conducted extensive experiments on real and
synthetic datasets. Experimental results show that our methods outper-
form state-of-the-art algorithms and achieve high performance.

1 Introduction

With the popularity of global position systems (GPS) in smartphones, location-
based services (LBS) have recently attracted significant attention from both aca-
demic and industrial communities. Many location-based services generate large
amounts of spatio-textual data which contain both geographical location and tex-
tual description. For example, Foursquare1 extracts GPS location and detailed
description while uploading users’ check-ins of the Point-of-Interest (POI).

In this paper, we explore a top-k spatio-textual similarity search problem,
which, given a set of spatio-textual objects and a user query, finds k most rel-
evant objects considering both spatial location and textual description. It has
many real applications in existing LBS systems. One example is tag suggestion.
Twitter2 allows users to add geographical tags while posing tweets. Sometimes,
users may have difficulty in typing these tags precisely. Thus, to improve user
experience, we can utilize the spatial and textual information of a tweet to find
similar check-ins in Foursquare and provide the corresponding POIs as a sugges-
tion. Another example is location-aware message delivery. People may be more

1 https://foursquare.com/
2 https://twitter.com/

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 602–614, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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concerned about news happening around them. In social networks (e.g, Filckr3,
Twitter), we can extract users’ preferences from their profiles and delivery rele-
vant local messages (e.g., images, tweets) by performing a top-k spatio-textual
similarity search.

The most relevant study on this problem is IRtree [1] which embeds an in-
verted index in each node of Rtree. Though this method can solve our problem,
it is rather inefficient and may generate large amounts of candidates. The reason
is that it pays too much attention to the pruning power of spatial component
and fails to explore the feature of textual similarity. To address this limitation
and improve the performance, we first propose a TA-based framework which
builds spatial and textual index separately. We devise efficient algorithms to
incrementally find the object with current highest spatial or textual similarity.
We take these objects as candidates and verify them to get the final results. To
seamlessly integrate the spatial and textual pruning power, we further propose
a hybrid partition pattern and extend it to support our TA-based algorithm.

We summarize our main contributions as follows: (1) We study a prevalent
problem called top-k spatio-textual similarity search. We propose a TA-based
framework and devise efficient algorithms to incrementally visit the objects with
current highest spatial or textual similarity. (2) We explore a hybrid partition
pattern by integrating spatial and textual pruning power. We further propose a
partition-based algorithm which can significantly improve the performance. (3)
We have conducted extensive experiments on real and synthetic datasets. Ex-
perimental results show that our methods outperform state-of-the-art algorithms
and achieve high performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We formulate our problem in
Section 2 and propose a TA-based framework in Section 3. Section 4 devises
an effective hybrid partition pattern and proposes a partition based TA algo-
rithm. Experimental results are provided in Section 5. We review related work
in Section 6 and make a conclusion in Section 7.

2 Preliminaries

We first formulate the problem of top-k spatio-textual similarity search in Sec-
tion 2.1, and then show prevalent algorithm in Section 2.2.

2.1 Problem Statement

Consider a collection of objects R = {r1, r2, . . . , r|R|}. Each object r ∈ R in-
cludes a spatial location Lr and textual description Tr, denoted by r = {Lr, Tr}.
We use the coordinate of an object to describe its spatial location, denoted by
Lr = [Lr.x,Lr.y]. And we use a set of tokens to capture the textual description,
denoted by Tr = {t1, t2, . . . , t|Tr|}, which describes an object (e.g., Gym, Hotel,

Restaurant) or users’ interests (e.g., Yoga, Pilates, Jogging). Since tokens
may have different importance, we assign each token ti with a weight w(ti) (e.g.,
inverse document frequency idf). A query q = {Lq, Tq, k, α} includes a spatial

3 https://www.flickr.com/
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Fig. 1. An example of spatio-textual objects

location Lq, a textual description Tq, a top-k parameter k and a parameter α to
balance between the spatial and textual components. Given a query q, our goal
is to find k most similar objects in R. Similar to [1], we use a linear interpolation
function to measure the spatio-textual similarity.

Definition 1 (Spatio-Textual Similarity). Given an object r and a query q,
the spatio-textual similarity between r and q is defined as:

Sim(r, q) = αSimS(r, q) + (1− α)SimT (r, q)

where SimS(r, q) is the spatial similarity and SimT (r, q) is the textual similarity.

In this paper, we use the normalized Euclidean distance and weighted Jaccard
to quantify the spatial distance and the textual similarity. Our method can be
extended to other spatial and textual similarity functions.

Definition 2 (Spatial Similarity). Given an object r and a query q, the spa-
tial similarity between r and q is defined as:

SimS(r, q) = 1− DEuclidean(Lr ,Lq)
DMax

where DMax is the maximum distance in the location space.

Definition 3 (Textual Similarity). Given an object r and a query q, the
textual similarity between r and q is defined as:

SimT (r, q) =

∑
t∈Tr∩Tq

w(t)∑
t∈Tr∪Tq

w(t)

where w(t) is the weight of token t.
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Definition 4 (Top-k Spatio-Textual Similarity Search). Given a collec-
tion of objects R and a query q = {Lq, Tq, k, α}, a top-k spatio-textual similarity
search finds a subset of objects S = {r1, r2, . . . , rk} which satisfy: (1) S ⊆ R,
(2) |S| = k, and (3) ∀ri ∈ S, ∀rj ∈ R− S, we have Sim(ri, q) ≥ Sim(rj , q).

Example 1. Consider the twelve objects in Figure 1. Suppose query q = {[25, 13],
(t2, t6, t1, t4), 2, 0.5}. For object r1 where p1 = (36, 28), its spatial similarity

SimS(r1, q) = 1 −
√

(36−25)2+(28−13)2√
402

= 0.67 and its textual similarity

SimT (r1, q) =
w(t2)

w(t3)+w(t2)+w(t6)+w(t1)+w(t4)
= 0.55

0.6+0.55+0.5+0.5+0.45 = 0.21. Thus,

the spatio-textual similarity Sim(r1, q) = 0.5 × 0.67 + (1 − 0.5) × 0.21 = 0.44.
Similarly, for object r11, SimS(r11, q) = 0.83 and SimT (r11, q) = 0.5. We then
have Sim(r11, q) = 0.67. Thus, r11 is more similar than r1 since 0.67 > 0.44. By
calculating the similarity of all the objects, we take the two objects with highest
similarity {r10/0.86, r12/0.80} as the results.

2.2 Baseline Method

To the best of our knowledge, IRtree [1] is the state-of-the-art method to solve
this problem. To build an IRtree, we first construct a R-tree according to the
spatial coordinates of all the objects. Then for each node of R-tree, we build
an inverted index to map tokens to the children nodes containing these tokens.
When coming a query, we traverse IR-tree from the root. At each node, we use
the inverted index to estimate the spatio-textual similarity for all its children.
The node with largest estimated value will be visited next until we find k objects.

This method may be inefficient and needs to visit significate numbers of ob-
jects for the reason that: (1) When visiting a node in IRtree, it needs to calculate
the spatio-textual similarity for all its children nodes. However, some children
may share few tokens with the query and cannot be the candidates. (2) The to-
ken set in each node is the union of tokens from all its subtrees. Thus, especially
for nodes in upper level, IRtree cannot efficiently estimate their textual similar-
ity and may waste lots of time in traversing useless nodes. For example, suppose
we want to find a gym which offers both yoga and pilates course. Though node
n contains both token “yoga” and “pilates” and will be considered first. It is
quite possible that the “yoga” and “pilates” courses are actually provided by
two different gyms and cannot be the result.

3 Threshold Algorithm Based Approach

In this section, we first propose a threshold algorithm (TA) based framework in
Section 3.1 and then devise efficient incremental similarity search algorithms for
spatial and textual components in Section 3.2.

3.1 Threshold Algorithm Based Framework

Inspired by the TA algorithm [2], we propose a TA-based framework to efficiently
find similar objects for a query. The basic idea is that, if object r is a top-k result
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Algorithm 1: TA-based Top-k Similarity Search (R, q, IS , IT )
Input: R: An object set

q: A query formalized as {Lq, Tq , k, α}
IS : The spatial index; IT : The textual index

Output: Q: k most similar objects
begin1

Q ← an empty priority queue;2
θta ← 1, θq ← 0;3
while true do4

if θq ≥ θta then5
return Q;6

object rs ←BestSpaSearch(Lq, IS);7
if |Q| < k or Sim(rs, q) > θq then8

add object rs to queue Q;9
update threshold θq;10

object rt ←BestTextSearch(Tq, IT );11
if |Q| < k or Sim(rt, q) > θq then12

add object rt to queue Q;13
update threshold θq;14

θta ← αSimS(rs, q) + (1 − α)SimT (rt, q);15

end16

Fig. 2. Threshold Algorithm Based Framework

of query q, then either their spatial components or textual components should be
similar enough. Thus, by building spatial and textual index separately, we can
quickly find objects with large spatial similarity or textual similarity. We take
these objects as candidates and then verify them to generate the final results.

As shown in Algorithm 1, we build a spatial index IS and a textual index IT
separately (The detail of building IS and IT is shown in Section 3.2). We use
a priority queue Q to dynamically keep k objects with current highest spatio-
textual similarity (Line 2). θq is the lowest value in Q. At each loop, we incre-
mentally find object rs with current highest spatial similarity (Line 7). If its
spatio-textual similarity Sim(rs, q) is larger than θq, we add rs to Q and update
θq (Line 8-10). Similarly, we incrementally find object rt with current highest
textual similarity and update Q with Sim(rt, q) (Line 11-14). Similar to the TA
algorithm, we maintain a threshold θta to indicate the maximum spatio-textual
similarity of unvisited objects. We update θta using the spatial similarity of rs
and the textual similarity of rt at the end of each loop (Line 15). Once θq ≥ θta,
none of the unvisited objects may get higher similarity than θq. We then return
the k objects in Q as results (Line 6). Otherwise, we repeat the above process.
The correctness is proved in Lemma 1. For constraint of space, we omit the
proof.

Example 2. Consider the objects in Figure 1. Given a query q = {[25, 13],
(t2, t6, t1, t4), 2, 0.5}, if we sort objects according to the spatial similarity, the or-
der will be {r7/0.88, r6/0.87, r12/0.85, . . . , r4/0.60}. If we sort them according to
the textual similarity, the order will be {r10/1.00, r12/0.75, r3/0.63, . . . , r7/0.10}.
At the first loop, we visit r7 with current highest spatial similarity and r10 with
highest textual similarity. We then use their spatio-textual similarity to update
Q. Thus, Q = {r7/0.49, r10/0.86} and θq = 0.49. Since SimS(r7, q) = 0.88 and
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Fig. 3. Incremental spatial similarity search

SimT (r10, q) = 1.00, θta = 0.5× 0.88+0.5× 1.00 = 0.94. Then θq < θta, we con-
tinue the next loop and visit objects r6 and r12. Then Q = {r12/0.80, r10/0.86}
and θq = 0.80, θta = 0.81. We continue the next loop since 0.80 < 0.81. We use
r12/0.80, r3/0.62 to update Q and θq = 0.80, θta = 0.74. Since 0.80 > 0.72, we
stop the loop and take {r10, r12} in Q as results.

Lemma 1. Given a query q, the TA-based framework can correctly find k objects
with the highest spatio-textual similarity.

3.2 Incremental Spatial/Textual Similarity Search

Notice that in Algorithm 1, we need an efficient method to incrementally find
the object with current highest spatial or textual similarity (Line 7, Line 11).

Incremental Spatial Similarity Search: Many works [3,4] have studied the
nearest neighbor search in spatial data. In this paper, we use R-tree [5] as an
example to index the spatial components of all the objects and develop [3] to
support our incremental search requirement. We traverse R-tree in a top-down
pattern and use a priority queue Q to keep the spatial similarity for all the
visited nodes. At first, if Q is empty, we initiate it with the root node. Then at
each step, we greedily select the node with highest similarity from Q: (1) If it
is a non-leaf node, we estimate the upper bound of spatial similarity for all its
children and add them to Q; (2) If it is a leaf node, we calculate the real spatial
similarity for all the objects within it and add them to Q; (3) If it is an object,
we return it as the result.

Example 3. Consider the objects and query q in Figure 1. All the objects are
organized as a R-tree in Figure 3. Suppose Q only contains the root node at the
moment. We pop the root node and add its children N5, N6 to Q. Notice that
N5 is a non-leaf node, we calculate the distance between its minimum bounding
rectangle MN5 = {(7, 4), (18, 33)} and the query location Lq = [25, 13], i.e.,

D(MN5 ,Lq) =
√
(25− 18)2 + 02 = 7.0. Then we have SimS(MN5 ,Lq) = 1 −

D(MN5 ,Lq)

DMax
= 1− 7.0√

402
= 0.88. Similarly, SimS(MN6 ,Lq) = 1.0. Thus, (N5/0.88),

(N6/1.0) are pushed into Q. The following steps are shown in Figure 3. At step
5, the top element in Q is an object, we then return r7 as the result.
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Fig. 4. Incremental textual similarity search

Incremental Textual Similarity Search: Given an object r and a query q,

according to Definition 3, we can deduce that SimT (r, q) =

∑
t∈Tr∩Tq

w(t)∑
t∈Tr∪Tq

w(t) =∑
t∈Tr∩Tq

w(t)∑
t∈Tr

w(t)+
∑

t∈Tq
w(t)−

∑
t∈Tr∩Tq

w(t) . Since
∑

t∈Tq
w(t) is fixed when the query

comes, SimT (r, q) only depends on
∑

t∈Tr
w(t) and

∑
t∈Tr∩Tq

w(t). Unfortu-
nately, calculating Tr ∩ Tq for every object is quite an expensive operation espe-
cially when |Tr | or |Tq| is large. A natural idea is to generate a signature for each
token set Tr and use this signature to estimate the textual similarity of r. The
object with highest estimated value is most likely to be the result and will be
considered first. Inspired by the prefix filter technique [6], we sort tokens accord-
ing to the inverse document frequency (idf) and take the first token in Tr ∩ Tq
as the signature, denoted by T q

r . We can deduce the upper bound of SimT (r, q)
as Lemma 2. However, Tr ∩ Tq varies with different query q, then each token in
Tr has the possibility to be T q

r . Thus, when building the inverted index, for each
token t in Tr, we estimate its maximum textual similarity as Lemma 2, denoted
by U t

r , and add (r,U t
r) to the corresponding inverted list of t. After inserting all

the objects, we sort each inverted list in the descending order of U t
r. Notice that

building index is offline and will not be included in the search time.
In the search stage, we use two priority queues Qt and Qub to keep the textual

similarity and the estimated similarity of the visited objects. θt and θub are the
maximum value corresponding to Qt and Qub. We greedily visit object with
highest value in Qub and verify it by calculating its real similarity. Since objects
within each inverted list have been previously sorted according to the estimated
textual similarity, we only need to consider the objects in each inverted list
successively. When coming a query q, if Qub is empty, we use Tq to probe the
inverted index and use the first object of the corresponding inverted lists to
initiate Qub. We continuously pop objects from Qub and use their real textual
similarity to updateQt. When an object is popped fromQub, we add its successor
(the next object from the same inverted list) to Qub. Once θt ≥ θub, none of the
unvisited objects can get higher similarity than θt. We then return the top object
in Qt as the result.
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Lemma 2. Given an object r and a query q, suppose Tr = {t1, t2, . . . , t|Tr|} and
the first token in Tr ∩ Tq is ti, then SimT (r, q) ≤

∑
t∈Tr

w(t)−
∑k=i−1

k=1 w(tk)∑
t∈Tr

w(t) .

Example 4. Consider the objects and query Tq = {t2, t6, t1, t4} in Figure 1. We
sort all the tokens in the descending order of idf and build the inverted index as
Figure 4. Suppose Qub is empty at this moment. We then use Tq to find the cor-
responding inverted lists (denoted as lt2 , lt6 , lt1 , lt4) and initiate Qub with the top
object of these inverted lists, i.e., Qub = {(r3/1.0), (r2/1.0), (r8/0.72), (r11/0.5)}.
At the first loop, we pop (r3/1.0) from Qub and add its real textual similarity
(r3/0.63) to Qt. Meanwhile, its successor (r10/1.0) from lt2 is added to Qub.
Thus, Qt = {(r3/0.63)} and Qub = {(r2/1.0), (r10/1.0), (r8/0.72), (r11/0.5)}.
Then we have θt = 0.63 and θub = 1.0. Since 0.63 < 1.0, we continue to
process (r2/1.0) on top of Qub. Then Qt = {(r3/0.63), (r2/0.38)} and Qub =
{(r10/1.0), (r8/0.72), (r6/0.58), (r11/0.5)}. After processing (r10/1.0), we have
θt = 1.0 and θub = 0.76. Since 1.0 > 0.76, we return r10 as the result.

4 Partition Based Threshold Algorithm

Observe that in Algorithm 1, though we can quickly find the object with highest
spatial or textual similarity, it may still not be the final result since the other
component is not similar enough. Take r7 in Figure 1 as an example, though
its location is the nearest to the query point, it only shares one token with q.
To avoid visiting such objects, a natural idea is to partition them into buckets.
Objects within each bucket are close with each other and share similar tokens.
Then we can prune objects with low spatial or textual similarity by group. In this
section, we discuss how to seamlessly integrate the spatial and textual component
to improve the pruning power. We first devise a hybrid partition pattern and
then extend TA-based algorithm in Section 3.

To estimate the position of an object, a natural idea is to partition the space
into grids and associate each object with the grid containing it. Those grids near
the query point are most likely to contain the results. Meanwhile, for each token
t in object r, we can estimate an upper bound of textual similarity as Lemma 2,
denoted by U t

r. Those objects whose intersection with Tq contains larger U t
r

are most likely to be the results. Based on this idea, we partition objects into
buckets according to associative grids and the textual upper bound. Each bucket
is marked using a triple [g, t,U t

g] where g is the grid ID, t is the token ID and U t
g

is the minimum textual upper bound of all the objects within this bucket, i.e.,
U t
g = min{U t

r|∀r ∈ [g, t,U t
g]}. For example, we partition the spatial space into

2 × 2 grids as Figure 1, denoted by g1 ∼ g4. Take (g4, t4) as an example, three
objects {(r2, 0.32), (r8, 0.30), (r12, 0.23)} fall in grid g4 and contain t4. We then
divide them into two buckets: B1 = {(r2, 0.32), (r8, 0.30)} and B2 = {(r12, 0.23)}.
For B1, since the lowest value is 0.3, we mark it as [g4, t4, 0.30]. Similarly, we
mark B2 as [g4, t4, 0.23]. When coming a query, we estimate a spatio-textual
similarity for each bucket and greedily visit the best one. We find top-k similar
objects for each visited bucket and combine these results in the end. Two main
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challenges are under consideration: (1) How to determine the visiting order of
buckets. (2) How to find k most similar objects in each bucket.

The Visiting Order of Buckets: To estimate the spatial distance between
query q and a bucket [g, t,U t

g], we take the center of grid g as a reference point,
denoted by gc. For each object r in [g, t,U t

g], we use the distance between Lr and
gc to represent its position, denoted by D(Lr , gc). Then each bucket [g, t,U t

g]

corresponds to a spanning of D(Lr, gc), denoted by [DMin
[g,t,Ut

g]
,DMax

[g,t,Ut
g ]
] where

DMin
[g,t,Ut

g]
= min{D(Lr , gc)|∀r ∈ [g, t,U t

g]} and DMax
[g,t,Ut

g]
= max{D(Lr, gc)|∀r ∈

[g, t,U t
g]}. For query q, according to the triangle inequality, the minimum distance

between [g, t,U t
g] and q is max{D(Lq, gc)−DMax

[g,t,Ut
g ]
, 0}. Meanwhile, since all the

objects in [g, t,U t
g] have higher U t

r than U t
g, we can use U t

g as a lower bound to
estimate the textual similarity between [g, t,U t

g] and q. For an object r containing
token t, if SimT (Tr, Tq) > U t

g, then r must appear in [g, t,U t
g]. Thus, for each

bucket, we calculate the spatio-textual similarity between [g, t,U t
g] and q as α(1−

max{D(Lq,gc)−DMax
[g,t,Ut

g ]
,0}

DMax
)+(1−α)U t

g and greedily visit the bucket with the highest

similarity. For concise of present, we denote the similarity between q and [g, t,U t
g]

by Sim(q, [g, t,U t
g]). Notice that we don’t need to search top-k objects for every

bucket, once Sim(q, [g, t,U t
g]) is no better than the similarity of current top-

k objects, we can stop the searching process and return the k best objects as
results.

Top-k Similarity Search within Each Bucket: We extend the TA-based
algorithm mentioned in Section 3 to find k objects with highest spatio-textual
similarity within each bucket. Similar to Algorithm 1, we keep the spatial and
textual index separately. Consider bucket [g, t,U t

g] with center point gc, for the
spatial components, we sort all the objects r in [g, t,U t

g] in the ascending order of
the distance D(Lr , gc). Meanwhile, for the textual components, we keep a copy of
objects and sort them in the the descending order of U t

r. Similar to the TA-based
algorithm in Section 3, for each object r, we use D(Lr , gc) and U t

r to estimate an
upper bound of spatial and textual similarity. Those objects with highest spatial
or textual upper bound will be taken as candidates and examined first. Similar
to Algorithm 1, we use a priority queue Q to keep the spatio-textual similarity
for all the visited objects. The top object in Q has current highest spatio-textual
similarity θq. At each time, we find the next object rs (or rt) with highest spatial
(or textual) upper bound. Suppose query q falls outside of grid g, we then take
the object farthest from gc as rc. According to the triangle inequality, we have

D(Lrc ,Lq) ≥ D(Lq, gc)−D(Lrc , gc). Then 1− D(Lq,gc)−D(Lrc ,gc)
DMax

is a maximum

spatial similarity of rc. Meanwhile, we take the object with current highest U t
r

as rt. We then use the spatio-textual similarity of rs and rt to update Q and θq.

We set θta = α(1 − D(Lq,gc)−D(Lrc ,gc)
DMax

) + (1 − α)U t
r . Once θq ≥ θta, we can stop

searching top-k objects in current bucket.
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Table 1. Dataset Statistics

# of objects # of tokens # of average tokens Data size Index size

USA 1 Million 383481 16.94 140.8M 40.28M

Twitter 7 Million 2194073 10.72 529M 147.6M

5 Experimental Study

5.1 Experimental Settings

Datasets: To evaluate our proposed techniques, we conducted extensive ex-
periments on two datasets : USA and Twitter. Table 1 summarizes these two
datasets. The Twitter dataset is a real dataset. We crawled 7 million tweets with
location and textual information from Twitter4. The USA dataset is a synthetic
dataset which randomly combines the Points of Interests (POIs) in US and the
publications in DBLP.

Experimental Environment: All the algorithms were implemented in C++
and run on a Linux machine with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 @ 2.00GHz
and 48GB memory. The algorithms were complied using GCC 4.8.2.

Parameter Setting: Unless stated explicitly, parameters were set as follows by
default: α = 0.5, k = 10. We sorted all the tokens according to IDF.

5.2 Evaluating Different Methods

In this section, we evaluated the performance of three methods: TA-based al-
gorithm (TA-based), partition-based algorithm (Par-TA) and the state-of-art
algorithm (IRtree). We randomly selected 10000 objects from USA and Twitter
to generate the query sets. Experimental results show that our methods outper-
form state-of-art algorithm and achieve high performance on all the evaluations.

Evaluation on k: To evaluate the effect of parameter k, we fixed α to 0.5
and varied k from 1 to 50. The result is shown in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(d).
We can see that Par-TA was 2-10 times faster than TA-based and was 21-40
times faster than IRtree. For example, in Twitter, when k = 20, IRtree took
3580s, TA-based took 709s while Par-TA only took 163s. Notice that when k in-
creased, IRtree increased obviously while TA-based almost kept a straight line.
The reason is that IRtree organizes all the objects as a hierarchical structure
and the token set embedded in each node is the union of all the tokens from
its subtrees. Thus, especially for nodes in the upper level, IRtree cannot give a
precise estimation of textual similarity and will waste lots of time visiting use-
less nodes. TA-based continuously finds objects with current highest spatial or
textual similarity. With the increase of k, TA-based is more likely to find results
at an early time.

4 http://twitter.com
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Evaluation on the α: To evaluate the effect of parameter α, We fixed k to
10 and varied α from 0.1 to 0.9. The result is shown in Figure 5(b) and Fig-
ure 5(e). We can see that Par-TA was 3-7 times faster than TA-based and was
3-37 times faster than IRtree. For example, in USA, when α = 0.3, IRtree took
29012s, TA-based took 10193s while Par-TA only took 1759s. Notice that IRtree
decreased drastically with the increase of α while TA-based and Par-TA almost
kept a straight line. The reason is that when α is small, the spatial compo-
nent only takes a small proportion in the similarity function so that the textual
pruning is more important. However, IRtree mainly focuses on the pruning of
spatial similarity and fails to give a precise estimation of textual similarity. Thus,
IRtree is inefficient and visits lots of useless objects. When α grew larger, the
spatial pruning became more and more important so that IRtree achieved good
performance. When α = 0.9, IRtree even performed almost as fast as Par-TA.

Evaluation on the Number of Query Tokens: To evaluate the perfor-
mance under different length of query tokens, we generated 10 query sets. Each
query set contained 10000 queries and each query had 1 ∼ 10 tokens. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 5(c) and Figure 5(f). We can see that Par-TA and
TA-based outperformed IRtree. When the length of query tokens increased, all
three methods need more time to finish the search query.

Evaluation on Scalability: We evaluated the time and index scalability of
our methods. Take Twitter as an example. We varied the object size from 1-7
million. In Figure 5(g), we can see that Par-TA and TA-based almost achieved a
linear scalability while IRtree increased drastically. In Figure 5(i), we compared
the memory size of different methods. To present their differences clearly, we did
not include the memory size of loading data. We can see that IRtree took the
most memory since it embedded an inverted index in each node of R-tree. By
building the spatial and textual index separately, TA-based slightly reduced the
index size. Instead of building an R-tree, Par-TA kept the distance to center
point for each grid. That further reduced the index size.

6 Related Works

Top-k Spatial Similarity Search: Many works [2,3,4,7] have studied the
problem of top-k spatial similarity search. There are two kinds of solutions: (1)
[3,4] indexed objects using a hierarchical structure R-tree [5]. They traversed
R-tree from the root and greedily visited current best node. (2) [2,7] regarded
the spatial components as a multi-dimensional space. They iteratively selected
the best object in each dimension and verified them to get final results.

Textual Similarity Search/Join: Many works [6,8,9,10] have studied on
string similarity. [8] proposed a prefix filtering principle to generate signature
for each token set and effectively prune those dissimilar objects. Xiao et al [9]
proposed a method to solve the top-k set similarity join problem: Given two
datasets R and S, find k most similar pairs from all the pairs of R and S.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation on different methods (10000 queries)

Spatial Keyword Search: There are many studies on spatial keyword search
recently [1,11]. Most of them focus on integrating inverted index and R-tree to
support spatial keyword search. For example, [11] combined spatial and textual
index in different orders.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we study a prevalent research problem called top-k spatio-textual
similarity search. We devise a TA-based framework and explore two efficient
methods to incrementally find the objects with current highest spatial or textual
similarity. To achieve higher performance, We further develop a partition-based
method which can seamlessly integrate the spatial and textual components and
prune large number of dissimilar objects. Experimental results show that our
methods outperform existing solutions and scale well.

Acknowledgement. This work was partly supported by NSF of China
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Abstract. This paper proposes a query auto-completion interface that displays 
additional information on query suggestions and their search results along with 
the original query suggestions. Users of conventional query auto-completion 
interfaces cannot determine whether they can obtain relevant information from 
the search results of suggested queries until they actually issue them and check 
their search results. To address this problem, we propose a query auto-
completion interface that incorporates useful information, such as words in the 
search results and images of the suggested queries, into the original query 
suggestions. 

Keywords: Information retrieval, query suggestion, user interface. 

1 Introduction 

Query suggestions represent one of the most popular techniques to help users create 
queries in information retrieval [1, 2]. Many commercial search engines like Google, 
Bing, and Yahoo! offer interfaces called query auto-completion interfaces to display 
query suggestions to users . They display a list of suggested queries in response to the 
query that users input into the search box. Query auto-completion interfaces (called 
query suggestion interfaces after this) help users create appropriate queries. 

However, we think conventional query suggestion interfaces still have a problem in 
that it is difficult for users to determine whether they can obtain the relevant 
information by issuing a target suggested query until they actually issue the query and 
check its search results. Users with this problem cannot recognize useful information 
to determine whether they can obtain relevant information apart from the query 
suggestions themselves. If users could check useful information before they issued a 
query, the information would help them make appropriate decisions as to whether 
they should issue the query.  

We propose a method of incorporating such information extracted from query 
suggestions into the conventional query suggestion interface. We define “a feature of 
a query suggestion” as an item of useful information for assessing whether users can 
satisfy their information needs by issuing the suggested query.  
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We categorized features that we incorporated into a query suggestion interface into 
three types: (1) search results for the query (search result features), (2) the meaning 
of the query (meaning features), and (3) the scope of the topic that the query specified 
(topic features). We also propose methods of obtaining such features. Incorporating 
the features into query suggestions helps users assess which query suggestion they 
should issue and it hence helps their search tasks to become more efficient and 
effective. 

2 Method of Extracting Features for Suggested Queries 

2.1 Search Result Features  

Raw Search Results. The purpose of incorporating the search result feature of a 
suggested query into a query suggestion interface is to help it express the search 
results of the query accurately. Naively, by displaying the titles, URLs, and snippets 
of the top search results of a suggested query as they are, users can easily expect its 
search results before issuing it. This method displays top-k1 search results as they are. 
 
Feature Words of Search Results. The interface proposed above displays raw search 
results. However, if we display too much information to users as features, they would 
feel high cognitive load to the interface, which might affect search performances of 
users. Thus we propose a method of obtaining feature words extracted from the Web 
search results of a suggested query as search result features.  

The method of extracting feature words of search results for suggested query qi 
works as follows: 

1. We obtain top-k2 search results Ri = {ri1, ri2, …, rik2} by issuing query qi.  
2. We extract titles and snippets of Ri and obtain the set of words appear in them. We 

denote the obtained words as Wi = {wi1, wi2, …}. 
3. For each word wij in Wi, we calculate the score of word according to the following 

formula: 

                
where tfsr(wij) represents the number of frequency of word wij in Ri, n represents 
the number of suggested queries, and dfsr(wij) represents the number of suggested 
queries that contain word wij in their top-k2 search results. 

4. We extract the top-k1 words according to the value of fsr(wij), as the search result 
feature for query qi. 

2.2 Meaning Features by Using Feature Images 

The purpose of incorporating the meaning feature of a suggested query into a query 
suggestion interface is to help it express the meaning of the query accurately. We 
propose a method of obtaining feature images extracted from the image search results 
of a suggested query as meaning features.  
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Fig. 1. Interfaces used in user study 

The method of extracting images of suggested query qi works as follows: 
1. We obtain top-k2 image search results Ai = {ai1, ai2, …, aik2} by issuing query qi . 
2. For each image aij in Ai, we calculate the score of aij according to the following 

formula: 

 
 

 
where rank(aij) represent the rank of aij in the image search of query qi, and 
dfmean(aij) represents the number of suggested queries that contain image aij in their 
top-k2 image search results. 

3. We extract the top-k1 images according to the value of fmean(aij), as the meaning 
feature for query qi. 

2.3 Topic Features by Using Suggested Queries for Suggested Query 

The purpose of incorporating the topic feature of a suggested query into a query 
suggestion interface is to help users clearly understand the scope of the topic of the 
search results. To help users determine they should issue more generalized/specialized 
queries, we propose a method of obtaining query suggestions of query suggestions 
and extracting feature words from them as topic features.  

Give a suggested query qi, the method first obtains the set of suggested queries Qi 
for qi. It then extracts queries in Qi that specialize query qi as the topic feature of qi. 
For example, for the query suggestion “Kyoto University,” if the method obtains the 
suggested query “Kyoto University library” it extracts “library” as a topic feature of 
“Kyoto University.” 
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Table 1. Relevant pages obtained from five interfaces 

 Interface 

 a b c d e 

Relevant pages for a search task 11.60 11.20 10.30 10.35 10.35 

Relevant pages for a suggested query 2.17 2.39 2.58 2.14 2.16 

Table 2. Contents and answers to post-task and exit questionnaires (five represented “strongly 
agree” while one represented “strongly disagree”) 

 QID Question 
Interface 

a b c d e 
Post-Task 
Questionnaire Q1 

Additional information was useful in the search task to 
choose a suggested query. - 3.30 2.90 2.25 2.95 

Exit 
Questionnaire Q2 

I was confident about issuing a suggested query to 
satisfy my information needs with the interface. 2.80 4.20 3.80 3.20 3.90 

3 User Study 

As shown in Figure 1, we implemented five interfaces: (a) conventional query 
suggestions, (b) raw search results as search results features (Section 2.1), (c) feature 
words as search results features (Section 2.1), (d) feature images as meaning features 
(Section 2.2), and (e) query suggestions as topic features (Section 2.3). From the 
preliminary experiment, we set k1 = 5 (the number of features to be displayed) and k2 
= 10 (the number of results used for extracting features) in the study. 

We asked 10 subjects, 9 males and a female who were in their 20s, to participate in 
the study. They performed two tasks for each interface (a)–(e), i.e., a total of 10 tasks 
in the appropriate order. After the subjects had performed each task, they were asked 
to answer a post-task questionnaire. Also, when they had finished all assigned tasks, 
the subjects were asked to answer an exit questionnaire. 

Search Efficiency. Table 1 shows the results of the study related to search efficiency 
obtained from the log data. The “relevant pages for a search task” in the table 
represent the average number of Web pages that they determined to be relevant to the 
topic of the task. The “relevant pages for a suggested query” represent the average 
number of relevant pages of query suggestions that the subjects issued.  

From the results for the “relevant pages for a search task”, we can see that the 
subjects could find the most relevant pages when they used interface (a). This 
suggests that the other interfaces required the subjects to spend longer looking at the 
additional information and thus they took more time to find relevant pages. The 
“relevant pages for a suggested query”, on the other hand, indicate that they could 
find more relevant pages when they used interface (c). The results imply that by 
displaying the content of search results as feature words in advance, we prevented 
them from issuing unnecessary query suggestions. 
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Subjective Preferences. Table 2 summarizes the participants’ subjective preferences 
obtained from the results for the post-task (Q1) and exit (Q2) questionnaires. With 
regard to Q1, they awarded interface (d) the lowest value compared with the other 
interfaces. They also considered the additional information in interface (d) to be 
useless for choosing a suggested query. With regard to Q2, on the other hand, they 
awarded interfaces (b)–(e) much higher values than interface (a). The especially high 
values were remarkable for interface (b). It seemed easy for them to assess the 
relevance of the search results for a query as additional information was part of the 
search results. The values were relatively better in interfaces (c) and (e). The reason 
for this seems to be that the search result feature and the topic feature become clues to 
assess whether the search results of a query are relevant to their information needs. 

4 Conclusions 

We proposed methods of obtaining information useful for assessing whether users 
could obtain information they required from suggested queries and of incorporating 
such information into query suggestion interfaces as additional information. We 
proposed three features: search result features, meaning features, and topic features 
and the methods for extracting these features. In the future, we plan to devise methods 
of changing the kinds of features according to queries issued by users. 
 
Acknowledgement. This work was supported in part by KAKENHI (#24240013). 
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Abstract. This paper presents a method to find a photo set of a given
event by avoiding misrecognitions from neighbor events. In contrast with
a photo summarization problem that seeks photos with high coverage for a
photo collection of an event, our goal is to find photos with high perceptual
quality, which is defined as the accuracy and quickness to recognize an cer-
tain event. We take an approach to proactively avoid misrecognitions of a
photo set to improve its perceptual quality, as a photo set that cannot be
misrecognized as neighbor events is expected to be one with high percep-
tual quality. We discuss the types of misrecognitions, namely, sub-event,
super-event and sibling-event misrecognition, and then propose three cri-
teria corresponding to each of them. By maximizing combination of three
criteria, we generate a photo set that minimizes misrecognition against
neighbor events.We empirically demonstrated that our proposed approach
can generate photo sets with high perceptual quality in comparison with
a baseline method.

Keywords: Photo Set, Event, Misrecognition.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, a large number of photos are flooding our local memory and social
photo sharing websites as a result of camera and smart phone’s popularization.
People often group photos by events. Large storage space brings a torrent of
photos for an event. A cover with several photos helps users recognize and recall
the event more quickly and much better. What is more, SNS users are more
likely to view one event with a few photos shared by their friends rather than all
photos. Thus, how to choose photos to form a photo set of an event and improve
perceptual quality, which is defined as the accuracy and quickness to recognize
an event, becomes a significant problem. With higher perceptual quality, the
user can recognize and find a desired event from a huge photo collection more
precisely and quickly.

The aim of our research is to improve the perceptual quality of a photo set.
Although our current work is similar to the problem of photo summarization,
the purpose of our work is different. It follows that our approach also differs
from those used in photo summarization. For example, Sinha et al.[1] tackled
the problem of summarizing personal photos from life events. However, such a

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 620–632, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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photo set does not necessarily have high perceptual quality, as their approach
does not consider other similar events as which a resulting photo set can be
misrecognized. Suppose that a user summarizes photos taken in his/her trip to
Japan. By the reason of many temples existing in Japan, the user might take
many photos of temples. However, one can easily misrecognize the generated
summary as “trip to China” since the summary would include many Asian tem-
ples, which are hardly distinguishable by foreigners and even people in those two
countries. From the viewpoint of perceptual quality, the photo set should have
been generated by taking into account neighbor events (e.g. “trip to China”) and
minimizing possible misrecognitions (e.g. by means of a photo about Japanese
castle). Therefore, we analyze relationship between events, and put forward a
method of preventing users from misrecognizing a photo set as neighbor events.

We propose three criteria for avoiding possible misrecognitions, namely, sub-
event coverage, super-event coverage and membership entropy over sibling events.
An algorithm that approximately optimize these criteria is used to generate a
photo set with high perceptual quality. Our experimental results showed that
our method can achieve high perceptual quality in comparison with a baseline
method, while the quality highly depends on queries and the size of photo sets
to be generated.

Three contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

1. We proposed the problem of finding a photo set with high perceptual quality
for an event, which is different from the problem of photo summarization,

2. We proposed a method of finding a photo set with high perceptual quality
by minimizing possible misrecognitions, and

3. We implemented our approach and conducted experiments by using photos
crawled from Flickr. The result was evaluated and compared with a baseline
method based on VisualRank.

In the rest of the paper, related work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3
defines the problem investigated in this research. Our approach is presented in
Section 4, and followed by experimental explanation and results in Section 5.
Finally, we draw a conclusion and discuss future work in Section 6.

2 Related Work

Event representation has been explored in several different study fields for years.
As in computer science, there are researches focusing on how to express events
in natural language [2]. In multimedia domain, event detection has been popu-
lar for both videos and photos. Shen and Fan [3] addressed a challenge of the
multimedia field, event detection, by proposing a method for high-level and low-
level feature fusion based on collective classification. In recent years, a lot of
researches have studied on events that can be predicted from photos. Chen and
Roy [4] proposed an approach of detecting Flickr photos depicting events by
analyzing users tags and meta data with the photos. A method of mining most
informative features for the event recognition from photo collections is proposed
in [5]. However, all these researches addressed a problem of detecting events and
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clustering photos based on events. They do not consider the characteristic of
events and event representation. In our research, we focus more on how to select
photos for representing an event without any misrecognition.

Many of researches on photo summarization focused on personal photo collec-
tions. Platt, Czerwinski, and Field [6] presented an overview of users photo col-
lections generated by an image clustering algorithm, then selected representative
images by the most distinctive images. Unsupervised approaches were proposed
in [7] for event clustering based on similarity of time and image content. An
event-clustering algorithm was developed to automatically segment photos into
events and sub-events for albuming based on data/time information and color
content of the photos [8]. All these researches focused only on photos of a certain
event, while in our research, photos related to neighbors of an event are taken
into consideration and they help to improve the perceptual quality of the result
photo set.

3 Preliminaries

Many current researches focus on concrete events, and most of them are used in
the context of news or sports. While in this research, we focus more on generic
events, which are usual and related to our everyday life. More importantly, every-
one can easily take photos of these events. By referring to some existing research
about general event [9], events are defined as ones involves human activities and
can be specified with time and location. An event can be represented with some
keywords, e.g. “travel Japan” and “hiking summer”, where terms “travel” and
“hiking” represent activities, while “Japan” specifies the location and “summer”
specifies the time.

Note that any term can imply an event in the context of photo, because every
term can reflect what a user is doing while taking that photo. For example, term
“lavender” is a plant and cannot be regarded as an activity. However, a photo
including lavender indicates the activity of viewing lavender. Therefore, every
term can represent an event when it is expressed by photos in this research.

The problem we tackle is defined as follows: given an event-related query
e ∈ E, a photo collection P , and size of an output photo set n, return a photo
set Se ⊂ Pe of size n, where E represents all possible events, and Pe is photos
related to e from P . The photo collection P is a large set of photos that were
taken by different users, while Pe can be ones in a personal photo collection
for an application of photo summarization or ones taken for event e by many
users. Currently, we use latter ones. Users can decide an appropriate size of
output depending on their application, such as thumbnails and cover photos for
a personal photo library or SNS posts.

4 Approach

As we mentioned in the introduction part, the main goal of our research is to find
a photo set with high perceptual quality. To this end, we propose a method of
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Input event: travel 

Travel 

Transport 

Transport! 

(a) Sub-Event Misrecognition

Input event: travel in Kyoto 

Kyoto 
Kyoto! 

Travel 

Travel in 
Kyoto 

(b) Super-Event Misrecognition

Birthday 
Party 

Conference 
Party 

Input event: conference party 

Birthday 
Party! 

(c) Sibling-Event Misrecognition

Fig. 1. Three types of misrecognitions from a photo set to an event

minimizing misrecognitions from neighbor events and achieving high perceptual
quality accordingly. There are three types of misrecognitions when a user looks
at a photo set and tries to tell an event from it, and they are mainly caused by
three types of neighbor events.

Sub-event misrecognition means that a user misrecognizes a photo set of
an event as its sub-event. Event A is a sub-event of event B if A is included in
B. As shown in Figure 1(a), event of “travel” includes several sub-events, such
as “transport” (actually it is “travel transport”, but we removed “travel” for
simplification), “sightseeing” and so on. Three photos used in Figure 1(a) are
all related to “transport” which only covers a single sub-event of “travel”. This
photo set of size three is easily to be taken as “travel transport” by mistake.

Super-event misrecognition is a situation where a user misrecognizes a
photo set of an event as its super-event. Super-event is an inverse meaning of
sub-event. As seen in the example given by Figure 1(b), super-events of ”travel
in Kyoto” are “Kyoto” (all the events that can happen in Kyoto) and “travel”.
If a photo set only includes photos of Kyoto, people would regard the photo set
as “Kyoto” rather than “travel in Kyoto”.

Sibling-event misrecognition indicates a case where a photo set is mis-
recognized as an event’s sibling-event. Event A is a sibling event of event B if
A is a sub-event of B’s super-event and A share similar contents with B. For
example, we can see from Figure 1(c) that a photo set for “conference party” is
also suitable for “birthday party” which is a sibling event.

4.1 Neighbor Events Generation

In order to minimize misrecognition from neighbor events, we need to generate
neighbor events for a given event. Every event e consists of a set of keywords,
Ke ⊂ K, where K represents all possible keywords. Suppose an event is associ-
ated with a set of tags: Te ⊂ T , where T represents all the tags. Note that noisy
tags, which are not related to content of a photo, such as “nikon” and “photo”
have been removed in advance.

There are three types of similarity between two tags: visual similarity, con-
text similarity and semantic similarity. Visual similarity of two tags t1 and t2,
VisualSim(t1, t2), can be obtained by Euclidean Distance between visual features
of them[10]. Visual feature of each tag is obtained from global visual features,
such as color (RGB and HSV), and local feature with 1000-D bag of visual
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words. Current research efforts in content-based image retrieval (CBIR) have
proved that these common used features could measure visual contents similar-
ity between images quite effectively [11]. Context similarity, ContextSim(t1, t2),
measures whether two tags are similar by considering their neighbor tags [12].
For example, “cloud” and “sky” are often tagged with the same set of tags, such
as “blue, water, tree”, so they are very similar based on tag context. By se-
mantic similarity, SemanticSim(t1, t2), we mean whether two tags has the same
meaning and we implement it by using path similarity of wordnet[13].

Generate Sub-Events. We can specify sub-event by adding one keyword to
the original event’s keyword set and ones that can be easily get confused with
the event will be selected. The added tags are expected to be important in
the event, and to be visually similar to the event. We first compute tf(term
frequency in a photo collection of an event)-idf (inverted photo frequency) of all
tags attached to event-related photos Pe. A tag is denoted by t and tf-idf(t, e)
represents its importance for e. Then we calculate visual similarity between
e and each tag, which is defined by VisualSim(t, e). Relevance of a tag t to
event e is harmonic mean of its tf-idf and visual similarity value: SubRel(t, e) =
2tfi-df(t,e)VisualSim(t,e)
tfi-df(t,e)+VisualSim(t,e) . MMR (Maximal Marginal Relevance) is utilized to reduce

the redundancy in resulting sub-events. We use context similarity between tags
to be diversity metric. LetWe ⊂ Te be the current sub-event tag set. The strategy
is to find tags which have high relevance with e and is most diverse to the current
set:

MMRSub(t, e) = argmax
ti∈Te\We

[
θSubRel(ti, e)− (1− θ) max

tj∈We

ContexSim(ti, tj)

]
After finding top ten sub-event tags with maximal marginal relevance, we gen-
erate sub-events by adding each sub-event tag to the original event’s keyword
set Ke, i.e. Sub(e) = {v|Kv = Ke ∪ {w} ∧ w ∈We}.
Generating Super-Events. We simply generate super-events by removing
each keyword from the original event’s keyword set Ke, as subsets with one
smaller size of keywords usually represent a more general concept than the orig-
inal keyword sets. Thus, Sup(e) = {u|Ku ⊂ Ke∧ |Ku| = |Ke|− 1}. For example,
super-events of event “travel Japan” are “travel” and “Japan”.

Generating Sibling-Events. An event’s sibling events are sub-events of its
super-events. However, since we want to find sibling-events that are likely to lead
to misrecognition, we change the relevance and diversity metrics when utilizing
MMR. For each super-event c of an event e, the absent word k is one that
generalizes the event, i.e. k = Ke − Ku (u ∈ Sup(e)). For example, “Japan”
from “travel Japan” makes super-event “travel” location non-specified. Sibling-
events of “travel Japan” under “travel” are sub-events of “travel” which can
specify a location and the added tag should be similar to “Japan” in the context
of remaining tags. In addition, the added tag should have short distance with
the absent word in regard to visual features. As a result, context similarity
and visual similarity between tags are combined for relevance computation, i.e.

SibRel(t, k) = 2ContextSim(t,k)VisualSim(t,k)
ContextSim(t,k)+VisualSim(t,k) .
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Semantic similarity is used for diversity, because tags with the same meaning
should be avoided. Similarly, let Wu ⊂ Tu be the current sibling-event tag set
under one of the super-events u. The target function of MMR algorithm is:

MMRSib(t, u, e) = argmax
ti∈Tu\Wu

[
φSibRel(ti, k)− (1− φ) max

tj∈Wu

SemanticSim(ti, tj)

]
.

With top ten tags with maximal marginal relevance Wu, we obtain sibling
events under each super-event u, i.e. Sib(e, u) = {v|Kv = Ku ∪ {w} ∧w ∈Wu}.

4.2 Sub-event Coverage

A photo set which covers only a single or a few sub-events may cause sub-event
misrecognitions. So an ideal photo set should cover as many sub-events as possi-
ble. By using the example in Figure 1(a), a photo set that contains “transport”,
“food”, and “landscape” would be better to present the event “travel” than one
that only contains “transport”.

The sub-event coverage can be measured by borrowing an idea in search result
diversification, which aims to retrieve search results that cover as many topics
as possible in response to a given query [14]. The approach used in search result
diversification is to estimate the probability that all the topics are covered with
at least one search result, and to find a set of search results that maximizes this
probability. Analogously, we estimate the probability that all the sub-events are
covered with at least one photo, and to find a set of photos that maximizes this
probability. Thus, the sub-event coverage SubCov(S, e) is defined as follows:

SubCov(S, e) =
∑

v∈Sub(e)

P (v|e)(1−
∏
s∈S

(1− P (c = 1|s, v))), (1)

where e is a given event, S is a photo set, Sub(e) refers to sub-events of e, P (v|e)
is the probability that e contains sub-event v as well, and P (c = 1|s, v) is the
probability that photo s covers sub-event v. We assume a unique distribution
for P (v|e) due to the lack of prior knowledge for this probability, i.e. P (v|e) =

1
|Sub(e)| . An intuitive interpretation of this formula is that SubCov(S, e) becomes

high if at least one of the photos in a photo set S has high probability P (c =
1|s, v) for all the sub-events of e.

Below, we discuss a method of estimating the probability P (c = 1|s, v). A
basic assumption here is that photo s is likely to cover sub-event v if s is similar
to photos of v. We use k-nearest neighbor distance k-NND(s, v), which is the
average distance of k-nearest neighbor photos of photo s in photo set Pv, to
measure the similarity between a photo and photos of an event. In addition to
its simplicity, the computation of the k-nearest neighbor distance is efficient,
since k-nearest neighbor search has been extensively studied in the literature.
We obtain the following formula by taking the inverted distance of k-NND(s, v)
with an exponential function: P (c = 1|p, e) = exp(−λ · k-NND(s, v)), where λ is
a parameter that controls the shape of this distribution.

In summary, the sub-event coverage SubCov(S, e) measures how likely a photo
set can prevent sub-event misrecognitions. A photo set with high sub-event cov-
erage is expected to avoid sub-event misrecognitions, and consequently achieve
high perceptual quality.
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4.3 Super-Event Coverage

A photo set that covers only one or few super-events may cause super-event
misrecognitions. To cover all super-events Sup(e) of event e, there should be at
least one photo related to each super-event in the photo set S. Thus, we use the
average of sub-event coverage for all its super-events to get super-event coverage:

SupCov(S, e) =
1

|Sup(e)|
∏

v∈Sup(e)

SubCov(S, v). (2)

Only if all the super-events have high sub-event coverage, super-event coverage
becomes high. For example, a photo set with high super-event coverage for event
“travel in Kyoto” would be one that has high sub-event coverage for both events
“travel” and “Kyoto”.

4.4 Membership Entropy over Sibling-Events

A photo similar to just a few sibling-event can cause sibling-event misrecogni-
tions. Thus, any photo in the output photo set should be similar to sibling-events
as evenly as possible or not similar to any sibling event under their shared super-
event. In the example of “conference party” in Figure 1(c), any photo in a photo
set should evenly represent all the sibling-events of “conference party”, or be
dissimilar to any of the sibling-events such as “birthday party”. Formally, photo
s in photo set S for event e should evenly cover sibling-events Sib(e, u) of event
e in terms of super-event u. This idea can be implemented by using an entropy
over sibling-events as proposed in work on query suggestion [15]. Letting Pe(v|s)
be the probability that photo s covers sibling-event v of e, the membership en-
tropy of s over sibling-events v ∈ Sib(e, u) under super-event u of e is defined as
Hs

e,u = −
∑

v∈Sib(e,u) Pe(v|s) logPe(v|s), where the probability Pe(v|s) is defined
by using k-nearest neighbor distance k-NND(s, v) in the previous section:

Pe(v|s) =
exp(−λ · k-NND(s, v))∑

v′∈Sib(e,u) exp(−λ · k-NND(s, v′))
. (3)

Here, we used a similar idea to the probability P (c = 1|s, v) used in the pre-
vious section, i.e. a photo is likely to cover an event if the photo is similar to
photos of the event. Note the difference is that the probability Pe(v|s) follows a
multinomial distribution, while the probability P (c = 1|s, v) follows a binomial
distribution.

The criterion of entropy for super-events of e with respect to sibling-events
for a photo is formulated as follows:

SibEnt(s, e) =
1

|Sup(e)|
∑

u∈Sup(e)

Ĥs
e,u, (4)

where Sup(e) is a set of super-events of event e, and Ĥs
e,u is the 0-1 normalized

version of the entropy Hs
e,u (i.e. Ĥs

e,u = Hs
e,u/ log |Sib(e, u)|).
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Having calculated the membership entropy for each photo in a photo set, we
aggregate these scores by using the following formula:

MemEnt(S, e) = 1−
∏
s∈S

(1− SibEnt(s, e)). (5)

Although it is possible to take the average of SibEnt(s, e) for each photo in a
photo set S, we selected this formula so that MemEnt(S, e) is submodular for
efficient photo set generation as explained later.

4.5 Photo Set Generation

By combining three criteria we introduced above, sub-event coverage, super-
event coverage and membership entropy over sibling events, we get an objective
function f(S, e) to be maximized:

f(S, e) = αSubCov(S, e) + βSupCov(S, e) + γMemEnt(S, e), (6)

where α, β, and γ are parameters that determine which criteria to be emphasized.
Our objective now can be reformulated as a problem of finding a photo set

of size n for a given event e that maximizes the objective function f(S, e). Un-
fortunately, it is a NP-hard problem to find an optimal photo set. When photos
can belong to multiple photo sets, there may not exist a single ordering of photo
sets such that the objective function of f(S, e) is maximized for all possible S.
The reason is that a set of photos optimal for f(S′, e), where |S′| = n− 1, need
not be subset of optimal of f(S, e), where |S| = n.

As the set function f(S, e) is monotonic and submodular (see Appendix),
we can apply the greedy algorithm and guarantee the result returns (1 − 1/e)-
approximation of themaximum[16], which often gives a good approximation to the
optimum. We start with an empty photo set S, and iteratively add a photo p ∈ Pe

to S that maximizes f(S ∪ {p}, e) until the size of the photo set |S| reaches n.

5 Experiments

We conducted experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
method by using photos crawled from Flickr. Due to two phases in our approach
that includes generating neighbor events and a photo set, they were implemented
independently. All data in our experiment was collected from photo sharing social
website Flickr, which contained photos taken by different users. We first collected
about 1.3 million photos with 500 seed queries from the website to form photo
collection P . Photos containing event’s keywords are used as Pe.

5.1 Generating Neighbor Events

In this experiment, we generated neighbor events of 25 events with our proposed
method and a simple baseline method. In our method, parameters are set ac-
cording to our preliminary experiments: θ = 0.7, φ = 0.7. As a baseline, we
used tf-idf to rank tags and generated sub-events by adding top-ranked tags to
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Table 1. Neighbor Events of “travel Japan spring”

Method Neighbor Event Result

Sub-Event ‘travel japan spring park’, ‘travel japan spring cherry’,
‘travel japan spring tree’, ‘travel japan spring tokyo’

Our Method Super-Event ‘travel japan’, ‘travel spring’, ‘japan spring’
Sibling-Event ‘travel japan garden’, ‘travel spring taiwan’,

‘japan spring museum’, ‘japan spring architecture’

Sub-Event ‘travel japan spring flower’, ‘travel japan spring tokyo’,
‘travel japan spring home’, ‘travel japan spring sky’

tf-idf Super-Event ‘travel japan’, ‘travel spring’, ‘japan spring’
Sibling-Event ‘travel japan tokyo’, ‘travel spring flower’,

‘japan spring museum’, ‘japan spring architecture’

a target event. Super-events were produced the same way as in our method,
while sibling-events were generated by using sub-events extracted by the simple
baseline method.

Table 1 shows some examples generated with our method and baseline method.
We can see that neighbor events generated by our methods are closer to reality.
Especially our proposed method could generate better sibling-events probably
because we considered the absent term of each super-event. On the other hand,
baseline method using tf-idf generated many duplicate sibling-events probably
due to the lack of considering similarity between tags.

5.2 Generating Photo Set

Setup. VisualRank (VR)[17] was used for a baseline method, because it can
generate representative photos for a given event due to the fact that it gives
high score to photos that are similar to many other photos in a collection. We
simply used photos with the highest VR scores as an output photo set.

We used 25 events as inputs and applied five methods to generate photo sets
of five types of sizes for each event. The five methods we tested are VisualRank
(VR), sub-event coverage only (Sub), super-event coverage only (Sup), member-
ship entropy over sibling events only (Sib), and combination of three criteria
(ALL) which maximizes value of f in Equation (6). Having conducted prelimi-
nary experiments, three parameters in the objective function were set empirically
as follows: α = 0.26, β = 0.42, γ = 0.32. We used five types of the size of photo
sets, i.e. n = 1, 3, 5, 10, 20. The parameter k of k-nearest neighbor was set to 10,
and the parameter λ was set to 25 in this experiment. In total, there are 625
photo set for (event, method, size of photo set) combinations.

To evaluate the perceptual quality of each photo set, we utilized Lancers1, a
crowd sourcing service in Japan. Five users were assigned to each photo set. As
we mentioned earlier, the perceptual quality of a photo set is better weighted
by the accuracy and quickness of user’s perception of an event by looking at a
photo set. According to our request, they were required to answer what events

1 http://www.lancers.jp/

http://www.lancers.jp/
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Method: VR 
Photo Size: 5 

Method: Sib 
Photo Size: 5 

Method: ALL 
Photo Size: 5 

Fig. 2. Example Results of event “walk dog”

they recognized from a photo set in a few seconds, which could guarantee the
quickness of perception in a relative high level. We then quantized the accuracy
of perception by judging the agreement between the original event keywords
and their labels. This comparison was conducted by one of the authors, since
this task was neither difficult nor subjective. The agreement was measured at
a three-point scale: mismatch (0), partial match (1), and match (2). Match is
given if the label has the same meaning as an event used, while the assessor gave
partial match to labels that partially overlap keywords of the event.

Results. Figure 2 give photo sets of event “walk dog”generated by “Sib”, “ALL”
and “VR” method. As we can see, “VR” gives very similar photos, while fails to
cover possible sub-events, such as “walk dog leash”. It also lacks differentiation
from sibling-event events like “raise dog” and “walk stroll”. “Sib” successfully
avoid misrecognition from these sibling-events.

Figure 3 shows an overall comparison of results from five methods. The hori-
zontal axis is the number of photos in the photo set, and vertical axis is average
score we get for average perceptual quality of each size. The overall trend is
clear: with more photos in the photo set, the perceptual quality is improved.
However, too many photos, such as 10 or 20 photos cannot help with it signif-
icantly. A two-way ANOVA shows a significant difference in both the type of
methods (F (4, 600) = 3.27, p < 0.05) and size of photo sets (F (4, 600) = 68.3,
p < 0.01). Significant interaction was not found: F (16, 600) = 0.217.

Three criteria (Sub, Sup and Sib) show different performances on various
sizes. With three or five photos, sub-event coverage is the best probably due to
its coverage of good representative contents over an event. Nevertheless, sup-
event coverage is not as good as other two criteria. Membership entropy over
sibling-events exhibits best performance with one photo. This may attribute to
the fact that it maximizes an event’s difference from sibling-events that can
cause misunderstanding and users can easily figure out the right event without
hesitation. Unfortunately, we find that the combination of three criteria does
not reach our expectation. This failure may be the result of following reasons.
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Fig. 3. Perceptual Quality of five Methods

The parameters of every criterion’s weight are fixed. While according to our
findings, they should vary based on size of photo set since performance of each
criterion differs in sizes. Meanwhile, performance of each criterion differs with
various events, which indicates the necessity of adjusting parameters according
to events. We can also find that baseline method outperforms well when there
are too many photos (20 photos). The reason may be that it will include diverse
photos when the size increases too much.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We propose to use a photo set to present an event and utilize event coverage and
membership entropy to minimize misrecognition from neighbor events. Three
types of misrecognition are summarized, and respectively, three criteria are used
to deal with each type. To generate the final photo set, a function combining three
criteria is given to be maximized. We compare the performance of VisuaRank
and our methods. Results from our experiment prove that our proposed approach
can improve perceptual quality in different sizes of photo set.

Apparently, there are still a lot of work needed to do in this research. As our
definition of event consists of activity, time and place, it is better to make them
different when considering relationship between events. Currently, we focus on
only the selection of photos to form a photo set, composition of photos and
aesthetic factors should be taken into consideration in our future research.
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7 Appendix: Proof for Section 4

According to [16], submodularity can be defined as below.

Definition 1 (Submodularity). Given a finite ground set N , a set function 2N → R

is submodular if and only if for all sets S, T ⊂ N such that S ⊂ T , and d ∈ N \ T ,
f(S ∪ {d})− f(S) � f(T ∪ {d}) − f(T ).

Lemma 1. f(S, e) is a monotonic and submodular function.

Proof. More photos in a photo set returns higher value, which indicates the function
is increasing monotonic. For S1 ⊂ S2, we can have f(S1, e) � f(S2, e).

The class of submodular functions is closed under non-negative linear combinations[18].
Three criteria in the function are all non-negative, so we just need to prove the sub-
modularity of each function individually.

According to [14], SubCov(S, e) is submodular. In addition, SupCov(S, e) is also
submodular as it is a non-negative linear combination of SubCov(S, e). In this case, we
just need to have MemEnt(S, e) submodular which can be also proved.

Let S, T be two arbitrary sets of photos related by S ⊂ T . Let m be a photo not in
T. S′ denotes S ∪ {m}, and T ′ for T ∪ {m} similarly.

MemEnt(S′, e)−MemEnt(S, e)

= 1−
∏
s∈S

(1− SibEnt(s, e)) · (1− SibEnt(m, e))− (1−
∏
s∈S

(1− SibEnt(s, e)))

=
∏
s∈S

(1− SibEnt(s, e)) · SibEnt(m,e)

Similarly, we can establish that:

MemEnt(T ′, e)−MemEnt(T, e) =
∏
s∈T

(1− SibEnt(s, e)) · SibEnt(m,e)

=
∏

s∈T\S
(1− SibEnt(s, e)) ·

∏
s∈S

(1− SibEnt(s, e)) · SibEnt(m,e)

For all s, SibEnt(s, e) is the average value of normalized entropies, which means
SibEnt(s, e) has value between 0 and 1. Thus,

∏
s∈T\S(1−SibEnt(s, e)) � 1. Therefore,

we conclude that

MemEnt(S′, e)−MemEnt(S, e) � MemEnt(T ′, e)−MemEnt(T, e)

As a result, the function MemEnt(S, e) is submodular and thus objective function
f(S, e) is also submodular.
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Abstract. Mining user behavior patterns in social networks is of great
importance in user behavior analysis, targeted marketing, churn predic-
tion and other applications. However, less effort has been made to study
the evolution of user behavior in social communities. In particular, users
join and leave communities over time. How to automatically detect the
online community transitions of individual users is a research problem of
immense practical value yet with great technical challenges. In this pa-
per, we propose an algorithm based on the Minimum Description Length
(MDL) principle to trace the evolution of community transition of indi-
vidual users, adaptive to the noisy behavior. Experiments on real data
sets demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed method.

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the growth of community detection as one of the ma-
jor directions in social network mining. A community can be defined as a group
of users sharing some common properties. As users migrate from a community
to another, communities could form and dissolve. As a result, social networks
in real life are highly dynamic with evolving communities. In this paper, we are
particularly interested in the discovery of community transition of individual
users in social networks. This study is important for understanding user be-
havior patterns, which can be used to support many real-life applications. For
example, in targeted marketing, users’ migration to another online community
often foretells the emergence of new interests and, accordingly, new opportunities
for marketing [1, 2]. Similar applications can also be found in churn prediction in
which the detection of community transition within a sliding window could indi-
cate a user’s potential service switch. Furthermore, the discovery of impending
migration is useful in social identity linkage across social networks [3].

Unfortunately, most of the existing methods on community mining assume
an underlying social network which is static [4–9]. Though there are some re-
cent studies to investigate the dynamics of social networks [10–13] and model
dynamic communities based on community structure, most of them do not ex-
amine user interaction, which is in fact one of the most important dynamics of a
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c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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social network [14]. For instance, in a social network like Twitter, interactions of
tweeting and retweeting form conversations, which propagate information within
and across communities. In this paper, we define a sequence of individual inter-
action networks snapshots to model dynamic communities.

To the best of our knowledge, very few studies have been devoted to the
problem of discovering community transitions. The problem is challenging in
that (I) The transition between communities is, in general, an irregular and
infrequent event for an individual user, which adds an extra degree of difficulty
for detection due to the absence of regular patterns; and (II) A single observed
interaction may not substantiate a user’s immediate inclination. For example, the
chat with an insurance agent does not always indicate that the user is inclined
to buy insurance.

Fig. 1. The proposed framework

In summary, we make the following contributions in this work. We formalize
the problem of community transition discovery for social network users. A trajec-
tory is built to represent users’ community evolution. We propose an automatic
trajectory segmentation method based on the principle of Minimum Description
Length (MDL) [15], which frees our solution from user-defined parameters such
as the number of segments or the threshold to report a transition. Furthermore,
our method can detect transitions in a noisy environment by replacing the noise
with the underlying real observation. The framework of our method is illustrated
in Figure 1. The experiments demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our
approach in discovering the community transition on real datasets.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define
the underlying interaction network, community evolutionary trajectory and tra-
jectory segmentation. Then we design an encoding scheme to determine a good
segmentation of the community evolutionary trajectory in Section 3. Section 4
presents the corresponding algorithms, and we report the experimental results in
Section 5. Section 6 reviews the related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 Problem Statement

In this section, we present the preliminaries and formulate the problem.
Consider a graph, G, consisting of a set, V (G), of |V (G)| nodes (|V (G)| ≥ 2)

and a set, E(G), of edges linking pairs of nodes, e(ui, uj) ∈ E(G) for ui, uj ∈
V (G). We term a graph G as an ego network if a node u0 ∈ V (G) satisfying for
any e(u0, ui) ∈ E(G), there exists ui ∈ V (G). Given a set Σ = {ς1, ς2, . . . , ςk} of
labels, a labeling function, L(V ) '→ Σ, maps nodes in G to labels in Σ.

Given such an underlying ego network G, we define aij as an interaction
between two users ui and uj, which is attached with a weight representing the
frequency of interactions between the two users. Such interactions, for example,
can be emails or replies.

Consider an ego network G which is evolving over time, we use G(t) to repre-
sent G at t-timestamp. Given a network snapshot G(t), we use a |V (t)| × |V (t)|
matrix to represent an interaction network I(t) = G(t), where an element a

(t)
ij

is a weight of the edge e(t)(ui, uj) ∈ E(G(t)) at timestamp t, and each user

ui ∈ V (G(t)) is associated with a set of labels Σ
(t)
ui .

In this paper, community is defined as the subgroup of users sharing the same
properties, then we group the users with a same label into a community. Given
a sequence of interaction network snapshots, i.e., I = {I(1), I(2), ..., I(t)}, the n(i)

communities detected at i-th snapshot are denoted byC(i) = {C(i)
1 , C

(i)
2 , ..., C

(i)
ni },

where C
(i)
j ∈ C(i) is a subgraph of I(i). The members V (C

(i)
j ) within C

(i)
j share a

same label, such as school, location, gender, thuswehave the label ofC
(i)
j ,L(C

(i)
j ) =⋂

L(V (C
(i)
j )), L(C

(i)
j ) 
= L(C

(i)
j′ ) for j 
= j′. As a user that interacts more often

with a community hasmore to do with that community and therefore we introduce
the notion of dominant community which denotes the community with maximal
interactions.

Definition 1 (Dominant Community). The community which has the
maximal interactions with user u0 at i-timestamp is defined as the dominant
community D(i). We define the community activity to measure the frequency of
interactions, which is computed as the ratio of intra-community interactions to
the total number of interactions at i-timestamp, i.e.,

CA(C
(i)
j ) =

∑
um,un∈V (C

(i)
j )

a
(i)
mn∑

um,un∈I(i) a
(i)
mn

, (1)

where the minimum is 0 indicating no interaction within this community,
while the maximum is 1 representing no interaction outside this community.

Tracking dominant communities along the sequence of interaction network
snapshots enables to discover valuable knowledge about the behavior evolution
regarding to communities in social network. To motivate this, we construct a
community evolutionary trajectory using the sequence of dominant communities.
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Definition 2 (Community Evolutionary Trajectory). A community evo-
lutionary trajectory of length t for user u0 is a sequence consisting of t dominant
communities, i.e.,

T := {L1, L2, ..., Lt}, (2)

where each trajectory element Li is the label of the dominant community D(i).

There are two reasons to construct the evolutionary trajectory using dominant
communities: 1) The communities within which the users interact frequently are
more important, which reveals stronger correlation between users and communi-
ties. 2) Community evolution trajectory provides an efficient method to study the
community evolution. Traditional algorithms with regard to community evolu-
tion problems are of high computational complexity. Tracking how communities
evolve over time based on sequence reduces the complexity by mapping complex
graph structure into a community label, which is more efficient, especially in
large social networks.

In order to track the evolution of communities transitions, we partition the
community trajectory into a finite set of segments, and each segment has the
maximal discriminating power. The goodness measurement of the segmentation
will be made precisely in the next section, which formulates our cost objective
function.

Definition 3 (Community Trajectory Partitions). For a trajectory T of
length t, Li with 0 < i ≤ t denotes its i-element. A trajectory segment is denoted
by Li...j for 0 < i ≤ j ≤ t. The set of consecutive communities which are
assigned into the p-th segment 1 ≤ p ≤ n is denoted by Tp. The partitions do
not overlap, in the sense that Tp

⋂
Tp′ = ( for p 
= p′. Given two consecutive

communities T1 = Li...j, T2 = Lj+1...k, the labels of two segments are denoted by
L(T1) = Li

⋃
...Lj, L(T2) = Lj+1

⋃
...Lk, respectively. We say that a community

transition has occurred if L(T1)
⋂
(T2)

L(T1)
⋃
(T2)

< ε, and we call j + 1 a change point.

Based on the above definition, the partition of a sequence can be regarded
as a 1-dimensional classificaiton problem, and the best partition is a set of ho-
mogeneous segments, within which there exists the communities with the same
label. We treat a community evolutionary trajectory as a sequence, an encod-
ing scheme is proposed to describe the sequence. As a perfect segment is the
repetitions of the same character, we can use fewer characters to describe the
sequence, which leads to a smaller encoding cost. According to the Minimal De-
scription Length (MDL) principle, the best encoding scheme is the one which
leads to the minimal encoding cost. The problem of finding a good partition can
be converted to the problem of determining a good encoding method. Thus, we
define the problem as follows:

The goal: Given a community evolutionary trajectory T , find the best par-
tition P (T ) by identifying a set of change points, which leads to the minimal
encoding cost.
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3 Methodology

To achieve the goal that finding the best partition with minimal encoding cost,
a lossless encoding scheme is introduced. Consider a lossless compressor that
output s′ from s, s′ can be seen as another description of s. If s′ is shorter
than s, then s′ is a better description than s, which gives a smaller encod-
ing cost. Given a community evolutionary trajectory, our target is to identify
a set of change points that leads to the optimal partition. The problem can
be rephrased as to pick up the unreasonable change points. The unreasonable
change points mainly consist of the noisy ones. For example, given a trajec-
tory T = NNNUNNNAUUUUUUU , the first occurring “U” and “A” can
be considered as such noisy change points, and the optimal partition should
be {{NNNUNNNA}, {UUUUUUU}}. Under the MDL principle, we design a
cost objective function with two parts, the first one is the cost to encode the
optimal segmentation, and the second is the cost to identify the unreasonable
change points.

3.1 Segment Encoding

We start by converting the trajectory into a sequence whose elements are nu-
merical characters. Let Num be the function that maps each community la-
bel to a numerical character Li '→ Char(j). For example, given a trajectory
T = NNNNNSNNUUUU , and Num maps each label to a character as follows:
(S, 0), (N, 1), (U, 2), so that we have the corresponding sequence S = Num(T ) =
111110112222. After converting the trajectory, we introduce how to encode the
trajectory segments.

As our goal is to decompose the trajectory into best segments, each segment
can be seen as a repetition of some characters. For example, given an input
sequence: S = 111110112222, our encoding schema partitions this sequence into
five consecutive segments: P (S) = {{11111}, {0}, {11}, {2222}}. A segment can
be encoded into two fields, encoding the repeating character symbol into one
field, and the length of the segment in the other:

– CharSp(j): the repeating character of segment Sp,
– Len(Sp): the length of segment Sp.

Note that, CharSp(j) and Len(Sp) is constant, which has no effect on the final
segmentation. To facilitate the encoding, we define the entropy for a sequence
under a partition Sp as

E(S) = −
∑
x∈S

p(x) log p(x), (3)

where x is the element in S, p(x) is the probability of x that appears in
S. E(S) measures how homogeneous the sequence is. The minimum of E(S) is
0 when all the elements are the same, and the maximum is log |S| when the
sequence is a pure random sequence. Thus, we obtain the segment encoding cost
as the follows:
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Definition 4 (Segments Encoding Cost)

CSp =
∑
SP

m+ E(S), (4)

where m is the number of bits needed to encode a segment. The cost is a sum of
encoding cost of all the segments.

3.2 Identifying the Unreasonable Change Points

Given a trajectory with a set of change points, the cost of identifying the change
point is heavily related to the occurrence frequency of the corresponding com-
munity. For instance, given a trajectory T = NNNUNNNAUUUUUUU , ob-
viously, the cost of identifying the time that “A” appears as an unreasonable
change point is much less than the one to identify the first time “U” appears,
as we need to consider eight candidate “U” in order to identify. Thus it leads
to more cost to substitute the community which occurs frequently in the trajec-
tory. It is also sound to interpret this with our problem statement, more penalty
should be given to treat a frequently occurring community as a noise. The encod-
ing scheme for a substitution is encoded in a way similar as a segment encoding,
which includes:

– SubSp(k, k′): the substitution of character k′ for k,
– PosSp(k): the position of character k in the sequence.

Similarly, the description complexity for substitution T is constant, which
is equal to the encoding cost of a segment. Thus, we obtain the substitution
encoding cost as the follows:

Definition 5
CSb =

∑
Sb

m, (5)

where m is the number of bits needed to encode a substitution. The cost is a sum
of encoding cost of all the substitutions.

Given a community evolutionary sequence S, our goal is to partition it into
a number of segments, and compress each segment which leads to a minimal
encoding cost. The total encoding cost is the sum of the segments encoding cost
and the cost of all the substitutions. We formulate the total encoding cost in the
following:

Definition 6 (Total Encoding Cost)

C =
∑
Sp

CSp +
∑
Sb

CSb , (6)

where CSp is the encoding cost of p-th partition, and CSb is the encoding cost of
b-th substitution.

In the next section, we present a search algorithm to find the optimal solution,
based on the cost objective function.
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4 Algorithm

In this section, based on the encoding scheme and cost function introduced in
section 3, an algorithm is introduced to find the optimal segmentation in the
presence of noise. Algorithm 1 is to find all the change points existing in the
trajectory. The change point is a point in the trajectory that is different from
the one located in the immediate left/right. The algorithm we apply to find
the optimal segmentation is basically to substitute some unreasonable change
points in order to find the optimal partition under the measurement of the cost
function. Algorithm 2 presents the approximate algorithm to achieve the target.
Basically, we use Depth-First Search (DFS) to search for the optimal partition
from the answer space. Procedure OP presents the search logic with one node in
the search tree. Given the current partition, OP constructs the change point sets
for both two directions, PL and PR. Then OP tries to substitute each of them
with the character which makes it distinguished, i.e., the substitution merges
one change point into the segment left or right to it. After the substitution, OP
computes the encoding cost of the new partition. If the encoding cost is smaller
than the value of the original partition passed to OP, OP is recursively called
with the new partition. Global value minCost and minString are used to store
the answer. They are kept updating during the whole search procedure, with the
minimal cost and its corresponding partition.

Algorithm 1. Find potential change
points (left)

1: procedure FCPL(S, P )
2: P ← (
3: cur ← S0

4: for i← 1, |S| do
5: if cur 
= Si then
6: cur = Si

7: P ← P
⋃
Si

8: end if
9: end for

10: end procedure

Algorithm 2. Find optimal partition

1: optimalStr = S
2: minCost = Cost(S)
3: procedure OP(S)
4: PL← FCPL(S)
5: PR← FCPR(S)
6: min = Cost(S)
7: for each p in PL(PR) do
8: p′ ← the point locates in

the immediate left(right) of p
9: S′ ← Substitute(S, p, p′)

10: cost = Cost(S′)
11: if cost � min then return
12: else
13: if cost < minCost

then
14: optimalStr = S′

15: minCost = cost
16: end if
17: OP(S′)
18: end if
19: end for
20: end procedure
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5 Experimental Results

In this section, we will evaluate our method on real, large social network datasets.
We perform the experiments on a PC with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2300 2.80GHz
CPU and 12GB RAM and the algorithm is implemented with JAVA.

Table 1. The statistics of Renren dataset

Max Avg
Number of Communities/User 10 2
Number of Timestamps/User 1105 580

5.1 Dataset

We conduct our study on the Renren Network dataset1. Renren Network is a
leading social networking service in China, which is similar as Facebook. As Ren-
ren is one of the largest real name based social network in China, and Renren
user provides a list of education background in their profiles, thus we can ob-
serve the evolution of their communities through the observation of interactions
with different groups of friends along with the evolution of users’ identities. The
dataset consists of more than 16 million replies to 6,437 users’ status posts, and
the profile information of 690,926 unique users are involved in the dataset.

The interaction network snapshot I(t) is constructed from the observed reply
messages, each edge in the network corresponding to a reply between two users.
We use a window size of one day to construct the interaction network snapshots,
and then generate the community evolutionary trajectory based on the network
snapshots. The education and occupation information are chosen as the labels
of users, and each label is associated with a time period constraint. The users
with the same label are grouped into a community in each network snapshot,
the community with the maximal community activity is selected as the element
of the trajectory. The statistics of Renren dataset is shown in Table 1.

5.2 Effectiveness

In this subsection, we evaluate the effectiveness of our method for finding optimal
segmentation in the following two experiments.

In the first experiment, we match the reasonable change points identified by
our method with the ground truth provided by the labels in users’ profiles. More
specifically, we compute the smallest difference (day) between the results with
any change point in the ground truth. The variance of the results is reported in
Figure 2. We can observe that most dots locate in the left side, indicating our
method has a high accuracy. Many dots gather in the lower left corner, which
demonstrates our method can detect the transition happened in the latest two

1 www.renren.com
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Fig. 2. Variance distribution of the results

months. The dots in the right part present the cases of low accuracy, which could
be due to the delayed update or data missing of their profiles for some users.
The other reason is due to the short sequence generated from inactive users.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of accuracy with different tolerance windows

Secondly, we estimate our method under different tolerance window. The tol-
erance window is created by moving the change point on the left and right with
the distance of the tolerance value. Then we determine if any change point in
ground truth falls within that window. The comparison of the accuracy with
different tolerance from 7 to 105 days is listed in Figure 3. We can observe an
obvious increase of accuracy along with increase of the tolerance window. The
results show that our method can achieve 60%∼70% accuracy when the window
is smaller than 35 days, and the accuracy can reach to 75%∼87% when the size
of tolerance window is between 47 and 62 days. The results showed in Figure 3
is consist with what we observe in Figure 2.
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Furthermore, we display a comparison of the original trajectory and the tra-
jectory generated by our method in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows an example of
the original trajectory, each colour area corresponds to a segment of consecutive
identical dominant communities. A rough transformation of communities can be
observed in Figure 4 (a). Our method substitutes the noise observation with the
underlying real behavior, and nicely generates a set of segments representing a
community evolution as shown in Figure 4 (b): SchoolA→ SchoolB → SchoolC.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the original trajectory (a) with the trajectory (b) generated by
our method

5.3 Scalability

We illustrate the running time for different number of snapshots in Figure 5. As
shown in Figure 5, the near linear run time complexity demonstrates the high
scalability of our method.
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Fig. 5. Runtime (ms) vs number of timestamps (day)

6 Related Work

Several papers have studied on the community evolution in social networks. In
general, we consider three broad class of temporal analysis on online commu-
nities: 1) properties or phenomena of evolving community analysis, 2) stage of
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dynamic community identification, 3) dynamic community detection and the
community changes identification. In the first class work, Leskovec et al. [16]
discovered the shrinking diameter phenomena on time-evolving networks. In the
second class work, Palla et al. [17] quantifies the events in community evolu-
tion: growth, merging, birth, contraction, splitting and death. In the last class
work, Tang et al. [11] proposed a clustering algorithm to mine the evolution
of communities in social network with multiple entities. Aggarawal and Yu [18]
proposed a method to find community changes in dynamic graphs, which re-
quires user-specified parameters. Sun. et al. [19] and Ferlez at al. [20] proposed
a parameter-free framework to discover communities and community changes in
dynamic networks, relying on the MDL principle. Overall, all the above stud-
ies have a drawback that they cannot determine the evolution of users across
communities individually, they all track the evolution of the whole network.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a parameter-free method to discover the community
transition for individual users in dynamic networks. We start by constructing a
trajectory to represent the evolution of communities, then a trajectory segmen-
tation approach is proposed to discover the best partition, based on the MDL
principle. Our method is automatic, which requires no user-specified parameters,
like the threshold of a transition and the number of segments. Furthermore, our
method is adaptive to distinguish between the noise and underlying true behav-
ior. The experiments on real dataset show that our method has a high accuracy
to find the community transitions, and our method is fast and scalable.

Our paper is a preliminary study on the detection of community transition,
which still needs a lot of improvements. First, we should improve the method by
incorporating all the communities evolved in the user’s interactions, and detect-
ing long-term transition and short-term transition. Second, we should enlarge
the experiment by evaluating our method on different datasets, and comparing
some state-of-art methods.
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Abstract. Multi-label learning has attracted widespread attention in
machine learning, and many multi-label learning algorithms have been
witnessed. However, two main challenging issues remain: the high di-
mension of data and the label correlation. In this paper, a new classifica-
tion method, called penalized partial least squares discriminant analysis
for multi-label learning (PPML), is proposed. It aims at performing di-
mension reduction and capturing the label correlations simultaneously.
Specifically, PPML first identifies a latent space for the variable and la-
bel space via partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA). To
tackle with the problem of high dimensionality in solving PLS-DA, a
ridge penalization is exerted on the optimization problem. After that,
the latent space is used to construct learning model. The experimental
results on the standard public data sets indicate that PPML has better
performance than the state-of-the-art approaches.

Keywords: multi-label learning, partial least squares discriminant anal-
ysis, ridge regression, dimension reduction

1 Introduction

Multi-label classification has attracted widespread attention in machine learn-
ing, and has been applied to many fields, such as gene function [1], semantic
annotation of images [2], and so on [3]. Currently, many learning approaches
for multi-label data have been developed. They can be roughly divided into
two groups: problem transformation and algorithm adaptation [4]. The former
transforms the multi-label problems into a set of single-label problems, which
can be solved with the traditional classification algorithms. Binary Relevance
(BR) and Label Powerset (LP) [4] are two typical problem transformation ap-
proaches. As BR and LP can not work well if the label set has large numbers,
Random k-labelsets (RAkEL) [5] employs LP to learn a corresponding classifier
by breaking the original set of labels into a number of small random subsets.
Nevertheless, RAkEL shows low efficiency when the label set is large and sparse.
Algorithm adaptation exploits the traditional learning algorithms to handle the
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multi-label problems. For instance, Multi-Label k-Nearest Neighbor (ML-kNN)
[6] is based on the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm, which is a lazy learn-
ing approach and ignores the label correlations. Backpropagation for Multi-label
Learning (BP-MLL) [7] is a neural network approach based on the popular back-
propagation algorithm. However, with the increase of the sample dimensions, the
efficiency of the learning algorithms becomes a serious problem.

The so-called “curse of dimensionality” resulted from the high dimensionality
of data brings enormous challenges to multi-label classification [8]. The existing
dimensionality reduction methods are not very appropriate for the multi-label
classification problems. Principal component analysis (PCA) [9], which is a clas-
sical dimensionality reduction approach and widely used in practice, ignores the
label information. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [10], a popular supervised
dimensionality reduction algorithm, does not consider the dependence between
the variables and labels. Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [11] maximizes
the correlation between two blocks of variables, but produces a generalized eigen-
value problem with higher computational expense.

The challenge has been attempted to solve in multi-label classification by re-
searchers during the past few years. For example, Huang and Zhou [12] encode
the local influences of label correlations in a LOC code in order to exploit label
correlations locally. In [13], a new criterion named PRO LOSS is proposed, which
concerns the prediction on all labels and the rankings of only relevant labels. In
order to high-dimensional data, Liang Sun et al. [14] structure an equivalent
least-squares formulation for CCA under a mild condition. A semi-supervised
framework is obtained in [15], which performs optimization for dimension reduc-
tion and multi-label inference. Bayesian network structure is used to encode the
conditional dependencies of both the labels and feature sets in [16]; Nevertheless,
this high-order approach may lead to high model complexities.

In this work, we present a new general framework for multi-label classification,
capturing the label correlations and dimensionality reduction simultaneously.
The proposed framework is named as penalized partial least squares discriminant
analysis for multi-label classification (PPML). It aims at reducing the dimen-
sion of muliti-label data and obtaining the latent variables between the variable
and label spaces. Specifically, we adopt the technique of partial least squares
discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) [17] to discover the latent variables between the
variable and label spaces of data, so as to model the correlation between them.
To tackle with the problem of “large p, small n”, a ridge penalization [18] is fur-
ther performed on the object optimization function of PLS-DA. After obtaining
the latent space, we build a discriminant model and use to predict the label sets
for new instances in terms of the regression coefficient of the latent variables.

The rest of the paper is divided into the following sections: Section 2 briefly re-
views the state-of-the-arts of multi-label learning. Our proposed method, PPML,
is presented in Section 3. Section 4 is the part of experimental comparative study.
Finally, we conclude the paper.
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2 Related Work

In this section, we briefly review the representative multi-label learning methods.
More details can be found in good papers (e.g., [4]).

Generally, multi-label learning algorithms can be divided into two categories:
problem transformation and algorithm adaptation. The problem transformation
methods firstly transform the multi-label problems into a set of corresponding
single label ones, which can be solved by the traditional classification approaches.
The characteristic of this kind of methods is fitting the multi-label data to learn-
ing algorithms. Binary relevance (BR) is a typical example of this kind meth-
ods [4]. It builds a binary classifier for each label occurring in data, where the
instances are considered as positive if they contain the label and negative oth-
erwise. Note that BR does not take the correlation of labels into consideration.

CLR [19] and MLStacking [20] exploit the pairwise correlation between the la-
bels to construct classification models. Specifically, they first take a pair of labels
as a new label at each time. The instances involve only one of labels in the pair
are considered as positive or negative, depending on the containing label. This
kind of learning algorithms belong to the second-order transformation methods
[21]. Contrastively, RAkEL [5] is a high-order transformation method, where
the correlation between multiple labels is involved. However, they have relatively
high complexity, and can not handle the high-dimensional data effectively. Other
problem transform algorithms, such as Pruned Problem Transformation (PPT)
[22] and Classifier Chains (CC) [23] have similar situations.

The second learning methods, i.e., algorithm adaptation, cope with the multi-
label learning problems by extending the traditional learning algorithms directly,
so as to adapt to the multi-label data. In other words, this kind of methods is fit-
ting learning algorithms to data. As a representative example, ML-kNN extends
the traditional kNN learning algorithm, so that it can handle the multi-label
data appropriately. ML-DT [24] is another first-order adapting method, where
decision tree has been revised according to the properties of multi-label data.
Ranking Support Vector Machine (Rank-SVM) [25] is a second-order method,
which tries to find maximum margins within the multi-label data. A high-order
method named LEAD [16] adopts Bayes learning to deal with the multi-label
data. It encodes the conditional dependencies of the variables and labels simul-
taneously.

How to exploit the correlation of labels and variables of multi-label data is
still an open issue for multi-label learning. Although there are some multi-label
learning algorithms, exploiting the label dependencies for the multi-label data,
they have relatively high complexity, resulting in low robust to high dimensional
data. This paper presents a novel approach named PPML. It takes both the
correlation of variables and labels and dimension reduction into account simul-
taneously.
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3 PPML Methodology

In this section, we first briefly give the formal concepts of multi-label learning
and partial least squares discriminant analysis, and then propose a new learning
framework for the multi-label data.

3.1 Multi-Label Classification

Without loss of generality, let X ∈ Rn×m and Y ∈ Rn×d be the variable and the
label spaces, respectively, where n is the number of instances, m is dimensions
of instances and d is the number of class labels involving in instances. In multi-
label learning, each instance xi ∈ X(i = 1, 2, ..., n) is a vector of variables, and
it corresponds to a possible multi-label set yi ∈ Y , where yi equals to 1 if the
corresponding instance x is tagged with the i-th class label, otherwise yi = 0.
Given a data set D = {(xi, yi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} consisting of n multi-label instance,
the purpose of multi-label learning is to build a classifier g: X → 2Y from D,
and then use this model to predict the labels of unseen instances. From this
definition, one may observe that the output of multi-label classification model
is a subset of labels, not a single label. This is the distinguished difference of
multi-label learning to the traditional ones.

3.2 Partial Least Squares

Partial least squares regression (PLS regression) is a statistical method that finds
a linear regression model by projecting the predicted variables and the indepen-
dent variables to a new space. It shows some similar properties to principal
components regression, which tries to find hyper-planes of minimum variance
between the predicted and independent variables. PLS regression is particularly
suited to the case of high dimensionality, where there is multi-collinearity among
the variables. In this case, standard regression will always fail.

PLS tries to locate the fundamental relations between two matrices, i.e. a la-
tent variable approach to modeling the covariance structures in these two spaces.
Assume that X ∈ Rn×m and Y ∈ Rn×d denote the independent and predicted
variables. Usually, they can be decomposed by the common latent components
T ∈ Rn×k as follows:

X = TPT + E (1)

Y = TQT + F (2)

where T = (t1, t2, ..., tk) ∈ Rn×k denote the score (latent) vectors of X and Y ,
i.e., the latent space. P = (p1, p2, ..., pk) ∈ Rm×k and Q = (q1, q2, ..., qk) ∈ Rd×k

are the loading vectors of X and Y , respectively. E ∈ Rn×m and F ∈ Rn×d are
the residual matrixes.

According to the linear transformation, we make an assumption that the latent
components T is a linear tramsformation of X as follows:

T = XW (3)
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where W ∈ Rm×k is the weight matrix. After T is constructed, QT in Eq.(2)
can be obtained by solving the least squares problem, i.e.,

QT = (T TT )†T TY (4)

where (T TT )† is the Moore-Penrose inverse of T TT . Substituting (3) into (2),
for Y we have its regression form:

Y = XB + F (5)

where the regression coefficient B is B = WQT = W (T TT )†T TY .
From the definitions above, we know that a PLS model tries to find the mul-

tidimensional direction in the X space that explains the maximum multidimen-
sional variance direction in the Y space. Depending on the tasks, PLS have many
variants. For example, partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) is
widely used when the Y is categorial.

Given a new instance Xnew, its categories or labels can be predicted in terms
of the PLS model (i.e., Eq.(5)) as follows:

Ŷ = XnewB = Xnew(WQT ) (6)

PLS-DA is an efficient dimension reduction tool for handling the multi-label
data. However it is not a specifical method for the cases of “large p, small n”
and feature selection. Besides, the results obtained by PLS-DA are often difficult
to be interpreted. Just for this reason, we impose a ridge penalization on the
PLS-DA model to alleviate this problem.

3.3 PLS-DA with Ridge Penalization

For the high dimensionality of multi-label data, obtaining the PLS-DA model
in a straightforward way becomes unfeasible, especially when the variables are
highly collinear.

According to the Eq.(1) and (2), one may observe that PLS aims at locating
the common latent variables T ofX and Y , such that their covariance is maximal.
That is to say, the object function of PLS-DA can be represented in a equivalent
form as follows:

argmaxp,q cov(Xp, Y q)
s.t. ‖p‖ = 1, ‖q‖ = 1

(7)

where cov(Xp, Y q) is the covariance of Xp and Y q, p and q are the loading
vectors of X and Y respectively.

The optimization problem of Eq.(7) can be solved through the following La-
grange function:

L(p, q) = pTXTY q − β

2
(pT p− 1)− θ

2
(qT q − 1) (8)

where β and θ are Lagrange multipliers. After differentiating Eq.(8) with re-
spect to p and q respectively, and let them equal to zero, we have the following
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equivalent problems:

XTY Y TXp = λp (9)

Y TXXTY q = λq (10)

Thus, the optimization problem is now transformed into the problem of solving
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Note that the vectors p and q are the eigenvectors
of XTY Y TX and Y TXXTY , respectively. An intuitive way of obtaining the
eigenvectors p and q is to perform the technique of singular value decomposition
(SVD) on XTY :

XTY = PΣQT (11)

where the eigenvectors P ∈ Rm×r and QT ∈ Rr×d are orthogonal, Σ ∈ Rr×r is
the diagonal matrix consisting of the singular values. (p, q) is a pair of eigenvec-
tors corresponding to the eigenvalue in Σ.

It should be mentioned that Eq.(11) may be ill-posed as the dimensionality
of data is larger than the number of data. Thus, it should be penalized for the
consideration of numerical computing and practical applications. Here we exert
a l2-norm penalty on Eq.(11). This is also known as ridge regularization, which is
a method for solving badly conditioned linear regression problems. The benefits
of ridge regularization are most striking in the presence of multi-collinearity and
penalize the size of the regression coefficients, resulting in shrinking the regres-
sion coefficients toward zero [26], [27]. Sparse property is more prefer because it
can yield easily interpretable results. Moreover, with the increase of the number
of labels, the label space Y is usually sparse. Thus, it is necessary to shrinking
the loading vectors of Y .

After applying l2-norm penalty, the loading vector q of Y can be obtained by
solving the constraint optimization problem as follows:

qridge = argminq

∥∥qTM − p
∥∥2
2
+ λ ‖q‖22 (12)

where M = Y TX , λ is the regularization parameter for the loading vector q. For
q, when λ is enough small, the weight coefficients of some variables compressed
to zero by comparing with a threshold. Let L(q) be the Lagrange function of
Eq.(12), we have

L(q) =
∥∥qTM − p

∥∥2
2
+ λ ‖q‖22

= qTMMT q − 2qTMpT + ppT + λqT q
(13)

After taking the derivative of Eq.(13) with respect to q and setting it to zero,
we can obtain qridge as

qridge = [MMT + λI]†MpT (14)

Substituting M in Eq.(14) with Eq.(11), we further have

qridge = P (Σ2 + λI)†ΣQTpT

=
∑d

i=1
σ2
i

σ2
i +λ

Pi(Q
T
i p

T )

=
∑d

i=1 f(σi)Pi(Q
T
i p

T )

(15)
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Alg. 1 The framework of PPML for the multi-label data
Input:

X, Y : The training data with the variable and label spaces
X̄: The new instances
λ: The regularization parameter
h: The number of iterations
θ: The threshold value for prediction

Output:
Ȳ : the predicted labels of X̄

Training:
Initialize T , P , Q and W as T=[ ] ,P=[ ],Q=[ ],W=[ ]
For i=1 to h

Obtain the initial values of p and q according to Eq.(11)
Repeat

Obtain p according to q, and normalize it
Obtain q according to Eq.(14), and normalize it
u = Y q

Compute w as w = XTu, and normalize it
t = Xw

Until convergence

Update X,Y as X = X − tpT ; Y = Y − tqT

Update T , P , Q and W as:
T ← [T, t], P ← [P, p], Q ← [Q, q],W ← [W,w]

End For
Predicting:

Compute the real-valued outputs space of X̄ according to Eq.(6)

O = X̄WQT

Compute the final predictive labels space Ȳ :

Ȳij =
{

1, Oij≥θ

0, Oij<θ

where f(σi) is the shrinkage factors.
Based on the analysis above, we propose a new multi-label learning framework

called PPML (Penalized Partial least squares discriminant analysis for Multi-
label Learning). As the name indicates, our method employs PLS-DA with ridge
regularization to handle the classification problem of high-dimensional multi-
label data. Algorithm 1 presents the framework of PPML in detail. It exploits
Nonlinear Iterative Partial Least Squares (NIPALS) [17] to obtain p and q. Al-
ternatively, PPML can also be implemented with other forms like PLS-SB [28]
and SIMPLS [29].

PPML works in a straightforward way and can be easily understood. It mainly
consists of two stages, i.e., model training and result predicting. Specifically, in
the training stage, two loops are nested. The major purpose of the inner loop is
to get the loading vectors p and q of the variable and label spaces respectively,
while the outer loop aims at yielding all loading vectors (P and Q ), the latent
components T and the coefficients W , so as to build the PPML learning model
with PLS-DA. In the predicting stage, the prediction value of a new instance is
a real-value vector in terms of (6). Later the output will be transformed into a
vector of {0, 1} by comparing with a given threshold θ, which is often empirically
set as 0.5.
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Table 1. General information of the experimental data sets

Datasets Inst. Var. Labels L.Card. L.Dens.

Medical 978 1449 45 1.245 0.028
Arts 5000 462 26 1.636 0.063
Entertainment 5000 640 21 1.420 0.068
Health 5000 612 32 1.662 0.052
Recreation 5000 606 22 1.423 0.065
Reference 5000 793 33 1.169 0.036
Science 5000 743 40 1.451 0.036

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Sets

In our experiments, seven public data sets from the real-world applications were
adopted. They are Medical, Arts, Entertainment, Health, Recreation, Reference,
and Science. The Medical data set was used in the Medical Natural Language
Processing Challenge1 in 2007. In this data set, each instance contains brief free-
text summary of a patient symptom history. The last six benchmark data sets
were collected from Yahoo. They cover different domains in web page catego-
rization.

Table 1 summaries the general information of the benchmark data sets used
in experiments, where Inst. and Var. denote the number of instances and the
dimensionality of data for each data set respectively. In addition, L.Card., rep-
resenting label cardinality, is the average number of labels per instance, while
L.Dens., standing for label density, is the fraction of the cardinality according
to the number of labels.

4.2 Comparison of Algorithms

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm, nine multi-label learning al-
gorithms have been adopted in comparing with PPML. They are BP-MLL [7],
BRkNN [30], IBLR ML [31], LP [4], MLkNN [6], PPT [22], CC [23], MLStack-
ing(MLS) [20], and MAHR [33]. They are representatives of the state-of-the-art
multi-label learning algorithms, and stand for different learning manners. They
can deal with the multi-label problems and have relatively better performance
and efficiency.

The performance of the learning algorithms heavily relies on their parameters.
In our experiments, default value was assigned for each parameter as did in
the MULAN software package2. MULAN [32] is an open source Java library
for multi-label learning. It brings many popular multi-label learning algorithms
together. For the MAHR classifier, its parameters was set as recommended by

1 http://www.computationalmedicine.org/challenge/
2 http://mlkd.csd.auth.gr/multilabel.html
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the authors in the literature [33], that is, the number of boosting rounds was
two times of variables for each data set.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

Multi-label classification needs more complex evaluation metrics than traditional
classification. In order to roundly evaluate the performance of PPML and other
algorithms, we took four commonly used evaluation metrics. They are Ranking
Loss, One-Error, Coverage and Average Precision [4].

Ranking Loss (RL) indicates the mis-ordered degree of couples of labels, where
an irrelevant label has higher rank than a relevant one. One-Error (OE) esti-
mates how many times the top-ranked label is irrelevant to the true class labels
for each instance. Coverage (Cov) obtains the number of the steps that are
needed, on average, to move down the ranked list of labels, in order to cover
the whole relevant labels of the instance. Average Precision (AP) evaluates the
average fraction of true labels ranked above a particular label.

Since Ranking Loss, One-Error and Coverage evaluate the loss of the predic-
tion results, the smaller the metric values, the better the performance of learning
algorithms. On the contrary, for Average Precision, the larger value indicates the
better performance.

4.4 Experimental Results

In the experiments, 10-folds cross-validation was performed on each combination
of classifier and data set. The experiments were carried out under the platform
of MULAN. Table 2 shows the comparison results of classification performance of
classifiers in terms of four evaluation metrics, where the mean value of each algo-
rithm was ecorded on each data set.

From the experimental results in Table 2, one can notice that PPML is promis-
ing. It has better performance than others in most cases. For example, PPML
achieved the best performance on five over seven data sets at the aspect of Rank-
ing Loss. Even on the Health and Science data sets, the performance of PPML
is just slightly worse than the corresponding best one, not the worst one.

Similar situations also present on the One-Error and Coverage metrics, where
PPML outperformed other popular multi-label learning algorithms on six and
five over seven benchmark data sets respectively. The one-error of PPML on
Medical is 13.61%, which is slight higher than that of MAHR.

For the measure of Average Precision, PPML is the best in comparing with
other classifiers. The performance of PPML is predominant and significantly
better than the rest learning algorithms over all of the seven benchmark data
sets. For example, on the Arts and Recreation data sets, the average precisions of
PPML are 60.59% and 62.14% respectively, while the highest precisions of other
classifiers are 50.92% and 52.01%, achieved by MLS and MAHR respectively.
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Table 2. Experimental results of classifiers on four evaluation metrics, where ↓ means
the smaller, the better, and ↑ means the larger, the better. Bold value shows the winner
on each dataset.

PPML BPMLL BRkNN IBLR ML LP MLkNN PPT CC MLS MAHR
Ranking Loss(↓)

Medical 0.0175 0.4321 0.0596 0.0890 0.1277 0.0573 0.1067 0.0990 0.0910 0.0410
Arts 0.1379 0.4545 0.2331 0.1602 0.3946 0.1575 0.2951 0.2512 0.1610 0.1886

Entertainment 0.1165 0.3763 0.3858 0.1395 0.4838 0.1364 0.3353 0.2364 0.1399 0.1630
Health 0.0660 0.2469 0.1953 0.0604 0.4310 0.0723 0.2155 0.1316 0.0611 0.0656

Recreation 0.1464 0.5634 0.2475 0.1811 0.4381 0.1804 0.3265 0.2605 0.1797 0.2513
Reference 0.0826 0.2694 0.2472 0.0918 0.4545 0.0889 0.2896 0.1675 0.0905 0.1206
Science 0.1159 0.4564 0.2023 0.1145 0.4480 0.1177 0.3729 0.2311 0.1139 0.2182

One-Error(↓)
Medical 0.1361 0.9674 0.2347 0.2918 0.1572 0.2388 0.1949 0.2123 0.3081 0.1123
Arts 0.4788 0.9844 0.8410 0.6124 0.7194 0.6338 0.6612 0.6674 0.6142 0.5801

Entertainment 0.4368 0.9582 0.7342 0.6044 0.6294 0.6360 0.5360 0.5356 0.6116 0.4542
Health 0.2664 0.9936 0.7228 0.4094 0.5288 0.4598 0.4314 0.3816 0.4138 0.3080

Recreation 0.4726 0.9778 0.7670 0.6466 0.6648 0.6664 0.6158 0.6232 0.6462 0.5470
Reference 0.3838 0.9644 0.8964 0.4908 0.5864 0.4838 0.5206 0.5476 0.4928 0.4160
Science 0.5238 0.9885 0.6244 0.5874 0.7244 0.5940 0.7096 0.6568 0.5876 0.5660

Coverage(↓)
Medical 1.3174 20.3123 3.9756 5.3643 7.9194 3.7633 6.4061 6.1643 5.5163 2.9185
Arts 5.3223 13.0170 7.7288 5.6838 12.1808 5.5830 9.6152 8.6368 5.6956 6.6663

Entertainment 3.2930 8.3088 9.0084 3.6808 10.9336 3.5900 7.9446 6.0716 3.6912 4.4364
Health 3.7082 9.1972 8.6658 3.2216 16.2388 3.6586 9.1798 6.6592 3.2486 3.6703

Recreation 4.1814 12.9760 6.2270 4.7388 10.7832 4.7090 8.2528 6.8510 4.7050 6.5649
Reference 3.3472 9.1452 8.9134 3.5550 15.6426 3.4244 10.1608 6.1446 3.4960 4.7160
Science 6.1550 19.6508 10.1670 5.9508 20.0474 5.9376 17.0720 11.7990 5.9304 10.9840

Average Precision(↑)
Medical 0.8871 0.1124 0.7958 0.7497 0.7923 0.8039 0.7967 0.8029 0.7421 0.8791
Arts 0.6059 0.1344 0.3752 0.5098 0.3554 0.5032 0.4294 0.4517 0.5092 0.5055

Entertainment 0.6599 0.1860 0.4044 0.5445 0.3959 0.5341 0.5169 0.5503 0.5408 0.6196
Health 0.7707 0.1817 0.3712 0.6896 0.4719 0.6485 0.6200 0.6805 0.6858 0.7504

Recreation 0.6214 0.1210 0.3767 0.5016 0.3925 0.4899 0.4731 0.4953 0.5022 0.5201
Reference 0.7004 0.1613 0.3080 0.6064 0.4260 0.6110 0.5342 0.5647 0.6080 0.6441
Science 0.5809 0.0849 0.4698 0.5305 0.2938 0.5228 0.3556 0.4382 0.5306 0.4844

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a new multi-label learning framework, called PPML, is proposed
to deal with the multi-label problems. It mainly exploits partial least squares
discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) to achieve the purpose of performing dimension
reduction and capturing the label correlations simultaneously. To cope with the
multi-collinearity problem resulted from the high dimensionality of data, a ridge
regularization penalty is further exerted on the object optimization function
of PLS-DA. The experimental results are encouraging and show that PPML is
promising in comparison with the other state-of-the-art algorithms.

In the future, we will make an attempt to find other more efficient methods
and combine them with PLS-DA to tackle with the problems of multi-label
learning.
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Abstract. Authorship attribution refers to the task of identifying the authors of
a set of documents. Early studies in this area either used book length texts or
assumed that there were a large number of training documents. The focus of
modern authorship attribution has been shifted to the analysis on small online
texts. This is realistic since in the real life it is hard to collect the training texts.
However, the small size of training data makes the authorship attribution much
more difficult. In this paper, we present a novel co-training method to iteratively
recognize a few unlabeled data to augment the training set. Specifically, each
document is first partitioned into two distinct views, i.e., lexical and syntactic
view. And then, a two view semi-supervised method, co-training, is adopted to
exploit the large amount of unlabeled documents. Our experiment results based
on real data show that the proposed method can effectively exploit unlabeled data
to improve the classification performance.

Keywords: authorship attribution, very few labeled data, co-training.

1 Introduction

Authorship attribution (AA) is a traditional problem and has been studied by many re-
searchers [11,35,8,12,6]. The early work on AA focused on analyzing Shakespeare’s
plays and Bronte Sisters’ novels. Later on, it was used to identify other literary works
such as American and English literature and news articles. More recently, AA was ap-
plied to online texts such as emails [37], blogs [21], forum posts [31] and reviews [17].
The problem of AA is useful in many applications such as forensic investigations, de-
tection of copyright infringement and internet plagiarism.

Existing approaches on authorship attribution are mainly based on supervised clas-
sification [39,34,6,17,29]. The major weakness of this method is that, for each author
a large number of his/her articles are necessary to be used as the training data. For ex-
ample, book length texts were used to classify the authorship of Bronte Sisters’ novels
[19]. However, in the real life, it is actually hard to collect sufficient labeled data. For
instance, in most cases of forensics, only one small text is available for a specific au-
thor, which are not enough to serve as the training data. The small number of labeled
documents makes it extremely challenging for supervised learning to train an accurate
classifier.
� Corresponding author.
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In this paper, we consider the problem of authorship attribution with very few labeled
data. Little work has been done in this area. A similar problem was once attempted in
[22]. However, the number of training samples in each class is greater than 115 and 129
for the small and the large data set, respectively, which is still very large. In contrast, we
consider a much more difficult problem, where the size of training samples in our setting
is extremely small, i.e., 10 samples per author for training. Luyckx and Daelemans also
evaluated the effect of training set size [24], but their algorithm was not particularly
designed for coping with few training data.

We propose a new framework to address the authorship classification problem with
limited training data using a co-training framework in this paper. Following the basic
idea of co-training, i.e., utilizing two sufficient and redundant views on the data, we
partition the documents into two natural parts of lexical and syntactic structures and
build two classifiers separately on two views. The predictions of each classifier on un-
labeled examples are used to augment the training set of the other. This process repeats
until a termination condition is satisfied, and the enlarged labeled set is finally used to
train a classifier and make predictions on the test data. By exploiting the redundancy
in the human languages, we tackle the problem of very few training data. Experiments
on a real world data set show that the proposed co-training framework can effectively
incorporate the unlabeled data to help improve classification performance by a large
margin.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work. Sec-
tion 3 presents our co-training method for authorship attribution. Section 4 provides
experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works

Authorship attribution has received a great deal of attention in recent years. A variety of
approaches have been developed for this problem. Existing methods can be categorized
into two main themes. One focuses on finding appropriate features for quantifying the
authors’ writing style, and the other focuses on developing efficient and effective tech-
niques to perform the classification task.

There is a body of literature examining the effects of different features. The use of
function words could date back about half a century ago [26]. Since then, various fea-
tures have been proposed for modeling writing styles. The features that have been in-
vestigated include function words [1,2], length features [7,8], richness features [11,19],
punctuation frequencies [8], character n-grams [9,12], word n-grams [28], POS n-grams
[7,13], and rewrite rules [11].

There are also a number of works that study the use of machine learning methods in
attribution. An early study used Bayesian statistical analysis [26], but later work focused
exclusively on classification, including discriminant analysis [35], PCA [14], neural
networks [8,39], multi-layer perceptrons [8], clustering [28], decision trees [36,38], and
SVM [5,7,19,12]. Among them, SVM is regarded as one of the best approaches for
solving this problem [23,17].

The main problem in traditional research is the unrealistic size of the training set.
Basically, a size of about 10,000 words per author is regarded to be a reasonable size
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[2,4,7]. Even when no long documents available, hundreds of short texts can be selected
[10,13] such that the total amount of words is large enough for training. A recent work
[24] introduced the problem of AA with limited data. Instead of presenting an effective
approach to deal with the problem, the authors only investigated the effect of limited
data in authorship attribution. Several ensemble-based methods were also introduced
[33,21] with the basic idea of feature set subspacing. While the subspacing technique is
appropriate for high dimensional feature space and sparse data, it is not developed for
handling the problem with very few labeled data. Co-training, on the other hand, is a
representative learning mechanism which combines both labeled and unlabeled data un-
der a two view setting [3,27]. Although the co-training paradigm has been successfully
employed in many areas, the problem of authorship attribution was rarely addressed
using a co-training framework. Kourtis and Stamatatos once introduced a variant of
the self-training method for AA [22]. However, the number of labeled documents is
still very large in that work, i.e., about 115 and 129 documents per author on average.
Moreover, the self-training method in [22] uses two classifiers on one view. In con-
trast, we adopt a two-view co-training framework and an extremely small number of
documents (10 documents per author) are used as the initial training data.

3 A Co-training Algorithm for Authorship Attribution

The problem of authorship attribution can be defined as follows: Let A = {a1, ..., ak}
be a set of k authors (classes) and D = {D1, ..., Dk} be k sets of documents with
Di being the document set of author ai ∈ A. Each (training or testing) document is
represented as a feature vector. Each feature represents a piece of information about the
document, e.g., a word or a syntactic tag. A model or classifier is then built from the
training data and applied to the test data to determine the author a of each test document
d, where a is from A (a ∈ A).

One of the main challenges for modern authorship attribution is the small number
of training samples. To address this problem, we propose a co-training approach which
integrates two views into one framework. Co-training is semi-supervised method. It
begins with a small set of labeled data, and enlarges the labeled data set by adding
unlabeled data. The key aspect of co-training algorithm is the property of two views. It
has been shown that the redundancy in two views contributes more information than the
single view in practice and theory [3,25]. Since human languages naturally consists of
two parts: a lexicon and a grammar, we apply the co-training framework to authorship
attribution with limited annotated documents.

3.1 The Overall Framework

In the context of authorship attribution, each document has two views of features: fea-
tures about lexical structure and features about syntactic structures. Hence two clas-
sifiers can be co-trained using these two views. The overall framework is shown in
Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. Co Training on Lexical and Syntactic Views (CTLSV)

Input:A small set of labeled documents L = {l1, ..., lr}, a large set of unlabeled docu-
ments U = {u1, ..., us}, a set of test documents T = {t1, ..., tt}
Parameters: the number of iterations k, the size of selected unlabeled documents u, the
number of top predicted unlabeled documents p
Output: ti’s class assignment (ti ∈ T )
Steps:

1. Extract lexical and syntactic views Ll, Ls, Ul, Us, Tl, Ts for L, U, and T.
2. Loop for k iterations:

– Randomly select u unlabeled documents U’ from U;
– Learn the first view classifier Cl from L based on lexical features Ll;
– Use Cl to label documents from U’ based on Ul;
– Create a document subset Utl by choosing p most confidently predicted docu-

ments from U’;
– Learn the second view classifier Cs from L based on syntactic features Ls;
– Use Cs to label documents from U’ based on Us;
– Create a document subset Uts by choosing p most confidently predicted docu-

ments from U’;
– U = U − U ′, Ll = Ll

⋃
Uts, Ls = Ls

⋃
Utl;

3. Learn the first view classifier Cl from L based on lexical features Ll;
4. Use Cl to label ti in T based on Tl;
5. Learn the second view classifier Cs from L based on syntactic features Ls;
6. Use Cs to label ti in T based on Ts;

In Algo. 1, step 1 extracts two types of views from the labeled, unlabeled, and test
data, respectively. Step 2 iteratively co-trains two classifiers by adding the most accu-
rately predicted data from the other view into labeled set. The algorithm first randomly
selects a small set of u documents. Although we can directly select from the large un-
labeled set U, it is shown [3] that a smaller pool can force the classifier Cl and Cs to
select instances that are more representative of the underlying distribution that gener-
ates U. Hence we set he parameter u to 100, which is about 1/80 percent of the whole
unlabeled set. It then iterates for the following steps. First, use the lexical and syntactic
view on current labeled set to train a classifier Cl and Cs, respectively. Second, allow
each of these two classifiers to examine the unlabeled set U’ and select p samples it
most confidently labels as positive. The examples selected by the lexical classifier Cl

are added to the document set of syntactic view Ls with the label assigned, and those
selected by the syntactic classifier Cs are added to the document set Ll of lexical view.
Finally, the u documents are removed from the unlabeled pool U’. Steps 3-6 are used
to assign the test document to a category (author) using the classifier learned from the
first and second view in the augmented labeled date, respectively.
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Once we get the prediction values from the different classifiers, some additional
algorithms can be added to decide the final author attribution for each test document
tk. One simple general method is voting. Unfortunately, this method is not appropriate
for this task as we only have two classifiers. There are also other methods, which can
depend on what output value the classifier produces. Here we present two strategies.
These methods require the classifier to produce a predicted score, which can reflect the
positive and negative certainty. Many classification algorithms produce such a score,
e.g., SVM, logistic regression, and naı̈ve Bayesian. Here we use SVM as an example.
For each test case, SVM outputs a positive or negative score which can be interpreted
as the certainty that a test case is positive or negative.

The two methods are given below:

1. ScoreSum: The learned model/classifier is first applied to classify all test cases
in T. Then for each test document tk, this method sums up all scores of positive
classifications. It then assigns tkf to the author with the highest scores.

2. ScoreMax: This method also works similarly except that it finds the maximum
classification score). And then the decision is made similarly.

3.2 Lexical Features

The lexical features are used to compose a lexical view for a document. It is straight-
forward to view a text article as a bag-of-words, like that has been widely used in topic-
based text classification. We represent each article by a vector of word frequencies. The
vocabulary size for word unigram in our experiment is 195274. We do neither word
stemming nor stop word removal as in text categorization. This is because some of the
stop words are actually function words which have been demonstrated discriminative
for authorship identification. In addition, stemming can be also harmful to information
extraction of an author.

3.3 Syntactic Features

The syntactic features are used to compose a syntactic view for a document. Existing
studies have shown the usefulness of syntactic information in supervised authorship
classification [7,13]. In this paper, we use four typical content-independent structures
including n-grams of POS tags (n = 1..3) and rewrite rules.

The syntactic features are extracted from the parsed syntactic trees. For example, the
tree for sentence “This is the best book in the set” is as follows:

(ROOT
(S

(NP (DT This))
(VP (VBZ is)

(NP
(NP (DT the) (JJS best) (NN book))
(PP (IN in)

(NP (DT the) (NN set)))))
(. .)))
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This tree contains 15 POS 1-grams:

S NP DT VP VBZ NP NP
DT JJS NN PP IN NP DT NN,

14 POS 2-grams:

S|NP NP|DT DT|VP VP|VBZ ... DT|NN,

13 POS 3-grams:

S|NP|DT NP|DT|VP DT|VP|VBZ ... NP|DT|NN,

and 7 rewrite rules:

S->NP+VP NP->DT NP->DT+JJS+NN NP->DT+NN
PP->IN+NP NP->NP+PP VP->VBZ+NP

Each POS n-gram or rewrite rule is encoded like a single pseudo-word and assigned a
unique number id. The vocabulary sizes for POS 1-grams, POS 2-grams, POS 3-grams,
and rewrites in our experiment are 63, 1917, 21950, and 19240, respectively. These four
types of syntactic structures are merged into a single vector. Hence the syntactic view
of a document is represented as a vector with 43140 components.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach. We first introduce the experiment
setup, and then present the results using different parameter settings. Finally we com-
pare our results with four types of baselines. All our experiments use theSVMmulticlass

classifier [15] with default parameter settings.

4.1 Experiment Setup

We conduct experiments on the IMDB data set [30]. This data set has 62,000 reviews by
62 users (1,000 reviews per user). It is publicly available upon the request to authors. We
randomly select 10 authors for experiments. We do not use a large number of authors in
our experiments because when the number of authors increases, the performance of su-
pervised classification deteriorates quickly even with many training instances [34,21].
Thus it is very difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate the effects of co-training algo-
rithm. For each author, we further split his/her documents into the labeled, unlabeled,
and test set, 1% of one author’s documents, i.e., 10 documents per author, are used for
training, 79% are used as unlabeled data, and the rest 20% for testing. We extract and
compute the lexical features directly from the raw data, and we use the Stanford PCFG
parser [18] to generate the grammar structure of sentences in each document for extract-
ing syntactic features. We normalize each feature’s value to [0, 1] interval by dividing
by the maximum value of this feature in the training set.

We report classification accuracy as the evaluation metric.
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4.2 Baseline Methods

We first implement the semi-supervised learning approach presented in [22]. This ap-
proach self-trains two classifiers from the character 3-gram view using CNG and SVM
classifiers. Our results show that the performance of CNG+SVM is very poor. CNG is
a profile-based method which builds the classification model based on the dissimilarity
of the profile of the text from each of the profiles of the candidate authors. Its accuracy
is only 5.80% with the original 10 training documents. And this directly leads to the
failure of the whole self-training framework. Thus we do not list the results for this
method due to the space limitation.

Now we give four other baseline methods.

– SLR (Single Lexical Representation of documents): This is a widely used method
for authorship attribution (AA) [28,20]. Each document is represented as a feature
vector consisting of the frequency of word unigrams.

– SSR (Single Syntactic Representation of documents): This is another popular ap-
proach in AA [7,13,17]. Each document is represented as a feature vector consisting
of the frequency of syntactic tokens.

– CLSR (Combined Lexical and Syntactic Representation of documents): This
method represents each document as a combined feature vector consisting of the
frequency of syntactic and lexical tokens [16].

– SSLF (SubSpacing on Lexical Features of documents): This is an ensemble method
based on feature subspacing [32,21]. The word unigrams in a document are parti-
tioned into several disjoint parts, and a supervised learning method is used to learn
a classifier on each part. Then the classifiers are applied to the testing documents
separately. Finally a ScoreMax or ScoreSum strategy is adopted to determine the
class of each document.

4.3 Experimental Results

In this section, we exploit the parameter sensitivity and then compare co-training to
other baseline methods.

Effects of the Number of Iterations k

We first evaluate the effects of the number of iterations k. Figure 1 depicts the plots of
accuracy versus parameter k using the classifier by two single views as well as the two
combining strategies.

We have the following observations from Figure 1.

– The classification performance increases with a larger number of iterations. This
indicates that the learning system benefits more from a larger labeled data set. It
achieves the best results when the number of iterations reaches 40. After that, there
is a small drop for the lexical classifier and the curve for syntax-based classifier
goes steadily. Since a larger number of iterations brings about more overhead, there
is a tradeoff between the accuracy and the parameter k. In many cases, an iteration
number k = 10 is already good enough. We use this as the default parameter setting
in the following experiments unless explicitly stated.
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Fig. 1. Evaluations on different iteration numbers k. Other algorithm parameters are set to u=100,
and p=30.

– The lexicon-based classifier performs the best among four approaches. It even out-
performs two combined methods. This strongly demonstrates that the lexicon-based
classifier can be helped a lot by co-training on the syntax view. On the other hand,
the syntax-based classifier is helped less from co-training. The reason can be that
there are less syntactic tokens and hence it is less capable of learning an accurate
classifier.

Effects of the Number of the Top Predicted Unlabeled Documents p

We evaluate the effects of number of the top predicted unlabeled documents. Figure 2
shows the results. In Fig. 2, we see an upward trend in general, which is similar to
that in Figure 1, showing that more labeled examples result in better performance. We
also notice that the lexicon-based classifier gets the best result when selecting 30 top-
predicted samples. This can be due to the fact that the labeled set contains more noises
when more documents are added. Note that the classifier can not always predict an
unlabeled data correctly. And thus it brings down the performance. All our experiments
below use the model trained with p = 30.

Comparing with the Baselines

Among the four baselines, SLR and SSR are one-view based classifier, and the CLSR
and SSLF are combined method. We first compare the results of our co-training method
under lexical and syntactic view with those of SLR and SSR. The results are summa-
rized in Table 1, where the number n in CTLSVn denotes the number of iterations.

From Table 1, it is clear that the proposed co-training framework outperform the
traditional supervised training by a large margin on both the lexicon-based classifier
and the syntax based classifier. For example, after co-training 10 iterations, our CTLSV
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Fig. 2. Evaluations on different p. Other algorithm parameters are set to u=100, and k=10.

Table 1. Comparison between co-training and supervised training on single view

Lexicon-based Classifier Syntax-based Classifier
Supervised training SLR: 63.85 SSR: 50.05

CTLSV10 85.70 67.10
CTLSV20 84.30 70.10
CTLSV30 87.15 75.75
CTLSV40 88.95 76.25
CTLSV50 87.00 77.55

method using a lexicon based classifier reaches an accuracy of 85.70%, significant bet-
ter than that of SLR, which is only 63.85%. Similarly, the performance by syntax- based
classifier increases from 50.05 to 75.75 after 30 iterations, showing a 51.35% lead.

Next, we compare our results on the combined classifier with CLSR and SSLF. The
results are shown in Table 2.

In Table 2, the number n in CTLSVn denotes the number of iterations. And the num-
ber m in SSLFm denotes the number of feature subset, which means that the unigrams
are randomly partitioned into m (3 or 5) splits. Classifiers are trained and tested on each
split of the labeled and test data using SVM, and then the final decisions are made using
the ScoreSum and ScoreMax strategies as those used in our framework. For CLSR, we
combine the lexicon and syntax feature vector into one long vector, and directly apply
SVM to the labeled and test data. Note that we are unable to use this combination ap-
proach in our CTLSV because we co-train classifiers on two different views, that is to
say, the instances selected and added to one labeled set may be not same as those added
to the other labeled set. Hence the final labeled set of Ls is different from Ll.

We highlight three important points from Table 2.

– The ScoreMax strategy performs worse than ScoreSum. This indicates that the de-
cision made from a number of scores is much more reliable than that made from
only one score.
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Table 2. Comparison between co-training and supervised training on combined methods

ScoreMax ScoreSum
CLSR 63.05 - -
SSLF3 - 54.50 63.15
SSLF5 - 50.80 62.50

CTLSV10 - 72.20 80.00
CTLSV20 - 74.75 83.40
CTLSV30 - 79.95 86.75
CTLSV40 - 80.85 87.65
CTLSV50 - 81.45 87.95

– The SSLF algorithm does not benefit more from a large number of partitions. In
fact, SSLF3 performs better than SSLF5, which is consistent with previous studies
[32].

– The proposed CTLSV framework performs the best among all methods. The per-
formance of CLSR is very close to that that of SSLF using ScoreMax, but both
of them are significantly worse than that of CTLSV. For example, with 40 itera-
tions, our accuracy value is 87.75 while the accuracy for SSLF3 and CLSR is only
63.15% and 63.05%, respectively.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate the problem of authorship attribution with very few labeled
data. We present a novel co-training framework which utilizes the two natural views in
human languages, i.e., the lexical and syntactic views. By iteratively learning a small
number of samples from unlabeled data, the proposed approach effectively augments
the labeled set and increases the performance. Experimental results on a real data set
show that our method can significantly improve the classification accuracy. It outper-
forms the state-of-the-art methods by a large margin.

Our current study focuses on co-training using two views and evaluates on a small
number of authors. In the future, we plan to extend our work by integrating more views
and experimenting with more authors. In addition, our current experiment only involves
one data set. Further experiments are required to determine the general behavior of co-
training framework for authorship attribution.
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the 111 project(B07037).
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Abstract. With the increasing popularity of online social networks,
such as twitter and weibo, privacy preserving publishing of social net-
work data has raised serious concerns. Previous works only consider a
single static release of social network data, which are not inadequate for
analyzing the evolution of social networks. In this paper, we focus on the
problem of preserving edges when edges are deleted or added in multiple
releases of social network data. To achieve this objective, we propose the
Dynamic Safety Condition, which effectively constrains nodes partition
to ensure sparsity of edges between any two group. Using this condition,
we devise the heuristic algorithm DEP, which anonymizes a sequential
graphs to satisfy the privacy objective. Finally, we verify the effective-
ness of the algorithm through experiments.

Keywords: social network, privacy preserving, data publishing, edges
protection.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, online social network sites, such as facebook, twitter and weibo, have
received dramatic interest, more and more people join in various social networks.
People use online social networks to share data, which produce lots of social
network data. Using data mining methods to analyze social network data, you
can get lots of meaningful results: to optimize the search engine in the social
networks, to improve the existing social networks, to study the characteristics of
social networks. If this data is directly exposed to researchers, it will cause the
privacy disclosure, which leads us to study how to effectively anonymize so as
to protect sensitive information in social networks while maximizing the social
network’s utility analysis.

A social network can be modeled as a graph in which each node represents
an individual, and the connections between individuals are summarized by the
edges. Most of prior privacy protection techniques in social network data pub-
lishing focus primarily on static social networks. However, one single snapshot is
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Fig. 1. Snapshots of a dynamic social network at t = 0 and t = 1

not useful for analyzing the evolution of social networks, such as how the pop-
ularity of individuals changes or how a disease spreads over time. To support
such analysis, privacy issues in multiple releases of social network data urgently
need to be addressed.

In this paper, we consider how to protect edges between individuals in multiple
releases of social network data. For example, figure 1 shows two snapshots of a
dynamic social network at time t = 0 and t = 1. The graph G0 evolves into G1

after adding an edge and deleting an edge. Our focus is on the privacy of edges
between individuals in dynamic social networks, so we do not study the privacy
of nodes’ attributes.

Bhagat et al.[1] proposes edges protection for anonymizing a single graph. It
masks the mapping via grouping the nodes of the graph. This technique retains
the entire graph structure but perturbs the mapping from labels to nodes. Bhagat
et al.[2] further use link prediction algorithms to model the evolution, however,
the prediction graph could partly predict the newly added edges. Based on [1],
Wang et al.[3] design a constraint in the grouping procedure, taking into account
the effect of time to avoid revealing privacy with multiple releases. Both Bhagat
et al.[2] and Wang et al.[3] assume edges and nodes are only added to the graph,
not deleted. In this paper, graph model is extended to allow edges deletion, which
is close to the evolution of social networks. In this work, we make the following
contributions:

1. We solve the problem of edges deletion in dynamic edges protection.
2. We propose the Dynamic Safety Condition, which effectively constrains

nodes partition to ensure sparsity of edges between any two group.
3. We devise the heuristic algorithmDEP, which anonymizes a sequential graphs

to satisfy the privacy objective.
4. We evaluate our approach on two real datasets.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem definition.
Section 3 introduces the anonymized method. Section 4 reports experimental
results. Section 5 presents the related work. Section 6 concludes the paper.
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1 32,M,CN

2 28,F,CN

3 22,M,US

4 29,M,US

5 22,M,CN

6 16,M,FR

7 22,M,FR

8 25,M,US

Fig. 2. The released graphs G∗
0, G

∗
1

2 Problem Definition

In this paper, a time-stamped social network is modeled as an undirected simple
graph Gt(Vt, Et, Lt,L), where Vt is the set of nodes corresponding to the indi-
viduals at time t, Et is the set of edges that represent the relationships between
individuals at time t, Lt is the set of labels at time t and a function L : Vt → Lt

assigns each node a label. A label has an identity(such as user id or name), and
a set of properties(such as age, gender and country). Let G =< G0, G1, ..., GT >
be the sequence of graphs representing the network observed at timestamps
t = 0, 1, ..., T respectively. We mainly solve the problem of edges deletion in
the evolution of social networks. The operation of node deletion could also be
treated as retaining the node and deleting all edges related to the node in our
paper, so the quantity of nodes is always increased. Thus, we have Vt−1 ⊆ Vt

and Lt−1 ⊆ Lt where t = 1 to T . Let G∗
i denotes the anonymized graph of Gi

at time t = i.
Given G and a constant k, the protection objectives guaranteed by this paper

are:

1. For any edge e ∈ Et, without background knowledge the probability that an
attacker identifies a node vx involved in e is at most 1

k ;
2. For any two nodes vx, vy ∈ Vt, without background knowledge the probability

that an attacker identifies that there is an edge between them is at most 1
k .

To protect edges, [1] focuses on masking the mapping via grouping the nodes
of the graph. They propose a Safety Condition that each node must interact
with at most one node in any group and no edges exist in a group. [2] defines the
Edge Identification which measures the likelihood of identifying an interaction.
Both Safety Condition and Edge Identification ensure sparsity of interactions
between nodes of any two groups, but Safety Condition is more restrictive than
Edge Identification.
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Fig. 3. The original graph G2 and supplementary graph G′
2

Definition 1 (Safety Condition). A grouping of nodes in graph G, satisfies
the Safety Condition if

∀(v, w), (v, z) ∈ E : w ∈ g ∧ z ∈ g ⇒ w = z;

∀(v, w) ∈ E : v ∈ g ∧w ∈ g ⇒ v = w.

Definition 2 (Edge Identification). Given a pair of groups of nodes, gx ⊂ V
and gy ⊂ V , their Edge Identification EI(gx, gy) is the ratio of the number of
edges between the two groups to the maximum number of such edges

EI(gx, gy) =
|(gx × gy) ∩E|
|gx| · |gy|

In figure 2, G∗
0 and G∗

1 are the released graphs of original graphs in figure 1.
They are respectively generated using the method in [1] with k = 2. Intersecting
the candidate sets in G∗

1 with those in G∗
0, the nodes in {4, 6, 7, 8} could be easily

identified in the released graphs. Then, the adversary could conclude that there
is a relationship between node 4 and node 7 in both G∗

0 and G∗
1, which obviously

violates privacy purposes.

3 The Anonymized Method

[3] applies the algorithm DMRA(Decreasing Multiple Releases Anonymization)
in anonymizing dynamic social network data. This approach first anonymizes
GT , and then gradually produces GT−1, GT−2, ..., G0. The same anonymized
procedure is used in our paper. To protect deleted edges, we introduce the sup-
plementary graph G′

T , where V ′
T = VT and E′

T = ∪Tt=1(Et−1 \ Et) ∪ ET . So
the supplementary graph G′

T contains all the deleted edges in the evolution of
social networks. For example, figure 3(a) shows the following original graph G2

at time t = 2, and figure 3(b) shows the corresponding supplementary graph G′
2.

Therefore, G′
2 includes two deleted edges which are represented by dash lines in

figure3(b).
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3.1 Dynamic Safety Condition

Definition 3 (Dynamic Safety Condition). A grouping of nodes Vt for the
graph Gt, satisfies the dynamic Safety Condition if

∀v, w ∈ Vt : ifv ∈ g ∧ w ∈ g ⇒ ∃Set ∈ {V0} ∪ (∪ti=1{Vi \ Vi−1}), {v, w} ⊆ Set;

∀(v, w) ∈ Et : ifv ∈ g ∧ w ∈ g ⇒ v = w;

∀group gx, gy,m is the number of edges between gx and gy,m � |gx| · |gy|
k

.

Based on [3], we give the definition of Dynamic Safety Condition. The first
condition requires that the nodes in one group are created at the same time,. The
second condition constrains edges not exist in one group. The third condition
limits the number of edges between any two groups.

Theorem 1. If nodes partition satisfies Dynamic Safety Condition, the
anonymized graphs can dynamically protect edges against attacks without back-
ground knowledge.

Proof. The first condition in Dynamic Safety Condition requires that the
nodes in one group are created at the same time. Using this condition in our
anonymized method, we constrain the size of groups in anonymized graphs is
no less than k. Thus, without background knowledge the probability that an
attacker can identify a node is at most 1

k . The second condition constrains
edges not exist in one group. For each edge in our anonymized graphs, there
are at least k candidate labels for the two endpoints of it. Thus, without back-
ground knowledge the probability that an attacker can identify a node involved
in an edge is at most 1

k . The third condition constrains the number of edges

m between any two groups is no more than
|gx||gy|

k . Edge Identification is the
probability an attacker can attach to a particular pair of users between any
two groups. With respect to nodes partition, Edge Identification equals to
|(gx×gy)∩E|

|gx|·|gy| = m
|gx|·|gy| �

|gx|·|gy|
k

|gx|·|gy| =
1
k . After anonymizaiton, without background

knowledge the probability that an attacker can identify that there is an edge
between two nodes is at most 1

k . Therefore, Dynamic Safety Condition can
make our anonymized graphs satisfy privacy objectives.

3.2 The DEP Alogrithm

The algorithm DEP has a similar structure as the algorithm in [3]. The input of
DEP are a sequential original graphs G =< G0, G1, ..., GT >, a supplementary
graph G′

T and a parameter k. The output of DEP are a set of groups with size at
least k and a sequential anonymized graphs G∗

0, G
∗
1, ..., G

∗
T . This algorithm first

puts all the nodes of G′
T into a NodeList and sorts the NodeList based on the

properties of nodes’ label to enable nodes in a group have the similar values of
the properties. Each time, we select a SeedNode from the NodeList and remove
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it from the list, and insert the SeedNode into the first group that has fewer than
k nodes, if performing this insertion would not violate the Dynamic Safety
Condition(line 4-11). If no group can be found which satisfies this condition,
or all groups existed have at least k nodes, then a new group containing only
SeedNode is created(line 12-14). For any group g which cannot reach size k, we
first delete this group from the group set. Then we take each node in g in turn,
and insert it into the first group which size is no less than k under Dynamic
Safety Condition(line 15-21). In some cases, there are no suitable groups for
the insertion operation. We add (k−|g|) noise nodes into g and randomly assign

Algorithm 1. Dynamical Edges Protection (DEP) Algorithm

Input: A sequential original graphs G =< G0, G1, ..., GT >;G′
T (V

′
T , E

′
T , L

′
T ,L), V ′

T =
VT , E

′
T = ∪T

t=1(Et−1 \Et) ∪ET , L
′
T = LT ;a parameter k.

Output: A set of groups S = {g1, g2, ..., gm}, gi ∩ gj = ∅, i, j = 1, 2, ..., m, i 
= j, |gi| �
k, i = 1, 2, ..., m;a sequential anonymized graphs < G∗

0, G
∗
1, ..., G

∗
T >.

1: S = ∅;
2: NodeList = ∅;
3: put all the nodes of G′

T into the NodeList and sort the NodeList based on the
properties of nodes’ label;

4: while NodeList.size() > 0 do
5: SeedNode = NodeList.head() and remove it from NodeList;
6: flag = true;
7: for each group g ∈ S with |g| < k do
8: if inserting SeedNode into g doesn’t violate dynamic safety condition then
9: g = g ∪ {SeedNode};
10: flag = false;
11: break;

12: if flag then
13: group g′ = new group(SeedNode);
14: S = S ∪ {g′};
15: for each group g ∈ S with |g| < k do
16: S = S − {g};
17: for each node u ∈ g do
18: for each group g′ ∈ S with |g′| ≥ k do
19: if inserting u into g′ doesn’t violate dynamic safety condition then
20: g = g − {u}; g′ = g′ ∪ {u};
21: break;

22: if |g| > 0 then
23: insert (k − |g|) noise nodes into g;
24: randomly assign labels to noise nodes following the label distribution in G′

T ;
25: S = S ∪ {g};
26: assign the corresponding label list to each node according to its group in G′

T ;
27: delete all edges ∈ E′

T \ET from G′
T to generate G∗

T ;
28: for t = T to 1 do
29: delete all nodes ∈ Vt \ Vt−1, all edges ∈ Et \ Et−1 and add all edges Et−1 \ Et

from G∗
t to generate G∗

t−1
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labels to noise nodes following the label distribution in G′
T , then return g back

to group set(line 23-26). After grouping, we assign the corresponding label list to
each node according to its group in G′

T . Finally, we delete all edges in E′
T \ ET

from G′
T to generate G∗

T , then we delete all nodes in Vt \ Vt−1, all edges in
Et \ Et−1 and add all edges Et−1 \ Et from G∗

t from G∗
t to generate G∗

t−1 for
t = T to 1.

3.3 The Running Example

Figure 4 shows the running example of anonymizing a sequential original graphs
G =< G0, G1, G2 > with k=2. Firstly, we establish the supplementary graph
G′

2 based on G, and group the nodes in V ′
2 . Figure 4(a) shows the procedure of

groups partition. Observing the Dynamic Safety Condition, V ′
2 is partitioned

into {1, 2}, {3, 5}, {4, 6}, {7, 8},and {9, 10}. Secondly, we assign the correspond-
ing label list to each node according to its group in G′

2. Thirdly, we delete all
edges in E′

2 \ E2 from G′
2 to generate G∗

2. Last, we delete all nodes in V2 \ V1,
all edges in E2 \E1 and add edges in E1 \E2 from G∗

2 to generate G∗
1, and also

generate G∗
0 in the same way .

Fig. 4. The running example
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4 Experimental Results

In this section, we conduct aggregate network queries on two datasets. For each

query, its relative error is |n−n′|
n . Where n and n′ are the results of the query

on the original and anonymized graphs, respectively. In this paper, we test two
kinds of queries based on [1, 3, 4]:

1. One hop query: The number of nodes pairs represented by a 4-tuple (v1, c1,
v2, c2), where v1 has the characteristic c1(the characteristic could be one or
more properties of label), and v2 has the characteristic c2.

2. Two hops query: The number of nodes tuples represented by a 6-tuple
(v1, c1, v2, c2, v3, c3), where v1 has the characteristic c1, v2 has the character-
istic c2, and v3 has the characteristic c3.

ca-CondMat: This dataset shows a Condense Matter collaboration net-
work which is built from the scientific collaborations between authors’ papers
from January 1993 to April 2003(available at http://snap.stanford.edu/data/ca-
CondMat.htm). It contains 23,133 nodes and 186,936 edges. An undirected
edge is created in the graph if two authors co-authored a paper. We use the
Adult dataset from the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository(available at
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/machine-learning-databases/adult/) to assign a la-
bel to each node in the graph, and only consider a set of 3 properties: age, gender
and country.

Speed Dating: This dataset is from a publicly available Speed Dating study
conducted by Fisman et al.[5](available at http://andrewgelman.com/2008/01
/the speeddating 1/). After sanitizing the data, it contains 552 nodes and 4,184
edges. Each node is associated with 3 properties, such as age, gender and country,
chosen from 21 properties in the original data. Each edge represents a dating
between two participants.

To simulate the evolution of social networks, we respectively start with two
datasets as G0, Next, we generate each subsequent graph Gt from Gt−1 for t = 1
to 2. This simulation uses four evolution parameters a, b, c, d. We set a as 5%, b
as 10%, c as 20% and d as 10%. At each iteration, Gt is evolved in four steps:

1. We randomly delete a|Et−1| edges in Gt−1.
2. We create b|Vt−1| new nodes. For each new node, we assign a label from

Adult dataset to it and randomly makes a connection between it and the
nodes in Gt−1.

3. We randomly create c|Vt−1| new edges between new nodes and nodes in Gt−1

if there is no existing edge between them.
4. We randomly create d|Et−1| new edges between nodes in Gt−1 if there is no

existing edge between them.

We conduct 100 queries, and use the average relative query error to measure
the utility of the anonymized graphs. We also consider a efficient sort order in [1]
over the properties of nodes’ label : Country, Gender, and Age(CGA). In order to
perform queries on the anonymized graphs with the label list, we use Sampling
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Consistent Graphs in [1] which are consistent with the anonymized graphs, and
analyze the sampled graphs. As the anonymized methods in [2, 3] do not consider
the situation of edges deletion, we couldn’t compare our results with them. Figure
5 and figure 6 show the average relative error of one hop queries and two hops
queries respectively. It is easy to observe that average relative error increases as
k rises. This is because the increasing of k leads to more alternative labels for
the nodes in the group. The result on one hop queries is better than that of two
hops queries, as two hops queries use 2 conjunctions. Last, sorting the properties
of nodes’ label is necessarily needed in our anonymized method.

(a) ca-CondMat(unsorted) (b) Speed Dating(unsorted)

(c) ca-CondMat(CGA) (d) Speed Dating(CGA)

Fig. 5. The average relative error on one hop queries

5 Related Work

The problem of privacy protection in social networks is first proposed in [6],
where the authors demonstrate that the naive anonymization strategy which
replaces all identifiers of individuals with randomized integers is not sufficient
by both active and passive attacks. In active attacks, an adversary maliciously
plants a subgraph in the network before it is published and uses the knowledge of
the planted subgraph to re-identify nodes and edges in the published network. In
passive attacks, an adversary simply uses a small uniquely identifiable subgraph
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(a) ca-CondMat(unsorted) (b) Speed Dating(unsorted)

(c) ca-CondMat(CGA)) (d) Speed Dating(CGA)

Fig. 6. The average relative error on two hops queries

to infer the identity of vertices in the published network. However, they do not
provide a solution to protect against these attacks.

In anonymizing social network data, there are two categories: clustering-based
approaches and graph modification approaches. The clustering-based methods
[1, 7–10] cluster nodes and edges into groups and anonymize a subgraph into a
super-node. In this way, the details about individuals can be hidden properly.
[7, 9] propose anonymizing a graph by partitioning the nodes and summarizing
the graph at partition level. The critical difference is that the method in [9] takes
into account both the generalization information loss and the structural infor-
mation loss during the clustering procedure. Zheleva and Getoor[8] focuses on
the case where there are multiple types of edges but only one type of nodes, and
applies clustering-based method in protecting relationships disclosure. Cormode
et al.[10] focuses on the problem of anonymizing bipartite graphs. Based on [10],
Bhagat et al.[1] further constructs a model of the rich interaction graph, and
proposes three approaches in protecting users’ rich interaction.

The graph modification methods[11–19] anonymize a graph by modifying(such
as, adding and/or deleting) edges and nodes in a graph. Hay et al.[15] proposes an
approach that obeys a rule of random edge additions and deletions in anonymiz-
ing the graph, this method can effectively resist some kinds of attacks but suffers
a significant cost in utility. Edge randomization techniques are further explored
in [16], whose goal is to preserve the spectral properties of the graph. While the
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network utility is much improved, the effect on anonymity is not quantified. Liu
et al.[17] perturbs the weights of some edges to retain the shortest path and the
approximate cost of the path between some pairs of nodes in the original network.
Liu and Terzi[14] first introduces the k-anonymity model from the relational data
to the social network data, and proposes k-degree anonymity to protect each in-
dividual in a group consisting of at least k nodes of the same degree. Zhou and
Pei[13] proposes the stronger model that each individual in a group consisting of
at least k nodes of the same degree and sharing 1-neighbourhood isomorphism.
Zou et al.[18] proposes a k-automorphism model that each individual in a group
consisting of at least k nodes without any structural difference. Cheng et al.[19]
designs a k-isomorphism model that the anonymous graph consists of k disjoint
isomorphic subgraphs to protect nodes and relationships. [11, 12] based on dif-
ferent models apply l-diversity in protecting nodes re-identification and nodes’
sensitive attribute.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we protect edges in anonymizing multiple releases of social network
data. We present the Dynamic Safety Condition and the heuristic algorithms
DEP. The Dynamic Safety Condition constrains nodes partition to ensure
sparsity of edges between any two group in the evolution of social networks. The
DEP algorithm anonymizes a sequential graphs to satisfy the privacy objective.
We prove the effectiveness of the proposed anonymized method through extensive
experiments.
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Abstract.  In open society-based applications, inferring unknown trust rela-
tions attracts increasing attention in recent years. Most existing work assumes 
that trust relations are static. In this paper, we incorporate temporal dynamics in 
trust prediction by modeling the dynamics of user preferences in two principled 
ways. Initial experiments on a real-world data set are conducted and the results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed models. 

Keywords: trust prediction, trust dynamism, trust network. 

1 Introduction 

Most existing work on online trust assumes a static trust model [1-2]. The assump-
tions are usually unacceptable for long-running society-based online application sys-
tems. As time goes on, a user's interests may change, a product's attraction or fresh-
ness may decay, etc. Therefore we have to consider temporal dynamics for a more 
accurate trust prediction. We study - (1) how to model temporal dynamics and (2) 
how to incorporate temporal dynamics for trust prediction.  

2 Problem Statement 

Let u = {u1,u2,…,un} be the set of users,  t = {t1,t2,…,tm} be the set of timestamps. 
Assume that G = { G1, G2, …, Gm}, where Gi∈Rn×n is the matrix representation of 
trust relations at ti, where Gi(j,k) = 1 if uj establishes a trust relation with uk, Gi(j,k) = 0 
otherwise. Our task is to predict the value of Gm+1 given a time series of an observed 
data matrix {G1,G2,…,Gm} for the past time periods [t1,tm].  

3 Trust Prediction Models 

In [3], we propose a trust prediction framework based on low-rank matrix factoriza-
tion. Here we will use this trust model as the basic model while incorporating tempor-
al dynamics. 
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3.1  Temporal Weight Matrix Factorization (TWMF) 

Assume that t
ijg  is the timestamp when iu  trusts ju . The influence of trust relation 

between iu  to ju  at 
t
ijg  to whether iu  trusts others at the current time t is related 

to the distance between 
t
ijg  and t. That is the prediction error 

2
2||:),(:),(),(|| jVUiUjiG T−  is related to the time distance. A less error value is 

related to a lower decaying value, and a larger error is related to a larger decaying 

value. Since different users may change differently, they should have different decay-

ing ratios. Therefore, we introduce iη  as a personalized decaying ratio for iu . Then 

an exponential time function 
)( t

iji gme −−η
 is adopted to weight the trust prediction 

error as 2
2

)( ||:),(:),(),(|| jVUiUjiGe Tgm t
iji −−−η

. Thus our first framework (TWMF) 

is to solve the following minimization problem. 
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An alternative optimization method is adopt to solve Eq.(1) shown as following al-
gorithm 1.  

Algorithm 1. TWMF for Trust Prediction 

Input: },...,,{ 21 mGGG , α , β  and γ .  Output: Ĝ  
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;  2:  Initialize V  randomly;  3: Initialize iη  randomly;   4: 
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pair of users 
ji uu ,  without a trust relation, the likelihood of them establishing trust 

relation is indicated by ),(ˆ jiG  

3.2 Temporal Smoothness Matrix Factorization (TSMF) 

An alternative way to model temporal dynamics for trust prediction is to model the 
evolution of user preferences. Let U={U1,U2,…,Um} be the set of user preference 

matrices of u, where Ut∈Rn×d is the user preference matrix at the t-th timestamp. Let 

V={V1,V2,…,Vm} be set of correlation matrices, where Vt∈Rd×d captures the correla-

tions of Ut at the t-th timestamp. TSMF for trust prediction is found by solving the 
following equation 2. 
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2
1 ||||γ  is the temporal smoothness term and γ  is introduced 

to control the contribution from the temporal regularization. The rationale behind 
temporal regularization is that user preferences tend to evolve gradually; hence, a user 
preference matrix between consecutive timestamps should be as smooth as possible. 
Similar to the TWMF framework, we adopt an alternative optimization method for 
Eq.(2). And the detail is omitted for space limited. 

4 Experiments 

We collect a dataset from Epinions1 to evaluate our proposed models. This dataset 
spans the length of 12 years, ranging from Jul 05, 1999 to May 08, 2011. We split the 
whole dataset into 10 timestamps, i.e., T = {t1, …, t10}, where t10 contains data after 
Jan 11, 2010 and t1 to t9 each contain data for one year. We choose trust relations 

from it  to 1−+lit  as old trust relations O  with the time window size l , and trust 

relations in t+ l  as new trust relations to predict N. Let A be the set of user pairs ex-

cluding pairs in O . We follow the common metric in [4] to evaluate the perfor-
mance of trust prediction. In this paper, we choose the time window size as 4 and then 
vary i from 1 to 6.  

                                                           
1 http://www.epinions.com/ 
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4.1 Comparison of Different Trust Predictors 

We choose the following trust predictors as our baseline methods: 

─ TP: The trust relations are inferred through trust propagation by four atomic prop-
agations: direct propagation, co-citation, transpose trust, and trust coupling[5]. 

─ NMF: This predictor performs a non-negative matrix factorization in the whole 

trust network  =
= m

i iGG
1

 as in paper [4]. It assumes that the trust network is 

static and ignores the temporal dynamics.  
─ TF: With timestamps, trust relations can be represented as a 3-D tensor. TF per-

forms tensor factorization on the tenor representation mnnRA ××∈ , where 

iGiA =),;,(;  ],1[ mi∈  

─ DW-NMF: This predictor first combines trust relations with a decay weight 

i

t

i

it GeG =
−−=

1

)(η  and then perform matrix factorization on G.  

The parameters of all baseline methods are selected via cross-validation. For 
TSMF, we set 1=γ . α  and β  are empirically set to 0.1. The comparison results 

are demonstrated in Fig. 1 (left) and we make the following observations. 

• Methods based on matrix factorization and tenor factorization obtains better per-

formance than trust propagation.  

• Compared to NMF, DW-NMF and TF gain significantly performance improve-

ment. Both DW-NMF and TF consider temporal dynamics, while NMF assumes 

that trust relations are static. These results show the importance of temporal dy-

namics in trust prediction. TWMF and TSMF outperform all baseline methods.  

• TWMF always gives a little precise prediction than TSMF. Because the change 
speed varies among different users, by automatically learning a personalized decay 

ratio iη , varying change speed of different users can be more accurately captured 

in TWMF.  TSMF cannot capture personalized preference evolution.  
• In general, as time goes on, the baseline methods decrease the prediction accuracy 

gradually; while our TWMF and TSMF keep quite stable prediction accuracy. 

4.2 Impact of Time Smoothing Parameter 

To investigate the impact of time smoothing parameter γ  on the framework TSMF, 

we vary the values of γ  as }100,10,1,7.0,5.0,1.0,21,31{ −− ee and see how the 

changes of γ  effect the performance of TSMF. The results are shown in Fig.1 

(right), and we observe the following: 
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• When γ  changes from 1e-3 to 1e-2, the performance improves considerably. 

When γ  is very small, TSMF learns iU  mainly from iG , which is too sparse to 

learn an accurate user preference matrix. 
• When γ  changes from 0.1 to 10, the performance first increases, reaches its peak 

value, and then degrades. In certain regions, the performance of TSMF is very sta-
ble.  

• When γ  changes from 10 to 100, the performance decreases drastically. When γ  

is large, the smoothing regularization will dominate the learning process, also re-

sulting in an inaccurate estimation of user preference matrices. 

  

Fig. 1. (left) Performance Comparison for Different Trust Predictors in Epinions. Note that the 
y-axis denotes prediction accuracy*100, and the x-axis denotes the time by unit of year (as time 
window is set to 4, the first predicted year starts from 5).    Fig.1 (right) The Impact of Time 
Smoothing Parameter γ  on TSMF. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we provide two ways to model temporal information based on matrix 
factorization and propose two unsupervised trust prediction models based on temporal 
weight matrix factorization and time smoothing matrix factorization, respectively. 
The experimental results on a real-world dataset show that our proposed models sig-
nificantly outperform the state-of-the-art trust predictors. Further experiments are 
conducted to gain a deep understanding of the importance of temporal dynamics in 
trust prediction.  

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the NSFC grant (No.61063039), 
Project of Guangxi Key Lab of Trusted Software (No.kxrj201202). 
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Abstract. Finding trust inference paths for unfamiliar users in online
social networks is a fundamental work of trust evaluation. Most existing
trust inference path search approaches apply classical brute-force graph
search algorithms, which leads to high computation costs. To solve this
issue, we propose a trust inference path search approach combining com-
munity detection and ant colony optimization. First, the singular value
decomposition signs method is utilized to process the trust relationship
matrix in order to discovery the trust communities. Then, by taking the
communities as different colonies, we use the ant colony optimization to
find the optimal trust inference path along which the witness has the
maximum deduced referral belief. The released pheromones in previous
trust inference path searches help subsequent searches to reuse previous
experience and save path search costs. Comparative experiments show
that the proposed trust inference path search approach outperforms the
existing ones on path search efficiency and trust inference accuracy.

Keywords: Trust inference path search, community detection, ant
colony optimization, social network analysis.

1 Introduction

Popularized Online Social Network (OSN) applications, especially the Social
Network Sites (SNSs), provide people with great convenience for information
sharing, collaborating and interacting. Trust in online social networks plays an
important role for users to make trusted decisions when facing unfamiliar co-
partners or environments. For example, the “Web of Trust” in Epinions.com
builds a community of trusted members for users and makes personalized rec-
ommendations. It is beneficial for the buyers to evaluate the trustworthiness
of the unfamiliar recommenders, sellers or service providers before making pur-
chase decisions. Given a pair of users who have no interaction experience, trust
transitivity based trust inference can deduce the trust opinion between them by
applying trust discounting and consensus operations to the trust propagation
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paths [7]. In the large-scale OSN, there are a great number of such paths and
how to efficiently find appropriate trust inference paths emerges as a question.

Most existing trust inference path search approaches ignore the structure
characteristics of the trust network, which makes the path search blind and cost
expensive. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)[1], inspired by the pheromone trail
laying and following behavior of some ant species, is a metaheuristic for solv-
ing hard combinatorial optimization problems. Similar to the ants that find the
shortest paths connecting to the food, users in the ONS also want to find the
most reliable trust inference path connecting to the target participants. However,
the users flock with shared interests, preferences or opinions etc. and they com-
pose the different communities. The structure of social networks attracts much
attention and the research of community detection in social networks derives [3].
The ideal communities in trust networks should be like this: the members in the
same community trust each other and the distrust relationships do not appear in
one community. We try to detect the communities in the trust network by trust
and distrust relationships and cluster users as different colonies for ant colony
optimization. Since users in one community have similar trusting and distrusting
preferences, the clustering can help the path search have a clear sense of direction
and tend to find trustworthy recommenders. Moreover, existing trust inference
path search approaches do not accumulate and reuse search experience, so they
cannot reduce the path search costs even for repeated path search requests. It
also inspires us to utilize the ACO to solve this issue.

The main contribution of this paper includes a trust community detection
method and an ACO based Trust Inference Path Search algorithm (ACO-TIPS).
The proposed trust community detection method utilizes Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) signs method [2] to process the trust relationship matrix to detect
communities in the trust network and label them as colonies. For a given pair of
source and target users, the ACO utilizes the pheromones of colonies close to the
source user as experience information and the distances between the candidates
and the target user in the singular vector space as heuristic information to find
the optimal or near-optimal trust inference path solutions.

2 Related Work

Classical brute-force graph search based approaches are the mainstream in the
field of the trust inference path search. Jøsang et al. [7] used the Depth First
Search algorithm to find all the possible paths connecting the source and target
participants in the trust network. Similarly, Hang et al. [5] proposed CertProp
with three search strategies (shortest, fixed, selection) to find the paths for trust
evaluation. The trust inference requires to find the best path connecting to each
witness. Although the search algorithm is not detailed, the Depth First Search
algorithm is obviously preferred to find all the possible paths. TidalTrust [4]
utilizes a modified Breadth First Search to first find the trust inference path
with the minimum depth and continue to find any other paths at the minimum
depth. The trust inference paths with the maximum strength will be used in the
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calculation for inferring trust. In [13], the Breadth First Search algorithm is also
used to find the trust propagation paths within the minimum depth for further
trust evaluations. Ma et al. [11] proposed a bidirectional path search approach
based on Dijkstra’s algorithm to find the trust inference path with the minimum
deduced uncertainty.

There are also stochastic trust inference path search approaches. TrustWalker
[6] performs random walks on the trust network to solve the recommendation
issues for cold start users. Repeated random walks take into account both the
trust values of the neighbors and the similarities between the target item and the
items rated by the neighbors. Thus, it makes a good combination of trust based
and collaborative filtering based recommendation. Liu et al. [10] modeled the
optimal social trust path selection as the classical Multi-Constrained Optimal
Path (MCOP) selection problem and proposed the Heuristic Social Context-
Aware trust Network discovery algorithm (H-SCAN) based on the K-Best-First
Search. This method shows better performance than Time-To-Live Breadth First
Search, Random Walk Search and High Degree Search.

The brute-force search based approaches are computation costly and the path
search experience cannot be accumulated and reused for all the methods men-
tioned above. So, given a pair of source and target participants, repeated requests
for the trust path between them will lead to repeated path searches at the same or
similar computation cost, unless the previous search results are saved. Obviously,
it is infeasible to save such paths for the dynamic large-scale trust networks.

3 Proposed Trust Inference Path Search Approach

3.1 Trust Communities Detection

The trust network can be formally described by a directed graph G =< V,E >,
where V represents the set of participants and E represents the set of trust
relationships. Binary trust relationships (i.e. trust and distrust relationships) are
considered in this paper. So, ∀ev1→v2 ∈ E, ∃|sev1→v2

∈ {1,−1} and v1, v2 ∈ V .
Here sev1→v2

is the sign of the trust relationship, sev1→v2
= 1 means v1 trusts

v2, sev1→v2
= −1 means v1 distrusts v2.

The trust relationship matrix noted by T|V |×|V | = (tij) is a |V | × |V | sparse
matrix, where tij = sevi→vj

and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |V |. This matrix is different with the

adjacent matrix because it contains the −1 elements. So it not only describes
how participants connect with others but also shows their opinions on trust
worthiness. By decomposing this matrix with truncated SVD, we can cluster
the participants by how they trust and distrust others and/or how they are
trusted and distrusted by others with less dimensions. The decomposed trust
relationship matrix with rank k can be represented by:

T ′
|V |×|V | = U|V |×kSk×kV

T
|V |×k (1)

Here T ′ is the best possible rank k approximation to T and k < rank(T ). The
value of k can be chosen by plotting the descending ordered singular values
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of T and finding the turning point of the line. Thus, the entries of S are the
k dominant singular values and the rows of U and V can be regarded as the
coordinates of the participants in the k dimensional spaces.

The SVD signs [2] is a clustering method which makes the singular value
deposition of the adjacent matrix of the undirected graph and uses the sign
patterns of the singular vectors to cluster the entries. In this paper, we apply
this method to process the trust relationship matrix T so as to detect trust
communities in the trust network. Since the matrix T is asymmetric, clustering
methods by rows of U or V have different meanings. If the rows of U that have
the same sign patterns on the k dimensions are classified into one cluster, this
may lead to up to 2k clusters. It clusters the participants by how they trust and
distrust others. Similarly, the sign patterns of the rows of V are also applicable
and this clusters the participants by how they are trusted and distrusted by
others.

For examples shown in Fig.1, trust and distrust relationships are distinguished
as solid and dotted arrows. The left example shows that A and B both trust
V1, V3, Vn and distrust V2, Vn−1, and they are probably classified into the same
cluster by using rows of U . In the example on the right side of Fig.1, A and B are
both trusted by V1, V3, Vn and distrusted by V2, Vn−1. Thus, they are probably
classified into the same cluster by using rows of V . For simplicity, we only use
the sign patterns of the rows of U and ignore the rows of V . Given a pair of
participants who have the similar trusted and distrusted participants, they may
be classified into the same cluster, or to say, colony.

A

B

V1

V2

V3

Vn-1

Vn

A

B

V1

V2

V3

Vn-1

Vn

Fig. 1. The meanings of clusterings by rows of U or V

The instance in Fig.2 illustrates that, by building the trust relationship ma-
trix and set k = 2, the ten vertices in the trust network are classified into three
clusters according to the sign patterns ((−,+), (+,−) and (−,−)) of the rows
of U10×2 (on the right side of Fig.2). In this clustering result, the trust rela-
tionships lie between vertices in the same cluster and the distrust relationships
lie between vertices in different clusters, which satisfies the expectation of ideal
trust community. Thus, the SVD sign based trust community detection method
is feasible.
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Fig. 2. SVD sign based trust community detection

3.2 ACO with Multiple Colonies

Following the subjective logic proposed by Jøsang et al. [8], we infer the trust
relationship of a pair of unfamiliar participants by applying the trust inference
path (e.g. v1 → v2 → . . .→ vn) with trust discounting operators ω1:...:n−1

n =
ω1
2 ⊗ ω2

3 ⊗ . . .⊗ ωn−1
n , where ω is the subjective opinion and ⊗ denotes the trust

discounting operator. The Uncertainty Favoring Discounting operator (noted as
⊗1) and Opposite Belief Favoring Discounting (noted as ⊗2) operator are also
introduced in [8]. Here, only the last hop of the path is on functional trust and
the former ones are on referral trust. Modified ACO is utilized in this paper to
find appropriate trust inference paths.

Transition possibilities of ants. With each participant labeled by a unique
colony identifier, we can obtain the coordinates of the colony centers in the
k dimensional singular vector space. Given a pair of source and target par-
ticipants vS and vT , the corresponding colony labels label(vS) and label(vT )
(belong to {labeli|1 ≤ i ≤ |{labeli}|}), and the coordinates of the colony cen-
ters center(labeli). For each round of ACO, numbers of ants perform random
walks from the source vertex. Each ant chooses its next hop by computing the
transition possibilities for the successors of the current vertex. Without loss of
generality, given the current vertex vA and its successors suc(vA), the transition
possibility for the successor vB (vB ∈ suc(vA)) can be obtained by the following
equation

pvA→vB =
ταvA→vB · ηβvA→vB∑

vi∈suc(vA)

ταvA→vi · η
β
vA→vi

(2)

where τvA→vB is the total amount of pheromone on evA→vB and ηvA→vB is
the value of heuristic information. Parameters α and β determine the relative
influence of the pheromone trails and the heuristic information. Since we consider
multiple colonies, the pheromones of similar colonies are also utilized.

τvA→vB =
∑

1≤i≤|{labeli}|
ψ(vA→vB ,labeli) · wlabeli (3)
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Here ψ(vA→vB ,labeli) is the amount of pheromone on evA→vB for labeli and
wlabeli is the weight of the pheromone for labeli. This pheromone weight is related
to the distances between the source participant and each colony center in the k
dimensional space.

wlabeli =
1/||pos(vS)− center(labeli)||∑

1≤j≤|{labelj}|
1/||pos(vS)− center(labelj)||

(4)

where pos(vS) are the coordinates of vS . Moreover, the value of heuristic informa-
tion is also estimated by the distance between the coordinates of the successors
and the target participant.

ηvA→vB = 1/||pos(vB)− pos(vT )|| (5)

After the computation of transition possibilities for the successors, a random
hop can be determined and the current vertex is updated. If the current vertex
is the target participant, the ant stops and the path is recorded for further path
selection.

Selection of the optimal trust inference path. At the end of each round, all
the found paths are compared by computing the deduced referral trust about the
last recommender (i.e. the witness) as the quality of the path. Given a connecting
path pathi denoted as [v(i,1), v(i,2), . . . , v(i,ni)], where ni is the number of vertices
along pathi, v(i,1) = vS , v(i,ni) = vT and 1 ≤ i ≤ |{pathi}| , the inferred vS ’s

opinion about the witness v(i,ni−1) on referral trust would be ω
(i,1):...:(i,ni−2)
(i,ni−1) .

The first element in the round bracket denotes the index of the path and the
second element denotes the index of the vertex along this path.

For each round of the ACO search, the optimal trust inference path among all
the connecting paths found in this round is the path pathk with the maximum

indirect referral belief b
(k,1):...:(k,nk−2)
(k,nk−1) . The optimization problem can be formally

described as to find pathk that

b
(k,1):...:(k,nk−2)
(k,nk−1) = max

pathi

{b(i,1):...:(i,ni−2)
(i,ni−1) } (6)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ |{pathi}| and b
(i,1):...:(i,ni−2)
(i,ni−1) can be obtained by ω

(i,1):...:(i,ni−2)
(i,ni−1) =

ω
(i,1)
(i,2) ⊗ ω

(i,2)
(i,3)⊗. . .⊗ω

(i,ni−2)
(i,ni−1) with all hops on referral trust.

After the determination of the optimal trust inference path, we update the
pheromones for colony label(vS) along this path by the following equation and
ignore the rest found paths.

ψ(vA→vB ,labelvS) = ρ · ψ(vA→vB ,labelvS) +
e

1− b
(k,1):...:(k,nk−2)
(k,nk−1)

(7)

where evA→vB is an arbitrary edge of pathk, ρ is the evaporation rate of
pheromones and e is the reinforcement factor to enhance the pheromones of
the best path since the start of the algorithm.
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3.3 ACO Based Trust Inference Path Search Algorithm

The overall trust inference path search algorithm first clusters the users by the
trust community detection method. Then, by taking the clustered users as dif-
ferent colonies, multiple rounds of ACO are performed to find the optimal or
near-optimal trust inference path. The ACO-TIPS algorithm can improve the
performance of each round of search gradually by utilizing, releasing and updat-
ing pheromones. In order to simplify the trust inference path search problem,
only one optimal trust propagation path is found for each search without con-
sidering the fusions of multiple paths. The detailed algorithm is described in the
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 ACO based Trust inference path search algorithm

Require: Trust network G = (V,E), source and target participants vS , vT .
Ensure: path = [vS , . . . , vT ] {if the path does not exist, it returns null}.

1. Get the trust relationship matrix T|V |×|V | and its singular values.
2. Determine k, make the truncated SVD of T|V |×|V | and cluster the participants by

the SVD sign method.
3. while search round round ≤ the maximum roundmax do
4. Set the current vertex vc(anti) to vS for each anti.
5. while current path depth depth ≤ 7 do
6. for anti ∈ {anti|anti.state == active} do
7. if vc(anti) has no successors then
8. anti.state← inactive
9. end if

10. Compute the transitive possibilities pvc(anti)→vs(anti) by Eq.(2) where
vs(anti) belongs to the successors of vc(anti).

11. Scale the possibilities of the edges without pheromones by the exploring
factor θ and the ones with pheromones by 1− θ.

12. Choose one successor vs(anti) randomly and replace the current vertex
vc(anti)← vs(anti).

13. if vc(anti) == vT then
14. anti.state← inactive, and anti.found← success
15. end if
16. end for
17. depth← depth+ 1
18. end while
19. Assemble the paths {pathi} passed by anti where anti.found == success and

determine the optimal pathk by Eq.(6).

20. if b
(k,1):...:(k,nk−2)
(k,nk−1) > bbest(vS , vT ) then

21. bbest(vS , vT )← b
(k,1):...:(k,nk−2)
(k,nk−1) , and e← estrength

22. end if
23. Update ψ(vA→vB ,labelvS) by Eq.(7) where evA→vB belongs to the edges of pathk.

24. round = round+ 1
25. end while
26. return pathk
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In this algorithm, we address the exploit-vs-explore dilemma by introducing
an exploring factor θ (0 < θ < 1). When computing the the transitive possibil-
ities, the edges without pheromones share the possibility that equals to θ and
the ones with pheromones share the possibility that equals to 1− θ. This mech-
anism is disabled when all the edges from the current vertex do or do not have
pheromones. It protects the algorithm from the premature convergence at the
initial rounds of searches and makes the subsequent searches able to find bet-
ter paths. Moreover, the found path with the maximum deduced referral belief
since the start of algorithm is rewarded by a strengthened reinforcement factor
estrength. This can help the pheromones of the global best found path avoid to
be submerged. Generally, the number of ants starts with a great number and
then decreases gradually. After several rounds of trust inference path searches, it
can find the trust inference path with high quality by one round of search with
a small number of ants.

If we denote the number of ants as m and the maximum path depth as d (in
this paper d = 7), in the worst case, the times of vertex scan would be m · (d−1)
in one round and the time complexity for one round of search is O(m).

4 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, experiments are carried out on the Epinions data set to compare
the performance of the proposed ACO-TIPS approach with the representative
TidalTrust[4], CertProp(Sel.)[5] and H-SCAN[10] approaches on the path search
efficiency and the applicability to the trust inference.

4.1 Data Set Description

Epinions is a consumer reviews web site that helps people make informed buying
decisions by valuable consumer insight and personalized recommendations. The
extended Epinions data set released by [12] is available at trustlet.org which
describes the trust and distrust relationships among users and their ratings on
other user’s articles. The sampling method based on random walk introduced in
[9] is utilized to scale down the original data set and the data set for experiments
contains 33036 users who issued 84141 trust and distrust statements.

4.2 Methodology and Metrics

First, the subjective opinion between arbitrary pair of users should be obtained.
Given a pair of users (vA and vB), we count the number of the source user’s rat-
ings on target user’s articles as the number of observations (noted as nrating ≥ 0)
and get the mean rating (noted as mrating ∈ [1, 5]). Then, ωA

B = (bAB, d
A
B, u

A
B, a

A
B)

can be obtained by: ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
bAB = (mrating − 1) · (1− uA

B)/4
dAB = (5−mrating) · (1 − uA

B)/4
uA
B = 2/(2 + nrating)

aAB = 0.5

(8)
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Before the trust inference path search, the users are clustered by the trust
community detection method with the left singular vector. The trust relation-
ship matrix is reordered so that the rows corresponding to the users within the
same cluster are together and the same reordering is also applied to the columns.
The reordered trust relationship matrix is plotted in Fig.3. The blue dots rep-
resent trust relationships and the red ones represent distrust relationships. The
transverse lines are the borders of clusters. In this figure, we can find that there
are clusters where the users mainly trust each other in the same cluster and
overall distrust the users in some other clusters.
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Fig. 3. Reordered trust relationship matrix after clustering

In order to validate the performance of ACO-TIPS in terms of trust inference
path search efficiency and trust inference accuracy, we use a standard Leave-one-
out evaluation technique with 500 randomly chosen sample user pairs. Before the
trust inference path search starts, the original trust statement is masked. All the
comparative path search approaches are performed to find the trust inference
path connecting the source user and the target user. When the path searches
terminate, the number of the found paths and the scanned vertices per path
are recorded as the metrics for the trust inference path search efficiency. The
approach with higher path discovery rate and lower scanned vertices per path
shows better path search performance. Then, the trust inference is performed by
applying the found trust inference paths with trust discount operators ⊗1 and
⊗2 respectively. The deduced subjective opinion is compared with the original
subjective opinion obtained by the ground truth in terms of P-error and B-error
introduced in [5] as the metrics for trust inference accuracy. The lower errors in
trust inference reflect better applicability of the path to trust inference.

In order to give a computation bound in the experiments, the maximum num-
ber of scanned vertices is set to 5000 and the maximum depth of path is set to
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7 according to the small world theory. For TidalTrust, CertProp(Sel.) and H-
SCAN, repeated searches for the same user pair yield the same or similar results
and costs, and thus they are performed only once. The proposed ACO-TIPS is
performed in 40 rounds with decreased number of ants. We choose the mean
performance of the last 5 rounds to make comparisons.

4.3 Results and Analysis

Experiment results of the ACO-TIPS are illustrated in Fig.4a and Fig.4b. As we
decrease the number of ants for each round, the number of scanned vertices per
path also decreases. However, the path discovery rate (the number of searches
that find at least one path divided by the number of samples), the P-errors and
B-errors for ⊗1 and ⊗2 are all floating at a stable level.

The mean performance of the last 5 rounds of ACO-TIPS are compared with
the performance of TidalTrust, CertProp(Sel.) and H-SCAN in Table.1. On trust
inference path search, ACO-TIPS reaches the highest discovery rate 63.56%
(9.59% higher than TidalTrust’s 58%) and the lowest mean scanned vertices per
path is 735.538 (38.9% less than TidalTrust’s 1204). It means that ACO-TIPS
can find the trust inference paths for the most number of samples with the lowest
mean search cost. On trust inference, the P-errors and B-errors of ACO-TIPS
for ⊗1 and ⊗2 are the lowest ones among those of the four trust inference path
search approaches (P-error1, B-error1, P-error2 and B-error2 of ACO-TIPS are
27.25%, 21.61%, 15.55% and 21.88% lower than those of TidalTrust respectively).
This implies that the trust inference with the path found by ACO-TIPS reaches
higher trust inference accuracy.
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Fig. 4. Experimental results of ACO-TIPS

Thanks to the pheromones released by the previous rounds of searches in
ACO-TIPS, the subsequent rounds of searches can easily discover the trust in-
ference paths with much less costs than previous ones. It implies that ACO-TIPS
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Table 1. Performance comparisons of TidalTrust, CertProp(Sel.), H-SCAN and ACO-
TIPS

Term TidalTrust CertProp(Sel.) H-SCAN ACO-TIPS

Discovery Rate 0.58 0.452 0.478 0.6356
Scanned vertices per path 1204 4963.02 793.2 735.54

P-error1 0.1868 0.3323 0.2109 0.1359
B-error1 0.3225 0.5696 0.3799 0.2528
P-error2 0.1936 0.3784 0.2392 0.1635
B-error2 0.3209 0.567 0.3785 0.2507

can accumulate and reuse former path search experience to speed up the path
search. In ACO-TIPS, only the optimal path of each round is qualified to add
pheromones. Furthermore, the optimal path since the start of the algorithm even
gets additional pheromones. Therefore, ACO-TIPS tends to find better and bet-
ter trust inference path after rounds of searches and make the trust inference
more and more accurate until it finds the optimal path.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a trust inference path search approach combining the
trust community detection and the ACO with multiple colonies. The SVD sign
clustering method is applied to detect trust communities according to how users
trust and distrust others. Then, the trust communities are regarded as colonies
in the ACO. By selecting the found path with the maximum deduced referral
belief, the ACO-TIPS can accumulate and reuse path search experience to find
the optimal or near-optimal trust inference path efficiently. This optimal path
can connect the source user to the target user with the most trustworthy witness,
which leads to accurate trust inference results.

Since the trust network in the experiments is static, the so-called “exploit”
or “explore” period is transient. In fact, the evaporation of the pheromones and
stochastic routing can make the ACO-TIPS applicable to the dynamic trust
network, which needs to be further validated with suitable experiment environ-
ments. Also, the idea of accumulating and reusing experience in trust inference
path search can be applied to the trust inference based recommendations for
better accuracy and lower costs.

Acknowledgments. This research is funded by the National Nature Science
Foundation of China (No. 61272406) and the Fundamental Research Funds for
the Central Universities (HUST:2013TS101).
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Abstract. As the Web enters Big Data age, users and search engines may find it 
more and more difficult to effectively use and manage such big data. To solve 
this problem, this paper presents a novel search pattern named ExNa by 
defining its model and basic operations in detail, which can help to design new 
type of search engines. To validate the ExNa search pattern, we develop a 
prototype news search engine named KNOWLE, which shows that KNOWLE 
equipped with ExNa can improve the efficiency of search system. 

Keywords: Search pattern, Index structure, Interaction process, User profile.  

1 Introduction 

As the Web enters Big Data age, users and search engines may find it more and more 
difficult to effectively use and manage such big data. New types of search engines are 
emerging to solve the problem [1] and different search engines serve users in different 
modes. A search engine mainly consists of three parts: index generation, index, and 
search service. Each part is contributed to the efficiency of the entire search engine 
system. We adopt and adapt the term Search Pattern to depict the components of a 
search system that are directly related to the search process. 

2 ExNa Search Pattern 

Definition 1. Search Pattern (SP) A search pattern, SP, is a model to describe the 
components of a search system that are directly related to the search process. It is 
denoted as a triple , ,SP RI UP IM= , where RI is the index of resources, UP denotes 

user profiles, and IM is the interaction mechanism between users and the index of 
resources. 

Based on the definition of SP, we propose a new search pattern named ExNa, 
which is introduced from the following three aspects: Index Structure, User profile, 
and Interactive Mechanism.  
                                                           
∗ Research work reported in this paper was jointly supported by a Strategic Grant from City 

University of Hong Kong (Project No. 7002912), the National Science Foundation of China 
under grant no. 61071110, and the key project of shanghai municipal education commission 
under grant no. 13ZZ064. 

* Corresponding author. 
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2.1 The Multi-layered Semantic Link Network Index Structure   

ExNa requires a multi-layered network index structure, which should have rich 
semantic relations, high efficient storage, and free-styled interaction with users.  

Definition 2: A Multi-layered Semantic Link Network Index Structure, MNIS, is 
defined as , , , ,L VMNIS G S S R M= , where { | ={ }}i i jG G G item=  is the set of all the 

index items in the system, ={ }i jG item is the set of index items which belongs to the thi  

layer, jitem is the thj  index item in iG ; { }L iS SR= is the set of all kinds of semantic 

relations among the index items in G, { }i jSR SLN= is the set of different types of 

semantic relations at the thi  layer, with each type of semantic relation being 
organized in a semantic link network and stored by an adjacent 

matrix
11 1

1

m

j ij

m mm

sw sw

SLN sw

sw sw

 
 = 
 
 


 


, ijsw is the weight of the semantic relation between index 

iterm and jterm ; 1{ , | ; }v i j i i j iS term term term G term G += < > ∈ ∈ is the set of semantic 

mappings between two adjacent layers in the vertical direction; { }jR res= is the set of 

indexed resources, jres is the thj indexed resource; 

{ , | , }i j i jM term res term G res R= < > ∈ ∈ is the set of mappings from the index items to 

resources.  
The MNIS provides the basic framework to index web resources into a semantic-

rich form, while the final realizations of MNIS may be different according to the 
selections of different semantic granularities and dimensions. 

2.2 User Profile 

A user profile records a user’s interests and is used to provide personalized services. 
ExNa supports multiple levels of user profiles to meet the needs of different search 
engines. Here we define a user profile supporting four levels as , ,UP =    , 

where  records the interests at different semantic granularities and it is defined 
as i{I | i 0 i | G |}= ∈Ν ∧ < < , G is the semantic granularity, | |G is the number of 

granularities, iI records the interests at the thi  semantic granularity iG and is defined 

as { , | }i j j iI node in node G= < > ∈ , node is the basic unit in different semantic 

granularities, in is the interest degree of jnode ;  records the semantic relations 

among user’s interests in different semantic granularities and is defined as 
{ | 0 | |}iR i i G= ∈Ν ∧ < <  , iR  records the semantic relations in granularity iG and is 

defined as { , , | , }i k j k i j iR node node node I node Iω= < > ∈ ∈ , the triple , ,k jnode node ω< >  

denotes the semantic relation between inode and jnode , withω being the weight of the 

semantic relation;  ={big granularity, small granularity, top-down, bottom-up, 
up-and-down, zigzag,…},  is the set of search modes which records how a user 
uses a search engine. Everyone has his/her fixed search pattern when he/she uses the 
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search engine for a long time. These patterns are both the modes of using search 
engine and the mode of acquiring information, which can be summarized from the 
interaction processes. The four levels of UP can be gotten when some constraints are 
added on UP, which are listed as follows. 

1) UP1: UP1’s constraints are | | 1, ,φ φ= = =   , which means UP1 only records 
users’ independent interests in one semantic granularity.  

2) UP2: UP2’s constraints are | | 1, ,φ φ> = =   , which means UP2 records users’ 
independent interests in different semantic granularities and forms the mutil-
layers of user interests.  

3) UP3: UP3’s constraints are | | 1,| | 1, φ> > =   , which means UP3 records users’ 
interests in different semantic granularities, and the interests of each granularity 
are organized in a semantic link network. UP3 is the mutil-layered network 
structure of interests. 

4) UP4: UP4’s constraints are | | 1,| | 1, φ> > ≠   , which means UP4 adding the 
search modes on UP3. 

2.3 Interaction Mechanism 

Interaction mechanism provides free-styled interaction with MNIS for user to acquire 
their desired information efficiently. A user can change his interests in different 
semantic granularities, different semantic dimensions, and different nodes in semantic 
link network. During the interaction, the static interests can be recorded directly 
into 1 3~UP UP , while the dynamic interests can be summarized as search modes to be 

updated to
4U P . ExNa provides the following interaction mechanisms (IMs): 

(1) Narrow −  : − is an operation to switch the focus from a coarse  
semantic granularity to a finer-grained one in MNIS, defined as 

0 c c 0 2(r )={r | r  is the child of r } UP− ⊕ , where 0r is the currently focused index item, { }cr is 

the set of children nodes of 0r at the lower layer. ⊕ is a filter operator to sort 0r by 2UP  

and select the top-n from the sorted results. 
(2) Broaden +  : + is the inverse operation of − , which means increasing the 

granularity and shift the focus to a higher level. Generally, the multi-granularity index 
is organized as a tree structure, in which each node has only one parent node. So 

+ is defined without the filter operation ⊕  as follows: 

0 p 0(r )={r | r  is the parent of r }p
+ . 

(3) Expand   :   is a semantic expand operation to support user travelling  
in a semantic link network at a certain semantic granularity. The semantic  
expand in the thj  dimension, jSLN , from node 0R is defined as 

0 n0 j n 0 n j r r 3(r ,SLN )={r |( r r  SLN  ) ( > )}sw UPα→∃ → ∈ ∧ ⊕ , where n{r } is the set of 

neighbors of 0r in jSLN . All the weights of the semantic relations from 0r  to nr must 

be larger than a threshold α . The meaning of ⊕ is the same to the one in + , 

0 j(R ,SLN ) is the final result after getting filtered by 3UP . 
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Fig. 1. The Multi-layered Semantic Link
Network Index Structure of KNOWLE 

   Fig. 2. The prototype of ExNa: KNOWLE
(http://wkf.shu.edu.cn/aln/aln.html) 

(4) Pattern Switch  :  This operator is to change the search mode from Narrow 
to Expand or from Expand to Narrow. The pattern switch happens when the search 
mode changes actively or passively. Active change is done by user, while passive 
change is done by the search engine according to the mode   in 4UP .  is defined 

as 
/   

=
/

+ −

+ −

 




   
  

, where /   + −     and /+ −   mean the interactive 

direction changes from vertical to horizontal and from  horizontal to vertical 
respectively.  

3 Prototype Search Engine of ExNa 

To validate the proposed search pattern ExNa, we develop a prototype search engine 
using ExNa named KNOWLE [2], which is a Chinese news search system.  
KNOWLE gathers web news from major news websites in China, clusters them into 
news topics, and organizes them into the multi-layered Semantic Link Network Index 
Structure, as shown in Fig.1. KNOWLE provides a free-styled interaction mechanism 
for users to acquire their desired information efficiently and the interface of 
KNOWLE is shown in Fig.2. The experiments on KNOWLE show that ExNa is an 
efficient search pattern to improve the efficiency of search engine.  
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Abstract. With the exponential growth of texts on the Internet, text
search is considered a crucial problem in many fields. Most of the tradi-
tional text search approaches are based on “bag of words” text represen-
tation based on frequency statics. However, these approaches ignore the
semantic correlation of words in the text. So this may lead to inaccurate
ranking of the search results. In this paper, we propose a new Wikipedia-
based similar text search approach that the words in the texts and query
text could be semantic correlated in Wikipedia. We propose a new text
representation model and a new text similarity metric. Finally, the ex-
periments on the real dataset demonstrate the high precision, recall and
efficiency of our approach.

Keywords: text search, Wikipedia, semantic correlation.

1 Introduction

In recent years, all kinds of information are in rapid expansion and the texts on
the Internet have grown exponentially. The text similarity computing and text
search have become important information retrieval technologies.

Text search includes two main parts: text representation model and text sim-
ilarity metric. Currently, there are many common text representation models
[4,1,5]. However, all these methods do not consider the semantic correlation of
the words in the text.

There are also many text similarity metrics [3,6]. Traditional text similarity
metrics use BOW (bag of words) method which gets the words from text and
statistics the frequency of each word appears in the text (such as TF-IDF). The
vector space model (VSM) [4] is generally used to represent text, and then the
Cosine similarity is applied to calculate the similarity between texts. However,
traditional BOW-based text search methods have some disadvantages: first, the
traditional methods consider that the words in the text are independent, ignore
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the correlation among the words; second, if two texts use two different sets
of words to describe the same topic, traditional methods would get a small
similarity, which cannot indicate the real text similarity.

The problem is that given a collection of texts D, a query text q, and a knowl-
edge base, find a good semantic text search model, including semantic-based text
representation and text semantic similarity metric, which can represent the texts
semantically and search the texts matching with the query accurately.

In this paper, we propose a new similar text searchmethod based onWikipedia,
which considers the semantic correlation among the words in the text.

2 A Correlation-Based Semantic Model

This paper presents a new correlation-based semantic text similarity model,
which considers not only the word frequency in the text vector, but also considers
the semantic correlation among words.

2.1 Framework of Correlation-Based Semantic Text Search

The framework of our method for leveraging semantic correlation among the
words in the texts by Wikipedia to improve text search is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The framework of correlation-based semantic text search

Firstly, we transform the texts to vector space representation (we use 2-
dimension to illustrate). As the words in the texts could be semantic connected
in Wikipedia, we use Wikipedia to compute the semantic correlation among the
words in the texts and the query text. Then we can get a semantic correlation
matrix which records the semantic correlations between the text and the query
text. Using the semantic correlation-based text Similarity metric, we could com-
pute the similarity among text vectors. Finally, we can get semantic-based text
search results.
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2.2 Semantic Correlation among Words Exploiting Wikipedia

Given two words w1 and w2, let W1 and W2 be the sets of words that w1 and can
w2 connect to in Wikipedia, respectively. Let Category(w1) and Category(w2)
be the sets of categories that w1 and w2 belong to in Wikipedia. We use the
following formula to compute the semantic correlation between w1 and w2.

correlation(w1, w2) = (
|W1 ∩W2|
|W1 ∪W2|

+
|Category(w1) ∩ Category(w2)|
|Category(w1) ∪ Category(w2)|

)/2. (1)

As each text is a collection of words, the semantic correlation of two texts can
be represented by a semantic correlation matrix M . M is a m×m matrix. We
use rji to indicate the semantic correlation between wi and wj , m to indicate
the total number of words in these two text.

2.3 Correlation-Based Semantic Text Similarity Model

In this section, we introduce our new correlation-based semantic text similarity
model (CSM). Given two texts s and t, a semantic correlation metric M , the
semantic correlation-based text similarity metric is define as follows,

sim(s, t) = sccos(s, t,M) =
sMt

|s||t| (2)

The sM is equivalent to s multiplying a weight matrix M . The weight matrix
M associates with both s and t.

3 Experiments

We have conducted experiments on NYTimes news articles real dataset which in-
cludes 300,000 documents, and the number of words in the vocabulary is 102,660.
We compared our CSM approach with the TF-IDF-based Cosine (COS) and
Wikepedia enhances method (WEM)[2]. We manually constructed five queries
(Q1, Q2, ..., Q5).

Fig. 2 shows the effectiveness of precision and recall when k=10.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Top-10 precison and recall
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For these five queries, WEM is a little better than Cosine method both on
top-k precision and recall. But WEM sometimes has poor precision, it is be-
cause WEM introduces the concepts in the Wikipedia, this may bring noise and
ambiguous information. Our CSM approach performs best. Our approach CSM
approach can achieve more than 0.8 top-10 precisions for these five queries. We
could get both high top-10 precision and top-10 recall.

Fig. 3 demonstrates the precision and recall with different k. As shown in
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Fig. 3. Precision, recall vary k

Fig. 3(a), with the change of k, our CSM approach is better than COS and
WEM. We can see that with different k, CSM can get high precision and recall.
Our CSM approach can achieve more than 0.8 precisions and recalls.

We can also get similar results on the precision and recall with different
threshold query.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we study semantic-based similar text search. We propose a novel
semantic correlation-based text search approach, which considers the Wikipedia-
based semantic correlation among the words in the texts and the query text.
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Abstract. Identification of relatedness between research papers is very 
important in recommender systems, information retrieval, and document 
categorizing etc. The state-of-the-art approaches compute relatedness using 
similarity functions by exploiting terms from content and metadata, however, 
dissimilarity between research papers is not used to compute the relatedness. 
This research proposes an approach for finding relatedness based on similarity 
as well as dissimilarity based characteristics of document’s content. The 
relatedness between documents has been computed by combining and 
normalizing similarity and dissimilarity. It was found that results of our 
experiment are encouragingly comparable to other content based similarity 
measuring techniques. 

Keywords: Content Based Similarity, Document Relatedness, Information 
Retrieval, Synonym Based Similarity. 

1 Introduction and Related Work 

The problem which we need to solve is that we want to identify related documents by 
using similarity as well as dissimilarity factors from a given set of documents. 
Similarity and dissimilarity factors are related to contents of research papers: such as 
terms involved in text (title and abstract) of paper and synonyms of these terms. 
Similarity can be defined on basis of concept discussed by Lin [1], according to which 
similarity between two documents can be represented on basis of three factors: 
commonality, difference and identity. Aslam et al. [2] have worked on pair wise 
object similarity using this information theoretic approach of similarity. 

Problem of detecting related documents is helpful in finding the documents which 
are similar to a document specified in a query provided by some user in an 
information retrieval system such as a citation indexer.  Content based similarity 
techniques focus on textual contents of documents and are further categorized as word 
based [3] and sentence based [4, 5, 7] similarities. Different methods used for content 
based similarity are Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, relative entropy, Jaccard 
coefficient and Pearson correlation coefficient which are used by Huang [3]. Lee et al. 
[6] evaluated different content based similarity measures with human way of finding 
similarity.   
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Our proposed technique is different from content based similarity techniques in a 
way that it uses similarity as well as dissimilarity factor for finding relatedness 
between the documents.  

Key components of our proposed approach to find the relatedness between 
documents using pair wise similarity are described below:  

1. Contents of research papers such as title and abstract of research papers were used. 
2. Keywords/terms from contents of research papers were extracted. 
3. Terms/keywords with exact match were found from two papers in comparison.  
4. Synonyms were found for each keyword/term extracted from research papers in 

comparison. 
5. Set of synonyms which were common to two research papers in comparison found. 
6. Difference sets of synonyms for two research papers in comparison were found. 
7. All these measures were normalized to compute a relatedness measure between 

two research papers in comparison. 

We have found that results of our technique were encouraging when compared to 
those of previously available content based similarity measuring techniques.  

2 Proposed System Architecture 

Our proposed technique’s system architecture is shown in Fig. 1, according to which 
PaperA and PaperB represent two documents for which we need to compute 
document relatedness. Term extractor is used to extract terms from titles and abstracts 
of PaperA and PaperB. These terms are named as TermSetA and TermSetB. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture Diagram of Proposed System 

Synonym Finder is finding synonyms for each of terms in TermSetA and 
TermSetB by using a publicly available synonyms dataset, list of these synonyms are 
labeled as SynListA and SynListB respectively. CSS (Common Synonym Set) Finder 
and DSS (Difference Synonym Set) Finder is taking both SynListA and SynListB as 
input and provides SimMeasure (Similarity Measure) and DissimMeasure 
(Dissimilarity Measure) as output. These measures are passed to a normalization 
function NormF which provides document relatedness measure between PaperA and 
PaperB. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

We have applied our proposed technique on research papers available in data set of 
DBLP.  Results of proposed system were compared with document relatedness 
measures computed by human rators. These human rators were provided with a pre 
defined document relatedness rating criteria to provide a document relatedness 
measure in form of numeric values between 0 and 1, as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Document relatedness rating criteria recommended for human rators 

 

Results computed by human rators for research papers used in our experiment were 
compared with results of our proposed technique. Fig. 2 shows these comparisons 
which were very encouraging for proposed technique. 

 

Fig. 2. Results of proposed system as compared with human rators assessments of relatedness 
measures 

As is obvious from Fig. 2 that document relatedness computed by using proposed 
technique had some differences from the measures computed by human rators. Table 
2 provided information about comparison of different content based similarity 
techniques [3] with each other as well as with our proposed technique. It was found 
that our proposed technique was producing results which were comparable with other 
techniques, specifically KLD (Kullback-Leibler Divergence). 
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Table 2. Comparison of proposed technique with other content based similarity measures 

 

4 Conclusions and Future Work 

We have proposed a new approach for finding relatedness between the document by 
using similarity and dissimilarity factors in a combined way which represents novelty 
of our idea. We have found that our technique was encouragingly comparable to other 
previously available content based similarity measuring techniques. There was some 
limitation in our technique that it was based on word level analysis of text of research 
papers in comparison, not doing anything with sentence structure.  

In future, we are planning to work on identification of relationships between words 
occurring in a sentence or paragraph using co-occurrence relationships to improve the 
similarity measure accuracy of our technique. 
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Abstract. Sentiment classification at word-level plays a fundamental role in
many sentiment-related tasks. Context-free sentiment classification circumvents
the essential factors in language use and is error prone due to oversimplification
in its assumption. Context-dependent sentiment classification poses new chal-
lenges to researchers. We propose a novel approach to automatically determine
the contextual polarity with the help of antonym pairs. First, neighboring nouns
are extracted as context information within a predefined distance of sentiment
words. Secondly, the polar posterior probabilities of sentiment words are derived
based on Bayes’ theorem. Finally, the polarity of one sentiment word with the
context of one neighboring noun is determined by Bidirectional Rule and Unidi-
rectional Rule. In addition, we define a new similarity measure, which combines
semantic distance with edit distance, for double expansion, i.e., Context Expan-
sion and Target Expansion. The experimental results on two real-world data sets
validate the effectiveness of our approach.

Keywords: sentiment classification, context-dependent, antonym pairs, word
similarity.

1 Introduction

For the past decade, the studies of sentiment classification in natural language process-
ing, due to its extensive applications [1], have been increasingly drawing attention from
the researchers around the world. The aim of sentiment classification is to identify the
subjectivity of texts and recognize the polarity (“positive” or “negative”).

Sentiment classification mainly falls into three levels: document-level, sentence-level
and word-level, among which word-level sentiment classification serves as the basis for
the other two. The polarity of some words remains stable despite the context variation
while the polarity of others depends on the context. The former can be referred to as
context-free words and the latter as context-dependent words. Sentiment classification
of context-dependent words is more challenging in that it requires deeper and more
thorough understanding of natural language incorporating many syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic factors. For example, the word “high” conveys a negative polarity in “high

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 711–722, 2014.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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cost”, but indicates a positive polarity in “high quality”. In fact, such context-dependent
sentiment words can not be discarded in sentiment classification [2].

It is worth mentioning that antonyms can help inferring the polarity in natural lan-
guage. For example, “low” is the antonym of “high”, then we can infer its polar-
ity in “low cost” and “low quality” as the opposite as “high”. Antonym pairs like
(“high”,“low”) and (“big”,“small”) are helpful in sentiment detection [3]. However,
no previous work has attempted to utilize such antonym pairs for context-dependent
sentiment classification.

Fig. 1. A toy model of context-dependent sentiment classification

Figure 1 portrays a toy model of context-dependent sentiment classification with
antonym pairs. It is often the case that two words in an antonym pair share the same
context yet opposite polarity, as in the example of “�(�)��|high(low) quality”. To
recognize the polarity of context-dependent sentiment words, we begin with choosing
a seed set of antonym pairs such as (“�|high”,“�|low”) and (“�|big”,“�|small”) ,
which are frequently used in opinionated texts. Next, we improve the scalability through
double expansion, i.e., Context Expansion and Target Expansion, which is similar to
double propagation [4]. Context Expansion refers to the process of expanding neighbor-
ing nouns with synonymy identification [5], e.g., “��|quality”→“��|quality” (as
shown in Figure 1). Target Expansion refers to the process of expanding seed sentiment
words to synonymous adjectives [6], e.g., “�|big”→“��|huge”, or semantically cor-
related verbs, e.g., “�|big”→“��|improve” (as shown in Figure 1).

In the most relevant work [2], the task of disambiguating dynamic sentiment ambigu-
ous adjectives is transformed to sentiment expectation of noun. However, the impact of
polarity detection with antonym pairs is ignored. We focus on context-dependent senti-
ment classification using antonym pairs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the polar-
ity classification method for antonym pairs. Section 3 illustrates the double expansion
method in detail. The evaluation results of our approach through sentiment classifica-
tion experiments are presented in Section 4. Finally, we conclude and discuss the future
work in Section 5.
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2 Polarity Classification for Antonym Pairs

2.1 Context Information Extraction

Context information can be more accurately represented by aspects, which can be ob-
tained from domain experts, or automatic methods[7]. However, aspect extraction of
sentiment words is beyond the scope of this paper. The task of disambiguating am-
biguous adjectives is simplified into sentiment classification of neighboring nouns [2].
Similarly, we extract the context information from neighboring nouns of ambiguous
adjectives within a predefined distance.

Given the segmented and labeled sequence of a sentence (w1/t1, w2/t2, · · · , wn/tn),
we assume that wi is an ambiguous adjective from antonym pairs. Neighboring nouns,
denoted as nn, can be matched by templates shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Matching templates for context information extraction

Template nn Example

ti−1 = n wi−1 �� �|price is high
ti−2 = n and ti−1 
= c wi−2 �� � �| price is very high
ti−3 = n and ti−2 
= c and ti−1 
= c wi−3 �� �� � �| price is not very high
ti+1 = n wi+1 � ��|high quality
ti+2 = n and ti+1 
= c wi+2 � � ��| high cost
ti+3 = n and ti+2 
= c and ti+1 
= c wi+3 � � �� ��| high service quality

Note: “n” indicates a noun, “c” indicates a conjunction.

2.2 Polar Posterior Probability

Definition 1 (Antonym Pair). An antonym pair is formalized as a tuple pair = (u, v),
where u and v are ambiguous and antonymous adjectives. Two antonymous adjectives
with the same context generally have the opposite polarities, i.e.,

Polarity(u|tn) = −Polarity(v|tn) (1)

In this paper, we only discuss eight antonym pairs listed in Table 2. They are all
one-character words and frequently used in opinionated texts [2].

Table 2. Eight antonym pairs

u v u v u v u v

�|high �|low �|big �|small �|many �|few �|fast �|slow
�|deep �|shallow �|long �|short �|light �|heavy �|thick �|thin

The collocations of ambiguous adjectives and neighboring nouns are saved in a po-
larity decision table.
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Definition 2 (Polarity Decision Table). A polarity decision table is formalized as a
quad PDT = (U,C ∪D,V, f), where,

U : a finite nonempty set of objects, e.g., {e1, e2, · · · , e12} in Table 3;
C: a finite nonempty set of condition attributes, C = {nn, sw} in this paper, sw = u

or sw = v;
D: a finite nonempty set of decision attributes, D = {label} in this paper, label labels

the polarity of w;
V : V = ∪Va, Va is a nonempty set of values of a ∈ C ∪D. Thus, V = Vnn ∪ Vsw ∪

Vlabel in this paper, Vnn represents all neighboring nouns, Vsw contains 16 words
from 8 antonym pairs, and Vlabel = {1,−1} or Vlabel = {1, 0,−1};

f : f = {fa|fa : U → Va}, fa is an information function that maps an object in U to
one value in Va.

In general, it is hard to annotate the polarity label for each context-dependent word
for training. It is not necessary for our method which is on the basis of the following
assumption.

Assumption 1. The polarity label of one word in a sentence is consistent with the polar-
ity label of the sentence, i.e., the same if the sentence is affirmative, while the opposite
is the case if the word is in the scope of negation.

Definition 3 (Polar Posterior Probability). A polar posterior probability is a proba-
bility that a sentiment word sw is positive or negative given a neighboring noun nn,
denoted as P (sw = 1|nn) and P (sw = −1|nn) respectively.

The polar posterior probabilities for antonym pairs can be computed according to Bayes’
theorem [8].

P (sw = 1|nn) = P (nn|sw = 1)P (sw = 1)∑
l∈Vlabel

P (nn|sw = l)P (sw = l)
(2)

P (sw = −1|nn) = P (nn|sw = −1)P (sw = −1)∑
l∈Vlabel

P (nn|sw = l)P (sw = l)
(3)

where,

P (sw = l) =
count(sw, label = l) + 1

|Vlabel|+
∑

s∈Vlabel

count(sw, label = s)
(4)

P (nn|sw = l) =

{
count(nn,sw,label=l)+1
count(sw,label=l)+1 count(sw, label = l) 
= 0

0.001 count(sw, label = l) = 0
(5)

In Eqs. (4) and (5), the function “count(X)” returns the number of objects in U
that the condition X is met. To eliminate zero probabilities, we use add-one smoothing,
which simply adds one to each count.

We can determine the polarity of sentiment words by the following two rules: Bidi-
rectional Rule and Unidirectional Rule.
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Bidirectional Rule. If two sentiment words from an antonym pair both have the polar
posterior probabilities given the same context, a bidirectional rule is made. The polarity
of u from an antonym pair pair = (u, v) given a neighboring noun nn is obtained:

Polarity(u|tn) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 P (u = 1|nn) > P (u = −1|nn) ∧ P (v = 1|nn) < P (v = −1|nn)
−1 P (u = 1|nn) < P (u = −1|nn) ∧ P (v = 1|nn) > P (v = −1|nn)
0 otherwise

(6)
We compute the Z-score statistic with one-tailed test to perform the significant test.

The hypothesized value P0 is set to 0.7 [9]. The statistical confidence level is set to 0.95,
whose corresponding Z-score is -1.64. If Z-score is greater than -1.64, the difference
of two posterior probabilities is significant.

Z(nn, u, l) =
P (u = l|nn)− P (u = −l|nn)− P0√

P0(1−P0)
min{count(nn,u,label=l),count(nn,u,label=−l)}+1

(7)

Unidirectional Rule. If only one sentiment word from an antonym pair has the polar
posterior probabilities given the same context, a unidirectional rule is made.

Polarity(u|nn) =

⎧⎨⎩
1 Z(nn, u, 1) > −1.64 ∧ Z(nn, u,−1) < −1.64
−1 Z(nn, u,−1) > −1.64∧ Z(nn, u, 1) < −1.64
0 otherwise

(8)

2.3 An Example of Polarity Decision Table

An example of polarity decision table is given in Table 3. The fourth column is the
polarity label inferred from the training data. According to Assumption 1, if sw is in
the scope of negation, label is opposite to the polarity of the sentence, otherwise the
same. Table 4 lists the results of context-dependent polarity classification, which are
satisfying.

Table 3. An example of polarity decision table

U nn sw label U nn sw label

e1 ��|price �|high -1 e7 ��|noise �|big 1
e2 ��|price �|high -1 e8 ��|noise �|big -1
e3 ��|price �|low 1 e9 ��|noise �|big -1
e4 ��|quality �|high 1 e10 ��|noise �|small 1
e5 ��|quality �|high 1 e11 ��|speed �|slow 1
e6 ��|quality �|high 1 e12 ��|speed �|slow -1
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Table 4. Results of context-dependent polarity classification

nn sw Polarity Eq. Remark

��|quality �|high 1 (8) Z(nn, sw, 1) = −0.22, Z(nn, sw,−1) = −2.84
��|quality �|low -1 (1)
��|price �|high -1 (6) P (sw = 1|nn)(0.25) < P (sw = −1|nn)(0.75)
��|price �|low 1 (6) P (sw = 1|nn)(1.00) > P (sw = −1|nn)(0.00)
��|noise �|big -1 (6) P (sw = 1|nn)(0.40) < P (sw = −1|nn)(0.60)
��|noise �|small 1 (6) P (sw = 1|nn)(1.00) > P (sw = −1|nn)(0.00)
��|speed �|slow 0 (8) Z(nn, sw, 1) = −2.16, Z(nn, sw,−1) = −2.16

3 Double Expansion

3.1 Context Expansion

Context expansion is equivalent to finding synonyms of the contextual word. A syn-
onym dictionary can be used directly, but its coverage is limited. Automatically finding
synonyms is transformed to semantic similarity measure.

HowNet is widely used in semantic similarity measure for Chinese words. Each word
is described by several concepts. The similarity between wi and wj is equal to the
maximum similarity of all concepts of the two words [10], denoted by Simh(wi, wj).
If wi or wj is out of HowNet lexicon, Simh(wi, wj) equals 0. We utilize a modified
similarity measure from the perspective of edit distance [11].

Sime(wi, wj) =
1

1 + EditCost(wi, wj)
(9)

where EditCost(wi, wj) is the minimum cost of character insertion and deletion op-
erations needed to transform one word to another. The cost of inserting or deleting an
character ch is set as in [12], where NEG is a set of negation characters, such as “
�|not” and “�|none”.

Cost(ch) =

⎧⎨⎩
1 if delete ch ∧ ch /∈ NEG
0.1 if insert ch ∧ ch /∈ NEG
∞ if ch ∈ NEG

(10)

In context expansion, we combine the above two similarity measures. We give a
higher weight to Simh, i.e., 0.5 < α ≤ 1. If Sim of two words is greater than a
predefined threshold θ (θ = 0.6 in the following examples), they are considered to be
synonymous.

Sim(wi, wj) = α · Simh(wi, wj) + (1− α · Simh(wi, wj)) · Sime(wi, wj) (11)

Property 1. 0 ≤ Sim(wi, wj) ≤ 1.
Property 2. If wi or wj is out of HowNet lexicon, Sim(wi, wj) = Sime(wi, wj).

Example 1 (“��|quality” and “ ��|quality”). Simh = 0.93, Sime = 0.48, let
α = 0.6, Sim = 0.77 > 0.6. Thus, “��|quality”→“��|quality”.
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3.2 Target Expansion

Target expansion is to find more adjectives or verbs which are related to the target
sentiment words.

Polar Adjective Expansion. Find adjectives, each of which has the high similarity
with the target sentiment word. The expansion is the same with context expansion. A
higher weight to Simh is given, i.e., 0.5 < α ≤ 1.

Example 2 (“�|big” and “��|huge”). Simh = 1.00, Sime = 0.91, let α = 0.6,
Sim = 0.96 > 0.6. Thus, “�|big”→“��|huge”.

Polar Verb Expansion. Find verbs, each of which has the same trend as the target
sentiment word. The semantic similarity between “�|high” and “��|high” (0.13) is
less than that between “�|high” and “��|high” (0.24), which is obviously wrong.
Hence, a higher weight to Sime is given, i.e., 0 ≤ α < 0.5.

Example 3 (“�|high” and “��|improve”). Simh = 0.13, Sime = 0.91, let α =
0.4, Sim = 0.92 > 0.6. Thus, “�|high”→“��|improve”.

With the help of polar verb expansion, we can obtain verbs expressing the same trend
as the corresponding adjective. We define a verb list for one adjective.

Definition 4 (Verb Set for Adjective). Given an ambiguous adjective sw, a verb for
sw satisfies that the similarity is greater than θ. All such words comprise a verb set for
adjective sw, denoted by V SA(sw).

V SA(sw) = {w|Sim(w, sw) > θ} (12)

Polar Verb Re-Expansion. V SA(sw) can also provide help for polar verb expansion.
If the minimum Sim (computed with the similarity measure in context expansion) be-
tween a new word and all words in V SA(sw) is greater than θ, the new word is con-
sidered to express the same meaning with sw.

Example 4 (“�|high” and “��|increase”). V SA(“ �|high”)={“��|improve”, “
��|rise”}, Sim(“��|improve”,“��|increase”)=0.72,
Sim(“��|improve”,“��|increase”)=0.79,
min{0.72, 0.79} = 0.72 > 0.6. Thus, “�|high”→“��|increase”. But if we compute
the similarity directly, Sim = 0.53 < 0.6.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Sets

We conduct experiments on two real-world data sets. One data set is from Task 1 of
Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation 2012, denoted as COAE [13], and the other is
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Table 5. Statistics of two data sets

Data COAE SEMEVAL

Positive 598 1202
Negative 1295 1715
Neutral 507 0

Total 2400 2917

from Task 18 of Evaluation Exercises on Semantic Evaluation 2010, denoted as SE-
MEVAL [2]. Their statistics are listed in Table 5.

The distribution of sentiment words from 8 antonym pairs is shown in Figure 2. The
total of 960 sentiment words appear in 709 sentences on COAE data set, and 4991
sentiment words appear in 2846 sentences on SEMEVAL data set. These words are
often used in opinionated texts, especially “�|high”,“�|low”, “�|big”,“�|small”, “
�|many”,“�|few”, and “�|heavy”.

Fig. 2. Distribution of sentiment words from antonym pairs

4.2 Experiment Settings

– Preprocessing: All texts are automatically word-segmented and POS-tagged with
ICTCLAS [14]. A sentence is divided into a few sub-sentences with some punctu-
ation marks (,.!?).

– Sentiment Lexicon: We construct a sentiment lexicon with Affective Lexicon On-
tology [15] and some common expressions. There are 28567 entries in our senti-
ment lexicon.

– Sentiment Classification Method:
Baseline The method proposed by Turney [16] is used as the baseline, which dis-

cards the context-dependent words discussed in this paper.
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NB Naive Bayes method is directly used to classify [17].
SVM Support Vector Machines method is directly used to classify [17].
Approach-1 Add the step of polarity classification for antonym pairs based on

Baseline.
Approach-2 Add the step of context expansion based on Approach-1.
Approach-3 Add the step of target expansion based on Approach-2.

– Evaluation: The evaluation criteria is micro-average F -measure micro-F1.

4.3 Performance of Sentiment Classification for Antonym Pairs

The comparative results between three baselines and Approach-1 are demonstrated in
Figure 3. The improvement on SEMEVAL data set is obvious, because the data set is
designed to disambiguate sentiment ambiguous adjectives per se, and almost each sen-
tence contains ambiguous adjectives. After executing polarity classification for antonym
pairs, many sentences can be truly labeled the polarity. The performance of Approach-1
on COAE data set is slightly improved due to the small percentage of sentences con-
taining such adjectives. We also find that Approach-1 is better than NB and SVM.

Fig. 3. Performance of sentiment classification for antonym pairs

Table 6. Behavior analysis of selected words

#Selected Words #Other Polar Words
#Positive #Negative #Neutral #Context-dependent #Context-free

COAE 264 328 261 79 3128
SEMEVAL 1841 2082 699 110 7723

TOTAL 2105 2410 960 189 10851

Table 6 shows the behavior analysis of the selected 16 words. Among all the selected
words, 35% are positive, 40% are negative and the remainder are neutral due to the
lacking of contextual information or matching rules. The number of other context-free
polar words is nearly twice that of the selected words. The number of the selected words
is about three times that of other context-dependent polar words.
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4.4 Performance of Double Expansion

There are two important parameters, α and θ, in double expansion. α measures the
different weight of Simh and Sime, θ is a similarity cut-off. According to several
experiment results, the optimal parameter settings are given in Table 7. The similarity
cut-off of different expansion on a certain data set is the same. The performance of
double expansion is shown in Figure 4.

Table 7. Optimal parameters in all expansions

COAE SEMEVAL

Context Expansion α = 0.7,θ = 0.6 α = 0.7,θ = 0.9
Polar Adjective Expansion α = 0.7,θ = 0.6 α = 0.7,θ = 0.9
Polar Verb Expansion α = 0.3,θ = 0.6 α = 0.3,θ = 0.9
Polar Verb Re-Expansion α = 0.7,θ = 0.6 α = 0.7,θ = 0.9

Fig. 4. Performance of double expansion

Because more contextual polarities are discovered, double expansion further improve
the performance of sentiment classification. The improvement on SEMEVAL data set
is greater than that on COAE data set.

4.5 Annotation Consistence Analysis

As mentioned above, we assume that the polarity annotation of a word is consistent
with the sentence. To validate the rationality, Cohen’s kappa coefficient [18] is used as
a statistical measure of inter-annotator agreement.

κ =
Pr(a)− Pr(e)

1− Pr(e)
(13)

where, Pr(a) is the relative observed agreement among annotators, and Pr(e) the hy-
pothetical probability of chance agreement.
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Table 8. Contingence table of two annotators

Assumption\Proposed Method label = 1 label = −1
label = 1 PP PN
label = −1 NP NN

In this paper, there are two annotators: Assumption 1 and our proposed method. The
contingence table is shown in Table 8:

Pr(a) and Pr(e) in Eq. (13) are computed respectively:

Pr(a) =
PP +NN

PP + PN +NP +NN
(14)

Pr(e) =
(PP + PN)× (PP +NP ) + (NP +NN)× (PN +NN)

(PP + PN +NP +NN)× (PP + PN +NP +NN)
(15)

We can figure out Pr(a) = 0.86 and κ = 0.73. Two annotators are consistent enough,
and the assumption is reasonable.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to automatically determine the polarity of
context-dependent words with antonym pairs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first context-dependent sentiment classification scheme which utilizes antonym pairs.
According to Bayes’ theorem, two polar posterior probabilities are obtained. We also
initiate two kinds of rules, i.e., Bidirectional Rule and Unidirectional Rule, and assign
the polarity to sentiment words. In addition, we define a new similarity measure which
combines semantic distance with edit distance for Context Expansion and Target Ex-
pansion. Our approach is effective in improving the overall performance of sentiment
classification.

In the future, we would like to dive into more accurate context information extrac-
tion which can help to filter noisy neighboring nouns. We consider that antonym pairs
deserve further research.
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Abstract. Nowadays, various financial news retrieval platforms are pro-
vided to help users, especially for financial professionals and hobbyists
to make right decisions. In those platforms, users usually get informa-
tion by searching the relevant news via keywords or clicking the recom-
mended news with the similar topic in the clicked web page. However,
such ways to obtain financial information cannot effectively meet users’
further needs. They are eager to obtain the relevant news with different
domains in a short time. To address this problem, we propose a novel
four-layers-based knowledge network framework for financial news navi-
gation. Experiments on real data sets demonstrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of our proposed framework.

Keywords: retrieval platform, knowledge network, financial news nav-
igation.

1 Introduction

Currently, lots of financial news retrieval platforms including general search en-
gines (e.g., baidu) and financial domain vertical websites (e.g., sina) arise to
facilitate access to financial information for users, especially for financial profes-
sionals and hobbyists. They are eager to get the latest financial information to
help them make right decisions. In these platforms, users can search the relevant
news by keywords or click the corresponding label in the navigation menu to ob-
tain financial information they need. If wanting to know the ins and outs of the
clicked news, users have to continue to seek those related news through the afore-
mentioned two ways. Such a process is time-consuming and laborious. Although
the majority of news pages list some recommended news links with the simi-
lar topic for extension reading, this does not alleviate the problem. Meanwhile,
existing studies on financial news mainly focus on how to organize and present
financial news for users more friendly [1] or mining the underlying information
in financial news [2]. But All of them do not solve this problem properly.

For this, we propose a novel four-layers-based knowledge network framework
for financial news navigation. Specifically, we first crawl large amounts of finan-
cial news from many popular financial web portals. Second, we apply topic model
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c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2014
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and classification methods to extract knowledge from the collected news corpus.
Based on these knowledge sets, we then construct a four-layers-based knowledge
subnet for each news report. Finally, we implement and visualize this knowledge
network with a popular used library D3.js.

2 The Four-Layers-Based Knowledge Network

Constructing the knowledge network framework consists of two steps, i.e., offline
step and online step. Next, we detail the involved techniques and implementa-
tions respectively.

2.1 Knowledge Definition and Extraction

In the offline step, we crawl real datasets and extract the knowledge from them.
Here we define knowledge as financial information contained in financial news,
which can be expressed as an industry label or a topic, etc. Among these knowl-
edge, the topics and industry label of one news report are usually difficult to ob-
tain. Fortunately, Latent Dirichlet Allocation [3] which is a classic topic model
can be used to extract the latent topics from vast amounts of financial news
effectively. Since the headline often represents the core idea of a news report, we
consider both the title and news content and give different weights to them when
using LDA model. To recognize the industry label, we choose Support Vector
Machine [4] due to its high accuracy and efficiency.

2.2 Knowledge Network Construction and Visualization

In the online step, we construct the dynamic knowledge network composed of
numerous knowledge subnets. Fig.1 shows the full view.

Suppose a user opens a news page, then the first layer of the knowledge subnet
for this news report shown in Fig.1(a) is presented behind the news content. In
Fig.1(a), the center node denotes the clicked news (hereafter we call Main News)
and each of the other three nodes connecting to Main News stands for a news
set of the common nature. For example, if Main News’s industry label is real
estate, the node named “industry policy” represents some relevant news whose
labels are all real estate control policy. If the user is interested in macro data
after reading Main News, he or she can click the corresponding news-cluster node
to get detailed information. Fig.1(b) shows the second layer of the knowledge
subnet where each blue node denotes a similar topic set with a description of
several words and each topic in the set is contained by some news in its parent
node. We use a simple clustering method named K-Means [5] to aggregate those
similar topics. And click one blue node, the specific topics in this set are displayed
shown in Fig.1(c). Furthermore, the user also can find top-n relevant news for one
interesting topic by clicking the corresponding topic-node. As shown in Fig.1(d),
there are 5 macro economy news reports whose main topics are all “Topic C”.
We find the top-5 news reports according to the probability value of this topic
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Fig. 1. The structure of a knowledge subnet for one financial news report

in all news reports. Finally, the user can read one of these news by clicking it.
Through the whole process, users can conveniently grasp the information with
different topics

We visualize each layer of the knowledge network with a popular used library
D3.js (http://d3js.org/) which can bring data to life using HTML, SVG and
CSS.

3 Experiments

To validate the proposed framework, we implement our proposed framework
focusing on real estate according to Section 2. All the implementations in Java
are on a Windows 7 PC with Intel 1-core i3 3.10GHz CPU, 4GB of main memory
and a 64-bit operating system. On this basis, we design a scoring system for
comparing two different kinds of news presentation, that is, the novel news page
with the knowledge subnet embedded in denoted as Page 1 and the original news
page denoted as Page 2. We offer four measures to users for marking the two
different pages. Table 1 presents meanings of these measures. In order to avoid
human bias, we deploy this scoring system on the server to let external users
grade them after using it.

So far, there are more than two thousand scoring records. We randomly select
600 pieces of data among them for final statistics. Among these users, 399 users
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Table 1. Details of four scoring indexes for two financial news presentations

Measure Annotation
info-diversity information diversity of extended news sets (1-10’)
relInfo-search whether help users find related news and offer a positive user experience. (1-10’)
user-confidence users’ confidence for the scores they give (1-10’)
whether-like whether like such a way of news presentation (0/1)

express a preference for Page 1. As shown in Fig.2(a), the average scores of
Page 1 are both higher than which of Page 2 for info-diversity and relInfo-
search, similar to the other situation that we combine users’ confidence for their
ratings. Higher users’ confidence means that the results they graded are more
credible. Meanwhile, the variances of scores of Page 1 are lower than that of
Page 2 for the two indexes in both cases. In addition, we apply z-test and find
that the differences between the ratings obtained by our proposed approach
and the exiting news presentations (e.g., sina) are statistically significant with
|z| ≥ 2.58 and thus p ≤ 0.01. Therefore, our proposed framework for financial
news navigation outperforms the existing other news presentations.

(a)Mean (b)V ariance

Fig. 2. The scoring results: mean and variance

4 Conclusion

In this study, we presented a four-layers-based knowledge network framework
for financial news navigation. The experiments focusing on real estate industry
demonstrated that the proposed framework can effectively satisfy users’ further
needs. Furthermore, the idea of using knowledge network to facilitate users’
access to financial information can be generally applicable to other domains of
news navigation (e.g., sports news). In the future, we would like to incorporate
the behavior data such as geographic information and users’ browsing history
logs into the proposed framework for personalized recommendation.
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Abstract. This paper presents a comparison study to identify the com-
munication patterns of people through different social connections. Ad-
vances in technology have brought many communication channels for
people in daily life, like E-mail, blogs/micro-blog and mobile telecom-
munication etc. Now and in the future it is going to be critical that
people use multiple channels of communication to reach others. The un-
derstanding of people’s choice of communication channels is becoming
quite important. In this paper, we specifically selected two of the most
significant channels as the objects for comparison. One is online social
network, e.g., Twitter as representative of such networks, and another is
mobile telecommunication. The corresponding social network is therefore
constructed for each communication channel. Based on that, we conduct
a series of investigation, including temporal analysis, geographical analy-
sis and topological analysis. Generally, what we have found in this study
is that people’s communication through different channels shows the dif-
ferences in various aspects.

1 Introduction

Advances in technology have brought many communication channels for people
in daily life, like E-mail, blogs/micro-blog and mobile telecommunication etc.
Now and in the future it is going to be critical that people use multiple com-
munication channels to reach each other. One interesting and also fundamental
question is: would people exhibit consistent or totally different communication
habits in different communication channels? To explore this problem, in this pa-
per we specifically selected two of the most significant channels as the objects
for comparison. One is online social network, e.g., Twitter as representative of
such networks, and another is mobile telecommunication.

Online social network(OSN), emerged as a new medium, has flourished as
never before. Meanwhile, continuous developments in mobile telecommunication
technology have improved the way by which people engage with each other and
constructed another kind of mobile social network(MSN). No matter online social
network or mobile social network, all they provide a platform where individuals
with similar interests or commonalities can be connected with one another eas-
ily and efficiently. In recent years, the exploration of user social communication
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behaviors has captured a lot of attention. However, most of existing work focus
on one particular kind of social network separately. In this paper, we conduct
a deep analysis to compare the patterns of user’s behaviors through online and
mobile social connections from various perspectives, including temporal, geo-
graphical and topological features. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
previous study investigating the behavioral patterns comparisons from multiple
perspective. Essentially, this paper tries to answer the questions:

1. Does the communication in different social networks have distinguished tem-
poral properties?

2. Does the geographic location influence the communications in different social
network?

3. Are there some significant topological difference between different social net-
work?

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we give a detailed description
of data collection for mobile and online social network. Then we implement the
behavior analysis from three dimensions of time, location and topology in section
3, 4 and 5. Finally, in Section 6 and 7, we summarize related works and come to
a conclusion.

2 Data Set

In this paper, the experiments are conducted on two data sets. One is Reality
Mining dataset1[4] , which contains the call logs, SMS logs, GSM cell informa-
tion and Bluetooth scan collected from 106 subjects for more than 9 months.
Another is Twitter data 2, which consists of 103,452 Twitter user information
and 211,509,594 tweets for about 9 months.

The Reality Mining Datasetconsists of the tracking data of people’s daily ac-
tivities on the smart phones. It is the first mobile data set with rich personal
behavior and interpersonal interactions and contains 162,699 communication
records (128,542 call logs and 34,157 short message logs). Specifically, the infor-
mation utilized in our study includes:

– Date, time, duration, direction and originator/recipient of each call and short
message.

– A label indicating whether a call is missed or not.
– The location information, which is in the form of GSM cell information.
– The inferred proximity information. Bluetooth device can detect other Blue-

tooth devices within a range of 5-10m. Based on it, we can deduce whether
two subjects are in close proximity to each other.

For the data set for online social network analysis, we choose Twitter as the
source for data collection since it is one of the most popular online social networks

1 http://reality.media.mit.edu/
2 https://twitter.com

http://reality.media.mit.edu/
https://twitter.com
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Fig. 2. Instant Reply in Mobile and Online Social Network

and described as ”the SMS of the Internet”, and record various information of
user’s interactions on Twitter, including time, frequency, forward and comment
etc, as well as user personal profile, like location, fans and followers etc.

3 Temporal Analysis of Communication

In this section, we lay emphasis on various time factors of user interaction in
mobile and online social network. For better understanding of these factors, we
proceed with a definition of these factors and then a detailed observations and
analysis.

3.1 Periodicity of Communication

Periodicity of communication is the tendency of communication happening at
regularly-spaced periods of time. To explore the periodicity facts under differ-
ent social networks, Our study gives the observations of 24-hour and one-week
periodicity under different social networks.
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Fig. 3. Conversation in Mobile and Online Social Network

– 24-hour periodicity. As shown in Figure 1(a), the communications in mobile
social network, either call or SMS, exhibit a clear periodicity of lower prob-
ability in the morning and higher probability at night. But comparatively,
the periodicity in online social network is not quite clear and presents a
smoother curve of communication probability through a day.

– one-week periodicity. Similarly, the probability of communication in online
social network fluctuates less than that in mobile social network during a
week. As shown in Figure 1(b), the variance of phone-call and SMS prob-
ability during a week is 2.5 × 10−4 and 1.1 × 10−4 respectively, while the
variance of communication probability in online social network is 1.8×10−5.

3.2 Instant Reply

Given a time limit θ, if user a sends a message to user b at time t, and user b
sends a message back to user a within the time limit θ, the message sent back
is defined as an instant reply. In this paper, instant reply is evaluated from two
aspects more detailedly, including reply time and is reply rate.

– Reply Time. Figure 2(a) shows the probability of the elapsed time before
message reply. From this figure, it can be seen that more time is taken
for response in online social network. Especially, the curve for online social
network peaks at about 60s, while the peak in mobile social network is about
45s. It proves that the communication online is more random than that in
mobile social network.

– Reply Rate. Figure 2(b) gives the Cumulative Distribution Functions(CDF)
curves of users with respect to the instant reply rate. We observe that the
reply rate for most mobile users is between 0.2 and 0.4. It means that less
than half of the messages will be replied. Comparatively, the reply rate varies
widely for online users and the maximal reply rate can achieve 0.8.

3.3 Conversation

If user a and user b iteratively send and reply message to each other , all the
messages in the discussion thread form a conversation. In this section, we inves-
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tigate the conversation by observing the conversation duration and conversation
details.

– Conversation Duration. Figure 3(a) illustrates the CDF curves of conversa-
tion duration in different social networks. The first observation is that most
conversations last less than 1000 seconds. The second one is there are rare
short conversation (shorter than 100 seconds) in online social network, while
short conversations occupy about 55% in mobile social network. This obser-
vation is consistent with the observations for instant reply. Online users tend
to communicate with each other freely and the conversation can last for long
time.

– Details of Conversation. To capture the micro-level characteristics of con-
versation, we plot the details of elapsed time in each round of conversation.
Illustrated by Figure 3(b), the average time in the beginning of a conversa-
tion is longer (150-200s), but as the conversation progresses, the interaction
averagely takes less and less time. This phenomenon can be observed in both
mobile and online social network. It reveals the process of how a conversation
gradually captures people’s attention and interests.

4 Geographical Analysis

Location is an important element in social network analysis[11]. It is expected
that the communcation through social network can break the geographical re-
strictions and becomes more freely and easily. In this section, our study will
investigate whether or not the communication between people in different social
network is limited by geographic constraints. The trend of communication in
regard to geographic distance is studied.

– Online social network. As we know, the exposure of location information
in online social network always depends on user themselves. Generally, it
is hard to extract the location information accurately and completely. As
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(a) Mobile Social Network (b) Online Social Network

Fig. 5. Communication Network Structure

a substitution, we consider the time zone as an approximate indicator of
location to measure the geographic distance between online users.
Figure 4(a) demonstrates the probability distribution of communication with
respect to time zones. It is interesting to find that most communication oc-
curs between users with 1 hour of time zone difference. As the time zone dif-
ference increases, the communication probability decreases. However, when
the time zone difference reaches more than 4 hours, the fluctuation of com-
munication probability flattens out. The result indicates that the commu-
nications between online users is out of distance constraints. Online users
would like to make new friends and expand their social circles.

– Mobile social network. In this part of study, the geographic co-occurrence is
estimated as the average geographic distance between users. Two methods
are applied to measure the co-occurrence. One is based on Bluetooth De-
vice, which can record the proximity within 5-10m range. Another is based
on GSM, which can cover about 100 meter distance. The communication
distribution with respect to the number of co-occurrence is demonstrated in
Figure 4(b). It can be seen that the higher co-occurrence of people within
close proximity to each other, the more communication they have.

5 Topological Analysis

Except temporal and spatial factor, topological structure hidden behind the
communication is also important for the mining of user behavior patterns on
social network. Before the detailed study and comparison, let’s first take a look
at the communication structure of different social network.

Figure 5(a) shows the Reality Mining communication structure. The red nodes
represent subjects to be observed in our data and grey ones represent nodes
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having communication with the red nodes. Here, we ignore all the nodes that
have less than one degree for clarity. A linkage will be setup between users with
more than 5 times interaction and the red link highlights the connection between
two red nodes. Moreover, the width of line represents the correlation coefficient
of two nodes. The more width of the link, the more correlation it has. Similarly,
Figure 5(b) shows the communication structure of online social network, where
the inner nodes constitute a large sub-network and represent the communities
with close communication.

Discussion above gives a high-level introduction of the different topological
structures in social networks. In the following, we will implement more deep
discussion on the granularity of node, node pair and network perspectively.

5.1 Node-level Analysis

– Degree Property. Generally, degree is used to describe the association strength
of a given node with other nodes. By observing the degree of each node, we
plot the CDF curves as shown in Figure 6(a). In this study, the link between
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Table 1. Experiment results of communication detection

nDCG@k 100 500 1000 5000

MSN
Avg-Deg 0.175 0.200 0.244 0.399
CN-Num 0.239 0.243 0.256 0.256
CN-Str 0.315 0.226 0.254 0.287

OSN
Avg-Deg 0.508 0.598 0.631 0.686
CN-Num 0.793 0.794 0.796 0.792
CN-Str 0.653 0.699 0.717 0.745

nodes is considered as undirected. It can be observed that over 60% of nodes
in online social network have less than 50 degrees, whereas in mobile social
network about 80% of nodes have more than 40 degrees.

To more accurately explore the communication between nodes, we further
make a study under the directed graph. An arch from A to B will be estab-
lished if A has a talk to B. Based on the directed graph, we consider the
ratio of in-degree to out-degree ( din

dout
) and get the corresponding CDF as

illustrated in Figure 6(b). The result for online social network shows that
there are more than 30% of nodes without any in-degree and more than
25% without any out-degree. Besides, about half of nodes has more out-
degree than in-degree, 40% of nodes has more in-degree and 10% of nodes
has the same in-degree and out-degree. In mobile social network, about 85%
of users have more out-degrees, but few have no in-degree or no out-degree.
As a summary of the difference, the ratio of degree in mobile social network
varies from 0.1 to less than 10, whereas the ratio in online social network
varies from less than 0.1 to more than 10.

– Communication Reciprocity. Previous studies reported the low level of reci-
procity on Twitter [9]. It is also proved by our experiments. The experimental
results indicate that 74.25% of linked users is connected one-way, and only
25.75% pairs have reciprocal relationship. Comparatively, reciprocity in mo-
bile social network is originally thought to be higher. But we surprisingly
discovered from the experiment result that mobile social network also has
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this property. It shows that only 21.9% of user pairs in mobile social network
has reciprocal relationship, even less than that in online social network.

– Communication Diversity. We characterize the top-k correspondents for each
user based on the frequency of communications. Figure 7 highlights the me-
dian portion of users’ communications covered by the top-k correspondents.
We find that for both mobile and online social network over 50% of commu-
nications are covered by top-5 correspondents. It shows that in any social
network people would like to or need to interact with a fixed set of friends.

5.2 Pair-wised Analysis

After the node-level discussion, let’s turn to the pair-wised analysis to explore the
influence of social connections on communication. A general question is whether
the users who share many common neighbors in social network are more likely
to be as friends? We transfer this exploration to a prediction problem. The task
is to predict the communication link between people in different social network
by considering different factors of topological structure.

To do it, we select four months of data and split them into two equal parts.
Then, the next step is to detect unprecedented communication links in the second
time period by referring the topological characteristics generalized from the first
time period. Here, we consider three kinds of topological feature.

– Average Degree(Ave-Deg). Average degree is to describe the linkage status
of user. One hypothesis is that user with more linkages tends to build new
connection with others. Given two users r and s, the average degree is defined
as below.

AveDeg(r, s) =
2d(r)d(s)

d(r) + d(s)
(1)

where d(s) means the link degree of user s.
– Common Neighbor Number(CN-Num). Common neighbors can always in-

dicate the affinity of users. Intuitively, users with more common neighbors
have more chance to talk with each other.

– Common Neighbor Strength(CN-Str). Besides the observation of common
neighbors, the similarity of connection strength with neighbors is another
evidence for affinity. Given two users r and s, the strength similarity is
defined as below,

CNStr(r, s) =
∑

v∈N(r,s)

2m(v, r)m(v, s)

m(v, r) +m(v, s)
(2)

where N(r, s) is the set of all common neighbors of user r and s, m(v, r) is
the communication count between user v and r.

By considering the factors defined above respectively, we can get a ranking list
of user pair. The top ones are users predicted to be connected. We use nDCG@k
to evaluate the performance. From the results shown in Table 1, we have some
interesting findings.
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– For online social network, all the three topological features are good evidence
for communication prediction. Inversely, the communication probability is
hard to be predicted for mobile social network. It proves again that users
are easier to make friends through online social network. Furthermore, it
shows that the transparence of online social network is actually a promotion
for people to connect to friends of friends.

– The performance of CN-Num and CN-Str based prediction is better than
that of Ave-Deg based prediction. However, it can be noted that the perfor-
mance of Ave-Deg has a notable raise with the increase of k.

– CN-Str based approach performs better than CN-Num based approach for
mobile social network, but it is on the other side for online social network.

5.3 Network-Based Analysis

Node-level and Pair-wised analysis explain the influence of topological features
on communication from micro perspective. In this section, we will discuss it from
a macro angle of view to disclose the role of people in their communication.

We first give an introduction of social status theory. According to the theory
of Social status[5], an arch from A to B indicates that A has a higher status
than B and all triangles in the network should be acyclic.

Based on the theory of social status, Figure 8(a) lists 7 types of triads. For
easy understanding, given a triad (A,B,C), we use 1 to denote a directed arch
and 0 to denote an undirected edge. Thus label 011 denotes an undirected edge
between A and B , and two directed links from C to A and B respectively. To be
noticed, one triad defined in this figure violates the social theory, and is labeled
as unsatisfied triad.

We make a statistics of all 7 types of triangles on both mobile and online
social network. As illustrated in Figure 8(b), mobile and online social network
have similar results in violation cases and for both social network, only small part
of triangles violate the theory. However, these two social networks have totally
different distributions on other triads. In mobile social network, the case of ”101”
is more distinguished than others, but comparatively, the most outstanding cases
in online social network are ”100” and ”110”.

6 Related Work

Various online and social networking services provide different channels for com-
munication. It therefore spurred the researches into the characteristics study for
different social networking[2].

Twitter, as a new form of online social network, has attracted much attention
in recent years. Characterizing user behavior in Twitter is discussed widely.

Different work explored this problem from different angles. Sue et al. analyzed
information spreading and impact of retweet over the entire Twitter sphere[9].
Wu et al. investigated the flow of information among different categories of
users[15]. Huberman et al. reported that the number of friends is actually smaller
than the number of followers or followings[6].
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Mobile social network, as a traditional and typical kind of social network, has
been studied a lot from the perspective of communication behavior. Onnela et
al. analyzed the structure and tie strengths in call-based mobile communication
networks[13]. Banjo et al. developed a theoretical model to illustrate the social
effects for cell phone usage in public places[1]. Miklas et al. investigated how to
use mobile systems to exploit people’s social interactions [12]. Yuan et al. studied
the inference of user emotional status from mobile communication network[16].
Wang et al. explored the influential nodes in mobile social network based on
communication status[14].

Some communication analysis on other kinds of social network also have
been studied, such as, the work from Karagiannis et al. on email social network
analysis[8], the work of Leskovec et al. on instant-messaging network mining[10]
and the logs-based comparison of search patterns across different platforms from
Kamvar et al.[7].

Existing approaches did a lot of work on social communication study. However,
they barely explore this problem against different social networks simultaneously.
This paper presents a comparison study to identify the communication patterns
of people through different social connections. It is a new and interesting topic
for research.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed and presented user communication properties in
different social network from three aspects: time, location and topology.

– The observations from temporal analysis included: 1) Communications in
mobile social network exhibit a clear periodicity, but no any regularity can
be found in online social network; 2) The messages in Mobile social network
always gets low reply rate but more quick response, while the opposite case in
online social network; 3) During a conversation, the reply time in both social
network reduces gradually; 4) The conversation in online social network has
longer duration compared with that in mobile social network.

– The observations from geographical analysis showed that compared with mo-
bile social network, the communications in online social network happened
without geographical restrictions.

– The observations from topology analysis found that: 1)There is very low
level of reciprocity for both mobile and online social network; 2) Over 50%
of communications in both mobile and online social network happened with
only small set of contact.
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Abstract. In this paper, we aim to mine the interesting locations and the fre-
quent travel sequences in a given geo-spatial region. Along this line, a new parti-
tion method is proposed to divide the trajectories into a set of line segments and
the geographical-similar endpoints are clustered into groups to detect the fixed
territories. Also, a path network is generated to show the linkage relations be-
tween these fixed territories. The proposed method can be used to detect frequent
movement paths as well as fixed territories from GPS trajectories efficiantly.

Keywords: GPS trajectory, stationary sub-trajectory, clustering, path network.

1 Introduction

With the widespread usage of miniaturized GPS devices, recording the trace data of
moving objects become extremely easy and useful work while it provides enormous
business opportunity in geography navigation and recommendation system[1]. During
the past years, a bunch of research has been performed based on individual location
history represented by GPS trajectories. These works include detecting individual lo-
cations [2], recognizing user-specific activities[3,4] and predicting traveler’s movement
[2]. The trajectory pattern mining problem was introduced in [5]. Following this work,
some important efforts had been devoted, such as[6,7,8].

Finding some key information, such as characteristic points[9,10] and representative
line[10], is the feasible method to help people extracting useful information from GPS
trajectory. However, it is hard to get such information because the recorded GPS data are
always non-uniformity, sparse, lost and inconsistency with the endpoints in cases that
the users turn on and off the GPS-enabled devices casually. In this paper, we present
an endpoints-based GPS trajectory partition and clustering framework to mine users’
interested locations and frequent travel sequences in a given geo-spatial region.
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2 The Method

2.1 Stationary Sub-trajectory

Let TR = {g1g2...gigi+1...gn} denote the trajectory of the object moving from g1 to
gn. For any sub-trajectory STR = {gsgs+1......gt} ⊆ TR, −−−−→gsgs+1 is the first move
action. Now, suppose the projection of gi, (i = s + 1, ..., t) on −−−−→gsgs+1 is g′i, then the
distance between gi and g′i is called position disturbance (denoted by dgi = |gig′i|).

A sub-trajectory STR is a stationary sub-trajectory (SST) if the position disturbance
of each GPS point gi, s + 1 < i ≤ t changes not rapidly with respect to the first move
action −−−−→gsgs+1 while the moving behavior of gt+1 changes rapidly.

2.2 Trajectory Partitioning Method

In fact, the key issue for partitioning a TR into SSTs is to find out all the characteris-
tic points[10] in it. In this section, we propose a new trajectory partitioning algorithm
which aims at finding the points where the behavior of a trajectory changes rapidly. The
main idea is to check the value of dgi , i = 2, ..., n with respect to the present first move
action (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1. Trajectory Partitioning Algorithm
1: Input: Trajectory TR = {g1g2g3......gn}, threshold d0;
2: Output: A set of characteristic points CP ;
3: g1 → CP ; i = 1;
4: repeat
5: first move action= −−−→gigi+1;
6: for j = i+ 2 to n do
7: if dgj ≥ d0 then
8: gj−1 → CP ; i = j − 1;
9: end if

10: end for
11: until gn → CP .
12: return CP .

2.3 Characteristic Points Clustering and Path Network

Given N trajectories, the clustering processes can be specified as follows: Firstly, we
partition each TRi = {g1i , ..., gni}, i = 1, ..., N , into mi SSTs. Then, we introduce the
general clustering method to cluster all the points in CP = ∪Ni=1CPi into l clusters:
C1, ..., Cl, based on the Euclidean distance of paired points. The element number of
each cluster is |Ci|, i = 1, ..., l. Finally, we calculate the centroid point ci of cluster
Ci, (i = 1, ..., l) and use these centroid point to represent each cluster.

The edge between two nodes ci and cj (i 
= j) can be used to represent all the
possible SSTs whose start point in Ci (or Cj ) and end point in Cj (or Ci). In another
word, it approximates to the common path between area ci to cj . We can construct an
undirected path network by connecting these fixed territories.
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3 Experimental Results

3.1 Efficiency and Preciseness

The following experiments are based on the real GPS datasets1. The results about ef-
ficiency and preciseness are shown in Figure 1. It indicates that: 1) The efficiency of
our method (d0 = 1) is more faster than that of the method presented by [10]. 2) The
computation speed will become more faster with increasing value of d0. 3) The curves
in Figure 1 are almost straight lines, these are experimental evidences about the truth
that both these two methods have computation complexity of O(n).
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Figure 2 shows the results about preciseness, the black dash line is the base of
raw trajectory. The pink line is the number of characteristic points generated with the
method presented by Lee et al., and the blue line is that with our method. The red line
presents the number of characteristic points found by these two methods commonly.
We can see that, 1) Both the preciseness of these two methods would become worse
along with the increase of trajectory length, n. 2) The method presented by Lee et al.
has advantage in preciseness because it keeps more GPS points as characteristic points.

3.2 Path Network

In the following, we choose randomly 8 users’ data to conduct the experiments. Their
path networks are generated as in Figure 3. Each network is a spatial map of the typical
motions for a specific user, and it contains valuable information about: the frequent
pathes, the fixed territories, and the movement correlations among representative points.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we try to trim GPS trajectories into fixed territories and frequent path to
generate a spatial map of typical motions, i.e., path network, by taking into account of
users’ historic travel experiences as well as the correlation between locations.

The methods proposed in this work are efficient for mining information hidden in the
trajectory data, especially the frequent path, fixed territories and movement intention,
which can provide business opportunity in geography information service.

1 http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/urbancomputing/

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/urbancomputing/
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Fig. 3. Path networks generated for the eight selected users
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Abstract. Living in a data driven world, the business news is very cru-
cial for making economic decisions. To help decision makers obtain re-
lated business news quickly, two kinds of providers for business news,
i.e., the search engine (e.g., Google News) and business portals (e.g.,
Reuters), are widely used. Though the keyword-based search engine is
simple and easy to use, it has relatively low precision of the returned
results and cannot directly provide news of particular business domains
such as currency and real estate. In contrary, the portals can provide a
variety of news of specific business domains, but it is difficult for users
to browse since the front page looks so bloated and has many irrelevant
ads. To solve the above problems, in this paper we propose and imple-
ment a platform named Intelligent Search Platform for Business News
(ISPBN). This new platform not only combines the advantages of both
search engine and portals, but also provides further analysis to discover
the hidden relationships of different business news. To be specific, we in-
corporate automatic classification technology into the search platform to
organize and retrieve business news in different domains. Furthermore,
to fast guide users finding diversified and useful news, we construct a
dynamic knowledge network graph to display the hidden relationships
among news. Finally, we show the performance of our subsystems and
present the final user interface of the proposed search platform.

Keywords: intelligent search, search engine, business news, web mining.

1 Introduction

With the high-speed development of the Internet, the information including all
kinds of business news on the World Wide Web (WWW) is growing at an expo-
nential rate. There is no doubt that the business news contains immense wealth
and is very important to help people make decisions. However, people have to
face the serious problem of information overload. Therefore, how to help users
acquire valuable business news easily and quickly becomes a very vital problem.
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Generally, there are two widely used providers for business news, namely the
search engine (e.g., Google News 1) and business portals (e.g., Reuters 2). Most of
us are now using search engine for information retrieval since it is very simple and
easy to use. Users only need to input keywords, then they could acquire relevant
results. However, too many returned results lead to relatively low precision and
recall [1], and users have to spend a large amount of time on finding out useful
information. More importantly, some users just care about news related to a
particular field (e.g., currency, real estate) which the search engine cannot offer.
Although some business portals provide the users with relatively professional and
authoritative news of different business domains, there exists two drawbacks as
follows. a) The home pages in these portals display all kinds of news related
to different fields, which look bloated and huge. Therefore, it may confuse the
users who are used to getting news by using search engine. b) These portals just
simply display the news, and they cannot find out the hidden relationships of
different business news, for example, the news about “housing price” may be
related to news of “real estate control policy” or “building material industries”.

In order to address the problems mentioned above, in this paper, we propose
and implement a platform called Intelligent Search Platform for Business News
(ISPBN). In this platform, we design and implement a vertical search engine
system which incorporates automatic classification technology to organize and
retrieve business news in different domains. In this way, our platform combines
the advantages of both search engine and portals. The user can not only acquire
news by keyword-based query, but also browse the news of specific fields by its
category. To help users quickly understand business stories, we apply Name En-
tity Recognition (NER) techniques to recognize the entities (e.g., person names,
time) in the clicked Web pages. Furthermore, we propose to construct dynamic
knowledge network of news. Based on this knowledge network, we can discover
the hidden relationships of news in different domains for news navigation. For
example, if a user clicks a news story about “housing price”, he can get the
related news about “control policy” of “real estate” or news about “furniture
industry”. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose and implement an Intelligent Search Platform for Business News
(ISPBN). This novel platform combines the advantages of both search engine
and business portals to help users acquire business news easily and quickly.
• We build a business thesaurus and implement an interactive management
system used for optimizing our models such as classification model.
• We construct a dynamic knowledge network of news, which can be used to
discover the hidden relationships of different business news. Based on this
knowledge network, users can easily get the useful news they want.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the overview of
ISPBN in Section 2 and describe the design of ISPBN in Section 3. We present
the experimental results and final user interface in Section 4 and discuss the
related work in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 6.

1 https://news.google.com/
2 http://www.reuters.com/

https://news.google.com/
http://www.reuters.com/
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2 Overview of ISPBN

We give an overview of ISPBN and introduce how each part of ISPBN works
together in this section. As shown in Fig. 1, the architecture of our platform
consists of four parts. 1) A vertical search engine including Intelligent Crawler,
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Fig. 1. The architecture of ISPBN

Index and Retrieval Service. 2) A Knowledge Network Graph Construction mod-
ule. 3) Two models including Automatic Classification Model and Name Entity
Recognition Model. 4) A Management System for Business Thesaurus. In the
first part, we implement an intelligent crawler based on Nutch 3 and employ in-
dex and retrieval technologies based on Solr 4. The crawler can get three kinds of
data: the ordinarily unlabeled business news as the main part of index database,
the specially labeled news used for training classification model and extracting
feature words of each category, some famous name entities and stopwords. In the
second part, we construct the knowledge network graph which can display the
hidden relationships of different business news by analyzing all labeled news.
In the third part, we integrate the search engine with two models, i.e., auto-
matic classification model based on SVM [2] to provide the users with news of a
specific field, and NER model to recognize important name entities of business
news. Both of them are finished before indexing. In the fourth part, we design
and implement a management system of business thesaurus for the sake of op-
timizing our models. Our thesaurus consists of stopwords, famous name entities
and feature words which are extracted form the specially labeled news.

3 http://nutch.apache.org/
4 http://lucene.apache.org/solr/

http://nutch.apache.org/
http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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3 Implementation of ISPBN

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of each system in our
platform in detail. At first, we present the search engine system combined with
automatic classification and NER techniques. Then we introduce how to build
and manage the business thesaurus. Finally, we describle how to construct the
dynamic knowledge network graph.

3.1 Vertical Search Engine

1. Inject  start urls 

 2. Generate  segment 
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3. Fetch content 

UrlDB 5. Update UrlDB 

4.Parse content 
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Fetched content 
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Index and Retrieval Based on Solr 

Fig. 2. The main components and techniques of the vertical search engine

The vertical search engine is the foundation of our platform. In this subsec-
tion, we not only introduce the vertical search engine, but also describe how to
integrate automatic classification and NER technologies which are used for clas-
sifying unlabeled news and recognizing important name entities. Fig. 2 presents
the main components and techniques of the vertical search engine. From Fig. 2,
we can easily know that our vertical search engine is divided into three parts.
We introduce each part as follows.

Intelligent Crawler Based on Nutch. As we all know, a search engine is
formed with crawler, index and retrieval. The crawler is mainly responsible for
acquiring a variety of data (e.g., web page, documents, videos, etc.). In our
platform, we implement an intelligent crawler mainly used for crawling all kinds
of business news. The implementation of our crawler is based on Nutch which is
an open source web crawler software from the Apache LuceneTM project. The
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workflow of our crawler is divided into five steps. The crawler first injects start
urls to Url Database (UrlDB). Then it generates segment which contains urls
scheduled for fetching. After that, it fetches the content and parses the content
by using content parser. Finally, it updates UrlDB with extracted urls. In order
to build a vertical search engine in business field, we just crawl portals related
to business. We periodically download business news from main business portals
of China such as sina.com and 163.com.

Automatic Classification and NER. Two kinds of business news, labeled
and unlabeled, are crawled by our intelligent crawler. The labeled news is used
to train our classification model. Before indexing, each unlabeled news story will
be classified by its content into one of the eleven categories, namely, real estate,
textile industry, steel industry, chemical industry, finance and currencies, house-
hold appliance industry, furniture industry, construction and building material
industries, employment, automobile industry and decoration industry. Our auto-
matic classifier is built on LIBSVM [3]. We use IK Analyzer 5 as the tokenizer.
Each news story is automatically converted into a weight vector format. In ad-
dition, we take advantage of NER technology to recognise the person names,
place names and organization names of each business news story, because these
name entities (e.g., a company, an official spokesman, etc.) may be important to
the users. In our platform, we adopt the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer [4]
and the Chinese models which use distributional similarity clusters 6. After pro-
cessing by automatic classification and NER, we finally get all labeled news.

Index and Retrieval Based on Solr. The last part of search engine is index
and retrieval. The implementation of this part is based on SolrTM which is
a popular open source enterprise search platform from the Apache LuceneTM

project. By calling Solr Core API, the parsed news will be stored in an index
database. We provide management service of index database such as updating
index or deleting index by calling Solr API just for the administrator. Any user
including administrator and normal user, can enjoy retrieval service. We extend
and enrich the retrieval functions of Solr. For instance, we implement functions
like the results paging, highlighting both of title and content, spell check, time
filter, the number of medium statistics, browsing news by category and so on.

3.2 Business Thesaurus

Each special field has its own feature words. When training a classification model,
each news story is converted into a weight vector of the words. The weight can
be calculated by using some classical and popular methods such as TF and IDF.
Words in different fields have different weights. In a special field, we regard the
words whose weight is higher than the general words as the feature words of
this field. These feature words is vital for training models. Hence, we build a
business thesaurus and implement a management system. In this subsection, we

5 http://code.google.com/p/ik-analyzer/
6 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml

http://code.google.com/p/ik-analyzer/
http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
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Fig. 3. The process of building and managing business thesaurus

introduce how to generate the feature words of each predefined field such as real
estate, and we show how to extend and manage the thesaurus.

Fig. 3 illustrates thewhole process of building andmanaging business thesaurus.
Our thesaurus consists of three parts: the feature words of each predefined field,
the stop words, the famous name entities (e.g., some person names, some company
names, etc.).We take the newswhich is used for training classifier as the data source
to extract feature words for each special field. Each news story must do Chinese
word segmentation first. Then we remove stop words through the stop words list
and calculate the weight using IDF. After that, we sort words in ascending order
by their weight and take top N 7 words. Finally we put these words into the the-
saurus database. We put stop words list into the database too, thus we can man-
age them by manual to optimize our model. In addition we use special crawler to
acquire some famous name entities to assist our NER model. We implement the
basic CRUD (create, read, update, delete) operations on this thesaurus database
and build the management system. Experts could modify some inaccurate words
or add new words in manual considering that there are a great number of noise in
our corpus. The feedback of experts can be helpful for optimizing our models.

3.3 Dynamic Knowledge Network

News stories of different domains may have hidden relationships. For instance,
a news story about housing price may have relationships with news stories of
three major categories, namely upstream and downstream industries (e.g., con-
struction and building material industries, furniture industry), industry policy
such as real estate control policy, and macro-economy (e.g., stock, currency). If
we can extract topics of news and find out the relationships of news according to
their topics, we could guide and extend the users’ interest. That’s the main idea
of our network. In this subsection, we mainly introduce how to construct and
display the dynamic knowledge network graph. As shown in Fig. 4, the whole
construction process consists of two main parts, namely offline topic extraction
and online displaying.

7 N is a user specified parameter. In our platform, it is set to 500 and it can be changed
according to the size of the corpus.
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Fig. 4. The construction process of dynamic knowledge network graph. In this graph,
(1) Node A represents a news story and is displayed by its title; (2) Node B represents
a set of news stories and is displayed by its category; (3) Node C represents a cluster of
topics namely a topic cluster and is displayed by a set of words, as we cluster the similar
topics of a specific category; (4) Node D represents a specific topic and is displayed by
a set of words.

Offline Topic Extraction. If a user clicks a news story, maybe he is interested
in the news stories that have the same topic. We try to discover the hidden
relationships of news according to their topics by using LDA (Latent Dirichlet
Allocation) model [5]. LDA is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian model, in which
each document of a collection is modeled as a finite mixture over an underlying
set of topics. Each topic is represented by a distribution over words. In our
platform, we use JGibbLDA 8 to train LDA model and extract each news story’s
topics [6]. At the same time, the topics will be stored in a database. We design a
table to store a news story’s distribution over topics and another table to store
a topic’s distribution over words.

Online Displaying. When a user clicks a news story, as shown in Fig. 4, our
platform will provide him with the hidden relationships through displaying the
dynamic network graph. The network graph consists of four layers in due order.
Each layer is the extension and supplement of the former layer. In the first
layer, the center node denotes the news story that the user clicks. The other
three nodes connected to the center node are a set of news stories which are
related to the center news story and belong to three major categories including

8 http://jgibblda.sourceforge.net/

http://jgibblda.sourceforge.net/
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macro economy, upstream and downstream industries, and industry policy. For
instance, a user may care about housing price and he clicks a news story whose
topics are about housing price. The first layer will extend the center news from
three views to guide the user’s interest. If the user is interested in news of the
industry policy such as real estate control policy, he could click the industry
policy node. Thus we step into the second layer, the center node is the industry
policy and its each child node denotes a cluster of similar topics. It is the further
arrangement and extension of the first layer. The user could click a topic cluster
node that interests him. Thus we step into the third layer and each new node is a
specific topic of the topics cluster. If the user clicks one of the unfolded nodes, the
top K relevant news stories come out immediately as its children nodes. At the
same time, we step into the fourth layer. The user could click and then browse
the relevant news stories in detail. So far, we finish the construction process of
dynamic knowledge network graph for the business news.

4 Experimental Results and Final User Interface

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the classifier and the impacts of
our management system of thesaurus on the classifier. Then we present the final
user interface of each system in the platform.
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Classification Performance and the Management System Evaluation.
To evaluate the performance of our classifier, a total of 5500 online news stories
are collected by our crawler from five specific portals. These news stories are
manually classified into eleven categories as mentioned in subsection 3.1, and
each category has 500 news stories. We adopt 10-Cross-validation as the evalua-
tion methodology and the average performance is reported. In order to evaluate
the impacts of our management system of thesaurus on the classifier, we do an-
other 10-Cross-validation experiments as a comparison. Fig. 5 shows the result of
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our experiment. In the baseline method, we only use IK Analyzer to do Chinese
Word Segmentation, while in our method we use IK Analyzer 9 combined with
our thesaurus to do Chinese Word Segmentation. As shown, almost every set
experiment in our method has the higher precision than the baseline method.
It indicates that the thesaurus could optimize our model. The baseline has an
overall precision of 86.84%, and in our method, the overall precision is improved
to 88.73%. The user interface of our management system of our thesaurus is
shown in Fig. 6.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. The user interface of ISPBN: (a) The home page of ISPBN; (b) Get news
by keyword-based search; (c) Browse news of specific fields; (d) Display the dynamic
knowledge network graph, recommend name entities and extension news.

Final User Interface. Fig. 7 shows the user interface of our platform. From
the home page in Fig. 7 (a), the user can not only acquire business news by
inputting keywords as shown in Fig. 7(b), but also browse news of specific fields
as shown in Fig. 7 (c). What’more, once the user clicks a news story, he will
jump to another page which displays the dynamic knowledge network graph and
recommends the important name entities and relevant news to the user in order
to extend and guide their interest as shown in Fig. 7 (d).

9 http://code.google.com/p/ik-analyzer/

http://code.google.com/p/ik-analyzer/
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5 Related Work
We present a brief survey of the relevant existing approaches both for intelligent
search and web mining. In our platform we employ more web mining techniques
aiming to make the search platform more intelligent and human-friendly.

5.1 Intelligent Search

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional keyword based search
engine, a great many researchers have focused on intelligent search. One of the
hottest research topics is the Semantic Web [7]. There are a large number of
related work on Semantic Web based intelligent search [8,9,10,11] and on Agent
based intelligent search [12,13,14]. Specifically, [8] proposed a platform called
QuestSemantics which provides automated ontology-based metadata creation
and resource annotation based on a detailed ontological model of the domain,
and [9] used the context-aware metadata which is stored in domain ontology. [10]
presented the semantic web based search engine called SWISE which extracted
metadata information of the pages and use the power of ontology. [11] inves-
tigated the semantic search performance of search engines by comparing with
three keyword-based search engines. An agent based intelligent search framework
for product information using ontology mapping was proposed in [12], while [13]
presented the architecture of an agent-based intelligent search engine system for
effective web mining. In this paper, we adopt web mining techniques to make our
platform more intelligent. Our platform not only supports keyword-based search
service, but also provides other useful service such browsing news by categories
and knowledge graph navigation service.

5.2 Web Mining

Web mining is classified into three categories: Web content mining, Web struc-
ture mining and Web usage mining [15]. Web content mining aims to discover
the useful information from web contents. There are two popular approaches
used in web content mining, namely Agent based search approach and database
approach [16,12]. There exists many popular web mining techniques for unstruc-
tured data such as information extraction techniques [17,18], topic detection
and tracking techniques [19,20], summarization techniques [17], classification
techniques [17,21], clustering techniques [20] and information visualization tech-
niques [19,22]. For example, [17] proposed a system called Financial Information
Digest System including three tasks (i.e., classification, information extraction,
and information enquiry). [21] presented a Theme-Based News Retrieval System
which incorporated a classification framework based on Support Vector Ma-
chines. We also adopted SVM in our platform, however we built a management
system of business thesaurus to further improve the accuracy of the classifica-
tion model. In addition, we proposed to construct a novel knowledge network
which can be used to mine the hidden relationships of different business news.
[19] also tried to understand the mutual relationships between information flows
and social activity. Note that [19] aimed to explain abnormal financial market
volatility, while we tried to guide and extend the users’ interest.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed and implemented an Intelligent Search Platform for
Business News (ISPBN). This platform could satisfy enterprise search require-
ment because it combines the features of two open source projects of Apache
(namely Nutch and Solr). Moreover, we integrated classification techniques into
the search engine, so as to make it easy for users to acquire and browse news
stories in different domains as well as by using keyword query. In the mean time,
we built a management system of business thesaurus which could be used for op-
timizing models. In addition, to help users quickly understand business stories,
we also incorporated name entity recognition techniques into the search platform
to recognize the name entities (e.g., person names, organization names) in the
clicked Web pages. Furthermore, we proposed to construct dynamic knowledge
network graph based on business news, which can be used to find out the hidden
relationships of news in different domains for news navigation. Based on this
platform, users can easily and quickly get the information they need.

For the future work, we try to build the users’ personal profiles and implement
a personal recommendation system according to the browsing and searching his-
tory log. We hope that our platform could provide the users with more accurate,
personalized and intelligent service to help them make decisions.
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Abstract. Social trust prediction aims at predicting the missing trust
relations between online users. In this paper, we propose a novel and
scalable structured sparse linear model for social trust prediction from
a global neighborhood-based collaborative filtering perspective. We for-
mulate the prediction problem as a set of independent linear regression
problems regularized by pairwise elastic net, to automatically learn cor-
relation coefficients between a user and its most similar neighbors. In
order to deal with large-scale sparse social trust data, we utilize efficient
hashing techniques and stochastic coordinate descent algorithm to cut
down the computational cost of training model. The experimental results
on three real-world data sets show that our approach can significantly
outperform the other tested methods in terms of prediction quality and
efficiency.

Keywords: Social Trust Prediction, Structured Sparse Linear Model,
Pairwise Elastic Net, Hashing Technique, Stochastic Coordinate Descent.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, many social websites allow users to vote each other to facilitate the
trustworthiness evaluation. For example, users can give trust/distrust votes to
other users based on their reviews of items on Epinions1 and Ciao2. We can
represent these users(nodes) and their trust/distrust votes(directed edges) as a
trust graph. This trust graph can also be transferred into a matrix, if user i trusts
user j , then the corresponding matrix entry is 1, otherwise 0. Trust prediction
is therefore to predict the missing values in this matrix and can be viewed as a
special case of the general link prediction in social networks[1].

The challenges of developing trust prediction algorithms are three-fold: (1)
Scalability, a trust graph often consists of millions of users, (2) Sparsity, just
extremely sparse trust relations are available, making trust prediction a diffi-
cult task. (3) Skewness, a small proportion of users often specify most of trust
relations while a large proportion of users specify few trust relations[2]. Hence,
an ideal method of trust prediction is supposed to efficiently handle large-scale

1 http://www.epinions.com/
2 http://www.ciao.co.uk/

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 756–767, 2014.
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data sets, while addressing the problem of sparseness and skew distribution in
user-specified trust relations.

In this paper, we propose a novel and scalable Structured Sparse Linear
Model(SSLM) for social trust prediction. SSLM formulates the prediction prob-
lem as a set of independent linear regression problems regularized by pairwise
elastic net. Furthermore, we apply efficient hashing techniques and stochastic
coordinate descent algorithm to expediting the computation of our model in
training phase. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We treat trust prediction problem as a set of linear regression problems. To
learn a set of structured sparse correlation coefficients between a user and
other similar users, we introduce the pairwise elastic net[3] regularizer into
each linear regression problem, which takes advantage of the prior user simi-
larity information in the trust graph and brings both sparsity and structured
grouping effect to the coefficients vector.
• We utilize efficient hashing techniques, i.e., one permutation hashing[4] and
locality sensitive hashing[5], to efficiently calculate the similarity values be-
tween each pair of users, which makes our model much more scalable.
• We propose a scalable stochastic coordinate descent algorithm for solving
each linear regression problem regularized by pairwise elastic net, in order
to significantly reduce the computational cost of training process. A simu-
lation study demonstrates the efficiency and effectiveness of our stochastic
coordinate descent algorithm.
• We conducted experiments on the data sets from three real social websites,
i.e., Epinions, Ciao and Slashdot. The experimental results show that our
approach can significantly perform better than other tested methods in terms
of efficiency and trust prediction quality.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly introduces
some related works. In Section 3, we describe our structured sparse liner model
for social trust prediction and present how to apply hashing techniques and
the efficient stochastic coordinate descent algorithm into our model. Section 4
reports the experimental evaluation and results. Finally, we conclude our work
in Section 5.

2 Related Work

In recent years, many researchers have studied social trust prediction problem.
Existing trust prediction methods can be roughly divided into the following
categories:

The first category is supervised methods[6][7], which first construct features
from available sources and then train a binary classifier based on these features
by considering existing trust relations as labels. However, online trust relations
often follow a power law distribution, which makes the classification problem
extremely imbalanced. The performance of these methods is also sensitive to the
sampled negative samples[8].
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The second category is based on trust propagation. The authors in [9] pro-
posed several atomic propagations such as direct propagation, cocitation prop-
agation, transpose propagation and trust coupling propagation. TidalTrust[10],
which is a continuous trust inference algorithm, leverages the path length from
the source to sink and various properties of continuous ratings. However, trust
propagation based methods strongly depend on existing trust relations among
users and they might fail when existing trust relations are sparse[2].

The last category is low-rank approximation methods, which can be done us-
ing the singular value decomposition[11] or trace norm minimization[12]. How-
ever, there still exists some issues with these methods, i.e., the observed entries
are assumed to be sampled uniformly at random, but typical real-world trust
graphs are empirical examples of power laws[13]. Hence, the author in [1] pro-
posed a robust matrix completion method to alleviate these problems. Some au-
thors also utilized matrix factorization to seek a low-rank approximation[2][14].

Our approach is a global neighborhood-based approach that models the corre-
lation structure among nodes in trust graphs based on a structured sparse linear
model. Our model is derived from the previous work [15] for recommendation
scenario by introducing the elastic net regularizer capable of automatic selecting
groups of correlated variables, in order to accomplish high-quality social trust
predictions.

3 Structured Sparse Linear Model for Trust Prediction

In this section, we first introduce our structured sparse linear model for social
trust prediction. Then, we present how to use hashing techniques to significantly
improve the efficiency and scalability of our method.

3.1 The Proposed Model

Previous studies in sociology and our life experience suggest that the persons
in the same social circle often exhibit similar behavior and tastes[16]. This phe-
nomenon signals that we can infer the trust value for an individual user from
his or her social neighbors. As shown in Figure 1, the trust value from someone
(e.g., Rose or Tom) to Jack can be expressed as a linear combination of trust
values which this user has given to Jack’s social neighbors, assuming that the
aggregation coefficients between Jack and his neighbors can be learnt in advance.

More formally, Given a user-user trust relation matrix A of size M × M ,
whose entry aij is 1 if user i has trusted user j, otherwise the value is 0, M
is the number of users. The missing trust value from user i to user j can be
calculated as a sparse aggregation of trust values which user i has given to user
j’s social neighbors, and can be formulated as:

aij = âTi wj, (1)

where âTi ∈ RK is a row vector of trust values which user i has given to user j’s
nearest social neighbors, K is the number of user j’s social neighbors, wj ∈ RK

is a sparse column vector of aggregation coefficients.
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Fig. 1. An Illustration of Our Motivation

In order to effectively predict all the missing trust values, we need to learn
a set of sparse aggregation coefficients vectors (wj, j = 1, 2, ...,M) from the
trust relation matrix A. We then propose the following regularized optimization
problem to learn a structured sparse coefficients vector wj for user j:

min
wj

‖aj − Âwj‖22 + η|wj|TP|wj|, (2)

where aj ∈ RM is the j-th column of matrix A, wj ∈ RK is the coefficients
vector of user j, and the constant η is the regularization parameter. Matrix
Â ∈ RM×K consists of K columns chosen from matrix A which indicate K most
similar social neighbors of user j and are ranked in descending order of their
similarity values. Note that each user is always trusted to himself or herself, so
j-th trust value in aj should not be utilized to solve the coefficients vector wj.

Fortunately, we can easily set the j-th row in Â to 0 to avoid it happening.
The second item of Eq.(2), |wj|TP|wj|, is the pairwise elastic net[3] regular-

izer term, where P is a symmetric and positive semidefinite(PSD) matrix with
nonnegative entries. In this paper, we consider matrix P as I+ 11T −R, then
this regularizer term can be expressed as:

|wj|TP|wj| = |wj|T (I+ 11T −R)|wj| = ‖wj‖22 + ‖wj‖21 − |wj|TR|wj|, (3)

where I is an identity matrix, 11T is a matrix of all ones entries and R ∈ RK×K

is a similarity matrix whose entry rij is the vector similarity between user i

and user j in matrix Â. When learning a coefficients vector wj, enforcing this
regularizer term will simultaneously incur sparsity and structured grouping effect
of the learnt coefficients vector wj, which encodes intrinsic and delicate relations
between other users and user j.

If the number of user is M , we need to solve M optimization problems shown
in Eq.(2) to obtain M sparse aggregation coefficients vectors. Because these
problems are independent to each other, they can be solved in parallel. Further-
more, we will present a stochastic coordinate descent algorithm in Section 3.3
to solve each optimization problem significantly faster than the traditional way.
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After obtaining the structured sparse aggregation coefficients vectors for M
users, missing trust values can be efficiently calculated as follows:

S = AW, (4)

where A ∈ RM×M is the trust relation matrix, W ∈ RM×M is a sparse matrix
whose j-th column corresponds to an aggregation coefficients vector wj. Recall
that we just calculate the aggregation coefficients for top-K similar users, we
therefore need to transform wj to Wj as follows: Wij = wkj , if user i is the k-th
most similar social neighbors of user j, otherwise Wij = 0. Since matrix A and
matrix W are both very sparse, matrix S can be calculated efficiently, whose
entry sij represents the predicted trust value from user i to user j.

Note that matrix P in Eq.(3) is not always PSD, so we can use a shrinkage
parameter as described in [3] to ensure P to be PSD, that is

P̂ = θI+ (1− θ)P = I+ (1− θ)11T − (1− θ)R, (5)

where γ
1+γ ≤ θ ≤ 1, γ = −min(0, λmin(P)), λmin(P) is the minimum eigenvalue

of matrix P. Through the above transformation, matrix P is sure to be PSD
and our formulation is a convex optimization problem.

3.2 Incorporating Hashing Techniques

In our proposed model, generating two matrices Â and R are two important
steps before solving each coefficients vector wj. Both steps need to calculate the
similarities between each pair of users. In this paper, we just use the binary trust
relation information to help computing the similarity values. Intuitively, if two
users are trusted by almost the same set of users, they are very likely to be social
trusted neighbors.

Although there are many similarity measures, i.e., Jaccard coefficient, cosine
similarity and Pearson correlation coefficient, we decide to calculate the simi-
larity values by the Jaccard coefficient because of binary trust relation vectors.
However, calculating the Jaccard coefficients between millions of users in real-
world applications still costs a huge amount of time and memory space. Hence,
we utilize hashing techniques that have been widely used for efficiently estimat-
ing similarity in massive data to expedite calculating the Jaccard coefficients.

Figure 2 shows the workflow of our approach. We first apply the one permu-
tation hashing[4] which is an effective and efficient MinHash technique to each
column of the trust relation matrix A (i.e.,a1, a2, ..., aM) and generate short
signatures (i.e.,s1, s2, ..., sM) for them. In our experiments, we choose the length
of signature as |s| ≈ |a|/30, and the average error between the original Jaccard
coefficient and the estimated one is less than 0.01. Hence, we can directly cal-
culate the Jaccard coefficient on these short signatures to generate matrix R,
which saves a lot of time and memory cost.

Moreover, in order to efficiently find the similar users to generate matrix Â, we
can further utilize the locality sensitive hashing(LSH) to hash these signatures
into several buckets. After we hash these signatures for several times, similar
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Fig. 2. The Workflow of Incorporating Hashing Techniques. M is number of columns,
n is the number of LSH hash functions.

users are more likely to be hashed into the same bucket than dissimilar ones and
most of the dissimilar users will never be hashed to the same bucket. Hence, we
only need to check a small number of users in some buckets. For example, to
find out the users most similar to a specific user j (i.e., a1), we only need to
check several buckets (i.e., b2, b100) which have the signature sj (i.e., s1) and
consider users in these buckets as candidate similar users. We then sort them in
descending order of the Jaccard coefficients between user j’s signature (i.e., s1)
and candidates (i.e., s3, s7, s5, s30, etc.).

3.3 Stochastic Coordinate Descent Algorithm

The traditional way to solve the optimization problem in Eq.(2) is the coordinate
descent algorithm. Generally speaking, the coordinate descent algorithm holds
all elements in wj fixed except for the i-th element wij and then solves ∂L

∂wij
= 0

to get wij accordingly. Cycling through each element in wj iteratively until wj

converges, we could get the final optimal solution. From Eq.(2), we have

L(wj) = ‖aj − Âwj‖22 + η|wj|TP|wj|

= aj
Taj − 2qTwj +wj

TQwj + η
K∑
i

K∑
k

Pik|wijwkj |,
(6)

where Q = ÂT Â, q = ÂTaj and wij represents the i-th element in wj. We can
calculate the partial derivative as follows:

∂L

∂wij
= −2qi + 2Qi

Twj + 2ηsgn(wij)

K∑
k=1

Pik|wkj |. (7)
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We then set ∂L
∂wij

= 0 to obtain the updating equation of wij :

wij =
sgn(c)(|c| − b)+

Qii + ηPii
, (8)

where c = qi −
∑K

k =i Qikwkj , b = η
∑K

k =i Pik|wkj | and (z)+ denotes the positive
part, which is z if z > 0 and 0 otherwise.

Algorithm 1. Stochastic Coordinate Descent for solving Eq.(2)

Input: Matrix Â and P, Vector aj, the value of N, numiter and η.
1. Compute Q = ÂTÂ,q = ÂTaj;
2. Initialize wj with 0.
3. for t=1,2,...,numiter do
4. Sample i uniformly at random from set {1, 2, ..., K};
5. Update wij according to Eq.(8);
6. end for

Output: Optimal solution wo
j .

In each iteration, a single element of wj is updated by Eq.(8). The computa-
tional cost of calculating each wj is O(K2t), where t is the number of iterations.
When the number of users is M , the computational cost of solving our model
is O(MK2t), which is too expensive to deal with large-scale social trust predic-
tions. Hence, we propose a stochastic coordinate descent algorithm to efficiently
solve each problem in Eq.(2). Inspired by [17], we suggest to choose one element
uniformly at random from the coordinate set, instead of cycling through all el-
ements. This simple modification leads to a significant reduction of iterations
while achieving the expected accuracy.

Algorithm 1 shows our stochastic coordinate descent algorithm. The algorithm
initializes wj to be all 0. At each iteration, we pick an element i uniformly at
random from the coordinate set {1, 2, ...,K} to update wij by Eq.(8). After
T iterations, our stochastic algorithm will converge to the optimal solution wo

j .
The computational cost of calculating eachwj is therefore reduced to O(KT ). In
most cases, T is much smaller than Kt. Hence, our stochastic coordinate descent
algorithm significantly cuts down the computational time in the training phase.

3.4 A Simulation Study

We conducted a simulation study to show the effectiveness and efficiency of our
stochastic coordinate descent algorithm. We simulate data from the linear model:
y = Xβ∗ + ε, where X ∈ Rn×p is the design matrix, y ∈ Rn is the response
vector, β∗ ∈ Rp are the unknown weights and ε ∈ Rn is a zero-mean i.i.d.
Gaussian noise vector. n and p are the number of observations and predictors
respectively. We can find an estimate β̂ of β∗ by solving the same optimization
problem in Eq.(2):

min
β̂
‖y −Xβ̂‖22 + η|β̂|TP|β̂| (9)
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The data set is simulated as follows: We set p = 5000. The rows of the design
matrix X are i.i.d. draws from the Gaussian distribution N (0,Σ), where the
correlation matrix Σ ∈ Rp×p has entries Σij = 0.5|i−j|. β∗ is a sparse vector
which has 1000 non-zeros entries drawn independently from the standard uniform
distribution. The pair-wise similarity matrix R is constructed as Rij = |XT

i Xj|,
where Xi denotes the i-th column of X. We train our model on a training set of
n = 2000. Parameters are set with a validation set of n = 1000. Then, we test
the performance on a testing set with n = 4000.

Table 1 shows the results of the traditional and stochastic coordinate descent
algorithm. We find that our stochastic algorithm not only achieves a comparable
mean-squared error(MSE) on estimating y and β∗ against the traditional one,
but also beats the traditional algorithm in terms of efficiency. We also show the
convergence of our stochastic algorithm in Figure 3. The MSE of estimating β∗
goes down as the number of iterations increases. Hence, our stochastic algorithm
is empirically proven to converge.

Table 1. The Simulation Results. CD
indicates the traditional coordinate de-
scent algorithm and SCD indicates the
stochastic one.

Methods MSE(y) MSE(β∗) time(s)
CD 0.1378 0.1327 49.06
SCD 0.1407 0.1353 17.15
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Fig. 3. The Convergence of Our Stochastic
Algorithm

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we describe some experiments conducted to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our Structured Sparse Linear Model(SSLM) and compare it with other
popular methods.

4.1 Data Sets

We utilized three real-world trust graph data sets to evaluate the performance of
different methods, i.e., Epinions3, Slashdot4 and Ciao5. Epinions and Ciao are
both product review sites where users can give trust/distrust votes based on their
opinions on others’ reviews on products. Slashdot allows users to tag each other
as friends or foes based on their submitted technology news. Note that these

3 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-Epinions1.html
4 http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-Slashdot0811.html
5 http://www.public.asu.edu/~jtang20/datasetcode/truststudy.htm

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-Epinions1.html
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/soc-Slashdot0811.html
http://www.public.asu.edu/~jtang20/datasetcode/truststudy.htm
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original data sets only record trust relations, and most of distrust relations are
unknown. Hence, we only utilized trust relations in our experiments. For each
data set, we filtered out the users who were trusted by less than 5 users to obtain
a data set that has sufficient trust relations. The statistics of our data sets are
summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Statistics for the Experimental Data Sets

Data set #Users #Trust Relations Density

Epinions 7,655 300,363 0.513%
Ciao 5,174 99,146 0.370%
Slashdot 8,948 436,208 0.544%

4.2 Comparison Methods and Details

We compared the performance of our SSLM with that of other four popular al-
gorithms, i.e., k-nearest neighbors(KNN), SVD[11], non-negative matrix factor-
ization(NMF) and matrix completion(MC)[12]. KNN predicts the missing trust
values based on user-user similarity which is calculated by Jaccard coefficient.
SVD finds a low-rank matrix that approximates the original trust relation matrix
and the NMF model decomposes the original matrix into two non-negative factor
matrices to seek a low-rank approximation. The MC model also seeks a low-rank
matrix that approximates the original one, but the rank is automatically chosen
by the model itself.

We utilized Matlab to implement these algorithms and optimized the Mat-
lab codes with C to make them more efficient. We also employed the Parallel
Computing Toolbox in Matlab to solve our model in parallel. All the experi-
ments were conducted on a workstation equipped with two 4-core Intel Xeon
E5620(2.40GHz) CPUs and 16GB RAM.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

Since in many trust-related online applications, what we need is to obtain each
user’s most trusted users, rather than predict the missing trust values. Hence, we
create a testing set by randomly selecting one of its trusted users for each user
as the testing example. The remaining trust relations are treated as the training
set used to train the examined trust prediction models. Afterward, missing trust
values are generated by each model. We can obtain a list of most trusted users
for each user in descending order of predicted trust values. In order to measure
the prediction quality, we define the prediction accuracy(PA) as follows:

PA =

∑M
i=1 |Li ∩ Ti|

M
, (10)

where Li is a list of user i’s most trusted users, Ti is the trusted user of user
i in the testing set and M is the total number of users. In our experiment, we
set the length of each list |Li| = 10. PA measures the ability of each model to
correctly predicate a list of trusted users for each user.
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Table 3. The prediction accuracy(PA) on Different Data Sets

Data Sets KNN SVD NMF MC SSLM(100) SSLM(300) SSLM(500)

Epinions 0.1568 0.1410 0.1285 0.1916 0.1932 0.1969 0.1975
Ciao 0.0707 0.0798 0.0700 0.0862 0.0876 0.0893 0.0901
Slashdot 0.0540 0.0586 0.0516 0.0745 0.0748 0.0762 0.0768

4.4 Experimental Results

For all the above methods, we tuned the best parameters to made them achieve
the best performance. We only report the best performance results.

Trust Prediction Results. The prediction accuracy(PA) of different methods
on three data sets are presented in Table 3. We selected different K values
in SSLM and denoted them as SSLM(K) (K = 100, 300, 500) to study their
performance. The results in Table 3 show that SSLM can generate better PA than
other methods over all the data sets. We also find that the PA of SSLM improves
as the K value increases. That is because a larger K value means a larger size
of neighborhood, the more relations between user j and its neighbors can be
learned in the aggregation coefficients vector wj, which gives rise to the better
prediction quality. Another observation is that the MC model has a comparable
performance with SSLM(100). However, it often takes several hours(e.g., about
31 hours on the Epinions data set) to train the MC model, while our SSLM(100)
only takes several minutes(e.g., about 3 minutes on the Epinions data set) for
training the model. Moreover, SSLM(300) and SSLM(500) can achieve better
PA than the MC model on all data sets.

Efficiency Evaluation. We utilized the Epinions data set as an example to
illustrate the efficiency of our hashing based procedure. Table 4 presents the time
cost of computing similarities between all pairs of users through two different
methods. The first method is the original Jaccard coefficient and the second one
is our hashing-based procedure. All methods were implemented in C to make
sure that any time difference in performance is due to methods themselves. In
Table 4, we find that our hashing-based procedure just takes about 1/6 time cost
against the original Jaccard coefficient, which makes our SSLM model efficiently
handle large-scale data sets.

Table 4. Time of Different Similarity
Computation Procedures

Method Time(s)
Jaccard 9,041
Hashing 1,446

Table 5. Time(ms) of Our Approach
with Different Neighborhood Sizes and
Optimization Algorithms

Methods CD SCD
SSLM(100) 0.708 0.586
SSLM(300) 6.09 4.08
SSLM(500) 17.39 10.61
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We also evaluated the efficiency of the traditional coordinate descent(CD)
and stochastic coordinate descent(SCD) algorithm on the Epinions data set. We
report the average time of each iteration of these two algorithms in Table 5.
Both algorithms were written in C and executed serially to objectively compare
their efficiencies. For three neighborhood sizes, Table 5 shows that the larger the
K value is, the faster our stochastic coordinate algorithm runs in each iteration.
With respect to SSLM(500), our stochastic approach cuts off the 39% average
execution time of each iteration, compared to the traditional approach. Hence,
our stochastic coordinate descent algorithm can significantly boost the efficiency
of our proposed SSLM approach.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a novel and scalable Structured Sparse Linear Model
(SSLM) for social trust prediction. SSLM formulates the trust prediction prob-
lem as a set of independent regularized linear regression problems. Scalable hash-
ing techniques and stochastic coordinate descent algorithm are also incorporated
into our model to reduce the computational cost of system training. The experi-
ments on simulated and real-world data sets show that our approach outperforms
other examined approaches in terms of prediction ability and scalability. In the
future, we intend to extend our model to utilize additional user information, e.g.,
users’ profiles and item rating information, and derive more scalable stochastic
coordinate descent algorithms.
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Abstract. Finding hot path is important in many scenarios like trip
planning, traffic management and animal movement studies. However,
in practice, the hotness of paths may change over time, e.g., for one
path, it is hotter in morning rush hour than in the midnight. This paper
studies how to find time-dependent hot path.

Given two locations, a departure time and a travel time limit, our task
is to get a hot path highly fitting the real-time physical world within
a user-specified travel time limit. We first analyze the change of edge
hotness in different time ranges by learning historical GPS trajectories.
Then, with the time-dependent hotness information, we propose an effec-
tive algorithm to answer the hot path query mentioned above. Extensive
experiments on a real dataset show that our methods outperform the
baseline approaches in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.

1 Introduction

Hot path (or popular path) is a path that is frequently passed through by people
or vehicles. It is useful in many scenarios, e.g., trip planning, traffic management
and animal movement studies. Many works [1–5] have been proposed to find hot
path. However, most of them do not aim to finding time-dependent hot paths. In
practice, the hotness of a path may change over time. This paper studies how to
answer Time-Dependent Hot Path(TDHP) query. We begin by two motivating
examples and then introduce the TDHP problem.

Example 1. Lily is on vacation. She arrives at a city for the first time and wants
to find an attractive path which has been chosen by many travellers. If it is a
sunny morning, travellers may prefer paths with natural landscapes, but if it is
an evening, travellers may prefer paths with fantastic architectures shining at
night. We can see that hot path is related to time of a day.

Example 2. Assume a taxi to be idle. To meet potential passengers as soon as
possible, the taxi driver would like to drive on roads that are frequently passed
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through by taxis or pedestrians. During morning rush hours he/she could choose
roads around residential area because many people go to work by taxi, while in
the evening he/she prefers roads around entertainment area since there would
be a significant demand of going home for passengers.

The two examples above illustrate the necessity of finding time-dependent hot
path. Furthermore, we visualize the distribution of real trajectory points on map.
Figure 1 draws Beijing taxi trajectory points in respective time ranges(denoted
by tr). We can see that the points in 1(a) and 1(b) are both quite dense but
cover different edges, but that in 1(c) is relatively sparse. Therefore, it is not
appropriate to answer a hot path query without the time factor.

(a) 6:00-8:00 (b) 10:00-12:00 (c) 14:00-16:00

Fig. 1. An visual verification of time-dependent hotness

Given a source and a destination, the TDHP is to find an optimal path (with
the maximum hotness) with a departure time and a user-specified travel time
limit.

To our best knowledge, this is the first work that addresses the time-
dependence of hot path problem. However, it is a non-trival work and we have
identified two challenges. First, there is no available edge hotness data for path
finding. We need to add time-dependent hotness information to the road net-
work. Second, finding this hot path is difficult. As hotness changes over time,
every time one edge is visited in path finding process, the time when moving
objects arrive this edge should be known for hotness calculation. This is so
time-consuming that some appropriate fast algorithm must be applied in this
problem.

To answer the query, we first employ a clustering method towards all times-
tamps of trajectory points to construct hotness function for each edge. Then, we
solve the TDHP problem by an A*-like algorithm. We also design an appropriate
estimation function and give two strategies to improve the performance.

The contributions are as follows.

– We formally define the TDHP problem to find hot path with time-dependence
and travel time limit.

– We propose a method to construct hotness function from a real trajectory
dataset.

– We propose a new searching strategy for TDHP and we use two optimizing
methods to improve the performance.
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– We design innovative evaluation methods and perform extensive experiments
on a real GPS trajectory dataset to show the effectiveness and efficiency of
our algorithm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We formally define our problem
in Section 2. We present hotness function construction method in Section 3.
The search strategy for hot path finding is introduced in Section 4. Section 5
includes our experimental study. The related work is discussed in Section 6.
Finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Definition

We first introduce preliminaries and then define the TDHP problem.

Definition 1 (Time-Dependent Hotness Graph). A time-dependent hot-
ness graph is a directed graph GT (V,E,H)(or GT for short): V = {vi} is a set
of nodes; E ⊆ V ×V is a set of edges; H = {hi,j(t)} is a set of hotness functions
for each ei,j where t is a time variable in a day.

Definition 2 (Trajectory). A trajectory traj is a sequence of GPS points. It
can be transformed by map-matching into a sequence of neighbour nodes with
timestamps: p1 → p2 → ... → pn. pi can also be described as (vi,ti) where ti
records the time arriving at vi.

Definition 3 (Edge Hotness). Given a trajectory dataset Traj, the hotness
of an edge ei,j at time t is defined as:

Hi,i+1(t)=
1

2Δt
| {traj|traj ∈ Traj, pi → pi+1 ∈ traj, and pi.t∈ [t −Δt, t+Δt]} |

(1)
where [t−Δt, t+Δt] is a nearby time range(denoted by TR) around t and {traj}
are trajectories that pass through ei,j during this time range.

Due to different hotnesses in different times, it is more appropriate to count
those time-nearby trajectories than all trajectories in a day. To divide the count
by TR’s length is because the hotness is meaningful in unit time. In addition, for
simplicity, we assume that edge hotness keeps fixed while an object is traveling
on the edge.

Definition 4 (Path). A path p is a sequence of neighbour nodes, i.e., p : v1 →
v2 → ...→ vn, and we define Ep as all edges passed through by p.

Definition 5 (Path Hotness). Given a departure time td, the hotness of a
path p is defined as the average hotness of Ep.

Hp(td) =
1

|Ep|
∑

ei,i+1∈Ep

Hi,i+1(ti) (2)

where ti is the arrival time for ei,i+1. We denode the travel time for ei,i+1 by
ei,i+1.tt and hence ti = ti−1 + ei−1,i.tt.
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Problem 1 (TDHP Problem). Given a time-dependent hotness graph
GT (V,E,H) and a query with a source vs, a destination ve, a departure
time td and a travel time limit tl, the Time-Dependent Hot Path(TDHP)
problem is to find a path with maximal hotness:

Hp∗(td) = max
p
Hp(td), s.t.

∑
ei,j∈Ep

ei,j .tt ≤ tl (3)

It seems not practical that moving objects spend all the time on the way and
they never stop during driving. Considering the stops are uncertain and too many
constraints will bring more unnecessary complication, we assume that moving
objects never stop in our problem.

3 Hotness Function Construction

To solve problem 1, we need edge hotness function hi,j(t) and an efficient algo-
rithm. These issues are discussed next.

3.1 Hotness Function Analysis

The H is a continuous function and provides a statistic solution for constructing
hi,j(t). However, a continuous hotness function would bring serious efficiency
problems. First, it is space-consuming if we store hotness information for all
possible time stamps. Second, it will waste much running time if the hotness is
calculated during the on-line path finding process.

In this paper, we propose a TimeParti algorithm to discrete the continuous
hotness function H. Generally speaking, edge hotness does not change sharply
during a short tr. So we can discrete the continuous H by partitioning a day
into appropriate trs and then calculate a hotness value for each tr. Therefore,
nearby times having similar hotness can be merged to share the same hotness.

3.2 TimeParti Algorithm

We begin by presenting the desired properties of partitioned TRs, and then
introduce our TimeParti algorithm.

Definition 6 (Timestamp Set). For an edge ei,j, a timestamp set tst1,t2
records timestamps in a given time range [t1, t2), where for each t ∈ tst1,t2 ,
∃traj ∈ Traj that arrives ei,j at t.

Given an initial ts which covers [tstart, tend), assume that the time range partition
process finally generates n time ranges {[tk, tk+1)|1 ≤ k < n}. And the hotness
function is correspondingly constructed as follows:

hi,j(t) =
1

tk+1 − tk
|tstk,tk+1

|, t ∈ [tk, tk+1) (4)
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Indeed, Equation 4 is an approximation of H. It counts trajectories passing a
given edge in a certain tr, while the H counts trajectories in a tr around a certain
time. The notion of time range partition is practical, because we only need to
store a small number of hotness values to answer for any time in [tstart, tend).

There are two objectives in the time range partition. First, the hotness for
any two timestamps t1, t2 ∈ tr should be similar. Second, the number of trs
should be bounded. Too many trs would be space-consuming. In this paper, we
measure the quality of time range partition for an edge ei,j by a classic standard
metric SSE(Sum of Squares for Error):

SSE(ei,j) =

n∑
k=1

SSE([tk, tk+1)) (5)

where SSE([tk, tk+1)) is the SSE of an tr that is defined as:

SSE([tk, tk+1)) =
1

|tstk,tk+1
|

∑
t∈tstk,tk+1

(
t− t

)2
(6)

where t is the average time in tstk,tk+1
.

TimeParti algorithm is a modified bisecting K-means clustering method. We
choose bisecting K-means rather than the famous K-means. This is because the
number of time ranges is not fiexed for different edges. In TimeParti, we set
a SSE bound(denoted by SSEbd) to stop the partition when the SSE of all
existing time ranges are smaller than SSEbd. We use an example in Figure 2
to describe TimeParti. For a certain edge, 2(a)we initialize a ts1 including all
timestamps for trajectories that arrive ei,j , 2(b)partition ts1 into ts2 and ts3,
2(c)select a ts with the biggest SSE(assume ts=ts3), and partition it into ts4
and ts5, 2(d) next select ts2 and partition it into ts6 and ts7. Then the partition
can be stopped, because the SSE of ts4, ts5, ts6 and ts7 are all below SSEbd.
If there exists |ts|=1 and t ∈ ts, then we enlarge the corresponding time range
by [t− δ, t+ δ](here we set δ=30min for example).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. An example of TimeParti algorithm
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4 Hot Path Finding Algorithm

This section introduces TDHP algorithm first, and then proposes techniques for
optimization.

4.1 TDHP Algorithm

We novelly extend the A* algorithm by estimating path hotness. A* is an al-
gorithm for goal-directed search that keeps a priority queue PQ of alternative
nodes ordered by an evaluation function. In TDHP, we redefine the evaluation
function by an estimated path hotness function f(x) for node x. f(x) determines
the order in which the search visits nodes in PQ. Differing from traditional A*,
in TDHP, the bigger f(x), node x is more likely to be extended.

f(x) is sum of two functions: the past path hotness function(denoted by g(x))
and a future path hotness function(denoted by h(x)). For g(x), instead of using
Hp, we give a slightly rough version using hi,j(t) which has been constructed in

Algorithm 1: The TDHP Algorithm

1 Input: a time-dependent hotness graph GT , a query: vs, ve, td, and tl
2 Output: The time-dependent hottest path TDHP
3 Procedure:

1: PQ← ∅; CloseSet← ∅;
2: PQ.enqueue(vs);
3: while PQ 
= null do
4: v ← dequeue(PQ);
5: if v=ve then
6: return TDHP;
7: end if
8: CloseSet.add(v);
9: for each u ∈ v.adjacentNodes do
10: t← (v, u).tt+ FT (u⇒ ve);
11: if tt(vs → v) + t > tl or u ∈ CloseSet then
12: continue;
13: end if
14: f(u)← g(u) + h(u);
15: if u /∈ PQ then
16: PQ.add(u);
17: else
18: if f(u) > fold(u) then
19: update(PQ,u);
20: end if
21: end if
22: end for
23: end while
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the previous section, to simplify the calculation. Assume p− to be a path from
vs to x, we have

g(x) =
1

|Ep− |
∑

ei,i+1∈Ep−

hi,i+1(ti) (7)

h(x) is a heuristic estimate of the hotness from x to ve. Assume ER to be a set
of edges that could possibly passed through in tl, then h(x) can be defined as:

h(x) =
1

|ER|
∑

ei,j∈ER

hi,j(t)

where hi,j(ti) is an estimated edge hotness based on hi,j(ti). We discuss hi,j(ti)
in next subsection.

The pseudocode for this algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. A max priority
queue PQ is utilized to determine the node with the maximum f(x) value. In
the while loop, we extract v with the maximum f(x) from PQ. Then for each
neighbour node u: we use a fastest-travel time pruning strategy in line 10-11 and
update PQ with f(x) in line 14-19. Once the destination node is extended, the
algorithm will stop and return the result hot path in line 6.

4.2 Details on Optimization

We now discuss the pruning strategy and the calculation of h(x) in algorithm 1.

Pruning Strategy. With a travel time limit, possible nodes between any two
locations can be restricted in an area(denoted by A). Follow Algorithm 1 and
assume that u is a node that is to be extended from v, let tt(vs → u) be the
total travel time from vs to u, and let FT (u ⇒ ve) be the fastest travel time
from u to ve, then u would be pruned if the following condition is satisfied:

tt(vs → u) + FT (u⇒ ve) > tl

This strategy can be applied to selection of ER for h(x) with little change. For
∀ei,j ∈ E, ei,j would be pruned if the following condition is satisfied:

tt(vs → u) + FT (u⇒ vi) + ei,j .tt+ FT (vj ⇒ ve) > t

The left part infers that the fastest travel time of a path that starts from vs,
passes through u and ei,j and finally arrives at ve.

To obtain the travel time for each edge, we add up all actual travel times from
Traj and calculate average as the edge’s travel time. For those edges with no
trajectories passing through, we first calculate an average speed v from Traj,
and then estimate the travel time by dividing the edge length with v.

Hotness Function Filtering. The quality of h(x) is influenced not only by
selection of ER but also by hi,j(t) for each edge. It would be difficult to calculate
hi,j(t) because we have no idea about in which time range the object will arrive
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ei,j . hi,j(t) is a filtered consequence of hi,j(t) and we use it to estimate the
hotness when an object is passing ei,j . Next we propose the filtering method
and how this hi,j(t) is calculated.

The filtering method is based on two observations: for ei,j , first, the time
arriving at vi can not be earlier than some time tearly because it is limited by
the graph topological structure. Second, the time leaving vj can not be later
than some other time tlate because of the travel time limit. Then we can filter
the hi,j(t) by [tearly , tlate] and average the left hotness for h(x).

The time range can be easily computed in the following way: tearly = ts+t(s⇒
x) + FT (x⇒ vi) and tlate = ts + tl − FT (vj ⇒ e). After that, for ∀tr ∈ TR, tr
would be filtered if either of the following two conditions is satisfied:

tk+1 < tearly, tk > tlate

Assume TRleft as the left time ranges after hotness function filtering, then h
can be calculated by averaging all hotness corresponding to TRleft. The pseu-
docode for this algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. The pruning strategy is used
in line 3 and the hotness function filtering is used in line 7.

Finally, we present the time complexity analysis. The calculation of g(x) can
make use of the parent node of x, so its time complexity is O(1). Assume
that TRmax is the time range set of an edge with biggest |TR|. Hence, h(x)
costs O(|E||TRmax|). Therefore, the time complexity of TDHP is O(|N |log|N |+
|E|2|TRmax|).

5 Experiments

In this section, we test the efficiency and effectiveness of both TimeParti and
TDHP algorithms.

Algorithm 2: The future path hotness function h(x)

1 Input: a time-dependent hotness graph GT , a query and node u
2 Output: a future hotness
3 Procedure:

1: hvalue ← 0, count← 0;
2: for each ei, j ∈ E do
3: if tt(s→ u) + FT (u⇒ vi) + ei,j .tt+ FT (vj ⇒ ve) > tl then
4: continue;
5: end if
6: for ∀tr ∈ TR do
7: if tr.ft > tlate or tr.lt < tearly then
8: continue;
9: end if
10: hvalue ← hvalue + hi,j ;
11: count++;
12: end for
13: end for
14: return hvalue/count;
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5.1 Dataset

We use a graph dataset and a real-world trajectory dataset in our experiments.
The graph dataset is a Beijing road network from OpenStreetMap, including
2011 nodes and 5118 edges. The trajectory dataset we use for hotness function
construction is offered by [6, 7]. It contains real GPS trajectories of 10,357 taxis
during the period of Feb. 2 to Feb. 8, 2008 in Beijing. The total number of points
in this dataset is about 15 million and the total distance of the trajectories
reaches to 9 million kilometers. In the preprocessing, we did map matching and
transformed each trajectory into an edge sequence with time stamps. Table 1
depicts the time distribution of all trajectory points.

Table 1. Statistics on trajectory time stamps

0:00-4:00 4:00-8:00 8:00-12:00 12:00-16:00 16:00-20:00 20:00-24:00

2.20% 35.21% 38.89% 18.47% 3.70% 1.51%

5.2 Parameter Tuning on TimeParti

The TimeParti algorithm is sensitive to the tuning parameter SSEbd. Figure
3(a) shows how the clustering error is affected by SSEbd. The average edge
SSE increases as SSEbd increases. Figure 3(b) gives a relation between SSEbd
and the query time of TDHP. As we can see, a larger SSEbd will make the hot
path finding more efficient, because less time ranges are produced and traversed
in h(x). Observing the query time slightly decreases when SSEbd increases to
1.0, we set SSEbd=1.0.
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Fig. 3. SSEbd tuning

5.3 Evaluation on TDHP

In the following, we illustrate the search results of TDHP algorithm and compare
the results with a baseline approach(RICK) in [6] in three ways. We show in the
experiments that TDHPperforms better in time-dependent hotness environment.

Metrics and Baseline.We use two criterions: path hotness and trajectory sim-
ilarity to evaluate the effectiveness of TDHP. The path hotness defined in Defini-
tion 7makes a quantization on the hotness of a path. Given a ground-truth hottest
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path from the trajectory dataset, the trajectory similarity infers how close the re-
sult path is to the ground-truth. Different from [6], we select from the dataset the
ground-truth with the highest hotness score defined in Section 5 for a given query.
In addtion, we compare the results with the existing approach(RICK) in [6]. In [6],
given a sequence of locations, they find a hot path connecting any two contiguous
locations. In this experiment, the parameters of RICK are set as |q| = 2 and k = 1.

Querydata Preperation.We set three time ranges and design three query sets
respectively. The query source-destination pairs are the same in three sets but
the departure times are in corresponding time ranges. Taking the trajectory
points’ time distribution in Table 1 into consideration, we set the time ranges as
4:00-8:00, 8:00-12:00 and 12:00-16:00. In addition, we also run experiments on a
dataset ignoring the time-dependence, denoted as average time. For each query
q, we collect all trajectories travelling from the q.s to q.e during a time interval
around q.t. Then these trajectories are ranked by their hotness. We can assume
that the greater the hotness is, the respective trajectory is more likely to be a
hot path found by an experienced and professional driver.

Performance on Path Hotness. Figure 4 verifies the relation between the dis-
tance of query nodes and the path hotness. To study the path hotness difference,
we compare TDHP with 3 competitors:(1)RICK,(2)the hotness of ground-truth
hottest path and (3)average hotness of all trajectories that from vs to ve. The
x-coordinate refers to the length of shortest path(SP) between query node pairs.
We can see in Figure 4 that the path hotness(in Definition 7) decreases as the
distance increases. It is because the increasing distance leads to more edges. As-
sume the number of trajectories on the path to be fixed, then path hotness would
get smaller with a bigger denominator. The TDHP performs better than RICK
because the evaluation function in TDHP only counts those edge hotnesses in
satisfied time ranges.
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Fig. 4. Path hotness comparison

Performance on Trajectory Similarity. Figure 5 verifies the error of TDHP.
To evaluate the difference between a path and the corresponding ground-truth
hottest trajectory, we apply the length-Normalized Dynamic Time Warping
distance(NDTW)[6]. For each query, we get top-k hottest trajectories as ground-
truth and average the k NDTWs as the error of the path finding algorithms.
Figure 5 shows that the NDTW of TDHP slightly grows as the length of SP
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Fig. 5. Trajectory error comparison

increases. We can also infer that the hot path of RICK is hot but is quite differ-
ent from drivers’ experience.

Efficiency.We investigate the query time of TDHP and show the results in
Figure 6. In the path finding, we improve the efficiency of the path generation
by a travel time pruning strategy. As shown in Figure 6(a), TDHP outperforms
RICK a lot. The reason is that every time the h(x) is called, it is only the time
ranges in hi,j(t) for ∀ ei,j ∈ ER that would be checked to calculate the hi,j(t). But
in RICK, for ∀ ei,j ∈ ER, every trajectory that passes ei,j would be checked to
be included into a set of existing trajectories(details in [6]). Figure6(b) compares
the times that time ranges are visited in TDHP with the times that trajectories
are visited in RICK. As we can see, the query time is in direct proportion to the
visiting number.
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filtering

Evaluation on Hotness Function Filtering In the end, we investigate the
performance of hotness function filtering in Figure 7. The path hotness and
NDTW of TDHP and TDHP without hotness filtering(denoted by TDHP-) are
recorded in 7(a) and 7(b) respectively. As we can see in both Figure 7(a) and
7(b), as the length of SP increases, TDHP performs much better than TDHP-.
This is because by calculating edge’s earliest arrival time and latest leaving time,
TDHP filters a few time ranges, and limits the possible arrival time of each edge
in time ranges that are left after filtering.

6 Related Work

Our TDHP problem is highly related to hot route finding, time-dependent hot-
ness, trajectory pattern mining and time-dependent fastest path.
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Hot Route Finding. It is [1] that first put forward the end-to-end hot route
problem and assumed there was no background graph information. It used a
modified DBSCAN algorithm to cluster intersections and a markov model to
calculate transfer probabilities between intersections, and finally discovered the
most popular route. Given a location sequence and a time span, the work [2]
presented a framework to get top-k hottest paths passing through the location
sequence within a time span. P.Kumar[3] provided users with a path strategy
that fitted most people’s driving behaviour. However, all the works above ignored
the hotness time-dependence.

The work [4] proposed a method to on-line achieve hot motion paths that
are close to the query location. A FlowScan algorithm presented by [5] clustered
road segments. Both works got a set of hot roads, instead of continual paths.

Time-Dependent Hotness. The study [8] analysed a trajectory dataset and it
showed the distribution of trajectory points changed over time. The work [9] vi-
sualized this phenomenon of a small part of the map. They just gave a subjective
explaination but did not systematically quantize the edge hotness. Several stud-
ies [10–12] discovered period moving trends of objects that share alike routes.
To better make use of these trends, the study [13] clustered trajectory points
at fixed intervals, hence converted GPS trajectories into cluster sequences. But
these works lack of a straightforward definition and expression of hotness,thus
their efficiency of algorithm is not good.

Trajectory Pattern Mining. Several works [10–12] focused on mining tra-
jectory patterns. By tagging these patterns in the graph, some hot paths could
be found. However, these popular paths were discrete and scattered over the
whole graph. Given a certain source-destination pair, there may be no consecu-
tive paths that could pass through the two locations. Therefore, retrieving hot
paths from trajectory patterns is not a good solution for the problem in this
paper.

Time-Dependent Fastest Path. Given a graph with edge travel time changing
over time, time-dependent fastest path aims at finding a path of which the
total travel time is minimized. The work [14] studied the online algorithm for
fastest path in time-dependent graph and presented a technique speeding up
path calculation. However, the problem addressed in this paper is fairly different
from this kind of problem, for it is the hotness rather than the travel time that
is dynamic. Besides, the fastest path only demanded that the travel time of
path should be minimized. But TDHP is to get a path with maximized average
hotness of edges as long as the travel time would not surpass a specified value.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the problem of time-dependent hot path finding between
two given locations by using users’ daily moving trajectories. We first converted
GPS points to road segment sequences with timestamps by a map-matching al-
gorithm. Then we proposed a novel method to construct time-dependent hotness
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function for each edge. Based on the hotness function, we proposed an A*-like
algorithm to find the optimal TDHP. We conducted extensive studies and con-
firmed that our algorithms outperformed than the baseline algorithm in terms of
both effectiveness and efficiency.
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Abstract. With the surge of social media, micro-blog has become a popular  
information share tool, in which retweeting is a basic way to share and spread 
information. It is important to predict the retweet number for influence measure 
and precision market. Contemporary methods usually consider it as a classifica-
tion or regression problem directly, which can be regarded as one-phase  
models. However, they cannot accurately predict the number of retweet. In this 
paper, we propose a two-phase model to predict how many times a tweet can be 
retweeted in Sina Weibo. That is, the model first classifies tweets into several 
categories, and then does regression on each category. Extensive experiments 
on real Sina Weibo dataset show that our model is a general framework  
to achieve better performances than traditional one-phase prediction model 
without complex feature extraction. 

Keywords: Social media, Sina Weibo, Retweet, Classification, Regression. 

1 Introduction 

Recently, there is a surge of social media. Many social network services have 
emerged, among which micro-blog service is a platform of sharing, spreading and 
acquiring message based on users’ relationship. People can post messages of up to 
140 characters through Web or smart phones to share information timely. Micro-blog 
services gain worldwide popularity. As the most popular micro-blog service, Twitter 
[1] had about 500 million registered users in 2012 and these users post about 340 
million messages every day. In China, Sina Weibo [2] had 503 million registered 
users before March 2013. 

In micro-blog network, retweet is the main way to spread messages. When a user 
posts a message, this message will be pushed to the user’s followers.  When follow-
ers see this message, he/she can choose to retweet the message, so the message will be 
pushed to his/her followers. By retweet, messages can be continued to spread in the 
micro-blog network. Therefore, the times of retweet (i.e., retweet number) can be as 
an important indicator of the message’s influence. Predicting the retweet number of a 
message in micro-blog network (i.e., tweet) has practical significance in evaluating 
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the influence and the value of a tweet. What’s more, it contributes to controlling the 
spread of illegal information like rumors.  

There has been some studies [3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10] on the retweet prediction in micro-
blog network. Many of them consider the problem as a two-classification problem, 
which predicts whether a message will be retweeted or not. Some studies [9] also treat 
it as a multi-classification problem. However, it is difficult to determine the threshold 
of multiple classifiers. There are a few works predicting the retweet number directly 
[10]. All these work can be considered as one-phase model as shown in Fig. 1(a). Due 
to the complexity of retweet behavior, it is hard to accurately predict the retweet 
number with these one-phase models. Moreover, most of work focuses on English 
micro-blog services like Twitter and few studies are on Chinese micro-blog services. 

In this paper, we first analyze the characteristics of retweet in real Sina weibo data-
set and point out it is not rational to directly do regression on training data due to the 
power law distribution of retweet number. Then we propose a two-phase model to 
predict retweet number. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the basic idea of our model. In the first 
phase, the model classifies tweets into one of multiple categories, where the classifi-
cation threshold can be automatically determined by the 80/20 rule. In the second 
phase, the model does regression on each category to predict the retweet number. The 
two-phase model has the following advantages: (1) It is a general framework, which 
can employ any classifier or regression model in it; (2) It is a simple but effective 
method without complex feature extraction. Extensive experiments on Sina Weibo 
data validate the above benefits through achieving better performances than one-
phase models under different model settings. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Different methods on retweeting behavior 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work about 
micro-blog network and retweet behavior analysis. In Section 3, we describe our  
dataset and analyze the characteristics of retweet behavior. Section 4 illustrates  
our two-phase model for retweet number prediction. Section 5 provides numbers of 
experiments to validate our model. Finally, we summarize our findings and conclude 
with Section 6. 

(a)  One-phase model (b) Two-phase model 
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2 Related Work 

Since micro-blog has become a popular social network service, a lot of studies have 
been done to explore its traits. Some studies are about micro-blog network structure 
and user characteristics. Java et al. [11] introduce the basic functions and features of 
Twitter and give a preliminary analysis of its social networking features, the results 
indicate that Twitter showed some power law distribution and small world properties. 

As retweet behavior is the key mechanism for information diffusion in micro-blog 
network, many studies focus on retweet behavior. Boyd et al. [12] took a detailed 
analysis of retweet in Twitter to explore how and why people retweet a tweet. Suh et 
al. [13] examined a number of features that might affect retweet, and they found that 
the number of followers and followees seem to affect retweet behavior, while the 
number of past tweets does not affect a tweet to be retweeted.  Zhang Yang et al. [8] 
analyzed the importance of different features and investigate the feasibility of apply-
ing classification method and proposed a feature-weighted model. Their model can 
predict a major fraction of tweets(nearly 86%). Bandari et al. [9] proposed a model to 
predict popularity of new articles. They classified articles to three classes based on 
their retweet number 1-20, 20-100 and 100-2400. The model can predict ranges of 
popularity on Twitter with an overall 84% accuracy. Most of studies above focus on 
Twitter and few studies are on direct retweet number. 

There are also a few work on retweet number prediction of Chinese micro-blog.  
Li Ying-le et al. [10] proposed a prediction model based on SVM algorithm with five 
features: user influence, user activity, interest similarity, the importance of micro-blog 
content and users’ closeness. The experiment with Sina Weibo data shows a good 
result that the predict accuracy is up to 86.63%. However, the features they extracted 
are very complex and expensive and thus the model is not suitable for large-scale 
data. 

3 Data and Features 

This section describes the dataset and features extracted from tweets. Then we  
analyze the characteristic of retweet behavior.   

3.1 Dataset Preprocess 

We use Sina Weibo API to collect tweets for three months from April 2013 to July 
2013 and finally get 54M tweets and 142K different users. In real micro-blog net-
work, retweet number of a tweet will change with time. For example, when a tweet is 
just posted, the retweet number may be 0. After an hour, the retweet number may 
increase. Because we want to build a prediction model to predict the final retweet 
number of a tweet, we filtered data and got 49M tweets which exist in micro-blog 
network more than 30 days. Since retweet number of a tweet will trend to be stable 
with the time passed by, we consider that the retweet number will be stable after 30 
days. 
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3.2 Feature Description 

We extracted 28 features from the tweet and the tweet’s creator. Most of them can be 
directly crawled from Sina Weibo API, and these features have been proved to be 
effective in some papers [8],[13]. Moreover, most of the features are basic informa-
tion from dataset and they don’t require complex computation. Table 1 and Table 2 
show the details. In Table 1, we also compute 4 features which describe the tweet’s 
creator’s influence.  

Table 1. Feature about the tweet creator  

Feature Explanation Feature Explanation 

GD Gender of the tweet’s creator VR 
The tweet’s creator is a verified 
user 

NL 
The length of the nickname of the 
tweet’s creator 

VT 
The verified type of the tweet’s 
creator 

FON 
The number of the followers who 
follow tweet’s creator 

ED 
The number of days since the 
tweet’s creator registered 

FRN 
The number of the friends who are 
followed by tweet’s creator  

MSPD SN/ED 

BFN 
The number of the friends who 
and tweet’s creator follow each 
other 

MFPD FON/ED 

FAN 
The number of the favorites which 
the tweet’s creator has 

MFPS FON/SN 

SN 
The number of tweets of tweet’s 
creator post 

MAFPS (FON-FRN)/SN 

Table 2. Feature about the tweet 

Feature Explanation Feature Explanation 

HI The tweet has hashtag  in text TL The length of the text 

HC 
The number of the hashtag  in 
text 

TM 
The month of the tweet which was 
created 

AI The tweet has @ in text TD 
The day of the tweet which was 
created 

AC The number of @ in text TH 
The hour of the tweet which was 
created 

HI The tweet has link in text TW 
The week of the tweet which was 
created 

HC The number of link in text HOI The tweet was created on holiday 

PI The tweet has pictures EH 
The hours since the tweet was 
created 

3.3 Characteristic of Retweet Behavior 

We take a basic statistics analysis on retweet behavior of users. 
For retweet number, we count tweets of different retweet number and calculate its 

cumulative distribution. Fig. 2(a) shows the log distribution of total tweets over all data, 
demonstrating a long tail shape. We can see the cumulative distribution of different  
retweet number in Fig. 2(b). Apparently, the retweet number is extremely unbalanced. 
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For example, 66.4% of all tweets’ retweet number is less than 1 and 90% of that is no 
more than 30. The tweets that retweet number more than 1000 is less than 1%. 

For users, we compute the mean retweet number of each user (i.e., MRN). Fig. 2(c) 
shows the cumulative distribution of different mean retweet number of users. From 
Fig. 2(c), we can see that 63.1% of all users ‘s mean retweet number is less than 1 and 
users with retweet number less than 30 is 90%. While, less than 0.8% users’ mean 
retweet number is more than 1000. Fig. 2(d) is also a cumulative distribution. We sort 
the mean retweet number according to descending order. From Fig. 2(d), the top 10% 
tweets come from 0.78% of users. 7.8% of all users post top 90% tweets. Obviously, 
only a small part of users can post tweets with high retweet number. 

In all, we can get two observations: (1) In the micro-blog network, the retweet 
number and number of tweets comply with the power-law distribution, and only a 
small part of tweets’ retweet number is high. (2) For users in micro-blog network, 
only a small percentage of them have the potential to post a tweet with high retweet 
number. 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. The characteristic of retweet behavior 

4 Two-Phase Prediction Model 

In this Section, we first discuss the disadvantage of one-phase models to predict ret-
weet number, and then describe our two-phase retweet number prediction model. 

4.1 One-Phase Prediction Model 

In order to predict the retweeting number, a direct solution is to do regression on 
training data including features and its retweet number. This solution is called one-
phase prediction model in this paper. Here, we select four one-phase regression 
models: LeastMedSq[14], LinearRegression, M5P[15] and MultilayerPerceptron to 
predict retweet number. We random select 1 million tweets from the whole dataset, 
because our dataset is too large to train a model in time. 80% of the data is training  
set and the rest is test set. We draw the prediction result of four one-phase models in 
Fig. 3, which shows the relation of prediction values and real values. 

(d) CDF of the top order 

retweet number 

(c) CDF of MRN (b) CDF of retweet 

number 

(a) Distribution of 

retweet number 
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Fig. 3. One-phase prediction model scatter diagram 

In Fig. 3(a), we can see LeastMedSq model predicts all tweet with a retweet  
number 0 or 1. Because most of tweets in training set have retweet number less  
than 1. Apparently, this model cannot solve the prediction problem. In Fig. 3(b)(c)(d), 
the prediction results are chaos. Even for most of tweets with retweet number 0 or 1, 
these models predict high retweet numbers. These three models also cannot predict 
retweet number precisely. From Fig. 3, we can conclude that traditional one-phase 
regression model cannot effectively predict retweet number. 

4.2 Two-Phase Retweet Number Prediction Model 

Basic Idea 
Since the traditional one-phase regression model cannot solve the prediction problem, 
we propose a two-phase prediction model. The different between one-phase predic-
tion model and two-phase prediction mode is shown in Fig. 1.  

From Section 3.3, we know that the retweet number is extremely unbalanced. This 
characteristic may lead some models to predict small values, which can get less error. 
And comparing with predicting whether a tweet can be retweeted, predicting the ret-
weet number is more complex. There are many features affecting the retweet number 
of a tweet. For example, the tweet is about special events, like earthquake or the tweet 
is created at a special time, like someone’s birthday. What’s more, the user may pay 
money to some people to get a high retweet number, like marketing and so on. Be-
cause of the unbalances distribution and the essential complexity, the one-phase can 
hardly predict very well.  

To reduce the influence of the two problems above, we propose two-phase  
model. We know that only a small number of user can post tweets with high retweet 
number from Section 3.3. If we can classify tweets into some classes based on retweet 
number, the influence of the two problems will be reduced in each class. So the re-
gression models which build in each class will get a better prediction. In our two-
phase model, we build a multi-classification model on dataset in the first-phase.  
And in the second-phase, we build a regression model for each class. With “Divide 
and Conquer” strategy, our two-phase model can solve the unbalanced and complex 
problem in a way.  

 
 

(a) LeastMedSq (b) LinearRegression (c) M5P (d) MultilayerPerceptron 
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Table 3. Notations 

Symbol Description Symbol Description 
T The training set L The set of threshold values 

xi 
the feature vector of the ith tweet in 
T 

N 
The set of class number which 
includes 1,2,3…,|L|+1 

X The set of feature vector in T ci 
The class number of the ith tweet in 
T 

ri 
The retweet number of the ith tweet 
in T 

C The set of class number in T 

R The set of retweet number in T |S| The size of set S 

 
Algorithm 1. Two-phase retweet number prediction model training algorithm 
Input: X, R, L, N 
Output: Two-phase retweet prediction model
1 for i = 1 to |T| do 
2       compute the class number ci of the ith tweet based on ri and thre-

sholds in L 
3 end for 
4 train classification model CLF  based on X and C 
5 classify X and R into |N|  different parts based on different class number 

in C 
6 for i = 1 to |N| do 
7      train regression model REG-i in part-i 
8 end for 
9 return (CLF,REG-1,REG-2,…,REG-|N|) 

 
Algorithm 2. Two-phase retweet number prediction model predicting algorithm 
Input: models CLF,REG-1,REG-2,…,REG-|N|, the feature of a tweet  x 
Output: the prediction retweet number rp  

1 use classification model CLF to classify x, return the class number c 
2 use the regression model REG-c to predict the rp based on x 
3 return rp 

Classification Phase and Regression Phase 
In first-phase of our model is the classification part. This part is important to our 
model because if the classification model doesn’t have a good precision, our model 
cannot work very well. But there are two problems here: (1) How to select thresholds 
for classifying? (2) How many classes should we make?  

For the first problem, we should not ignore the unbalanced distribution of the data-
set. Considering the proportion of the tweets with different retweet number, we rec-
ommend to use the 80/20 Rule to choose thresholds. For example, if we want to clas-
sify tweets into 2 classes, the threshold will be retweet number of the tweet at the 80% 
position with a sorted datasets on retweet number. If we want to classify tweets into 3 
classes, the positions will be 80% and 96%. Obviously, there are many other methods 
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to select thresholds to classify tweets. In Section 5, we discuss other methods with 
experiments. For the second problem, in Section 5, we also discuss the different influ-
ence on our model with different number of classes.  

From Section 4.1, we have known training regression models directly on the whole 
dataset cannot get a good model. To prove the effectiveness of our two-phase model, 
we will still choose the same 4 regressions in Section 4.1 on experiments. 

Algorithm Framework 
Before describing the training algorithm, some notations are introduced in Table 3. In 
our two-phase model framework, if we classify tweets into n classes, we should train 
(n+1) models. The training algorithm and predicting algorithm are described in Algo-
rithm 1 and 2. 

5 Experiments 

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments on Sina Weibo dataset. Since our 
dataset is too large, we random select 1 million tweets on experiments. First, we con-
duct experiments to select classification model. Then, we compare the prediction 
results of one-phase model and two-phase model. Last, we discuss some parameters 
of our model on experiments.  

5.1 Effectiveness Experiments 

Classification Model Comparison 
Firstly, we compare the performances of different classifiers. We use the 80/20 Rule 
to classify tweets into three classes, the thresholds in our dataset is 5 and 118. So, the 
range of retweet number in three classes are 0-5, 6-118, 119-MAX. We choose 4 clas-
sification models, RandomForest (RF), Logistic (LO), DecisionTree (DT) and Nati-
veBayes (NB) to experiment. We random select 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% of the data-
set as training set and the rest as test set. 

Table 4. The results of different classification models 

M 60% 70% 80% 90% 

 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 

RF 85.5% 86.8% 86.1% 85.7% 87.0% 86.3% 86.0% 87.2% 86.6% 86.0% 87.2% 86.6% 

LO 77.5% 81.5% 79.4% 77.6% 81.5% 79.5% 77.7% 81.6% 79.6% 77.8% 81.7% 79.7% 

DT 84.0% 85.1% 84.5% 84.3% 85.3% 84.8% 84.6% 85.6% 85.1% 84.7% 85.7% 85.2% 

NB 75.5% 79.7% 77.5% 75.6% 79.7% 77.6% 75.6% 79.8% 77.6% 75.7% 80.0% 77.8% 

 
In Table 4, we compute precision (P), recall (R) and F1 value to evaluate each 

classification model. The result of RandomForest model is the best. So, we choose 
RandomForest model as our first phase model in the following experiments. 
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Two-phase Model vs One-phase Model 
In this part, we compare results of one-phase model and two-phase model. We still 
use the same regression models in Section 4: LeastMedSq (LMS), LinearRegression  
(LR), M5P and MultilayerPerceptron (MP). We use MAE and RAE to evaluate the 
results. They are defined as follows: 

   (1) 

   (2) 

where pi is the prediction retweet number of the ith tweet in test set and ri is the real 
retweet number. rm is the mean retweet number in training set.  

In order to fully test this model, we still random select 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% of 
the dataset as training set and the rest as test set to do experiments. From Table 5, we 
can see that two-phase model get a better prediction for each regression model. In the 
four two-phase models, the combination of RandomForest model and LeastMedSq 
model gets the best results. 

Table 5. Comparation of one-phase and two-pahse models 

Method 60% 70% 80% 90% 

MAE RAE MAE RAE MAE RAE MAE RAE 

RF+LR 66.77 69.65% 65.76 69.29% 69.44 70.08% 73.89 71.28% 

LR 104.15 108.64% 102.63 108.14% 101.89 102.83% 106.97 103.19% 

RF+MP 65.81 68.65% 63.01 66.40% 62.37 62.95% 76.85 74.13% 

MP 161.46 168.43% 132.02 139.11% 123.59 124.73% 388.33 374.61% 

RF+LMS 47.89 49.96% 47.54 50.09% 53.39 53.88% 58.22 56.16% 

LMS 51.59 53.81% 51.35 54.11% 57.42 57.95% 62.27 60.08% 

RF+M5P 67.03 69.92% 63.88 67.31% 60.6 61.16% 71.66 69.13% 

M5P 89.66 93.52% 84.13 88.65% 92.41 93.26% 106.97 103.19% 

 
Most of time, we want to predict the approximate range of the retweet number of 

a tweet, rather than a specific value. So, we define the range of a specific number. 
Supposing a, b and n are positive integers, a<b and 10a < n < 10b, the range of n is: 

   (3) 

where m is a parameter to control the radius. 
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Supposing np is the prediction retweet number and nr is the real retweet number, 
when np satisfies  

   (4) 

the prediction is right, otherwise is wrong. Then prediction accuracy is defined as 
follows. 

   (5) 

Because of the unbalanced distribution of the retweet number, most of the retweet 
number is 0 and 1. If a model predicts all tweets with a small number, it will get high 
prediction accuracy. To avoid this phenomenon, we random select an extremely tough 
test set in the rest of the 1 million training set. The test set has 100k tweets with ret-
weet number 0-100, 100k tweets with retweet number 101-1000 and 100k tweets with 
retweet number more than 1001. In the following experiments, we use this set as test 
set. We still random select 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% of the 1 million tweets to be 
training set. From Fig. 4, we can see that two-phase models have a better performance 
than one-phase models. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Comparison of one-phase model and two-phase model 

5.2 Parameters Study 

In previous experiments, we classify tweets into three classes based on the 80/20 
Rule. Here, we test the influence of different class number on our model. We classify 
tweets into 2-6 classes with thresholds 5, 118, 766, 4143 and 16866. The details are in 
Table 6. In Fig. 5, with the increased number of classes, the model gets better predic-
tion. But when the number is more than 4, the precision become stable.  

In previous experiments, we extract feature from the tweet’s creator and the tweet. 
To find out which kind of feature has more contribution to prediction, we use each of 
the two kind of feature alone to train the model. From Fig. 6, we can see that the 
tweet’s creator(user) has more influence on prediction. This result tells us that when 
we want to evaluate the influence of a tweet, we should pay more attention to who 
posts the tweet rather than the tweet itself. 
 

(a) 60% training set (b) 70% training set (c) 80% training set (d) 90%training set 
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Table 6. Thresholds of different number of classes 

  5 118 766 4143 16866 

2-class √ × × × × 

3-class √ √ × × × 

4-class √ √ √ × × 

5-class √ √ √ √ × 

6-class √ √ √ √ √ 

 

Fig. 5. Effect of different classes Fig. 6. Effect of different features 

 
 

Fig. 7. Effect of different methods of classification 

In Section 4, we say that there are other methods besides the 80/20 Rule to classify 
tweets. Here we discuss other methods based on the retweet number rather than pro-
portion. Obviously, choosing 10^n as thresholds is an easy way. If we want 2 classes, 
the threshold is 10; 3 classes, the thresholds are 10, 100 and so on. Another method 
can be average allocation on retweet number. First, we choose the maximum retweet 
number as MAX_R. Then if we want 2 classes, the threshold is MAX_R/2; 3 classes, 
the thresholds are MAX_R/3, 2MAX_R/3 and so on. But in dataset of tweets, there 
are always some tweets that their retweet number like explosion. To avoid tweets like 
this, we filter retweet number that has less than 10 tweets heuristically, and then 
choose the MAX_R. We conduct lots of experiments to compare the three methods. 
From Fig. 7, we can see that no matter under what circumstances, the method of the 
80/20 Rule gets the best prediction.  

(a) m=2 (b) m=3 (c) m=4 (d) m=5 
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6 Conclusion 

Retweet behavior is the key mechanism for information diffusion in micro-blog net-
work. Retweet number, which denotes how many times that a tweet can be retweeted, 
is good measurement of both influence in diffusion and value in market of a tweet. To 
predict retweet number of a tweet in Sina Weibo, we build a two-phase retweet num-
ber prediction model. Experiments conducted on real dataset in Sina Weibo show that 
our two-phase retweet number model has better performance than traditional one-
phase prediction model. In the experiments, we also find that the features of tweet’s 
creator have more influence than the feature of tweet itself on retweet number. 
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Abstract. In modern cities, more and more vehicles, such as taxis, have
been equipped with GPS devices for localization and navigation. The
GPS-equipped taxis can be viewed as pervasive sensors and the large
scale traces allow us to reveal many hidden “facts” about the city dy-
namics. In this paper, we aim to estimate the wait time and probability
of taking a vacant taxi according to time and position. Further more, we
provide recommendations for passengers who want to take a vacant taxi.
To achieve these objectives, firstly we preprocess the large scale taxi GPS
traces data set to generate the Map Grid Based(MGB) index. Secondly,
with the MGB index, we apply the nonhomogeneous Poisson process
corrected by the conditions of road and weather(NPPCRW) method to
perform estimation and recommendation. We build our system based
on a large scale real-world GPS traces data set generated from more
than 12000 taxis in Beijing over a 110 days period. Then we validate the
system with extensive evaluations including in-the-field user studies.

Keywords: GPS traces, large scale, vacant taxi, estimation, recommen-
dation.

1 Introduction

As an indispensable part of urban public transportation, taxi plays a significant
role in people’s daily life [1]. However, more and more urban people suffer from
waiting too long for taxis. The reasons come from the following aspects. Firstly,
there exists imbalance between supply and demand. Secondly, passengers lack
the information of the vacant taxis. Based on the past experience, a skillful
passenger can choose an effective position. However, many people gain little skill
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about how long to wait and where is better for waiting. Thus, it is imperative to
provide some information for passengers to find vacant taxis, such as wait time,
probability of taking a vacant taxi and useful positions.

Nowadays, GPS sensors are equipped in the taxis for dispatching and ensuring
security in many big cities, like New York, Singapore and Beijing. The initial
functions of GPS devices are localization, navigation, and scheduling. As the
usage of the GPS sensors and wireless communication units has increased a
lot, a large amount of taxi GPS traces data have been accumulated. Besides the
applications like “location-based services”, some fine-new functions are emerging
with the collected GPS trace data set, ranging from urban design[2] to traffic
prediction[3]. Based on these fresh functions, researchers have carried out many
interesting studies including human mobility patterns discovering[4][5], traffic
conditions detecting [6][7] and taxi mobility intelligence mining [8][9][10].

Our study is built upon the GPS traces of taxis in Beijing. The data set is
collected from more than 12,000 taxis which make up approximately one-fifth of
the total in Beijing. Since the data set is large scale, we firstly apply MapReduce
framework[11] to preprocess the data set and generate the MGB index. Then we
propose NPPCRW method to estimate the wait time and probability of taking
a vacant taxi at a given time and position. Finally we recommend a preferable
position for passengers.

The major contributions of our work include:

1. We divide the map by grids, each position will be mapped into the corre-
sponding grid. We also propose an approach to generate MGB index based
on the map grid. With the large scale data set, we apply MapReduce frame-
work to finish the data preprocess work.

2. We propose NPPCRW method to estimate the wait time and probability
of taking a vacant taxi at a given time and position. We also provide a
recommendation on where to wait a vacant taxi for passengers based on
NPPCRW method.

3. We conduct several experiments to evaluate our methods on real data set,
compared with state-of-the-art methods, our method achieves a higher esti-
mation accuracy with less time and provide a more useful recommendation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
work. In section 3, we give an overview of our work. Section 4 describes the
data sets and data preprocessing. Section 5 presents our model and describes
how to estimate the wait time and probability of taking a vacant taxi. Section
6 provides a recommendation for passengers. Section 7 shows our experiments
and evaluations on our approach. Section 8 concludes the research and gives
directions for future studies.

2 Related Work

Taxi traces have become a hotspot research in recent years. Existing work can be
grouped into three categories: 1)ImprovingTaxi Dispatching, 2)ProvidingRecom-
mendations For Taxi Drivers and 3)Providing Recommendations For Passengers.
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2.1 Improving Taxi Dispatching

Taxi dispatching systems have attracted more and more attentions of researchers
with the popularization of GPS sensors and the development of intelligent trans-
portation systems[12]. Yang et al. [13] build a model to analyze some influencing
factors on customer waiting time. Yamamoto et al. [14] propose a fuzzy clus-
tering and adaptive routing approach to improve dispatching system. The goal
of their studies is to improve centralized dispatching. Compared with them, our
research pays more attentions to estimate the waiting time for a vacant taxi at
a given time and position.

2.2 Providing Recommendations for Taxi Drivers

Yuan et al. [15] mine smarting driving directions for drivers based on the past
GPS traces data set collected from a large number of taxis. Ge et al. [16] develop
a recommender system for taxi drivers. Their system can recommend a sequence
of pick-up points or parking positions for maximizing the taxi driver’s profit.
Moreover, Li et al. [17] use L1-Norm SVM to discover the most recognizable
features to distinguish the performance of the taxis. However, all these studies
concerned about how to serve the taxi drivers. Our goal is to provide services
for passengers.

2.3 Providing Recommendations for Passengers

Phithakkitnukoon et al. [18] propose a model to predict the number of vacant
taxis at a given position and to provide the information for both passengers and
taxi drivers. They employ a method based on the Näıve Bayesian classifier and
obtain the prior probability distribution from the historical data. However, their
data size is relatively small containing the traces of only 150 taxis, which might
not be enough to present the general rules with the weak statistical significance.
Yuan et al. [19] propose an approach to make recommendation for passengers
based on the knowledge of 1) passengers mobility patterns and 2) taxi drivers
picking-up/dropping-off behaviors learned from the taxis GPS traces. However,
their work ignores the conditions of road and weather. In addition, their rec-
ommendation is based on road-segment level. Actually, different positions in the
same road have different probabilities of taking a vacant taxi. Thus their method
lacks of enough accuracy.

3 Overview

In this section, we first give some preliminary definitions which are related to
our work. Then we show the framework of our system.
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3.1 Preliminary Definitions

Definition 1. (Map Grid): The map is partitioned into square grids, and
each grid Gi can also be divided up into nine small square grids, i.e., Gi :
gi1, gi2, . . . , gi9. We map each position into Gi by latitude-longitude at first, and
then find the accurate small grid gik(1 ≤ k ≤ 9) in where the position is.

Definition 2. (Taxi State): The working taxi has three states: occupied, cruis-
ing, parking. O represents a taxi occupied by a passenger, C represents a taxi
traveling without a passenger, P represents a taxi waiting for a passenger.

3.2 System Framework

The framework of our system is illustrated in Fig.1. Firstly, we apply MapReduce
framework to preprocess the large scale GPS traces data set. Then we generate
data and index based on map grid. Next, we filter the data, which is queried
from grid data using MGB index, by the conditions of road and weather, then we
propose NPPCRW method to estimate the wait time and probability of taking
a vacant taxi. Finally, we provide a recommendation for passengers.

Fig. 1. System framework

4 Data Set Preprocessing

In this section, we first describe our three data sets: taxis GPS traces data set,
road networks data set and weather data set. Then we introduce how to generate
the MGB index by utilizing these data sets.

4.1 Date Set Description

The large scale real-world taxi GPS data set is collected from more than 12,000
taxis in Beijing, over a period of 110 days in the year of 2010. In this data set, each
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taxi is equipped with a GPS device with a sampling-rate of about one record per
minute. Table 1 lists the field for each GPS entry, along with a sampling entry.
The road networks data set contains features of each road, such as width, length,
direction, etc. Moreover, we crawl the weather data set of 110 days from Internet,
the features of weather can be regarded as temperature, rainy, sunny, etc.

Table 1. Fields for a GPS entry with samples

TaxiID State Time Longitude Latitude Speed Direction

431498 0 20121101095636 116.4243011 40.0727348 43 88

129521 2 20121101095634 116.1922989 39.9446297 0 258

4.2 Mapping Position to Map Grid

According to Definition 1, we divide the map into grids including G1, . . . , G9,
as shown in Fig.2. Each position can be mapped to the map grid based on its
latitude-longitude. If G5(the middlemost big grid) is the chosen grid, we continue
to turn G5 into sudoku with area threshold. If the position is in g55, we only
consider the traces information of G5. If it is in g52, we should consider both
G5 and G2. In the same way, g54 corresponds to G5 and G4, g56 corresponds
to G5 and G6,g58 corresponds to G5 and G8. If the position is in g51 we should
take account of G1, G2, G4 and G5. Similarly, g53 corresponds to G3, G2, G6 and
G5,g57 corresponds to G7, G4, G8 and G5, g59 corresponds to G9, G6, G8 and G5.

4.3 Generating MGB Index

We design a hash function to map a position(longitude, latitude) to the corre-
sponding grid Gi:

key = �longitude× a × b+ �latitude× c (1)

The difference range of both longitude and latitude of Beijing is 1 degree, which
represents one hundred kilometers. Thus, we regard 0.001 degree(one hundred
meters) as the reasonable range of grid, and set a = c = 1000, b = 100000 in
order to assure the key is unique.

The taxi GPS data set is large scale, single node becomes less practical
with limited computing and storage resources. We apply distributed process
by the framework of MapReduce. In the Map function, we generate the key by
longitude-latitude, and regard the raw data as the value. Then the MapReduce
library groups together all values associated with the same key.

In order to acquire exact GPS traces data quickly, we should obtain index
using files which are generated by the Map function. It is better to sort the
records in the index file by the key, thus the prediction model can utilize binary
search method to query traces information more quickly.
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Fig. 2. Map the position to the grid

5 The Prediction Method

NPPCRW method first filters the obtained data based on weather conditions,
then adopts NPP(non-homogeneous Poisson process) to simulate the vacant
taxis’ activities, finally corrects the simulations based on road conditions. We
define the rate parameter of NPP as a time-dependent function λ(t).

5.1 Estimation of Waiting Time

We denote a taxi arriving time as Ttaxi. Thus at time t and position p, the wait
time can be defined as

T t,p
w = froad(Ttaxi) (2)

where froad is defined as the correct function based on road conditions.
According to Definition 2, the vacant taxi contains two states:P and C, we

do not need wait time for P taxi. The arriving event of C taxi conforms to NPP.
Therefore, we have:

Ttaxi = Pr(P |t, p) ∗ 0 + Pr(C|t, p) ∗ Tnext (3)

We partition one day into K small time units, the length of each unit is
τ(where Δt can be divisible by τ , e.g., τ = 5 minutes, Δt = 15 minutes).
D(p0, δ) represents the corresponding grids area according to subsection 4.2.
#k,j(C),#k,j(P ) and #k,j(O) denote the number of cruising, parking and oc-
cupied taxis.

Pr(C|t, p) =
∑�(t+Δt)/τ�

k=�t−Δt/τ�
∑

j∈D(p,δ) #k,j(C)∑�(t+Δt)/τ�
k=�t−Δt/τ�

∑
j∈D(p,δ)(#k,j(C) + #k,j(P ) + #k,j(O))

(4)

We just need to estimate Tnext. Let N(t) represents the number of arriving
vacant taxis by time t, Λ(t) represents the cumulative intensity function of taxi
arriving rate. According to the NPP. We have following properties:

Λ(t) =

∫ t

0

λ(τ)dτ (5)
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Pr{N(t) = k} = Pr{N(t+ s)−N(s) = k} = e−Λ(t)Λ(t)
k

k!
(6)

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the next vacant taxi arriving
within passengers’ endurance limitation wait time Te is:

Pr{Tnext < Te} = 1− Pr{Tnext > Te} = 1− Pr{N(t) = 0} = 1− e−Λ(t) (7)

Thus the probability density function (PDF) of Tnext is:

P (Tnext) =
dPr{Tnext < t}

dt
= λ(t)e−Λ(t) (8)

where λ(t) can be simplified into piecewise constant function, we assume the
rate function has a cycle of 24 hours. Thus, the time interval ti is one hour, we
have

T̂next = E(Tnext) =

∫ +∞

0

tλ(t)e−Λ(t)dt =

∫ +∞

0

tλe−Λ(t)dt =
1

λ
(9)

We employ the maximum likelihood estimation(MLE) to estimate λ. We de-
fine the number of vacant taxis at position j, time k of ith day as N i

k,j(C). The
likelihood function is

L(λ) =

n∏
i=1

Pr{N(t) = N i
k,j(C)} (10)

Then we can get λ =
∑n

i=1 Ni
k,j(C)

nti
, thus Ttaxi can be estimated as:

Ttaxi =

∑�(t+Δt)/τ�
k=�t−Δt/τ�

∑
j∈D(p,δ) #k,j(C)nti∑�(t+Δt)/τ�

k=�t−Δt/τ�
∑

j∈D(p,δ)(#k,j(C) + #k,j(P ) + #k,j(O))
∑n

i=1 N
i
k,j(C)

(11)
We can assume the number of vacant taxis is directly proportional to the

width(W ) of road, because if the road is wider, there are more taxis. We also
assume the the number of vacant taxis is inversely proportional to the length(L)
of road, because if the road is longer, there are more passengers who want to
take a taxi. In addition, we regard direction(D) as a weighted factor. Thus, we
can get the following formula:

froad(Ttaxi) =
(θ0 + θ1Ttaxi + θ2D)W

L
(12)

We apply Eq.(11) into Eq.(12) and adopt gradient descend method to estimate
all the parameters. Finally, we apply Eq.(12) into Eq.(2) to estimate the wait
time of taking a vacant taxi.
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5.2 Probability of Taking Vacant Taxis

We define the probability of one vacant taxi arriving within time Te as Ptaxi.
According to Eq.(7), Ptaxi can be formulated as:

Ptaxi = Pr{Tnext < Te} = 1− e−Λ(t) (13)

6 Position Recommendation for Passengers

Based on NPPCRW method, we can estimate the wait time and probability
of taking a vacant taxi at position p0 and time t0. Furthermore, we also could
provide a direct recommendation on where to take a taxi. Our recommendation
assumes that passengers have their endurance limitation wait time Te, if the
estimated wait time exceeds Te, we need to provide them another position which
is not very far. The goal of our recommendation is to make a balance tradeoff
between the wait time and walk distance.

Our recommendation provides candidate places Pc for passengers:

Pc = {p : Dist(p, p0) < STe} (14)

where S is the common walk speed, Dist is a function calculating distance
between two positions.

We can define the walk time Twalk from p0 to p is Dist(p,p0)
S . Then we define

the cost function of total time from p0 to p:

Cost(p) = Twalk + T t0+Twalk,p0
w (15)

Finally, we choose position pbest in set Pcandidate with minimal Cost(p):

pbest = {p ∈ Pcandidate : argminCost(P )} (16)

7 Experiments

In this section, we conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate our method.
In the first experiment, we will evaluate our estimation for wait time and prob-
ability of taking a vacant taxi. T-Finder method [19] is our compared method.
In the second experiment, we will further evaluate our recommendation for pas-
sengers, Zheng’s method [20] is selected as our compared method.

7.1 Evaluation on Estimation for Wait Time and Probability

We perform the in-the-field study for estimation in some positions of Beijing:
p1, p2, p3 and p4 on Zhongguancun Main Street(shortened as Z), p5, p6, p7 and p8
on The Summer Palace Road(shortened as S), p9, p10, p11 and p12 near Wudaokou
Railway Station(shortened as W). For each position, the users are involved in cal-
culating the wait time for the first vacant taxi at several given times. Therefore,
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the users’ records are the real wait time at given positions and times. We also
apply our NPPCRW method and T-Finder method to estimate the wait time.
Here we use percent error to evaluate the relative accuracy of the estimation.
The percent error is defined as:

percent error =
| real value− estimate value |

real value
× 100% (17)

Fig.3 shows the percent error of the wait time of NPPCRWmethod and T-Finder
method[19] with 30 test cases. The average percent error of NPPCRW is 29.95%
which is lower than T-Finder’s 31.58%. The result shows that both of their es-
timations are reasonable, but NPPCRW is more accurate. We also compare the
cost time except for preprocess time of both methods, Fig.4 shows that NPPCRW
method costs much less time. The result reflects the MGB index plays an impor-
tant role in reducing cost time when faced with large scale data set.

In order to evaluate the probability of taking a vacant taxi, we also perform
the in-the-field study at p1, . . . , p12 and some given times. Table 2 gives the
overall results of evaluation. Rank denotes the real ranking according to the
average number of vacant taxis encountered at a certain time (denoted by #).

Fig. 3. The percent error of the wait time by estimation

Fig. 4. The cost time of estimation
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Table 2. Evaluating probability of taking a vacant taxi

Time & Position
8:30-8:35 9:30-9:35 10:00-10:05

p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 p11 p12

# 5.1 3.2 3.0 1.2 1.8 2.2 3.2 8.3 6.2 2.4 3.3 3.2

Rank 1 2 3 4 4 2 3 1 1 4 2 3

RankT−Finder 1 3 2 4 2 3 4 1 1 2 3 3

RankNPPCRW 1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1 1 4 3 2

Time & Position
13:30-13:35 14:30-14:35 15:00-15:05
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 p8 p9 p10 p11 p12

# 4.2 2.8 3.2 1.3 2.5 3.2 2.2 5.3 4.2 5.7 1.5 2.4

Rank 1 3 2 4 3 2 4 1 2 1 4 3

RankT−Finder 2 1 3 4 2 3 4 1 1 2 3 3

RankNPPCRW 1 2 3 4 3 2 4 1 3 1 4 2

RankT−Finder and RankNPPCRW stand for ranking according to probability of
finding a vacant taxi based on T-Finder’s method[19] and our NPPCRWmethod.
It is obvious that our NPPCRW method is better than the compared method.

7.2 Evaluation on Position Recommendation for Passengers

We further evaluate our recommendation for passengers.We randomly choose ten
positions from p1, . . . , p12. At each position, we take experiments at ten different
times. We have two compared methods: one is Zheng’s recommendation[20], the
other one is random selection which means randomly selecting a position within
the range.

Fig.5 shows the difference of average wait time at the ten positions, our recom-
mendation is significantly better than Zheng’s[20] and random recommendations
in terms of the wait time. Fig. 6 shows the difference of walk distance, our recom-
mendation is similar to Zheng’s[20] recommendation in terms of distance. And
they are better than random selection. Therefore, our recommendation is more
useful for passengers.

Fig. 5. Difference of average wait time Fig. 6. Difference of walk distance
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we preprocessed the large scale taxi GPS traces data set and gen-
erate MGB index, then we proposed NPPCRW method to estimate wait time
and probability of taking a vacant taxi on the filtered data which considers con-
ditions of both road and weather. Further more, we provided a recommendation
for passengers with a useful position. We evaluated our method by extensive
experiments including a series of in-the-field studies. The experimental results
show that our estimation and recommendation are more accurate than state-of-
the-art methods.

In the future, we attempt to combine some other methods such as machine
learning to improve the performance of our estimation and recommendation. We
also plan to develop related applications which can serve for passengers.
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Abstract. Online product frauds in the booming e-commerce market
have become a major concern for market surveillants and commercial
companies. The logo detection plays a crucial role in preventing the
increasing online counterfeit trading attempts. In this paper, a novel
method based on Random Forest classification with multi-type features is
presented to detect the logo regions on arbitrary images and the detected
logo regions are further recognized using the visual words with spatial
correlated information. Extensive experiments have been conducted on
realistic and noise images with different logos. The results show that
the proposed method is able to detect the logo regions, and the recogni-
tion performance outperforms the well-known Viola-Jones approach for
recognizing the arbitrary logos on realistic images.

Keywords: logo detection, Random Forest classification, visual words,
logo recognition.

1 Introduction

As more and more people are willing to go shopping online, how to monitor and
prevent the increasing online product fraud cases has become a major concern
for both market surveillants and commercial companies [1]. Some online trading
counterfeits of name brands or well-known products are always produced with
misleading advertisements. Although text based searching methods have been
used for illegal online trading detection, it is difficult for users to detect the
counterfeits without brand-related words in their descriptions. To protect the
interests of both dealers and customers, an automatic logo recognition system is
required to prevent illegal trading activities and preserve the brand rights, even
though there is not any corresponding brand related descriptions.

In logo recognition, one fundamental problem is to detect the logo regions in
an image. The logo detection can be considered as a rare event detection and
has a high demand of low false position rates. Although the adaptive boosting
based Void-Jones approaches have become a commonplace in the general purpose
pattern detection application [2,3], it suffers from the low noise-tolerant problem
in the training datasets, which also is general in the application of logo image
detection [4,5]. Actually, Logos are always made with all kinds of materials such

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 805–816, 2014.
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as fabrics, glasses, leathers and metal. The larger intra-class variations or class
noise (mis-labeled) would be created on the logo images’ textures, intensities and
design details. Therefore, a noise-tolerant classifier is essential for the application
of the logo detection and recognition.

As the appearances of the same logo may vary due to different lighting condi-
tions, scaling, and rotation effects during imaging, some logo images may respond
poorly to some simple features or single feature. To improve the performance of
logo detection and recognition, more methods need to be introduced as view
cues to enhance the feature detection on logo images.

In this paper, we propose a noise-tolerant classification method based on
Random Forest for logo detection and recognition. Firstly, a fusion scheme of
multi-type feature methods is designed to extract features from logo images, and
normalize them using the Bag of Words model (BOW). Then, a random forest
classification algorithm is used to detect logo regions by defining classification
scoring rules, and the robustness of logo detection on realistic noise pictures is
further improved using the comprehensive scoring on all decision trees. Lastly,
the visual words with space information are used for logo recognition to improve
the accuracy of results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related
work on logo detection and recognition. Section 3 analyzes the characteristics
of the logo images and proposes the algorithm for a fusion of multi-type feature
extraction methods. Section 4 describes the Random Forest based classification
method for logo detection and further presents the optimization approach for
logo recognition. The experimental results on the realistic datasets are provided
in section 5, and a conclusion and future work are presented in Section 6.

2 Related Work

There are mainly two approaches for detecting logo regions. The first direction is
automatic region matching using local or global characteristics. Joly and Buisson
used SIFT features to search images with a special logo by a query expansion
strategy [6]. David S. Doermann et al added some limited conditions in the logo
recognition process, such as the invariants on the relationship between a circle
and a line [7]. Li et al introduced a system architecture for segmentation-free
and layout-independent logo detection and recognition in document images [8].
Hassanzadeh and Pourghassem extracted the spatial structure features of im-
ages for the logo recognition in noise document images after image segmentation
by the method of binarization [9]. Although, the characteristic based methods
can lead to higher accuracy for the specific logo recognition, such as the docu-
ment images, they suffer from the shape and material diversity of arbitrary logo
images. Some logos may respond poorly to special features or shapes, and the
direct boundary extraction may fail due to boundary shielding or noise images.

Another direction is to detect logo regions based on machine leaning methods.
Bayesian belief network was used for document logo detection and recognition in
the literature [10], where a logo hypothesis was computed by matching the nodes
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of a logo’s RAG (Region Adjacency Graph). Such a basic framework is efficient
for the well-defined topological structures of logos. When processing with com-
plex contours or incomplete boundaries, this method often falls to extract the
sub-regions of logos and build an effective RAG for logos. As an application of
the pattern detection, although the Viola-Jones can perform a fast and accurate
detection in terms of Fale Positive (FP) [11], its performance degrades signifi-
cantly on noisy training datasets [12]. For most logo images, the training dataset
often has larger inter-class variations than the training datasets for other regular
objects such as face. Yu and Vrizlynn updated the Viola-Johes classifier on the
noisy training logo data by detecting the extreme training situation and adjust-
ing the training constraints [13]. As the noisy training data would be trimmed
adaptively in the training processing, more data with the same logo would be
needed for training and the accuracy of classifier could be affected on the small
dataset or the dataset with more noisy images. what’s more, more classifiers
need to be built for multi-class logo detection while every classifier will be built
only for one logo.

In this paper, a logo detection based on Random Forest learning is proposed
for a wide range of the logo images in training and detection. More feature
extraction methods are fused to enhance the discriminative feature phases. Then
the classifier is designed for multi-class logo detection using Random Forest
learning, which can avoid an extreme stage training situation by building more
decision trees in the random forest. Finally, considering the fixed structure of
logo images, a new method of similarity calculation based on spatial information
is proposed for logo recognition.

3 Feature Extraction and Fusion

Different from general images, various logos always have the same or similar
features on some aspect. For example, Heineken logo and Star Bucks logo have
the same shapes as shown in figure 1(a), and Barilla logo and Pepsi logo have
the similar colors as shown in figure 1(b). The similarity of different logos causes
that it is difficult to detect logos only using simple or single type of features.
Moreover, logo images are smaller than general images, so we can extract and
process multi-type features of logo images with not larger computation cost.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Logos with similar shape or color
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In this research, considering the inherent attributes of logos and the different
effects during image taking, we extract the hybrid features of logo images for
the classifier training, including texture features (F texture), canny edge features
(F canny), shape features (F shape), Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) fea-
tures [14] (FHOG), color features (F color), Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) features [15] (F SIFT ), Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF) features [16]
( F SURF ). Then a logo image with class label can be described with Flogo as
follows:

Flogo =(< F texture,F canny,F shape,FHOG,F color,F SIFT ,

F SURF >, logo)
(1)

where logo is a class label of the logo image.
Since the numbers of some features depend on the sizes of images (such as

HOG) and the numbers of extracted interest points (such as SURF and SIFT),
we need to normalize image features using some rules for building the classifier.
In order to get the same number values for the same feature on all logo images, we
first normalize logo images using linear interpolation to the same size for feature
extraction in this paper. For SURF and SIFT features obtained by detecting
the image interest points, their numbers vary with the numbers of the extracted
interest points in different images. Here we use BOW to obtain uniform k statistic
features of SURF and SIFT on scaling invariability for logo images. In the other
word, the BOW model is utilized to normalize the image features by preserving
the original feature points of images.

4 Logo Detection and Recognition

4.1 Random Forest Based Classifier Training

From the discussion in section 3, we know that logos’ hybrid features need to be
extracted for logo detection, and that there are also noise data in logo images. To
perform the classification better on the noise dataset with high dimensions, we
select Random Forest classification approach for logo detection. Random Forest
is a machine learning algorithm combining the integration learning theory and
random subspace method, which gets multi decision trees in training processing
for multi-class classification [17].

Algorithm 1 gives the approach of the logo classifier building. Supposing we
construct n decision trees for the Random Forest classifier, for each one, we
firstly need to randomly select N cases from the original dataset D to create the
training dataset, and randomly select m features from M image features as the
training features, Then we construct decision tree t on the selected dataset using
the selected features. Here the decision tree is created by C4.5 algorithm [17].

4.2 Logo Detecting

The logos are usually superimposed on a nook and corner of boards or commodi-
ties as well as the two images shown in Figure 2. The detection may fail if based
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Algorithm 1. RandomForest Classification

Input: D: logo image set with class label,
N : image number sampled in D,
M : feature number of every image,
n: number of decision tree,
m: selected number of features;

Output: RandomForest classifier with n trees;
Description:
1) F = T = Φ; \\feature and tree sets initializing
2) for i = 1 to n
3) { Sample N cases randomly from D;
4) if m << M
5) { Selecting m features randomly from M features on each image into F ;
6) Building decision t into T by a best split;
7) }
8) endif
9) }

on global features or features of main objects on these images. So we need to
detect the logo areas on subspaces of an image. In general object detection ap-
plication, the sliding window is always used to detect target areas [13]. However,
the sizes of logo regions often vary with the objects that they are adhered to in
images, thus a wide range of sizes of windows need to be defined and detected on
only one image. In this paper, we get subregions for logo detecting using random
partition.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Logos existed as a small part of images

We randomly partition each image into M ×N non-overlapping rectangular
patches and perform such partitioning Q times independently. Thus we will
obtain a subimage pool with M × N × Q patches. Each patch is denoted as
patchq(x,y,w,h), where q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q} expresses the q-th partition, x and y are
the coordinates of the starting point of the patch in the q-th partition, w and
h mean the width and the height of the patch respectively, while x and y are
randomly generated in each partition. For a given partition q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q},
the M × N patches are non-overlapping, while the patch patchq1(x,y,w,h) and
patchq2(x,y,w,h)(q1, q2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q} and q1 
= q2) from different partitions may
be overlapped. We apply the classifier created in Section 4.1 to classify every
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partition patch, and the unoverlapped patches which scores from the classifier
are larger than the defined threshold θ are selected into the candidate set for
further logo recognition.

The Random Forest classifier is made up of several decision trees. When in-
putting a test sample p, all decision tree would make a decision and give a class
estimate. Here the last score of every partition will be decided by the most fre-
quency of classes outputted by these decision trees. The classification score of p
will be computed by:

scorep =
max(n1, n2, . . . , nc)

Nt
(2)

where Nt is the total number of decision trees contained in the Random Forest
classifier and n1, n2, . . . , nc respectively expresses the decision number of class
1, 2, . . . , c given by Nt decision trees for p.

Algorithm 2. Logo detection
Input: an image I, partition times Q;
Output: detected logo patch set P ;
Description:
1) P = Φ ;
2) for i = 1 to Q
3) { Randomly partition I into M ×N patches;
4) for j = 1 to M ×N
5) {Flogo=(<F texture,F canny,F shape,FHOG,F color,F SIFT ,F SURF >,logo)
6) scorej = RandomForest(patchj);
7) if scorej > θ
8) for each p from P
9) if patchj ∩ p = Φ;
10) P ← patchj ;
11) elseif patchj ∩ p 
= Φ and scorep < scorej
12) Delete p from P ;
13) endif
14) endif
15) }
16) }

The processing of logo detection based on classification is described in Algo-
rithm 2. Firstly we partition a given image to patches with different sizes and
extract the feature vectors on every patch. Then every partition is classified by
Random Forest classifier and result in a classification score. When a received
score is larger than the threshold θ, we consider there is a high probability that
a logo will be presented in the corresponding partition. As an image might in-
clude more than one logo, we select the patches with the highest score respective
in non-overlapping areas as the candidate logo regions in the image.
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4.3 Logo Recognizing Based on Spatial Structure

After logo detecting, each subregion in the candidate set have a class tag from
results of classification and such tags may be looked as the results of logo recogni-
tion. However, the extracted feature vectors in logo detection are used for global
object areas without spatial depended relation. For example, the characters in
word “STARBUCKS ” are reordered to a different sequence as shown in fig-
ure 3(b) and result in a totally disparate lexeme, while the two images in figure 3
have the same visual words in the feature space.

Since product frauds always mislead customers by a little difference in their
logos from luxury or well-recognized products, the results of classification in
section 4.2 usually fail to detect a nice distinction of two similar images with
same visual words like in figure 3. Therefore, we need to add spatial information
into visual features for logo recognition according to the intrinsic characteristics
of logos.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Different images with the same visual words

Inspired by the work of Zhang and Cheng [18], in this paper the object regions
are recognized using visual words with spatial correlated information to a specific
logo. The geometry-preserving in an image area is expressed by the co-occurrence
of visual phrases in relative displacements. Firstly the object region and the logo
image are partitioned into the small patches with the same size. Then the visual
words are recovered in each patch following the result of clustering on BOW
in section 3. The co-occurrence matrixes of visual words are constructed at the
relative offsets respectively on the object region, the logo image and between
the object region and the logo image. Lastly Formula 3 is used to compute the
similarity between the object region and the logo image for logo recognition. The
processing steps are briefly described as follows:

1. We construct the visual word tables on the feature space for each patch
following BOW after partitioning the logo image and the object region with
the fixed size.

2. Given the max offset s, we construct the co-occurrence matrixes of visual
words at the relative offsets respectively on the object region, the logo image
and between the object region and the logo image, and get a statistic table
of visual words at each offset. If the number of visual words at some offset
is larger than the certain length len, the visual words included at this offset
are composed into a visual phrase phrase.
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3. For each co-occurrence matrix, we count up the frequency of visual phrases
co-occur on the same relative offsets on its responding images.

4. The similarity of the object region and the specific logo are computed for
logo recognition.

Supposing r represents a subregion in the candidate set and l is a logo in the
logo dataset, we give the definition of the similarity computation as follows:

V P Sim(r, l) =
co vprl√

co vpr · co vpl
(3)

where co vprl denotes the number that the same visual words co-occur in the
same relative offset of two images; co vpr and co vpl respectively represent the
numbers that visual words occur in image r and image l. Given a threshold α, if
V P Sim(r, l) > α, the object region r is regarded as the target logo l, otherwise
it is misclassified.

5 Experiments

5.1 Experiment Setup

– Training the classifier. For the classifier training, we apply Waikato Envi-
ronment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) [19] integration environment. The
features of images are declared following the Attribute-Relation File Format
(ARFF) that Weka supports, where we define all the feature types as the
relational classes and multi-type features as the nested structures in Weka.

– Training Dataset. We used a recent proposed logo dataset DBMM-contest
[20] as the training dataset for training the classifier. The logo dataset is
composed of 112 images divided into 10 different classes, while the logo
images belonging to the same brand vary with lighting, scaling, and rotation.
The distribution of the dataset is shown in Table 1.

– Testing Dataset. Since there is no benchmark dataset for the logo detection
on the real images, we manually annotated 100 images with a wide range
of sizes as the test data, while the test images covered all the logo classes
included in the training set, as well as some images don’t contain any logos
and some contain one or more logos.

– Evaluation Measure. We use F -Score to measure the performance of al-
gorithm. In Formula 4, S presents the number of correct recognized images
in one category. C is the number of the recognized images in one category.
We denote the number of manual tagged images in one category as R.

Precision =
S

C
, Recall =

S

R
, F − Score =

2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
(4)
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5.2 Experiment Results

Feature Selection. Firstly we analyze the average performance of all-type logo
detection using different combinations of image features. For the features de-
pended on the sizes of images or the numbers of interest points, such as HOG,
SURF and SIFT, we normalize their number respectively as k dimensions as
described as in section 3. For the other features, we respectively extract 128
HSV color statistic features, 8 texture features based on GLCM [21], 8 canny
operators [22] and 7 shape invariant moments [23].

The experiment result is shown in figure 4 and the parameter k is used to limit
the dimensions of the features. In the figure, we can see that it has the worst
performance when SIFT and SURF features are not used at all for any dimen-
sion features. Moreover, SURF is more distinguished feature than the others for
the classifier training. Obviously, the more satisfied results can be achieved us-
ing SURF+HOG+others features or SIFT+SURF+HOG+others features when
about k = 100 and the similar performances are got using these two combined
features. Considering the complexity of SIFT extracting, we will use 100 dimen-
sion SURF+HOG+others features of images for logo detection in the following
experiments.

Fig. 4. F-Score of different features and
dimensions

Fig. 5. F-Score of logo detection for dif-
ferent categories

Logo Detection. Random partition is used to get subregions for logo detecting
and the partition time is aromatically estimated for every detected image by
defining the stop condition. Here similarity parameter α is set to 0.7 and the
maximum size of candidate is set to be 3. In other words, we think the logo
number in one image is not more than 3. Table 2 presents the scores of the
top ranked subregions for patches on an image. We can see that the patches
No.1, No.5 and No.7 achieve the better classification scores. The patch No.7
will be detected as a candidate region with the largest classification score in
non-overlapping areas and the class label “Pepsi ”will be returned for it.

Figure 5 shows the average performance of logo detection using the different
feature combinations respectively for different categories when k = 100. Gen-
erally, SURF is the important feature for nearly all logos, while the separate
features may be remarkable for only few logos such as HOG for “McDonald’s ”
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Table 1. DBMM Logo Dataset

Class Logo Number

Apple 10

Banilla 8

Birra Moretti 6

Cin Zano 3

Coca Cola 10

Heineken 13

Marlboro 14

McDonald’s 16

Pepsi 12

StarBucks Coffee 20

Table 2. Patch scores

ID Patch Classification score

1 0.7

2 0.38

3 0.3

4 0.2

5 0.65

6 0.4

7 0.85

8 0.23

9 0.33

10 0.27

11 0.45

and “Pepsi ”. The poorer results are got on the category “Cin Zano” nearly using
all feature combinations, as the training set contains less logo images for this
brand. So we need more logo training images for one brand on different imaging
conditions to get better classification results.

Logo Recognition. In Table 3, we compare the average performance of logo
recognition using spatial correlated information and the classification perfor-
mance before further recognition. Here the similarity parameter α is set to be
0.7 too. We can see from Table 3 that the further recognition has a better
F -Score compared with the classification result in nearly all categories except
“Cin Zano ”. It is due to the poorer classification result from the insufficiency
of training cases.

At last, we compare our results with the N-TEC in the literature [13]. As the
N-TEC only construct the classifier for one logo each time, We select the brand
“Benilla”, “StarBucks”and “Cin Zano” respectively to the training classifier and
compare it with our method. The comparing result is shown in Table 4. Gener-
ally speaking, our logo method can achieve a better or comparable performance
compared with N-TEC. For the dataset with less logo images, such as the brand
“Cin Zano” including 3 logo images, the performance of our method is better
than N-TEC due to the multi decision trees learning from different feature com-
binations. The comparable performances are obtained for the brands with more
training logo images, but N-TEC need to train more classifiers for different logos.
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Table 3. Performance of logo recognition

Class Detection Recognition
F -Score F -Score

Apple 85.79% 86.31%
Banilla 71.38% 73.73%
Birra Moretti 69.64% 69.97%
Cin Zano 49.74% 49.74%
Coca Cola 69.43% 70.21%
Heineken 70.59% 73.33%
Marlboro 66.87% 67.68%
McDonald’s 76.54% 78.11%
Pepsi 71.48% 73.25%
StarBucks Coffee 78.27% 80.97%

Table 4. Performance comparison

Class Random Forest N-TEC
F -Score F -Score

Banilla 73.73% 64.63%
StarBucks 80.97% 80.21%
Cin Zano 49.74% 38.27%

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explore to use the Random Forest classifier training method
to detect logos from real images and the accuracy of the log recognition is fur-
ther improved by using image spatial visual information. The key idea is that
more feature extraction methods are fused to enhance the distinguishable visual
phrases and the multi-class classification is designed to avoid an extreme stage
training situation. Considering the variety of logo sizes adhered to images, the
random partitioning is used to detect target regions instead of the sliding win-
dow for saving the cost of computation. The experiment results validate that the
performance of logo recognition outperforms the well-known adaptive boosting
based Viola-Johes classifier on the real noise images with multi-category logos.

For the logo recognition adapting to different imaging conditions, we will
consider a larger training data set to prove the robust of the method in our
further work, and further analysis the features working well on logos comparing
to other general images.
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Abstract. Indoor positioning systems have many technological varieties and 
application scenarios. Through development of an indoor LBS service for tar-
geted retail use case we have adopted Wi-Fi signal strength fingerprinting con-
sidering cost, resolution and scaling-up factors. A mobile app is developed and 
rolled out in a small scale to connect customer location data with their loyalty 
status and the retailer’s product sales. Through this research attempt we have 
discovered some less communicated aspects of ILBS including the lack of accu-
racy, the response time lag, and the privacy concern which is most likely 
beyond the help of technology advancement. On the up side, valuable business 
insight can be generated by mashing up of transactional sales data with non-
transactional location data.  

Keywords: Indoor location, signal fingerprinting, context detection, application 
scenario, business applications, data privacy, mobile marketing. 

1 Introduction 

In the last decade, many technologies to detect indoor location have been proposed 
and adopted including GPS, RFID, UWB, acoustic based, cellular based, WLAN 
based and many more. A good summary of existing techniques considering both reso-
lution and scale of application can be found in [1]. Retail among all has been the most 
mature industry where Indoor Location Based Services (ILBS) have flourished. Play-
ers in this field range from start-ups to MNCs. The ability to weave consumer location 
context into browsing, social sharing and buying activities is the common mandate of 
ILBS, which presumably will have more potential to drive online clicks into increased 
offline sales since people around the world spend most of their time indoor. It has 
become an inseparable part of behavior based personalization in mobile marketing & 
commerce.   

To deliver a proof of concept with a local retail partner, we have selected Wi-Fi 
signal strength triangulation considering constraints such as cost and coverage. 
Through the POC development we found the accuracy of collected indoor location 
coordinates to be limited and unstable. According to available references such as [2], 
changes in settings and customer crowds attenuated the signal sensing. We have 
therefore applied Bayesian smoothing which was able to reduce data jumping but not 
quite significantly. 
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A mobile app was developed for the POC and rolled out in a small scale to connect 
customer location data with their loyalty status (member or non-member) and the 
retailer’s product sales. Through this research attempt we have discovered certain less 
communicated aspects of LBS namely the lack of accuracy, the response time lag, and 
most importantly the privacy concern of users. We have found people to be far less 
willing to share their locations than expected or assumed in previous reports. Never-
theless, meaningful business intelligence was generated out of this proof of concept 
during its test implementation in the week of Great Singapore Sales in year 2013. 

2 System Setup 

In general, GPS, signal strength triangulation via Cell Tower locating, Wi-Fi network, 
BLE (Bluetooth low energy), scanning of RFID (radio frequency identification), 
UWB (ultra wideband), mapping of Magnetic Field, and processing of video content 
are some of the technologies adopted in indoor LBS applications. For those interested 
in details of these technologies such as locating accuracy and setup effort, [1], [2] and 
[4] can be referred to. We have selected Wi-Fi signal triangulation considering cost of 
implementation and the ease of scaling up.  

Six Wi-Fi access points and one master router for signal strength triangulation 
were implemented in our retail business partner’s physical store. Relative coordinates 
were generated and passed to real time location server (RTLS) in the cloud through 
3G network, and consumed by our internal server as a data service. Bayesian smooth-
ing was applied to improve the locating accuracy as recommended by literatures such 
as [5], [6] and [7]. The data captured from the 6 designated Wi-Fi routers (access 
points) was consisted of following dimensions: (1) time stamp, (2) device mac ad-
dress, (3) floor level, (4) X coordinates, and (5) Y coordinates. The routers scanned 
the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi spectrum and formed a wireless mesh network without transmit-
ting. They communicated with one another through the 5GHz Wi-Fi spectrum. Data 
generated were passed to cloud server via 3G mobile broadband network every a few 
seconds. The access points were installed in an area around 900 square meters as 
shown in following Fig. 1. Note that the placements of routers as blue dots are for 
illustration only and not exact to the scales. 

Before setting up the Wi-Fi infrastructure to do signal fingerprinting, we tried also 
built-in sensors in smartphone including GPS, compass and accelerometer for location 
estimation. The results were very far from satisfying because too many assumptions 
including starting point and walking pace need to be taken care of for the reading 
from these sensors to make any sense. BLE (Bluetooth low energy) was tested as well 
during scoping phase. Reports said Apple has been working on the retrieval of micro 
locations through iBeacon which in essence is BLE locating [10]. It was dropped out 
of project scope because around then we had found very few people actually enable 
Bluetooth option of their smartphones for a prolonged period of time. 
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For this dataset alone we can see reduction of relative position error over 25%, where 
relative error is calculated as the accumulative Euclidean distance error compared to 
the assumed stationary point (600, 900).  

However when the size of on-site crowd increased, the improvement in accuracy 
became less satisfying. 

4 Retail Scenario 

Literatures such as [3] and [4] provide good readings of real world application scena-
rios for indoor positioning technology. For our study we collaborated with a local 
retail venue hosting multiple branded counters. A mobile app was developed and 
rolled out in a small scale to connect testers location data with their loyalty status and 
the retailer’s product sales record. This proof of concept system was able to do the 
following: (1) visualize in store customers’ location in real time if they carry smart 
devices with Wi-Fi option enabled; (2) push marketing and sales notifications to se-
lected group of users who have installed our mobile app and detected to be around the 
retail store; (3) allow such users of mobile app to navigate in the physical store; (4) 
connect to user’s Facebook account for product and interest suggestions; (5) connect 
with the retailer’s POS system to track the in store conversion rate. This POC basical-
ly covers most major use cases of existing indoor LBS applications in retail scenarios, 
namely: venue navigation, crowd behavior monitoring, vicinity marketing, and in-situ 
deal recommendation. 

One thing to add is the smartphone penetration rate in Singapore is fairly high – 
close to 150% as reported in mid of 2012 [9]. It is one of the most mobile savvy popu-
lations in Asia. People in general are open to try out new apps and share with their 
friends. After the development was done, we conducted several user tests. The users 
walked around the open plan retail venue around 900 square meters of size, while 
actively using their mobile phone with their Wi-Fi option enabled. The findings are 
summarized in next section. 

5 Findings 

First of all, we have found the achieved locating accuracy comparable to commercial 
grade products as reported by established providers such as Motorola Solutions  
and Cisco MSE. Our own experiments have shown the locating error to be around  
5 to 10 meters. The result became worse when there was no continuous and active 
data consumption through Wi-Fi network. The Bayesian smoothing had not signifi-
cantly improved the locating accuracy probably due to the moving nature of on-site 
crowd. The crowd attenuated the Wi-Fi signal strength in all different directions. Also 
there were many walking paths in this open plan retail area. It was difficult to have 
effective link node models for drawing of Bayesian inferences.  

Secondly, the time lag for access points to pick up the Wi-Fi signal search from in-
dividual smartphones varied from 1 to 10 minutes. This complicated the accuracy 
issue further more and led to larger location bias. The users using the navigation app 
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could not see their own location pins moving along most of the time. When the pin 
did move, it jumped from place to place. The good news was the time lag and location 
bias did not impact much on the vicinity marketing scenario. 100% of users staying 
for longer than 10 minutes received the marketing push notification. For users merely 
walking by, the chance decreased to around 50%.  

Considering both time lag and location bias, the location based crow behavior ana-
lytics were found with low credibility in real time. However the accumulated statistics 
over a certain amount of time such as an hour or a day become more reliable and in-
sightful. Following shows the accumulated number of footfalls from 1st of June to 
15th of July 2013. Different line types/colors are used for different branded counters. 
It is clear that “brand A” represented by Solid Blue Line was quite successful in at-
tracting onsite consumers in the first 2 weeks of June which coincided with the week 
of Great Singapore Sale, especially when compared to “brand B” represented by 
Dashed Red Line. The Latter was however able to attract more number of visits for 
the rest of time window.     

 

Fig. 3. Accumulated daily footfall data (non-transactional) 

When we combined the above footfall data with the number of sales from the 2 
mentioned brands to compute the Conversion Rate, which is Number of Deals divided 
by Number of Onsite Visits, it turned out Conversion Rate of “brand B” had been 
consistently higher than that of “brand A”. It said the marketing effectiveness of 
“brand A” can still be improved and persuade more on site visitors to actual buying 
customers. 

In addition we have tried to mash up the amount of dwell time with the amount of 
money spent for selected brands, as illustrated in Figure 4. The correlation coefficient 
was found slightly larger than 0.5.  

Last but not the least we have done a survey with the retail partner to conclude the 
research. The feedbacks can be summarized as: (1) Mobile ILBS for end consumers 
are attractive but there is lack of evidence in the tracked conversion rate. (2) The mi-
cro location based crowd behavior report is considered less useful than the tracking of 
conversion rate. Visibility of conversion rate is considered most useful for business 
users. (3) The business user prefers monthly subscription of above reports instead of 
owning and viewing of the real time location data. 

 

Band A 

Band B 
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Fig. 4. Mash-up of Dwell Time (non-transactional) with Amount Spent (transactional) 

6 Conclusion 

Through this research effort we have come to a better understanding about the differ-
ent aspects of indoor LBS including the lack of accuracy and the response time lag. 
Both have been elaborated in previous chapters. Other than these technical limita-
tions, we have also found people to be far less willing to share their locations than 
expected or assumed in previous reports. While the overall percentage of smartphone 
owners who have used Location Service is quite high – 74% as reported in 
FactBrowser in year 2013, prolonged activation of it for non-outdoor navigation pur-
poses is actually rare.  

One reason behind such reluctance is people are wary of battery drain. GPS chip 
requires the biggest power consumption among all mobile sensors. Although experts 
have claimed the location based reminders consume less power than commonly as-
sumed because they request less accurate information and query less frequently than 
navigation, most smartphone owners prefer to turn off the Location Service option to 
save power. The same concern is held towards the Bluetooth option and Wi-Fi option. 
Relatively speaking, more people tend to leave the Wi-Fi option on which is an ad-
vantage of Wi-Fi signal strength triangulation.  

Another contributing factor is the privacy concern and it is becoming increasingly 
prominent. Criticisms towards the possibility of revealing uniquely identifiable data in 
social sharing activities have never stopped. Their influence gradually shows both in 
country level regulations and individual level conversations. For the mobile phone 
users we have come across in this research project – from C-level users in their 50s to 
interns in their early 20s - all responded that they only checked in locations via mobile 
phones when necessary. Once they learnt Wi-Fi access points being able to pick up 
the Mac Addresses of their smart devices, the uniform reaction was that they would 
make sure the Wi-Fi option of their smartphones is turned off when not in use. 

Tero Kuittinen [11] has cautioned that privacy concern could kill the mobile LBS 
market in a slow way. From what we have learnt about the existing technologies to 
enable LBS and mobile phone users’ overall attitude towards location sharing, we 
tend to agree the limitations of LBS applications are still too many for them to make 
great market impact or drive noticeable behavior change.  
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Nevertheless, meaningful business intelligence can be generated by combining real 
time location footfalls with sales record, such as the inference of Conversion Rate. It 
brought much wanted clarity of business operation effectives. And this would not be 
possible without connecting the real time non-transactional data to transactional sales 
database. 
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Abstract. Question Answering (Q&A) from structured data is a technique that 
may revolutionize enterprise search, especially in the area of Business Intelli-
gence (BI). In order to make BI more accessible to end-users, some efforts have 
been made in the search for existing reports. However, the problem of convert-
ing an end-user's natural language input to a valid structured query in an ad-hoc 
fashion hasn't been sufficiently solved yet. In this paper we demonstrate a Q&A 
system for Business Intelligence. It translates of a former research prototype  
into practice. The main innovation is that it operates on arbitrary multi-
dimensional data, recognizes semantics of a user's questions and translates it to 
a structured query model and generates ad-hoc reports from natural language.  

1 Introduction  

In the last decades data warehouses became an important information source for deci-
sion making and controlling. A lot of progress has been made to support casual end-
users by allowing interactive navigation inside complex reports or dashboards (e.g. by 
interactive filtering or calling OLAP-operations such as drill-down in a user-friendly 
way). In addition there has been a lot of effort in making reports or dashboards sear-
chable. However, most casual users still have to rely on pre-canned reports that are 
provided by the IT-department of a company because todays' Business Intelligence 
(BI) self-service tools still require a lot of technical insights such as an understanding 
of the data warehouse schema. This is especially cumbersome because data ware-
houses grew dramatically in size and complexity. A popular use-case for BI is for 
instance the segmentation of customers to plan marketing campaigns (e.g. to derive 
the most valuable, middle-aged customers in a certain region). It is not unusual that 
business users who plan a campaign have to cope with hundreds of key performance 
indicators (KPIs) and attributes, which they have to combine in an ad-hoc fashion to 
cluster their customer base. A keyword or even natural language-based interface to 
formulate their information need would ease this task a lot. 

The system presented in this paper supports the whole process of defining and ex-
ecuting a domain or application-specific Question Answering system. It is an industry 
ready solution that translates research prototypes similar to [1,2,3] into practice and is 
therefore interesting for both researchers and practitioners. The main difference be-
tween the research prototypes described in [1,2,3] and the system presented here is 
                                                           
* Work done while being affiliated with SAP Research. 
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that the research prototypes relied on RDF or other graph-based engines, while the 
demonstrated system is natively implemented in SQLScript inside a columnar data-
base and thus provides the scalability that is required to cope with real-world data 
warehouses with a size of several hundred gigabytes and can generate relevant ad-hoc 
reports in milliseconds.  

2 Demo Description 

Search 360 operates on data warehouses that have a well-defined schema (here a co-
lumnar database with extension for multi-dimensional reporting). Schema elements of 
a multi-dimensional data warehouse can be distinguished in dimensions, i.e. analytical 
axis that can be used for data exploration (filtering, level of aggregation, navigation in 
hierarchies), and measures, i.e. key performance indicators that shall be aggregated 
along a given set of dimensions. A typical business intelligence query from the tour-
ism industry is shown in Fig. 1 in form of SQL, where customer is the dimension, 
revenue is the measure and other dimensions are used as filters, i.e. customers in Palo 
Alto with an age below 20. Note that the formula to compute the revenue and the join 
paths are usually maintained in the data warehouse and are hidden from the multi-
dimensional reporting layer above. 
 

SELECT cust.NAME AS customer, sum(inv.DAYS * serv.PRICE) AS revenue 

FROM Singapore cust 

INNER JOIN Sales sales ON (sales.CUST_ID = cust.CUST_ID) 

INNER JOIN Invoice inv ON (inv.INV_ID = sales.INV_ID) 

INNER JOIN Service serv ON (inv.SERVICE_ID = serv.SERVICE_ID) 

WHERE cust.CITY = 'Palo Alto' AND cust.AGE <= 20  

GROUP BY customer ORDER BY revenue LIMIT 5

Fig. 1. Example query for "top 5 customers from Singapore with age below twenty" 

The system has currently two user interfaces, one running on a mobile device (left 
in Fig. 2), enabling the user also to enter his questions via Speech-to-Text technology, 
and a desktop version (right in Fig. 2). The mobile version allows the user in addition 
to navigate the result set via speech.  

The underlying system work as follows: In a first step the query is parsed. Entities 
which are part of the schema are recognized leveraging information extraction tech-
nologies (tokenization, stemming, lemmatization, etc.). In addition phrases for recog-
nizing natural language patterns, e.g., to identify numerical ranges such as “age below 
twenty”, are identified and variables of this patterns are normalized (e.g., convert 
“twenty” to the number “20” which can be used in a technical query). In a second step 
the algorithm leverages structural patterns to generate potential technical queries. 
Parts of the structural patterns are relations among the schema elements (e.g., that 
recognized dimensions and measures belong to one fact table, i.e. can be used togeth-
er in a technical query), constraints that apply to phrases (e.g., that numerical ranges 
can only be applied to numerical values), etc. In a next step we derive a set of tech-
nical queries, which are than ranked by their complexity (the more information cap-
tured from the question the higher the score) and the confidence (e.g., if only parts of 
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Abstract. Flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) provide higher IOPS than  
disk drives. As a permanent data storage device, SSD exhibits more affordable 
prices than RAM. So we decide to use SSD as an extended cache for Post-
greSQL to improve the performance of OLTP. In this demonstration, we mainly 
modify the shared buffer part of PostgreSQL and present a hybrid PostgreSQL 
based on SSD and HDD, called HybridPG. This demonstration can compare the 
performance between original PostgreSQL and HybridPG in TPC-C benchmark 
with different system parameters. 

1 Introduction 

Solid state drives (SSDs) outperform disk drives in throughput and energy con-
sumption for database workloads [1] and people tend to use SSD to store data in 
order to improve the performance of database. But the price per unit capacity of SSD 
is still much higher than disk drives. So it is more cost-effective to use SSD as a 
cache layer between main memory and hard disk for database than totally to replace 
disk drives by SSD.  

For most contemporary SSDs, random writes are obviously slower than sequential 
writes. Managing data in SSD like DRAM buffer may not get the expected perfor-
mance and can decline the life of SSD. Therefore, we should turn small random writes 
to large sequential writes to utilize high sequential bandwidth and internal parallelism 
of SSD for higher throughput [2]. Now we propose an efficient strategy for using SSD 
as an extended cache for database and implement a Hybrid PostgreSQL based on SSD 
and HDD, called HybridPG. 

In HybridPG, data pages evicted out from DRAM buffer will be selectively cached 
in SSD. Data in SSD is organized by data blocks and each data block contains fixed 
number of data pages. When the size of data pages in SSD goes beyond a tunable 
threshold, dirty pages will be flushed to disk by a novel replacement algorithm de-
signed with write optimization. If we fail to get a page from the DRAM buffer, we try 
to look up for it in SSD; if it doesn’t locate at SSD either, HDD will be searched. 
With SSD as an extended cache, HybridPG performs better than original PostgreSQL 
on TPC-C benchmark. 
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2 System Architecture 

Figure 1 depicts the system architecture of HybridPG. The system consists of three 
components: 1) Meta data management 2) DRAM data management 3) SSD data 
management. 

 

Fig. 1. The architecture of HybridPG 

1) Meta data management. It includes following four data structures : 
─ Page-level mapping table. It is an array to record the block id and offset in data 

block for data pages as they are organized as blocks in SSD. 
─ Hash index. It is actually a hash table for indexing data pages in SSD, which 

takes page id as hashing key and the corresponding location in SSD as value. 
─ Block-level mapping table. It is an array of structures which records the block id 

and metadata of pages belong to a bock in SSD. Page metadata consists of page 
id and state (valid, dirty& frequency). 

─ Bit map. This data structure is an essential part for space recovery, and each bit 
of it represents whether the corresponding data block is used (1) or free (0). 

2) DRAM data management. In HybridPG, we did not change the replacement 
strategy for shared buffer in PostgreSQL. A flash dirty flag is added for each page 
kept in the buffer to indicate whether it has been updated since it flushed to SSD. 
When evicting a page from DRAM, if its flash dirty flag is false and it exists in SSD, 
there is no need to flush it to SSD again. And we add a write buffer with the same size 
as data block in SSD to cache victim data pages and flush it to SSD once it is full. 
Besides, another in-memory write buffer is added for caching data blocks evicted 
from SSD to disk for reducing writes on HDD and its size is the same to a data block. 

3) SSD data management. This part mainly manages the strategies of data to flush 
in and out the extended SSD cache. 

When the write buffer is full, we write it to a free data block in SSD. Though the 
positions of data block may be random, free space inside a data block is sequential. 
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By transforming several random data page writes to a sequential data block write, we 
reduce the write counts and can take advantage of the internal parallelism of SSD. 

When the number of data pages in SSD goes beyond a tunable threshold, the re-
placement algorithm for SSD cache will be triggered to flush several data pages from 
SSD to disk. According to the previous study, we should consider the frequency of 
data more than recentness when evicting data pages [3]. Thus, we put forward a re-
placement algorithm considering the frequency of data blocks. 

A time window is maintained to record the frequency of data pages cached in SSD 
in order to reduce the computing cost and avoid the negative effect incurred by fre-
quency accumulation of data pages. Frequencies of these pages are added to 
represent the frequency of this block. When the size of SSD comes to a threshold, we 
evict the block with minimal frequency and flush out dirty data pages in this block. 

3 Demonstration Scenario 

In the demonstration, we provide some adjustable parameters for users to observe the 
performance of HybridPG in different conditions. We can decide whether only clean 
data pages or all pages should be cached in SSD according to different application 
scenarios, along with DRAM size, SSD size and SSD type. 
  Here is an example of the demonstration. The TPC-C benchmark database and 
workload were created by the BenchmarkSQL tool. Size of the data set is 500 ware-
houses (about 51GB), the client number of connections is 500. Memory of both original 
PostgreSQL and HybridPG is set to 1GB. We select 32GB of SSD to serve as the 
extension cache. And the total experiment time is 2 hours. Figure 2 shows the test 
results of the two systems measured by tpmC (transactions per minute). We can ob-
serve that the tpmC of HybridPG is 48 percent higher than it of Original PostgreSQL. 
It is due to the fact that disk write operations in HybridPG are much reduced, for most 
of frequently accessed data pages are cached in SSD. 

 

Fig. 2. Original PostgreSQL VS. HybridPG in TPC-C benchmark 
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Abstract. Facing the severe population aging trend in the World, the
assistance of information technology is necessary when taking care of se-
nior citizens. With the development of human-computer interaction the
accessibility of electronic devices are greatly enhanced. This demonstra-
tion paper presents a system aiming at assisting guardians to nursing
the elders mainly involving cloud computing, location based service and
crowdsourcing; includes three components: (1)A phone app which allows
guardians to schedule items; with regarding to the location and time the
app alerts the elders with text-to-speech engines. (2)A wearable bracelet
collects the vital signs of the elders and sends data to the cloud. (3)A
real-time data storage and analysis service deployed on Azure, which
collects the vital signs and GPS data of the elders then detect abnormal
trajectories and vital signs, if detected it alerts the guardian.

1 Introduction

Information Technology is infiltrating our lives, greatly changing and improving
the way we live. However senior citizens received little attention in this revolution,
due to the myth of the senior citizens are not capable of operating digital devices.
Asmore andmore auxiliary accessing technologies like text-to-speech technologies
and touch screens are prevailing every handhold device. The accessibility of elec-
tronic devices is greatly enhanced and attracting more and more older users. In
[1] we can see that the population aging is unprecedented, pervasive and enduring,
from 1950 to 2050 the proportion of older persons will soar from 8% to 21% and
this trend in China is even worse [2]. It’s of great importance to utilize information
technology to assist the younger citizens to nurse their older parents.

To cope with this challenge, we propose our system SmartCare to help younger
citizens nurse their older parents or community physicians taking care of senior
citizens. Due to the reliability, scalability and computation ability of cloud com-
puting service we mainly deployed an online probability graph[3] based user
anomaly moving trajectory detection algorithm on the cloud. Conventionally in
anomaly trajectory detection, like [4], it considers that for every trajectory with
the same source and destination should have the same path. But in our case
each person’s trajectory is varied even with the same source and destination.
The anomaly trajectory of the older person could indicate fraud of various kind.

F. Li et al. (Eds.): WAIM 2014, LNCS 8485, pp. 832–834, 2014.
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We also implemented a few other intelligent monitoring mechanisms to help the
guardians to take care of the older persons. For instance we build a free medicine
information database by crowdsourcing[5].

2 The Framework

The main components of SmartCare are the smart phone app, the wearable
bracelet and the data service on Azure. (Fig. 1) shows our system architecture.

The wearable bracelet measures heart rate and body temperature of the wear-
ing person and transfers them to the smart phone via Bluetooth.

The smart phone app mainly utilized text-to-speech and image barcode read-
ing technology and consists of Data Collector, Location Based Alarm and Medi-
cation Alarm. The Data Collector collects the vital-signs from the Bracelet send
them to the data service on the cloud along with the phone’s GPS data. Lo-
cation Based Alarm is activated when the senior citizen is close to a schedule
item set by the guardian. Medication Alarm uses text-to-speech engine to speak
repeatedly the name and usage of the medicine to alert older person and reads
the barcode on the medicine box to ensure the correct medicine is taken by the
camera on the phone, if this process is not succeeded it will alert the guardian.
Both logs generated are sent to the cloud and stored.

Windows Azure demonstrated outstanding computation ability and reliabil-
ity [6] thus we deployed our cloud service on Azure. Our cloud service mainly
involves probability graphs, crowdsourcing and location based range query ten-
ancies and mainly consists of storage manager, anomaly detector, diary generator
and location analyzer. Storage manager receives the data from the smart phone
and stores the user information on the SQL like tables (referred to as SQL),
while the GPS data and vital-sign data on the key value pair like table (referred
to as table) on Azure. It also collects the medicine information input by users,
our frequency and support based algorithm selects common entries and displays
to future users to select the proper one. If an item has a high selection frequency
it’s considered as true and stored. Anomaly detector detects abnormal location
and vital-sign of the senior citizens. We use Hidden Markov Model to model this

(a) Architecture of SmartCare (b) Selected Interfaces of iCare

Fig. 1. The Architecture and Interface of SmartCare
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problem. First we find the point of interests and consider the point of interests
as states and use weather, date, time, phone call records as features. We trained
an HMM for each user according to history trajectories of each user. When user
reach a new point of interest, we predict the probability of this new point and if
it’s beneath the threshold then it is considered as an anomaly. To detect the ab-
normal vital signs by calculating the cosine similarity between the current data
vector and the averaged data vector from the previous hour. If any anomaly
is detected the guardian of the older person will be alerted by phone or text
message detailing the plausible scenario and the location of the incident. The
Dairy Generator generates a daily summary of the senior citizen, according to
the logs submitted by phone app and the moving trajectory. Lastly the location
Analyzer returns the nearby business of a GPS position to the phone app.

3 Demonstration Scenario

We implemented the phone app on Win-Phone, and built the wearable bracelet
based on sensor modules. Selected interfaces of SmartCare are shown in(Fig. 1).

Our system mainly contains the following scenarios: (1) Monitors the moving
trajectory and vital signs of the older person by an online detection of trajectory
and vital sign anomalies service on the cloud. (2) Enables guardians to schedule
the timetable of the senior citizens, and alerts the senior citizens if their current
location is near the scheduled item. (3) A dairy is generated regarding of the
data collected on the cloud, helping guardians to know the daily life of the senior
citizens better. (4) As most senior citizens need long-term medication our system
also provides a mechanism to assist and supervise the older person taking correct
medicine on time. (5) If any anomalies are detected or any procedure failed our
system will notify the guardian for the incident.
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Abstract. In this paper, we propose to identify and use focused locations to 
improve Web search. Focused locations refer to the most important ones in a 
Web page, and the key issue is how to determine them and apply in Web search 
process. We present a location-assisted search tool called LAST (Location-
Assisted Search Tool) to demonstrate the extraction and use of focused 
locations in Web search. After an overview of the general features of LAST, we 
discuss the architecture and implementation of LAST. And finally, a case study 
of LAST’s demonstration is presented. 

Keywords: Web search, Location, Re-ranking. 

1 Introduction 

Many queries in Web search are related with time [1] and locations [2]. However, a 
Web page may mention lots of locations in its content, and generally they have 
different meaning and importance to the page. Therefore, we have to identify the 
focused locations for each Web page and design location-friendly ranking algorithms 
for search engine. Basically, focused locations in a Web page represent the most 
appropriate locations embedded explicitly or implicitly in the content.  

Location-related queries have been studied by many re-searchers in related fields. 
Some of them are focused on building a vertical search engine using real geographical 
locations identified by longitudes and latitudes [3], but they did not pay attention to 
the focused locations. Some other works are about personalizing Web search using 
location data [4] or location-aware query processing [5]. However, to our best 
knowledge, there are very few previous works took into account focused locations. 

We present a location-assisted search tool called LAST (Location-Assisted Search 
Tool) to demonstrate the extraction and use of the focused locations in Web search. 
LAST is designed to optimize the search results when answering location-related 
queries, concentrating on focused location extraction and new ranking methods. LAST 
is an optimized meta-search engine. It is built upon Google and Bing and can also 
support other types of search engines.   

2 The Architecture of LAST 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of LAST. In the Snippet Processing module, we  
use search API or crawlers to process the top-k results returned by Google and Bing. 
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In the Focused Locations Extraction module, we extract the focused locations for 
every Web page returned from an existing search engine. In this module, the 
algorithm for focused location extraction proposed in [6, 7] is used. In the User 
Locations Extraction module, we determine user locations on the basis of users’ IP 
addresses. The user locations play an important role in the ranking procedure of the 
results. User locations are also studied in many areas, e.g., advertisement 
recommendation. In the Query Location Extraction module, we extract the locations 
included in the query string. Geographic predicates in queries are usually treated as 
common textual words in traditional search engines. However, in LAST, they are 
processed in a different way from the textual keywords. In our system, we simply 
determine query locations by looking up a tailor-made gazetteer.  

 

Fig. 1. The architecture of LAST 

In the Re-ranking module, we re-rank the results returned by existing search 
engines. In order to compare LAST with existing search engines, both the original 
results and the re-ranked results of LAST will be shown in the user interface.  

Generally, given a query Q, the ranking of a Web page A can be calculated by the 
following formula: 

             (1) 

Here, α, β, and γ are the parameters for weight adjustment. They are range from 0 
to 1, and their sum is 1. R0(Q, A) is the ranking score of A from a generic search 
engine. The score is reflected by A’s order among all the results returned. A.focus 
means the focused location in page A, Q.ip is the user location which is extracted 
from the user’s IP address, and Q.search is the query location extracted from the 
query. rel(X,Y) is the correlation score between two locations (X and Y). 
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3 Prototype and Demonstration 

So far, LAST has been built up on the basis of Google and Bing. The interface of LAST 
is shown in Fig.2. the left frame shows the results returned from Google or Bing. In the 
right frame, the user location, values of parameters as well as some other information 
are shown on the top. The re-ranking results are shown with a rank-changed mark for 
each result. Also, we design two buttons (up and down) to get the users’ feedback, 
which will be used to improve the re-ranking algorithms in the future. We also 
prepared several <query, user location> pairs to show the improvement by our re-
ranking algorithms. Users can use the given pairs directly as well as input a new query 
to see the performance of LAST. For the given pairs, the original top-300 ranking 
results have been pre-processed, while for the user-input situation, LAST is focused on 
the original top-50 results due to the time cost.  

 

Fig. 2. The interface of LAST 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed to extract and use focused locations in Web search and 
presented a location-assisted search tool called LAST. LAST can determine the 
focused locations for Web pages and used them to re-rank the search results by 
incorporating different types of locations in Web search.  
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